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INTRODUCTION

It has been stated that the Superintendent of Census Operations is the

most fortunate of Government servants. For a period of two years or more

he is generally secure from the cares of district administration and from the

attentions of frequent mulakatis* When his work is ended few can question

the accuracy of his statements or the figures upon which he bases them, for

it is unlikely that, in a busy age, any one will go so far as to attempt to

check even the totals of the Tables for which he is responsible. He has the

somewhat invidious reputation of being an authority on most matters con-

nected with provincial statistics and upon many questions concerning

ethnology and anthropology. If he is careful he may be able to preserve

this reputation, at least among those who have not studied the subject more

deeply than himself, and after working in his appointment for a few months

he is almost bound to become an enthusiastic amateur statistician and

anthropologist. If he has high mathematical qualifications such as those

possessed by Mr. Roughton, the Superintendent of 1921, his position is

almost unassailable.

The task of taking the census is, however, not quite the joyous affair

that it was twenty or thirty years ago, when apart from the dry field of figures

there was a vast virgin field of research upon which to work. Past Superin-

tendents, and perhaps chief among them the late Mr. Russell, laboured in

that field so well that it is difficult to add much to their publications and

considerable temerity is needed to challenge anything that they have written.

It has, in fact, now become the business of a census report simply to

present the latest information regarding the population, its character, its

mode of living and its means of livelihood to a very limited public—and to

draw from the figures collected any obvious deductions which may prove

change, whether in the way of development or deterioration, during the last

decade.

The progress which takes place in the east in the space of ten years is

not expected to be very clearly marked. But in the Central Provinces, as

in the whole of the vast sub-continent of India, change (and in some com-
munities decay) has probably occurred more rapidly between 1921 and
1931 than in any previous inter-censal period. By change is meant not

such upheavals as are brought about by conquests and revolutions but devel-

opment in matters affecting the daily life of the people and alterations in
their customs and ideas such as ultimately create the history of a nation.

It is true that in these Provinces reforms and improvements come slowly,

caste customs firmly imposed by mothers-in-law die hard and the man who
tries to hurry the east still digs for himself an early grave. But even while
the peasant in the interior generally follows agricultural processes handed

*Visitor* who come upon public or private business. A few years ago the Deputy Commissioner of a
northern district used to receive up to forty a day.
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cov-n fmm Tubn! Oiin ?.nd the Msrias of Chanda and Bastar pursue almost

the same mode of life as their forefathers of centuries a^o, the amardnji im-
po'jventcn; cF interna! combustion engines has made development of motor
trr.tTic (in India ns elsewhere) one of the most remarkable features of the

pa^-t decade and the intense political activity of the last few years,

stimulated by a minority in the population, has probably done more to

break dov.n caste and communal prejudices than any amount of missionary

ctTort. To pass an opinion as to whether such changes are good or bad, for

the happiness of the individual or for the prosperity of the masses, is not

tl.e function of this report. Yet it would perhaps be not irrelevant to recall

here the view c.vpressed by an aged rustic of Saugor district to a young
In(iian Assistant Commissioner. The latter was riding along a road one
day v.hen an aeroplane passed overhead. He noticed the old peasant

w.Tlking with his head bent and eyes upon the ground and asked him why
he did not look up and sec the wonderful air-craft. The old man with

ht>. eyes still fixed on the ground said in vernacular “Sahib, a vcr>' great

disaster has befallen us”.

However that may be, in the chapters which follow an endeavour has

been made to tr.acc clearly the changes and progress of the last decade

under their appointed heads and to draw from figures such 'deductions as

are irrefutable. Where temptation to express opinion was strong, prudence

ita*- generally substituted modest suggestion. It must, however, be clearly

understood that where the writer has expressed any definite opinion it is

hi*: own and no responsibility for it can be assigned to Government. Repeti-

tion of what was written in past reports, upon which improvement docs not

appear po'>'-ibIc, has been avoided except where for the sake of lucidity it

wav nece*«ary. When such necessity arose, the method of direct quotation

has been adopted.
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Census Superintendent’s office is opened about 10 months before, the

census is taken. Lists are prepared of every village in the provinces to

ensure that none is excluded during the numbering of the people. This

is a simple matter because except in the most remote States complete land

records are now maintained. For the purpose of collecting statistics of

the
.

population towns and villages are grouped into charges, circles and

blocks. • The general principle is that there should be about 40 houses in

"a. block, 12 blocks in a circle and 15 circles in a charge. For such an

organization the -land revenue system of the Central Provinces is peculiarly

well adapted and in most cases the Revenue Inspector automatically

became the Charge Superintendent and the Patwari the Circle Supervisor.

In certain States the land records are kept according to a method different

to that of tlie Central Provinces, but as far as possible a similar census

organization was adopted, and it was well understood. Under the control

of the Census Supervisors, enumerators were made responsible for each

block. In rural areas they were often village officials, schoolmasters, etc.,

but the majorit}’^ were non-official volunteers of sufficient education to

ensure the proper discharge of their honorary duties and were themselves

residents of the blocks for which they had to write the final schedules. The
value of such a system is that the Supervisor, who was generally the official

maintaining the land records of his circle, and the enumerator, who was

a neighbour of those to be enumerated in his block, were both of them

familiar with the households with which they had to deal and with their

family history. In towns the organization had to be slightly different, and

there Charge Superintendents and Circle Supervisors were normally mem-
bers of municipal committees or municipal servants.

Lists of possible census officials were made by Deputy Commissioners

and State Census Officers during the hot weather of 1930, but before blocks

were finally allotted to each enumerator a number had to be marked on
every residence in the province and house lists were then prepared. This

was done during the months of Octobef and November 1930. In order

that no individual might escape enumeration it was necessary to give

numbers to all places where members of the public might conceivably spend

the night of the census, and district officials had to make very careful

inspections to ensure that the work was properly carried out particularly

in urban areas where owing to the political situation the attitude towards

the census was not always as friendly as in villages. In the course of these

inspections it was sometimes found that the zeal of subordinates had been
excessive. For instance in more places than one census numbers were
painted on latrines ; and in trying to secure absolute accuracy enumerators

in several cases entered the names of Hanuman or other gods to whom
temples were dedicated, as householders in their block lists. Some
residences are of such a kind that it is impossible to paint a number upon
them, and therefore an expedient had to be devised to ensure that the

numbering was properly effected. In one part of a village in the Sironcha

tahsil where it had been necessary to write the house numbers upon wooden
labels to be hung on the houses of the Buruds I found that a lazy patwari

after inscribing the serial numbers upon these labels had dealt them out to

the householders like a pack of cards so that there was no series at all in

the quarter concerned.

During the preliminary organization the Provincial Superintendent

has to visit as many districts and States as possible, to satisfy himself that

the numerous instructions issued are understood and obeyed. Arrange-
ments have also ro be made for providing a sufficient but not excessive
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supply of census forms for every local unit, a somewhat difficult task.

Unfortunately in the month of July I was recalled to Saugor district for

four months, when the civil disobedience movement was most acute, and
found that this break, when it was possible to devote less time to census

work than was really essential, produced a large crop of worries at the time

of enumeration and slip-copying. The Department was fortunate in

obtaining the services of Mr. N. R. Chandorkar, Extra-Assistant Commis-i

sioner, as Officer on Special Duty during my absence in Saugor, and he did

much valuable touring. I would, however, recommend that no future

Provincial Superintendent should be required to fill two posts at the same
time.

. After the house-numbering had been completed the final selection of

enumerators was made. Their total number was 104,839 working under

8,928 Circle Supervisors and 728 Charge Superintendents. The fact may
again be stressed that for the whole province the only payment made to

them was Rs. 246 on account of travelling expenses.

During the months of November and December the census staff was

thoroughly trained in its duties, to which end Deputy Commissioners arid

their Assistants held frequent conferences, and during January and the first

half of February a record of preliminary enumeration was made. The
value of this record was that it was continually checked by touring officers

in the districts and States, so that by the day of the actual census, which was

held on February 26, 1931, it was, in most rural areas, remarkably

accurate. In the towns the same degree of accuracy could not be expected

but as will be shown in the chapters which follow it is not considered that

there have been any serious errors in the statistics of population. It was

during this period of inspection and correction of mistakes that an entry

was discovered wrongly classing Mr. Roughton, the Provincial Supefinr

tendent of 1921, as a Presbyterian. This attracted a good deal of

attention in the Bombay Press, in which it was suggested that all superior

Europeans must be Presbyterians and by that token Scotsmen. At a later

date I was able personally to rectify the classification to Mr. Middleton-

Stewart, District Superintendent of Police, Akola, and his wife as Indian

Christians. Such misclassifications were happily rare.

Special arrangements were made for the proper enumeration of

travellers by road or rail on the night of the census ; and on February 26th

between 7 p.m. and midnight the preliminary records, which had in most

cases been actually written by, or under the instructions of, the supervisors,

were finally checked and brought up to date by the enumerators, who
excluded from ihe lists all who had died or left their places of residence since

the preliminary’ census and added new arrivals. In a few remote tracts,

owing to their inaccessibility, a non-synchronous census had. to be taken.

This course is not considered to have affected the ultimate totals of the

population. As soon as the schedules were ready the enumerators met at

appointed places and prepared statements showing the number of the

houses and the population of their blocks. The figures were then com-

piled by the super\isor into a summary for his circle and taken to the

charge superintendent, who compiled a similar summary for his charge

and sent it to the district or State headquarters where the totals were added

together and were reported by telegram. Elaborate arrangements made
beforehand for the collection of the totals have been detailed in the Census

Administration Report and need not he mentioned here. Sarangarh State

reported if> population first, as at the two previous censuses, and broke its

own record for speed by despatching its telegram at 1 a.m. on February
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27th, only an hour after the completion of the schedules. Raigarh State

wired its figures only 40 minutes later. Drug would probably have been

the first of the IJtitish districts but owing to telegraphic communication

being broken the Settlement Officer, Mr. P. S. Ran, had to send his report

by a special messenger. Seoni results therefore arrived earlier. Of the

bigger districts Amraoti, Saugor and Hoshangabad are to be congratulated

on sending vcrj’ prompt returns while the States of Bastar and Surguja once

more found no hindrance in difficulty of communication. The hazardous

nature of census work in some parts of the province may be appreciated

from the fact that a tiger charged a car in which Mr. Grigson, the

Administrator of Bastar State, was personally bringing in some census

results and only missed his quarry owing to the speed at which it was

travelling. The last district to telegraph its figures was Yeotmal at 12-45

on the 4th of March. It is interesting to note how small the difference

between the provincial totals, telegraphed a few hours after the census

was completed, and the final totals, abstracted from the records collected,

was in the case of the units particularly noticed above. This difference in

Rnigarh was nil, in Sarangarh 2 only, in Drug 158, in Amraoti 371,

in Hoshangabad 1,723, in Saugor 742, in Bastar 2,438 and in Surguja 1,824.

The difference between the provincial totals and the final totals for the

whole province was .2 per cent only, the larger discrepancies being 17,465

or 2.2 per cent in the Jubbulpore district and 13,333 or .9 per cent in the

Bilaspur district.

In 1931 as in 1921 the census was taken during a time of intense

political upheaval and it is remarkable that, on the whole, operations were
carried through without effective obstruction or non-co-operation. In the

States, of course, there was no trouble whatever and one or two reports

from Ruling Chiefs even mention enthusiasm on the part of the general

public. In the British districts the attitude might be summed up in the

words of the Deputy Commi.ssioner, Seoni ; “The public displayed the

usual apathy, but seldom any actual hostility.” Some house-numbers were
erased in Wnrdha, and this form of nuisance occurred in various places.

It was more often than not the work of mischievous boys and had no effect.

In Jubbulpore City, Nagpur, Wardha, Bhandara, Buldana and Raipur,

District Census Officers had various troubles on account of the civil dis-

obedience movement but the success of the census was unaffected.

There was some fear that in Nagpur City and Jubbulpore City the agitators

might secure destruction of the enumeration books, and a confidential

circular was sent out to the Deputy Commissioners of these districts and of

others, where trouble appeared likely, requesting them to make due precau-

tions. In most such places the preliminarj^ record had been prepared in

duplicate and so hostile action would have been foiled. In Wardha and
Hinganghat towns and Nagpur City processions were organized to interfere

with the actual census. The final enumeration was however made either

before or after the processions were taken out—and this kind of obstruction
proved quite abortive.

Prosecutions under the Census Act were verj*^ few. The total

number was in fact 28 only, 26 of which resulted in convictions. The
fines imposed amounted to Rs. 188. These figures reflect the tact of the
district census authorities and the good-sense and co-operation of the
general public.

After the census the task of abstraction and tabulation of the statistics

collected had to be undertaken. In order that the entries in the* schedules
regarding the 17,990,937 individuals, who make up the population of these
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provinces, might be conveniently sorted for the twenty-^two different tables

in which the figures are presented, it was necessarj’’ first to copy all such

entries on slips of a size suitable for the purpose. Slips of .various, colours

were used for the separate religions and symbols were printed on them to

•indicate sex. This system has been found to be more adapted to the

elass of copyist or sorter available in India than any other, and hence more
economical. As an experiment much of the slip-copying for the 1931

census was done at tahsil or State headquarters by the Land Records staff

who received additional payment for the task. The schedules of Berar

and of certain districts, where the patwaris were not available owing to

settlement or other work, were copied in the Central Tabulation ofllces at

Nagpur, Jubbulpore and Raipur. It was considered that the local staff

which had been responsible for writing the schedules would be able to do
the copying more quickly and efllciently than the temporary clerks

employed in the past. Experience, however, proved that the patwaris

were slower copyists than temporary men who become very practised in

the work after a few days, and that Tahsildars and Naib-Tahsildars had no
time to exercise adequate supervision. The establishment of large

numbers of small local slip-copying offices caused a great deal of worry
and expense in connection with the supply of a proper number of blank

slips, and although decentralization meant a certain acceleration of work
the experiment did not on the whole prove a success and I do not recom-

mend its repetition in future. I have in fact very strongly urged in the

Administratic ti Report that for. the next census in this province the system

of ^‘Billets individtiels” adopted in the Baroda State should be followed.
By this system the actual enumeration books consis'ted of pages of cards

inches >< 3^ inches, which were perforated and could easily be torn off.

Each of these cards was in fact 'a census schedule. The paper used was

more stout and considerably thicker than that used in the Central

Provinces for the census slips and when enumeration was completed these

cards, that is, the actual original census records, were themselves sorted, for

the tables. The process of slip-copying was entirely eliminated thus saving

time and ensuring that a certain number of clerical mistakes which are

bound to occur were not embodied in the final records. In the rural areas

of this province where, as already mentioned, the schedules are generally

actually written by Government servants, there is no reason to believe that

the “Billets individtiels” system would not work excellently. For the

records of the bigger towns it might be necessary to adopt the slip-copying

process again in 1941.

As soon as slip-copying was completed for each unit sorting and com-
pilation was taken up at the central offices. The largest staff (excluding

slip-copyists) employed there at one time was about 1,270. The mainten-

ance of a third office at Raipur, in addition to those at Nagpur and
Jubbulpore which had done all the work in 1921, was fully, justified and

thanks to the zeal of the Deputy Superintendents it was possible to close

the office at Jubbulpore on tlte 31st October 1931, that at Raipur on 15th

November 1931 and that at Nagpur, where there was more to do, by the

end of Februarj' 1932. The despatch of work compared most favourably

with that of 1921 when the Jubbulpore office was closed on 7th April 1922

and the Nagpur office on the 31st August 1922. (It must, however, be
remembered that in that year the census was held three weeks later and all

slip-copying was done at the Tabulation offices.)

Three selected Tahsildars were in charge of the offices—Mr. Moti Ram
Mujmir (Jubbulpore), Mr. Makhan Lai Yado (Raipur) and Mr. M. R.
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Joshi' (Nagpur). . The work of these officers, who had. to controMarge

untrained temporary staffs, was first class and cannot be too highly praised;

It, was while they were engaged in their arduous task that certain members

of* the general public began addressing letters to the Provincial Superin-J

tendent as “Commissioner of Population”.

Compilation of the tables appearing in Part II of the Report and of the

subsidiary tables in this, volume was completed by a staff of a few clerks in

the office - of the Provincial Superintendent, where the originals of the

diagrams illustrating the various chapters were also drawn. The
Chromotype Company, Calcutta, reproduced these diagrams on zinc blocks

and I must acknowledge the efficiency and promptitude of their work. The

reproduction of the social and linguistic maps was done in the office of the

Director of Map Publication, Calcutta, from originals prepared in Nagpur

according to my directions, under the supervision of Mr. B. B. Shome,

Assistant Survey Officer.

The actual total expenditure on the census of 1931 cannot be given

exactly as certain printing accounts have not been finally adjusted, but

the approximate figure of the cost is Rs. 2,59,000, that is less than 3 pies

per head of the population. In 1921 when the population was over 2,000,000

lower the corresponding figure was Rs. 2,77,000. The reduction in

expense is due to the exercise of rigid economy which was sometimes

facilitated by the fact that in 1931 the cost of living was generally much
lower than ten years previously.

The success of the census of course depends almost entirely upon the

work done by district officials. Among the very large company of all

grades who cheerfully undertook this begai-^ at a time of particular stress,

it is impossible, owng to lack of space, to mention here the names of more
than a few of the more important. Deputy Commissioners were generally

pre-occupied with the civil disobedience movement and had to leave the
• major part of the supervision of operations to their District Census Officers,

but it is noteworthy that those of them who took the most active interest in

the work were nearly all comparatively senior officers. Mr. C. K.
Seaman, i.C.S., in Seoni, Mr. H. Q. Greenfield, i.C.S., in Saugor,

Mr. S. H.' Y. Oulsnam, M.C., l.C.S., in Wardha and Mr. B. A. Smellie in

Nimar did much valuable inspection during their tours, and Mr. Smellie, for

one, issued some very useful local instructions. In Amraoti, where owing
to the untimely transfer of the District Census Officer, the preliminary

enumeration was found to be progressing badly, Mr. P. J. H. Stent, i.C.S.,

by his personal attention, converted the census from a possible failure to

a definite success. In Drug the Settlement Officer, Mr. P. S. Rau, I.C.S.,

himself took charge of operations and carried them through most
satisfactorily.

The District Census Officers had an unenviable task. Most of them
were very good indeed. The. work of Mr. Mohammad Nuruddin, who
in the last few months of his service succeeded in making Akola one of
the best censused districts, was particularly meritorious. Others, whose zeal
came to my notice, were Mr. N. P. Shrivastava in Jubbulpore, Mr. R. B.
Chaubal in Nimar, Mr. P. N. Pendharkar in Seoni, Mr. A. M. Jafri in
Saugor, Mr. K. P. Shrivastava in Mandla, Mr. P. A. Choubey in Nagpur
and Mr. R. D. Gour in Chanda. The Deputy Commissioner and District

- Census Officer of Jubbulpore especially commended the work of
Mr. P. E. F. Skinner, I.C.S., in the City and the Cantonment. The census
work in all the States was, as already recorded, so excellent that it is almost

*Unp8id labour.
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impossible to select any oflacials for separate notice. If I single out
Mr. Ahmediilla Khan of Sarangarh and Mr. M. C. Joshi of Kankerj it is

because I saw something of their organization myself. That of some others

may have been equally good, as the results appear to indicate.

In the special census staflE the energy and industry of the Officer on
Special Duty and the three Deputy Superintendents has been appreciated

in the remarks preceding. My own office was for many months weak and
disorganized, but eventually it was possible to produce a very good team
indeed under the Head Clerk, Mr. G. K. Mohoni, whose cheerful industry

deserves acknowledgment. Among the rest the name of my first

stenographer and camp clerk, Mr. S. K. V. Raman, a young man of great

promise, whose untimely death from typhoid fever occurred when the

Report was half-completed, must not be forgotten.

Those who kindly recorded notes which have added greatly to the

interest of Appendix III have been mentioned in it, and my thanks are

specially due to Rai Bahadur Hira’Lal, the collaborator of the late

Mr. Russell, for his ready advice at all times on various problems of

language and ethnology. Mr. C. F. Waterfall, I.C.S., Commissioner of

Settlements, greatly facilitated the organization of Tabulation Offices by
helping me to select suitable supervisors from the disbanded settlement

staff, and by putting the Land Records staff at the disposal of the Census

Department to carry out slip-copying in many districts. The numerous
census forms were mostly issued from the Nagpur Central Jail Press and

the courteous co-operation of Major N. S. Jatar, D.S.O., I.M.S., must not

be overlooked. The Report only was printed at the Government Press in

1921, but on this occasion the ambitious work of printing the tables volume

was also undertaken there. The quality of the production speaks for itself.

With operatives who were mostly inexperienced in this type of work
Mr. G. C. Natarajan, the Superintendent, Government Printing, by his

personal interest ensured most satisfactory results. The difficulties of

reproducing masses of statistics are obvious and the work of composition

and proof-reading was most tedious and laborious. I fear my own
impatience was sometimes almost .offensive. The result of the diligence

and enthusiasm of all concerned has, however, been to secure the publica-

tion of the tables ten months earlier than in the previous census and of thie

Report three months earlier.

Lastly, before closing this long introduction I must express my deep

personal gratitude to Dr. Hutton, the Census Commissioner for India, for

his ready advice and patience and sympathy in all the difficulties of a

Provincial Superintendent.



CENSUS REPORT
OF THE

CENTRAL PROVINCES AND BERAR

CHAPTER I

DISTRIBUTION AND MOVEMENT OF THE POPULATION

1. This report deals with the census statistics for the whole of the

territory' known as the Central Provinces and Berar, which is situated in

the centre of the Indian peninsula between latitudes 17° 47' and 24° 27'

Ts^orth and lon/litudes 75° 57' and 84° 24' East and includes the fifteen Cen-
tral Provinces States. The Central Provinces were first constituted as an
adndnistrative unit in 1861. The histor>’ of the tracts from which they
were formed, and of subsequent alterations in their area will be found in

the Gazetteers, in the decennial administration reports and in past census

reports. The four Berar districts, which formerly had been indefinitely

“assigned” to the Government of India and administered on its behalf by
the Resident at Hyderabad, were by an agreement made in 1902 leased in

perpetuity from His Exalted Highness the Nizam, at an annual rental of

Rs. 25,00,000 and have been administered by the Government of the

Central Provinces since 1903,

2. The boundaries of the province remained unchanged during the

decade 1921 to 1931 . The area now shown in the Census Tables is 43 square

miles greater than it was in 1921, and the latest figure, supplied by the Sur-

veyor-General after the Tables had been printed, indicates a further increase

of no less than 1,^55 square miles. This difference is due to recalculation

of forest areas, and to the accuracy of the survey operations now in pro-

gress. A statement has been drawn up at the end of this chapter to show
density of population by districts according to the Surveyor-General’s
figures beside those calculated from the figures appearing in the Imperial
Tables. The variation is generally small. It was impossible to make use of
the revised statistics for the purposes of this report because they are not yet
available for tahsils or other areas smaller than districts.

3. The administration is controlled by a Governor in Council, who
replaced the Chief Commissioner in the year 1919, upon the introduction
of the Montagu Chelmsford reforms. At the lime of the census the *prov-
Ince.was for political purposes still separated into the five Commissioners’
divisions, which had been in existence for the previous twenty years. At
the end of • the year 1931 the Nerbudda division was abolished and the
districts of Damoh, Narsinghpur and Seoni were amalgamated with Saugor,
Hoshangabad and Chhindwara ^espectivel3^ As all the census figures had
been tabulated according to the old administrative divisions before this

Scope of th

Report.

Changes in

Area.

Political

divisions.

iVo<e.—British districts only.
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change took place, details of the new arrangement of the districts are, forconvenience sake, given below:—
Juhbtilporc division—

Juhbuiporc
Saugor (with Damoli)
Hoshnngnbad (with Narsinghpnr)
Mandia
Nimar

Clihatlisgarh division—
Raipur
Biiacpur
Drug
Bhnndara
Ralaghat

Nagpur division—
Nagpur
VVardha
Chanda
Chhindwara (with Sconi)
BctuI

licrar division— •

Amraoli
Akola
Buldana
Yeotmal

There have been no changes in the arrangement of tahsils since the last
census, but certain minor adjustments of area have been made- between
tahsils and districtr.

4. For statistical purposes the province was at the censuses of 1911
and 1921 divided into five natural divisions, a method which has again been
followed in this report. The late Mr. Marten gave a detailed description
of these natural divisions in 1911, and it is only necessary to repeat a sum-
marj^ of their main features. Thej' are

—

(1) The Nerhudda valley division, which is mainly a wheat-growing
tract situated in the basin formed by the river and extending into the higher
ground on either side. This includes the districts of Saiigor and Damoh,
lying on the Vindhyan or Malwa plateau, the southern face of which rises

almost sheer from the valley.

(2) The Maratha plain division.—^This includes to the west, in the

valleys of the Puma and the Wardha rivers, the plain of Berar and Nagpur,
containing the rich black soil which makes the area the great cotton-growing

tract of the province—and further east the Wainganga basin, forming the

districts of Balaghat, Bhandara and Chanda, which possesses a' heavier rain-

fall and is mainly a rice-growing tract.

(3) The Plateau division, which covers the greater part of the plateau

of the Satpura hills. These stretch across the province from .^arkantak,

the sacred source of the Nerbudda, in the east to the fort of Asirgarh in the

west, but the natural division includes only the districts of Mandia, Seoni,

Chhindwara and Betul. There forests predominate in broken country, and

a population which is still generally backward finds its principal means of

subsistence in cultivating the more fertile and Ibw-lying land.

(4) The Chbattisgarh plain division, the main feature of which is the

great rice-growing plain, drained by the Mahanadi river, and bordered on
the north by the extension of the Satpura range and on the east and south

by the vast area of hill and jungle comprised by the zamindaris and the

states of Bastar and Ranker. The greater part of this latter area consists

of dense forests with precipitous mountains and ravines, which formerly
rendered it impervious to Hindu invasion or immigration.

(5) The ChhoUi Nagpur Plateau containing five states which were trans-

ferred to the province in the year 1905 in exchange for Bamra, Rairakhol,

Sonpur, Patna and Kalahandi. This interesting tract is more sparsely

populated than the rest of the province and the people belong,very largely

to hill and forest tribes, many of them with Munda affinities, of whom it has

been said that they are physically and ethnically in several ways more akin

to their eastern neighbours in Orissa than to those in . the plain of

Chhattisgarh.

It is not suggested that the present grouping of districts and ’ states

according to their most obvious natural features is ideal. Almost every one
of them contains such a variety of types of people and types of country that
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withotit fcp.'iratinC lalisils or even smaller units from the, districts to which
they beloiifi a precisely accurate classification could not be secured. For
instance, while the Bala^hat and Waraseoni tahsils mi^ht be classed either

with the districts of the hlaratha plain or with the states of the Chhattisgarh
plain, the Haihar tahsil would more properly be included with the Plateau
districts. At the same time since, in presenting the statistics, it is clearly

undesirable to break up districts the arrantjement adopted seems the most
satisfactory. Smaller homogeneous divisions according to the distribution of

communities and languages, which tlocs not always follow the natur.al features

of the cotinlr>‘, are sliown in the Social and Linguistic maps published with

this volume.

5. The statistics of the area and population of each district and State Reference
are given in Imperial Table I, while Provincial Table I contains figures for to statistics,

.^nailer units. V'ariations in the population since 1S<SI arc shown in Imperial
Table IL Stmnnary figure.s .appear in Imperi.al T.iblc XX. The following

subsidiary tables will be founil at the end of this chapter:—
1,—Density, water-supply and crops.

11.— Distribution of the population classified according to density.

111.—Variation in relation to density since 1881.

I\’.— Variation in nattiral popjilation.

\\—(lomparison with vital statistics.

VI.—Variation by tahsils classified according to density.

VII.-- Per.*'Ons per Iumisc and houses per square mile.

The census schcdule.s were being prepared and checked for a period of

almost two moniljv prior to the final enumeration on February 26th, 1931,

when between 7 p.m. and 12 midnight, they were brought up to date by the

exchisKiU of absentees frtmt, and the addition of new comers to. the list.

The siali.'iics tlu'refore give the dc faclo population of the census night for

the greater part the province, and not the dc jure population or that of per-

son.s ordinarily icsident with the addition of a few traders and others who
happened to be making lengthy visits to the country. It was however
necessary to take .a non-synchronous final enumeration in a few tracts owing
to the inaccessible nature of the cotmtry. The total area of these tracts was
9,709.1 square miles or 7.*l per cent of the area of the province, but it was
only in compar.ativcly few villages in the hills that the final enumeration was
carried <im a tlav or two days before the actual dale of the census : in the

other so-called non-synchronous tracts a daylight census was taken on
February 26th. People in these remote places seldom leave their villages

and it is unlikely that the necessity of taking a non-.synchronous census there

had any eftcet at all upon the statistics.

The method of enumeration in India may in fact safely be said to give

a more complete ccn.stis than that generally followed in the past in European
countries, where householders were asked to fill up their own schedules.

The accuracy of the returns in respect of the various questions which the
cmimcraior has to ask will he discussed in the chapters dealing with each of
them, but, as both supervisors and enumerators were in almo.st all cases resi-

dents of the blocks or circles for the census of which they were responsible
and were gener.-slly, from the very nature of their occupation, familiar with
the persons whom they had to enumerate, the record of numbers may be
a.ssumed to have been quite complete, at least in rnral areas. In the bigger
towns where Government servants were not available in large numbers as

actual stJpervisois and where, owing to political unrest, the attitude to the
census was often one of ap.nthy, if not of open hostility, the work of enumera-
tion did not run so smoothly as in the villages. Enumerators had not the same
knowledge of the inhabitants of their blocks as their colleagues in the coun-
try, although they would he much better informed in this respect than, for
instance, in Europe, but as the more important towns are generally the head-
•quarters of di.stricls or tahsils, close superinien.-ience by officials during both
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preliminary and final enumeration secured their success. As explained
in past reports, apart from the very slight danger of inaccuracy in the pre-
paration of the enumeration books, the main sources of error in the census;
would be failure to enumerate travellers, failure to exclude from the lists

already prepared persons absent from their houses on the census night and-
failure to take into consideration changes occurring in the non-synchronous
area between the actual date of enumeration and the census. The last
source of error is entirely negligible. For counting travellers by railway-
train and motor lorr}^ special arrangements were made and as the inha-
bitants of this province who travel by road by night nearly always halt at
well-known camping grounds it is unlikely that any considerable number of
them escaped the vigilance of the enumerators, who were appointed to deal
with those camping grounds, or of the police, whose duty it was to take the
census of persons found on the roads. The difference between the total

population reported in the telegrams received at the Provincial Census oflSce-

from the various districts and States and the total eventually abstracted, at;

the Tabulation offices from the schedules was only 40,477 or less than .22-'

per cent, a surprisingly small variation considering the speed with which-
totals had to be struck by the 104,849 enumerators concerned, and the-

superior staff controlling them. There is then no question of_any error in

the abstraction of the provincial figures when they were tabulated, and it

may once more be stated with confidence that accuracy of the statistics,

of population compares not unfavourably with that in other countries.

6. The area of the Central Provinces and Berar, as shown in the census;

tables, is 131,095 square miles, of which the Central Provinces British dis-

tricts occupy S2,153 square miles, Berar 17,767 square miles and the fifteen-

States 31,175 square miles. *7,377 square miles out of the whole are occupied
by Government reserve forest and a further *12,773 by other ^tree forest

which although it appears in subsidiary Table I as cultivable is up to now
uncultivated. It has been already explained that the latest survey figure for-

the area of the province, which is 133,050 square miles and details of which
are shown at the end of the chapter, could not be used for purposes of this;

report. The total population on February 26th, 1931, was 17,990,937 of

•whom 12,065,885 were enumerated in Central Provinces British districts,

3,441,838 in Berar and 2,483,214 in the States. In the statement below
figures for other provinces of India and for certain other countries have been-

shown for the purpose of comparison. As remarked in previous reports the

density of the population in this province (that is, persons per square mile)

approximates to that in the less developed parts of Southern Europe. It is-

considerably greater than that found in America or Australia ; but does not
approach that obtaining in the more populous parts of India or in some other
oriental countries, such as Japan.

Area, population and density per square mile.

Provinces of India. Other countries.

Province. ! Arc«>
;

Area, Population. Density.

Ourma ...- 233.-J92 11.667,146 63 A rgentinc 1,1.32,000 10,500,000 8
Dombay ... IS7.11S 20.398.247 162 Mexico 769,000 16,400 000 21

Medtat US.S'^n 47.193.602 ; 328 Eeypl 363,OCO 14.000.000 38
Ptirjab .. 1.36,726 28.490.857

; 2t-8 Japan 260,800 84.000,000 321
r.at(scbi»t»n 13 i 638 £68 617 6 France 213,000 41,000.000 192

Central Provinces 131.095 17,990.9.37 138 Spain 196,700 21,763,000 110
Ai^enev ns.n.w 11,225.712 87 Ciertnanv 182,000 63,000.000 348

L’niird Provircct ... 112,191 .19.611.833 412 Newfoundland 162.750 276.000 2
nnii Ori« rf ... 111,702 -12.32‘'.SS3 ! 381 • Finland ISO.OlXt 3,610.000 24
ard Kaibmir S*,SI6 3,616,213 43 .Iraq 150,000 3,010,000 20

iNorwjty 125,000 2,810,000 22
Per;--.! 5.2 925 51 .037.338 62-» Ihaty 120,000 -13,000.000 358

.\5nr-- 67,331 9,217.857 137 -.New Zealand 105,000 1.461,000 . 13

1

‘Great Briisin
i

i

88.000 44,790.009

i

£09

* .Vcjt?.—Tfceie i:gurf5 teler to Hrithb diitriclt only.
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The diagram beiow illustrates some of the figures in the statement. The
contrast in the size of the population of the Central Provinces and Berar

with that of Bengal, a considerably smaller province is a striking feature.

Of the administrative divisions into which the British districts were
grouped at the lime of the census the largest was the Nagpur division with

an area of 22,760 square miles, and the order of the others was as follows :
—

Chhattisgarh division 22,051 square miles, Jubbulpore division 18,956

square miles, Nerbudda division 18,386 square miles and Berar division

17,767 square miles. The respective popula-
tions are Nagpur division 3,602,108, Chhat-
tisgarh division 3,745,745, Jubbulpore division

2,463,466, Nerbudda division 2,254,566 and
Berar division 3,441,838.

For the sake of convenience the area,

population and density of population per square
mile in the four administrative divisions as con-
stituted since the close of census operations is

shown below :

—

Province.

Average!
area of

{

divi- 1

sions.

1

Average !

population!

of !

divisions.

Assam 13,753 2,155,563

Bengal 12.‘’20 8,352.334

Bihnr and Orissa 16,611 7,535,515

Bombay 24,736 4,366.120

Burma 24.697 1.871.721

Central Provinces
and Berar (pre-

census).

19,984 3,101.545

Central Provinces
and Berar (post-

census).

24,984 3,876,931

Punjab 19,805 4,716.170

United Provinces 10.625 4.810.876

Oivision. ' Area. !

1

Population. Density.

Nagpur 27.306

1

3,589.266
|

131
Jubbulpore 25.747 3 344.776 130
Chhattisgarh 29,096 5.131.843 176
Berar ... 17,789

1

1

3 441,838 194

The marginal statement gives comparative
figures of the average area and average popu-
lation of the administrative divisions in other
provinces.

7. Among the twenty-two British districts for which statistics are shown
in this Report the biggest is Raipur which has an area of 9,717 square miles
and also holds the largest population (1,527,573). The most thickly popu-
lated district is Nagpur with an ar^ of 3,834 square miles and a population
of 940,049. Jhe average area of districts was at the time of the census 4,542
square^ miles, and is now 5,259. The average district population was
704,895 (now 816,196). Comparative statistics for other provinces are
shown in the table on the next page. The distribution of the population in

Distribution of
the population.
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smaller local areas is dealt with in paragraphs. 21 to 50 but it may be noticed
here that the most thickly populated tahsil is Nagpur with. 465 persons per
square mile followed by Janjgir tahsil in the Bilaspur district with 367 per
square mile.

Averntfe Ave.ufie . ^
. Most

Province or State. area of population Area. populous- Population,
districts. of districts. “““

district.

Diagram 1-2 illustrates the distribution of the population over the districts

of the province ;
the figures of density upon which it is based will be found

in subsidiary' Tabic T. By density of population, it may be explained, is meant
the number of persons dwelling upon a unit area of land

; the unit adopted
for the report is generally a square mile. It is not, however, to be sup-

poicd that the persons within this unit area are uniformly distributed over
it. Usually they are not. The ratio is one of convenience and variations

of den>ity within the area under consideration are tacitly assumed. The
natur.-il features of the country, the class of soil, the cropping, the rainfall,

the climate and the indu.sfries are all factors which may be expected to have
their eftect upon the density of the population. A statement showing the

iiighc': maximum temperature and lowest minimum temperature for each

yc.ar o: the decade at variou.s meteorological stations is given at the end of
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CHAPTER I. DISTRIBUTION AND MOVEMENT OF THE POPULATION

Dccpdu
endinfi.

Pcraoiis.

i

Mulct.
1
Fctnnica.

1

i

Vntiution
since Inst

centtii.

Dccenninl
Variation

per cent of

population

Den-
sity.

1872 ... 10,879.a8l
1881 ... 13,3.10.657
1891 ... 14.761.5.11

1931 ... 13,602,592
1911 ... 16.033,310
1921 ...1 15.979.660
1931 ...1 17.990,937

1

5.552.860
6,757,203
7 436 060
6,7.18.327

7.984.022
7.980,597

8,997,20.1

5,.126.524

6,57.1,4.54

7,325.474

6,864,265
«.01'<.288

7.998 86.1

8,993.734

+2.451.273
+ 1.430.877
-1,158,942
+2.4.10718

-53,6.50

+2.011,377

+22-5
+ 10-7

-79
t-17-9
-0-3
+ 12-6

83
102
113
104
122
122
138

Provinces was taken
in 1866, and from
1872 a decennial
census has been
held. The state-

ment in the margin
which summarizes
the detailed figures

given in Imperial
Table II shows for
the areas adjusted

according lo me present composition of the province the variations in
population during the last sixty years, and Diagram 1-4 graphically illustrates
the proportionate variations in natural divisions. The graphs and the state-

ment inset below in

the margin, upon
which they are
based illustrate to a
remarkable degree
the fluctuations of
population in differ-

ent tracts owing to

the varying condi-

tions prevalent in

each decade. It

may be assumed
that the enormous
Divisioh and the

due partly to

VARIATIONS SINCE 1872 PER THOUSAND OF
THE POPULATION OF NATURAL DIVISIONS

OtAGRAMl-4

IBBt test 1901 1911 1921 1331

increase of population in the Chhattisgarh Plain

Chhota Nagpur Division from 1872 to 1881 was
faulty enumeration at the earlier censuses, but the figures clearly indicate

the tendency of the population to multiply in the less developed tracts and
particularly where an

"Variations sinrc 1872 pet ihonsai d of the |
opulnlioii in N'ntiirnl

|

Divisions. {

Niiturii] Division,

1921
10

1931

1911
to

1921

1901
tc

1911

1891
to

1901

1881
to

1891

1872
to

1881

'Netbudda Valley +67 -28 •H07 -104 +62 +140

Plateau + \AZ -69 +273 -72 +98 +206

Marsiba Plain +132 +8 +139 -68 +81 +166

Chhattisgarh Plain -H21 +30 +233 -102 +I7I +396

•Chhota Nagpur +289 -67 +294 +99 +212 +424

aboriginal population is

predominant. The per-

centage of the increase of

population in sixty years is

shown in the small table in-

set. The total number of

persons enumerated at the

first census in the newly-
formed Central Provinces
was 9,036,983 which had
increased slightly to

9,223,534 by 1872 in spite

of a severe famine in 1869.

These figures are for the old area, while those in the statement are adjusted

for the Irea as it now stands after exchanges of territory made from time to

time and include the population of Berar. Dunng the decade 1872—1881
luiic,

^ recovery from
the effects of the famine of 1869,

checked only by epidemics of

cholera and small-pox, and the

census of 1881 showed an increase

in population of 20 per cent in the

Central Provinces British districts,

49 per cent in the States and 20 per

cent in Berar. Some allowance

„ may reasonably be made for errors

at the earlier censuses. Between 1881 and 1891 the condition of the p^ple

continued on the whole to be prosperous, though the latter part of Ae

period was marked by some seasons of scarcity and high prices culminating

Increase per cent

Natural Division. in population
since 1872.

Nerbudda Valley +24-6
+72-9
+52-9

+109-19
+195-13

Flereau
Maralha Plain

Chhattisga.-h Plain

Chhota Nagpur
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in a very unhealthy year in 1889. The increase in population during . the

decade was 9.5 in the British districts, 23 per cent in the States and 8,4 in

Berar. The years between 1891 and 1901 were remarkable for continued

calamity. In seven of them there were severe epidemics of cholera and
besides the two great famines of 1898 and 1900 there were partial failures of

crops in four seasons. As a result the population of the British districts

decreased by 9.2 per cent, that of the States by 4.8 per cent and that of

Berar by 5 per cent. Conditions between 1901 and 1911 are summarized in

the 1921 Report, which may well be quoted ;
—

"During the following decade the Province recovered from the disasters of the

preceding 10 years. Up to the harvest of 1907 there was no general prop failure

although the rice crop failed in the Wainganga valley in 1904-05 and in 1905-06 in

part of Chhattisgarh, and in the former season also the wheat crop in the north of

the Province was considerably damaged by frost. The period however was marked
by some extremely good hat^’ests, those of 1903-04 and 15^6-07 being particularly fine,

and the effects of the great famine disappeared. A set-back, however, occurred in

the following year owing to the earb' cessation of the monsoon, but though distress

appeared, it was due more to high prices than to actual shortage of food stocks. The
remaining two years were ones of prosperitj' in spite of scattered epidemics, and at

the censlis of 1911 the population of the Province had increased to 16,033,310 or by
17.9 per cent. In times of stress the aborigines and other backward tribes are the

first to suffer, and their recovery is correspondingly quick. It_ is not therefore

surprising that in the Feudatorj' States the population during this period increased

by 29.8 per cent. In Berar and the Central Provinces the increase, though not so

marked, amounted to 11.0 and 17.8 respectively.”

The very complex agricultural and economic history of the years
1911—1921 had a marked elect on the census statistics. Until the autumn
of 1918, in spite of two poor harvests in 1913-14 and 1917-18, the

seasonal fluctuations were more or less normal for a countrj’^ so largely

dependent upon agriculture. In fact, although temporarily affected by
a slump in cotton due to tlie outbreak of the Great War, the Province bene-
fited greatly by the rise in the prices of produce as the war progressed. The
kharif crop of 1918 was however less than half the normal, and as the result

of drought the rahi area shranlc by 30 per cent. Famine or scarcity were
declared over an area of over 51,000 square miles inhabited by 6^ million

people. Distress was aggravated by the appearance in September 1918 of
the fatal influenza epidemic, which was oflicially estimated to have increased
the death rate during the last three months of the year by 52.59 of the
deduced population, and continued well into 1919. The Census Report for

India, 1921, stated that the actual number of deaths from this cause in the
Province was 924,949. A crisis resulted from the combination of cala-

mities, which the province weathered with a wonderful power of resistance

—

but in 1920-21 the monsoon again failed and famine or scarcity were once
more declared over large areas. The Jubbulpore and Berar divisions

suffered most and the distress among the aborigines pwing to the influenza
scourge must be mentioned. The graphs for the Chhota Nagpur Division
and the Plateau Division between the years 1911 and 1921 are suggestive.

It is hot surprising that the census of 1921 disclosed a decrease in the popu-
lation, details of which have been fully discussed in Mr. Roughton’s report.
It must be noted, however, that the perfection of relief measures based on
previous experience mitigated the primarj’^ effect of famine on the census
statistics, and though famine was at its height when the census of 1921 was
taken, very little abnormal migration of population was apparent. There
was an inrush of poverD'-striken labourers from Rewah to the cement works
and neighbouring railwa}' construction works in Jubbulpore district and
some 4,000 Gonds migrated from Surguja to the Bilaspur district, while there
was an increase of emigrants to Jamshedpur and the Bengal coal-fields, but
on the whole rhe actual distribution of the population in 1921 may be regard-
ed as normal for the purposes of comparison with the statistics of this report,
and it can definitely be stated that the only considerable cause of the tragic
fall in the census figures in 1921 was influenza.

9. The conditions of the years between 1921 and 1931 have to be
dealt with in some detail, but before they are examined, the variations in
the densitj- of the population of the Province since earlier censuses demand

2

Variations in

density.
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notice. The actual figures by districts are shown in subsidiary Table III.
Iney indicate that since 1881 there have been no veiy remarkable changes
in the nature of the distribution of population over the Province. It is
worth mention that in the last half-century the density of population has
acmally decreased in Saugor, Damoh and Narsinghpur districts and in
Khairagarh, Chhuikhadan and Kawardha States, but the variation is com-
paratively small. The figures for natural divisions are reproduced below :

—

Natural Division.

1

Density of population (persons per square mile).

1881. 1891. 1901.

j

1911. 1921. 1931.

Nerbudda Valley 129 137

1

122 139 132 141.

Plateau ...
|

79 86 80 102 95 109

Maratha Plain ..
|

132 143 134 152 154 174

Chhattisgarh Plain ... 1 85 100 9(1 111 114 128

Ghfaota Nagpur
1

38 46 SOj
1

65
'

1

61 78

A statement of the density of population of the Province at successive

enumerations as the number of acres per person instead of persons per

square mile may give a clearer conception of its meaning. The figures

are given below together with others to show the distance which would

separate each individual inhabitant from the next if all were equally dis-

tributed over the country. The formula for this calculation is

where *d’ is the distance between the persons and ‘n’ is the number of

persons per 100 square miles. For the sake of comparison corresponding

figures for England and Wales have been shown.

’ Persons per square mile. Acres per person. Proximity in yards.

Date of Census.
Central

Provinecs.
England

and Wales.
Central

Provinces.
England

and Wales.
Central

Provinces.
England

and Wales.

1872 83 389 7*70 209 96

1881 102 445 C-27 188 • 90

1891 113 497 5-66 178 85

1901 104 558 6’15 M5 187 81

1911 122 618 5-24 1-01 172 76

TO?.'; 122 649 5-21 0-99 172 74

1931 138 688 4-63 0-93 162 73

The variation in proximity of persons for the five natural divisions for

twenty years are noted below :

—

Proximily in yards.

Natural Division.

1931. i

1

1921. 1911.

Nerbudda Valley 159 165 160

Plateau
181 194 187

Msralba Plain 143 152 153

Chhattisgarh Plain 167

;

177 179

Chhola Nagpur 214 1 242
i

1

232

To illustrate these figures diagram 1-5 shows comparisons for the Province

and for the most densely and least densely populated units in it.



MOVEMI-NTS OF POPULATION II

PR0KIMI8TY 6F POPMLATtON IM YAf^SS
SCAUS 2 mCKES TO 1 MILE

C. P.1881 ENGLAND&WALES1BS1 NAGPUR TAHSIL1931

C.P.1931 ENGLANDSWALES 1931 CHAN6BHAKAR STATE
DIA<?RAK 1-5 1331

10. The median of .nren of the Central Provinces and Berar, the The median 'of

point such that straight lines drawn north and south and east and west population,

through it each divide the Province into two parts approximately equal in

area, lic.s in Gangajhcri village in Bhandara district, at latitude 21° 28' 36"

and longitude 80° 0' 9". The median of population, which is a numerical
centre of population, being the point of intersection of a north and south

line which divides the population coually with an east and west line, like-

wise .lividing it equally, lies in Lcnaejhcri village in Bhandara district and
is about 21 ..3 miles to the west of the median of area.

From diagram 1-6 it will be seen that with fluctuations of population

due to the var>*ing conditions of each decade the median of population has

at the last seven censuses moved within a radius of 8 miles only. Figures

are given in the statement on the next page to show its position from time
to time relative to the median of area ;

—
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variations are inconsiderable. The dense population of the
Maratha plain, excluding Chanda, has always- kept the median of population

Census
yenr.

Position of medinn of population rcintivc
to the median of area. Name's of villages.

1872 ...

1881 ...

1891 ...

1901 ...

1911 ...

1921 ...

19.^U ..

25'3 miles west
21*3 miles west
16*0 miles west
2 <1'6 miles west
]0'6 miles west

13’3 miles west
2I-.3 nii!i...<i west ...

5'3 miles south ...

10‘6 miles south
9‘3 miles south
IS‘3 miles south
8*0 miles south

10‘6 miles south
5‘3 miles north

Andhorgaon villoge in Ilhandara.
Tumsar Rond Railway Station in Rhandara.
Dhiwar.a villnjfc in Rhandara.
Koko village in Ghnndnra.
Two miles towards the west of Sukli vil-

lage in Rhandara.
Kolari village in Rhandara.
Leiidcjheri village in Rhandara.

well to the west of the median of area. The relatively heavy increase cf
population in Nimar, Chhindwara, Mahdla, Bilaspur, Surguja, Jashpur
and Udaipur has since 1921 tended to draw the median of population
further north while, although four of those places are in the north-east of
the Province, the increase in density maintained in the cotton districts has
conHnued to draw it slightly westwards. The position of the points plotted

indicates, however, that the population is,- with due regard to the physical

Variations and consequent variations of density within each natural division,

quite evenly distributed over the total area of the Province.

11. The last decade opened badl5^ The Province had suffered in

the Influenza epidemic more than any other of the larger Provinces of

India, and the results were still apparent. In fact the effect upon women
of child-bearing age is evident even in the census statistics of 1931 for

certain age-groups. The monsoon of 1920 had been one of the worst on

reco?'d and the scarcity which followed was in respect of crop failure and
high prices one of the severest

Rainfall in inches 1921-1931.

Early

Late
mon*

Cold
weather Hot

soon mon- weather
mon*

(Sep- soon Inon-
ears. soon

(June to

August).

tember (Decern- soon
10 •’Jov- ber to (March
vem-
bcr).

Feb-
ruary).

to May).

Average for 54 years 35-18 21 1-47 1-24

for Central Prov-
inces.

7-6? 'l-20 1-04Average for 28 years 22-44

for Bcrar.
9-78 1-43 1-43Average for Central 32-86

Provinces and
Bernr.

1921-22 32-57 8-80 1-87 •30

1922-2.1 29-27 13-91 •57 1-62

1923-24 34-48 10-62 1-30 •76

1924-25 26-63 13-27 •63 1-46

1925-26 33-45 7-651 2-08 S’lO

1926-27 34-11 12-66 1-03 1-25

1927-28 34-09 9-51 2-27 •65

1928-29 30-31 8-80 3-80 •45

1929-30 33-74 8-00 . 1-37 1-49

1930-31 31-88 9-55 1-03 •97

Average for the 3205 10-28 1-60 1-41

decade.

ever experienced although,

owing to the increased resisting

power of the people, ascribed to

the comparatively favourable

conditions of preceding years, it

was one of the mildest in respect

of the visible degree of distress.

To complete the gloomy pic-

ture, trade was suffering un-

paralleled depression, the

finances of the Province were
at a low ebb and the non-co-
operation agitation reached its

zenith early in 1921. The
history of 1921-22 on the other

hand was one of remarkable
recovery from these adverse
conditions. Good harvests

removed the effects of famine,
prices fell substantially, trade

showed considerable recovery,
the financial position improved
and the non-co-operation agita-

tion subsided. Nevertheless for

the period up till the 31st Decem-
ber 1921 public health was not

good. . The death-rate rose by nearly 4 per mille and the birth-rate fell by

more than 1 per rnille. Famine conditions had considerably weakened the

people who succumbed easily to disease, and shortage of water in the period

immediately succeeding the census led to a severe outbreak of cholera

which was responsible for nearly 60,000 deaths. There was a serious

epidemic of plague especially around Jubbulpore and nearly 80,000 deaths

were caused b^’’ epidemic malaria in the east of the province. The satis-

factur^- monsoons of 1921-22, however, considerably reduced mortality and

the death-rate for 1922 fell from 44.01 per mille to only 29.31 per mille

although there was a further decrease in the birth-rate from 37.90 per mille
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to 35-80, mainly the result of influenza and the ravages of malaria among
women.

1922-23 witnessed a further improvement in economiq conditions. 1922-23.

Harvests were again good and prices continued to fall. Progress was
still hampered by financial stringency but on the whole prospects were very
bright. In the cotton districts suspensions given in the famine- were
generally recovered with ease along with the land revenue of the current

year. Kharif crops, although somewhat inferior to those of the preceding
years, were good while the wheat crop was better than that reaped for many
yeajs. It is worth noting that the price of cotton was over 100 per cent

above that of 1920-21. The exceptionally healthy year 1922 was again

followed b}”^ a satisfactory twelve months in 1923 during which there were
no really serious epidemics.

The following year saw the province maintaining progress towards 1923-24.

normal prosperity. More good harx^ests and steady prices accompanied
by a general improvement in the economic condition of the people helped
in the process of recovery' and the Local Government reported a remark-
able improvement in the financial position. The monsoon of 1923 was
again favourable and both autumn and spring crops were up to the average.

The .health of the year was also good.
The steady march towards normal conditions continued during 1924-25.

1924-25 and in the field of politics, in which the influence of the non-co-opera-

tion movement of 1928 had been felt for several years, a gradual return from
blind obstruction to sanity and sobriety was noted. Funds became avail-

able in every nation-building department for the initiation and execution

of a forward policy and the increasing prosperity of the people was shared

by the Government. The monsoon of 1924 was more favourable to rabi

than to kharif crops but on the whole the outturn was about the same as

in the previous year, the inferiority of kharif being balanced by the

superiority of rabi. The year was again a healtny one. Prices remained
steady and ample employment 'on high wages was available for both
labourers and agriculturists. The volume of trade increased by 10 per
ceiii dut its value fell by 2 per cent.

The monsoon of 1925 was heavy but badly distributed. Crops how- 1925-26.

ever were satisfactory except in two or three districts where suspensions of

land revenue were necessary'. Conditions cannot be regarded to have
been as favourable as those of the previous year but health was good. The
death rate was 27.27 per mille as against 32.29 in 1924, the Province was
again free from serious epidemics, the birth-rate remained high and,
although wages were not as good as in 1924, employment was available for

all classes.

ii\ 1926-27 the general economic conditions were not so good as those 1926-27.

of the years immediately preceding. There were epidemics of plague and
cholera in several parts of the province and floods in the riverain tracts of

the Mandla, Jubbulpore, Narsinghpur and Hoshangabad districts in

September 1926 did great damage to life and property. The monsoon
was more favourable to rice and juar than to other kharif crops while for

rabi crops tlie season was indifferent. There was a slump of 19 per cent in
‘

the price of cotton and the consequent contraction of credit led to the
cultivator in the cotton country having less money to spend than he had
in the previous years of inflated prices. This had the effect of lowering
the wages of labourers which had in the years of prosperity reached a high
level, particularly in Berar. In other parts of the province the rise in Ae
prices of food grains improved the condition of the cultivator and agricul-

tural labourer and on the whole the year was marked by continued
prosperity.

1927-28 was a season of good expectations not fully realized. It 1927.78
marked the commencement of three years of scarcity which almost ruined
the agriculturists in the three northern districts of the province—Saugor,
Damoh and Jubbulpore. The wheat outturn there varied between 2 annas
and 5 annas as the crop had been practically destroyed by an attack of rust.

The kharif crops in these districts had a^so suffered considerably and relief
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on a large scale was found to be necessar\\ Health in this area conse-
quently deteriorated, and although in othef parts of the province condi-
tions of comparative prosperity prevailed, this year may be said to be the
first cf a series which led down to the depression of 1930.

" The slump in
the coal and the manganese markets, which for some years had maintained
a high level, resulted in a fall in the revenue from the mines and many of
tl.e f nialler manganese mines had to be closed down during the year.

.1*^ 1928-29 there was again a failure of the rabi crops in the Jubbulpore
Division and the Narsinghpur district owing to heavy frost in February
1929. Suspensions and remissions of revenue on a large scale were granted,
and about 85,000 people were relieved at scarcity works. The total out-
turn for the province was 85 per cent of the normal in the Central Prov-
inces, and 87 per cent in Berar and* so the famine in the north was not
reflected in other parts. At the same time the slump in the cotton industry
continued during the year and the volume of trade in the province
decreased by 6 per cent. The shadow of future depression was in fact
becoming more evident.

The year 1930 which closed the decade is historically important on
account of the Civil Disobedience Movement. There is no doubt that

this movement found a fruitful field owing to the economic depression and
increasing unemployment among the educated classes. A feature of the

campaign was the policy of spreading disaffection in the villages, and
attempting, sometimes successfully, to excite the aboriginal tribes. At the

end of the year there was an outbreak of agrarian agitation in the Buldana
district which was directed entirely against the landlords and money-
lenders. Its origin may be traced to the distress consequent on the general

trade depression and the slump in prices but its growth was certainly

fostered by the ideas of mass action and the defiance of constituted authority

preached by the Congress. The famines of the two preceding years in

the north of the Province were followed by another unsatisfactory agricul-

tural season in some of the northern districts, while Berar suffered from

the exceptionally low prices of cotton. On the whole the season proved

favourable both for kharif and rabi crops in the Nagpur and Chhattisgarh

Divisions hut distinctly unfavourable to rabi and less so to hharif over the

rest of the province. The vear was marked by the extraordinary' fall of

the prices of food grains and' while it had been possible to battle with all

the conditions of famine in the north of the Province during the previous

\ears bv imports of wheat from Australia and the Punjab, and of rice from

Burma,' the fact that the foreign supplies were and are, if necessity arises,

so readily available although it meant comparative prosperity to the

labourer and to the artisan or menial on a fixed wage, spelt ruin to the

a'^riculturists for whom the comparatively good crops of 1930 brought in

ro return adequate for meeting losses. The Public Health Report of 1929-30

disclosed an unhealthy year. Cholera, plague, small-pox and a mild form

of influenza were present in several districts ; malaria caused heavy mortal-

ity from the month of August onwards. Trade decreased both in volume

and value and a depression in the le.xtile trade naturally made itself felt

in the cotton-producing districts. The decade ends in fact on a note of

pt*-"tmlsm due partlv to the critical financial position of the Government,

p.-rtlv to continual bad seasons experienced by agriculturists, partly to

political disturbances, but chiefly to the world-wide trade depression which is

the principal cause of the glfwmy outlook at present apparent in the province.

It must however be acknowledged that the safistics of the decennial census

retiect a period comparative nrosperity which should indicate that the

dvpre;‘ion marking the end of the decade is as ephemeral as that at the

beginning of it.

The economic conditions of the decade sketched in the preced-

if>'? paragraph are reflected in fluctuations in the prices of agricultural

pni'liici- and in v.ige*;. The statement on the nc.xt page gives the prices in

c-rh -vear of the staple food grains in seers of 2 lbs. per rupee and of cotton

per maund of 10 «eers. Columns 2 to 4 are illustrated for whole Province by

t'L’gfam 1-7.
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The figures for 1930 show the extraordinarj* slump in agricultural pro-
ciuce which has been noticed as a feature of the world-wide depression at

THE COURSE OF WAGES AND
PRICES SINCE 1S21

SETAtL Prices crSTAPLEl
FOOD m SEERS PER nUPCEj
OAt’-Y WAGES IH AHMAS

c»(noa>oo<f'oon

OtACnAff 1

10

17

IS

13

11

9
7
S
3

JUn3ULP0RE URDAN COMMON LAOCURER

• . ^
Wheat

r
! RAirui r.'jr*Ai. AcaicvLTWAi.

i-Anoysca

t T -» \''r .t. t-':~ Z'.’. ri'

19

17

IC

13

11

3
7
5
3

1

!1

17

I'

U
tl

SAUGOR RUrAl AGRICULTURAL
LADOURCR

I - - -

the end of the decade. The wages of agricultural and other classes o.

labourers fell with the prices of agricultural produce and the only people

THE COURSE OF v/AGES AND PRICES SINCE 1924 'vho really hcncfittcd

from the low cost of

living were those who
had fixed salaries or in-

comes, and had not

adopted a I'hiropcan

standard of living. Dia-

grams 1-8 and 1-9 .show

for selected tracts the

course of wages and
retail prices. I( must be
observed that prices arc

calculated at the num-
ber of seer.s per rupee,

and therefore v-itli the

natural tendency of

wages to fall .as prices

fall, especially ’.yhere

payment i made partly

in bind, the two lines

in the graph', naitirally

begin tr> feparafe. It

win bf noMfed fir.f ex-
f/i p? if) ’hf ij'irtb of the

iVo-, ir.'.-f' vage. fe!! very
liftlf fov';;ri!‘ the end of
il.«' d<’ 'a.df evef! though
the price. ;.o I'-v.-.

sees! RURAL ACRICU'erURAL
LAOOURtR /

' : 1-* *

'

. A'-W- .

i
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TIu' rcdtictinn of Ijibottrcrs' c;irnin!l!> in the colfon districts from the

hi£;h k'Vrl which they reached in 1*^2 } is however very obvious.

13. In considerinji the condithnis obtaininji in a Province principally

depcjulcni upon ajlriculture it is necessary to know the areas over which
the more important cr<'p> are cultivated. These arc shown for the

decade in the statement below. It will be observed that although the

tigurcs tliven are more or less const.mt there is a steady rise in the area under
rice, tlue presumably to increased irrigation, while that tinder wheat which
re.iohcd its maximum in P>2rj-27 fell considerably after that season. This
w.av due l.'trgeiy t<» the scarcity in the north of the Province during the last

three seasons of the decatle and the low figures of 1921 also reflect the

conditions then prevalent. The boom in cotton in P)22—1924 is reflected in

the steady increase in the area sown with it up to 1925-26. The reduc-

tion in the are.TJ under cotton and wheat in the last year of the decade is

b.alanced by an increase in that under jii.ar. a less profitable crop. If

n slight mil in i*'2'**30 is neglected it will be found that the total cultivated

.ire.a has In-cn ristn;* ihrouglioiit the ten years, but not keeping pace with

the growtii <11 the population, since the actual increase in the number
of acres uiulcr liie plough Is less than 1 per cent. It must however be
rciT.cmbcrctl tb.m the extent of the ru t cropped area in each year depends
very greatly uj'or, the charact<*r of the :ea?otj. and that the margin of profit

to the ciJitiv.iior h bo‘.:nd to fluctu.'iie with tlie market. Thus larul which is

worth cultivating when tlie piice •>! pnuluce is higli. might prove a source of

!o;'v to tl'.v fr.'itiHr when prices are hnv : -•

Vi ;Vr
f
r- lutlu! ,F ffii/i* (sfl f/.'luj •in:i/.4 of iirrci).

|v;7 77 i-.'i :i 2. I":-'.:.' 192 1.28 !5:'-:9 1929.39 I9.vi.31

J »•- 2 . i 'ji,

;

1

JtJff . . 4.i:< 4,1 12 4.7,V 1.271 4.?.-'
1

1.32.1 4,4.12 MM 1.452
'

4.513
JlMf 4.151 4,11.1 3.111 4,1.19 4 ,2:3 4.16') 4.293 ' 4,716

WSri) 2.«*i .1.2/? 3 SK 3.i2« * .1.7.11 3,6’.! .I.ISI 2.9S3 ' 3.69.8

r.ti^nn i.-.w 4 !i(»1 l-i?! I.--.'!
i

1.5*1 l.J.'S t.ni 1.11! l-S-'l l.‘S5 1.631 1.592

rtf Ism ... 4.04 4-111 .1..*t7 1.31'' 4.R.I 5.07K .1,17.1 4.750
Ill * .3 i S • '.<{ 4V. <1.1

.11.1 J96 ! 577
I..'.iTr ; T'»* .1 1.1 M l.i- *1 M7 •O'* 7.14 739

19.1-

1

J'l.KI ,'1.31" 19 lSi 2 I 2'i l.v. :'>.('27 19.7.87
,

19.98,1

|Vi<eJ «•«!!(» riTiJ 23,11''
:

:3.:yi 2i.S‘.i 4.,n 2 1.1 17 2i.9:.i 25.151 2V.015
i

2S..Vj1

eri a
1

!

, , . ..

14, Ftirllier to show the course of the material expansion of the Prov-
ince during the last ten year.< additional statistics for llrltish territory only
are tabulated below :

—

Vrfir.

im-72
!W7-M

V)2A-7S
t'»2S?r,

1926-27
1927.28
1 '>28.29

J929..W

1939..1I

K»il liiifrr fjcli!!!.

inf Irciiurr and nnirnnO,

Wr*£lii in

niauniti.

I

Vftlnr in

ICII'ffJ.

fi’.I.’t.COti

S'2,f 5.t OOO
(K.i.w.rxvi

K9.9';r,,noo

.v2,i22.ron

78,9.^9.091

10.9.4 <0.001
99,6.19,fKIO

92.868.000
85.9.18.000

Aclnnl nn
ClOppttl

I

nfcs III

»cfr«.

I.nnil

Itrvrniir
iitrinaiitl in,

fiipcrt. ' Mrinl-
led

I.entih of rondi ;

ill milet.

: 60.1.101,0.10

.«s.i,in.i.ooi

; .SS9.728.O00

.
.«:6').2< 7.000

i 481.802.0:10
* 4LS,579.0(i’i

i
.119,872.009

;
S:.S..S9 1.001

, ,si <..8?i.<'on

; .161.879.000

73,8.1.1.315 20,187.608 .1.212 I

21.2.1.1.707. 211.2.10.381 •1,2.1.1
;

24.3S2.205 20..116.69; -l-.m i

.’4.Si,1.2Sl’ 20.3f.0.1.1-1 d.-IS-l

21.S7ll.lM 20.68.1,726 .1.6)1 i

21.747..

151 21.022,07.1 1,674 i

21.91.1,301 2t,.129,1t I 1,7.11
i

2.1.1.11.7,10 2t..iS9 1.12 1.S78 !

2.1.014.810 21,880.713 .1.000 :

25.361..

176.21.«).S9.S0l .1.1.10 1

Un.Tif
tiilird.

.1.912

.1.900

3.88
3.809
.1.772

3.771
3.7.11

3.651
3.592
3.527

jl-enj;ih ol

linilway in

milrt

2.)2S-.12

2,.109 52
2.613-.i.->

3.612-52

2.61 1 52
2,6M-.12
2.6M-.S2
2.617-60

2.70S02
2.70S-02

Mlnra*
tian
in

Atsam.

12.156
7.«68

.1.875

•1.114

3.871
7,066
5.9->0

10,416
8,9.11

5.313

Details of iho increase of irrigation are given on the next page. The
roa«l system of ihe Central Provinces compares very favourably with that in

Statistics of
principal crops.

Materia!
expansion.
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most Other parts of India and its. utility

1921 1931

Number of irritfntion 135 '' tanks, 2 133 tanks, 2
. tanks. canals. canals.

Length of irrigation 2, 672* 5 miles ... 3,823-9 miles.

Land actually
irrigated.

348,541 acres ,.. 423,231 acres.
|

Private tanks Not available ... 55,634 (1,307 aided
and 54,327 un-
aided).

AVea irrigated by
private tanks.

Do. 706,791 acres.

Total area irrigated Do. 1,130,022 acres.

year, due to the famines of that period,
in the volume of rail-borne traffic at the

1321 - 1322 • 1923 ' 1924 - 13ZS - 1326 - 1327 - ISZ8 - 1SZ3 - 1330

. the past five years by the con-
struction of a number of new
bridges. The more import-
ant of these were the Wain;
ganga bridge at Bha'ndara, thi
Tapti bridge at Burhanpur,
and several, bridges oyer the
Puma .river in Berar. The
Kanhan bridge at Ramakona
and the Nerbudda bridge near
Jubbulpore were completed
soon after the Census.

The extensive grain traffic

in 1920-21 and the previous
was regarded as the cause of the rise

end of the decade 1911—1921. The
rise continued however after

the census of 1921, and re-

flects the revival of trade follow-

ing the two bad years which came
after the war. The brief pros-

perity of the manganese industry

and the general high level of

prices are both illustrated in the

statistics for the first part of the

decade 1921—1931. As already
indicated the middle years of the

inter-censal period were the most
prosperous and the decline in the

fortunes of the Province in 1930
was due as much, to politics as. to

the world slump in trade although

the low price of cotton, affected

railway traffic very much. In
considering other figures given in

the statement the importance of

the completion of the railway

line’ connecting Raipur with the

port of Vizagapatam cannot be
exaggerated. Export of rice to

the Telugu country has already

increased enormously. Large
numbers of sacks of the grain may
be seen in the open season at most
of the wayside stations in the

Mahasamund tahsil, and agents

and brokers, are busy in tracts

which were formerly land-locked.

Chhattisgarh rice can now con-
veniently be exported overseas,

and the effect of its competition

in markets hitherto dominated by
Burmah will be interesting.

The high figures of emigra-

tion to Assam in 1921-22 echo
the famine of the previous season

while those for 1928-29 and
1929-30 were due to the scarcity

conditions prevailing in certain

parts of the Province in those

years, which are again illustrated
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hy the /iniph in diajinim 1-IQ showinfi the suspensions and remissions of
revenue {iranted by Government during the decade. In 1925-26 these were
practically confined to the district of lluldana, and in 1926-27 to the Berar
division. In l‘->27-28 and the two years following the three northern

districts of the .lubbulpore division received the major portion of the relief

given, hut in the first year heavy stispcnsions were also granted in Akola,

in the second in Narsinghpur and Sconi and in 1929-30 in Akola, Buldana
and Anirnoti. The agricultural seasons as already indicated were in fact

comparatively satisfactory in most years of the decade and in most parts of

the Province. Economic, conditions were therefore such that in the

absence of serious epidemic, and except in certain tracts, the maintenance
of a steady growth of population might be expected.

l.S. As seen from the Tabic inset in the margin of paragraph's the VariaBons of
acHial growth in population for the whole Province was from 15,979,660 population

in 1921 to 17,990,937 in 1931, or by 12.6 per cent. The increase was 11.3 between 1921
per cent in the Central Provinces British districts, 11.8 per cent in Berar and 1931,

and 20 per cent in the Central Provinces States. There was no district in

tlje Province where the popul.aiion did not rise, and the percentage of

increase in each district is shown in diagram I-ll. Details arc discussed in

paragraphs 22 to 50 which deal with variations in natural divisions. Here
it is sufiicient to notice that the growth of population was very small in the

four northern districts which experienced three such bad years at the end
of the decade, and very heavy in Chhota Nagpur, the room for expansion
in which has already been mentioned.

VARIATIONS OF POPULATION

OF DISTRICTS 1921-1931

'.yariatibns in density, that is, the increase of the pressure of population
on the land, which does not necessarily mean a corresponding increase of
pressure on means of subsistence, are illustrated for districts in diagram
1-12; The increase is greatest in the tiny Slate of Sakti, but it is also verj'
considerable in Nagpur as might be e.xpected, in the three homogeneous
States of 'Nandgaon, Khairagarh and Chhuikhadan and in the district of
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Bhandara. 'IJese variations are examined in more detail with reference
to local conditions in paragraphs 22 to 50.
VARIATIONS IN DENSITY
OF POPULATION 1921-1931

SAUGOR*

aUBBULPORE

NARSINOHPUR

Xrnuma
mmuur/

iKMnanxiBal
iBBiBBaaaB'

I I I I

WASHPU
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^iiisESEEsiiss:^^
laiEinESQniHBBBieBBnnB,
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DIAGRAM I-»
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37. Some of the factors already noticed as affecting the variations Furttier

and movement of population disclosed by the census merit more detailed discussion

discussion. Such are the birth-rate and mortality of the decade, immigra- of factors

tioii and emigration. Migration is dealt with fully in Chapter III, where
the necessity of using the term immigrant to mean foreign-born and the statistics,
term emigrant in a corresponding sense is explained, and the different

kinds of migration are defined. It must be remembered that the figures of

migration quoted in this report do not distinguish between temporary and
permanent migrants, and include numbers of people who migrated before

1921. In this chapter only those figures are considered which influence

the statistics shown in the subsidiary Tables at the end of it. Owing to

financial stringency the details of inter-district migration and of emigration
from districts could not be abstracted, and so the natural population could
only be calculated for the Province as a whole—and even for that calcula-

tion the figures of emigration are incomplete. A migration index for the

Province and its districts has been drawn up below. If the registration

of, vital statistics was dependable this index would give a verN* fair idea

of the volume .of emigration from each unit. The figures in columns 2 and 3
must however be accepted in some cases with great caution. They are

more fully examined in paragraphs 21 to 50.

Migration Index obtained by comparing separately /or each sex the

di^erencc bcUvecn births and deaths (recorded), difference between

the population enumerated in 1921 and 1931 in Birth Registration

Districts, and immigrants to each District.

nionct.

DilTerence between
births and deaths

1P21 to 1930. Excess
of births (-)-). Excess

of deaths (—}.

DifTercnce between
census figures 1921
and 1931. Increase
(+). ncereasc (— 1.

Unnceouiticd for

difference on com-
paring eolurans 2and

4, and 3 and 5.

Immigrants
to each district.

Males. Females. Males. Females. Males. Females. Males. Females.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Central Provinces
and Berar.

•b670.129 +7.53,479 +810 419 +784.544 +31,065 346,157 309.417

Nerbudda Valley
Divn. exclud-
ing Malcrai

State.

-t-97.909 +104,458 +91,918 +88.452 -5,991 ....

Saugor +18,79') •^8.122 -12,234 4.894

Daraoh -b9,624 +11,415 +7.877 -1,747 -850 5,462 10.177
Jubbulpore -H7.26S +17.273 +14,690’ -h13,436 -2,575 -3.837 19,.327

Narsingbpur ... -t-8,2S3 -I-8.99C +3.072 +3.247 —5,181 -5,743 8,503 11,256,
Hoshangabud +22.156 +19.303 +1,567 -2,853 10,873 15.534
Nininr -I-22.-I19 +25,828 +36.598 +33.779 +14.179 +7.951 24,131 23,689

Plalrnu Division. +99.181 +114.898 +113,235 +23.829
Mandin -H9,191 +21,4.56 +29,276 +10,085 ^IeSI «

t

11,029 10.6.<;5.

Seoni +19.680 +23.021 +2,793 9.695
BetuI +23,531 +21,523 +20.992 +138 -2.542 8,325 , 9.536-

Chhindn’arn .. +.53,983 +.59,178 +11,446 +5,195 14,859 M iiin M
Maratha Plain

Division.
+367.651 +392.375 +95.183 +21,724 ...

Wardha +27,636 -1,316 -4.573 49.159-
Nagpur +49,595 +76.377 +69,151 +28.782 +18.052 44 ..378 54,937
Chanda +35,925 +52,240 +46,825 +18,423 14,686 18,334
Bhnndnra +44,898 +46.892 +54.290 +52.459 +9.392 +5.5^ 19.113 40.795-

+25,558 +24,873 +6,233 -685 22,3i:S 26.S27
Amraoti +42.613 +46,759 +61.791 +51,946 +19.178 +5,187 44,139 56,477
Akola +34,029 +37,578 +42,973 +38,542 Ji-8,944 +964 45,169-

+41.161 +42,512 +33.362 +29,579 -7,799 -12,933 11,833 16,993-
leotmol +42,233 +55,579 +52.750 +13.346 +2,245 43.939 51.637

Chbattisgarh Ad-
niinist r a t i ve
Division.

+146.307 +182,189 +173,576 +190.482 +27,269 +8.293

Raipur +51,808 +69.717 +62,178 +72.627 22,877 19.755
Bilaspur +68.19S +79.2SS +82.159 +K6.324 +13,951 13,399 mBi'm
Drug +33.213 +29.239 +2.938 -1,682 9.952

Central Provinces
States.

+205.987 +210,327 ••• ...
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18. The system of registration of vital statistics is described in the
appendix to Chapter IV of this report.
The opinion expressed at past cen-
suses was that whereas reporting of
•actual occurrences is fairly accurate
the classification under the diseases

which caused death is very untrust-

worthy. The excess for the Province
of Births over Deaths - during the de-
cade was 1,592,360, the growth in the
actual population was 2,011,277,- the
number of immigrants enumerated at

the census was 655,574 and the
mumber of known emigrants was 421,390. The figures prove that for pur-
poses of demography the vital statistics must be treated with care. In cer-

tain places, as will be indicated in the more detailed discussion hereafter,

a-egistration. is tolerably efiicient. In others, especially in the backward
tracts and in some of the States, it is quite unreliable. The birth-rates and
•death-rates per 1000 of the population for v,arious provinces and in various

decades for this Province are compared in the margin.

Province. Birth-rate. Death-rate.
.

Assam A2-S6 31-45
Bengal 28-50 25-30
Bihar and Orissa 36-5(1 26-50
Bombay 33-85 26-84

Burma 27-57 20-95
Central Provinces 1911 .. 50-00 36-00
Central Provinces 1921... 43-00 41-00
Central Provinces 1931... 42-00 38 00
Punjab 42-20 30-30
United Provinces 35-10 26-40

Deaths at age 0—1 per mille of births in the last two ,

decades by Natural Divisions.

19. Columns 4 and 5 of subsidiary Table V, after due allowance has

been made for the possibility of inefficient reporting in’ some units, in-

dicate that in most places in the Province the number of births does not

exceed the number of deaths by the percentage which might be expected

in a decade in which deaths from extraordinary epidemics were- not re-

markably numerous. The reason is not far to seek. It lies in the amount

of infant mortality, which, appalling as it is for the whole of India, is

according to the latest Government report even: higher in the Central

Provinces than elsewhere. The
statement in the margin shows
the proportion of deaths in the

first year of life to the
^

total

births in the Natural Divisions

of the Province during the last

two decades. ' The fall in the

proportion for 1921—^^1930 can-

not be regarded as a reliable

index of -any improved care of

child life, because the total

number of births between 1911

and 1920 was' according to the
registration of vital statistics

only 234,233 in excess of the

Natural Division.

1911-26 1921—30

«

’
sa

s
V
Cl4

09
V
*3

s

W

n
E
V

(St

Nerbudda Valley Division

(excluding Makrai Stale).

Plateau Division
Maraih.a Plain Division

Chhattisgiirh Administrative

Division.

294

276
285
293

273

245
246
260

259

224
258
249

236

197
217
219

(Natural Division.

deaths and, in view of the actual decrease of population in that decade,

may have been even less. The toll of babies taken by the influenza epidemic

was presumably proportionate to their,number. The Report of 1921 does
not specify its probable extent but has
pointed out the heavy -mortality among
women of child-bearing age, which would
naturally be attended by corresponding
mortality among their babies, and the com-
paratively large number of survivors from
5—15 years of age. The further calcula-

tions shown in the margin and diagram 1-15

demonstrate in. a clear form the extreme
gravity of the problem of infant mortality,

and figures for each year of the decade
will be found in the next paragraph.

It was suggested in the Bengal Census
Report of 1921 that the prevalence of

malaria, and the epidemic of influenza.

ondCentral Provinces
Berar.

(cxcludin|< Mnfcrai Stale)

Plateau Divijion

Maratha Plain Division ..

Chhattisgarh Adrainistrativi

Division.

Mean

birth-rate

d<iring

the

decade

ns

a

.per-

ccn.'ngcof

the

popul-

nlion

ol

1931.

Proportion

of

infant

deaths

per

thousand

births.

43-72 235

43-68 247

42-28 211
44-98
42-20 234
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were both dependent on economic conditions. In other words the
Mnhhusian theory that nature limits the growth of population to

the exact extent of the existing means of subsistence, was fol-

lowed to its logical conclusion. The pressure upon the means of

subsistence in this Province is discussed in paragraph 54, but in

view of the rapid growth of the population in the last ten years during which
time the increase of 12.6 per cent has more than made up for the losses from
influenza in the previous decade, it becomes a question whether the high
rale of infant mortality, sad as it seems, is after all such a real tragedy.

Birth control is practically unknown in the Province, except among the most
enlightened people, or as a means to avoid the shame of producing illegiti-

mate children. Although many vernacular papers now advertise contra-

ceptives, it is generally only in the larger towns that they are sold in any
quantity, and mo.-.t of the Deputy Commissioners from whom enquiries were
made upon the subject appeared rather shocked at the mere suggestion that

people in their districts should think of taking measures to limit the size of

their families. The State of Mysore, where birth-control clinics have been
instituted, i.s more advanced in these matters. Whether the high infant

mortality in this Province is due to neglect of female children in certain

strata of society will be considered in Chapter V, but the general conclu-

sion to be drawn here is that in conjunction with their determined efforts to

spread the knowledge of clementari’ domestic hygiene, so necessary for the

preser\'ation of infant life, .social reformers will also shortly have to consider

how far the countrj’ can support a population upon the growth of which
one of nature's cruellest but most potent checks will, it is hoped, soon have
been partly removed owing to their efforts.

20. For a proper appreciation of the relation between the census

figures and vital statistics it is necessary to e.xamipe the details of births and
deaths in each year of the decade. The staterhent below gives the mor-
tality, in British districts only, due to particular diseases :

—

"Year.

Cholera. SmaII*pox.
Dyienicry and
ni.arrhoea.

Fever.

I
Raiio

Total. 1 per
• mille.
i

Plague.

Total, i

Ratio
per

mille.

ratal.

Ratio
per

inille.

Total.

»

Ratio
per

mille.

Total.
Ratio

mille.

1921 ...
i

58,331 ' •119
1 1.787J •13 43,486 313 327,930 23-57 5.467 -.59

1922 ... i 61 •005 407 •03 25,618 181 237,161 17 05 6,149 •45

1923 .. i 1,090 •08 275 •02 24 ..521 1-75 233.575 16 79 15.867 1-14

1921 ,. s 9.704 •70 97C •07 32.723 2-35 210,914 17-32 11.081 •SO

192S .. i
12-1 01 3.MS •23 24.024 1 73 204.667 14-71 5,223 •38

1926 ..
,

4.56S •33 3.614 •26 36.658 2-64 252.609 18-16 6.456 •47

1927 .. 16.311 M7 2.S09 •20 31,317 2-25 224,068 16 11 3.368 •24

392S .. ! 12.198 •88 1.399 •10 27,787 2-00 259,109 18 62 3.770 •27

J9/9 .. ;
6,168 •44 1.391 •10 29.934 2-15 271.054 19‘48 2.838 •20

1930 ..
.;

23.250 1-67 4.954
I

-36 33.077 2-38 287,330 20-66 871 •06

Tola/.. .i 131.805 •95 20.789
!

308.915 2-22 2,538.450 18-24 61,090 •44

The diagnosis of local village officials is of course verj' fallible, but the
figures are accurate enough for the purpose of observing tendencies and
variations. In paragraph 11 mention has been made of the fluctuations of
public health from year to year and this statement merely bears out what
was recorded there. In 1921 the people, debilitated by two years of famine,
were an easy prey to all kinds of disease, and the year was more unhealthy
than any other of the decade. How much the physical well-being of the
people is influenced by economic conditions is proved by the fact that in

‘ 1930, the worst year since 1921, the mortality from all the diseases recorded,
except plague, was higher than it had been throughout the inten*ening years!
The number of deaths from small-pox was particularly large, and, although iii

the northern districts the majority of the labourers on the famine camps were
inoculated and thus fully protected, elsewhere cholera took a larger toll than
in any of the previous eight years. The most satisfactorj* feature in the statis-

'

tics is the steady fall in the number of deaths from plague which must
4

Births and
deaths in each
year.
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Number oj biribs and deaths per mille in each Natural Division during the

decade J921 to 1930.

Ymr,

Cenita)
I’toviocri

and neiar

Nrrbiiddil Vnitcyl

Oivtiion (eicliid-'

inf Makrni.)
Plniniu Divition.

Mnrnthn
I’Inin

l)ivt:!on.

Chfiattiigiirli

Adminiilrnlive
Dh-ition.

UitUii. I Dentbi Iliriht. Denliii.j

f

lUtthi.

1

Denitif. Iliillii. pciitlii.

I

Diriht,
1

1

Deaths.

1921 ...! 3r-90
• 4«01 39-62 45-6.1

'

3157
1

47-73
;

39-35

,

.39-84 36-41
'

48-46

1V22 3.V8!) 29 31 .37-70 .31 -7.4 =
3:)--,'.3

- 26-93 ; 35 79 29-37 34-72 ' 28-53

1925 <S-63 30 53 •11-62 31-91 : 43 IS 25-/5
j

46-28 29-8.3 43-71
1

31-20

192t ... <4 IS .32‘.^9 43 63 37-OS . 12-21 22-83
1

43-OS 34 20 4.3-01
,

28 03
1925 ...! 43'90 27 ‘27 42-42 26-.‘0 i 39-32

. 22-S'> 4.3-22 27-41 41-14
!

25-25

1926 31-33 44-12 37-31 4«-.Sl 28-39 44-.SS 3.3 2.3 42-41
,

29-62

1927 ...• ?5-5S 31-31 44-40 31-31
i

43-77
;

25-22 42 *>3 2919 40-13 1 29 90

197S ...• 46-51 .33 -£6 4.951 .39-63 43 01 . 29.-25 43 31 2.S87 40-44
,

39-30

192V 4,V9f 34-13 47-70 31-81 .39-SV
' 29-74 40 04 31-80 39 90 - 30-68

1930 47-74
1

37-67 42-51 .37-95 ,
41-37

i
29 83 44-12 35-51 42 .36 31-33

A more defniiic impression of the figures is obtained from their reduc-

tion to a graphic form. Diagram I-I6 sho\v.s the fiuctuation.s of mortality

and fertility very clearly and requires little comment. Only in 1921 did

the number of deaths e.vceed the number of birth.s everywhere, except in

the Chhot.a Nagpur Division (not shown in this diagram), registration of vital

statistics for which, as pointed out by Mr. Roughton, was probably un-

reliable. It is interesting to sec, however, that in the Maratha Plain Divi-

.sion the deaths exceeded births in that bad year by a negligible number.

been shown. I'he points to notice arc that the birth graph rose highest
above the line for deaths in 1925 in the Nerbudda Valley, Maratha Plain and
Chhattisgarh Division, in 192*1, in the Plateau Division and in 1926 in the
Chhota Nagpur Division. There are local rise.s and falls during these
three years which will be discussed in dealing with the units of the separate
natural division*; but it must be acknowledged that proportion of births

to deaths reflects to a remarkable degree the period of extreme prosperity
in the middle of the decade. After 1927 the graph drops steeply every-
where e.xcept in the Plateau and in the Chhattisgarh Plain, where the gene-
ral depression of the last few years was not 'nearly as marked as elsewhere.
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It IS suggestive that the fall of prices was not accompanied by any corre-sponding rise in the proportion of births to deaths, which demonstrates that

few p«)p1e^
^ principal industry of the Province and benefitted

lation

allcr

ative

21. The general factors by which the growth and movement of popula-
tion was determined in this Province during the past ten years and during
previous census periods have been set forth and their effect upon the dis-

tribution of population in the Province has been roughly examined. The
discussion can now be carried into more detailed analysis of the distribution

and movement of the population in the 5:maller local units. The variations

for these prior to the year 1921 have already been e.xamined in previous
census reports, but a certain amount of recapitulation is necessary. In
order to portray clearly the situation as regards the population in the differ-

ent tahsils and Flares of the natural divisions three maps have been prepared
for each to show

—

(i) the density of population (persons per square mile),

(ii) variations in population since 1921 and

(iii) van.-stiop in density of population since 1921.

Fiib ifliary Table II of this chaptt-'r classifies the tahsils according to density

of populaiiori and Ftib'idiarj’ '[’.ables VI («) and VI (/j) set forth the varia-

tion- ••ince Ib^tl, Thou- v.ho •-tudy these tables must bear in mind the fact

that a c' in pari; on <>! the tlensily of lalnih- or of di:tricts is often mi'le.ading as

it >n freuMefUly depends on tl-e amount Government or private forest in-

rfuded in the t.th'ii. Thus, the fact that a tafu.il has a low average density
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,

29;

does not preclude the possibility of some considerable part of it being fairly

densely populated and this phenomenon actually occurs in several cases of

tahsils whose mean population per square ' mile is less than 150. The
figures tabulated speak for themselves, and those of individual units are
discussed below.

Nerhudda Valley Division.

22. The varying conditions in the units of this Division are shown up Nerbudda
clearly by comparison of the statistics of density with those of the previous Valley,

census. The Nerbudda river flows through the districts of Jubbulpore,

Narsinghpur, Hoshangabad and Nimar, and the valley is famous for its fer-

tile alluvial soil and the wheat which it produces. The crop failures of the

last three years of the decade however affected Jubbulpore, and to some
extent Nansinghpur, as well as the two northern districts lying on the Vindh-
yan Plateau. Hoshangabad escaped and so did Nimar, which in many
ways resembles the districts of the Maratha Plain and the population of

which increased proportionately more than that of any other district in the

Division.

23. These two districts are situated at an average height of 2,000 feet

above sea level and have been amalgamated for administrative purposes
since the census. The popula-
tion of both has actually dropped
since 1881 and although there is

good alluvial soil in the Sonar
valley and normally 40 per cent
of the cultivated area is under
v/heat, while in Saugor the trade
in ghee is flourishing, Govern-
•ment has generally found in this

northern tract of the Province a
source of anxiety and loss. It is

therefore necessary to discuss the conditions of the years before the census

Tahsil.

Number
of persons
per square

mile.

Increase per

cent since

1921.

Increase of
persons per
square mile
since 1921.

Saugor 178 1-40 2
Khurai 1 135 3-80 5
Rehli 118 2- 46 3
Banda 113 7-23 7
Dcmoh 107 6-85 7
Halta 11^ 5-72 6

1

Saugor and
Damoh.
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I'afher more fully than will be done in .the case of other districts. During the
last decade there was a slight increase of population in each tahsil, the lowest,
in Saugor tahsil, being 1.40 per cent only in spite of a heavy rise in the town
population. Randa tahsil-s- increase was the heaviest—7.23 per cent—and
Damoh tahsil came second with 6.85 per cent. The population of Damoh
-town rose by 35.51 per cent, but this was partly due to the tendency of the
population to concentrate round towns in times of scarcity. These accre-
tions of population have hardly compensated for the losses of 1911—1921
due to the influenza epidemic when the figures for Banda showed a decrease
of 8.80 per cent, those of Damoh town a decrease of 10.24 per cent and
those of Damoh tahsil excluding the town a decrease of 15.36 per cent. In
appreciating the figures due consideration must be given to the effect of the
date of the census being three weeks earlier in 1931 than it w'as in 1921,
which meant that the stream of Chaitharas or wheat-harvesters, which annual-
ly migrates into parts of the northern districts when the rabi crops are ripe,

had hardly begun to flow when the enumeration was made. In 1921 over
8,000 of these temporary immigrants were returned in the schedules of
Saugor district, although the population of Damoh was unaffected. From
Subsidiary Table IV it will be found that the number of immigrants recorded
in Saugor was some 4,000 less than in 1921 and those in Damoh nearly 6,000
less. The difference in the first case may well be due to the absence of

CJiitithuras

;

in the second the effect of economic conditions is apparent. A
reference to the immigration index in paragraph 17, proves however that

there was apparently much emigration from Saugor during the decade.

The crop failure in these two districts in the years 1928,- 1929 and 1930
followed a succession of seven comparatively good years. Economic and
agricultural history had indeed been satisfactory since the famine of 1899

except in the years 1907-08, 1918-19, and 1920-21 when the harvest failed in

certain tracts. The chief cause of disaster in 1928 was the capricious nature

of the rainfall during 1927-28 resulting finally in excessive moisture in the

soil which produced an epidemic of rust in wheat and linseed and a plague

of caterpillars in gram. It was only in isolated fields on high ground or

where the soil was light, and in places where wise cultivators had sown rust-

proof seed that the crops escaped to any extent. To make things worse

in the following cold v/eather rain damaged the juar and til on the threshing

floors in manv villages. This loss varied in intensity from tract to tract.

In Saugor the’ Barodia tract of Khurai tahsil, the Shahgarh tract of Banda

and the Kesli tract of Rehli were particularly affected, while the similar

poor soil tracts in Damoh and Jubbulpore lost enough to make another

failure of the 7(ibi crops of 1929 more serious.

“The conditions for the rabi sowings were as nearly as possible perfect, and good

cold weather rain produced the promise of a bumper harvest in 1929. But the

prospect changed in a single night. Rust had developed in the linseed early in

January, and a sudden heavy frost at the end of the month caught most of the wheat

in the ear and destroyed it. Tur and all but early sown masur perished, and serious

damage was done to gram and ’linseed.” (Review of the Commissioner, Jubbulpore

Division, on- the scarcity operations of 1928 and 1929.)

Unequal distribution of the rainfall during the monsoon of 1929, and its

abrupt cessation on September 7th was responsible for the third consecutive

failure of the crops of 1929-30 which affected both the kharif and the rabi

harv^est. The outturn of the principal crops during these three years is

shown below :
—

Outturn ol cropi in annas,
j

Wheat. Gram.
i

Linseed.

j

District. 1927-28
jj

1928-29 1929-30 1927-28

1

1928-29
j

1

1929-30 B
Saugor 3 4 5 6 ! 2

1
3 !

1

’
1

i

1
i1

3
1

Damoh —
|

2 4

j

4 4 '
1

4
11

'

2 *1

1

4

Details of this disastrous period will be found in scarcity reports of the

districts concerned. It is to be noted that the failure of 1927-28 and 1928-29
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caused the diversion to khurif of a large' area normally under rahi crops.

Juar especially was sown, and it suffered very badly from the unfavourable

monsoon of 192^. As their effect upon the well-being of the population is

important it is necessary to record a brief note of the measures for the relief

of the people taken by Government. These were

—

(1) Opening of relief works.

(2) Payment of monthly doles to kotwars,

(3) Suspension of land revenue, rents and sub-rents.

(4) Suspension of taccavi instalments.

(5) Grant of taccavi (agriculturists loans and land improvement
loans).

(6) Purchase and supply of good seed grain for cultivators.

(7) Throwing open of Government forests for the free extraction of

minor produce.

(8) Mobilization of private charity and eventually distribution of

gratuitous relief to paupers.

The table below showing the statistics fpr the principal of these measures

reflects the extensive nature of the failure.

:
1

1

Maxlnum number
of relief works

open nt one time.

Mkximuni number
of labourers

attending works
onan^dajr.

Maximum number
(including Kotwars)
granted gratuitous

relief in one
month.

Suspensions of land
rerenue in
ntpees.

'Remissions of

land rerenne In

rupees.

Agriculturists and
Land Improremnts
Loans in rupees.

tpjS 19^9
\

l«0 S3S8

[

*930 19S8 *9*9 1950
j

ipsS •9>9 1930 *9*9 >930
j

i9s8*39*5o

1

193>3*

Sucar ** s* 97 IM>3 9.)4a| 7.3*? ;5.a9,464 7.4».039 {.>9.464 i.(9.$.3| >6,67,746 4.84.99s

Dinoh -• NoKnnable ... ac,are 5.«9i5 6,717' 3 ,06a [»,t4.>;6 1.54.5»4j II1
7,48,067 lt,6o,679 >.99.778

It is interesting to find that among those who attended Government
Relief Camps in Saugor district during 1929 the monthly percentage of

labourers was between 75 and 80, that of cultivators between 5 and 10 and
that of cultivators who were also labourers between 13 and 18. In 1930
when cultivators were beginning to feel the continuation of distress the

corresponding percentages were—labourers from 49 to 59, cultivators

from 12 to 32, cultivators who were also labourers from 22 to 37, Similar

figures for Damoh are not forthcoming. The percentage of the population
relieved on works in various tahsils is shown below :—

Year.
'

1 1

1 Saugor. ! Khurai.
1

! 1

1

Rehli.
1

1

1
Banda.

i

1928 2-09

1 1

1'60 1-90

1929 5*31 3-89
1

5-34 5-63

These figures are not however a proper index of the extent of distress.

They represent only the proportion
..
of the working population which

received relief and .not their dependants. It must further be remembered
that large numbers of forest people supported life by extracting minor
produce from the Government Reserve, and larger numbers of agriculturists

maintained themselves by the aid of loans. It is worth recalling that in the
big famines of 1896-1897 and 1899-1900 in the Saugor district only 1.37 aiid
1.92 respectively of the population, were relieved on works.

The effect upon vital statistics of a continuous scarcitj’^ of the magnitude .

indicated was, bound to be considerable. The Commissioner of the Jub-
bulpore Division remarked that from the year 1923 when the effects of -the

famine of 1920-21 ceased to operate, up to and including the year 1928, the
figures of births and deaths resulted in a steady increase in the deduced
population. This increase was checked in 1929 in Saugor and Damoh where
the population either lost slightly or remained stationary. The chief feature
of the statistics was however the drop in the birth-rate in that year. In
Saugor it fell from 41.57 per thousand in 1928 to 32.10 per thousand in 1929,
and in Damoh from 49.05 per thousand in 1928 to 36.78 per Aousand in
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1929. In 1929 in fact the number of deaths exceeded the number of births
in baugor while the figures were practically equal in.Damoh. In 1930 there
was a slight rise in both districts to 35.73 and 39.82 respectively. The death-
rate on the other hand was comparatively little affected. Statistics supplied
by the Deputy Commissioners are given below :

—

Year.

.

Saugor. Damoh.

Births. Deaths.

Mortality from epidemics.

Deduced
population.

Increase or
Decrease.

Plague. Cholera. Small-
pox.

1921 21.048 20,054 542 287,126
1922 19.238 16.351 IHd 1 1 286,483 -643
1923 22.223 14,377 1 3 290,160 +3,677
1924 ••• 22.274 16,358 72 35 293,964 +3.786
1925 21,100 14,162 12 299,009
1926 22,019 18,299 60 738 - 165 300,877 +1,868
1927 23.673 16,074 33 . 346 .305,624 +4.747
1928 23.434 10,699 631 43 308,764
1929 18,240 19.116 42 24 308,766 +2
1930

'

21,379 20,310 ... 451 24 309.941 +1.175

Demh rote.

Figures for 1921 and 1929 are compared in the margin. It must be
remembered that Saugor suffered much less than Damoh in 1921 but as the

Commissioner of the Division has remarked : “The contrast in the figures of

the two years is of course largely due to the fact that

the scarcity of 1928—30 followed • seven good years

and the resisting power of the people was consider-

able, while in addition the division was comparatively

free from disease. All the three Deputy .Commis-

sioners of the worst affected districts insist , that the

fact that distress was taken in hand early, and liberal,

relief was given from the beginning of the trouble,

has preserved the population generally in a condition only very slightly

belojv the average of ordinary years. The figures of the birth-rate, how-

Seugor

Damoh...

I

1921 1929

37'93

60-06

34-12

36-78

f KHURAt.!,-^.;

...
/* SAUGOR yNERBUDDA

VALLEY DIVISION

VARIATIONS IN POPULATION 192M931
r/ REHLI

,

,
.HATTA

' * 1

IDAMOH I
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I
;
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diagram T-tS
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0-5

G -10

ts-?t

OVER 39

ever, are probablv only one illustration of the undoubted reduction in

the vitality particularly of the poorer classes, which must have resulted from
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the economic distress of the past two years, -and I suspect that if we were

visited by an epidemic of influenza or any similar disease the havoc caused

wovild be considerable.”

24. The Jubbulporc

somewhat composite in

i

Y«3T.
j

Births.

1

Deaths.
|

1

19J1 24.879 46.626 1

1922 26.225 24.60.3 1

1923 31.160 26.016 !

1924 31.10] 26.745 i

192.S 30,337 19,922

1926 33,3M 25.933

1927 33.S.S4 25.7S8
1928 34..351 25,649
1929 2.5,705 22,182

1930 •31,521 25,411

district is described in the last census report as Jubbulpore

character. The Murwara tahsil resembles the

Vindhyan districts, while in the tahsils to the west

the rice-crowing country* gives place to the

wheat-growing valley of the Nerbudda. The
economic history of the district during the last

few years of the decade was much the same as

that of Saugor and Damoh. Fluctuations

of population are shown in the margin.

In 1921-22 there was an epidemic of plague in

the towns and in 1924 there was another, but

otherwise until the scarcity of 1928—30 there

was no cause for anv abnormal variation in the

statistics. As an index of the extent of the distress due to the recent crop
failures a .statement similar to that shown in the preceding paragraph is

given beiow :
—
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The inc'-ease in the actual population of the district recorded in 1931
was only 3.77 per cent of the population of 1921. Immigration parti-

cularly from Rcwa State was considerable and study of the figures both for

thi.s district and for others in the Province should be made with due
reference to the index of migration appearing in paragraph 17. It was in

fact Jubbulpore City and Murwara tahsil, with its important headquarters
at Katni and its potteries and cement works, which were responsible for

such increase as there was in the
district population. In the rural

population of Jubbulpore tahsil

there was actually a decrease of 2.27
per cent, in Sihora tahsil a decrease
of 4.39 per cent and in Patan tahsil a

decrease of 3.73 per cent. These
figures do not, however, prove that

Jubbulpore suffered at the end of the
decade any more than its northern
neighbours. The contrast between

the figures of 1921 and 1931 must, as in the case of Saugor, be analysed with
reference to the number of wheat-harvesters enumerated at the census.
According to the district report the number of these seasonal immigrants
returned on March 18th, 1921 was 29,000, whereas by February 26th, 1931.
the stream of labourers had only just begun to enter the district. Curiously
enough, however, the difference between the actual number of persons
returned as born outside the district in 1931 and the corresponding return
of 1921 was, in round figures 14,000 which corresponds to the number of
Chaitharas shown in the 1921 schedules. The estimate in the district
report is probably the more correct since, as remarked above, immigration
to the industrial centres of Jubbulpore certainly increased considerably at
the end of the decade and was probably even heavier than at the time of
the scarcity of 1920-21. The rise in .population in Jubbulpore City was
2,0,19 per cent and in Katni-Munvara town 11.57 per cent. It is worth

Number
Increase

fir cent
since 1921

.

Vflrirttion of

Xihsil.
of perinus
per square

mile.

persons per
xpiarc mile
since 1921.

Jubbulpore 269 + ^•76 -H2
Sihorn 166 -4 -.39 -8
Murwara ... 166 +17-.M +21
Patan 704 -3-73 -8
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extent of uncultivable hill country the percentage of the total area which is
cultivated is less than in any other district of the valley except Damoh, and
this accounts for the comparatively low density of the population
particularly in the Harsud tahsil where there is much forest land. Yet the

growth of population in that tahsil is

greater than in any other rural tract
of the British districts, being 30.55
per cent of the 1921 population. It

has been suggested that this figure may
partly be explained by an increase, of
cattle-breeding. It is therefore in-

teresting to find that 11,554 Ahirs
were returned in the district at the

1931 census against only 3,685 in 1921. On the other hand the extraordinary
fertility of the Korkus, whole villages of whom were almost wiped out in
the influenza epidemic of 1918, must hot be overlooked. Figures are given
below :

—

Tahsil.

Number ol

persons
per

square
mile.

Increase
per cent
since

1921.

Increise
of persons
per square
mile since

1921.

Khandwa 125 14-10 l.S

Burhanpur 12S 16-90 19
harsud 72 30-55 17

[

Harsud.
|[

Burhanpur. 1 Khandwa.

1921 1931 1921
I1

1931 1921
j

f
1931

Number of Korkus
1

18,671 23.960 15,413
j1

20,194 7,028
1

8,018

The growth of the urban population of the district has been consider-
able. In Khandwa town the rise was 29.10 per cent, in the rural area of

Khandwa tahsil 11.79 per cent, in Burhanpur town 22.69 per cent and in the

rest of Burhanpur tahsil 14.56 per cent. The increase in density in every
tahsil was very marked and was exceeded in the division only by Murwara
and Hoshangabad. The chief factor in the movement of population in

Nimar was stated in 1911 to be migration. The district suffered less than
any other in this Province in the famine decade 1891 to 1901 and was the

only one in the Division which registered an increase of population in 1921,

in spite of the fact that owing to plague the recorded number of deaths

greatly exceeded the births in the previous ten years. Subsidiary Table IV
shows that the number of immigrants enumerated in 1931 was again very

high and in fact exceeded by nearly 20,000 the return for the previous

census. 7'he total number of births registered during the decade exceeded

the deaths by 48,247. The excess of births was shared by every part of the

district, and occurred in every year of the ten except 1930 when there was

a large number of deaths from cholera, small-pox and fever in many places

and the viral statistics showed 1,217 less births than deaths. Subsidiary

Table V discloses that the birth-rate, 52 per cent of the population of 1921,

was higher than anyv'here else in the Province. This was partly balanced

by the fact that the death-rate, 41 per cent, was also higher. As the actual

increase in population recorded since 1921 has been, in round numbers,

70,000 it would appear that there is comparatively little emigration. To
sum up Nimar shows greater evidence of prosperity as indicated by growth

of population than any other British district in the Central Provinces and

Berar. The percentage of 83.9 on the figure in 1881 is far above

that recorded in other districts, Yeotmal being next in order with a rise of

65.4 per cent since that year. It may be mentioned, on the other hand, that

the proportion of the cultivable land under the plough has only increased by

3 per cent since 1921. The growing population is in fact supported partly

bv the diversion of rabi land to cotton, partly by the diversion

of bf'rs used during the war for grass farms to other cultiva-

tion, partly by industries in the towns of Khandwa and Burhanpur and

partly, it seems, by increased cattle farming.

28. The little State of Makrai with an area of only 155 square miles

contains 69 villages. It is situated between the Harda tahsil of Hoshang-

abad district and the Harsud tahsil of Nimar, and has many of the

characteristics of these units. Cotton occupies 29 per cent of the cultivated

area and wheat 8 per cent. 84 per cent of the cultivable area is actually
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under crops, which is a Jlreater proportion than in any British district in the

Ncrbudda Valley and .is exceeded in the Province only by Chhuikhadan

State and three Bcrar districts. The population, 100 to the square mile, is

not vcr>’ thick on the ground. It has grown by 21.2 per cent since 1921 and

there are more persons to the square mile than there were at the last

Census.
Plateau divisiou.

In the map in c
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Cenltat ;

net value

Piovincei ! of
Atid 'pcoducc per
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t

actc.

R«. n. p. :
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29. The greater part of the Plateau Division lies on the plateau of the Plateau

Satpura hills about 2,000 feet above sea level. division.

hapter III the lesser millets are shown to be the principal

crop there. These arc suited to the soil which is

generally much poorer than that found in the Ner-

budda Valley and in the Maratha plain. There is

fairly extensive wheat cultivation in the more fertile

tracts lying in the valleys, especially in the Seoni

district, in the cast of which rice is also a staple crop.

The tract is however agriculturally altogether poorer

than any other in the British Central Provinces and
Berar. This m.ay be appreciated from the marginal

statement of the value of the average net outturn per

occupied acre nf agricultural land after deducting the cost of maintenance,

cultivation and marketing and the amount of rent paid. This statement has

been borrowed from the Report of the Central Provinces Banking Enquiry

Committee, 1929-30, which contains much information regarding the

economic '’ondition of the people of the Province relevant to this chapter.
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30. The Betul district contains extensive forest areas and Gonds or Betul.

other al>origincs form 38 per cent of the population. Less than half of the

area shown as cultivable by the Director of Land Records has been brought
under the plough and the percentage

Tahiil.

1

]

Nun'bcrol
pcftoni
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iqtiare

mile.

Incteiitc

per cent
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of the total area which is at present

cultivated is 29 only. The district

has no industries, although coal has
been found there. The only mine sunk
—at Dulhara—is not now working.
There is little to attract immigrants
but nevertheless their number increas-

ed by about 5,700 on the figure of
1921. It will be suggested in chapter
III that most of these were casual

visitors. The census figures of the population show an increase of 42,515

Due lo revited Purvey fi;;ures.
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while according lo the vital statistics' the increase was 44,922. Presuming
the latter ^to be accurate Jt^ may be inferred that there was more emigration
than immigration. Subsidiary Table III indicates that apart from the usual
set-backs in the decades 1891—1901 and 1911—1921 there has" been a steady
increase of population in the district since 1881. In the famines and
epidemics of the past the aboriginal population has suffered heavily but its

natural fertility rapidly repairs breaches in its ranks. Multai tahsil includes
more open country than the other two and the density of the population
there is similar to that in the Maralha plain which it adjoins. In Bhainsdehi
and Betul the population is less thick on the ground but the increase in all

three has been more or less equal to the average of that for the whole
province for the decade.

Chhindwara. 31 _ he passes across the northern plateau of the Chhindwara district

in September the traveller is struck by the carpet of yellow flowers which

stretches over so much of the cultivated area. This is the ram tilt or jagni

crop, which is widely sown in the district. Further south, below the ghats,

the Sausar tahsil, where Marathi is the predominant language, has many of

the characteristics of the Maratha plain country. In the jagirs bordering

the districts of Narsinghpur, Hoshangabad and Betul there are large

forest tracts inhabited principally by aborigines. The Pench Valley coal

fields and the manganese mines have made the district of some industrial

importance. Sausar tahsil with a density .of population of 154 per square

mile is the most thickly populated^ and the increase of 21 persons per

square mile in the last decade is the highest in this natural division.

Chhindwara has however acquired a greater increase in actual population

—

18.64 per cent of that of 1921. The density of Amarwara—94 per square
mile—is comparatively low but
nevertheless the growth in popula-
tion has been considerable- in each
sub-division of the district. Births

exceeded deaths by a big margin
throughout the decade except in

1921 w'hen the effects of the influenza

epidemic were still felt. There were
a few outbreaks of plague but the
influence on the vital statistics was

Tahsil,

Number of
persons

per
square
mile.

Increase
per ceni
since
1521.

Increase
of persons

per
square
mile

sinrcl921.

Chhindwar.-i 123 18-64 19

Amntwara 94 13-80 11

Sausar 154 15 57 21

negligible. According to the records of the Public Health Department the

total excess of births over deaths for the ten years was 64,796. Subsidiary

Table IV shows nearly 10,500 more immigrants than in 1921 although the
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Deputy Commissioner has remarked that many of the smaller mining con-

cerns have closed down and decayed, while larger ones though prosperous

have not increased 'their labour sufficiently to account for the increase in

immigrants, since a good deal of the mining labour is local. The excess

births in the decade and number of fresh

immigrants taken together do not amount to

ropSn. over* mfenm, fifinrc of tlic iiicrcase of population dis-

j

dentin.
I

closed by the census. This is probably due
: 10 some extent to failure on the part of the

si .437 ! 61 796
' 10 .4SS

’ aborigines to register births but the local

- L i
! authorities -are inclined to question the figures

of the 1921 census when there was a strike of Patwari? in the district. There
may of cour.^e have been a decrease in the volume of emigration, but since

the heavy increase of population has its par.allcl in all the other Plateau

districts probably the vital statistics arc at fault.

32. The forests of Sconi were the home of Mowgli, the hero of Kipling’s Seoni.
"Jungle Book". Around Seoni town there is a good wheat-growing tract

and the area sown with wheat is 32 per cent of the whole cropped area ; rice

occupies M per cent. The natural features of the district are generally

characteristic of the Plateau country but Seoni tahsil with a density of 143
persons per square mile is more thickly populated than other parts of the
division except Mult.ni and Sausar which like itself connect the Maratha
Plain division with the Plateau. Lakhnadon with 98 persons per square
mile has increased its population by 16.92 per cent during the decade, while
that of Seoni has only grown by 10.68 per cent. The general health of the
district was good throughout the years after 1921 when 5,224 persons died

from cholera. In 1928 and 1929 con-

Numberef
fncttn.e

j

diUons Were affected by the vagaries
pcriom per»onj of climate which caused famine

'Tahsil.
.
T'’ since

Taf in Jubbulporc, Saugor and Damoh.
mile. since In the Laklinadon tahsil, where both

;
kharif and nibi crops were damaged
and the people who generally work as

Inkhnndon 98 16-92 IS chaithoras in the spring were unable
to find the usual employment in neigh-
bouring districts, distress was severe.

The rice haveli of Barghat and Ugli continued to prosper. In the wheat
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belt around Seoni town conditions varied. The south-western portion of it

escaped veiy heavy damage but the eastern part suffered severely in both
years. The situation in Seoni however never approached the gravity of
that in the Northern districts and there appears to have been no effect upon
the growth of population. The Deputy Commissioner’s figure for the
deduced population at the beginning of the year 1931 is 389,395. The
census figure is 393,811. Immigrants to the district were nearly 6,000 more
in 1931 than in 1921. It may be assumed that most of these came from
neighbouring tracts as a result of

,
inter-district marriages. The numbers

naturally fell in 1921 owing to the effects of influenza. Emigration of a
similar type would account for the small difference in figures after immigrants
have been included—and the progress of the district may be regarded as
quite normal.

33. Mandla is the largest and most sparsely inhabited district in the
Plateau, and, although with the advent of the motor lorry communications in

it are improving, large tracts are still cut off from the outer world during a

considerable part of the year. 18 per cent of the cultivated land is under
wheat, 18 per cent under rice and the rest under miscellaneous crops. Only

21 per cent of the total area is culti-

vated, which is less than elsewhere in

the British districts except Chanda.
There are 88 persons per square mile
in the district; in Chanda there are
82 only. The figures for tahsils are
shown in the margin. In his report
on the revision of the Land Revenue
Settlement effected during the years
1927—1930 Mr. Lillie wrote:—

“The decade ending in 1911 was a period of recovery from the famines of the
nineties, and the very sharp rise in the population is the index of the completeness of
the recovery. In the next decade the normal surplus was converted into a deficit

for the district as a whole, of 5 per cent, by the influenza epidemic which fell with
special severity on the more backward groups of the Niwas and Dindori tahsils. The
provisional figures of the census of 1931 are now available and show that the popula-
tion is now 446,133; this is an increase of 15.4 per cent, the highest recorded^ in the

Jubbulporo division and since there has been no immigration a clear sign of

agricultural prosperity.

“The tenantry is predominantly aboriginal. Goods are 55 per cent of the total
'

tenantry in the Niwas and Dindori tahsils, Baigas and other aboriginals 6 per cent,

while o'f the remainder, 14 per cent are low caste Hindus, Ahirs, Pankas, Kols and
Mehras who settle readily with aboriginals. The cultivating castes of the province

arc represented only by small colonies such as the Lodhi colony at Narayanganj and
at Niwas. In Dindori tahsil the Rathors have .already been mentioned, as cultivators

of aiiovc the local average of industr}’ and skill, but they form onlj? 12 per cent

of the total tenantry of the tahsil. In the Mandla tahsil. the non-aboriginal popula-

tion is slightiv larger arid is of importance in the Havcli from which the aboriginal

population has largely been driven out. Gonds and other aboriginals form 51 per
cent, and 19 per cent of the population are of good cultivating castes, Kachhis, Marars,

Kurmis, l.odhis and Kirars. Thus in the district .as a whole, aboriginals who swamp
all other c.i.stes arc .51 per cent and good cultivating castes arc 11 per cent, an insigni-

flc.ant proportion of the total tenantry. In raiyahsari villages as might be c.xpccted

aboriginals have an even stronger footing, 69 per cent of the raiyats of the Mandla
tahsil being aboriginal.e, while in the Niw.a.<i and Dindori tahsils they arc 79 per cent

and 6S rer cent rc-spcctively.”

1'hc district sitffered to a cert.ain extent in the scarcity of 1928-29, but

in the fin! year serious damage was confined to the Nainpur tract and in

1921 it was nocc^^ary to j>ive relief only in a restricted area. The effect on
the population % negligible. In 1921 when malaria, cholera, small-pox

r.nd ph’Cui.* ere prev.alent the number of death?, recorded e.xcecdpd births

by nearly bttt .after that disaUron.'^ year the number of birihs was
hi.'ii-'-r fhro'.t:;hnist the decade and c.vcceded that of registered deaths by
“*.Vt37. ():'.iy 7.000 more immigranf.s were recorded than in 1921 and so it

;-.ep-. rr kmuiI in backward tr.act.s the registration of vital statistics

V..'.' probably jn.n eu.rjifL-. hince the ri‘-e in actual population disclosed by the

u v;;;'

Tflhsil.

Nuinlierol
persons
per

square
mile.

Increase
per cent

since 1921.

Increase

of
persons

per square
mile
ince
1921.

Mnndtn no 11-67 11
Dindori 72 16 72 10

Niwas 83 20-14 14
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The Maratha plain division.

31. The following description of the division is given in the Census The Maratba

Report of l‘i21
' Pla*"-

‘*Tlic Mnrathn plain division contains the cotton country consisting of the four
districts of Berar, cxcUidinji the Mclghat taluq of Amraoti, which is a wild hilly tract

similar to the country found in the adjoining platcaii division, and the districts of

Wardha and Nagpur; to the cast of this lies the Wainganga valley, containing rice

country of considerable fertility, while on the south-eastern corner of the division

lies the sparsely populated district of Chanda, in which rice is the principal crop.

In spite of the inclusion of the Mclghal and Chanda and the hilly tahsil of Baihar in

Halaghat, the division is the most thickly populated in the province, and has_ a

density of 1S1 persons per square mile. The greater portion of the four Berar districts

lies in’ the valley of the Burna river, and the black soil found there is famous for the

production of cotton. To the south, however, portions of the Buldana, Akola and
S’colm.nl districts lie on a plateau standing about 1,000 feet above the plain and
gradually sloping towards the Hydcr.abad border. 'I'o the north of the Amraoti
district lies the Melghat taluq, which .stretches into the Satpura hills, and is entirely

dificrent to tlic rest of Berar. The climate is dry and hot. but on the whole healthy.

Benr is the most prosperous portion of the province and no less than 83.7 per cent

of the cultivable area is under crops. Indeed the uncultivated area is barely sufficient

for the other needs of the people."

Cotton is the main crop in Berar and now covers 48 per cent of the
gross cultivated .area, as against 45 per cent in 1921. Juar, the staple food
crop, occupies 33 per cent of the cultivated area. The local food supply
is however insufficient and grain has to be imported. The level of prices
is therefore generally higher than in the Central Provinces. Wages are
also normally* higher, but have during the decade, as graphically shown in
diagrams f-7 and 8, depended very^ greatly upon the state of the cotton
market, fluctuations, in which have been described in paragraph 11.

35. Between 1911 and 1921 the population of Amraoti district Amraoti.
declined by -iS.OOO, but this deficiency has been more than repaired

6
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It V :U he ob-cr’-cd that the density ot population in the taluqs of
Amraoti and Ellichpur is now greater
than in any other part" of the prov-
ince except Nagpur tahsil and
Janjgir tahsil. The development
of industry* and consequent growth ol

the urban population, which will be
analysed in Chapter’ll, is of course
one of the determining factors.

Regarding fluctuations in the popula-
tion the Deputy Commissioner has
matie the following observations:—

“In tlic ton yc?,T> mortality tlccrca.-ed by S9,565 while the net increase in the

population i« only 113.ii91 or 14 per cent over last ccnsiis. The jncrc.isc is due
to the fact that this decennial period w.is free from virulent epidemics Ijkc the terrible

vi'-'tnion of intlucnra in 1918 which affected the pres-ious period. The difTcrcnce

of 2h22rj between the deduced population and the final census may be attributed

partly to inaccurate or faulty futures of vit.il statistics, considerable inirnijlration into

the ({s trict, and the mistake committed in the Tabulation Office at the last census

’.li incorrectly recordin;' the population of Amraoti Camp at a fiRure much lower than

tiic ••('al one.”
Subsidiar>' I'ablc IV shows that the number of foreign-born returned

in the diMrict in 1931 was over 19,000 above that of 1921.

3'), The taluqs of Akola district are more or less homogeneous but

e increase in population in Ralapur and Mangrulpir is considerably less

than in the others. The percentages

of area under the various crops have
hardly changed since the last census.

Tltc mo. t considerable growth of

population has been in and around
urban areas. In spite of epidemics of

influct'/ca tind plague the population

of the district rose between 1911 and
1921 by 1.12 per cent. In the last

decade it hav again risen bv more
than nine timc'; that figure. :iIlhough

there were cron fnilure.s involving sus-
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statistics displayed on the previous page the Deputy Commissioner has re-

corded the following remarks :

—

‘In the years 1921 and 1922, the. birth-rate was not much higher than^ the- death-

rate and the development of the population was below normal. In 1923,_ there was
abnormal increase in births and in spite of the prevalence of plague which took a

h.cavy toll (3,409), the population increased by 14,571 or about 2.0 per cent. In 1924,

•the prevalence of cholera and plague increased the number of deaths and consequently
the deduced population did not increase normally. From 1925 to 1929,, the birth

rate was much higher than the death rate and there were no epidemics prevalent,

with ti c result that there was substantial addition of 53,508 or 7.5 per cent to the

deduced population. In 1930, there was again a drop in the normal growth of the

population due to prevalence of small-pox and cholera.

“From the details given above, it may be seen that exceptJiLJthe_years . 1924. and
1930 the death rate was normal throughout the whole of the decade, and, with abnor-
mal increase in births in some of the years, the deduced population shows a consider-

able increase, i.e., 82,058 or 11.7 per cent. The difference between the deduced
population and the population as found according to the provisional figures of the
-census of 1931, is, however, large and no satisfactory explanation can be furnished.

It may be noted that the past few years have not been very prosperous and the
general depression resulted in the substantial reduction in the immigration of labourers
and others who usually visit the district in large numbers in harvest time. It appears
from the District Census report 1921 that, due to scarcity, a large influx of families
from the Bombay Presidency and His Exalted Highness the Nizam’s Dominions had
•visited this district in 1921 to stay permanently. Most of the families have probably
.gone back on account of the depression.”

In the circumstances detailed it is not altogether surprising to find that

in most taluqs of the district the
growth of population has been less

than elsewhere in the Maratha plain
division. The uplands of Chikhli
and Mehkar are less fertile than
other parts of the district, but
Chikhli shows an increase of popula-
tion rather above the normal. It is

however clear that as the vital statis-

tics indicate an excess of births over
deaths amounting to 83,673 the com-

paratively limited growth of population is due entirely to the migration
iactor.

38. Yeotmal is not so fully developed as the rest of Berar, always Yeotmal.
excepting the Melghat, and contains fairly extensive forests peopled by
primitive tribes. There has been practically no change in the cultivated
area since 1921 but 5 per cent more of it has been brought under cotton.
The growth of population has been considerable and was shared by all

taluqs. It is to be noticed that in this

district as elsewhere the population
shows the biggest increase in the
more backward tracts where in

times
_
of comparative plenty the

aboriginal population always tends
to multiply rapidly. The district

was attacked by cholera in 1921 and
again in 1930 ; otherwise except for
sporadic outbreaks of plague and
other epidemics the decade was

healthy. The .total rise in population was 108,329 and the difference
between the figures of immigrants in 1921 and in 1931 is ne^igible. The
vital statistics show an excess of births over deaths of 92,818. The natural
iincrease is considerable, but no more considerable than that in Buldana,
which proves how necessary it is to consider the effects of migration when
.analysing, any. movement of population. There is a difference of 16,695
in the deduced, population of the district and the census population. -* As
•this cannot be explained -by the figures of immigration it appears that the
iregistration of births and deaths must be deficient. The difference, is most

Taluq.

Number of

personr
persquure

mile

Increase
per cent

since 1921.

Increase
of

persons
per square
mile since

19:i.

‘Yeotiaal ... 181 12 02 20
'Kelapur 1S4 12 41 IS
Wun 157 13-44 19
Darwha

'

187 17-15 27
•Pusad 147 l&AS 21

Taluq.

j

Number of!

persons Increase

per t
1

per cent

square since 1921.

mite.
1

1

Increase
of

persons
per square
mile since

1921.

•Chikhli 187 12-80 13
Mehkar 168 4-68 W
Khamgoon ••• 218 5-87 12
.Jalgaon 209 3-87 4

JVlalkapur 272 13-16 31
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apparent in the six towns where it amounts. to 11,828—but it is probable
that while the town population is swelled by people from the villages the
real error in registration is in the more remote tracts.

30. Wardha district resembles the neighbouring country in Berar in
Its physical characteristics. 82 per cent of the cultivable land is under the
plough, that is 2 per cent more than in 1921. 42 per cent of the gross cul-
tivated area grows cotton, 30 per cent juar and 10 per cent wheat. As

TahslI.

Number of]

{

persons
per square

mile.

j

IncrL-nse

Increase of persons
p.-r cent ipcr squarej

'since 1921. 'mile sine
1921.

remarked in 1921 there is in this very
open tract little land available for
expansion of population. Its growth
in the last ten years was most con-
siderable in the Hinganghat tahsil

where there was the most scope for
it.^ The rise of 31.40 per cent in

Hinganghat town is suggestive. In
explanation of the figures for different parts of the district the Deputy Com-
missioner, Mr. Oulsnam, sent the following note :

—

Wardha 2.';2 9 65 22
Arvi 197 619 15
Hinganghat 186 21 78 S3

"The increase of population for the whole district is 11.3 per cent. There was no
scarcity during the decennial period and there were serious epidemics only in the
years 1921 (influenza), 1926 (smali-pox, plague and influenza), l927 (cholera) and
1930 (cholera). For-the greater part of the period the people were prosperous and
heabh conditions were satisfactory. But for a large increase in the Hinganghat tahsil,

however, the increase would have been considerably less. As was to be expected the
population of the larger towns has increased at a much higher rate, and Wardha and
Arvi towns show increases of over 20 per cent. With the exception of Sindi, the
small towns of 5,000 to 10,000 show only sniall increases and evidently they are losing
ground to the larger communities. There is evidence also of continued migration to
the towns, the rural increase in the Arvi and Wardha tahsils being only per cent.

The total increase in the towns represents between ^and 3 per cent of the rural popula-
tion. Probably the real rate of increase in the rural areas therefore is to 8 per cent.

In the Hinganghat town and tahsil abnormal factors appear to have been at work for
there is an increase of 30 per cent in Hinganghat and no less than 20 per cent in the
rural area. As far as Hinganghat town is concerned the increase of 30 per cent (5,436)

is easily comprehensible. There are two large mills there, and while the mills them-
selves have not extended their activities during the' past decade they serve as an
attraction to labour and there has undoubtedly been considerable immigration from
the Chanda district and, with the construction of the Grand Trunk Railway, from
even further south. The municipal area has also been extended since the last census.

The enquiries instituted in regard to^ the rural area of this tahsil, however, have

proved inconclusive. The general opinion is that there has been some immigration

from the south while it is also stated that at the time of the final enumeration bodies

of labourers were returning to their homes in Chanda from Berar. The increase of

18,914, however, is not adequately explained.” .

The excess of births over deaths in the decade was 58,459 ; the actual

increase in population is 52,570. There is little difference between the

figures of immigrants shown in Subsidiary Table IV for 1931 and those of

1921. The deficit of 6,000 is probably due to emigration unless the vital

statistics are at fault.

40. 28 per cent of the cultivated area of Nagpur district is under

cotton, 35 per cent under juar, 13 per cent under wheat and 24 per cent

under other crops. It is in the eastern portion of the district, where the rain-

fall is heavier than in the cotton country that wheat, gram and other winter

crops are popular. The area under cotton has increased by 6 per cent
and that under wheat contracted by
4 per cent since 1921. As already
observed the density of population
in Nagpur tahsil is greater than that

anywhere else in the province. This
is of course due to the presence of
Nagpur City, the enormous rise

of 48.19 per cent in which greatly
affects the tahsil figure. The
increase in the rural population,
excluding that of Nagpur City and

Tahsil.

Number of

persons
per square

mile.

Increase
per cent
since
1921.

Increase
of persons
per square
mile since

1921.

Nagpur 465 31-02 118

Ramtek 150 9-65 13

Unirer 1.59 If .34 21

Katol 242 8-70 19

Saoner 231 6-40 13

Kamptee Municipality and Cantonment, is 16.94 per cent on the population
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of 1921. Owing to the commercial importance of tlie capital of the
province the population has naturally tended to concentrate around it

and the growth has been rapid. The increase in the figure of immigrants
to the district since 1921 is over 36,000 according to the figures in Subsi-

diar>' Table IV. The deduced population calculated from vital statistics

by the District Census Officer for the beginning of the year 1931 was 892,119.
The census population was 940,049. As the increase in the number of
immigrants is insufficient to make up the difference even if emigration was
negligible it must be assumed that the registration of vital statistics was
again incomplete.

41. Chanda is perhaps the most interesting of the British districts, Chanda,
but is intensely hot in the summer, and all the southern portion, which is

covered with dense teak and bamboo jungle is ver>' unhealthy for a great
part of the year. Only the northern tracts of the Brahmapuri and Warora
tahsils really possess any of the characteristics of the Maratha plain divi-

sion in which the district lies geographically. 13 per cent of the cultivated

area is under cotton, 28 per cent under rice, 7 per cent under wheat
and 25 per cent under juar, which is widely sown there as a rabi crop.
Other crops occupy 27 per cent of the cultivated area, which forms only
15 per cent of the total area of this vast heterogeneous district and 32 per
cent of the area classed by the Land Records Department as actually culti-

vable. The average density of population is much lower than that in any
other British district and lower also than that in most of the States. The
actual order is Changbhakar 26 per square mile, Bastar 40, Korea 56 and
Chanda 82. It will be observed that in the wild Sironcha tahsil which
borders on Bastar State the aboriginal population is almost as scattered as

in the State itself, but has grown enormously since the last census when
the density was only 20 per square mile. Conditions in the forest areas c.f

the Garchiroli lahsi’ resemble those in Sironcha, the home of the Maria ‘and
the haunt of the man-eating tiger.
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The deveitjpment of population was normal throu|hout the decade

r^,„„berof
Increase

j

cxcept m the year 1921 when cholera

Tahsii. P'-OJ- perc"" °pe?rqX!
^as re^onsible for an .unusual num-

'since mi. mile since! Dcr ot deaths. There was another
!—j

I

I

outbreak in 1924,' but vital statistics

Chanda ... 160
1

17 /7 21 'Y^re not scriously affected, and for
Warora ... 1,16 11-79 IS the ten years the excess of births

GarcHu' ::: 'III v'\ H deaths was 69,742. The
sireneba ... <ti

|

1513 s increasB of population according to

; ! the census figure Avas 99,065, and
there Avas a rise of about 11,000 in the number of immigrants recorded over
the 1921 figure. Two new collieries opened at Mahakali and Halpeth are
said to have attracted a certain number of immigrants, and to have
encouraged the increase in population in Chanda tOAA-n, AA'hich as shown
in Provincial Table I rose by 22.44 per cent. Warora, a town Avitli 9,811
inhabitants, has also gained about 1,000 during the decade, being the centre
of the cotton business of the district and the rail-head for the rich taluq

of Wun in Yeotmal district.

MA.RATHA PLAIN DIVISION
.

VARIATIONS IN DENSITY OF POPULATION 1/1 TJ

J
/>. . BAIHAR _ .

Y/^r
Ebai.a>> ^

• • • « •

.MELGHAT,
1 IrX y y\X ' '

-/ramtek.

(bhandara
aGONDlAt

-iMAGPU.R

mt"E«S*.j4 cvrRits

0!AGR*M 1-25

Bhan J.Ara nnd
Hahahat.

-52. llotli these districts v.hich Averc in the Nagpur administrative

divt^^ion .at the time of the census liaA'c now been transferred to the

fiijhniti garb Divi-^ion. Lying as they do in a ricc-growing tract they

.vvjM '.-o trc.atcd as a part of the C.hhailisgarh plain wluch they link

V, stri tile cf/tton-growing country. I^Ir. Marten wrote of this tract

in r*ll ;
—

'•'i {(.• v-iUev of ll't Wainmn^i h the ot-.Iy porlion of llic Province^, vdicrc flio rice

5 :„iv rot:-ujv;f3b!c c:;tcnt prou-riL-d .'tn/1 improved by fy.«|em.ntic irrifia-

ir.- i] - i^od v.-lio retlled in tUr. valley, nre rr.'idilion.'illy f-kilfti

fV.* ''’'rnir.'’ jr.-l coe-rr-.i-i'nin <if ^^rI^ar^on r.-inki. and Uieir c'ctwplc w'.is fol/owcd

.'yi rV’, '^rd />'5,cr ciilllvstori. so tint, lor:?! before ffii: rjiit lion of proicclivc

nVefj by novcrrirnefit .-U t!ic bt-airinin/* of tins

'•.y. .r V - ! .'-Iter r"r5 of let rkc r.rea v.;h .-ilreiidy under irrlradon, tboiu'b

nr-'i-fi. Jj.ifajier. TIjc dlicovc-ry of rnsr.yancn- dt-poiire jif fbt end
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ol the last decade and' the subsequent rapid development of that industry, the

construction, of the Satpura Railway and of irrigation works large and small and the

improvement and extension of road communication has created, a demand for labour
and forced' up the rates of wages. "Even so there is not sufficient local employment
for the enormoi'.s labouring population which' annually overflows into Berar for

cotton picking. The Baihar tahsil of the Balaghat district in the north of the tract,

which belongs properly to the Plateau Division, has a large proportion of forest and
unculturable area and has comparatively recently been connected with the larger

markets by rail and road.’*

There are now 28 tanks under the Irrigation Department in Balaghat

district, and the Wainganga canal which was still under construction at the

beginning of the decade was completed during the inter-censal period, thus

greatly benefitting big areas in both districts.

The Gondia, Bhandara and Waraseoni tahsils have more of the
characteristics of the Maratha plain

than the others, and in the two first

named the expansion of industry
and consequent growth of popula-
tion has been remarkable. In the
other parts of the districts and
particularly in Baihar tahsil, with its

famous sal forests, there is less

scope for development of agricul-

ture. In fact in the whole Balaghat
district the cultivated area amounts

to only 24 per cent of the total area, 56 per cent of which is held to be
cultivable. There were nearly 22,000 more immigrants in Bhandara in

1931 than were returned in 1921, while in Balaghat the number fell by
nearly 26,000. The cause of the decrease in the latter case was undoubted-
ly the slump in manganese which has in the past been considered to be one
of the main sources of wealth of the district. But as there was only a
difference of 9,000 between the census figures of Bhandara and the popula-
tion deduced from vital statistics, it appears that there has been con-
siderable emigration as well as immigration. Numbers of people find

their waj^ to Nagpur which is only 37 miles distant from Bhandara town
and something is recorded regarding migration from this district in Chapter
III. Provincial Table I shows that Gondia town has gained 40.88 per
cent on the population of 1921. The expansion of the bidi trade in the
district may have something to do with this. In Balaghat district in 1921
malaria of a malignant type is reported to have caused 8,000 deaths.

During the rest of the decade the population steadily increased.

Chhattisgarh Plain Division.

43. The description of the Chhattisgarh Plain Division given in The Chhattis-

the Census Report of 1911 is reproduced below:— garh Plain.

"The Chhattisgarh Plain proper comprises the open countn* forming the upper
basin of the Mahanadi. It is divided from the valley of the Wainganga on the west
by hilly and broken country formed by the eastern spurs of the Satpura Range. The
hills are continued along the north of Chhattisgarh by the Maikal Range, which
merges to the north-east in the wild and rugged counto’ of the western Chhota Nagpur
States. To the south and south-east the country is equally difficult and Ranker and
Bastar States have only comparatively recently been penetrated by road and rail.

The broad expanse of level countrj’, which includes most of the khalsa portion of
the Raipur, Bilaspur and Drug districts as well as parts of the Feudatoiy States of
Kawardha, Chhuikhadan, Khairagarh, Nandgaon, Sarangarh. Raigarh and Sakti, is

thus shut up on all sides by hill and forest-clad tracts, most of which form the estates

of chiefs and zemindars whose ancestors, originally officials under the ruling dynasties
of Chhattisgarh, had, by virtue of the wild and difficult character of the tracts they
administered and their remoteness from the headquarters of the paramount power,,
obtained an hereditarj’- independence and a quasi-proprietaiy* status which was
acknowledged by the later Governments. The countrj^ which was originally the home
of primitive tribes of the Munda and Dravidian races, was colonized by settlers who
came in from the north through the Jubbulpore and Mandla districts. The Haihaya
Rajput dyhestj' for centuries ruled over Chhattisgarh from their principal seat at
Ratanpur and, isolated as it was and by virtue of its physical characteristics almost
exempt from immigration and change of inhabitants, the tract developed an individual-
ity of its own. Thus in his language and. his religion as well as in many a.foects of

Tahsil.

Number
of

persons
per

Square
mile.

Increase
per cent
since
1921.

Incrc.ise

of persons
per square
mile since

1921,

Bhandara 261 16-31 37
Gondis 302 17-82 49
Sakoli 155 9-4-1 13
Balaghat 183 10-23 14
Baihar 57 14-64 8
Waraseoni • 290 7-72 21
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hh 5cc:n! life tiic Chhnt{]?,2arhi remains distinct from his neighbours and has only
recently begun to respond to the inuuences of the higher civilisation on his western
borders- The average rainfall of the Chhattisgarh plain is 49 inches and is favourable
for the growth of rice which flourishes on the red or yellow soils .which cover the
greater part of the plain.

_
The heavier black soil which lies in stretches along the

Shconath and Mahanadi rivers and elsewhere in the hollows and depressions of the
ur.dul.'tfing countrj-, is an excellent wheat-growing soil, but since the early nineties,
when the sudden rise in the price of wheat temporarily stimulated the growth of that
crop, the area under_*.vhcat has steadily declined and rice now occupies over 50 per
cent of the gross cultivated area, being grown mainly without irrigation and in good

CHHATTISGARH PLAIN DIVISION

DENSITY OF POPULATION

0;.V.?iiw {-ir

. .

• - ,,i n./j. i
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The completion of the Raipur-Vizianagram Railway at the end of the
decade under examination is of great importance and has already had a
considerable effect upon the trade of the tract. In the past the export
trade was almost entirely with the western centres of Nagpur, Berar and
Bombay, and with Jubbulpcre in the north-west. The markets of the

Telugu country have now been opened to Chhattisgarh rice which can
therefore compete with that from Burma and Orissa. The safety of the

crop over large areas has also been ensured by the big irrigation projects

undertaken in the British districts of the division during the last twenty
years. Work on the Tandula canal in Drug district a: d on the Mahanadi
canal in Raipur district was completed during the decade under review,

whilst that on the Maniari and Kharung projects In the Bilaspur district

was almost finished. In Raipur 147,282 acres are now irrigated, in Drug
112,388 and in Bilaspur 43,807. The areas irrigable from the existing

sources are considerably greater.

Increase percent

0-5

6-10

10-16

16-20

20-30

44. Raipur with an area of 9,717 square miles is the biggest district Raipur*

in the Province. It is divided into two portions by the Mahanadi river

—

•the western of which contains the typical flat rice-growing country of

7
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shown in. the margin on the previous page some further figures from
Provincial Table I are quoted below :

—

1

1

i

i

1

Area in

square
miles.

Percentage
of variation
in popula-
tion since

1921.

5

Density.-

Mungeli Tahsil Khalsa 940 15-46 162

Mungeli Tahsil Zamindari • 512 20-88 I 141

Janjgir Tahsil Khalsa 1,300 9-50 365
Janjgir Tahsil Zamindari 105 24-63 400
Katghora Tahsil Zamindari 23-14 84

These figures speak for themselves. In his interesting report of the

Land Revenue Settlement of the Bilaspur Zamindaris Mr. Jayaratnam
wrote in the last year of the decade :

—

“The diverse physical characteristics of the different zamindaris have, as may be
expected, given rise to striking contrasts both in agricultural practice and in the

economic development of the people inhabiting the different tracts.^ The villages in

the plains are old established and compact, with an average area of 780 acres. There
is generally only a single ahadi or hasti, and the cultivated area is_ spread round it in

a continuous and compact block. The tendency is for the formation of large central

villages in which the natural rate of expansion of population is ahead of that of the

surrounding villages. Development is, as it were, centripetal, while in the hill estates

an exactly opposite process is at work. Cultivation is as a rule, scattered with belts

of forest or jungle intervening, and the nars (channels) are first won for the plough,
while the hhar—the spread of embanked fields—is generally restricted in an area and
expands but slowly. Each village has several inhabited hamlets, called paras or
iolas, which have sprung up near the original centres of cultivation. Houses in the

hastis are set further apart and the badis are large and spacious. The badi of the open
countiy’ is here called a koUta or backj-ard. The average size of the Satgarh village

(excluding the Korba open country) is 1,763 acres, and there are many villages over
3,000 acres in extent.

“These conditions are reflected in the character of the people, the cropping^
outturn, and in all matters affecting the organization of village life. The balance of

advantage undoubtedly lies with the people of the plains. But the abundance of

land, the extensive nistar facilities, the products of the forest, absence of cutthroat

competition and the general spaciousness of life compensate the hill cultivator for

his isolation. He does not yearn for the life_ of the crowded plains, and retreats

further—a migration which has now been considerably retarded—^when the old time
conditions in his village change with the march of events.

“The hill countrj' is, therefore, backward, soils are poorer, cultivation diffuse and
values, generally, on a lower level. Allowance must, therefore, be made for these

conditions in drawing inferences from statistics, or in judging the level of agricultural

prosperity from them.

“The population is purely rural. The most important^ centre is Champa Khas.
The other villages with a mixed population are Pendra, Kota and

Satgarh. Gaurella. In the Satgarh there are, in all, four villages with

Pendra Zamindari. - O''®*" 2,000 inhabitants and 13 with over 1,000. The corresponding
Kenda.

’ numbers in the three open estates are three and seven. It is

Matin. difficulty to give any precise idea of the distribution of the rural
population, but it may be said generally that the less hilly the

Chhurt. country the greater the densitj' of population. In Uprora and
Korba. Matin, for instance, there are wide desolate stretches with not a

The open estates. village in sight, while in the south of Korba conditions are more
Champa Zamindari akin to the Open plains. There are only 10 uninhabited sun’eyed
Kanfeli. villages in the Satgarh and 16 in the open country. The Satgarh

can comfortably absorb a much larger population even on the
methods of agriculture prevailing there now.

“The composition of the people in the three open country estates is very similar
to that in the hhaha of the district. The principal castes are Satnami, Teli, Kurmi-,
pond, Raot, Brahman, Marar, Panka and Mahar. No separate description- of them
is, necessary here. But_ it is impossible to refrain from stating that the standard of
living of these people is incredibly low. They have, to all appearances, found rock
bottom,' and I was credibly informed by village gaontias that the majority of the
average open countrj' people find, on the average, two to three annas a day sufficient
for their maintenance. This is not a matter for commiseration, for it is due to a
defect in character ,born of generations of aimless existence, and an utter lack of
-enterprise and ambition. During the last three decades the terrors of famine and
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miligated by the efforts of Government, with theresul. that the standard of living constitutes the principal check on the expansion of^ naturally prolific people. The cost of living, as I have said, has toudied rock
I I

therefore, inevitable and this is what is taking place Thecoal fields of Bihar, the factories of Calcutta and other places nearly, steadilyattract numbers of people from the open tracts of the district. My view is that thedes inv of the open country Chh.Tttisgarhi is not agriculture. Hfil th^grist foJ Ihemill of the great industries of India of the future. The very geographical situationof the tract would seem to. lend support to this speculation.
" ^ '

country one has a different tale to tell. They are a
PfR?!® "'“h more cohesion and character. Candour and truthfulnessare their most striking characteristics. The tribes in point of numbers rank in the

Binjhwar. Bhaina, Ganda. Dhanuhar!

ones^'^^*^'
Psb, Kol, Khaii^var, Bhumia, Binjhia, Uraon, and a few other less important

Many of these observations are true of all the more backward country
in the Chhattis^arh Plain Division. *The Khalxa of Bilaspur has however
ibeen described by the Settlement Officer, Rai Saheb Chhote Lai Verma,
;as a rolling expanse of paddy densely populated and closely cultivated,
in which there are no hills or jungles worth the name except the Dalha
peak, rising isolated to a height of 2,447 feet above sea-level.

In spite of the influenza epidemic the population of the district rose
'by 7.46 between 1911 and 1921. From 1921 to 1931 it rose by 13.68.
In the decade before the census of 1931 the excess of births over deaths
was 147,457. There was however a fall of over 22,000 in the number of
ammigrants returned and the increase in natural population is as in Raipur
clearly greater than that indicated by the vital statistics especially in view
of the considerable emigration from the district to Bengal and Bihar and
Orissa.

Drug.

Kanker and
Bastar States.

46. The Drug district was separated from Raipur in 1906. 40 per

cent of the cultivated area is now under rice compared to 37 per cent in

1921. Wheat occupies 8 per cent. 46 per cent of the cultivable area

is actually under the plough, which is more than in either Raipur f33 per

cent) or Bilaspur (35 per cent). It will be seen from Subsidiary Table III
1QQ1 4-Via in tVio rlicfripf VlQG Kppin fjjr Iags

Tahsil.

Number of

persons
per square

mile.

Increase per

cent since
1921.

Increase of
persons per
square mile
since -1921.

Drug
Pemetara
Saniari

1

217 1 3-M
153 ; 13-16

140 !
.8-65

1

12
17
15

than in the other two of the

Division. An increase as small

as that in the headquarters tahsil

during the last ten years has a

parallel only in the northern

districts of the Nerbudda valley

and in Buldana. Density of

population there is however

consiueraoie. , me nguics ptuncu m x'rovincial Table I prove that the

growth of population in the zamindaris has been rapid in the last ten years

during which public health was good except^ in ^21 when there ^^s a

heavy death-rate owing to cholera and malaria. The a^endix to l^le

X\’'III indicates that the increase was greatest among Gonds and .other

tribesmen. The number of immigrants returned in the district ^ere 16,UUU

less in 1921 than in 1911 and 11,500 less in 1931 than in 1921 The excess

of births over deaths recorded in the decade ® actual

increase of population recorded at the census was 60,7/0. The inference

from the figures is that there is as much emigration as there is immigration.

47. Dhamtari in Raipur district is the nearest railway station to

Kanker which separates the vast Bastar State from the rest of the Chhat-

tisgarh Plain Division. Two roads motorable in the open season connect

Jagdalpur, the capital of Bastar with Raipur, through Kanker and Rainand-

gaSn, but during a great part of the year the State is more or less isolated

from the rest of the Province. For the ethnologist who would study the

tribes of the I’rovince in their most primitive condition and who believes

that contacts with alien culture are disastrous to their happiness the resu t

is satisfactoiv’, but it is unlikely that the motorist and the educationalist will

^or lon«s allow the Maria, the Muria, the Parja and the Gond to remain in
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The Western
Chhattis g a r h
States,

breaking hn neck by trying to drive it. Despite however this conser\'atisni, it isbecoming common for aboriginals to take their cattle and grain far afield to marketson the border or even outside the State in order to get better prices. For example,
since the opening of the new forest road by the ghats from Konta tahsil into the
Oantewara tahsil, it has become common for Dandami Marias around Kuakonda to
carry /.'fljiicflr loads of rice to Konta for sale, where the prices are far higher than
elsewhere in Bastar and approximate to the prices in the adjacent East Godavari andn arangal districts. Similarly cattle are taken from the Kuakonda tract out as far as
vihanda or driven along the Raipur road to Dhamtari. The operations of sleeper,
lac and hurra contractors have led to a large- increase in the number of carts in the
Kondagaon and Antagarh tahsils, and the. resulting earnings have led to the introduc-
bon of a Hindu style of dress and an increase in the consumption of opium. In the
Konta tahsil opium is being replaced to a considerable extent by mercury, which has
lar more pernicious effect. 1 understand that the same phenomenon was found
along the coastal tracts of the Vizagapatam and East Godavari districts when a Gov-
ernment Committee investigated opium consumption there.”

Ranker contains some fairly open country’' but the tract occupied by the

'State.

Number
of per-

rons per
square
mile.

Increate
per cent
since
1921.

Increase of

persons
per square

mile
since 1921.

Karilcer 95 8-9 8

-Bastar 40 12-9 6

Changbhakar is still the most
sparsely populated part of the

Province. With an area of

13,062 square miles it is much
bigger than any British district

and is about the same size as the

Berar Division less Amraoti.
The State Census Officer of

Bastar has estimated that 10 per
cent of the deaths and 50 per cent of the births are unreported. The
'difference between the figures for vital statistics and the census increase

therefore requires no discussion. Migration is a negligible factor in both
States. In Ranker the years 1921 to 1930 were marked by a series of satis-

factory harvests and by the absence of famine and plague, cholera or other
epidemics.

48. A glance at the map shows how inextricably the territories of

Nandgaon, iCawardha and Chhuikhadan States are connected with each

other. On the main road from Nagpur to Raipur in fact the traveller is

reminded half a dozen times that he is alternately passing through small

portions of Nandgaon and of Khaifagarh. These three States and

Kawardha, which is separated from them by part of the Bemetara tahsil,

form a homogeneous group in which much of the country is level and open,

although there are forest tracts in each of them and a portion of Kawardha

lies on the spurs of the Satpura Range. This State is less thickly populated

than the others. The percentage of the cultivable area which is under the

plough is large, var\'ing from 71 per cent in Kaw’ardha to 86 per cent in

Chhuikhadan. Rice and miscellaneous crops occupy the greater part of

the land but there is also a large wheat-growing area. In Kawardha alone

is the percentage sown with cotton sufficient to be shown in Subsidiary Table

1 and there it is but one per cent of the cultivated area. It is therefore rather

curious that there are big cotton mills at Rajnandgaon, which lies on the

main line of the Bengal-Nagpur Railway running from Nagpur to Calcutta.

Kainamlgacii and Dongargarh are in f.act both railway station's of importance

and there is a colonv of railw.iv official.s at the latter. Facility of^ com-

n.uniiT.tio;: indeed renders the characteristics of the western Chhatfisgarh

Slate-, verv diuerent to those of Ranker and Bastar. The heavy increase

of population in all four units is

an indication of their prosperity

during the last decade. The
number of immigrants returned

in each of them has gone up
since 1921 but only to a verj’

limited c.xtent, except in^ Khaira-

garh where the difference

.... between the returns for the two

yc-ir- ii r.early 17 .000 , a figure which is cancelled by a drop of nearly 22,000

!
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in 1921 from ilie return of 1911. At the beginning of the decade owing to

the conditions of scarcity prevalent in the tract a large number of people
migrated to the industrial centres of Bihar and Bengal, but the comparative
prosperity of the agriculturists during the last seven years more than made
up for the losses of the first year or two, and the development of population
was unaffected by plague or epidemic. It seems probable that a number of
the foreign-born returned in 1931 were children of people who had
temporarily emigrated before 1921.

49. Sakti, Raigarh and Sarangarh lie on the east of the Chhattisgarh

plain, and the last two form part of the border of the Central Provinces

marching with Bihar and Orissa. The cultivated area occupies 84 per cent

of that cultivable in Sakti, 83 per cent in Sarangarh and 68 per cent in

Raigarh. The greater part of it is sown with rice. The small State of

Sakti is more densely populated
than any part of the Province
except the Janjgir tahsil and
Nagpur tahsil. The forest area
is very limited. Mr. Roughton
pointed out that there is little

room for further expansion in

these States unless they deve-

lop some industries such as the

two limestone quarries working in Sakti, but the census of 1931 dis-

closes a considerable rise in population and the people of the tract have
the appearance of a contented rural community. The difference between
the growth of population .shown at the census and that deduced from the

vital statistics is small in Sakti and Sarangarh. In Raigarh it is over 10,600 ;

the number is made up, it would appear from Sub.sidiary Table IV, by an
increase in the number of immigrants since 1921. If the number of
emigrants had increased proportionately the effect of this factor upon the
figures would be reduced.

Chhota Nagpur Division.

50. The five states of the Chhota Nagpur Plateau which were trans-

ferred to the Central Provinces from Bengal in 1905, include more or less

homogeneous tracts of country consisting largelv of forest and hill, with here
CHHOTA NAGPUR DIVISION

DENSITYOFPOPULATION

State*

\«im-
,

her o( {

persona

'

per
sqi’.'ire

,

mile.

1

Inctente I

per cent
since '

1921.

Increase
fil persons
per square

mile
since 1921.

Sat'li SSI 16-7 50
RniCarh JS7 M9
Sarangarh 239 9-5 21

and there extensive table-lands lying at an elevation of over 2,000 feet or
wide basins shut in by the surrounding hills. The population is principally
aboriginal practising the most primitive type of agriculture but a good many

The Eastern
Chhattisgarh
States.

The Chhota
Nagpur States.
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Hindu immigrants have taken to farming the land in the more open tracts,,

and it is in this part of the country that terraced cultivation almost, if not
quite, unknown in the rest of the Province may be found. Rice is the
principal crop but the percentage of cultivable area is small and the number
of people to each square mile is less than in any other Natural Division..

At the same time there is very considerable scope for expansion and the
growth of population under favourable conditions in the last decade has

been remarkable in the three-

eastern States. There are no-
railways in this division and
although road communication
has been improved in recent
years in Udaipur and Jashpur, it

is still extremely poor in the
other three States. Chang-
bhakar and Korea are character-
ized as a 'tangled and dense mass
of hills, ravines and plateaux..

State.

Number
of per-

sons per
square
mile.

increase
per cent
since

1 1921.

Increase of

persons
per square

mile
sines 1921.

Changbhakar 26 69 2
Korea 56 14 8 7
Surgufa 83 32-2 21
Udaipnr 93 37-4 26
Jashpur 99 25-7 20

To the student of ethnology this division affords a field of greater interest

than any other in the Province except Bastar State and the Sironcha tahsil

upon its border.

, CHHOTANAGPUR DIVISION

VARIATIONS OF POPULATION

The number of those born outside the States but enumerated there at

the census has remained more or less stationary in Surguja for .the last thirty

years; in Korea the figure has fallen by about 5,000 since 1921 and in

Changbhakar it has risen by 3,000. For Udaipur and Jashpur it is interest-

ing to notice the figures of immigrants for three decades.

• i

1

I 1911
1

1

I

1921
[

1931

i

Udaipur ... •••| l-i.310 8,743 22,094

Jashpur ... —

1

16,663 12.443 18,852

The rise in 1931 appears to indicate little more—in view of the increased

popukition— rhan a return to normal after the adverse conditions prevalent

during the latter part of the decade 1911—1921, and a good deal of the

immigration is undoubtedly casual. It mu-t however be mentioned that

largc'number-; of labourers emigrate from Jashpur, through Ranchi, which is

ea^Tly acce.«sib!e bv road, to Assam. They generally return after a few years

and probably bring with them numbers of children born in the other
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Definition of a
house.

Persons per
house.

villages, where some traders and money-lenders congregate, there may be found
solid two-storied structures of stone, where the owners reside with their families and
good.*.; but what architectural beauty they possess is obscured by the narrow lanes
and mean huts tliat press them in on every .side.

"In villages where the commercial class is only represented by the petty shop-
kecper, the most pretentious dwelling belongs to the headman. As the allotment of
the village sites is in his hands, considerations of space are not so important and if he
IS a man of substance he may have a compound 50 or 60 yards square. The house
will usually be built round three sides of the central space usually called the cbatik
and at the other end there will be sufficient room for sheds for cattle and the imple-
ments of agriculture. The smaller cultivator is generally content with two huts, one
for Himself and one for his cattle. The materials of which the dwelling-places are
built vary with the! locality and the means of the inhabitants. In the wealthier cotton
ti&tcts tncy Tiiuy be built of brick or stone, while elsewhere the ordinary cultivator
will be satisfied with mud walls. Further afield, where the forests are more frequent,
and the soil poorer, the houses are little better than sheds with thatched roofs carried
by poles, the spaces between which are filled by strips of bamboo plaited together like
a basket ; and even less permanent structures, consisting of a few rags or some grass
and twigs_ fiised over a pole like a tent, with a maximum height of 3 or 4 feet, form
the dwelling places of various gipsy tribes, who settle in one* spot for a few weeks and-
then continue their wanderings. With the variety of houses to be found and the ease
with which new ones spring up almost in a day, it is not a matter of surprise if the
census official sometimes finds it difficult to decide what constitutes a house.”

52. For purposes of the census the following definition of a house was
adopted in 1931 as at the previous census :

—
"House means a building which has a separate main entrance from the common

way, space or compound and is used as the dwelling place of one or more families.”

It was stated that a family consists of persons who are in the habit of

Hying and messing together, and includes their resident dependents and
resident servants. Sometimes several families live in one enclosure ; in that

case there may be several houses in the common space of the enclosure. In
order to obviate mistakes the following explanation were added to the

definition in the Census Code :

—

(i) One person who habitually lives and messes alone may with his resident

dependents or servants (if any) constitute a family.

(ii) The common way, space or compound referred to above may be “common”
to the public or (as in the case of enclosure containing several dwelling

places) to two or more families as defined above.

(iii) In hotels and serais each room, or suite of rooms, allotted to a different

traveller or family should be treated as a separate house, and in the case

of houses occupied by Europeans and Anglo-Indians, or Indian gentlemen

living in European style, each tenement in a row of servants quarters

should be treated as a separate house. Similarly in coolie lines, chawls,

etc., each tenement should be given a separate number and treated as a

separate house'.

53. From tlie above it may be appreciated that the 3,592,022 dwellings

found occupied in the Central Provinces and Berar on the night of February

26th included every class of dwelling from the forest hut to the Raja’s palace.

But the latter v'hile itself being treated as a single house would contain

within its courtyards many other census houses occupied by servants. By
the same token a double-storied house in a town, if occupied by more than

one family and having more than one entrance from the street, rnight be

treated as two or more houses. From the census figures therefore, it is not

easv to form anv conclusion regarding the overcrov;ding of dwellings in any

particular areas*. Subsidiary Table VII shows that at everj' census since

1891 the average number of persons per house has been 5. It is highest in

the Chhota Nagpur Division where the families of the aborigines are large

and where the average .number of houses per square mile is least.

The figures in the Table indicate in fact that the number of houses con-

structed keeps pace with the growth of the population. No attempt was

made at the 1931 census to obtain statistics of overcrowding in towns, since

inve'-tigalif-n upoi; the subject can very easily be made at any time by local

bodies or bv the Public Health Department. It may be noted, however,

that in 1921* from information supplied by six Municipal Committees the

Supc.'IntcndePt of Census Operations formed the following opinion :
—

"The conclusion based on the statistics is that, whether we look at the number of

pervom per hotue or the number of houses per acre, there is nothini! at all comparable

with the conjrcsiion in hrge cities in India, to say nothing of the slums of European
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countries. Indeed from a sanitary point of view it is probable that there is much
more danger to the public health, arising from imperfect facilities for drainage, breed* •

ing grounds for mosquitoes formed by stagnant water, and impure water-supply, than

there is from the too great pressure of humanify on space.”

Conditions in urban areas have certainly not changed for the worse
since 1921. The larger towns are growing but at least some attempt is being

made to direct their growth in the right channels by sensible methods of

town planning. In particular some of the bigger employers of labour have
provided improved housing accommodation for those working in their

factories and mills. The scheme for establishing a model village at Indora,

a suburb of Nagpur, for the employees of the Empress Mills deserves special

mention.

54. In paragraphs 21 to 50 the density of the population, that is its

pressure upon the ground, in each separate district and State has been dis-

cussed in detail. Il now remains to form some appreciation of the pressure

of the population of the Province upon the means of subsistence available.

To treat this subject fully would require a separate volume, and here the

main points connected with it can only be sketched in the briefest form.

For the economist who wishes to analyse thoroughly the population problem
as far as it affects the plains and highlands administered by the Govern-
ment of the Central Provinces there is, however, ample material upon
which to work in the pages of this Report.

Without further introduction it can definitely be stated that there is no
acute pressure of population in any part of the Central Provinces such as

exists in some other parts of the world. But as the population increases

ihe problem is obviouslj’^ liable to develop. The statistics at the beginning

of this chapter illustrated by diagram I-L demonstrate that the number of
persons per square mile in this Province as a whole is incomparably less

than in other important provinces and countries. Density generally varies

according to whether the principal crop of the tract concerned is cotton,

rice, wheat or millet, the capacity of each to employ labour being according
to the order in which they are named. As long as the people have money
to buy it, there is never any danger of scarcity of food. In normal times

the Province can more than support itself, and in times of famine, with
modern facilities of transport, it is always possible to relieve any area
affected by supplies from outside. For instance in the recent lean years in

the north of the Province rice was freely imported from Chhattisgarh and
Burma, and wheat from the Punjab and Australia. It was an amazing
example of the value of improved methods of cultivation that Australian
wheat could be sold in the markets of the Jubbulpore Division more cheaply
than the local varieties. Unfortunately neither this nor Punjab wheat was
:suitable for seed purposes in the districts concerned without a protracted
process of acclimatization.

The weight of pressure of population depends to a great exent upon
-what the people demand. Among the poorer ranks of the Central Prov-
inces’ agriculturists the standard of living is generalb*^ stated to be very
low. A careful survey of the position of cultivators and labourers on the
land in different zones has been made in the Report of the Central Provinces
Banking Enquiry Committee of 1929-30, which is available to the student.
Paragraphs 364 to 370 of that Report may be quoted :

—

"Mr. V. S. Dhagat, Secretarj', Central Bank, Damoh, who appeared before us
as a^ -ftitness (witness No. 108), expressed the opinion that the average cultivator
obtained less to eat than the prisoner in jail. A number of witnesses in their written
replies to pur questionnaire or in their oral evidence have expressed similar views,
and there is undoubtedly a widespread opinion that the average cultivator does not
obtain enough from agriculture to provide him and his family with sufficient food.
We have referred elsewhere to the great variations in crop outturns from year to
year, and there is no doubt_ that in years of poor harvest the outturn received by
many cultivators is not sufficient to cover their expenses on maintenance, cultivation
and rent until next harvest. But in estimating the ordinary requirements for main-
tenance and clothing we have not budgetted for a state of affairs in which the
average cultivator does not get enough to eat; or ‘gets less to eat than the prisoners
in jail’, to quote Mr. Dhagat. It may be thought that in some cases our estimate is

too high. There are certainly many families living on considerably less than
Rs. 214 per annum or Rs. 18 per mensem. The agricultural labourer certainly
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lives on considerably less. Our aim. however, has been to draw up a budget show-
ing tne income and requirements for expenditure' in a normal year of the average
cultivaror according to the ordinary Ipcal standard of comfort prevailing in rural
are.is. It .should also l5e noted that this estimate for maintenance and clothing does
not mclude other incidental expenditure, which is discussed hereafter.

The agricultural labourers’ standard of living is much simpler than that of the
average cultivator: for instance, they will not ordinarily use wheat, while their cloth-
ing requirements will be fewer. We have found many persons who were able to
maintain themselves and their families on a wage of Rs. lU per mensem and we shall
be on very safe ground if we take Rs. ISO as the average amount in cash and grain
require i for the food and clothing of the average family of agricultural labourers and
farm servants for the province as a whole. In Berar of course they will spend more
while in some places they will spend less.”

'

After full appreciation of the position of different grades of agricul-
turists the Committee has summed up the economic position of the
hypothetical average cultivator as follows:—

“The provincial average produces the following figures for the average
cultivator :

—

When the
In a crop is 25

i normal per cent
year. below

normal.

Acres. Rs.

Size of holding 21
Rs.

Value of gross crop outturn after deducting marketing 491 369
expenses.

Income from subsidiary sources 50 50
Total income 541 419
Cost of maintenance and clothing 214 214
Cultivating expenses J57 158

Rent 21 21

Total necessary expenses .592 392
Balance 149 27

Out of this balance of surplus, the cultivator has to incur other expenditure.

He will spend teriain sums on marriages and funerals, etc., on repairs of his house,

on journeys, on repayment of debts and on interest charges if he has borrowed
money, possibly on the education of his children, and on whatever little luxuries

such as pan, tobacco, etc., etc., he is able to afford. The provincial census shows

an average of three surviving children to the average parents. This implies at least

three marriages per generation or about one marriage every seven years. These
marriages may come in close succession if the difference in the children's ages is

slight. There will also be periodic funerals. Some cultivators put by some savings

towards these expenses, while others raise money by sale of cattle, but many take

loans for these ceremonies. The average total expenditure involved on tjiesc cere-

monies will be equivalent to not less than Rs. 40 per annum as is explained here-

after: in many cases it will be far more. But it is clear that the margin after

these and other similar charges have been met is small, even in a normal year; while

when a crop falls to 25 per cent below normal there is practically no surplus for

meeting any expenses beyond those of maintenance, cultivation and rent, while in

many cases there is a deficit. We have next to consider the class of agricultural

lab* Hirers. , .

We I-.ave already explained that our estimate of the cost of cultivation provides

an average wage in cash and grain of Rs. 151 per family of farm servants and agri-

cuItu-.-ai labourers. In some parts of the province they earn more, while in others

they earn and need less. We have further estimated their average income from
non-agriciiltural sources at Rs. 25 per annum. This provides an average income
of Rs. 176 per family. It is often contended that these persons do not get enough
to eat. It .appears that in normal yc.irs they obtain enough for their maintenance
acfoniing to their simple standard of living. However near large towns and indus-

trial centres manv of them undoubtedly also earn substantial incomes from urban

employment. The above figures are a useful cross-check on our estimates of the

costs of cultiv.ition. The agricultural labouring class and farm labourers,

having no crenit, are not habituated to borrowing money, although fhev

occasionallv take advances in gr.iin or petty sums in cash from their employees, which

fhov usu.aliV rcp.av in Labour, or by deductions from their wages. It is not necessary

t<» conMder in detail the debts or indebtedness of this class, as our enquiries show
Mt.ir liicv arc insignificant. Under no circumstances have they such credit as to make
it po-'Uilc for anybody to lend them large sums. This class, however, docs at

times retort to the Pathan and Rohilla mr^ncy-lcnde/s.”
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It may be mentioned that the normal debt of a cultivator is said to

average Rs. 227, which if years are normal he will be able to repay in time. A
full survey of indebtedness has been made in the pages of the interesting

Report quoted. Although loans are frequent and interest is generally exces-

sive it must be pointed out that any successful commercial venture is always

supported by borrowed capital, and that a debt which is not beyond his

means to repay is obviously a business advantage to the cultivator. The
gloomy picture drawn by those who consider that a large proportion of the

agricultural population has insufficient for its maintenance is not supported

by the conclusion of the Banking Enquiry Committee. It is a lamentable fact

that the thrift habit is little practised by the rural population, but it must be

remembered that stores of grain set by and purchases of Jewellery made in

the good years, are both of them an insurance against the bad._ The large

sales of jewellery made in Saugor during 1929 and 1930 proved in what way
much of the reserve resources of the district were invested. It is often sug-

gested that the agriculturist in India has no amusements and few amenities

of life, but except in the case of the most poverty-stricken the life of the

Indian peasant is, with due allowance for different climate and different tem-

perament, not dissimilar to that of his European brother before the War.
The amenities of life in modern towns have, in a pleasure-loving age, tended

to obscure (he sentiment of mankind as to what it may reasonably demand
from life. The amusements of the rural population throughout the world

have until quite recenth' been centred in the weekly market. Church on
Sunday, village games, periodical fairs or circuses, and occasional weddings..

Such simple pleasures are justly comparable to the village bazaar, the

annual or biennial fair, the country games, the occasional dancing at

festivals, and the marriage parties which make up the relaxations of the

humble resident of the countryside of this Province.
“Let not am.bition mock their useful toil,

Their homely joys and destiny obscure

;

Nor Grandeur hear with a disdainful smile

The short and simple annals of the poor.”

The position of the industrial worker is slightly different and is best

described in ihe words of the Director of Industries, who framed authorita-

tive budgets to illustrate the standard of life workers of different classes.

There is not room to reproduce these budgets here, but the Director’s
remarks regarding them cannot be omitted :

—

"The majority of working class families in this province live in busties (colonies)
where they buiid tlicir own houses or huts, and so do not pay any rent, except small
ground rents in a few cases. Consequently the budgets that include expenditure on
rent are small in proportion, and if averaged for all the families, the rent figure would
be very low. Average of only those families that are paying rent has been taken in
calculating the figures of rent.

Families, with incomes of less than Rs. 20 per month, are as a class in perpetual
debt at centres like Nagpur and Akola. The average total monthly expenditure of
families in this income class is slightly higher than the maximum earnings of individual
families in the class at the above two centres. It is not so at Jubbulpore and Gondia,
and the reason is that at the latter tv\'o centres the workers with smaller wages are
drawn from a class of labour containing a large percepiage of backward people like
•Chamars, Kols and Kalars, whose standard of life is distinctly lower. The indigence
of this class is also, however, clear from the table which shows a decidedly higher
average expenditure than the average income of the class. The majority of the
famil'e.c of the next group with incomes between Rs. 20 and Rs. 30 per month are
indigent in N.igpur and Akola, but are just able to Jive on their income in Jubbul-
pore and Gondia. Families in the other two income classes are comparatively better
off, with the remarkable exception in Jubbulpore of the class with an average income
of Ro. 36-4-0, having an average expenditure of Rs. 39-12-0. This is a peculiar feature
of Jubbulpore. The lower income classes there mainly consist of unskilled pottery
workers, while the higher income class beginning with Rs. 30 mainly represents skilled
workers like fitters. The latter workers in Jubbulpore are drawn from a socially
higher class (including even some Brahmins) with a decidedly higher standard
of living than that of the low-paid pottery workers. Consequently the poorer mem-
bers of th\s class cannot live within their income and the deficit is met partly by
incurring debts and partly by contributions from relatives. The workers of this class
have always, the hope of earning higher wages as they become more and more skilled
and expect to be able to liquidate tneir debts in time. This view is confirmed by the
balance of income over expenditure in the next higher income class.
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^ As only such working class families, of which the total income docs not exceed
,'f) a month, have been considered, the majority belongs to the poorer classes, and

on an average nearly 6^ per cent of the income is spent on food. The percentage
o; expenditure on food docs not decrease with the rise of incomes-, as one would
cx'pcct from Engel’s Law. This is due to there being a higher number of persons
per f.-imily in the higher income classes ahd also due to many workers in the higher
incor.'c cia.-ses having their own houses and thus not having to spend a portion of
their income on rent. The operation of Engel’s Law will, however, be clearly
di.'cernilde if wc make allowance for these two factors; and it would be more or less

app.aren; that an increase in income is attended with a tendency to decrease the per-
centage e.\pcnditurc on food and increase that on others. Percentage c.xpenditure
o'i rent ar.d clothing docs not show the expected increase according to Engel’s
Law. This is due to the fact that the standard of housing and clothing observed
;;ri!.'';ia.t In Jinn la'ooiir docs not vary so much with income, as with social standing,
and loc.al and communal custom. Moreover, the families in the higher income
cla‘-c> prefer btiilding their own houses and save the rent if they have the means
to do ‘o. ,‘\s for clothing, the minimum requirements in Indian climatCj spe-
ci:’ily iti the plains, arc limited, and clothes of better quality are considered
a luxury t<i be indulged in only on festive occasions.

I'.Apcnditurc on household requisites is very low, both absolutely and in pro-
portion to the total e.vpendifurc. This really mc.-tns that the bare ncces.sarics of

life are rut down to the lowest possible minimum, and indicates a low standard of

living. Furniture is pr.-icfically unknown, and bedding and utensils arc of the

cheaper kind. Mosquito curtains are hardly ever used, and mal.arial fever is most
common amongst these workers. Improvised bedding and a limited number of

cheap utensils do not promote cleanliness, and the former is not adequate to ward
ofl occasional dampness and exposure to changes of climate. Such conditions

lower the vitality and decrease the power of resistance to disease.

Mifcclhincous expenditure includes c.xpenditure on luxuric.s, conventional

.necessaries and social amcnitic.s, and is the real indication of afllucnce of the work-

ing cla's families under consideration. It follows Engel’s Law closely. It is to be
noted, however, that the standard of living in the higher income classes is not

proprrtionatelv higher as their families are comparatively bigger.

The analysis of all the budgets gives the following percentage expenditure

oil the main groups of commodifies. A comparison is also made with the corre-

•nrnding percentages in the Bombay City:—

F’ood
Foci and lighting

Rent
Clothing
Ifou'cl.old requisites

Mliccllancou*

Central
!

Bombay
Provinces. ;

(1921-22).

[BinBrnTiBuQlSSDui
HIKQbq S6-H

7'4

7'7

9-f)

]7‘Cr\ 18'5
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of the area cultivable is actually under cultivation, but yet in spite of the

heavy increase of population since 1921 there is no appreciable change in

the net area cultivated. The figures in column 3 of the Table exclude Gov-
ernment forest, land under water, hill or rock, land occupied by roads and
buildings, etc., biu include private or communal tree forest and scrub jungle.

Much of this would of course be of little value if broken up for cultivation

but remarks upon -the subject made by the late Mr, Marten twenty years
ago are still forcible.

“The present distribution of forc.st is to a Large c.'ctcnt of an arbitrarj’ character.
It would seem that the colonists, who came from the northern, eastern and western
borders of the Provinces along the natural passes m.adc bv the rivers and gaps in

the hills, settled in the more open tract.s along the main rivers, the Nerbudda Valley
in the nortl. and the Bcrar, Nagpur and Chhattisgarh pl.ains jn the south. Here
they were content to open out the more fertile land to cultivation and cut b.ack the
forests to the edge of the surrounding hills. Immigration, however, must jiave
been fitful; and, in the disturbed political conditions of the country and with a
constant b;,ttlc against famine and epidemic diseases, the growth of the population
never created any great pressure on the land. Few ventured to leave the vallej's

and^ cross the barriers of the hills, while those who did so were exposed to the
decimating ravages of malaria which is endemic throughout the more wooded
tracts. 'Ptius while the open country developed, large villages were formed, and
some of tiicse by the natural advant.agcs of their position as central markets for the
exchange of produce or by some political opportunity, or by both, grew into towns
and became centres of urban industries and urban life, large tracts of fertile countrj'

have remained almost uncleared of forest and inhabited only by the unenterprising
aborigiml who had retreated before the advancing settler. Much of the eastern and
southc.'ii portion of the Chanda district, the lower valleys of the Wainganga and
the Handia rivers are as culturable as any of the land in Bhandara, while the rich

forests of the Allapilli reserve in the Chanda district and parts of the Banjar valley
in the south of the Mandla and north of the Balagh.at districts cover as promising
rice land .is can be found in the Provinces. There is indeed evidence of inscriptions

recently discovered that part of the upper Banjar valley was once the scene of

a flourishing Rajput .settlement dating b.nck to the 7th or Sth century. All these

tracts, however, were remote from the centres of early enterprise and civilization,

and some arc cut oflf from the highways of migration and trade by stretches of wild
and hilly country, which has only lately been penetrated by road and railway.

The influence of history still prevails, f^atcr administrations .accepted conditions
as tiiey stood. The settlement of Government forest area was based on the distribu-

tion of c.visting forests and on economic considerations and is undergoing con-
siderable modiflc.itions. The introduction of scientific methods of agriculture, the
development of artificial irrigation and the extension of communications are changing
the conditions, and if many of the tracts under zamindari and Government forest are
not in the future opened out to the settlemcnt of a flourishing cultivating population
it will be due to political and economic considerations and not to any lack of cul-

tu.'ability in much of the land itself. It w’ill be .'ccn, therefore, that the principal

determining factor of the general distribution of the population in the Central
Provinces and Bcrar was not so much the rajnfall biit the physical characteristics of

the country which decided the routes by which the immigrant colonists approached
and penetrated the Provinces and the tracts in which they could .settle and expand.”

It may be argued that much of the wealth of the Province lies in it.'!

forests, to divert forest to cultivation is in most places illegal, and such

diversion would deprive the aborigines of the minor produce upon which
they largely maintain themselves and the villagers of fuel and grazing

grounds, when cattle in some tracts already have to go long distances to

reach suitable pasture. The reply to such arguments is that any steps to

deal with a future population problem would naturally be undertaken with a
due sense of proportion. Government forest has not been shown in the

cultivable area and much of the other forest shown as cultivable contains

timber that is valueless. As to grazing, the superiority of the stall-fed oxen
of Berar over those in the east of the Province is proverbial and the remedy
is fairly obvious. Proper control of cattle-breeding would ensure the

ultimate elimination of the thousands of useless animals for which standing

room and pasturage have now to be provided. Progress in this direction

is already being made but is very slow. As stated above, considerable areas

shown iri this ar.d earlier census reports as cultivable are of negligible

value for agricultural purposes and so without a special survey it would be
impossible to judge the exact extent to which the occupied area could be
expanded. Dr. Clouston, some time Director of Agriculture in this
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Province, once s^tcd, tor instance, that if irrigated the bhata waste of
Chhattifgarh would provide some of the finest agricultural land in the Prov-
ince. In any case certain main facts are undeniable :

—

(1) ^Vi^hout seriously affecting rights of uistar or abstraction of timber
there is still room for e.vtension of the cultivated area in many
tracts.

(2) Improved and intensive methods of agriculture, which under the
guidance of the Department concerned are being verj* slowly

adopted, are calculated to produce a better outturn from land
already under the plough. The only commercial crop of any
importance now grown in the Province is cotton, but the diver-

sion of much land under less valuable crops to more profitable

purposes is acknowledged to be a possiblity.

(3) Finally, the development of industries, which has recently been
occupying the attention of many leading politicians must
obviously in future provide suitable occupation for a larger

proportion of the population than at present. In a country

so largely dependent upon agriculture it would be unwise to

look fonvard to an Industrial Revolution—and such an event

would, in the end, be a most questionable blessing. But

definite progress towards increased industrialism is obviously

both probable and desirable.

After ten yeais then the last words upon this subject must be identical

with those written by Mr. Roughton in 1921 :

—

"Tlic conclusion .appears irresistible that if economie pressure really called into

bein" a st'OR^lc for existence in this province which provided a stimulus to the

p<)puh.»ion to seek for a real increase in the means of subsistence, the time is still far

di/titit when the economic law of dccrc-nsin!! returns would come into operation.
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Figures of area and density of population according to latest survey,

compared xHth figures available at the Census.

[See paragraph.]

T

i

1

Name of district.

Figures of area and density ns

per Census Tables.
Name of district.

Figures of area and density
as per 6gurcs of area supplied

by Surveyor General.

Area.
;
Population. iDcnsity.j Area. Population. Density.

1 2 i
3 1 4

•

,

^ 6
J

7 8

Central Provinces

1

131.095 il 7,990,937 138

1

t

'Central Provinces 133,050 17,990.937 135
and Bcrar

1

1

1
and Bcrar

1

1

Saiigor 3.961 ! 5-i4,.5S9 137
j

!

Snugor 6,751 850.157 126

Dainoh 2.807 3QS,56S 109 ! Jubbuiporc 3,919 773.811 197

.

1

Jubbuiporc i 3.912
1

1

77.3.811 195
1

Hosh.angnbad . 5.705 808,111 ' 142

Hoshangabad ! 3.693 4S6.M0 132 I Nimar 4,228 • 466,931 I 110

j

Nariinghpur .,.{ 1.978 321.481 163 1 Mandla 5.141 445,766 1 87
1

Mandla . •!
1

5.057 41.5.766 83 1 Chhindtvara ' 7,933 967,004 1 122

Nimar ..
^[

4.227 466,931 110
1

Bctul ...j' 3,8SS 406,252 ; 105

Seuni ...1
1

3,216 .593.732 122 !! Wardha
..

j

2,4.35 516,266 ! 212

Bciui ...j

j

3,910 •105,252 104
(

N.agpur , 3,836 940,049 ; 245

Ghhindwara
j

4,578 573,272 125 Chanda 9,217 1 759,695
j

82

Wardha 1 2,431 . 516,266 212 Bhandara 3.5S0 ' 824.496 i 230
1

Nagpur ' 3,83 i
,

940.019 245
j

Bnlaghat ...j 3.614 561,602
j

155

Chanda 9.312 759.695 82
1

Amraoti 4.092
1

941,604 199

Bhandara 3,623 821,496
'

228
1

Akola 4,720 876.362 214

Bainghnt 3,557 561,602
j

158
1

Buidana ...j 3,739 766,584 205

Amraoti 4,691
'

941.601 201
'

Ycotmal 5.238 857,288
1

164

Akoin 4,091 876.362 214 ' Raipur 9.513 1.527.573 f 160

Buidana 3.766 766.581 204 i' Bilaspur 7.529
i

1.400.248
1 186

i

j

Tcolmal ... 5.2IV Sn,2SS , 16< Drug -J.Sao
;

817,92^ 169

' - I

Raipur ... 9,717 • 1,527.573 15/
j

^

Bilaspur ... 7.61S , 1,400.218 184
j

|

Drug .. 4,716 i 817,924 173
|

!

Ccnlral Provinces 31,175 1 2,483.214 80 Cen I ral Provinces 33,112 2.483,214 75
States States

,

: '
i

Makrai ... 155 . 15.516 1 100 ! Mnkrai ... 151 15.516 103

;
1

Bastar ... 13.062
,

524,721
;

40 Bastar ... 15.237 |
524.721 -34

Kanker ...' 1..13I ' 136,101 95 Ranker ... 1,101 i
136,101 97

i I

'

Nandgaon 871 ; 1S2.3S0 209 Nnndgaon ... 806 182,380 226

I
I

Khairngarb .... 931 ! 157.400 169 Khairagarh ... 914 157.400 172

Chhtiikhadnn ... 153 31,668 207 Chiiuikhadun ... 148 31,668 214

Kan'ardhn ... 7*’8 72,820 91 Kawardho ... 805 72,820 90

Sakti ... 138 48.489 351^ Safcti ... 130 48.489 373

Kaigarh ... 1.486 277,569 187 Raigarh ... 1.415 277,569 ' 196
J

Sarangarh ... 540 128,967 239 Sarangarh ... 533 128,967 242

Changbhakar ... 906 23,322 25 Changbhakar ... 899 23,322 26

Korea ... 1.631 90,886 56 Korea ... 1,647 90.886 55

Surguja ... 6,055 501,939 83 Surguja ... 6,058 501,939 83

Udaipur ... 1.055 97.738 93 Udaipur ... 1,045 97.738 94

Jaihpur ... 1,963 193.698 99 Jashpur ... 1,923 ^ lOl'

9
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Statement of highest maximum and lowest minimum temperatures during the decade

1921 1922 1923 1924

* Tem-
pera-

ture.

Date.
Tem-
pera-
ture.

Date.
Tem-
pera-
ture.

Date.
Tem-
pera-
ture.

Date.

I 2 3 a 5 6 7 8 9

Central Provinces

•

Khondwa , . Maximum .

.

1M.5 2nd May •• 113.4 17th May 115.2 1st June •• 112.6 23rd Apl. ••

Minimum .

.

40.7 26th Jnn. •• 37.6 27lhDec. 41.4 3rd Jan. •• 43.1 27th Nov. ••

Hoshongabfld . . Maximum .

.

112.7 2nd, 3rd and
May.

17th 111.9 2lBt May 116.1 4th June •• 112.3 8th June 4 4

Minimum .

,

43.2 26th Jnn. 41.2 28th Dec. • • 39.4 2nd Jnn. • 46.4 27th Nov. 4 4

Saugor . . Maximum .

.

IM.4 4th May 4 a 111.2 2IatMay M2.8 3rd June • • 111.2 9th June • 4

Minimum .. 45.8 23rd Jnn. • « 43.0 26th Dec. 44.8 30th Dec. • • 45.2 22nd Jon. ••

Jubbulpore , . Maximum . . III.I 4th May • • 110.8 2IstMay .. 112.3 2nd and 3rd June 112.8 ' 1 1th June 4 4

Minimum .. 40.7 2nd Jan. 38.5 28th Dec. 37.7 2nd Jan. • « 43.9 23rd Dec. 4 4

Seoni • • Maximum • . 110.0 4th May 111.6 2l8tMay .. 1
10.8J

3rd June • 4 109.0 9th June 4 4

Minimum .. 41.9 12th Dee. • • 41.1 27th Dec. 43.3' 3rd Jan. • • 47.9 4th Dec. 4 4

Nagpur . . Maximum .

.

114.6 4th May .. 113.1 21st May
1

1 16.oJ 3rd June »• 114.5 9th June 4 4

Minimum .

.

46.9 26th Jan. •• 44.4 27th Dec. 44.9 3rd Jnn. • 4 50.5 7th Dec. .4

Pendta . . Maximum .

.

109.7 27th and 30th May 109.2 22nd May 110.3 3rd June 4 4 110.3 1 0th June ••

Minimum .

.

43.4 26th Jan. 40.6 28th Dec. 41.6 4th Jan. 4 4 46.0 17th, 22nd
23rd Dec.

and

Raipur . . Maximum . . 114.5 30th May •• 112.9 22nd May .

.

114.5 1st June 113.2 8th Jime 4 4

Minimum .. 49.7 5th Jan. • • 45.9 27th Dec. 45.6 3rd Jan. 50.7 1st Jan. •

Cbanda . . Maximum .

.

115.9 1 6th May .. 114.5 22nd May 116.5 7th June •- 116.4 9th June • •

Minimum .

.

44.0 26th Jan.

1

•• 42.0 29th Dec. 42.2 3rd Jan. .. 47.2 31st Dec. ••

Jagdalpur . . Maximum .

.

114.6 27th May 107.2 4th May 109.0 8th June • • 109.6 26th May - •

Minimum . 44.1
1

1 4th Dec.

1

•• 40.3 29th Dec. 40.3 3rd Jan. •• 46.1 1st Jan. • •

Berar

Akola . . Maximum . 1I5.< 3rd May • • 113.1 26th Apl. 117.2 1st June •• II4.8 24th Apl. • •

Minimum .. 43.5
' 26th Jan. •• 40.0 27th Dec. 43.0 2nd Jan. •• 45.5 27th Nov. ••

Amraoti . . Maximum . 1 14.6! 2nd May
i

111.6 26th Api. 115.6 2nd June •• II2.6 24th Apl. • •

Minimum . 51. l! 27th Jan.
1

•• 49.3 26th, 27th and 28th
Dec.

50.5 2nd Jan. •• 53.0

}

11th Feb. ••

- — 1
-
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JVT CERTAIN STATIONS (KINDLY SUPPLIED BY THE INDIAN METEOROLOGICAL DEPARTMENT)

1925
1

1926 1927 1928 1929 1930

Tem-
pera-
ture. 1 Date.

Tem-
pera-
ture.

Date.
Tcm-
pem-
ture.

Date.
Tem-
pera-
ture.

Date.
Tem-
pera-
ture._

Date.

10 ! 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21

t

i

1

1

1

1

i

1

ms.b'’23rd Apl.

1

113.7 1 2tb June 112.3 22nd May 113.2 6th May 114.4 5th May 112.C 4th and 9th
May.

CO

.
Jy 24th Jan. •• 36.6 27th Dec. “ 43.5 13th Jan. •• 41.8 22nd Dec. •• 33.0 1st Feb. •• 41.C 18th Jan.

f

113. 1 ! 2I«Mfiy 1

-1
113.7 12th June •• 113.1 23rd May •• 114.7 9th May • • 113.3 Sth May •• II4.C 30th May.

39.6' 23rd Jan.
i

1

1 40.4 27th Dec. 45.2 27th Nov. •• 43.4 4th and 5th Jan. 36.8 2nd Feb. - • 4I.G 1 8th Jan.

107.2' 23rd Apl.

!
2IstMny.

i

and 111.2 12th June •< 109.2 6th June 110.2 24th May • • 1 10.4; 22nd Mny
1

•• MI.O 3 1st May.

41 .2' 24th Jan. 39.6 27th Dec. •• 40.0 24di Feb. • • 43.4 4th Jan. ** 34.o| 1st Feb. 43.0 16th Jan.

IO8.9
J

2Ist May • • 112.1 12th June •• 109.9 7th June • • I1I.9 25th Alay lll.l 31st May
1st June.

and 112.0 3 1st May.

36.8 24th Jan. 36.7 26th and
Dec.

27th 37.9 18th Jan. • * 39.5' 5th Jan.

!

33.9j
2nd Feb. 37.0 2nd and 25th

Dec.

107.5 30th Apl. • . 109.4 1 3th June • • 108.6 25th May * * 1 10.5 25th May
{

109.8 6th May • • 110.0 31st May.

40.5 24th Jan. •• 40.7 27tb Dec. •• 43.7 26th Nov. % * 42.5 5th Jan. 38.3 1st Feb. •• 43.0 7th, I3th. I4th
Feb. and 2l5t
and 24th Dec.

111.5 21st May 113.5 13th June < . 113.6 24ih May 115.6 24th May 1 14.3| 31st May . • 116.0 31st May.

44.2j 24th Jan. , . 43.6 27th Dec, 47.8 Nth Jan. •• 44.8 23rd Dec. 42.8 2nd Feb. 45.0 23rd and 24th
Dec.

I

106.9 22nd May 107.5 12th June 109.5 25th May • • lll.O 25th May 108.1 31st May 108.0 30th and 31st
Alay and 1st

and 2nd June.

40.0 24th Jan. •• 41.6 1 1th Jan. 41.9 1st Jan. •• 42.2 22nd Dec. 35.1 2nd Feb. •• 40.0 18th Jon.

110.4 27th May 114.1 12th June • • 113.8 24th May . . 116.6 26th May
1 14.5 31st Maj* , , 116.0 3 1st Alay, 1st

June.

46.0 24th Jan. •• 47.0 28th Dec. 49.9 19th Jan. •• 45.1 21st Dec. 43.4 2nd Feb. •• 46.0 26th and 27di
Dec.

113.3 22nd May . • 116.5 1 0th June . . 115.5 23rd May • • 117.0 26th May -- 117.6 1st June , •
118.0 30th May.

41.4 24th Jan. - - 42.0 28th Dec. •• 48.2 27th Nov. •• 42.6 2 1st and 22nd
Dec.

39.3 2nd Feb. •• 45.0 23rd and 24th
Dec.

104.4 16th Apl. • * 107.7 30th May . . I08.I 26tli May 110.7 26th May •• 106.4 28th May . .
110.0 31st A'lay.

43.9 24th Jan. • * 44.4 2nd Dec. * 47.3 27th Nov, • * 41.3 20th and
Dec.

21st 42.4 30th Dec. • • 42.0 22nd and 23rd
Dec.

114.5 24th Apl. 115.5 11th June •• 115.5 3rd June •• 114.9 8th May •• 117.1 4th May II3.0 4th, 30tb and
3 1st Alay.

39.5 23rd Jan. •• 42.1 28th Dec. •• 48.0| 1 3th Jan. •• 44.5 4 days in Dec. 36.5 1st Feb. - • 43.0 4th Feb.

1I2.( 22nd and
Apl,

25th 114.7 1 2th June •• 1 11.8 23rd May •• 113.8 2^th May •• 112.8 31st May •• M4.0 30th Alay. •
.

47.3 2^djan. 49.7 27th Dec. •• 52.4 22nd Nov. 50.2 23rd Dec. • • 43.8 1st Feb. •• 48.0 3rd Feb.
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Subsidiary Table I.—Density, water-supply and crops

Mean
District and Natural DMsion. density

Percentage of Percentage of Percent-
Totai area of cultivable area of age of

gross
I cultira*

. .
I

ted Normal
per Cultiva-’ Net Net Double area rainfall,

square ble. cultiva- cultiva- cropped, which
,

mile. ted. ted. is irri-

gated.

Percentage of gross cultivated area under
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Subsidiary Table II.—Distribution of the population classified according to density

Tahsils with a population per square mile of

District and Natural Division.

Under 150. 150—300. 30(1-450. 450 and over.

Area. Area.
Population
(OOO’s omit-

ted).

Area.
Population
(OOO’s omit-

ted).

Area.
Population
(OOO’s omit,

ted).

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Central Provinces and Berar 77,041 6,632 49,433 9,716 3,810 1,280 811 377
58.8 36.8 37.7 54.0 2.9 7.1 0.6 2.1

Nerbudda Valley Division 14,075 1,646 6,661 1,270
67 9 56-4 32-1 43-6 .. •• •

»

1. Saugor 355 1,064 190
2. Domoh
3. Jubbulpore .. , * 3,912 774
4. Narsinghpur 157 IH
5. Hoshangabad 2,917 345 776 142
6. Nimar 4.227, 467
7, Malcrai 155 16 • • •• •• •• •>*

Plateau Division 14,675 1,478 2,086 343
87-6 81-2 12-4 188 • • •• • • •

8. Mandla 5,057 446
9. Seoni 3,216 394

10. Betul 2,938 236 972 171

1 1 , Chhindwara 3,464 402 1,114 172 •• •• • • • •

Maratha Plain Division 11,628 753 25,821 5,198 2,267 716 811 377
28-7 10-7 63'7 73'8 5-6 10-2 20 S’3

12. Wardha 2,434 516 • •

13. Nagpur . , 563 , . 811 2>ri

14. Chanda 7,241 417 343 , , • •

15. Bhandara , , 2,518 486 338 , •

16. Balaghat 1,556 99 463 •

.

• • . •

17. Amraoti • 1,546 48 1,983 515 1,162 378 • •

18. Ahola , , , , 876
19. Buldana , , 3,766 767 ..

20. Yeotmal 1,285 189 3,934 669 •• • • ••

Chhattisgarh Plain Division 25,053 1,837 14,865 2,905 1,543 564
34-6 35-9 54-8 3-7 10-6 •• •••

21. Raipur 5,194 616 4,523 912 • •••

22. Bilaspur 2,553 215 670 sie . *

23. Drug lilt*' 272 546 • •

24. Bastar (iTst 525 , • • •

25. Kanker 1,431 136 , . • •

26. Nandgaon 871 182 • •

27. Khairagarh , . 931 157 •>*

28. Chhuikhadan , , * , 15; 32

29. Kawardha 791 73 , , . •

30. Sakti , , . . • 138 48
31. Raigarh , , • , 1,486 277 • • * , ...

32. Sarangarh • • • • 540 129 • • • *

Chhota Nagpur Division 11,611 m
lOO-l •• •• •• •• •• • •

33. Changbhakar 23 • »

34. Korea 1,63 9 . . ••

35. Surguja 6,05; 50i

36. Udaipur 91 • • • • ^ ,

- 37. Jashpur
.|

1.96

1

19' ' * * • • • •

Nots.—Figures in italics indicate the proportion per cent, whidi the area and population of eadi density group hear to the total area and
population of the natural division or Province.
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Subsidiary Table IV.—Variation in.actdal populaiton.

District and Natural Division.

Population in 1931. Population in 1921.

Actual population. Immigrants. ' - Actual population. Immigrants.

2 3
•

.4 5

CENTRAL PROVINCES AND BERAR 17,990,937 655,574 15,979,660 609,50^

Nerhudda Valley Ditnsion • •• 2,914,526 •• 2,731,443 290,426

1 . Saugor .

.

544,589 51,531 528,380 55,254

2. ’Damoh 305.568 31,065 287,126 36,941

3. Jubbulpore 773,811 114,775 745,685 128,335

4. Natsinghpur 321,481 24,610 315,162 29,860

5. Hoshangabad 486.630 54,305 445,733 47,786

6. Nimar 466,931 108,384 396,554 89,641

7. Alakrai • • 15,516

(

5,241 12,803 3,632

Plateau Division • • - 1,819,022 1,590,889 66,990

8. Mandlfl • •

-

445,766 30,851 386,446 23,870

9e Seoni •

«

393,732 26,400 348,871 20,559

1 0. Betul .

.

406,252 21,275 363.737 15,449

II, Chhindtvara • • • 573,272 43,898 491,835 33,410

Maratha Plain Disdsion .

.

• . • 7,043,946 ••

••

6,221,544 332,479

516,266 97,668 463,696 96,411
940,049 134,773 792,521 98,520
759,695 51,576 660,630 40,454
824,496 66,191 717.747 44,229
561,602 52,953 511,634 78,365
941,604 134,404 827,867 115,329
876,362 130,4.13 79^,847 119,194

1 9. Buldana 766,584 83,856 705,643 89,419

20. Yeotmal 857,288 150,9.03 748,959 149,617

Chhattisgarh Plain Division • • • • 5,305,860 •• 4,731,810 126,271

1,527,573 90,7'73 1,392,768 87,978
1.400,248 78,592 1,231,761 100,095
817.924 54,632 757,154 65,171

24. Bastar 524,721 19.431 464,407 23,517

25. Ranker 136,101 42,328 124,928 11,829

26. Nandgaon 182,380 41,066 147,906 39,905

27. Khairagarh 157,400 31,239 124,008 14,516

28. Chhuikhadan 31,668 8,447 7,027

29. Kawardha 72,820 14,187 61,783 12,140

30. Sakti 48,489. 18,0iB3 41,554 14,067

31. Haigarh 277,569 30,663 241,634 24,381
' 32. Sarangarh '

. * 128,967 15,865 117,781

..

22,712

Chhota Nagpur Division • • • • • 907,583 •• 703,974 70,91?

33. Changbbakar . 23,322 5,113 21,826 2,114

34. Korea • • 90,886 22,790 79,189 27,945

35. Surguja • 501,939 41,102 377,679 42,171

36. Udaipur 97,738 22,094 71,124 8,743

37. Jashpur . • « 193,698. 18,852 154,156 12,443

Note.—The “ Natiual ” population of districts that is the population deduced from the available vital statistics and figures of immigration

and emigration could not be shown for the 1931 Census, because provinces did not tabulate the necessary figures foremigrants. The natural

populationoftheprovincewas* 17,756,753against 15,776,892in 1921.

*This figure does notinclude theBgures of emigrants to IVTadms and outside India. _
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Subsidiary Table V.—Comparison with vital statistics

Diiitrlct nnti Nnturnl Divinlon.

In 1921 to 1930 total

nunibrr «f

Ilirtht. I)ralh<i.

Number t

population

Births.

er cent of
of 1921 of

Deaths.

F.xceta (4-) or
dfficirnej' ' Actu.it

{— ) of birth', popul.ition.
over deathi.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

CENTRA!. PROVINCES AND IIERAR • • 6,669.089 .5,076,729 42 .38 in,592,360
1

17,990,937

Ncrbudda Vallty Divition • • • 1,192,746 989,835 44 36 ' 4-202.9II 2,914.526

j

1. SnuRor • • 214.628 175,511 41 33 i -“39.117

(

I

! 544,569
2, Dnmoli .

.

« 130,011 108,972 45 35 -“21,039 305,568
3. Jubitulpore . 268.865 41 36 -f-34.538

1
773,811

4, Nnrsinijhpur .

.

« m IJ3.878 116,635 42 37 + 17,243 321.481

5. Hn<shani;nbad .

.

« • 201.800 159.617 45 34 ! -f- 42, 163 • 466,630
6. Nimnr .. • • ^ 1

' 155.495 52 41
. -i-48,247 466,931

7. Mnkrni • • 5.284 4.740 41

1

I

37

I

! -*-544

i

15,516

Plateau Division .

.

• * • » 672,700 482,450

1

1

i 42
i

30

1
•

i +190,250
1

1,819,022

8. Mnndia .

.

• • 148.230 107,603 38 28 1
-}- 40,627 445,766

9. Scont .

.

• • 146,542 106.634 42 30 393,732

10. Bctul .. • • I6I.I92 116,273 44 32 -f44.9l9 406,252

II. Chhindwani .. • « • • 216,736 I5K940 44 31 -f 64,796 573,272

.Maratha Plain Dimsion « t • • 2,795,658 2,103,083 45 34 +692,575 7,043,946

1 2. Wardha .

.

• 211.882 153.423 46 33 -f 58,459 516,266

13» Nappur •# 381.483 280,789 48 35 940,049

282.452 212.710 43j 32 -669,742 739.695

302,173 210,383 42 29 -691,790 824,496

188.492 144,072 37 28 -644.420 56I,6U2

382.753 303.381 46 37 -679,372 941,604

i 8. Akola • • 369,361 297.754 46 -1-71.607 876,362

330,881 247,208 47 -683,673 766,584

20. Yeotmal .

.

• • 346,181 253.363 46 -692,818

i

. Chhatlisgarh Plain Division • • •• 1,836.465 1,394,891 39 29 +441,574 5,305,860

21. Raipur .. 565,890 444,365 40 31 -6121,525 1,527,573

22. Bilaspur .

.

526,165 378,708 43 30 -6197,457 1,400,248

23. Drug 335.217 275,703 45 37 -659.514 817,924

24. Bastar .

.

93,500 72,225 20 16 524,721

25. Ranker ' .. 36,256 21,348 29 IIj -614,908 136,101

26.' Nandgaon .. 69,248 52,153 47 35 -617,095 182,380

27. Khairagarh .

.

47,219 38,865 38 31 -68,354 157,400

28. Chhuikhadan .

.

9,728 7,283 37 28 -62,445 31,668

- 29. ICawardha 29,234 23,397 47 38 -65,837 72,820

30. Sakti • • 14,942 10,402 36 25 48,489

31. Raigarh 71.811 46,501 29 19 -625,310 277,569

. 32. Sarangarh 37,255 23,941 31 20 -613,314 128,967

Chhota Nagpur Divition • • -- 171.520 . '.106,470 24 15 +65,050 907,583

33. Changbhakar .
.

'

• • 3,636 2,926 16 13 -6710 23,322

34. Korea .

.

24,890 19.758 31 25 -65,132 90,886

35. -Surguja 82,632 49,641 22 . 13 -632,991 501,939

36. Udaipur ' .. 23,199 11,308 32 16 -611.891 97,738

37. Jashpur • • 37,163 22,837 24 15 -614,326 193,698
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Subsidiary Table VI.—^Variation by tahsils classified according to density

(a) Actual figures

Natural Division. Decade.

Variation in tt

Under 150.

ihsils with a populi
commencement

150 to 300.

ition per square mi
of decade of

300 to 450.

le at the

450 and over.

1 2 3 4 5 6

r -445,777 -606,146 + 1.675

1 LiiiBim + 1,451,184 +519,081
Central Provinces and Beiar ! 1911—1921 +554,722 - 1,056,797 +498,677

1, 1921—1931 -45,204 + 1,150,768 — 196,017 +95,725

1891-1901 -126,053 -162,798
Nerbudda Valley Division (excluding Makiai' + 79,6491 • «

State). 1 1911—1921 -181,547'
( 1921—1931 -33,717 +214,087 •

f ,, -102,157

J
+366,287 .. . . • •

Plateau Division . . 1 1911—1921 -115,441 -2,564 • • , •

L 1921—1931 +37,910 + 190,193 • - ••

f -178,406 -220,737 + 1,675 • •

) tfiiBuil +483,281 + 295,826 -25.409 « «

Alaratha Plain Division . . 1
1911—1921 + 299,268 +32,166 • *

1 1921—1931 +521,420 + 104,268 +95,725

rl 1891—1901 ..1 -39,161 -222,611 ••
1 +411,499 • • • »

Chhattiscarh Administrative Division . . } 1911—1921 -596,641 +466,511 a A

t 1921—1931 •• -530.956 + 845,621 +49,393 a*

(b) Proportional figures

Natural Division. Decade.

Variation in tahsils with a population per square mile at the
commencement of decade of

Under 150. 150 to 300. 300 to 450. 450 and oven.

1 2 3 4 5 6

f 1891—1901 .. -6 -10 !

j 1901—1911 .. +21 + 11 -8
Central Provinces and Beiar . . i

1911—1921 .. +9 -14 +200
1921—1931 .. -1 + 16 -14 +34

r 1891—1901 .. -8 -13 •*
1 1901—1911 .. + 12 +81

Nerbudda Valley Division (excluding Makrai
|

1911—1921 .. +7 -15 ..

State). 1 1921—1931 .. -2 +20:
r 1891—1901 .. — 7 . ,

1 1901—1911 .. +27 .. . •

Plateau Division . . ] 1911— 1921 .. -2 ..1

1 1921— 1931 .. + 125

r 1891—1901 .. -7 , *

\
' 1901—1911 .. + 11 -8

Maiatha Plain Divisi on j 1911—1921 .. -6 + 13

1 1921—1931 .. + 11 + 17 + 34
f 1891—1901 .. — 13

J 1901—1911 .. + 15

Chhattisgarh Administrative Division . . | 1911—1921 .. -32
(. 1921—1931 ..HHBi +66 •• **

Subsidiary Table VII.—^Persons per house and houses per square mile

Natural Division.

Average number of persons per house Average number of houses per square mile.

1931 1921 1911 1901 1891 1931 1921 1911 1901 1891

2 3 4 5 6 2 8 9 10 II

Central Pro\*inces and Berar 5 5 5 5 5 27 24 25 21 23Nerbudda Valley Division 5 5 5 4 5 31 27 28 18
Plateau Division 5 5 5 5. 5 22 16 M
l^Iaratha Plain Dh'ision 5 5 5 5, 5 35' 30 32’ 28
Chhattisgarh Plain Division •

«

5 5 5 5; 5 25; 22 22 IK 70
Chhota Nagpur Division 6 6 ' 5 '^1 II 9

10



CHAPTER II

Reference to
statistics.

Definition of
city.

Definition of
town.

Definition of
villa(*e.

THE POPULATION OF CITIES, TOWNS AND VILLAGES

T
population are- separated in-

Imperial Table I, but this chapter deals mainly with the statistics contained
in Imperial Tables III, IV and V. In Table III the population is divided’

city, town or village in which it resides. In
1 able IV towns are classified according to the size of their population and
the figures for the Census of 1931 are compared with those for previous
censuses. In Table V the population of the towns is distributed according
to religion and the towns are arranged territorially. Certain additional
details regarding the number of occupied houses in the more important
tows, and literacy in urban and rural areas according to religion are given
in Provincial Tables I and II. Four subsidiary tables appear at the end of
the chapter and set forth :

—

L— -The distribution of the population between towns and villages.
H-—The number per mille of the total population of each main

religion who live in towns.
III.—Towns classified by population and their growth.
IV.—Cities and their growth.

2. For the purposes of the Census a city was defined as every town
containing not less than 100,000 inhabitants and any other town which the
Provincial Superintendent with the sanction of the Local Government might
decide to treat as a city. Nagpur and Jubbulpore are the only two places
in the province with a population of over 100,000 and as at previous censuses
were alone treated as cities.

3. In towns were included every municipality, all civil lines not falling

within municipal limits, every cantonment, and every other continuous
collection of houses, inhabited by not less than 5,000 persons, which the

Provincial Superintendent might decide to treat as a town. Enumeration-
in compact suburban areas not actually within Municipal limits was done with

that of the town to which they naturally belonged. In the Census Tables

for 1931 the population of cantonments has for the first time been shown
separately from that of the towns adjoining them. This procedure has

obvious advantages because separate statistics are so often needed^ but in

analysing figures it must be remembered that sometimes a municipality and

a cantonment, or two adjoining municipalities, for instance Amraoti and

Amraoti Camp, geographically form a single unit. In Table IV it will be-

found that eight places in British India and three places in the^ States with

less than 5,000 inhabitants have been treated as towns.
_

Five of these-

boasted municipal committees and therefore had to be_ included. The

other six all had marked urban characteristics and were included on the

advice of the district authorities concerned, who were instructed that it was-

undesirable to classify as towns overgrown villages with no urban character-

istics and that in approaching the question they should pay regard to the

character of the population, the relative density of the dwellings, the impor-

tance of the place as a centre of trade and its historic associations. In-

spite of the application of these principles, there is bound to be some incon-

.si.‘^tency in the classification of towns. For instance a State headquarters

like Sakti, which now has a municipal committee, is not comparable in its:

urban characteristics to the cotton markets in the Maratha Plain Division.

The distribution of towns over the province which is analysed later in this

chapter proves however that they have been carefully classed.

1. In England and Wales the parish is the Census division and not the-

village, which has been found to be the convenient unit in India. It has

been^chserved in Chapter I that in the Central Provinces it is unusual to

find agriculturists living in widely scattered farm-houses as they do in many
other countries. The ordinary’ village is a close collection of houses

bel-Tng'.ng if* the cultivators and labourers employed on the land for two

or ?5-.rcc miles around. The picture of the village in earlier days drawn

ill tli-e report of the Central Provinces Banking Enquiry Committee of

1929-30 is in many respects a true picture of the modern village.
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"The village was self-sufficing. The cultivators produced the grain, the oit
secds .and the cotton, etc. The weavers manufactured the hand-woven cloth. The
Ahirs bred cattle, and tended the village cattle as communal village servants. The

: Sonars made the ornaments of gold and silver for the few who required them. The
Chamar made the shoes; the bangle-maker the glass bangles for the women. The
local dyers coloured the country cloth with local dyes produced from al, which was
then a valuable crop. The Telis pressed out with their bullock-power oil-press the
•vegetable oil required for food and for lighting. The Kalars manufactured country
liquor from mahua where demand existed. The carpenter and the blacksmith pro-
'duced the agricultural implements of wood and iron and the doors and door-posts
for houses, the country carts, etc. The Kumhars (potters) made the earthen utensils,

‘the bricks and the tiles from the clay deposits on the bank of the local stream, and
so on. In the smaller villages, possibly, not all these manufacturers of commodities
existed. But they were always to be found in the bazar villages.

* “The bazar village corresponded, and still corresponds in many respects,

though on a smaller and more primitive scale, with the small market town in rural

•areas in England. A large village with a weekly or bi-weekly bazar will be_ found
all over the province at distances of 5 to 10 miles, serving the surrounding villages.

Go through any of those surrounding villages in the afternoon of the bazar day,

and you will find it practically deserted. But if you proceed on to the bazar village,

you will find all the countryside collected. Many of these village bazars

are now under the management of the district council, who arrange for the sanita-

tion and have often constructed chahtitras or raised platforms for stalls, sometimes
covered in to keep off the sun and rain, and make charges in return for the use of

these sites for stalls. Here will sit, with their wares spread out before them,_ the

purveyors of all those commodities required in rural life. The local Kachis or
market gardeners will be there with their onions, pumpkins, melons, vegetables, etc.

There will be the grocers with their salt condiments, haldi (turmeric), etc., and the

oil-sellers with sweet oil and the coarse red kerosene oil which is now used for

lighting, and which is purchased by the bottle. There will be the weavers with the

home-made saries and dhotis, etc., while nowadays there may be some mill-made
cloth imported from outside. There will be stalls for the sale of glass bangles,

cheap anklets and bracelets of silver alloy, combs and cheap hand looking-glasses,

etc., so popular nowadays. There will be some leather workers with the gaily

decorated country shoes; and some sellers of countrj' tobacco and pan, etc., etc.

Cartwheels, can’ed doors, whips, leather thongs, rope, etc., and numerous other articles

will be fo*" sale here, all of local manufacture. To many of these bazars the small

•cultivators still take small quantities of grain vrhich they sell retail and^ with the

proceeds make their petty purchases. The larger bazars may also have risen to the
rank of cattle markets arid here cattle, young and old, will_ be brought for sale to

cultivators who require them, or in some tracts to the Kasai (butcher) for slaughter,

although in many tracts Hindu sentiment is proving too strong for this latter class.

Sometimes the local bazar is also a grain market,^ where dealers come for purchase
and wholesale export to the rail head. Sometimes ghcc also may be purchased
for export in the same way. To the bazar nearly every one will go, sometimes from
•considerable distances, in their country carts or damnis. The womenfolk particularly

will Le there in large numbers, often decked out in their best clothes. They go
not always to make purchases, but here they meet their friends, wander about and
hear the latest gossip of the country side, and enjoy the weekly outing. In fact,

with the exception of occasional visits to the large religious fairs such as Burman-
ghat on the banks of the Nerbudda in Narsinghpur, ot to marriages, etc., the weekly
visit to the bazar village is one of the few outings which occur to break the
monotony of village life. In the tracts more cut off from the towns grain is sdll

the chief medium of exchange and the supply of money required for implementing
the exchange of commodities at some of these bazars is sometimes surprisingly small.

Bat the money changer, who changes silver into copper coins for a small charge,
will still usually be found. Some of these petty tradesmen reside in the bazar
village if it is a big one, but nowadays, with improved communications, there are
numerous petty grocers or hawkers who travel round to_ the various small bazars
selling their wares and often purchasing small quantities of ghee and grain in
exchange. Thus the needs of the villager, food, grain, clothing, cattle, etc., were,
and still can be, met in or near his village in the countryside.”

Every such village including perhaps a few scattered huts built in the
surrounding fields, a forest department outpost or a railway level crossing
naturally forms the Census unit, and so, as in previous decades, every area
demarcated as a mauza for revenue purposes was a Census village.

Hamlets included in the area of the mauza were not treated as separate
villages.

5. In 1931 there were 122 towns and 48,722 villages in the Central Distributi on
Provinces and Berar, against 120 towns and 47,576 villages in 1921. The of fhe popula-

rural population has risen from 14,538,230 at the preceding census to

16,236,326 and the urban population from 1,441,430 to 1,754,611. . The
percentages of increase were 11.7 and 21.8 respectively. These figures
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Progress of
urbanization.

give a correct of the distribution of the population between towns and
villages, ana of the comparative rate.s of increase, for only eight places, with
a total population of ^5,481, were classed as towns which were not treated
as such in 1921, while ten of the towns of 1921 have been omitted from the
m'ised list because they have ceased to retain truly urban characteristics.
Their populalion in 1921 was 51,584 and so (he resultant net variation in the
urban population returned is minus 6,103 only. The actual number of towns
is higher than that in 1921 owing to cantonments being treated as separate
units. There were no disturbing influences at the time of the Census, such
as evacuation due to plague or temporary religious or secular gatherings.
The distribution of population recorded in the tables may therefore be re-
garded as normal. There were, as shown in the Subsidiary Table I, 98
persons per mille in 1931 living in towns and 902 per mille in villages. In
1921, 90 per mille were found in towns and the figure was exactly the same

in 1901. The pro-
’'Urban population
per mille f'Oin

1881 to 1931.

Ccnrrnl
Provin-

1 CCS,
i

United 1
tf

Prov- V*”"*
iiiccs. 1

‘’“y*
Mntlriis.

llihar

lint)

Orisin.

Engfiintl

and
Wales.

1881 70 107 17P
,

96 43
1891 72

1

105 172 1 9.5 .15 • 720
1901 90

1
106 186 : 110 37

j
770

1911 76 ,
100 181

'

117 31 . 781
1921 90 106 211

,
121 37

'

793
1931 98

'

1121, 212 136 40
'

799

6. Since the changes in classification of

gress of urbaniza-

tion for the Prov-
ince as * a whole is

therefore extreme-
ly slow. The figures

in the margin which
facilitate a compari-

son with the distribution of population in other provinces and in England
and Wales are of considerable interest. Four of the British provinces which
border the Central Provinces contain a considerably higher proportion of

residents in towns. The statistics for England and Wales show the extra-

ordinary contrast between a country in which industries are fully developed
and one in which they are not.

towns from census to census
may render attempts to

show the comparative pro-
portion of persons residing

in cities, towns and vil-

lages respectively uncer-
tain and possibly even fal-

lacious a table has been
prepared to show varia-

tions in the proportion of

the population residing in

places of various sizes

irrespective of their clas-

sification. Diagram iT-l illustrates this table. These figures again show

PERCENTAGE OF OlSTRIBOTION OF THE POPULATION AMONG PLACES
OF VARIOUS SIZES.C.P. & BERAR 1891-1931

Number per mille

enumerated in ^places

with n popuintiiin of

1891 1901 1911 1921 1931

100,000 and over 7 9 13 16 18

50.000 to 100.000 ... 5 6 «•«

'28
20.000 to 50,000 ... 14 12 19

•10,000 to 20.000 ... 17 25 20 23 26

5.000 to 10.000 .

.

30 30 27 28 28

2.000 to 5,000 ... 62 59 67 62 62

1,000 to 2.000 ... 117 106 120 125 135

500 to l.COO ...
24V 221 255 254 260

Under SOU 501 528 486 472 443

Total 1.000 1,000 1.000 999

1
1,000

Unclassed • •• ... 1

too

.1301

GlI

1921

-1931

ii-
—

NH
1

1^3 -

ICmCS & T0WI6 ABOVE SIltXIQ

TOWNS FROM lOPOO TO SQOOO
DIAGRAM H-l

TOVmSbVILLAGES FROM 2.000 TO 1(1000

TOWNS &VILLAGES BCLOWlflOO

'‘iVolc.—Owing to on error in the local tabulation office, detected after this chapter was printed the strict-

ly military populalion of Saugor. 988 males and 317 females, was included in the Municipality figure instead

ol in those of the Cantonment, The result is that Saugor Cantonment has been clawed as town of between

5.000 and 10,01,0 inhabitants where as its real population is 10,345. The mistake does not affect tlie_ conclusion

in this chapter. Saugor Cunionment is in fact geographically and dtmographically one unit with Saugor

town, and was only treated separately at the request of the Military authorities. See also note 2 under

..Subsidiary Table I.
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Ilow slowly the urbanization of the province is proceeding. They also

demonstrate that \Yhile the proportion of those residing in towns of over

10,000 inhabitants is increasing, the type of place which is losing to them is

apparently the small village of under 500 inhabitants. The statistics must not

however be misunderstood. The marginal table will be helpful in elucidating

them. The deterioration in villages of under 500 inhabitants is in fact only
apparent. It will be noticed

that those in the next two
classes have grown both in

number and population which
shows that the smaller villages

of 1921 have gone up in class

while the total population in

Number ol places of vrtiious sire'.

N timber. T()i.-il poptil'ition.
1

Siic.
j

1m.
1

19.31 1921
j

1531
1

... 4

Under 500 ... 39.755 39.591 7.5.19.065 ! 7.961.S69

500 to I.OOO .. 5.968 6.S9S •1.05S.S07 i .I.6S4.S-M

1.000 to 2.000 ... 1.516 1.S28 1.996.IJ2 2.428.1-11

2.000 to s.con .. 352 •103 993.771 1 1.119.951

5.C00 to 10.000 .. 66 71 44'1,S32
1

499.759

‘10.000 to 20.000 .. 27 36S.SI2
1

•I73.-I29

20.000 to 50,003 ... 10 16 310,123 197.612

50.000 to 100.000 ... ... . I

lOO.COO tind over ... 2 253,985
;

319.432

j

those still containing under
500 inhabitants has also

actually risen. On the other
hand the middlc'Sized places

of from 2,000 to 10,000
inhabitants, while increasing

in number, have relatively to that number gained considerably less in popula-
tion than the rest, and the proportion of residents in them is exactly the

.‘‘‘iime as in 1921, by which it is proved that the growth in places of above
10,000 inhabitants is really at their expense. (Inclusion of Saugor Canton-
ment and Mandla Municipality in the class of towns of above 10,000
inhabitants would strengthen this argument. Sec footnotes.)

7. It is to be expected that there should be in the cotton-growing
districts a larger number of towns and a heavier proportion of urban popula-
tion than elsewhere. The figures available will be analysed when the growth
of the urban population is e.xamined. In this paragraph it is sufficient to

compare the statistics for the natural

NalurnI division. Towns.
I

Vitln^cs.

Nerbudda Valley division

Plateau division

Marntha Plain division

Chhatlisfiarb Plain division

Cbhcia NnCpur division

i

'3
I

IS,

8.927
6.781

13.625

URBAN POPULATION PER CENT IN THE TOTAL
POPULATION 1331

poaiAiCT rtj osaw KsmuTtK krcdit
MWAL TBTAL If«W OKI 5 10 IS

MASATIUk PLAM

iiTFBuaA \auty

C-PtBCRAII

PUTUUI

OlHATnSGAlSI FtAn;

tUOTA NACPUS

WBICbCTEl

IK»SEqi35D03

t»zsn|

IZCSSi]

pMEfl,

73533

ISO

MS

SS

39

OUSIAHn-2

divisions. The number of towns
and villages in each is given in

the margin and Diagram 11-2 illus-

trates the percentage of the urban

i
population on the total population

.3;a22 for the same units. More detailed
...• -'information will be found in Sub-

sidiary Table I from which the distribution of the population in towns and
villages of different sizes can be ascertained for each district. State and

natural division. The salient

points are that in the Maratha
Plain Division which contains
the City of Nagpur and most
of the i)ig cotton centres, 150
per mille of the population
live in towns. The Nerbudda
Valley Division with the city
of Jubbulpore and the import-
ant towns of Burhanpur,

Saugor and Khandwa follows closely with an urban population of 145 per
mille. In the Plateau Division and the Chhattisgarh Division the number
of town-dwellers is almost negligible—40 per mille and 39 per mille
respectively, while in the Chotta Nagpur Division there are none. The
increase per mille in town-dwellers during the last decade is 17 in the
Nerbudda Valley Division, 11 in the Maratha Plain Division, 5 in the
Chhattisgarh Plain Division, and there is a decrease of 1 per mille in the
Plateau Division. It must be noted, however, in considering these figures
that no less than eight towns of 1921 in the Maratha Plain Division have been
degrade'd to the status of villages and only four new towms substituted.

8. Although the comparative statistics show that the rate of increase
of the population in towns has been considerably greater than in rural areas.

*iVo/c.—See foolnole page 76 and nole 2 under Subsidiary Table I of Ihe Chapter.
~

Distribution of
population in

Natural Divi-

sions.

Character of
the population.
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fact that in ten years the proportion of town-idwellers has risen by less than
1 per cent confirms the observ’ation made in the last Census Report that
the inhabitants of this province are nearly all at heart agriculturists and take
much more readily to the traditional life of an Indian village than to
existence in towns. It is generally economic pressure which drives the
poorer classes to the towns, as pointed out in the following passage from the
Report of the Royal Commission of 1931 on labour in India :

—
“h. our opinion the chief cause (of the retention of the village connection) is to

•be found m the fact that the driving force in migration comes almost entirely from
one cud of the channel, i.e., the village end. The industrial' recruit is not prompted
by the lure of the city life or by any great ambition. The city, as such, has no
attraction for him and, when he leaves the village, he has seldom an ambition
beyond that^of securing the necessities of life. Few industrial workers would remain
in ludustry if they could secure sufficient food and clothing in the village; they are
pushed, not pulled, to the cit}'.

A contributory cause is the joint family system, which by linking the emigrant
to the village and even to its soil, serves to keep connections alive in many cases.
Moreover, the comparative scarcity of employment for women and children in
factories encourages the practice of leaving the family in the village, where their
maintenance is more simple and less costly.- In the perennial factories as a whole
more than three-quarters of the workers are males over 15 years; and the children
form a small proportion of the remainder. On the other hand the village offers at
least intermittent w’ork for everyone, even for small children. Further, where
migration has resulted less from the lack of land than from the precarious character
of its yield, there are obvious economic advantages in retaining interests in it.

Even where relatives have not been left in the village, the ties of generations are
stror.g. To a large extent Indian life is a community life and the more individualistic
existence inseparable from a city is strange and unattractive to the villager.

Finally, an important cause of the desire of the factory workers to maintain
village connections is to be found in the environment in which they must live while
employed in factories. We deal wdth this later and merely observe here that no
one who is familiar both with village conditions and with the factory areas can be
surprised that so few workers are ready to establish in the latter a permanent home.
We do not desire to suggest that the village is always, or even generally, an idyllic

place ; but the average factory worker, contrasting the scenes in which he has to live

with his memories of his native place, must welcome every opportunity of returning

there and must cherish constantly the hope that, sooner or later, he can leave the city

finally behind.”

Mr, Raoughton explained in 1921 that the growth of industries does not

necessarily result in the establishment of towns. The coal and manganese

mines of the province are manned by village labour and it is only really in

the cotton-growing districts that markets and mills have begun to attract

people to the towns. Urban industries have indeed grown little, with the

exception of bicH making. Of eleven cotton mills working in the province,

two only have been opened since 1921. The Model Mills at Nagpur which

started work in 1923 employ over 3,000 operatives and the Vidarbha

Mills at Ellichpur have since 1926 been employing more than 700, but the

working population of the other nine large mills existent before 1921 is

much the same as it was in that year. There are a few other big iimustrial

or commercial establishments. This subject is further discussed in Chapter

VIll, Subsidiary Tables I (a) and (b) of which are relevant.

9. The Report of the Banking Enquiry Committee has stressed the

fact that in this province, as indeed elsewhere, the gulf between the town

and the countrv is vcr\' wide, and it is difficult for the rustic to assimilate his

ideas to those of the more highly trained intellect of the towns. The

e.xtrcmely parochial nature of the average cultivator s interests is well

described in the si.xth chapter of that Report
; _ _

*'A ri«jw bui rtgulnr improvement in communications continues. Jhe total

ot ro.-uls at present is as follows:

—

Tor.nl length of Class I roads •••

TomI length of Chiss II roads
,

„,,i,

'[here i-. a r.iilw.iy line pa«Mng through c.ich district^ of the province, and c.uJi

.'/•tt.'h! i-ont.-iinv .1 number of first cla»^ roads converging on the ran hc.ads.. Uom-

io:;,. ho.' rver. differ marermlly in v.nriw^ parts of the province. I*or

the It.-ird-Jubtmlpore firanch of the GrtTU Indian renin.siila Kailwaj,

.jton'- ihv wholf lcn;rih of the Ncrhiidiia V.illcy, places most vill.agesjn

irif.-

fi N'ardnj'hptir .arid ihe \vcstcrn portion of the /iibhiilporc di.stncfs

I" i.r i.'. rnilc’* o; a radv.-.-iy station. 'I he hinterland of Mandl.i, Uhanda and
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ChhaUisgarh and parts of the Satpura plateau, however, are situated at a much
greater distance from the railway and, although with the exception of the more hilly

and most backward tracts, there are now few villages more than 20 miles from a first

class road, there arc still considerable areas more than 50 miles distant from the
railway. In certain backward tracts, such as those mentioned above, pack-bullocks-

arc .still used as a means of transport, but thesje tracts arc relatively unimportant,
and communications now sunicc for the moving of produce by country carts from
nearly all cultivated areas to the wholesale markets. In the cotton zone and in other
tracts where money crops arc produced for sale, a large number of the cultivators

carry their own produce in their own carts to the nearest market town, but in other
cases, with the exception of that small percentage of persons who are habituated to

litigation, and who are mostly persons who either owe or are owed considerable
sums of money and who arc not typical of the real villagers, the majority of the
dwellers in rural areas rarclv visit the town. Their lives centre round the village in

which they dwell. Our chairman noted in the Narsinghpur district, which has
possihlv the best railway communications in the proi'incc, when inspecting a

primary school in 1925 at 10 miles distance from headquarters, that out of the highest
class of I"! boys four stated that they had never seen the headquarters town, while
only one of them had been .50 miles by railw.iy to the town of Jubbulpore. Current
events in the town are often not matters of much interest in the village, where in-

tcre.sts centre round the prospects of the coming harvest and other rural matters of
that kind. The marri.agc celebrations of a big man in the village, disputes over
some petty encroachment of land, trespass of the cattle of one villager into the field

of another, local scandals and gossip of the village, or the highhandedness of some
petty local official, etc., etc., arc all matters of much greater interest than the more
impo'<:tnt events of the outside world, and may be discussed far into the night when
the villagers collect together to smoke the chilum at the village hailhch or under
-he village pipal tree."

In spite of the truth of what precedes there is one remarkable feature

of the last decade which is likely in the near future to bring villagers and
townspeople into closer and closer contact. That is the rapid development
of motor transport. In Saugor in 1929 officers on famine relief, touring in

motor-cars to village.s only seven miles from main roads on which lorry

services were tunning and only twenty miles from district headquarters,

found there people who had never before seen a motoi: vehicle. The
statistics below collected for 1931 from districts and States seem to indicate

that such a state of affairs is not likely to last for long. It will of course be
observed how much greater the number of motor vehicles in the cotton

districts is than elsewhere. In their returns the States have not in some
cases included the private conveyances of the Ruling Chiefs :

—

Name of district or Slate.

Number
of

privnic

raoSor-

rais

licensed.

Number
of inxi

cabs and
lorries. -

i

Niimc of dhtrlci or Stnic.

Number
of

ptivnic
motor*
ctirs

licensed.

Number
of taxi

cobs and
lorries.

Central Provinces a.id Bcrar. 2.565 2,261 ! Marotha Plain Division—
concld.

tluldana 117 313
Kerbudda Valley Division, . yt-tifmal 98 189

Saugor 81 3-1 Chhattisgarh Plain Division.

Da moll 27 12 Raipur 185 89
Jubbulpore 413 93 nilaspur 141 43
Norsinjihpur 6 Drug 30
Hoshnnitabad 329 S3 Basinr 26 20'

Nimar 53 94 Ranker 8 4

Makrai Nandj’.aon 3 51
Plateau Division. Kbnirnaarh 12 17

Mandlo 2.5 17 Cbfauikhodan 14 7
Seoni 28 2.9 Katvardfaa 2 2
Beuil 8? 25 Sakti
ChbindWnrn 90 45 Rnidarh is

Maratha Plain Division, SarnnCnrh ...

Wnrdha 91 lot Chhota Nagpur Division.

Nagpur 748 299 ChnnCbhakor • ••

Chanda 77 38 Korea ... 3
BlfnndaT.T S2 76 Sur<!uja 31 21
Balaghat 71 17 Udaipur 4 2
Amrnoti 323 427 Jashpur ...

Akola 135 289

Figures for 1921 are in most cases not available but where they are
forthcoming they contrast remarkably with those given above, for instance,

in Bhandara in 1921 there were 4 private motor vehicles and one taxi in.
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Hoshangabad 17 private vehicles and 7 taxis
; in Jubbulpore 28 private

vehicles and no taxis, in Chhindwara 1 private car and no taxis and in
Nagpur 72 private cars and 12 taxis.

10. The growth of the urban population in the last fifty years is
disclosed by the following figures obtained at successive censuses:—

Census.
Urban

populnlion.

^Variation,
inerense or
decrease.

t

Increase or
dccrcosc per

cent.

Urban popu-
lation as

pcrcenlade ol

whole
population.

1881 1.006.763 7'0
1891 .1,138.959 +132,196 +13 7*2
1901 1.316,533 + 177,574 +16 90
1911 1,213,049 —103.481 -8 7-6
1921 ••• ••• 1.441.4.30 +228.384 +19 9-0
1931 1.754,611 +313,181 +22 9*8

Why the tendency to urbanization in this province is comparatively negli-
gible has already been discussed in paragraph 8. Subsidiary Table III which
gives fuller details of the variation of population in towns of all sizes shows
that since 1881 the increase per cent hais been 57 for towns classed as such
in that year and 74 in the total urban population compared with the
corresponding total of 1881. The figures in columns 6, 8 and 9 of the table
differ from those given above because the former were calculated on
adjusted statistics, and the latter on the actual urban population returned
at each census. It should be noted that the figures for 1911 did not give

the real urban population owing to the extreme prevalence of plague at the
time of the census of that year. That the proportionate increase in the
number of those living in towns during the past ten years is almost double
that of those living in villages is due rather to immigration than to any
greater fecundity or any less mortality in urban areas may be appreciated

from the statement printed at the end of this chapter which shows the

number of births and deaths per mille of the urban and rural population

separately for the Census years 1921 and 1931. An accurate average could

not be calculated for the intervening years for want of adequate statistics.

In considering the details for the different districts it must be remembered
' that the urban area in some of them is very

limited in extent. Figures for the whole
province are shown in the margin.

^

1921

was an unhealthy year, and hence in both

cases the proportion of deaths was greater

than that of births. The table indicates

that natural increase of population is

Deaths and births^ per
mille of population.

Urban. Rural

Births 1921 37*6 37 9

Deaths 1921 46*5 43*7

Births 1931 39 43-2

Deaths 1931 31 34

generally slightly greater in villages than in towns but there is very little

h\ it. A comparison of the figures of 1921 for those born outside the

district of enumeration, who were resident in the two cities of the province

at the time of the Census, with the corresponding figures of 1931 further

proves how much the growth of urban population is due to immigration.

Subsidiary Table IV gives percentages and the subject is further examined

in paragraph 13 :
—

Born in district

1

of enumeration.

Born elsewhere
in Central
Provinces.

1921 1931 1921 1931
1

Nagpur City
Jubbulpore City

107,628 1

68.949 1

1 150.258
1 74.725

22,487
8.462

41,628 i

13.0.59 1

Born in other

pdrtt of Indio.

1921 1931

Born outside
India.

1921 1931

29,320
22,922
34.24S

.327

2.062

357
2.352

During the day the actual population of the cities is also increased to some
extent by another form of migration, which with greater facility of transport

is becoming more frequent, that is what may be called daily migration, the

practice of living outside some large urban area and coming and going daily

for business of one kind or another. This form of migration will be noticed

in the next chapter.
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The growth of population has been greatest in towns of between 20,000
and 50,000 inhabitants in which the actual rise has been 61 per cent. There
were 16 such towns in 1931 against 10 only in 1921 ; eight of them lie in the

Maratha Plain Division and six in the Nerbudda Valley Division. It must
however be pointed out that at previous censuses Jubbulpore Cantonment,
the present population of which is 20,065 has always been included with
Jubbulpore City which makes a corresponding difference to the population

of the towns in class III (20,000 to 50,000 inhabitants) and to that of the

cities (over 100,000 inhabitants), although it hardly affects the percentage of

Increase since the population of the cantonment for 1921 has now been
shown in class III also and was actually 1,932 more in that year than now.
The second highest increase is 28 per cent in class IV for towns of between
10.000 and 20,000 inhabitants of which there are now 35 against 27 in 1921

;

and the next is 26 per cent in the two cities. On the other hand to confirm

the conclusions in paragraph 6, towns of between 5,000 and 10,000 inhabit-

ants {how an increase in population of 1 per cent only and those of below

5.000 inhabitants a decrease of 54 per cent. The figures from 1881 to 1931

given in columns 10 and 11 of Subsidiary Table III show relatively the

same order of variation. It is clear then that as a class what may be called

country towns or market towns have deteriorated whilst the larger industrial

towns continue to develop and flourish. It has already been pointed out

that of 16 towns in class III (20,000 to 50,000 inhabitants) 8 are in the

Maratha Plain Division, and it may be mentioned that in one more of them,

Burhanpur, there are large cotton mills. Of the 32 towns in class IV (10,000

to 20,000) no less than 22 lie in the Maratha Plain Division. This urban

concentration in the principal cotton growing areas is shown more clearly

in the table set out below, the figures in which speak for themselves.

Statement showing Urban concentration in Principal cotton-growing areas.

1
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i88t iSgt 1901 19x1 1921 »93 J
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309,119
1

xt6 360.7X1 124 4x9.451 xsa 369,794
1

1

’ 120
1

1 453,574

i

1

531,897 68-83

Waidha and Nag- 236,122 3(8 363,403 226 383,843 250 355.568,
1

201 3x1,060
1

248 408.628 282 73’o5

pur.
Chanda Bhandara 63,194 47 63,114 34

,

66,157 42 76t965 ! 42 98,852
!

53 123,752 S8 95'83

and Balashat.
V^ole ' Maratha 608,437 120 685,337 II7 769.4s « X40 702,327 II4 863,486 • 139 1.054,976 X5O 73' 38

Plain Division.
Whole province .. 1,007,68s 70 I.3 »S>S33 72 i.3 «6,S33 90 1,2x3,049 76 1,441,430

]

90' j,754,611 98 74*12

11. The growth of population in the Cities and the biggest towns (those Growth of

of over 40,000 inhabitants) is illustrated in Diagram II-3, which has been Cities and big

based on the figures set out below :— towns.

Name of town.

Population.

1931 1921 1911 1901
{

1891 1881

Nagpur
Jubbulpore (including Cantonment)
Amraoti (with Amraoti Camp)
Saugor (including CantonmenO
Akola
Raipur
Burhanpur

215,165
124,.382

57.100
48.863
47.632
45,390
44.066

145,193
108,793
45,469
39,319
37,864
38.341

35,916

101.415

100,651
40,610

45,908
25,826
.35,335

22.777

127.734

90.533
.39,511

42.330
29.289
32,114
33.341

117,014
84,682
33,655
44,674
21,470
2.?.759

32,252

98,299
76.02.3

23,550
44,416
16,614

24,948
30,017

To give a truer picture of the real state of affairs the population of the can-
tonments adjoining the Municipalities of Jubbulpore and Saugor has been
included with that of each of those towns and the population of Amraoti
CamiJ has been added to that of Amraoti Municipality. By this accretion
Amraoti gains its proper place next to the two cities of the province, and as
the sole town in class II (50,000 to 100,000 inhabitants). But for the
extreme scarcity of water it would undoubtedly have grown even more;

n.
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owjng to this cause it is reported to have lost a proportion of its population
to Nagpur City, and Ellichpur, formerly a decaying place, seems also to
have retained some importance at the expense of Amraoti. Water scarcity
in fact appears to have caused stagnation or hindered growth in several
Berar towns.

GROWTH or POPULATION IN PLACES OF OVER
4tt000 INHABITANTS

iiSlis liSgBS iiiigi iii§ig iliiiS
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NAEPL'R JUBEULPORt A>«Aan SAUGOR
OIAGRANS-3

12. In examination of the figures for the urban population of 1^31 in

contrast to those of previous decades two important factws must be con-

sidered—the first is the influenza epidemic of 1918 which affected the urban

population of 1921 even more than the rural population and the second,

already mentioned in paragraph 10 was the epidemic of plague, the effect of

which upon the census of 1911 in Akola and Burhanpur is plain from the

Diagram II-3. In spite of these set-backs six out of the seven places have

grown enormously since 1881. The last, Saugor, is a town the glories of

which have mostly departed. It has little industrial importance except as a

centre of the growing bidi trade, and retains its position as the fifth town

in the province principally owing to its cantonment, its equable climate and

its o,\'iremely pleasant situation. The effect of agricultural digress in the

north of the province on the Census figures of Jubbulpore and Saugor must

also be borne in mind. *

, . , r j

13 In Subsidiary Table III and Subsidiary Tabic JV will be found

figiirc/of -^ex distribution in urban areas, full details of which appear in

imperial Tabic IV. For the whole province the number of females to eve^

thousand males is 999.61 whilst for urban areas it is 890 only. It must be

noted however that the principal deficiency m women is in places of over

—20,000 Inh-iliitanis, The small table below helps considerably m the ttppt-e-

ciation of the character of the population of towns of

the /oiiowing towns have been classed as of tn*ijo>-

^

<h-.f .Vt;, Mal’inpur, Umrer and Karanya. ror a "

regarded as equally important separate statistics were not available.

o
c.

c
"id*
* nn
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r rfn.
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1
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Jl is obvious from the figures that in the industrial towns there is more
immijjralion either from rural areas or from other provinces and States than
formerly, which explains why the number of females per thousand males has
steadily decreased. It will be noticed that in villages the figures are fairly

constant since 1911, and in country towns in spite of a fall in 1921, due
possibly to influenza, the proportion in 1921 and in 1911 was practically

equal. To abstract separate figures of immigration and sex distribution in

each town for Parf II of this report was forbidden by the expense, but
Subsidiaiy 7*able IV gives the essential information for the cities of Nagpur
and Jubbulpore while a scrutiny of the statistics in Imperial Tables VI and
VII for those units is interesting and supports the deduction made from the

figures overleaf.

A summar>' of the more important figures is given below :
—

The balance of the population not shown was born outside India and is

almo.st negligible. Statistics are not available of those born in the cities

themrclves hut the figures for Nagpur district and Jubbulpore district given
in the statement are a useful guide. It may be assumed that the heavy
preponderance of males even among those born in the district of enumera-
tion is due chiefly to migration of men from neighbouring rural areas, some
of them merely temporarily in connection witfi their work. Among those

born elsewhere in Central Provinces and Berar the e.vcess of males is not so

great, because large numbers of them come to the big cities with their wives
and children. But the disparity is most accentuated in the figures of those
born m other parts of India. In these is found a real picture of merchant
and labourer immigrants leaving their families in their own countr}\ As-

the Jubbulpore figures include those for the cantonment it must be
remembered that at least 7,794 of the population there is militan,-. This
figure includes both Europeans and Indians, with of course very few women,
which accounts for the proportion of females to males being considerably

lower than in Nagpur.
Further relevant facts appear in Imperial Table VII, Age, Sex and

Civil Condition. It discloses that up to the age of 20 the figures for the
sexes in the cities arc practically equal, between the ages of 20 and 40 males
arc enormously in excess, and after 40 the numbers gradually become equal

again. Also while there are few adult women unmarried, the unmarried
men in the prime of life are comparatively numerous. The obvious in-

ference is that a large number of young men migrating to cities go there only
temporarily. There is no reason' to believe that the same deductions are
not true in a minor degree of the larger towns.

14. The marginal table gives certain figures from Subsidian’^ Table IV Religion in

of Chapter XI-
Religion. They
prove that the
minorities are pro-
portionately more
numerous in towns
than in the country.
The cause is not far
to seek. The Mar-
wari Bania, the Sikh
soldier and con-

tractor, the Bohra or Cutchi merchant, the Parsi business-man, and the
Punjabi Muslim sepoy will all be found in towns and cantonments, whilst the

Number per 10,000 ot urban population.

Hindu. Tribal.; Muslims. Christians. Others.

Gentrol Prorincei nnd
Berpr.

Nerbudda Valley Dix'ision

Plateau Division
Marnllia Plain Division ...

Chhaiiiaj!nrh Plain Dix'i*

tion.

Chhota Nadpur Dix’ision...

7.S1S

7.127
7.771

7,695
8,.1.S0

50

.18

250
33
85

1.787

2,269
1,628

1.748

1.054

...

175

277
164
115
281

173

279
187
139
128
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Fluctuations
by Natural
Divisions.

Nerbudda
Valley Division

The Plateau
Division.

presence of Europeans or Anglo-Indians and of Mission schools in towns
induces Indian Christians to concentrate there. In other words the religious
distribution also provides further proof of the immigrant nature of a large
proportion of the urban population.

It is interesting to examine, the Census figures from another aspect.
Subsidiary Table II printed at the end of this Chapter gives the proportion
of the people in the province of each religion who live in towns, and a
similar proportion for each Natural Division. The proportion in the case
of those following Tribal religions is negligible and has not been shown.
Rather less than half the Muslims reside in tov/ns, with the highest propor-
tion in the Nerbudda Valley Division. Muslim soldiers at Jubbulpore and
Saugor must help to swell the figure. The provincial proportion for
Christians is greatly reduced by the Oraons who after conversion have con-
tinued to follow their traditional occupation of agriculture, but in the
Maratha Plain Division no less than 735 in every thousand Christians are
townsfolk. Practically all the Parsis are found in urban areas. In fact

the figures of the table bring out again the preference of minorities for towns.

15. In paragraph 7 the distribution of the population in towns and
villages by natural divisions has been analysed and in paragraph 10 the out-

standing feature of urban concentration in the cotton-growing districts has
been fully demonstrated. All that remains therefore is to discuss briefly

the causes of fluctuations of the urban population within each separate

Natural Division.

16. There are 24 towns in the Nerbudda Valley Division, a single unit,

the small notified area of Piparia in Hoshangabad district, having been
added since 1921. The city of Jubbulpore is the most important place in

the Division and although the growth of its population from 86,796 in 1921
to 104,317 in 1931 is not as remarkable as the enormous rise in Nagpur,
it is a sufficient indication of prosperity. A fall in the separate Cantonment
population from 21,997 to 20,065 is negligible. In the city area are included

the Gun Carriage Factory settlement and the railway colony, which is fairly

considerable since the station lies at a junction of the Great Indian Penin-

sula Railway, the East Indian Railway and the Satpura branch of the Bengal-

Nagpur Railway. The average number of persons per 100 houses in the

city is 440 which does not imply overcrowding. The four other big towns

of the division Burhanpur, Khandwa, Saugor and Damoh all returned a

heav^’’ increase in population. As remarked in the Census Report of 1921

the two first, as big cotton markets have many characteristics of the towns of

the Maratha Plain. Apart from the ordinary course of migration to centres

of trade and education, there was in the case of Saugor and Damoh and also

in that of Jubbulpore City a special cause for increase of population in the

failure of crops in- the north of the Jubbulpore Division for three successive

years at the end of the decade, which resulted in rural unernployment and

induced agriculturists and labourers to concentrate in large towns. Only
two small towns in the Natural Division showed a decrease in population.

These were Sihora and Chhota Chhindwara. They are both typical country

towns and their trade was no doubt affected partly by agricultural distress

and partly by the tendency for concentration in bigger towns already

noticed as a feature of the decade. The comparative stagnation of some
other small towns also bears out what was written in paragraph 10.

17. It is unlikely that the Plateau Division will ever become urbanised.

One place classed as a town in 1921, Mohpa, has now been excluded and out

of the seven towns remaining the biggest is Chhindwara with a population

of 17,080, the headquarters of a district where the coal mining industry is of

considerable importance. One small town of the seven, BetuI Bazar, has

actually decreased in population while Sausar which more properly belongs

to the Maratha Plain Division, has in 50 years increased only from 4,311

to 5,919 inhabitants. Bctul Bazar lies in a district inhabited chiefly by
primitive tribes. The slight fall in population there is however more
than compensated bythcri.se in that of Betul Municipality, the district

headquarters, from 6,954 in 1921 to 9,614 in 1931.
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18. Of the 112 towns in the British districts no less than 73 lie in the Plain

Maratha Plain Division, the comparatively urban characteristics of which
have already been analysed in paragraph 7. Nagpur City as the capital of

the province and a busy trade centre is of course the most important place in

the division. The rise in population since 1921 has been remarkable and
a steady increase since 1881 when 98,299 inhabitants were returned until

this census w'hen 215,165 were entered in the schedules, places the city

amongst the first fourteen in India. As mentioned in paragraph 8 during

the past decade the Model Mills with a working population' of about 3,000

have been opened. The Empress Mills which have been working since

1877 employ 6,596 operatives so that the mill population alone has increased

by nearly 50 per cent in the last few years. ‘ Since 1921 a new branch line

to 1 tarsi has been completed which has increased the importance of the

railway junction and opened a direct line, through the coal and timber

centre at Balharshah, in the Chanda district, to Madras. Lying therefore

almost exactly in the centre of India, Nagpur is now linked by direct com-
munication to the most important places elsewhere in the peninsula. The
area of the city including the civil station is 20.34 square miles and the

population is therefore about 10,578 per square mile with an average number
of persons per 100 houses of 526. This density does not however give a

true figure of the pressure of population in the heart of the city owing to

the iarge area of the civil station where an increasing number of Govern-
ment officials and professional or business gentlemen, are taking up their

residence. Of the other towns in the Division, Akola and Amraoti have
increased enormously although with a better water supply both might haVe
grown still more. Ellichpur shows barely 2,000 inhabitants more than in

1881 and but for the existence of the cotton mills there would probably not
have grown at all. Among the smaller towns in general the percentage of
‘.ncrease of population since 1881 varies enormously. How far it has been
governed by physical advantages or disadvantages is a point of interest

which cannot be elaborated here but the general deductions made in para-
graph 10 may be regarded as correct, and in most cases the growth of the;

towns has largely been affected by the expansion or contraction of the

cotton trade. The actual increase per cent in the average population of

towns since 1921 in each district of the division is shown in the margin. The
increase in Amraoti district appears the
highest, but is partly due to the reduction of
the number of towns there from 20 to 14.
Eight of the 1921 towns with an average
population of about 5,000 have been
excluded and only two new places, Pathrot
(5,218) and Dar^’^apur Banosa (8,556) have
been added. The rise in the average of
Bhandara district is considerable because
there are only four towns, all of growing
importance, especially Tumsar and Gondia,
a centre of the tobacco industry. In Bala-
ghat district there is only a single town,

which is responsible for the heavy increase, while in Yeotmal district which
has gained two new towns, Pandharkaoda and Ghatanji the difference in the
average since 1921 is lower than elsewhere.

19. As pointed out in the last Census Report these divisions are essen- Cbhattisgarh

tially rural. There are no towns in the Chhota Nagpur Division and
of the 18 towns in the Chhattisgarh Plain Division, 8 are headquarters of
States of which 2 only—Rajnandgaon, where there are cotton mills and

^‘**""*-

Khairagarh, which contains a railway settlement, are of importance.
In the British districts Ratanpur, which was once the capital of the Haihai-
bansi Rajas, has been omitted from the list of towns because it has ceased to
possess urban characteristics. Raipur and Bilaspur are the two most
populous to\jms and fall in class III, betv^een 20,000 and 50,000 inhabitants.
The population of Raipur has grown from 38,341 in 1921 to 45,390 in 1931.
Railway communication with the new port of Vizagapatam has just been
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The villages.

established and must add considerably to the importance of the biggest town-
in Chhattisgarh. Expansion of ihe consideTable trade in rice and timber-
is to be expected and the still undeveloped zamindari and State areas in the
division may perhaps yield unexpected wealth. The figure for Bilaspur is

31,374 against 24,295 in 1921 and 7,775 only in 1881. The place has merely
acquired importance as a large railway centre, but, with Raipur, is likely to
develop commercially now that the line to the Madras coast has been opened.
It is worth repeating from the 1921 report that railway communication with
Chhattisgarh has only been established for about 35 years and that in 1872’
the only towns with more than 5,000 inhabitants were Raipur and Kawardha,
the capital of the State of that name. The latter now contains 633 in-

habitants less than it did in 1881.

20. The distribution of population over urban and rural areas and the
composition of the towns have been fully analysed. Little need be added
regarding the villages. The essentially agricultural nature of the population-
was demonstrated in paragraphs 4 and 9 where a description has been given
of the general rural economy of this province. Columns 10 to 13 of Subsi-

diary Table I show the proportion of the rural population living in villages

of various sizes. But in spite of the fact that the increase in the total number
of villages, which is a feature of the more prosperous tracts of all units, has
been confined to those of over 500 inhabitants the average population of

each village is still very small. The Provincial average is 333 as against 306
in 1921, It is highest in the Maratha Plain Division with a figure of 440,

and lowest in the Plateau Division when it is 257. The highest average for a

district is 549 in Buldana, and Amraoti shows the greatest proportion of

people living in villages of over 5,000 inhabitants which is obviously due to

the degradation of eight towns of 1921 to the status of villages, A single big

village is responsible for the comparatively high proportion in Balaghat

district.

The province then is really a land of small villages. The actual increase

recorded in the total number was from 47,576 in 1921 to 48,722 and is pro-

portionately most marked in the Chhattisgarh Plain and Chhota Nagpur
Divisions. Elsewhere it is generally the cumulative result of comparatively

small increases in tahsils or taluks, due often to expansion of agriculture or
settlement of forest villages and in some cases, as pointed out by the Deputy
Superintendents, to misclassification in the past. In a few units where an

actual decrease in the number of villages was found it was usually due to the

inclusion of hamlets as separate villages in 1921. In the forest areas of

khalsa tracts and in backward parts of the zamindaris and States it is com-

mon to find new villages springing up, and old villages here and there entirely

deserted. This happens wherever the primitive people practise shifting

cultivation, and is especially true of the forest tracts of Chhattisgarh and

CEhota Nagpur where the wild tribes are taking to agriculture in increasing

numbers. An unnatural death is also often considered a good reason for

abandoning a village site and may result in the colonization of two villages

where formerly only one existed. The State Census Officer of Bastar

reported :—
,

‘*In this State (particularly in the Paralkot Ilaqa of Antagarh tahsil.aM in the

Kutur Zamindari) the Marias want to shift as their spirit moves them. Tigers_ in

these jungly tracts do havoc in the villages with the result that wholesale emigration

sometimes takes place. But one thing is sure and .that is that the Manas and
Murias do not generally go out of the State. Thus every year some villages are

deserted and new sites are occupied.”

The increase in the actual number of villages has had little effect upon
the figures of the mean distance between them which are shown on the next

page. • The calculations of course assume that the village areas are regular in

shape and evenly distributed all over the country. The truth is however tlwt

they are, .concentrated in the open fertile tracts and widely distributed in the

hills or forests. In the Chhattisgarh Plain Division, although the khalsa por-

tions of the Raipur and Bilaspur districts are densely populated, the sparsely

populated areas in Bastar and Ranker States and in some of- the za.mindaris

have a natural effect upon the figure. On’ the Chhota Nagpur Plateau, in
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spite of a big increase in population, villages are relatively far apart and in
the Maratha Plain Division the average distance between them is compara-
tively big because they are of larger size than elsewhere. The differences
between the calculations made in 1931 and those published in the 1921
report are not considerable.

Mean distance Mean distance
between between

villages in miles. villages in miles.

Whole province 1.76 Maratha Plain Division—coneld.
Ktrbudda Valley Division 1.63

Buldana 1.83
Saugor 1.56 'Yeotmal ' 1.93
Domoh 1.67
Jubbulpore 1.38 Chhattisgarh Plain Division 1.90
Naisinghpur 1.51

Hoshangabad 1.78 Raipur 1.59

Nimar 2.08 Bilaspur 1.59

Makrai 1.60 Drug 1.45

Bastar 2.48
J>latfau Division 1'67 Kanker 1.73

Nandgaon 1.38

Mandia 1.70 Khaiiagarh 1.40

Seoni 1.53 Chhuil^adan . 1.30

BetuI 1.90 Kawardha 1.54

Chhindwaia 1.65 Sakti I.I3

Raigatfa 1.43

Maratha Plain Division 1.85 Sarangarh 1.17

Wardha 1.73 Chhota Nagpur Division 2.10

Nagpur 1.64
Chanda 2.10 Changbhakar 2.86

Bhandaia 1.67 Korea 2.43

Balaghat 1.83 Surguja 2.06

Amraoti 1.83 Udaipur 2.13

Akola 1.78 Jashpur 1.90

Statement showing Births and Deaths per mille of the urban and rural population
of British districts in the years 1921 and 1931 (see paragraph lU).

Births. Deaths.

Locality.

1921 1931 1921 1931

Urban. Rural. Urban. Rural. Urban. Rural. Urban. Rural.

'Central Provinces and Berar 1
37-6 37-9 39 43-2 46-5 43-7 31 34

Nerhudda Valley Division, esclud- 37-9 39-7 381 42-7 59-4 43-8 30-6 39-3

ing Makrai State.

Saugor 41-0 39-7 44-4 38-3 39-5 37-7 37-7 37-2

41-8 41-7 4<-4 41-9 68-7 54-1 37 38-5

Jubbulpore ‘ 28-4 34-4 3'-8 43-Z 81-6 58-3 20 4 35-9

- •]
38-6 .38-1 48-5 42-1 51 43-8 34-8 36-4

Hoshnngabad 49-8 43-7 40 44-9 44-9 30-5 38-7 38-8

Nimar 451 46-2 381 468 33-3 33-4 50-9

Plateau Division 38 4 32-4 47-5 43-2 48-3 47-7 33-2 29-1

37-8 24-7 60S 393 70-1 60-7 37-'« 25-2
39-7 34-6 41 44 41-5 51-3 1 33-9 3i 7

... 52-1 38-3 51 35-6 51-9 31-9 38-8 31-9

Chhindwara ... 1

33-2 32-8 461 44-3 43-6 46-5 29-6 28-2

Maratha Plain Division ... 38-4 39-4 40 43-9 40-6 39-6 31-4 35-4

Wardha 37-6 483 39-8 44-7 38-6 ' 41-7 26-6 33-3

Nagpur ... 41 41-3 41-9 49-2 48-6 40-8 32-6 34-6

... 24-7 36-1 30-8 44-3 32-5 41-9 22-9 32-5

Bhandara ... 381 37-4 40-1 42-9 45-7 40-9 24 6 27-2

Balaghat
Amraoti

23 32-3 28 38-6 325 41-8 19 25-4
36-8 41-6 42-8 42 31-8 35-7 32-6 34-2

Akola ... 41-2 41-4 40-2 43-4 .39-3 35 9 34 3 41-8

Buldana 42-8 42-4 42-8 42-5 42-9 35-4 35-4 38
Yeotmal ... 37-7 41 31*1 47 43 44-8 30-4 48-4

Chhattisgarh Administrative 285 36-6 36-2 42-4 49-7 48-4 28-2 31-1

-—DivMon. —
Raipur
Bilaspur

34-1 35-9 36-7 41-6 571. 46-8 28-9 3-04

... 21-4 36-6 34-4 41-2 31-4 44 25-9 2-28

Drug ... 34 38 41-5 46 77-6 58-4 32-3 36-3
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Subsidiary Table I.—Distribution of the population between tows and villages.

District and natural

division.

Average
t

population -
.

per

i

Number per
mille

residing in

Number per mille of urban
population residing in towns
with a population of

Number per mille of rutal"
population residing in villages

with a population of

Town.

1

1

1

Village. Towns. Villages.
5,000

to

10,000.
Under
5,000.

5,000
and
over.

2,000
to

5,000.

500
to

2,000.
Under
500.

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 M 13

Central Provinces and 14,382 333 98 902 466 270 240 24 e 438 490
Berar.

.
• *

Uerbudda Valley Divition .

.

20,033 279 145 855 *148 134 n g.- - 39i 556

1. Saugor 16,108 249 148 852 •135 258 .. 35 36£ 597
2. Damoh 20,728 248 68 932 4( 38^ 570
3. Jubbulpore 50,702 261 197 803 962 38 51 333 616
4. Narsinghpur 7,942 74 926 465 381 154 .

• 42f 514
5. Hoshangabad 9,258 316 133 867 319 61 53 43f 507
-6. Nimar ,

.

39,344 169 831 69 44( •485

7. Mahrai • • 225 •- 1,000 • • •• •• • 414 586

Plateau Division 10,520 257 40 960 • • \601 393 • • • 1 43 351 602

8. Mandla .

.

7,997 217 18 982 + 32 153 811

9. Seoni .

.

16,081 239 41 959 .. • • 295 684

1 0. Betul 7,496 313 37 963 • • 418 535

jl. Chhindwara 11,523 279 60 940 •• 829 171 • • • • 340 584

Maraiha Plain Division .

.

14,442 440 150 850 431 288 264 n 12 111 532 345

12. Wardha 12,183 459 165 835 265 421 314 132 529 339

13. Nagpur 24,87: 375 34^ 656 89 152 29 129 460

1 4. Chanda .

.

9,97( 293 75 921
1

• • 449 81 8 •92 447

15. Bhandara 13,57( 514 934 • • • . 280

1 6. Balaghat 9,605 451 17 983 53 334

17. Amraoti 1 13, IOC 47C 195 805 412 248 • • 63 155 ^0^ 298

18. Akola 13,790 486 173 827 314 478 . • 8 123 531 338

1 9. Buldana 11,64^ 549 137 863 224 515 261 . • • . 154 569 277

•20. Yeotmal 10,251 477 96 904 256 154 542 48 • • 65 585 350

Chhatlis«arh Plain Division 11,445 312 39 961 373 309 269 49 2 37 403 558

21. Raipur 17,841 325 47 953 636 161 « • 6 36 552

22. Bilaspur 15,467 394 c 33 967 676 • • 324 • • • • 76 4VU 434

*3. Drug' 13,172
i

313 16 984 • • • • 12 363 623

4. Bastar 10.128 211 15 981 • • • • 27 363 610

5. Kankcr 5,3051 238 39 961 , -- . • 768

6. Nandgaon I5.977i 318 88 912 • . . . . • • . 300 633

1. Khairagaih i 6,346 294 81 .919 • • 672 328 • • 18 310 672

B. Chhuikhadan 1
.. • . • . • . 115 155 730

9. Kawardha
1

5,052 176 69 931 . • • • • • 238 762

iO. Sakti 3,240 365 67 933 • , . . 48 465 487

31. Raigarh
:

7,812! 329 56 944 . . 180 • • 8 392 600

32. Sarangarh 7,046' 267
i

!

55 945 *• • * • • • •

1

351 649

Chhota XagpuT Divition ..

i

1

• • •• • • • •• /3i
408 57

33. Changbhakar

!

182
Bl!| .. .. 182 818

34. Korea 287 • • .. •418 582

35. Sutgtiia
..f 1

jl • . 416 574

36. Udaipur 344 ••) [
t] *-! • • • •

7Al
473

1

480

37- Ji’hpur 1

{miii 1

..1
1

. • •
••i

1

• • '0,
; “i

614

footnote to paracraph 6 •‘•f the chaptch The inclution of Saugor cantonment in this class would slightly alter the figures.

JThe population (2.703 persons) of the villages of Lalipur and Maharajpur and of the Maharajpur Rallvray Stotion was included^ at

th: tT-t’Jt in that of the rural area of Mandia district. These places are situated within the limits ofMandla Municipality, the population

of sshich r»<iuld h-jve been 10^703 if that of these suburban areas had been shown svith it.
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Subsidiary Table II.—^Number per mille of the total population and of each main
RELIGION WHO LIVE IN TOWNS

Number per mille who live in tofvns.

Natural division. Total
popula-
tion.

Hindu. Muslim. Christian. Jain. < Zoroas-'
trian..1 •

2 3 4 5 6 7 •

Central Provinces and Berar 9S 91 444 301 324 936

Nerbudda Valley Division 145 559 663 265 896

Plateau Division 40 53 228 380 216 583

Maratha Plain Division 150 134 445 735 402 966

Chbattisgarh Plain Division 39 38 375 354 422 969

Chhota Nagpur Division -• •• ••

Subsidiary Table III.—^Towns classified by population

j

i

Number
of towns
oi each

'

cdass in

1931.
i

1

!

i

1

t

]

1

1

1

1

' Number
of females
to 1,000
males.

,

1

Percentage of variations increase (+) and decrease (—

)

in the population of towns as classified

i at previous censuses.

1

Increase per cent hi
urban population of
each class from 1881

to 1931.

Class of towns.

«

Pro-
1

portion
to total

urban
popula-
tion.

i

1921
to

I93K

1

1

1911
to

1921.

1

1

j

1901
to

1911.

1891
to

19019

1

1881
to

1891.

(a) In
towns

as classed
' in 1881.

(6) In total

of each
class

in 1931 as
compared
with the
corres-

ponding
total in
1881. -

r '

2 3 4 5 6 7
1

8 9 10 11

Total •

.

i

122
1

100 890

1

+22 + 18

1

-8 +8 +8 +57 +74

I. 100,000 and over 21 18 847
1

+26 +26 -21 +9 • • w .. • •

11. 50,000—100,000 •
i

. •
'

• • •- + 11 +7
1

+9 +53 • •

III. 20.000—50,000 16 29 864 +61 + 18 1 -17 + 7 +4 +43 +233

(d)IV. 10,000—20,000 35 27 910 +28 + 18
* -13
1

+ 12 +6 +47 +89

V. 5,000—10,000 58 24 933 + 1 +9 -2 +5 +9 + 53 +5

VI. Under 5,000 ., 11 906 -54 +42 +7 + 12 .. + 109 ••

te) Percentage has not been given as there was no town in this class in 1872.

((Q See footnote 2 to paragraph 6 and note 2 under Subsi^ry Table I of the chapter.

Subsidiary Table IV.—Cities

City.

I

Popula-
tion in

1931.

Number
of persons
per square

mile.

Number
of females
to 1,000
males.

(c)Pro-

\

portion of
foreign
bom per

j

mille. i

1

Percentage of variation.

1921
to

1931.

1911
to

1921.

1901
to

1911.

1891
to

1901.

1881
1

to

1891.

Total
1881 to
1931.

1 i
2 3 SI 5

1

8 9 10 M

Jubbulpore HR mm mm +7 + 11 +64

Nagpur. 1HI EHHE + 19 + 119

(s) Foreign bom means persons bom outside the districts in which the caties are situated.

12



CHAPTER III

Reference to
statistics.

Value of the
statistics.

Types of

migration.

BIRTH-PLACE
1. This chapter deals with the figures given in Imperial Table VI

which shows fhe population of the districts. States and cities of the Central
Provinces and Berar distributed according to birth-place, and with Ae
litres in the corresponding tables for other provinces which indicate the
whereabouts of persons who were born in this province but were enumerated
in other parts. On account of the urgent need for economy it was decided
that figures for migration should be tabulated for provinces only and not
for individual districts and States. Table VI, therefore, while setting
forth for each district the number of people born in the district of enumera-
fion and the numbers born in other districts ol the Centra! Provinces and
Berar, as well as the numbers born in each State, in provinces and States
Beyond the Central Provinces and Berar, in other Asiatic countries and in
places outside Asia, does not, as at past censuses, show separately the
•names of the actual districts in which those enumerated outside the district
of their birth were born ; and so any full analysis of inter-district migration
is impossible. Three subsidiary tables appear at the end of the chapter :

—
I.—Immigration (actual figures).

II.—Emigration.

III.—Migration between the province and other parts of India.

2. The instructions to enumerators were

—

“Column 13 (Birth district). Enter the district or State in which each person
was born; and i£ the person was not born in the Central Provinces and Berar add
the name of the province to the district of birth. If the person was born out of
India, enter the country, as Nepal, Afghanistan, Ceylon. ..The names of villages,

tahsils, etc., are not to be given.”
,

'

These instructions presented no difficulty and, although at the. time of

tabulation some refernces were necessary regarding entries of birth-places

which could not immediately be identified, die returns as a whole may be
regarded as quite accurate. Statistics of birth-place are of importance for

two reasons. They enable the natural growth of population of the province

and of the several parts of it to be ascertained, and they show .the extent

to v.'hich people move from one part of India to another. Thus they

supply a means of ascertaining the “natural population”, the variations in

w’hich have alreadj’’ been examined in chapter I, and of setting forth the

changes of population in each of the units which make up the province as

has been done there. The object of this chapter is to review the statistics

of birth-place in so far as they show the direction and extent of migration

both in and out of the province. The true emigrant is, of course, an

individual, who, being a permanent resident of one region, leaves it and

becomes a permanent resident of another; and that is the sense in which

the terms “emigrant'" and “immigrant” are commonly used. But there is

no possible criterion for defining “permanent” ; and there are many persons

who are not permanently residents of any region. Consequently it is neces-

sary to use the terms “emigrant” and “immigrant” throughout this chap-

ter in the absence of any satisfactory word for “a person born in one place

but enumerated in another”.

3. At the censuses of 1911 and 1921 five different types of migration

were distinguished in India. The definitions given belov/ are exactly those

adopted in the past :
—

(1) Casual migration .—Or the minor movements between adjacent

villages- These affect the returns only when the villages in

question happen to lie on opposite sides of the line which

divides one district from another but it will be found that a

large volume of migration between adjacent districts and

between the border districts and neighbouring provinces or

States is of such a kind. In this type of migration females
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generally preponderate. It arises largely from the very com-
mon practice amongst Hindus of taking a wife from another
village, and from the fact that young married women often go
to their parents’ homes, for their first confinement. Thus
many persons who are really permanent residents of a district

were by reason of this custom born outside it.

(2) Temporary migration.—^Due to journeys on business, visits to

places of pilgrimage and the like, and the temporary demand
for labour when new roads and railways are under construc-

tion. There was at the end of the last decade much migration

of this nature in the north of the province owing to the

scarcity conditions prevalent there. By the date of the census

most of the labour had returned to its home, but as mentioned
in the last chapter a proportion of it stayed on in the towns.

(3) Periodic migration.—Sinch as the annual migration which takes

place in different tracts at harvest time, and the seasonal move-
ments of pastoral nomads. The amount of temporary and
periodic migration varies greatly at different seasons of the

year. It is usually near the maximum at the time when the

census is taken, but in 1931 the annual movement of labour in

the north of the province for the harv^esting of the wheat crop,

which had a marked effect upon the figures of the previous

census, had Hardly commenced.
(4) Semi-permanent migration.—^The natives of one place reside and

earn their living in another but retain their connection with

their own homes, where they leave their families, and to which
they return in their old age and at more or less regular inter-

vals in the meantime. Such migration has been noticed in

discussing the composition of the urban population. It is

confined* to. particular classes engaged in trade, such as

Marwaris and Bohras, or to European officials, and Mis-
sionaries.

(5) Permanent migration .—^That is where overcrowding drives

people away from their homes or the superior attractions of

some other locality induce them to settle ffiere. In less

developed areas agricultural expansion may lure migrants of
this kind, but within this province, the cotton mills of the
.Maratha plain, the pottery and cement works of Jubbulpore
and the coal and manganese mines of Chanda, Chhindwara
and Balaghat are the typical attractions to them, and, outside
it, the tea gardens of Assam or Bengal and the industrial cen-
tres of Bengal and Bihar and Orissa.

The census figures do not of course distinguish between the different

types of migration, but some clue to them may be obtained from the pro-
portion of the sexes, the distance of the place of enumeration from the
district of birth and the economic conditions known to have been prevailing
during the decade. For instance something has already been written in

chapter II regarding temporarj’^ and semi-permanent migration to urban
areas. In the case of casual migration, as stated above, females are usually
in excess ; and the same is the case with periodic migration, so far as it is due
to visits to places of pilgrimage. The bulk of periodic migrants and of semi-
permanent migrants, however, are men; while, where the movement is a
permanent one, both sexes are usually found in fairly equal numbers.
Periodic migration, of course, often tends to become semi-permanent, and
semi-permanent migration to become permanent,

4. Of the total population of 17,990,937 enumerated in the province. Summary
17,335,363 were bom in the province and the remainder, amounting to o/thestatls-

heariy 3.7 per cent of the whole, were immigrants from elsewhere. Out
of 15,507,723 resident in British iterritory. 13,873,895 were born in the
district in which they were enumerated, and of 2,483,214 in the Central
Provinces States, 2,238,344 were born in one or another of those States.

Of the immigrant population of the province, 553,975 or over 84 per cent
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came from provinces and States adjacent .to Central Provinces territory
and 94,468 or 14 per cent from other provinces and States in India. The
balance was made up of 1,905 born in other Asiatic countries, 4,206 born in
Europe, 87 born in Africa, 279 born in America, 21 born in Australasia,
1 born at Sea and 11 whose birth-place was unspecified or not returned.

The statemeni'in the margin
compares the population
born in the district or State of
residence with that of .some
of the other provinces of
India. As pointed out in the
Census Report of 1921 the
figures illustrate the tendency
of the inhabitant of India to

spend all his life in one place.

The proportionate figures; in each thousand of the total population,
and each thousand males and females, of home-born and immigrants are
given below:

—

Bengal
Bihor and Orissa
tJnited Provinces
Bombay
Madras
Central Provinces and Berar

Percentage of population.

Burn in

district where Immigrant.
enumerated.

96 4

96 4
94 6
8S 12
96 4

90 10

.

Persons.
1

Males. ^ PcmalesJ

Number of persons born in

—

(1) District of esumeralion 771 777 766
(2 Other parts of province 65 57 72

(3) Central Provinces States ... 128 128 128
\4i Othei adjacent provinces 31 31 30
*(5) Other parts ol India ... 5 6 4

(6) Outside India ... 1 ...

xne preponaerance or women among inira-provmciai immigraius at

once point to casual migration and the very slight excess of men entering the

Central Provinces from adjacent tracts would appear to indicate either

casual or periodic migrations.

PUNJAB
M.W.FROHTIER

rn

ASIATIC COUNTRIES
D

BURMA
. Q

MIGRATION TO & FROM CENTRAL PROVIMCES&BERAR
iMMiGRAftTC whthsgijares 'XQnesa.uare inch repnesenfs SOOpoo persons
CM.SRANT5 Steele ^

tliC*

Lrcftlr.il

I’ffAifiCir*-
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5. Deiail-. of the number of immigrants to the province from other

part- :iful rlur numher of emigrants from it to other provinces and States

r.ro I'ivcn in Sul.-iitliarv Tables I and If. f he more important of these arc

iil.s l.y digram ‘fff-l. The area of each rqiiare is proportionate to

the '.'.'iTf.i'Lr oi migrants, uhite squares representing immigr.ints and shaded

cinigr.tfits. ‘^I'he total figures for emigrants and immigrants are

gi'-e*; ti>e pl.act"- cvinccrned in the ^latement on the next page.
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Immi- Emigrants Immi- Emigrants
grants to from grants to Irom
Central Central Central Central

Provinces Provinces Provinces Provinces
and Berar. and Berar. and Berar. and Berar.

Ajmer-Merwara 3.429 457 Gwalior 8.806 9,013
Asiatic countries 1.905 Hyderabad (Deccan) 91.065 14,289

Assam SS7 82.045 Madras 13.045 Not abstracted

.

Bengal 6.946 45,844 North-West Frontier Prov- 1,167 338

Bihar and Orissa '51,919 89,317 ince.

Bombay 105,613 55,442 Punj b and Delhi 16,570 3.281

Central India Agency ... 176.802 100,067 iajputana 51,621 2,995

Europe 4,206 ... United Provinces 118,753 15.217

6. The number (1,905) returned as bom in Asiatic countries outside

India is very small, but is 999 more than the corresponding figure of the

last census. Those born in the United Kingdom and Ireland were 4,021,

slightly more than the number returned in 1921, 3,680. The total of

European immigrants was 4,206 against 4,173 in 1921. The majority of

these are soldiers in the garrisons at Jubbulpore and Kamptee. The
remainder are Government officials, railway officers, missionaries or

business men.

Emigration of any kind from the province to places outside India is

unusual. A few students and public men go to Europe, a few domestic

servants accompany their masters on their travels and a few find their wa^*^

to Africa. The only figures of emigration beyond India available are those

for Ceylon where 21 males and 12 females born in the Central Provinces

were i^numerated and for Hong-Kong which returned a single man from
this province.

7. The neighbouring tracts of the Central India Agency, the United
Provinces, Bombay' and Hyderabad State supply the largest number of

visitors to, or settlers in, this province. All of them receive from the Central

Provinces less population than they send to it, but while there are about 57
emigrants to the Central India Agency for every 100 immigrants arriving

from there and 52 emigrants to Bombay for everj’^ 100 immigrants the propor-

tion .for Hyderabad is only 15.5 per cent and that for the United Provinces

only 12.7 per cent. The other two neighbouring tracts are Gwalior and
Bihar and Orissa- The two figures for the former are almost equal ;

for the

latter the emigrant figure is much the greater. No figures of emigration

irom the Central Provinces to Madras are available.

8. Of outlying provinces Assam and Bengal receive most emigrants

•from the Central Provinces, while a large number of immigrants come from
Eajputana and the Punjab. How far the migration is casual, temporary or

periodic and how far it is permanent may be estimated from the analysis of

•district figures in paragraph 13. From the provincial figures the three cur-

rents of semi-permanent or permanent emigration mentioned in paragraph
.'3 are clearly indicated—to the tea gardens of Assam, to the industrial centres

of Bihar and Orissa and to the tea gardens and industrial centres of Bengal.
Economic conditions have their effect upon the number of emigrants to those

three provinces, but the flow of labour going there is fairly constant and that

to Bihar and Orissa is steadily increasing as will appear from the figures

given in the following paragraph.

9. Comparative statistics of emigration and immigration for different

;units in 1921 and 1931 are given in Subsidiary Table IV.

The proportion of immigrants recorded was practicallj’^ the same in

1921 as it is now. There are in fact few added attractions for the settler.

No considerable cultivable areas remain unoccupied and the tracts, over
which, as is clear from the Social and Linguistic maps, various waves"of
migration passed in pre-census days have now ceased to provide a liveli-

hood for the foreigner. Slumps in coal and manganese have resulted in

.the employment of less labour in the mines. Nevertheless the figures in the

Migration to
and from
places beyond
India.

Migration
behveen the
Province and
adjacent
tracts.

Migration
between the
Province
and remoter
tracts.

Analysis of
the changes
since 1921.
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margin show that the absolute, number of immigrants to Central Provinces
and Berar from various parts

of India has increased.

These figures tell their own
story. An increase in mi-

gration is to be expected

in view* of increased facili-

ties for travelling but it is a very small increase. In fact during the decade
the total rise in the number of those born in other parts of India and
enumerated in the Central Provinces was 7.5 per cent, while the number of
emigrants rose by 3.6 per cent. At the same time, as will be seen from the
next two sets of figures, the number of immigrants is substantially less than
in 1911, and the number of emigrants about 100,000 more. The following
statement shows in a summarized form and in round numbers some of the
principal figures given at the end of this chapter :

—

Prom Provinces ondStntes, ndjflcent|

Prom other Provinces nnd States ..

Immigrants to Central
Provinces and Berar.

1921 1931

512.445 553,975
90,993 94,4138

i

Province or State.

Immigrants from it to

Central Provinces
(thousands).

Emigrants to it from
Central Provinces

(thousands).

1

I

1921 1931
1

1911 1921 1931

Assam
Bengal
Bihar and Orissa ...

Bombay
Madras ...

United Provinces
The Punjab ...

Rajputana Agency
Ajmer-Merwara
Hyderabad
Whole Central India Agency
(Rewa)
(Panna)
(Bhopal)

Gwalior ...

"e
123
86
10
130
10
56

"92

198
88
20
32

*

"‘3

32
107
7

102
10
49
2
91
194
105
19
23
3

1

7
52
105
13

119
16
£2
3
91
177
84

1
20
27

1 9

77
21
53
35
7
15
1

1

"is
80
•

•
•

•

91
55
77
52

• ••

11
3
1

1

25
86

•

•

•

8

82
46
89
55

"is
2
3

*14

100
•

•
•

9

*Note.—Details ore not available for these places.

Below are given statistics of the distribution of the total enumerated popula-

tion of the Central Provinces by birth-places for three previous censuses

compared with those of 1931. Only the figures in the last two columns can

be found in the subsidiary tables :

—

1901 1911 1921 1931

Total population

1

14,627.045 16.033.310 15.979.660 17.990,937

Born in Central Provinces and Berar British districts 11,891,752 13,285,281 13,414 360 15,032,035

Born in Central Provinces States ... 1.8''6.524 1.998,044 1,955,796 2,303,328

Total Centr:,! Provinces and Berar
1

13.728,276 15,283,325 15 370,156 17,335.363

Rest of India 893,403 743,067 603,924 649,064

Rest of Asia • •• • 1,460 1,533 906 1,905

Europe ... 3,776 5,132 4,173 4,206

Africa ... 17 46 75 87

America 93 145 374 279

Australia 16 60 51 21

At Sea ... 4 2 1 1

Birth'place not speci6ed ...j
... ... ... 11

10. For a proper analysis of the types of migration which affected the

census figures for this province it is interesting to notice the proportion of
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immigrants to the total population of each district. The figures are as
follows and arc illustrated in the map in diagram III-2:

—

Proportion of immigrants in districts and states of Central Provinces

Dirtrici.

Number of immtgrantt per mille of acluat population.

From other
dislric|t.

From Central
Provinces States.

From other
places.

Total.

Snugor 21 ... 73 94
Damob SI SO 101
.Jubbulpore 51 97 148
Mandio •19 tea 20 64
Seont 61 • «a 7 68
Nnriinghpur 61 •a# IS 76
Hothangabad .SO 2 112
.’Nimar 102 3 127 2.32
Beiiil 41 8 52
Chhindwara 61 16 77
Wardha 163 ••• 26 189
Nagpur 106 1 37 144
'Chanda 43 2 22 67
'Bhandara 73 aae 7 80
•Balaghat S7 7 94
Raipur 28 S 24 60
Bil.ispur 19 13 25 57
'Drug 26 36 5 67
Amrnoli 107 ... 36 143
.Akola 91 58 149
Biildana 3S 72 110
Yeotmal 111 ... 64 175
'*Ccniral Provineet States 73 26 99

Nimar, which is both a cotton growing district and a border district,

has by far the largest proportion of immigrants in its population, followed

by the other six important cotton growing districts and by Jubbulpore, which

is high in the list not only because it is a border district but because it con-

tains a city and the largest number of troops in the province. The frontier

districts on the north and west contain^ a more considerable population

-of immigrants from outside the province than tlie districts on the other

*For the ceparste fi£urea o{ migration to each State tee Subiidiar; Table IV ol Chapter I.
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'

Inter-district

migration.

Border
immigration*

borders and in' the interior. '

,
It is suggestive to find th'dt the . two 'most

densely populated tracts in the province are the. Nagpui*. district, a cotton
area, and the Janjgir tahsil of Bilaspiir district, a purely- agricultural rice
growing tract. The former certainly provides attractions for immigrants,,
but, as a contrast, their proportion in the population of Bilaspur district as a
whole is only 25 per mille.

11. The figures in the second column of the statement (above diagram
III-2) show the extent of inter-district migration. It will be seen that they
vary to a very considerable degree but they must be considered in their
relation to those in other columns because so many districts lie on the
border either of Central Provinces States or of other provinces and States.

Apart from that, although the Central Provinces is an entirely agricultural
country, most districts of the interior provide one attraction or another for
immigrants from other places. Chhindwara has its coal mines, Balaghat its.

manganese mines, Wardha and Nagpur their cotton mills and Bhandara its

manganese mines and bidi industry. Betul may fairly be selected as a district

which is unlikely to attract immigration of semi-permanent or permanent
nature*. Taking the figure for that district as a guide then, and in the
absence of complete statistics, it may be assumed that normally about 4 per
cent of the population is made up of casual immigrants. Other additions
from outside will be due to periodic movements of labour to the seasonal
cotton factories from the villages surrounding them and semi-permanent
migration of tradesmen and labourers to the large industrial centres, or the

mines. The fact that immigrants from the Central Provinces States seldoni

find their way beyond the three districts of the old Chhattisgarh Division

proves that in their case the movement is almost always casual or temporary.

12. Three statements have been abstracted from Table VI to show
the distribution by sex of immigrants to border districts from neighbouring

tracts :•

•' The Northern border.

District of enumeration. Saugor.
1

Jubbulpore. Damob.

Birth-place.

1921 1931 1921 1931 1921 1931

O
9
S

«

6
V

s

JjJ

(a

s
v
b.

"3

S'

j5
*3

6
V
b.

V
”3

V
*3

e
V

Cc«

V
•3

S

"3

6
o

Ez«'

d
"3

2
.

V
*3

a
o
tu

United Provinces
Rewa
Panna
Bhopal

Other States of Central
India Agency.
Gwalior
Indore

9.908
421
656

1,264

4.167

33

10.924
1.683

1.187
2,115
5.212

1

8.462
•102

828
1.760
2.877

1,912

8,907
51

1.564

3,159
3,823

3,389

10.595
24,602
3,541

1.59

5,181

37

5,557
22,202
•1,091

3.967

5.012

2

10.255 6,534

18.007 13.850

3.057, 3,859

27l' 236
4,824 5,346

23~.| 148

...
1

...

l.loe! 972
548i 433

3.465 4,766
115 52

4,543 4,453

1

i :::
1

776
79

2.995
47

2,516

60

522
47

4,840
69

2,851

38

District of enumeration. Nimar. Hoshangabad. Bilaspur.

Birth-place.

1921 1931 ' 1921 1931 1921 1931

d
jj
*3

S
V
*c

s

Jg"3

E
«>

e>

*3

S

J5J*3

6

b«

C3

S

V

B
o
ba

*3

"3

E
V

CSa

V
0
S

V
cs

'E
V

CSa

United Provinces
Rewa
Panna
Bhopal

Other States of Central
India Agency.
Gwalior
Indore

3,106i 2.889
419 294
34 115

1.056 1.135
481 605

477 337
3.7061 3.552

5,606
407
104

1,863
1.399

565
4,035

3,045
183
69

1,736
1.180

445
5,701

2,828
411

13
2,990
277

.343

1,055

2,043
339
24

6,393
294

355
1,843

2.889
435
51

4,293
612

455
131

1,891
502
33

8,175
300

438
1,905

4,477
5,779

49
82
234

82
119

3,220
7.030

13
149
312

8
80

5,250
6,407

l.Sl

31
152

16

31

3,590
7,495

92
40

215

5
19

Of the , . - . , , .

following received substantial accretion of population from neighbouring

States :—MandIa, 2,796 males and 3,197 females from Rewa State, and
Narsinghpur 945.males and 2,063 females from Bhopal.

•JVotc.—The coot-mine at Dulhora in Betul district is not now working.
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The fijiures .
provide an indication of the nature of the migration,

although unfortunately the corresponding figures of emigration are not

available by districts. The scarcity in the three northern districts at the

end of the decade did not have the eflfect on the figures which might be
expected. Conditions were similar in the lower United Provinces, Panna
and Rewa, and in some of the other neighbouring States. Numbers of

people from outside, particularly from the United Provinces, where no
relief works were opened and from Panna State, came to works in this

province but these had been closed down before the census. A few

of these immigrants in search of work remained in the province, especially

in urban areas but the majority of the foreign born enumerated in the border

districts, always excepting the case of Jubbulpore and Nimar, were either

periodic emigrants coming for the wheat harvesting, or casual emigrants,

whose numbers are comparatively great on the northern and western borders

since there is little change of race and language in the adjacent provinces

and Stales. The sex distribution proves the different character of the

immigration to Jubbulpore and Nimar. The Jubbulpore city figures which

were included in those of the district are exhibited in the margin. They
prove that while immigrants
to the district from the neigh-

bouring States are chiefly of
the same type as in the other
border districts those from
the United Provinces are
either merchants, or profes-

sional workmen attracted to

an industrial centre. (It may be noticed that 4,300 males and 2,439 females

enumerated in Nagpur city also were born in the United Provinces).

While claiming importance as a cotton growing district, Nimar contains

industrial centres in the towns of Burhanpur and Khandwa. The western
border of the district marching with Bombay Presidency is longer than the

northern border, bounded by the Central India Agency. It is not surpris-

ing then to find that, apart from the figures of immigration already shown
12,528 males and 14,092 females enumerated in the district were born in

Bombay Presidency. The corresponding figures of 1921 were 11,007 and
11,320 v.-hen Mr. Roughton pointed out that the figures plainly indicated

a large influx of population for colonization.

Western and South Western border.

BJflli-pInce. Bombay. Hyderabad.

District of enumeration
1m 1931 1921 1931

Males. Females. Males. Females. Males.
1

Females. Males,
j
Females.

AVoln
VeolmnI
Buldana
Amraoti
Chnndn

S.372
5,38<
10,915
3,525

7S‘i

7..371

4,197
11,994

2,774
.371

.<103

fi.383

8.S2I

4.39S
498

6.211
3.724
12.278
3 653

.360

7,881

13,803
14,495

287
2.SS6

9.587
16,900
17,262

208
3,180

6,570
j

9.156
15.228 1 17,693

8,875
I

15.301
993 979

5.948 I 6.464

Akola, Yeotmal and Chanda border on Hyderabad State only, Buldana
borders on both Hyderabad and Bombay Presidency. In the table above
females from the border tracts are always in excess, indicating much casual
migration. The balance of the migration is partly periodic to the seasonal
cotton factories, and partly semi-permanent or permanent to the te.xtile mills
or to the large industrial centres or to the mines in Chanda.

The Eastern border.

Birth-place.
1

Bihar and Orissa. Madras.

Place of enumeration.
[

1921
j

1931
1

19?I 1931

I Mrles.
1

I
Females.

|

Males,
i

Femalt9. >

I

i

> Males.
1

Females.
1

Males.

i

Females.

Raipur 2.484 3.261
I

9.023 i 9,763 241 213 * 902 957
Centro! Provinces States ... 6,594 8.291 10.323

* 1

12.302
!

932 670 1.713 1.656 •

ImmiCrantt IQ Jubbulpore city.

Dirlh-plnce. Males.

I

Females.

United Provinces ...

Rewa
Panna
Smaller Slates of Central Irdii Agency ...

7,498
4.393
875

1.560
J

4,585
3.652
717

i.is:

2S
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Immigration
to districts

from distant
places.

.
' Raipur ivS the only Hritish district- on the Cilslern boundary -.ol the

province, which is formed chiefly by the. Stales. The tract of Madras
adjoining ithe Central Provinces is dense and hilly and affords a natural
boundary. There is a conglomeration of languages there "and so there is

little migration casual or otherwise. In the /.amindaris which adjoin Bihar
and Orissa, especially in Khariar and Phuljhar, there is a large percentage of
persons who returned their mother-longue as Oriya. How far the resi-

dents of Cuttack could understand ihe mi.\'ture of Oriya and Chhattisgarhi
that is spoken is not relevant to this chapter. It is however obvious that in

the ^villages which lie along cither side of the provincial boundary the same
mi.Kcd languages w’ould be spoken and there must be a good deal of casual
emigration of the kind already shown to exist along the other frontiers
of the province. The large increase in the number of immigrants since
1921 appears to explode the theory propounded at the last census that the
considerable influx into Chhallisgarh at the end of the last century and
beginning of this century, consequent on the opening of through railw’ay

communication, which became a permanent stream of migration, has now
dried up. The explanation of (he fluctuation appears to be in fact that the
influcnr.a epidemic of 1918 and the famines of 1919—21 had a considerable
effect upon the figures of migration. Casual or periodic visitors had no
incentive to visit Chhaltisgarh in the winter of 1920-1921 and the mortality
from influenza in the tract had been heavy. At the same time it must be
remembered that there are a large number of Oriya settlers on the borders
of Raipur and of the States. Mr. Waterfall, who did the settlement of the

Raipur zamindaris, states definitely that much of the Oriya population

there is not indigenous. The fact that over 39,000 Gonds returned Oriya
as iheir mother-tongue is significant of the influence of settlers in the past,

and there is no doubt that a certain amount of permanent immigration is even
no\v in progress especially in the States where there is still scope for coloniza-

tion and agriculturists are tempted to settle owing to low rents and facili-

ties for forest exploitation. Many iJwkadars and gaontias in the States

and zamindaris are foreigners to Chhattisgarh. It must be mentioned that

tliree of the Chhota Nagpur States—Korea, Changbhakar and Surguja—
form part of the northern frontier of the province and the figures of immi-

gration to the States from, the United Provinces (4,789 males and 3,558

females) and Rewa State (9,286 males and 8,049 females) are of interest. In

each case males are in excess and the indication is that a large proportion

of the migrants come to obtain employment, or for purposes of trade and

cultivation.

13. Of those places which do not border on the Central Provinces

only three supply it with any considerable population, the Punjab 15,775,

the Rajpulaiia Agency 51,621 and Bengal 6,946. _

From the Punjab a very large number of the immigrants are to be

found in the regiments at Jubbulpore, Saugor and Kamptee. It also sup-

plies the Central Provinces with a considerable number of its carpentere,

mechanics and reserve police—and so the growth in the figures shown in

the table in paragraph 9 is not surprising. Of the immigrants from that

province 3,668 are in Jubbulpore district and 2,360 in Nagpur.

From Rajputana a large semi-permanent population of merchants has

settled in the province. They are found chiefly in Nagpur, Nimar,

Wardha, Amraoti, Akola, Buldana, Yeotmal and Raipur—in fact in the

industrial centres where the Marwari would naturally be. The Bengalis’

in the Central Provinces are- mostly officials, clerks and professional men.
From Madras, although a border Province, there is, as already remarked,

little casual emigration and most of the immigrants are officials, clerks or

domestic servants with their wives and families. Important streams of

this permanent or semi-permanent emigration from remote places are from

the United- Provinces and Rewa State to places in the interior far from their

borders and especially to the cotton districts. The number of natives of

the United Provinces in Nagpur city has already been mentioned in par^
graph 12., in Yeotmal: there were at the census 4,621, in Akola 6,108, in-
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Amraoti 9,182, in Raipur 5,181, in Wardha 2,863 and in Chhindwara, pre-

sumably attracted by the coal mines, 3,247. Males were in each case greatly

in excess. From Rewa 2,046 immigrants were found in Chhindwara 3,154
in Wardha, 3,157 in Nagpur and 3,448 in Amraoti. This migration is

partly for purposes of trade but generally in search of employment.

In the seasonal factories there is practically no permanent labour
force, but according to statistics supplied for this province to the Royal
Commission on Labour, in the cotton mills the extent of the permanent
labour force ranges from 90 to nearly 100 per cent, as in the Empress Mills

at Nagpur and the Berar Manufacturing Mills in Badnera. At .AJtola, how-
ever, the permanent labour varies from 60 to 75 per cent. Of the labour
force employed by the Central Provinces and Berar Manganese Mining
Company 43. per cent is permanent. In the Chhindwara coal mines it is

reported to be less than 50 per cent. Trade fluctuations affect the size

of the labour force in both the coal and manganese mines. Moreover many
of the manganese and other quarries suspend operations during the mon-
soon ; and hence the extent of casual labour in the mining industry is very
high. In the cement and pottery works permanent labour amounts to

about 60 to 70 per cent of the total. In the Gun Carriage Factory, Jub-
buipore, it is about 85 per cent. These figures give some index of the types

of immigration that may be expected in industrial centres and lead up to

the subject of the next paragraph.

14. The map in diagram III-3 is intended to illustrate the directions Streams of

of the migration which affects the province and the various parts of it.
nnfir^tion.

While not giving the actual volume of extra-provincial migration as far as

it concerns the Central Provinces, it shows a certain amount of district

detail which is not evident from diagram III-l, and it also illustrates much of

ffie analysis made in the preceding, paragraphs.
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Comment upon the streams of immigration depicted in the diagram, as
far as they-represent an influx of labour, cannot be made more clearly than
in the words of the Government of Central Provinces in their-memorandum
submitted to the Royal Commission on Indian Labour, the conclusions in
which regarding changes during the last decade are supported by the figures
already given.

The movement of industrial labour follows the same lines as that of the general
immigrant population, since an appreciable portlori of the total migration is caused
by the demands of industries. The main labour-recruiting grounds' for this province
are

—

(a) In the north the Bundelkhand and Rewa States, which supply the hereditary
earth workers, Kols, for the mining industry as well as high caste unskilled
recruits for the mills. Trained or semi-skilled labour from various parts
of the United Provinces mingles with this stream, as temporary unemploy-
ment or the disappearance of hereditary occupation induces them to seek
employment and higher wages elsewhere.

(b) In the south-east, Mahars, Gonds and Chamars are recruited from Bhandara
and the Chhattisgarh districts as well as from the Indian States of Chhatis-
garh.

.

•

(c) In the south a number of Telugu castes (known as Telangas) come from. His
Exalted Highness the Nizam’s Dominions and the Sironcha tahsil (Chanda
district) mainly for employment in the Chanda coal mines.

(d) In the south-west, several districts of the Bombay Presidency (mainly Ahmed-
nagar, Poona and Sholapur districts) supply a certain amount of specialized

labour mostly for the seasonal cotton factories of Berar.

Stream («) is particularly strong in the northern districts and Berar, supplying
the cement factories and potteries, the seasonal cotton factories of the Hoshangabad
and Nimar districts, the textile mills of Berar, as well as the mining areas in the'

northern and eastern parts of the province. '
•

Stream (b), which was the strongest until the scarcity in the northern districts and
Centr.ll Indie, in recent years, is still one of the main sources of labour supply in the

province, specially for the manganese mines and textile mills of Nagpur and Akolai

Stream (c) and stream (d) are. much weaker and the former is mainly restricted

to coal mines and seasonal factories in the south, while the latter distributes itself

over the cotton tract of the province (the Maratha Plain division).

The approximate distribution of local and immigrant labour in the cotton
industries at the following centres is given in the table below :

—

Jubbulpore
Nagpur
Hingon^hal
Amruoti
Akola

Stream
(<r).

Stream
(b).

Stream

.
(c).

Stream
id).

Local.
\

1

Per cent. Per cent. Per cent. Per cent. Per cent-

10 ...
, 90

6 10 2 2 80
4 2 6 3 85

20 8 2 5 65
25 •30 15 30

*Iiicludes workers {rom Bhandoro, Nagpur and the neighbourhood.

In the decade ending in 1921, the extent of migration from different sources was

appr.-.ximately as follows :

—

Central India Agency States

United Provinces
Bombay Presidency

, .

His Exalted Highness the Nizam’s Dominions
Bhandara district

Chhattisgarh districts

It appears that there are two main streams of migration. The one comes in a

southwesterly direction from the United Provinces and the Central India Agency
States, which is caused by the general poverty and periodic scarcity in Centml India

and the lure of good wages and opportunities for obtaining workjn the industrial

centres of the Central Provinces. The other comes in a westerly direction from the

Chhattisgarh Plain division and Bhandara district, which is caused by the poverty of

the not very fertile land-locked plain^ and periodic failure of crops in the same region,

a.s aj.‘o the prevalence of a higher standard of wages in the developed portion of the

pro\'ince.

The?e two streams are streams (o) and (b) which have been described above. The
third stream, which flows to the north-east from the bordering distriets of the Bombay

The development of iritgalion lehcmci nnd the completion of the Raipur Vizianagrnm railway

a-e no* having * definite effect.

Pcrcentoge of
immigrants in

1921 decade.

. 24

. 12

. 11

. 11

. 9
. 33
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Presidency and the Hyderabad State, is on the wane on account of the development
and more settled conditions of these parts. This north-easterly flow consists of
stream (c) and part of stream (d).

The principal causes of migration are enumerated as famine and scarcity, un-
employment, either permanent or temporarVj the disappearance of hereditary occupa-
tions or cottage industries, the prospect of higher wages in urban areas, and inability
of hereditary occupation to absorb in increasing population.

Migration of labour has thus followed^ the path of easy subsistence, that is, labour
has_ congregated where the means of subsistence are in excess of the demands of the
indigenous population. This general tendency is traceable in the above-mentioned
streams of migration.

Movements of labour like those of commodities originate from places where it is

abundant and proceed to places where the demand exceeds the supply. The census
figures indicate the existence of a surplus of labour at the origins of the particular
streams of migration and a demand in excess of the local supply at the places to which
the streams converge.

There is no^ information to justify any definite conclusion. It, however, appears
that acute scarcity in the Central India Agency States and in districts situated on the
northern border of the province in recent years has resulted in a greater influx of
labourers by the south-westerly stream, and a considerable proportion of it has been
deflected further south into the cotton districts and industrial centres by reason of
failure of the wheat crop in the Nerbudda Valley division, which usually attracts a
quantit>' of this labour at the time of the wheat harvest. Moreover, there being a
direct route provided by the opening of the Nagpur-Itarsi railway line, the southern
influx to the industrial centres is gaining in strength.

Agricultural^ development in the Chhattisgarh^ districts due to the provision of

irrigation facilities has to some extent reduced migration from this source. At the
same time the large irrigation works under construction in Chhattisgarh have absorbed
a consider.ible number of labourers during the last decade. In 1927-28 the irrigation

works employed 8,600 labourers, most of whom were recruited locally.

» » » » *

The labourers in the cotton milts generally visit their villages once a year or once
in two years, either for the purpose of renewing their home relationships or for
marriage or soci U ceremonies. In Nagpur, however, textile workers are much more
permanent in their holds and the average frequency of return to villages does not
exceed once in four years and the workers are mostly permanently settled in Nagpur.
In the manganese mines about 30 per cent of the labour force returns to its villages

yearly on leave for a period varying from four to twelve weeks.

In the unorganized industries, labour is mostly local and lives in surrounding
villages. A few skilled workers from Mirzapur in the United Provinces are employed
in the lac factories and a few from Maharashtra in the glass factories. The former
return home after four to six months’ work and the latter about once in two years.

15. As shown in paragraph 5 the number of emigrants from the Emigration.

Central Provinces enumerated in other adjacent provinces and States

(except Madras for which figures were not abstracted) was 283,345 and that

in the rest of India was 138,045. The various Provincial Reports of 1921
give some indication of the nature of this emigration. The growth of the

stream to Bengal between 1911 and 1921 was attributed partly to the rapid
opening up of this province and to the direct action of the tea industry in

indenting to this province for labour, but it was also admitted that emigrants

to Bengal from the Central Provinces included a considerable number
engaged in trade. More than 80 per cent of those from this province
who were enumerated in Bengal at the Census of 1921 were born in three
districts, Bilaspur, 10,353, Raipur 5,142 and Nagpur 7,095. In the iron and
steel works at Jamshedpur in Bihar and Orissa a considerable number of
skilled workers are recruits from the Central Profvinces and in 1921 by far

the greatest number of foreigners among the unskilled workers were born
in the Central Provinces. This was partly due to the scarcity" then pre-
valent but it has already been noticed that there has since the last census
been an Increase of emigration to Bihar and Orissa. In 1921 at the coal
-fields of Manbhum 5,400 workers, many of them Chamars, had come from
Bilaspur and 2,400, mostly Chamars, front Raipur. Figures for 1931 will

probably be found in the Bihar and Orissa report for this census.

Xhe statement on the next page shows the figures of labourers recruited
in this province for the Assam tea districts during the decade. In 1921 large
numbers of them returned to the recruiting districts during the exodus
from Assam engineered by political agitators. Others must have returned
from time to time either to work as recruiting sirdars or to -find occupations
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again in Iheir own country. The actual number of persons born in Central
Pr'.n-inces and enumerated in Assam in 1931, was, it may be recalled,
c)2,045.

Emigrants to Assam duriuff the decade {1921—31.)
'

Nnmc of diatricl 1921 1922 1923 1924 1925 1926 1927 1928 1929 1930 1931

SnuCor
Dnmoh
Jubbulpore
Mondln
Sconi
Niusinitlipor

Hoshnnjtnbnd
Nim.'ir

Betul
Cliliindwnrn

Chondn
Ubiindara
Oolnifhat
Raipur
Bilntpur
Drug

Total

3
63

1,7.53

1..

588
33
67
12

30

"is

“is
212

1..

365
3,121

2,411

1^31

68
25

1,689

7.55

121
33
25
3»
5
36

102
170

2.602
2.916
3..569

19
25

784
526
122
36
20
36
2
63

"87

1.36

2,350
2,108
1,654

26
26
933
353
139
21
18
13
11

SO
731
70

101

1,389

1.258

1,036

6
26

4.30

1.33

58
9
7
4

13

2
265
42
72

1.169

1.231

647

32
22
373
131
67
32
20
7

27
8

203
34
41

1.221

989
661

.55

58
496
26.3

74
.38

182

20
69
11

3,032
49
32

828
1,408
451

162
237
.(90

201
74
34
316

2
57
9

1,287
3>
32
720

1.938

315

383
1 ,2.31

1,90.3

382
175
71

354
17
17
3

387
31
34

563
4,523
342

480
2,151
742
306
60
51
333

267
26
22

926
3,403
181

18
154

61
176
81
46

254

”*3

345
7
7

1.133

2,792
260

12,156 7.968 5,875 4,114 3,871 7,066 5,950 10,416 8,951 5.343

There were no emigrants from Berar, or from Wardha and Nagpur.
Figures for the States are not forthcoming but at the beginning of the

decade a large number of Marias and others emigrated to Assam from
Bastar and a continual stream of migration flows from Jashpur, where the

tea gardens liave a very good reputation.

16. The conclusion to which this chapter and the two before it lead

is that at present the population problem in the Central Provinces is not

such as that in many other provinces. The attraftion of an area to migra-

tion is to be measured rather by the excess of immigration over emigration

than by the proportion of immigrants in the population. It is the propor-

tion which the excess of immigrants over emigrants bears to the total num-
ber of persons born in each area that is to be considered in relation to

economic pressure. For districts as already explained it has been impossi-

ble to collect figures of emigration, except to Assam. The statistics pre-

sented for the whole province, however, clearly show that in the past ten

or twenty years economic pressure has induced only a verj' small propor-

tion of the population to emigrate permanently. It may be recalled that

the total number of emigrants from the Central Provinces recorded in

other parts of India, excluding Madras Pre.sidency, is 421,390 only, against

655,563 immigrants to the Central Provinces. The analyses made in pre-

ceding paragraphs indicate that a greater development of industry would

certainly attract more immigrants but apart from the occasional disaster

of crop failure general economic conditions drive comparatively few people

from the province.

17. Finally mention must be made of that form of migration, com-

paratively new to India, which has already received passing notice in

chapter II. At the last census of England and Wales a column to show

the place of work was for the first time included in the census schedule.

The experiment was interesting enough to merit explanation in the words

of the census report of those countries for 1921.

At the 1921 censu.^, occupied persouB in England and Wales .were asked for the

first time to give particulars of their place of work ......So far as the Department

is at present aware, this is almost the first occasion upon which statistics of work places

have been obtained and presented by any country in the woHd.
_

T'he importance of tliis n.:w factor in demography will be readily appreciate.

In a less highly organized and industrialized community localities may tend be

more or less self-sufficient, each local resident population being served and supplied

with the bulk of its needs by the same population in its working capacity, and thus

ezperiencin.g little necessity for, interaction, with other localities apart from the occasions

of periodical fairs or markets. Where such conditions prevail, work-place and

residence will"ordinarily be near enough to be both represented by a single^ classinc^

tion on. the basis of' the lattefj or on: the basis of the- normal census distribution which

accepts placei of enumeration as a criterion of residence.
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- But. this stage .has- Iong been passed in the history of this country- for the great
majority of its workers. As these conditions were, due, it may be said,..to the d:sper^

sion of necessary services and production which, in the absence of transport fa«.iiiries.

Had' to be located in proximity to the population served, so the great development of

transport and communications fostered a concentration which has changed the whole,

face of industry; The growth of large manufacturing, distributing and commercial
centres has not only, given rise to concentrations of workers beyond the residential

capacity of their immediate neighbourhoods, but has exaggerated that deficiency by
substituting factories, warehouses and offices for dwellings in the centres themselves;

while the verj’^ development of transport which has made it necessary for the worker
to live at a distance from his work has also made it possible for him to do so.

Thus it happens that at the present time in many parts of the country masses of

population move in tides of daily ebb and flow. These movements obviously have a

direct bearing upon many difficult problems of traffic, transport and housing, and it has

seemed necessary that there should be some means of measuring their direction and
volume. .Statistically considered, moreover, the new position is important. The
resident population of any locality is no longer the sole matter of concern to that

locality. During the day it may be peopled by a body of workers numerically far

exceeding and- even very differently composed from its so-called permanent popula-
tion, Local public services must be provided for these invading armies, and for many
practical and administrative purposes we have now to reckon with the fact that, for

localities situated within a region of highly organized industry, separate account must
be taken of both a night and a day population, the two often differing widely from
each other in number and constitution.

The increasing divorce between residence and work-plape has called for re-

consideration of the areal basis of some census statistics. While it is relevant to present
the working population in its occupational capacity as part of the resident population
of which it constitutes the bread-winning element, an industrial tabulation by area of

residence will clearly give a distorted picture of the industrial map. Hence in present-

ing the industrial classification of the people, its local distribution was based not upon
the area of enumeration but upon that of work-place, the man^power of the several

industries being thus shown in relation to the local seats of the industries themselves.

Occupation (as distinct from industry) has a close connection with the health,

mortality and other personal aspects of the individual, and its statistical presentation
cannot lightly depart from the residence-distribution upon which the great body of
comparable statistics on those subjects is based. But in retaining the residence basis

as an inde.x to some important aspect of environmental influence, it must not he
forgotten that a full half of the waking day-even, it may be said, a full half of the
active life—of the worker is often sfjent in an entirely different environment, which
cannot fail to leave its mark upon him.

Thus, even apart from those problems upon which the'subject of work place seem-
ed directly^ to bear, it gave promise of breaking new ground in so many^ fields of
administration or study that a serious attempt to explore it statistically appeared to

be called for, notwithstanding the difficulties inherent in the enquiry.

No such enquiry has yet been included in the scope of the census of

India, but there is no doubt that daily migration to the Cities and some
of the larger towns is becoming quite common, and in ten years' time it

may be necessary to record work places in industrial areas. The Deputy
Commissioners of Nagpur and Jubbulpore have given interesting notes

upv^n the subject. The first supplied the following information :

—

A large number of people come every day into Nagpur for work from the surround-
ing villages, principally of the ordinary labouring classes. This is so much the case
that in the villages around Nagpur where the crops failed last year I was commonly
told by villagers that suspension was not necessaiy as they could earn sufficient money
by labouring in Nagpur to pay their rents. This is an old phenomenon, and in no
recent famine has any relief measure been necessaiy^ in the villages outside Nagpur.

A good many office chaDrassns and low paid clerks live in villages, such as
Sonegaon, old Indora and Pardi, well outside the municipal limits. The municipal
boundaries now include a number of old villages such as Ambajhiri, Phutara and
‘Telinkheri, separated from the rest of the town and Civil Station by fields. There
has been a marked tendency in recent years for this land to be developed for residential
purposes. I would instance the clerks settled in new Dharampeth and the new
Telinkheri lay-out, which is peopled principally by low paid clerks and menial Gov-
ernment employees. On the other side, there are the large industrial settlements
springing up in Bezon Bagh, Indora and Pachpaoli, which a few years ago were well
outside Nagpur; the problem of providing transport for getting these workmen into
the mills every day is booming serious. A number of well-to-do people are building
houses outside the municipal limits along the various main roads entering Nagpur.

Further afield, some persons reside in Kamptee and come into Nagpur every dav
for work. I even know of some cases of clerks who reside in Ramtek and work in
Nagpur, the morning and evening trains being timed exactly to suit such an
arrangement.
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I should say that as municipal rates and taxes increase and communications improve
the tendency will become even mere marked.

A visit to the railway station at the time when the morning trains

arrive from Kamptee and other neighbouring places will convince the
observer how daily migration to Nagpur city is really increasing. The
following villages supply a daily population to Jubbulpore city, the details

given regarding which require no comment:—
(i) Kajarmara .—Two miles from the cantonment and 4 miles from

the city. About 350 persons from Rewa and other States

have built houses there and go daily to the city to work in the

Sadar Bazar, the Government Dairy farm, the grass farm,

etc. They are principally Chamars, Mehras and Kols.

(ii) Laxmipur .—Part of the village lies within municipal limits and
part outside. About 250 Kols have taken up their residence

in the latter and go to work daily in the city.

(iii) Ranipur .—This village also lies parfly within municipal limits

and partly outside. In the outside portion about 40 Kols

have settled, who work daily in the city.

(iv) Mfldo/flZ.—Only a small portion of this village lies within^

municipal limits. In the other part there are about 40 Kols

who daily go to the city.

(v) Gurha, (vi) Kachpura and (vii) Ptirma .—^These three villages

all lie within the municipal area but are in fact about three

miles away from the city. They supply a number of daily

immigrants ;
about 300 from Gurha, 25 from Kachpura and

100 from Purma, all of whom work in the Raja Gokuldas

Mills. They are Koshtis, Koris and Chamars by caste.
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Subsidiary Table II.—Emig]^tion

Part A.—Summary (Figures in thousands)

Enumcrntcd in

Province of birth.

•

Province.
1

Contiguous parts of
other provinces.

j

Non-contiguous parts of
other provinces.

Outside India.

Total. Total. Males. Females

,

B Males. Females. iTotal. Males.

1 2 3 5 6 7 8 10 n 12 13

Central Provinces and
Berar.

17,335 8,651 8,684 283 134 149

i

1381 61 •• ••

!

1

*Note.—Figures for Madras Presidency were not abstracted and so have not been included.

Subsidiary Table II—^Part B.—Details of persons born in Central Provinces and
Berar AND ENUMERATED OUTSIDE THE PROVINCE

Province, Country or State of enumeration. Persons. Males. Females.

I 2 3 4

Total • • • • 421,390 210,886 210,504

British territory • • • * 271,021 147,566 123.455

Andamans and Niebbars • « • • • • 433 373 , 60

Assam • a • • 82,045 44,436 37,609

Balurhistan « • • * 203 120 83

Bengal • • • * 45,844 26,837 19,007

Bihar and Orissit • • • • • • 68,351 33,817 34.534

Bombay , • 54,375 32,219 22,156

Burma « 1,033 910 123

Delhi • ,
862 535 327

North-West Frontier Province 275 209 66

Punjab 2,419 1,055 1,364

United Provinces" , *
15,181 7,055 8,126

Indian States 150,369 63,320 87,049

Baroda 651 382 269

Bihar and Orissa 20,966 10,048 10,918

Bombay
•

1,067 630 437

Central India Agency 39,473 60,594

Gwalior 9,013 4,194 4,819

Kashmir 45 32 13

Cochin and Travancore 27 22 5

Mysore 693 371 322

Rajputana 2,995 1,145 1,850

United Provinces 36 17 19

Hyderabad 14.289 6,702 7,587

North-West Frontier Province •
63 63 ••

Ajmer-Merwara • •
457 . 241 216



SuBsiDiARy Table in.-e-MiGRAWON BETWEEN THE Central .PjRjaviNGEg and BeraA
AND OTHER PARTS OF INDIA-.

PART: I.—.Central Provinces ai?d Bekar

Immigrants to Central
Provinces and Berar.

Emigrants from Central
Provinces and Berar.

1931 1921 Variation. 1931 1921

Excess (+), deficiencjr

(—), Immigration —
over emigration.

406,599
]
+ 14,791

]
+227,674 + 197,314

British territory 259,481 + 11,997 +34,794 - 18,123

Bihar and Orissa

Bengal

United Provinces

Bombay

Madras (including Travoncore and
Cochin).

North-West Frontier Province

Punjab

Baluchislm

Ajmer-Menvaw

Andamans and Nicobars

Indian States

'Bihar and Orissa

342,792

Rajputana

Sikkim'

Gtralior

Travancore and Cochin

Assam

29| Bombay

Nordi-West Frontier Province

French and Portuguese Settlements

32| India Unspecified

55.691 +12,660 -21,269 -30,123

52,162 -6,318 -39,073 -48,930

11,072 + 4,109 +103,294 + 90,306

30,756 + 23,619 +44,492 ' +60,597

12,528 -12,528 .. -6,034

91,370 - 9,325 - 81,464 - 91,257

69 +206 +883 +568

2.424 -5 +12,602 + 6,719

128 +75 +506 +507

1.425 -392 -877 -1,345

-586 +2,972

147,1181 +2,794 +192,880 +215,437

-2,648

-16,129 -14,761

+ 175 - 2,606

+ 14,366 + 76,735

-11,127 +76,776

+ 108,502

+65,514

+2,366 +48,626 +48,578

-5,554

+5,079[ +14,749
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Subsidiary Table III.—Mioration between the Central Provinges and.Berar
AND OTHER PARTS OF TnDIA’.

-Part II’.—Central Provinces and Berar

British Districts.

Serial

No.

-- -

Immigrants to British territory

of the Central Provinces and
Berar.

Emigrants from British territo^
of the Central Provinces and

Berar.

Excess (+), deficiency
(—) Immigration

'

over emigratioR. *

Province or State.
.

1931
•

• 1921 'Variation. 1931 1921 i92r.-

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Total - - 585,326 552,92] +32,405 398,316 371,221 +27,095 +187,010 + 181,700

British territorj' • • 268,579 214,000 +54,579 253,499 229,006 +24,493 +15,080 -15,006

1 Bihar and Orissa . • 24,457 10,683 • +13,774 63,223 45,885 + 17,338 -38,766 -35,202

2 Bcncnl 5,558 3,021 +2,537 45,702 49,246 -3.544 -40,144 +46,225

3 United Provinces • • 110,128 93,551 + 16,577 14,579 8,519 +6,240 +95,369 +85,032

4 Bombay .. 98,422 90,573 +7,849 54,375 30,386 +23,989 +44,047 +60,187

5 Madras (including Travancorc
Cochin).

and 9,509 4,892 +4,617 •• 12,376 -12,376 • • -7,784

6 Assam .. 432 92 +340 70,192 77,064 -6,872 -69,760 -76,972

7 North-West Frontier Province 1,109 593 +516 248 69 + 179 +861 +524

8 Punjab 13,630 7,261 +6,369 2,288 2,121 + 167 + 11,342 +5,140

9 Ajmer-Merwara • • 3,380 1,929 + 1.451 457 1,043 -586 +2,923 - .+886

Id Andamans and Nicobars « • 92 1 +91 415 469 -54 -323 . -468

n B.iluchistan • • 709 635 + 74 . 203 127 +76 +506 +508

12 Burma
^

« « 147 68 +79 775 1,425 -650 -628 -|,357

13 Cooru • • 251 9 +242 ' 8 -8 +251 . +1

Delhi 755 692 +63 862 268 +594 -107 +424

I
Indian States 316,747 338,921 -22,174 144,817 142,215 +2,602 +171,930 +196,706

1 5 Bihar and Orissa 1,031 6,870 -5,839 18,350 16,932 + 1,418 -17,319 -10,062

16' Bmps! 175 42 + 133 -- 2,507 -2,507 + 175 -2,465

17, United ProWnces 276 687 -411 36 41 -5 +240 +646

IJ B-irr.liav 5,853 15,793 -9,940 1,067 1,166 -99 +4,786 + 14,627

1< Travanenrr and Coehtn 167 11 + 156 -- 258 -258 + 167 + 10

6 12 -6 • • 18 -18
j

+6 -6

\
It N'.-.rth.Writ Frcntier Province 9 '3 32 • • +32.

1

-23 + 13

579 413 + 166 • •
56''

1

-56'

1

+579 +357

(Vr-rj*. Ayenry 158.905 176.874 -17,969 98,166; 85.70l| + 12,465' +60,739 +91,173

« 90.743 90,909, -166 I4,269| 25,416;
- 11 , 127 ! +76,454 +65,493

^ r**-!*# 501 376'
1

+ 125; 647 +82
1
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*.i t.** .f • • 270 56 +214 30
1

+ is! +225 +26

‘
I*** 69( 452 +239 693j
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f

-I30' -2j -371
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J
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1
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'

\

+ I

•
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'1 + 525] +456
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Subsidiary Table III —^Migration between Central Provinces and Berar
AND OTHER PARTS OF INDIA

Part III.—States of Central Provinces

Serial

No.
Frorince or State.

Immigrants to Central
Provinces States.

Emigrants from Central
Provinces States.

Excess (+) deficiency

(— ), Immigration
over emigration.

1931 i92i Variation. B Variation. 1921

I
• 2 3 4 5 6 n 8 9 ;'-::io

:

Total 63,738 50,992 +12,746 23,074 35,378 —12,304 • +40,664 +15.614

British territory •• 37,693 27,358 + 10,335 17,979 30,475 -12,496 + 19,714 -3,117

1 Bilur and Orissa 22,625 14,885 +7,740 5,128 9,806 -4,678 + 17,497 +5,079

2 Bengal 1,213 211 + 1,002 142 2,916 -2,774 + 1,071 -2,075

3 United Provinces 8,347 7,827 +520 422 2,553 -2,131 +7,925 +5,274

A Bombay 445 780 -335 •• 370 -370
• • +410

. 5 Madras (including Travancore and
Cochin).

3,369 1,602 + 1,767 152 -152 + 3,369 + 1,450

6 Assam • • 149 21 + 128 1 1,853 14,306 -2,453 -11,704 -14,285

7 North-West Frontier Province 49 44 +5 27 • . +27 +22 +44

8 Punjab 1,391 1,882 -491 131 303 -172 + 1,260 + 1,579

9 Ajmer-Mermia 49 5 +44 • • .. +49 +5

10 Andamans and Nicobara 4 • • +4 18 7 + 11 -14 -7

11 Baluchistan •• •• •• • • 1 -1
• •

-1

12 Burma 9 12 -3 258 • • +258 -249 + 12

13 Coorg 3 •• +3 • . •• •• +3 ..

‘ 14 Delhi 40 89 -49
* • 6) -61 +40 +28

Indian States 26,045 23,634 +2,411 5,095 4,903 + 192 +20,950 +18,731

15 Bihar and Orissa 3,806 1 +3.805 2,616 4,700 -2,094 + 1,190 -4,699

16 Bengal •• -- 141 -141 • •
-141

17 United Prorinces 2 39 -37
. . • • .. +2 +39

18 Bombay 293 122 + I7I • • -- •- +293 + 122

19 Travancore and Cochin •• 48 -48 27 • • +27 -27 +48

20 Assam 1 4 -4
• •

-3

21 North-West Frontier Province •• •• •• 31 23 +8 -31 -23

22 Punjab 175 89 +86 35 -35 + 175 +54

23 Central India Agency 17,897 17,329 +568 1,901 -
. +1,901 + 15,996 + 17,329

24 Hyderabad 322 21 +301 .. -• +322 +21

25 Baroda 8 17 -9 4 + 4 +4 + 17

26 Kashmir 3 141 -138 • .. -- +3 + 141

21 Mysore 20 18 +2 __ -- +20 + 18

26 Rajputana Agency 3,437 5,790 -2,353 81
1

+81 +3,356 +5,790

25 Sikkim * • -8 • • • • . , +8

3( 1 Gwalior 70 10 +60 435 +435 -3651 + 10

3 Fiendi and Portuguese Settlements 3 -• .. “ • • •

3: 1 India Unspecified 9 •• + 9
’

1

•• •• • • • •



CHAPTER IV

AGE
Reference to 1. This chapter deals with the distribution of the population by age.
Statistics. given in Census Table VII for the adherents of each religion, in Table XIV

for selected castes, and in Table XIX for Europeans and Anglo-Indians.
At the end of chapter there are eleven Subsidiary Tables:—

I.—^Age distribution of 10,000 of each sex in the Central
Provinces and Berar and in each Natural Division.

II.—Age distribution of 10,000 of each sex in each main religion.

III.—Age distribution of 10,000 of each sex in certain castes,

IV.—Proportion of children under 14 an(j of persons over 43 to

those aged 14—43 in certain castes and also of married
females aged 14—13 per 100 females.

V.—Proportion of children under 10 and of persons aged 60 and
over to those aged 15—40 ;

also of married females aged
15—40 per 100 females.

V-A.—^The same as V but by religions in Natural Divisions.

VI.—Variation in population for three censuses at certain- age
periods.

VII.—Reported birth-rate by sex and Natural Division for each
year of the decade.

VIII.—Reported death-rate by sex and Natural Division for each
year of the decade.

IX.—Reported death-rate by sex and age in the decade and in

. selected years per mile Hying at. same age according to

census of 1921,

X.—^Reported deaths from certain diseases per mile of each sex.

The age statistics are often deemed the most important feature of a

census. ‘Tn connection with a study of death-rates and causes of death a

knowledge of age distribution is fundamental. As a factor in vital statistics

it is more important than sex or nationalitj’^ or parentage or occupation or

any other particular characteristic.”* But owing to the inaccuracy of the

returns of age and the incompleteness of the registration of vital statistics

in India the material is lacking for many of the- interesting correlations

possible in more advanced countries. An- attempt .will be made, however,

to deal with the subject in rather more .detail than has been done in the

past. To this end, since experts will draw their own conclusions from the

figures set down here, and the use made of them by others will be liriiited,

it has been thought best to illustrate the statistics abstracted from the census

returns by means- of a number of diagrams, and to sermonize upon them as

little as possible,

The'nature of 2. At earlier enumerations it was the rule, except in the case of infants

the return of aged less than twelve months, to enter the number of years which each
age. , person had completed. , But on this occasion the instructions for filling

in column 7 (age) of the census schedules -were :

“Enter the number of years to the.nearest birth-day or the nearest age (in years)

known.- For infants less than six months old, enter 0 and for infants over six months
enter 1.”

Whipple, Vital ilatiitics.
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Further ordcis were given to the enumerators that if a person did not
know his age enquiry should be made from his relatives, or a guess made
from his appearance. The piioccdurc would appear to be simple enough,
but, as has been pointed out in tlie past, the difliculty is that most of the

people of this Frovinc.e have only a vagtte knowledge of their age. The
reply of the average villager when questioned in this matter will as likely as

not be "twenty or thirty" or "fifty or .sixty". Tltc case is dilTcrcnl to that

of Fnrope and other continents where ('hristianity is the principal religion,

and for hundreds of year.s it has been the custom, at least of the upper and
middle classes, to teach children to keep festival on their birthdays and to

impress (he d.ale iipon their minds by the very effective method of giving

them presents. The custom survives from the time of the Roman Empire
or earlier, but (be idea was no doubt fostered by observance of the great

birthday feast of ('hrisimas. Indian ehiltlren seldom keep their birthdays

in the same way, and, even among the etlucated clas.se.s. only a compara-
tively small proportion of people can state with any certainty how old they
arc. It is exceptional to sec in an Indian newspaper any notice of the

birthday of a public man, or any definite mention of his actual age when he
die.'. It is true that the the village watchman, in rural areas and
the miinicipal autluwiiies in towns keep a register of all births, hut owing to

the f.act that the name of the child is not generally entered in that register,

which nil} ordinarily record that a son or daughter was born to so-and-so

on a certain dale, the issue of birth -cert ificate*: so familiar to the British is

quite an unusful procedure in India. 'I'he custom is for those who arc
recking even h:.gh appoiniment.s in Gi»vcrnment service to produce before
the District Magistrate the horoscope in which the astrologer has noted
the day, hour and minute of birth, a school entrance certificate or a
Matriculation certificate, but anything else in (ho form of evidence of age
is not expected.

3. The various forms of mis-statement of age citlicr unintentional or Usual
deli.bcrate have been discussed in previous census reports. The subject inaccuracies,

must however be dealt with again in order that a further estimate may be
.formed of the value of the statistics. The usual inaccuracies are a tendency
(o return numbers ending in 0 or 5, a preference for certain numbers
such as 2 and 3, a tendency to exaggerate the age of the old. and of certain
classes at certain ages, as for instance of young married women, and to

understate the .age of others, for example unmarried girls and elderly
bachelors ;ind widowers. Ikiys who are attaming the ;igc of puberty arc
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.

quinan' groups for the Provincial figures and
.
tabulating them in larger

groups for the district figures was followed in the past solely on account
of the need for expedition and economy, and that the smoothed age groups
given now are given not as an alternative to the actual returns but as an alter-
native to the actual returns sorted direct into quinary groups: But how
much more saiistactory the procedure has been than any previously
followed may be fully appreciated from a comparison of Diagram IV-1 with
the diagram on page 70 of the 1921 report which shows the actual returns
for males at each age, and fully demonstrates the preference for figures

ending in 0 or 5, especially 0. The new system is further justified by
comparison of the curves for three decades in Diagram IV-2. The
irregularity of those for 1911 and 1921 is at once noticeable. The object
of smoothing the figures was in fact to secure a truer representation of the
age distribution of the population than in the past and in making any compari-
sons with the statistics of previous censuses it must in the first instance be
borne in mind that the statement of age as age to the nearest birthday instead
of age at the last birthday, as in' 1921 and earlier, should, have an obvious
effect upon results. It is however doubtful whether the change in pro-
cedure has made any substantial difference since it was adopted because the
Government Actuary considered that people were really in the past stating

their age to the nearest birthday, in so far as they could guess when that was.
In accordance with his directions, therefore, when sorting of the census
returns was in process the preference for ages ending with 0 over those end-
ing in 5, and for both over any others was overcome by dividing the popula-
tion into ternary and quinary groups alternately. Ages ending in 0 were
placed in the middle of a-five year group and those ending in 5 in the middle
of a three year group. Thus 7 to 13 was one group, 14 to 16 the next,

followed by 17 to 23 and so on. The smoothing was then done according
to the following instructions given in the Actuary’s note

“The process by which the numbers recorded in the ternary and septenary groups
will first of all be redistributed in the ordinarj' quinary groups, namely over 5 and
under 10, over 10 and under 15 and so on, is the ver>’ simple one. of adding exactly

half of the nifmber recorded in each group to half of the number recorded in the

next succeeding group. It will be found that the sum of these two halves will m
each case represent the number in each of the ordinary quinary' groups with’

considerable accuracy, ,

In similar way the number aged under 1 full year will be taken to be those record-

ed as of nearest age 0, f.e., under 6 months, added to half those between 6 and 18

month:;.

The number aged between 1 and 2 years will be taken to be half of those between
i and 1^ years added to half of those between H and 2* years.

The number between 2 and 3 years will be taken to be half of those between 11

and 2i added to half of those between 2i and 3i.

The number between 3 and 4 will be taken to be half of those between 2i and
:it!dcd to one-sixth of those between 3* and 6J.

The number between 4 and 5 will be. taken to be one-third of those in the last

mentioned ternary group.

From a consideration of whai is stated in my report, it will be evident that the

method of grouping ages previously adopted, namely, the method by which the

numbers living at ages which are multiples of five were always treated as the youngest
in each group, and with .ages stated as age last birthday,^ produced less accurate results

th.an would be obtained by .my other method for which the smallest semblance of

justification could be advanced. It therefore would be useless to continue to ascertain

(hc'e incorrect and misleading resulu, and wrong to publish them, when reasonably
accur.atc results can be obtained so easily by the method now proposed. All that

i* m-cer-i.ary h that the ages should be stated as at the nearest birthday, i.e., the

pc,'"<on's neyarcft age; the entr}* will then be recorded in the .age group to which it

bclonr*. Tile numbers thus recorded would then be redistributed by the simple
prc"LC-i described in the previous paragraph,

Thi* method of redistribution which I recommend introduces a small error due
jf( rr> ri!lov.nncc being made for the continuous decrement which deaths cause in the
f.tirr.'r-cn livirr in the successive age periods of every normal populadon. For instance
ri'c tv.nhcr living between and .5 will exceed the number between 5 and 6i, These
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diScrenccs have not been' allowed for. The adjustment which would be required to

correct this, defect can
. be made with considerable accuracy if the numbers in each

of the quinary groups, the youngest age in each of which is a multiple of 10, be
reduced' by a transfer to the next younger group- of. the number in that older group
multiplied by- the mean of the rates of mortality applicable to the youngest and oldest

•ages respectively in the group. An approximation to the transfer to group 65-^70

from the group 70 and oyer \yill be obtained by multiplying the number in the latter

group, by the rate of mortality at 65. A transfer w'ill also require to be made to

group 0—5 from group 5— 10. It will be approximately equal to the number in the
latter group multiplied by one-third of the rate of mortality at age 5. If these transfers

be based on the rates of mortality for All India Males, deduced by me from the 1921
Census returns, it will lead to ;

—

.84 per cent of group 5—10 being transferred to group 0—^5.

1.24 per cent of group 10—15 being transferred to group 5—10.

1.55 per cent of group 20

—

25 being transferred to group 15—^20.

2.38 per cent of group 30—^35 being transferred to group 25—^30.

3.66 per cent of group 40—45 being transferred to group 35—40.

5.09 per cent of group SO—^55 being transferred to group 45—^50.

6.87 per cent of group 60—65 being transferred to group 55-r60.

7.43 per cent of group 70 and over being transferred to group 65—^70."

The adjustments suggested above are comparatively small. It has

been left to any readers who are interested in the subject to apply them to

the figures in Table VII, if they consider it advisable. For the purposes of

this Report it is sufficient to stress the possibility of some error in comparing
the age statistics of the 1931 census with those of the past. If, however,
decennial instead of quinquennial groups are considered this should not be
appreciable, since the preference given to certain digits in returning ages

is neutralized b^' taking a complete decennial group.

5. The largei errors in age returns are more or less constant at each The mean

census, and so the abstraction of the mean age of the population at different

times forms a good general method of comparison. The mean age actually

denotes the average age of the persons who were alive on the date of the
census ; it does not coincide with the mean duration of life, except when
births and deaths exactly balance each other, which would be most
exceptional. In a growing population with a large'number of children

therefore the mean age will be less than in a decadent one where the

children are relatively few in number. A low mean age may also be due
to comparatively early deaths among adults. The formula for calculating

this inde.x laid clown by the Census Commissioner followed that adopted at

the Census of France in 1891. Briefly the totals showing the number of

persons living at each quinquennial period were multiplied by 5 and raised

by 2-^ times the total number of persons dealt with, and the sum thus

obtained was divided by the number of persons. The mean age of the

population reflects the results of the influenza epidemic, further noticed

below in paragraph 6, to a marked degree. The statistics by Natural
Divisions for five censuses are given in Subsidiary Table I, but for con-

venience the figures for the Province are repro-

duced here. The fact that in 1921 the mean age
increased did not indicate greater longevity in the

population, but was due to the presence of a

smaller proportion of very young children and a
larger number of old people resulting from the

epidemic. Since those in the prime of life suflfered

most, apart from infants, it is clear that there

should be a lower proportion of old people at the
present census and a higher proportion of the com-

paratively young. This accounts for a figure of mean age lower than any
previously recorded. Variations in Natural Divisions are generally sm.all.

The figures for the Chhota Nagpur States are much lower than any others.
The reason for this is made clear in paragraph 11.

JS
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The mean ages of certain countries were calculated on the same
graduated age distribution by quinquennial
periods from the census figures of 1911 and
it is of interest to show them here. Owing to-

the disturbing influence of the Great War 1921
figures are unsuitable for purposes of com-
parison and the 1931 figures are not yet
ayailalile. The mean expectation of life at
birth in western countries is of. course very
much higher than in this Province. In fact
the average span of life from birth in England

and Wales is reported to be 54 years as compared with 25 years in India.

6. Subsidiary Table I shows the age distribution of the population of

the Province for
five censuses and
diagram IV-1
illustrates the
actual figures

for 1931. The
steady descent
in the numbers
of the succes-

sive age groups
shown in the
diagram is very
noticeable. Only
at the periods
15—20 and 65—
70 for each sex:

there is a break in

the regularity of the steps down the “pyramid”. That the total number of

persons above the age of seventy is greater than the number in the group
65—^70 is nq phenomenon. The period covered by this final group is one
extending over al least thirty years and though those included in it are
comparatively few, they would natui'ally be more than those in the preced-

ing group covering five years only. Beyond chis there is the consideration

that in view of the general tendency to exaggerate longevity nutnbers of
persons slightly below 70 probably returned themselves as above that age.

In comparing the statistics with those of past censuses the remarks already

recorded in regard to the smoothing of the 1931 figures must be borne in

mind, but it will be observed that the fall in the graph shown in diagram
IV-2 at the age group 65—^70 and its rise thereafter is similar for each of
the last three enumerations. The relatively low returns in the age-group
15—^20, are, as will be seen from Subsidiary Tables I and II, common to

all religions and to all natural divisions. A further study of the tables dis-

closes that the distribution of the figures at earlier censuses in this group
has been much the same except that in 1921 the number of males between
20 and 25 was even lower than that between 15 and 20, an obvious result

of the influenza epidemic. A reference to the figures of previous decades
in other parts of India proves that the deficiency in the 15—20 group is

not peculiar to the Central Provinces. It should, of course, be possible

to follow the variations in the numerical composition of each age-group of
the population from census to census, since those who were in the 5 to 10
group in 1921 should be in the 15 to 20 group in 1931. The inaccuracy
of the returns unfortunately discounts the value of such an analysis, but a
comparison of figures is interesting from the fact that it discloses this very
inaccuracy. 7he statistics of infant mortality have already been noticed
in Chapter I. It is acknowledged that they are appalling. But from the
graph in diagram IV-7 and the figures in Subsidiary Table IX it may .clearly

be seen that between the ages of 10 and 20 the average number of deaths
is far lower than at any other age period in tne last decade. The corre-
sponding Table of 1921 shows a similar state of affairs and in the report of
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that census it \yas pointed out that the only favourable feature of the in-

fluenza epidemic was the comparatively large number of survivors from
5—15 years of age. Nevertheless for two normal decades 1921 to 1931 and
1901 to 1911 the contrast in the figures returned in the two age groups
under examination are remarkable. In 1921, 1,618 males and 1,613
females were shown per 10,000 in the age-group 5—10 and yet in 1931 the
corresponding numbers between 15 and 20 years of age were 866 and 912
•only. In l^JOl, 1,380 males and 1,368 females per 10,000 of the population
came into the 5—10 group, but in 1911 there were only 683 males and 663
females per 10,000 in the 15—20 group. The recorded death-rate per
mille between .5 and 10 in the last decade was 12.6 for males and' 11.8 for

:females, between 10 and 15, 7.8 for males and 7.2 for females, and between
15 and 20, 9.1 tdr males and 9.4 for females. Such a death-rate would in

no way account for the differences noticed above, nor are the figures of

emigration, although they are not available by age groups, sufficient to

account for them. It must in fact be recognized that for some reason or

other the returns of age between 15 and 20 are deficient, the probability

being that tlie ages of young people just below twenty are exaggerated and
those just above fifteen are under-estimated.

7. In considering the age distribution of the population of western Contrast

•countries beside that in India, it must be remembered that the mortality of with age^

infants throughout the world is higher than that of adolescents or of those distribufion

in the prime of life, and of those who survive, even with a low death-rate,

•obviously a proportion in each age group must disappear every year. It
''

stands to reason then that at the census the number of persons in any age

.group xafter 0—^5 years will be less than that in the corresponding lower age

group of the previous census—for instance the total of the 35 to 40 age
4roup of 1931 must, unless special circumstances have influenced the

•statistics, be less than the total of the 25 to 30 age group of 1921. Migration

•of course has a considerable effect upon figures in the west, but otherwise,

except when unusual calamities such as the war of 1914—1918 or the

Influenza epidemic occur, the continuity of the figures can be expected to

ije quite regular. In such circumstances it is obvious that the age pyramid
for almost anj-^ ccuntiy^ will have steps gradually descending from zero to

the highe.st age, the contrast between those for eastern countries and those

for western being that in the former the steps down are much more steep

:and rapid. Diagram I-l has already given the necessary illustration for

this Province. To demonstrate the situation in a more advanced country

In normal times, thirty years ago, the age distribution of a standard million—
• in England and Wales in 1901 is given in

the margin. It will be observ^ed that the

descent in the figures is regular. The
groups after the age of 24 are for periods

of ten 3'ears and so the reader must not
be misled by the apparent rise in figures,

which catches the eye at the group 25

—

34. The factors which operate to con-
trast the figures shown in diagram IV-1
with those in the statement for England
and Wales are, in the Central Provinces
as well as in the rest of India, a high birth-

rate, heaA'y infant mortality and low ex-
pectation of life. How much a tropical climate is responsible for the
presence of these factors need hardly be mentioned. Natural fecundity,
especially among the more primitive tribes, is encouraged by the religious
Tjeliefs of many of the people. As stated in chapter I, birth-control is

seldom practised. Poverty, ignorance, neglect, scarcity of medical aid
and adhesion to old social customs all join with climate in taking their toll

•of infant life. The frequent epidemics of the past, and periodic famines
have combined with endemic malaria to make the expectation of life of

England and Wales standard million.

Age group. Males. Females.

.0-5 57.039 57.223
53.462 .53.747

10-14 51,370 51.365
15—19 49,420 50,376
20—24 45,273 50.673
25—34 76.425 85.154
St -44 59,394 63.455
•45-54 42,924 46,298
55-64 27,913 31.828

14 691 18,389
75 5,632 7,949

)
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iivcragc man or woman uncertain, and it is unusual for them to reach a very
old aj^e. Ah these facts are brought out by the figures tabulated.

*8. At this point the theory of the Swedish Statistician Sundburg may be
mentioned. This is that, in western countries at any rate, the number of per-

sons aged 15- -50 is uniformly about half the population and that any varia-

tions which occur in the age constitution take place in the other two age-

groups 0—15 and 50 and over. Where the population is growing the number
in the former group is much greater than in the latter, but where it is station-

ary the numbers in the two groups approach equality. The figures for the

1931 census are given below for the Central Provinces and Berar:— .

roptiintion.
Per mille ol total

population.

1

M.ilci.
j

Fctn.ilcs. Toiiil. Male. Fmnle. Total.

.^,fi.^S.6S7
1
.^..SS’.SIZ i 7.21S.-)99 (O'! .398 402

la—Fo •l.50'»,()96
;
•1.I9J..S46 i 1.001.212; SOI 500 500

50 and nvc' SSI.S.’O
i

919.3/6 1
1.771.196

1
9S

1

102 98

In England and Wales in 1921 the corresponding figures per mille of

the population were:—
0—15:-—277 ; 15—^50;—533. 50 and over.—190.

In this Province the number of persons between 15—50 is exactly 50
per cent of the population and the theory is therefore applicable. The
statistics clearly indicate a growing population the increase in which is likely

to be at a rate much more rapid than that of the western counlr>\

9. Certain lessons are to be learned from Diagrams IV-2 and IV-S. The
heavy mortality from influenza among children below the age of five in the

year 1918 is very clearly indicated therein as is the comparative immunity of

tho.«c aged between 5 and 10. The effect of the smoothing of the figures

upon the curve of 1931 has already been noticed and in comparing the
figures for ages after 40 for the last three censuses the contrast in the age
distribution for 1931 with those of 1911 and 1921, the cun-es for which
almost coincide, has been explained in paragraph 5. The comparative
immunity from influenza of those advanced in age is reflected in the deficit

in 1921 of persons between 20 and 35. Nature’s process of readjustment
has been so rapid that the influenza epidemic has left little obvious mark on
the figures of 1931. unless the deficiency of persons between 15 and 20 is

regarded as a result of the conditions of 1918, in spite of what has been
explained in paragraph 6.

10. The proportional age distribution in the principal religions is set

out in Subsidiary Tabic II and partly illustrated in diagram IV-4. The
course of each of the curves in that diagram is much the same. What is

specially brought out is the fertility of the aborigines following tribal

religions and the comparative brevity of their lives. More Muslims than
Hindus live beyond the age of 60, and if the deficit in the age-group 15—^20

were held to be a result of the influenza it would appear that aborigines suffer-

ed most from it (which is a fact) and Muslims probably least. At the same
time the aborigines .mature early and a majority of boys above the age of

16 years have the appearance of young men of 20 and probably like to be
regarded as such. Proportionate figures for Christians and Jains also

appear in Subsidiarj’^ Table II. The .Tains have a proportion of women
between 15 and 40 slightly larger than that for Hindus and considerably
larger than that for followers of other religions, but they are less fertile. On
the other hand the number of aged in the community is high. The diagrams
in Chapter VI are of interest in relation to these figures. The proportion
of old people among the Christians is small. This is partly due to the fact

that conversion to the religion continually proceeds and converts are often

made at an early age, and partly due to the influence of the figures for

Europeans who generally leave India before they are much more than 50,

Siindburg’s
theory.

Age distribu-
tion of pre-
vious Censuses
compared.

Distribution
by religion

and caste.
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while over 80 per cent of the adult males of the community in this Province
are young men in the Army. The Census Report of 1921 forecasted that
the prolificness ascribed to forest tribes would not be so prominent in the
decade now under examination, and that Hindus would increase at a higher
rate than Muslims. But the figures in this chapter and in Chapter VI
clearly prove that this view was mistaken. Subsidiar5>^ Table III is of
interest in connection with these obsen’ations. The age groups of this

table and of Subsidiary’’ Table IV are not the quinary groups of other tables

but septenary’^ groups of the crude ages as returned. The high proportion
of children below 6 among the primitive tribes and the low proportion of
old people are at once striking. The Oraons, Marias, Baigas, Korkus,
Bharias and Kols have a higher proportion of children than any^ Hindu
caste, except the Dohors, a depressed community, who come next in order
to the Marias. The Gandas, another untouchable caste, follow the Kols
in the numerical list. The figures speak for themselves.

11. Diagrams IV-5 and IV-6 showing the distribution in Natural Distribution in.

Divisions further confirm obsen-ations made in the preceding paragraph, various tracts^

It must be remembered that in these diagrams the graphs have been plotted

to decennaiy groups after 15—^20. The Chhota Nagpur Division peopled
by some of the most primitive tribes in the Province contains far more
children and considerabty less old people than any’ other Division. Those
who know the Oraon villages with their swarms of babies will appreciate the

figures in Subsidiary’ Table IV which bear out the correctness of the im-
pression convey’ed by the graphs. As at the last census the Nerbudda
valley’ has a more favourable age distribution than other tracts, since the

population in the prime of life from 20 to 30 predominates in both sexes, but

the scarcities itowards the close of the decade affecting several districts of the

division and resulting in a birth rate lower than normal are reflected in the

deficit in children, and especially’ girls up to the age of 10 and in the small

proportion of persons over 60 years old. In the Maratha plain the propor-
tion of male children is almost as low as in the Nerbudda valley, but the effect

of immigration upon the figures must not be overlooked. This would account
for some addition to the proportion of men in the prime of life at the
expense of the figures for boys. The comparatively large number of aged
people in the Maratha plain is due to the fact that in spite of its heat and
deficiency’ of rain it is, except for certain tracts, probably the most healthy
as well as the most advanced tract of the Province. The distribution of

age in the Plateau Division and in the Chhattisgarh Division for both sexes

is very’ similar and approximates to an average for the Province. It is

safe to state that if no extraneous influences are at work in the current de-

cade the present age distribution in the Province is such as is likely’ to pro-

duce a further heavy’ increase in population. The Nerbudda Valley
Division in particular is so situated that, even making allowances for the

effect of immigration upon the figures of the present census, the stagnation

of the population in certain units during the last ten y’ears appears l^ely’ to

be ended by’ a considerable rise before 1941.

12. Some? bing has been recorded in Chapter I regarding the vital Analysis of
statistics of the Province, and they’ have been analy’sed there for each vital statistics,

separate disirict. The sy’stem of registration is explained in Appendix A
to this chapter. It is necessary’ however for a full appreciation of the
figures of age collected at the Census, to attempt here some further

examination of the birth-rate and death-rate at different periods. The
statistics published annually’ for the y’ears 1921 to 1930 are anah’sed and
brought together in the Subsidiary’ Tables VII to X at the end of this

chapter, and the figures contained in them are of use in tracing the progress
year by’ y’ear which has brought the population of 1921 to the number and
distribution which the Census of 1931 shows it to have reached. The
inaccuracy of the rital statistics for various tracts has already’ been
demonstrated, but for the indication of general facts and tendencies con-
nected with the subject they are most valuable. The proportionate figures

published during the 10 years, the birth-rates, the death-rates, etc., were
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I)c3lhs at

\‘atiot« aRcs.

bnred on the numbers of the population of 1921. Each year the birth-rate
for example wa.s given as the number of births per mille of the population
of 1921 but in pomt of fact the population even for the year 1921 was not
exactly the same as that enumerated on March ISth of that year, and as the
years passed the probabilities were that the average population for the year
was farther and further removed from the population according to the
census statistics. In England and other European countries some adjust-
ment of the census figures is made each year before birth-rates and death-
lates are calculated. Owing to the violent fluctuations to which the birth-
rate is often liable and to the comparative inaccuracy of the vital statistics

such adjustment has not y^et been adopt-
ed in this Province, but the small tables

given in paragraph 20 of the first chapter
of this report attempt by an adjustment
of the intercensal population by geo-
metrical progression to convey a more
accurate picture than that actually shown
bv the subsidiary tables of this chapter.

The birth-rate and the death-rate of the
province is shown in the marginal table

against those of other important provinces
and of England and Wales. It will be

^ sc^en that the figures for the Central Prov-
inces and Jlerar arc the highest in each case. The rates given for the
Indian Provinces are the average for the decade 1921 to 1931. No com-
ment is needed. The average birth-rates and death-rates of the Province
by sexes for the last three decades are contrasted below :

—

Province o-
eounf.-y.

r.irll’-rate

per mill-

•f popula-
tion.

Dc-sth-rnic

ref milic
oi popiiln-'

tlon.
\

Amsm 42-56

i

31- 15
Bengal 2R-.a

' 25-3 :

Bih.ar .and Ori^ja ... 39 5 29-5 ;

BomSay .S.S-SS 26-81
,

Burm.-. 22-51 20-95 1

Punja'.i 42-2 30-3
,

Great Britain and lfj-7 13-6
;

Northern frcl.-^nd

1929.
Central Provinres ... 43-72 33 50

j

1

Birth-rote pet thousand

o! total population.
Denth-rn'e per thousand

of rneh sex.

Males. ! Fctnalcs.
1

Mules Females.

2^-4

.
22-43

21-2

22-2
21-29

37-9

46-1

35-23

34-1

42-2

32-13

Hr -r.-itr ..t tf-I-’w o* I- J
ear

I?

1901-1910
1911-1970
W2j-1930

. i

The birth-rate has dropped slightly, and so has the death-rate. In study-

ing the figures it must be remembered that the birth-rate is calculated on

the whole population, but the death-rate only on the sex population. The
lurth-rate of cour.se greatly exceeds the de.nth-rate as already shown.

13. Di.igr.ams lV-7 to IV-10 which illuMratc some of the figures given

5'->
,
!'h.-i:i’",ry 'ables show the average number of deaths at various age-

perif 1 for the v.hole decade and the actual number of deaths at selected

age', iu t''>ch vear of the decade. ' Correlations between the birth-rate and
- , the death-rate iiavc already been indicated in

I Diagram I-T.o. It will be noticed that e.xccpt

:'f .''tj-.r-m-ed a.ges and between the ages of 15 to

30. that i. in f he period of child-bearing, the

;>umbcr of male deadis exceeds that of females.

The .'•mourn of infant mortality and the com-

p..rnive!y limitefl expectation of life is marhed
h'-ni) V'-xc--, lui! deridn among male babies

! «. :cee;i tho e among females. It has

5v.-i n '^ce i f'-f'.m Subsidiary Table I that up to

the age of five the proportion of girl cliildren

e.M-f-cd' ihe proportion of boys, althotigh

it •’ ni from the f;e::( chapter that

no r.' I'.oy than ,'^irl .'’re neomlly born. Fewer

deafi;* of men ifiun of ’-•.''tnien arc regi’fered

r.r .oi-.-jn -ed ;’.ge' ht-c.itr.f; as illustrated in

l;: gr.o'ro JV.12 and fV-13 men do no! live

lorijg i-o fhis Province .a' v.omen do. 'Ihe

:th‘. hvtv cl-r. 30 and .'0
i-. a feature of ihe Matisiir-;.

r*f rVovl-'r? /irr

»r

ri r ^ >

^ '7

i:--,

12?
iir

• ? c r .. i
1
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The figures for Natural Divisions for each year of the decade may be studied

in statement I of Appendix B to this chapter.

decade.
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Conclusions
from vital

statistics.

diagram showing deaths between tibe ages 20 to 40- Male deaths at these

50
preponderated, in 1921 and

1922 but thereafter the line for

females was above that for men
until the end of the decade. The
figures for the birth-rate in Subsi-

diary Table VII show that it was
extremely low in the first two
years and rose considerably
thereafter. The actual propor-
tion of births per mille on adjust-

ed figures would not be so high as

that shown, but the increase in

births is quite enough to explain

the preponderance of adult

female deaths. Between 1923
and 1928 the figures may be re-

garded as normal. Before that

there were various abnormal in-

fluences at work, while in 1929
and 1930 the scarcity in the north
of the Province and general eco-

nomic conditions had a natural

effect. There is nothing curious
in the comparatively low number
of deaths in the first year of life

in 1921 shown in Diagram lV-8,
The deficiency on normal of the

proportion of infants in the population of that year was necessarily attended
by a lower number of infant deaths, but it was considerably higher than that

in 1922 because 1921 was generally unhealthy, and the numbers rose to a

maximum in 1926 simply because with a birth-rate returning to normal the

number of infant deaths naturally increased. The rise and fall of the num-
ber of deaths shown in this diagram during the remainder of the decade
conforms to the riie and fall of the birth-rate. The almost identical tendency
of the curves for males and females is suggestive. The deaths of boy infants

exceeded those of girls throughout the decade.
The curves in Diagram 1-9 follow in a somewhat exaggerated degree

those in Diagram I-IO, until the last two years of the decade when condi-

tions were more unfavourable to growing children than to adults whose
power of resistance is greater. The high death-rate for the years 1928 to

1930 in the Nerbudda Valley Division shown in Subsidiary Table VIII
supplies all the explanation necessary for the sudden rise in the number
of deaths shown in both the diagrams in the last years of the decade. In

1930 there was considerable mortality from cholera in the Nerbudda Valley
and heavy mortality in the Maratha plain. The course of the graphs

definitely follow the fluctuations of the seasons and the student will find it

worth while to study them with reference to Subsidiary Table X (Reported
deaths from various diseases) and to the sketch of the conditions of the

decade given in paragraph 11 of Chapter I.

46

44
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38

3S
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28
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24
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18

15. There are certain obvious conclusions from the preceding
observations. First it is clear that in these Provinces except in the

abnormal years 1921 and 1922, and 1928 to 1930 the birth-rates and death-

rates tend to run parallel. The figures may be studied in Subsidiary Tables
VII and VIII, but it must be noted that the birth-rate there has been
calculated for each sex on the total population, while the death-rate has
been calculated separately on the population of each sex. Secondly the

unrestricted family does not tend to give a high survival rate.
_

This is

evident from the hea\'y infant mortality and from the result of investiga-

tions explained in the appendix to Chapter V. It is true that mortality

between the ages of 5 and 20 is comparatively low, and this is no doubt
tartly due to the fact that those who are able to survive the dangers of
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infancy in this Province may be expected to weather the minor dangers of

childhood. But apart from abnormal factors such as famine and epidemics,
there are other quite ordinary factors the influence of which is ever present-

Child-birth at immature ages and successive confinements at short intervals

affect the vitality of both mother and child. The expense of large

families naturally means that children among the poor are often neglected

and ill-nourished. Early marriages are a handicap to numbers of young
men of all classes in the Province. Above all the effect of malaria on the

health and efficiency of the population of large tracts of country cannot be
exaggerated. It must be remembered that in spite of the good work of

tiavelling dispensaries, and in spite of measures to make quinine available

at all post offices, the former have to deal with such vast areas and the

latter are so widely scattered that their influence is at present nugatory.

The great majorit^'^ of the population know little of
_

modem
prophylactic measures, to find any but the most advanced sleeping under
mosquito nets is exceptional, and the number of deaths from fevers shown
in Subsidiary Table X is only a slight indication of the damage^ done by
malarial and other fevers. It has been suggested that the aborigines, who
reside generally in the most infected tracts, have unconsciously protected

themselves to some extent bj’' the liberal consumption of alcohol, which is

often used in connection with religious ceremonies. (The idea of clothing

expediency with a religious meaning is older than the Mosaic law.) At
censuses in the past it has been customary to discuss the effect of the corn-

sumption of alcohol upon the age distribution of the population in certain

tracts, and the conclusion was reached in 1921 that excessive liquor drinking
shortens life. This assertion is not to be disputed, but it is generally a fact

that where most alcohol is consumed there the visitor finds the danger of
malaria greatest and it seems highly probable that the comparatively low
expectation of life in such tracts is due not to the use of alcohol but to the

effects of malaria. Expert opinion upon this subject has been quoted in

Appendix C.

16. Before the analysis of the vital statistics of the Province is closed Monthly
it is interesting to consider the statistics of births and deaths as registered statistics,

for British territory in each month of the decade. The two statements
below set out the actual figures. Seasonal fluctuations have already been
discussed and the variations of the figures can be easily explained by refer-

ence to the subsidiary tables (especially in regard to diseases) and to the
full description of the conditions of the decade in different areas given in

Chapter I.

Births registered in the Central Provinces and Berar during each month
from the year 1921 to 1930 {excluding states).

! Total
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1921 42.403 39.754 46.623 46.431 45.339 40.591 42.068 47.589 45,086 45 .329 I43.621 42.449 *527.283

1922 37.252 32.203 35.075 33,449 30.750 30.772 37.693 47.242 50,843 56,006 54.997 51.735 498.017

1923 49.037 43.543 50.403 49,449 53.400 48.246 51.349 59,298 58,297 61.359 56.227 54.254 634.862

1924 48.111 45.316 51.381 51,379 47.777 46,735 48.614 59.635 58,518 57.179 52.128 47.895 614.668

1925 42,781 37.638 42.951 45.058 46.005 44.972 51.809 62,090 63.503 59,285 57,013 57,627 610.732

1926 51.10G 45.171 56.832 52,655 50.686 49.787 55.232 58.200 57.295 58.696 54,008 50.711 640.403

1927 49.097 41.349 43.914 46.908 50.648 47.468 52.101 63,143 65.411 64.161 57.039 52.890 634.129

1928 50.584 45.394 50,248 47.884 48.540 50,349 54.061 63,582 64.306 64.549 54378 53.260 647.135

1929 47.747 40.647 48.176 48,016 51.091 46.072 49.660 56,306 57,127 61.153 53.762 51.809 611.566

1930 48.515 42.399 51,736 51.234 51.469 49.942 55,135 64.805 64.901 66.147 60.928 57,006 654.217

Average 46.662 4l’.341 47.733 47.249 47,570 45.494 49,772

—

Qr
00 58.528 59.386 54.410|51.963 608.301
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(cvi;." vlity.

Statement shovring total nttmber of deaths for Central Provinces and Bcrar
from 1921 to 1930 {excluding States)*

56.5 t3'f6.SlS 37.6 tS

»2.5S9 37.251 '31.StS

- j!)7.336‘43.0Sl.f0.S33
.33.811 29.35573.650 4., !03;56.S:9 37.S16 29.010 .lO.OS’i-IS.S’l .36.194

. 32,578 -31.5.55 '-50.7 tS «S.023; 19.761 •43.857 31.212 47.551 5S.816 5.S.66S 11,198 .38.365

.32.288 28.992 3 1.7.=3 '37.717 !43.44l 30.567 31.29S!42.741‘47.769i47.703'll.59S 36,413

; 612..322

! 407.827
424.7.89

4 .53..362
i 379..3S2
: 477 .6.55

; 435.559

: IK8.321

: 471.872

i
473,189

! 460.721

• Figufffj by montbt nre not available for Sl.'tte*.

In Diagram IV-14* the average number of total births and deaths for

each month during the decade

rr;

1 . .

has been shown in graphic
form. Mortality naturally

fluctuates according to the

variations of climate from
month to month. The highest

number of births take place in

August, September and Octo-
ber, whilst deaths, the curve
for which runs parallel to that

of births almost throughout the

year, arc also most in Septem-
ber and October—reflecting

again the extent of infant

mortality. The diagram cer-

tainly illustrates the old

English saying "In the spring

a young man’s fancy lightly

turns to thoughts t)f love", for

December and January re-

semble the European spring-

time more tlian any other

months and it h then that the

rahi or so-called spring crops

are growing. The lowest num-
ber of births and abo death.s is

in Decemlicr and February,

Separate figures by Natural

DiviMon"- for flealhs in eacli

month of the decade will be

found in Statement 11 of

.Append! t H to fhi . chapter,
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column 6 of Table IV it will be observed that the number of women of

child-bearing age available in individual primitive tribes is, proportionately

to their total population, in many cases very considerably greater than the

number available among higher caste Hindus, although Table V-A shows
that on the total population of religions the proportion of such women
among Hindus is shghtly greater than among those worshipping Tribal Gods
and the calcnlationo in paragraph 13 of Chapter VI confirm this. The com-
paratively low fecundity in Seoni and Balaghat is surprising. The propor-

tion of children to the women between 15 and 40 is ver^^ considerably less

in these districts than in 1921, but this is a phenomenon common to all units

and the high proportion at the last census was clearly due to the deficiency

in the number of women at these ages caused by influenza. The figures for

the different religions var>' from tract to tract but generally there is clearly

greater fertility among Muslims than among Hindus. Their numbers are
not enough to affect the statistics for the total population.

18. Columns 8 to 13 of Subsidiary Table V give statistics of longevity Longevity,

and these have been illustrated in Digrams IV-12 and IV-13. As already
noticed in paragraph 11 it will be seen that there are more old women than
old men and roughly speaking the expectation of long life is greatest in the
Maratha Plain and least in the northern districts of the Nerbudda Valley

and in those tracts where the population is chiefly aboriginal. Subsidiary

Table V-A shows a ver>' definite drop in the proportion of the aged in the
population since the last census. As in the case of the fecundity figures

the disturbance oi the proportions is due to the effect of influenza on the

1921 population, and not to any tendency for lives to become shorter. The
figures for different religions shown in the subsidiary table exhibit no great

variety but it has already been indicated by Diagram IV-4 that the propor-

tion of aged men among the Muslims is more than that in other communities.

19. As usual a number of persons were returned as centenarians at Centenarians,

the census. There is always a tendency to exaggerate the age of those
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\?vcr 7U yc;tn. or n'^^rc nnd conM-qiicnily claims lo extreme lonjievlly have
S*> he tre.-.red '\itj5 catniojs. A few ease*, were specially invcsii^aled.

These are !tt Khami'aon two MuvUsn'- now esmfined to their beds, who arc

both reputed to be ajled more than ;t hnmlred years. In Mandla town a

'^luMdicepcT n.nned Satdar Kh.an is achmnvledjled locally to he a<»cd

about }10 arul ihete m-cmi*. to he no reason to dfutht that the case is

rntlicntic. Hi* j^randhailu-r c.^me horn Kandahar attd he himself was horn
in Jultbidpofr. lie c.-!»not r,nw move about .and his hearint! is defective,

but he *t:!! tc.’.d' the Kor.an daily. Ptohahly the oldest man in the Province
i* Kid*:i V/a-tad, a retahur of the family of Sirdar Venhatrao Gtjjar of

NajltKsr (uiy. i jru iisdehscd to the Head Glerl; of the Census otTtcc.

Mj, <). K. :of rx.jnijtiuf- the evidence retlardinr; the history of

thi' i:r..n«? t'hl in.'U .and am '.-.fbtn-d th.at his aile ntijst he very {jreat. In

Nr^'pur he i' jV.'Uoaliy <U}ppf<»rd tf» have p.a«.‘^cd his l.^Oth year. 'Hie fatlicr

O’ SidJi Wao.'d V.,.' n Sidd; .uitil hi*, mother an .Arab. Wastad was
•iT;r •’! tb.r s.'nv- '•!' v- jr'tlr:- at the c'j'.srt of His llij;hne‘s the Maltaraja

Kh. » (I.uj.v,;;;*, inthej of the lue-mt Rider of Rarod.n. and mn't have
t.{‘*cn .“imr-'-t prut I’.'* juitue .-i- .-n athlete in ali.ntt I.^t.xO A.I). He claims to

the v..-r in .My*ore .-util the death of 'I'ippu SnU-an a'' incidents of

He .-’*o *.nv the Ir.'t M.vihnl Kmpernr .and his predece.ssor.

fctf-etnt’r:

Id* euth.

The ..!d

r.tn! reer.i

rs/.id. }irv

Hr
• «? 4 *

ir;i}ir<ivrii hi' phy'iuur ;utd b.e hecamc an adept in the art of wrestlir.^,.

'Hie o!i! .-.thlcJe ! a*- r.ov, been lb, in;; in Snrdar \'e»ih,Ttr.ao (Injnr's house f

rrn!rnihrr< tlu* Indian Mutiny of 1S57 verx* well

•hen tic fio-t v.rnt to I.rdtore from Parod.a he travelled by
t:‘e ’hr!c i;o r.',ilv..iv

jtn! Nrj'puf tviee v.hro lie v.,a* rrjidin;* at Unreula .and was
,...,,.1 ,-fi\ ;; . ifc

'

< •, »r.al v/rroliT and ins'rucior in phy.cjcal

traijunp. to; K:i’h»’;.-','.o .\b;;'-ahr;>. {hr f.ashrr of Sirdar Venhatr.ao Gujar.

'i'ji!! V,.',* ,-.b;iut thr ye.'ir IS?.^ and. a* Sidds WaM.ad was reputed to have a

of <di yc.at’ in Parod.-, at the time, it ’.vouid ‘ecm proli.ihle that the date

of 111 ' own birth '.va' ov,?} ;,ftrr 1775 a.o. When he came to Natipur to live

with the fh.'i.ar <,srr.ii> thrfr v.as fto r.ub.v.av jinr. hut hand had been acquired
h-r eor.>:f!tcrif:;< a r.-dd ro,-?d and earth worh w,a>. in tiro;;re‘’S. His arrival In

;hr city v.a*. jmt bctnf<- thr ilciritction of thr Mahal by lire. T.ven .nllow-

irij; frir erU Mdrr.Tilde cX.i,*!;'.rr.l{?o:j. hi*^ .n;lr Ufitdil he tdxutl 130.

Sirth-r \Vtd;.Ttr,io's fadict v.ho wa*. when Siddl ^V.^^tatf was fi.’-.st em-
ployed as Id' tr.iii'cr, .-;hojn l(i sir 17 ye.-.ts nf aCe has been described as

**nf very btilh> tt.'e*'. Strict di'i-ipHne under SidiH Wast.ail soon
wrestlinjl.

•ujnr'.s house for

ove-r /,-> yraf .and hi' inilurner in the family has hern vcr>‘ ."Ireat indeed.
It firrn the emtotn in rhr pa't for eve.^y farnou'. wre-ilcr visitinil Naipur
!f> rnahr n pids:! oi p.avin:' hi' re'pect'- to S'lldi \Vast;u! before rlivini: any
exhibition. Hi’- o».-n ru;.-;! public eontc*! w.i-v with a sepoy in the old military

carifonmi jit r.t .Arsif.^oti. Hr «lefr.-!fed ihi'- man and became unpopnlar
atnon,'; the troop'. ;i tr'-ult,

Hnti! the year oi the inilucn-'-:i cpidenric of PMR this remarlcablc in.in re-

rn.iined irt per/ret hr;dfh. Hr wa». himself attacheil by the scourge and in

the ten year following, ii. reported to have h:id altachs of paralysis and
cholct.u Since 'hen In* ha* {Iradiially bui hi*- teeth and his hair has turned
whirr. Hntil P^lK it v.a*: not hi*' liabli to lie down or to .<>o in bed. A
short nap In a ehaii at nidht was puitr enoii.'’h for hint and hr ofTered Itis

pr.ivcrs n\e iitm-:: a day. Hi*, dirt up t<» that lime was about 6 lbs. c»f

flour for one .meal, apart from ve.cetables, rice, mutton and *1 scers of milk
each ilay. Hi*, meal u*ed to take bint ilirer full hours when his teeth were
loiirtd and he riotv rat*-, apparently Ijeartily, on Itis hardened {Jums. When
ill he has never taken doctor’s drii.'is, but he prepares his own medicines
and nieiiicatrti oils and treats himself.

How jircntly he is held in awe by the family of Itis employer and friends
is indicated by tlie f.aet that hr will not allow tlir room, in which he resides,

to Ite swept by anybody. Onee durinti his absenee Sirdar Venkatrao him-
self ventured in attempt to clean the room, and he found three large
scorpions nndernealli the prayer rug, “with the rc.sult”, (writes
Mr. Mohoni), ’’ihai he was severely admonished for this venture!”

Pir prrtcnl lulrr ii of roiitir nii ndnptriJ ion.
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Sdbsidiart T*blb I—Age disteibgtion of 10,000 of each sex in the Centbal PeovincbsAND BERAR and each NATURAL DIVISION
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Subsidiary Table I.—^Age distribution of 10,000 of each sex in the Central Provinces
AND BerAR and each NATURAL DIVISION

—

COncld.

! 1931
j

1921
1

1911 1901 1891

1 ' i

Akc.
;

! ;
i !

Male. : Fcmalr. . Mnlo.
{

Female. 1 Male.

i
: i !

Female. Male. Female. Male. Female.

I i. 2 3 4
1

5 : 6 GO 9 101 11

(3) MARATllA PLAIN DIVISION

Total lo.onoi
i

i

ifl.onn 10 ,000 ,
10.000 10,000 10 .000 : lO.OOOj 10,000 10,000 10,000

0-5 I.47l‘ 1.570* 1,234 1.348 1.489 l,582i 1.057 1.121 1,357 1,500
5-10 ..’ 1.254 1.266 1,513 1.587 1,273' 1.300 1,330: 1.376 1,391 1,447
11^-15 1.146, 1,141 1,264 1.085 984' 844 1,352 1,192 1,131 974
15-20 869 932 663. 637 638 676i 750 743 618 647
20-40 3.106 3.0S5 2.880 3.018 3.253 3,320 3,2851 3.352 3,077 3,r65
40-60 1.653 1.490 1.783 1.607, 1.767j 1,619, 1.765 1,654 1,809 1,570
60 anil <,\Tr 501, 516 663 718 596j 659, 461 562 617 697

Moan nftc 24.5 23.85; 25.55 25.09 25.66; 25.l4j 25.39 25.29 25.53 24.88

(4) CHIIATITSGARII PLAIN DIVISION

Total 10,000 10.000 10,000 10,000 10,000
j

10,000 10,000
1

lO.OOOj 10,000 10,000

0-5 ..’ 1.660 1.664 1,380 1.412. 1,700' 1,712 1.302 1,290 1,605 1,722
5-10 1,367 1,246 1.788 1,650 1,455. 1,370 1,626 1.540' 1,766 1,661

10-15 I.I8I 1,049 1,176 969 973 788 1,2961 1.046' 1,123 912
15-20 SIS 864 661 596 705. 656 799 719, 664 639
20—40 ..; 3,140 3,109 2.945 3.132 3,303 3,382 3.274 3.403 2,985 3,103
40-60 ..i 1.497 I.SIO 1.593 1,570 1,485 1,481 1.394 1.475, 1,399 1,294

60 aatl over .. 337, 498 457 671 379 611 309 527| 458 669

Mean ndc 23,55.
'

24.60' 23.82
1

24.90 23.23*

1

24.39 22.87 24.35'
1

22.56 23.29

(5) CIIIIOTA NAGPUR DIVISION

Total lo.oool 10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000l|HRRQ|i9 10,000 10,000

0-5 2,029 1,375 1,505 !,82> 1.514 1,822

5—10 1,513' 1,426' 1,772 1,823 1,678 1,722 1,734 1,712

>0—15 1,23 li >.>>3, 1,398 1,168 1.263 >,457 >.1^
>5—20 734 819', 756 716
20-40 3,073' 3.126 2.927 3,141 3,174 2,823! 2,982 Not Not
40—60 1,305' 1,254 1,357| 1,157 1,324! 1,196 avaOable. available.

60 and over 246' 352 324 416 342 mm
Mean nftc 21.90^ 21 .75 !

1

22.42 22.13 21.91 21.52 2I.67| 21.30

17
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Subsidiary Table III.—^Agb distribution of 1,000 of each sex in certain caste

Castes.
I

Number per millc ased.

i

;
i

^

I ! 44 and
0-^6 7—13 ! 14—16 17—23 24—43 over. 0—

o

Number per miUe aged.

44 and
24—43 over.

Twice-bom

Banin
Brahman
Rajput

Higher Cultivators

Ahir (Hindu)
Do. (Tribal)

Kunbi
Kurmi
Lodhi
Mali
Maradia

Higher Artizans

Serving Castes

Dhimar
Kewat
Nai
Mhali

Lower Artizans aud{ 2061

Traders,

Banjara • • 224
193Kalar • •

Lohar 201

Teli 207

Primitive Tribes •• 215

Gond (Hindu) 204

Do. (Trib.al) .

.

Halba .

.

212Kawar •

.

Korku . • 242
Oiaon (Tribal) .

.

Do. (Christian) . • 280
Baiga (Hindu) .

.

238
Do. (Tribal) • • 241

Bhnria or Bhumia
(Hindu).

Bharia or Bhumin 230

(Trib.il).

Bhil
Kol (Hindu)
Do. (Tribal)

Alarin
Sawara or Saonr

Depressed Classes

Chamar
Dhobi
Kumhar
Mehta or Mahar
Panha
Ganda
Balahi (Hindu

Tribal).
Balahi (Christian)

Basor
Dohor
Ghasia
Kori
Mnng
Mehtar
Bohia (Muslim)
Indian (Christian)

Anglo>Indian
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Subsidiary Tablr V.—^Proportion of children under 10 and of persons aged 60 and over

TO THOSE aged 15—40; ALSO OF married females aged 15—40 PER 100 FEMALES

Proportion of children both seses
per 100.

Proportion of persons aged 60 and over
per 100 aged 15—40.

District and natural

division.

Persons aged
15—40.

Married females
aged 15—40.

Number ofmarried
females aged
15—40 per 100
females of all

ages.

G. P. and Berar

Nerbudda Valley Division

Saugor
Jubbulpore
Damoh
Narsinghpur
Hoshangabad
Nimar
hlakrai

Plateau Division

Mandla
Seoni
Bern!
Chhind^vara

Maratha Plain Division

Wardha
Nagpur
Chanda

' Bhandara
Balaghat
Amraoti
Akola
Buldana
Yeotmal

Chhattisgarh Plain Divisiotn

Raipur
Bilaspur
Drug
Bastar
Ranker
Nandgaon
Khairagarh
Chhui^adan
Kau'ardha
Sakti
Raigarh
Sarangarh
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Subsidiary Table V-A.—Proportion of children under fO and of persons over 60, to those
AGED 15—40; ALSO OF MARRIED FEMALES AGED 15--40 PER 100 FEMALES

Proportion of children both sexes
per 100.

Proportion of persons over 60
per 100 aged 15—40.

Religion and natural
division.

Persons aged
15—40.

Married females
aged 15—40. 1931 1921 1911

Number of married
females aged

15—40 per 100
females of all

ages.

921 I9II 1931 1921
[
1911 Males, males. Males

All religions

Hindu
Muslim
Tribal

Plateau Division

All religions

Hindu
Muslim
Tribal

Maratha Plain Division

All religions

Hindu
Muslim
Tribal

ChhatthgarhPlain Division

All religions

Hindu
Muslim
Tribal

Chliota Nagpur Division

All religions

Hindu
Muslim
Tribal

Subsidiary Table VI.—Variation in population at certain age periods

Variation per cent in population(increase +» decrease —

)

Period. "
i j j i

All ages.
I

0—10 10—15
{

15—40
j

40—60
j

.

3

Natural division.

Nerbudda Valley Division

Plateau Division

Maratha Plain Division

Chhattisgarh Plain Division

Cbhota Nagpur Division



Subsidiary

Table

VIL—

Reported

birth

Ri\tE

by

sex

ai4d

natural

divisions
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Subsidiary Table VIII.—Reported death-rate by sex and natural division

Number of deaths per 1,000 of sex concerned (Census of 1921).

Central Provinces
and Berar.

Male. I! Female.

I

1

1

i

2 3

Nerbudda Valley
Division. Plateau Division.

Marathn Plain
Division.

Chhattisfwrh Plain

Division.

Male.
I

Female. Male. Female.

.Vo/r.—Finurcs for Central Provinces States by sex are not available and their population has therefore not been taken into consideration

nhile calculatinc the proportions.

Subsidiary Table IX.—Reported death-rate by sex and age in decade and in selected

YEARS PER MILLE LIVING AT SAME AGE ACCORDING TO THE CENSUSES OF 1921— 1931

AveraRc of
Census of 1921.

1925

I Fe- ; Fe- Fc- Male. Fc- Male,

, Male. Imale. i Male. male. Male. male. male.

Census of
1931.



Diarrhoea

and

|

Pingue.

Respiratory

Diseases.

Dysentery.

Fever.

Smallpox.

I

Cholera.
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Subsidiary Table X. Reported deaths from certain diseases per mills of each

Central Provinces and Rcrar. I Actual number of deaths in'
J

Nerbudd.n Valley
Actual number of deaths. Division. Plateau Divisinn.

Female. Male.

i

Plateau Division,

j

Maratha Plain
Division.

Male. Female. 1 Male.
i

Female.

10 11 12 13 1

1

the.pmportioiif“"®
available and they are therefore not taken into consideration while calculating

8
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APPENDIX A

Note OH the registration and compilation of vital statistics in the Central Provinces and
Berar hy Major C. M. Ganapathy, M.C., M.B., D.P.H>., LM.S., Director of
Public Health.

1. Registration of vital statistics in municipal towns, notified areas and canton-
ments.—^In all municipal townsi notified areas and cantonments it is compulsory on
the head of (he family to report every case of birth, death or still birth occurring in his
house, at the nearest police station-house or outpost where statistics are compiled. A
definite period is allowed for making these reports, i.e., the events are to be reported
within 3 to 7 days from the date of occurrence. Deaths from epidemic diseases, such as
plague, cholera, small-pox, influenza, relapsing fever, cerebro-spinal meningitis, acute
poliomyelitis, anthrax, epidemic pneumonia, encephalitis lithargica, diphtheria,
measles, scarlet fever, typhus, typhoid, mumps, dysentery, whooping cough, tuber-
culosis of the lungs, chicken-pox and puerperal fever or any case of sudden death are
reported at once, and the period allowed for such reports does not ordinarily exceed
24 hours.

In order to provide a check on these figures the municipalities collect this informa-
tion independently through their conservancy staff and compare it with the. police
figures. The police registers are compared weekly at the police station-house with the
municipal or cantonment registers by the Municipal Secretary or Health Officer or any
other approved official entrusted with the duty, who ensures that all corrections are
entered in red ink in the police registers and submits a list of the defaulters who have
failed to report to the police, to the municipal committee or the cantonment authority
for legal action against them. The defaulters thus detected are prosecuted and ade-
quate fines are inflicted on them for failure to report the occurrences.

The police send to the Civil Surgeon’s office on the dates and for the period
specified in the foregoing paragraph a weekly return. The return contains the

corrected figures, i.e., those embodying both items reported to them and items taken
from the municipal or cantonment registers.

In addition to the weekly returns referred to above, the police in all district head-
quarter towns, cantonments and other towns, the population of which is 10,000 and
upwards, submit to the Civil Surgeon a weekly return showing births and total deaths

registered from all causes and also deaths from cholera, small-pox, plague, fever,

respiratory diseases, dysentry and diarrhoea. These returns are prepared weekly com-
mencing on Sunday and ending on Saturday, and are submitted so as to reach the

Civil Surgeon’s office every Monday. The Civil Surgeon then compiles a district

return, and submits it so as to reach the Director of Public Health’s office every

Wednesday for publication in the local Gazette.

2. Registration of vital statistics in rural areas.—^In rural areas the ‘registration of

births, deaths and still-births is not legally obligatory on the head of the household;
the duty of making such reports is laid on the mukaddams^ and village kotwars in the

Central Provinces and on the police patels in Berar. All births, deaths and still-births

are reported at fixed intervals at the police station-house of the circles in which the

village is situated. The report books are written by the_ mukaddams, malguzars, patels

or by any literate person in the village under the direction of the mukaddam or patel.

The report books are taken by kotwars at fixed intervals to the police station-houses

of the circle in which the village is situated. This agency is bound to report at once

the occurrence of epidemic outbreaks such as_ plague, cholera, small-pox, influenza,

relapsing fever, etc., at the nearest police station. When such reports are received,

the officer in charge of the police station-house forwards them without delay to the

Civil Surgeon who takes prompt action.

The office- in charge of each police station enters village by village, each birth

or death reported to him in a register and sends to the Civil Sui;geon's Office on the

dates and for the periods specified below a copy of the totals of khalsa and zamindari

figures separately recorded :— , m j j tOn the 3rd of each month, for the period intervening between the 22nd and last

day of the preceding month.
On the 10th of each month, for the week ending on the 7th of the current month.
On the 17th of each month, for the week ending on the 14th, and
On the 24th of each month, for the week ending on the 21st.

For the checking of vital statistics in j'ural areas, the following instructions have
been issued which are followed by officers of the Revenue, Medical and Police
departments :

—

(1) The entries in the kotwar’s books should be checked in the village by all

revenue and medical officers including the vaccination staff, the method
being to assemble the villagers, and question them as to the births and
deaths which have occurred in the village and as to the correctness of the

.entries made in the hook.
(2) The yarcination staff should also, make enquiries at all houses which they

visit in, the course of their vaccination work, in order to ascertain that all

births and deaths have been correctly reported.
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(3; Enquiries in the villngcs should not be .ntade bj' police officers, this work
not being part of their legitimate duties.'

(4) Tlie’ entries in the police register should be checked by (a) all revenue officers

not below the rank of Naib-Tahsildar; (/>) all medical officers not below
the rank of Assistant Medical Officer; (c) Superintendents and Assistant

Superintendents of Vaccination and (<f) all police officers not below the

tank of Circle Inspector.

The above officers are required to submit to the Deputy Commissioners, Civil

Surgeons and District Superintendents of Police, on the first day of every quarter,

reports showing the results of checking done by them.

The resul: of checking is tabulated each quarter as received, and a consolidated

statement forwarded by the Deputy Commissioner and the District Superintendent of

Police to the Civil Surgeon before the 10th of the first month of the quarter. In this

statement checks made by the Deputy Commissioner and the District Superintendent

of Police personally arc to be included. These statements arc used by the Civil

Surgeon for compiling the information required for the Annual Public Health Report.

3. Rcgisiralion oj vital statistics irithin Railway Iwiits and Forest areas.—^Births

and deaths" occurring within Railway limits are reported to the nearest police-station

by certain officers of the railway administrations concerned, in accordance with arrange-

ments made with them by the Local Government. In Forest villages the kotwars,

who are .appointed by the Forest Department, report the vital occurrences in Forest

are.is to the Range CJflicers, and the Range Officers send the monthly statistics to the

Civil Surgeon before the 10th of the month following that to which they relate.

4. (.’onipi/fltfon of vital statistics .—From the materials furnished to the Civil

Surgeon by the police two statements arc compiled by him each month. In one is en-

tered the account of all births, deaths and still-births registered in rural circles (showing
khals.i and zamindari separately) of the district, and in the second all births, deaths
and still-birth.^ registered in towns. The term '“town” includes (1) all municipalities,

(2)

all notified areas', (3^ all headquarters of districts, (4) all cantonments and (5) places

with a population of 5,000 or more. These statements are, as soon after the close

of the month as possible, submitted by the Civil Surgeon, to the Deputy Commissioner
of the district, by whom they^ arc transmitted to the Director of Public Health. The
Civil Surgeon carefully scrutinizes the figures contained in the statements, and
addresses the Deputy Commissioner on such points as may call for remarks. These
remarks, with the Deputy Commissioner’s orders thereon, are forwarded to the District

Superintendent of Police, and a copy of the same is sent to the Director of Public
Health. Cart is taken that the returns reach the Director of Public. Health by the
15tn of the month following that to which the statistics relate.

On receipt of the monthly statements from all districts the Director of Public
Health has two statements (vital statistic return of towns and vital statistics return of
rural areas) for the province compiled in his office and published in the Supplement
to the Central Provinces Gazette.

5. Director’s i'icv:s as regards the accuracy and ’.corking of registration of ’jital

statistics.—The most^ important purposes of preventive medicine are the
prevention of such diseases as are preventable and the preser\’ation of the life and
health of thc_ individual and the success of measures instituted for the attainment of
these objects is directly proportionate to the relative accuracy of the records of births
and deaths. Ii is, therefore, of utmost importance that the registration of births and
deaths should be as_ accurate as possible and with this end in view the Director of
Public Health scrutinizes this subject during the course of his inspections and brings
to the notice of the registration officials the defects and irregularities noticed. The
defects generally observed from the frequent inspections of vital statistics registers in
municip.ll towns are noted below:

—

(1) Municipal peons do not report all the vital occurrences at the municipal
office.

(2) In several towns the work of registration is left entirely to the municipal and
police writers, who make weekly comparisons and the omissions in either
register are reconciled without bringing defaulters to book.

(3) With regard to the enforcement of byelaws on the registration of vital
statistics, the municipal committees continue to shirk their responsibilities
and the members of these committees fail to demonstrate that they place
their duty above cheap popularity,

(4) In a few cases defaulters are prosecuted but the amount of fine imposed is

generally so insignificant that it does not have a deterrent effect.

(5) In some towns kotwars and police constables are in the habit of reporting
vital occurrences to the police although it is not their legitimate duty.’

In addition to the .above, other minor irregularities are often pointed out to the
municipal committees and the District Superintendents of Police at the time of inspec-
tion in the hope that they will take necessary steps to remedy the defects, as a result of
which some improvement has been noticed but there is still room for considerable
improvement.
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APPENDIX B

STATEMENT I
• J ...

Actual number 9F deaths at 'different ,ages in each year of the decade by natural divisions

Year. O-I 1—5 B • i *

10—15 B 20—30 30—40 40—50 50—60 60 and
over.

; 1
1

1

•1
1

j
1

,

(a) Ncrbuddn Valley Division (cxcludinf' Mnltrni State)

1921 28,824 22,733 9,288 5,219, 4,214 10,895 11,918 10.166 8.206
1922 23,691 14,214 4,967 2,907 2,7l7i 6,565 8,036 7,029 5,973
1923 28,741 15,760' 4,612 2,693 • 2,563 5,889 6,658 6,129 5,205l
1924 29,881 1 9,9201 5,530 3,663 3,212 6.997 7,519 6.670 5,719
1925 24,299 14,450, 3,586 2,244 2,208 4,692 5,262 5,032 4,485’

1926 35,720 22,061! 4,893 2,883 3,008 6.393 6,714 6,423 5,824‘

1927 29,404 19,4461

25,096
4,430 2,844 3,001 6,041 5,925 5,284 4,605

1928 35,277 6,161 3,342 3,755 7,803 7,618 6,902 6,307;
1929 26,940 18,913 4,287 2,476 2,887 6,271 6,368 6,864 6,141(

6,791'1930 30,928 25,001j 5,750 2,974 3,702 7,887 7,790 7,760

Average 29,370 19,759' 5,350 3,124
.
3,126 6.943 7,380 6,826 5,925'

1921 13,640 12,893 6,183

(6) Plateau Division

3,607( 3,014 7,27) 7,868 6,556 5,533,
3,390!1922 ..1 10,393 7,479 2,529 1,380 1,215 2,936 3,637 3,412

1923 14,054 6,650 2,074 1,210 1,110 2,663 3,028 2,738 2,61 7;

1924 12,776 6,356 1,727 1,227 1,097 2,341 2,643 2,441 2,293,

1925 12,897 7,135 1,853 1,163 1,066 2,132 2,377 2,229 2,192

1926 15,898 9,937 2,097 1,257 1,319 2,803 3,001 2,852 2,579
1927 14,686 9,628 1,900 1,196 1,201 2,412 2,519 2,322 2,230

1928 16,451 11,691 2,708 1,622 1,615 3,150 2,962 2,763 2,525

1929 15,128 11,768 2,381

2,443
1,484 1,557 3,235 3,118 3,333 3,275

1930 15,917 13,497 1,314 1,525 3,192 2,958 2,956 2,957

Average .

.

14,184 9,703 2,589 1,546 1,471 3,213 3,411 3,160 2,959

1921 67,243 53,086

(c) Ml

15,138

irathn PIni

7,075

n Division

6,0341 15,329 15,821 13,053 14,265

1922 54,758 40,992 9,276 4,657 4,250 9,867 10,697 9,217 10,052

1923 61,381 35,895 10,361 6,480 5,271 11,5.79 11,892 10,082
1 1,005

10,085

1924 70,127 44,872 10,198 6,446 5,885 12,882 12,948 1 1,569

1925 59,774 43,414 7,556 4,685 4,250 8,985 8,810 7,864 8,386

1926 75,654 51,436 8,194 5,088 5,287 11,291 10,309 9,057 9,944

1927 64,101 46,759 8,286 4,841 5,165 10,899 9,886 8,571 8,737

1928 67,624 43,190 7,846 4,547 4,874 10,475 9,440 8,295 9,035

1929
1930

69,457
75,236

51,717
58,930

8,641
11,629

4,955
6,225

5,575
7,343

1 1,626

14,665

10,672

12,482

9,762
11,141

10,367
1 1,349

Average 66,544 47,029 9,712 5,500 5,393 1 1,760 .11,296 9,805 10,379

13,281

10,143

9,452

10,710

8,248

11,614

8,639

12,019

11,123

11,803

10,703

9,373

6,117

5,134

4,415

4,521

6,023

5,150
6,031

6,923

6,368

6,005

40,737

29,570
26,720

33,567
25,020
32,894
28,136

29,593
35,237
36,444

31,792

(d) Chliattlsgnrh Administrative Division

1921
1922
1923
1924
1925
1926
1927
1928
1929
7930

Average

37,660
25,067
35,678
31,628
27,891
34,991
32,335:

34,934
35,553
38,449

33,418

33,947
18,961
22,297
19.285
17,858
23,230
24.286
24,215
26,643
29,632

24,035

13,130;

6,551
6,695
6,206
4,945
4;723
5,368
5,279
5,213
5,325

6,343

5,938
2,845
2,956
2,754
2,261

. 2,526
3,032
2,750
2,624
2,705

3,039

4,991

2,597
2,680
2,659
2,424
2,793
3,494
3,073
3,185
3,300

3,119

13,012
6,810
6,590
6,337
5,758
6,716
7,808
6,733
7,095
6,996

7,385

13,615

7,748
6,852
6,670
6,272
6,887
7,727
6,667
7,035
6,468

7,594

11,197
6,818
5,961
5,664
5,449;

6,022
6,427|

5,816
6,158
5,772

6,528

10,800
6,632
5,696
5,320
5,296
5,770
5,379
5,583
5,976
5,556

6,200

19,569
1 1,732

10,658
10,213

19,383

11,546

11,459
11,554
12,919
12,095

12,212



APPENDIX B.—VITAL STATISTICS*^ FOR EACH MONTH

STATEMENT II

Actual number of deaths in each month of the decade by natural divisions

May. June. July. August Sep- Octo-

i

Nov- Dec-
tember. ber. ember.

i

ember.
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APPENDIX C

Malaria in Forest Tracts

In a very fascinating book entitled “Civilization and Climate” Professor Ellsworth
riuntmgton has written the following ;

—

“Up to a certain point in my investigations, I saw no ground for appealing to
anything except economic and political factors in explanation of the apparent con-
nection between civilization and climate. Then a little book on Malaria : .1
Neglected Factor in the History of Greece and Rome, by W. H. S. Jones, convinced
me that climatic changes have altered the conditions of health as well as the economic
situation. Later studies indicate that in other countries such as Central America,
Indo-China, Java, and Eg}'pt, as well as Greece and Rome, changes in the amount
and virulence of such diseases as malaria and yellow fever may have been potent
factors in diminishing the vitalitj’ of a nation. In fact it now seems probable that
through their effect on bacteria, on the water supply, on the breeding places of in-
sects, on the qualit}’ of the food, and perhaps in other ways climatic changes may exert
quite as much effect as through the more direct economic channels.”

Apart from the general effect upon the vitality of the people of this Province in
certain tracts of bad climate, a factor which has been of considerable influence upon
the history of the world in general, the particular effect of malaria in reducing the
expectation of life of the aboriginal tribes merits some notice. In connection with
the suggestions made upon this subject in paragraph 15 of the preceding chapter the
Inspector-General of Civil Hospitals, Colonel F. E. Wilson, i.M.S., was consulted
an•^ has vciy kindly collected opinions from local officers in certain forest tracts,

some of which are reproduced below.

The Civil Surgeon of Nimar, Mr. N. P. Shrivastav'a, writes :
—

“The aboriginal tribes are mostly denizens of the forest and their surroundings
are invariably the hot-beds_ of mosquitoes. These tribes by tradition and custom
are notorious for excessive indulgence in liquor on all ceremonial occasions. Like-
wise during the febrile conditions and plague epidemics I have noticed that the
aborigines drink liquor freely to act probably as a febrifuge (Dutch courage). During
the early years of my service in Akola, I noted that nearly 85 per cent of the abori-
ginal population in the Melghat forest were suffering from enlarged spleen and thus
malaria is obviously responsible for cutting short the span of life of these tribes. I

agree with the Census Superintendent in deducing that liquor is drunk as a febrifuge
and that malaria and not liquor is responsible for cutting short the longevity of the
aboriginal tribes.”

In forwarding the collected opinions of Assistant Medical Officers serving under
him, the Civil Surgeon, Amraoti, remarks

—

“My own view is that the chief agent in shortening life and reducing the abori-

gines to a state of misery and poor physique is malaria. They are probably driven

to take alcohol to make life seem gaj'cr and they may imagine that it cures malaria
because it relieves them from the misery due to malaria.”

The Assistant Surgeon, Balaghat states

—

“In my opinion the life of the aborigines is cut short not so much by wine as by
frequent attacks of malaria. Most of them have enlarged spleens and secondary

an3:mia which eventually leads to early death. I do not think that they take liquor

definitely as a febrifuge. They usually drink it to ease off the effects of a hard day’s

labour and in the end contract the habit. They do, however, use liquor as a

stimulant when they find that a patient is getting exhausted as a result of fever or

any other continuod illness. This use, however, is limited to certain occasions only.”

Other views given by Assistant Medical Officers consulted are given below :

—

The Assistant Medical Officer, Talegaon Dashasar: “There is a practice among
the lower classes of using liquor on all festival occasions and of administering the

drug for most ailments. I do believe that this may be acting as a febrifuge.”

The Assistant Medical Officer, Warttdz “I have noticed that the aboriginals

take liquor freely in connection with religious ceremonies and in cholera and plague

cases. In malaria it is not used as a febrifuge.”

The Assistant Medical Officer, Anfangaon : “Moderate drinking may bring

immunity’ from fever, but drink in e.xcess undoubtedly lowers the natural resistance

and exposes the person to all sorts of infection.”

The Assistant Medical Officer, Kelapur : “Generally the aboriginal population

uses liquor for bringing down fever and as a sffmulant against exhaustion but not

specifically for preventing attacks of malaria. The short expectation of life of these

people is probably due to repeated attacks of malaria.

The Assistant Medical Officer, Chtkalda :
/'The span of life of the aboriginals is

not cut short bv heavy drinking but by malaria. In most districts the people of the

hills in general 'and the aboriginals in Melghat in particular are constantly in danger

of getting frequent attacks of malaria, for the fever is very common in the jungles and
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hilly tracis. I do not consider that iquor produces immunity from malaria. It is
no doubt taken by these people as a febrifuge, but how far it acts to produce immunity
or cure malaria is not known. It certainly acts as a temporary stimulant. I per-
sonally think that these people get natural immunity after a while owing to previous
attacks of maUria. However the main point that malaria cuts short their life is
more or less correct.”

The Assislaul Medical Officer, Dhariti: "I agree that malaria cuts short the lives
of the aboriginnl population. •

The Assislaul Medical Officer, Chaiiditr Bazar: "I have served for several years
in the tracts inhabited by aboriginal tribes and where, malaria is most prevalent. 1

am inclined to hold a view that in these regions it . is malaria which
cuts short the life of^ the aborigines and not intoxicating liquor.
I cannot give a definite opinion regarding the qualities of liquor as a febrifuge, but
I have come to regard it as a necessity for the aborigines, residing as they do in cold
and wet regions with scanty clothing and little food and having few of the amenities
of life to keep them in good spirits and consequently in good health.”

In forwarding these opinions, Colonel Wilson himself has expressed the view
that alcohol is nut a febrifuge and docs not keep away mosquitoes. He states, how-
ever, that Vermouth seems to have some febrifuge effect on account of the worm-
wood or arlemis'a rooi which it contains. "Wniat is definitely established by the
medical opinion collected is the fact that malaria is responsible for short lives among
the forest tribes. Whether or not the ricc-bcer or toddy (often unfermented), which
form a favourite item of their diet and which they consume whenever funds and
opportunity permit, have any prophylactic or curative value in cases of malaria

probably rcquiies careful study and analysis. The general view, however, seems to

be tlia* the aboriginals themselves have a certain amount of faith in liquor as .a

mcdi:inc, probably owing to its stimulating qualities.

It may be recalled here that a special malarial survey was made in this Province in

the years 1912 and 191.3 by Major W. H. Kcnrick, l.M.S., whose report was very full

and extremely interesting. Much information regarding the prevalence of malaria

in various tracts is available in its pages. Major Kcnrick found, in fact, that the

proportion of the population with enlarged spleens in many of the backward tracts

varied from 75 per cent to 95 per cent. Such statistics speak for themselves. Much
has been done since 1914 to cope with this scourge but if a further survey were made
it would, no doubt, be found that in the hills and jungles it still has a strong hold

Qver the inhabitants. The conclusions at which Major Kcnrick arrived regarding

endemic malaria as it prevailed in these Provinces at the time of his survey were

briefly as follows :

—

, “(1) Its close association with forests and wild uncultivated countrj- in their

neighbourhood.

(2) Its natural prevalence among jungle tribes and aborigines,
_
who_ quickly

become immune to .the more serious consequences of the infection, and
act as habitual carriere of the parasites.

(3) Its continual distribution beyond the limits of the great hyperendemte joci,

spreading in all directions towards the borders of the open culti\’ated

country, chiefly along the main lines of traffic to and from the forests,

the halting camps and paraos forming so many centres for the dissemina-

tion of the disease.

(4) The advantages of a thorough clearance of jungle and undergrowth in its

mitigation; in other words decreasing the amount of shade and shelter

from sun and wind, and increasing the exposure to light and air.”



CHAPTER V

SEX

L All the census Tables except Imperial Table III divide the popula- Reference lo

tion into males and females. Differences of sex are an important con- statistics,

sideration in discussion of each class of the statistics set out in this report,

and references to them will be found in the appropriate paragraphs of most

of the chapters. In this particular chapter the comparative distribution of

the sexes is the principal subject for examination and to present the statistics

in a clearer form six subsidiary tables have been appended as at the last

census :

—

I.—General proportions of the sexes by natural divisions and
districts.

II.—^The number of females per 1,000 males at different age-periods

by religions at each of the last three censuses.

III.—Number of females per 1,000 males at different age-periods by
religions and natural divisions.

IV.—Number of females per 1,000 males for certain selected castes

and tribes.

V.—Actual number of births and deaths reported for each sex during
the decades 1901—10, 1911—20, 1921—30.

VI.—Number of deaths of each sex at different ages.

The instructions on the cover of the enumerator’s book were as follows :
—

"Enter whether male (M) or female (F) even though the word female occurs in

column 3 already."
'

The following subsidiary instruction was issued :

—

“Enter the sex of infants also. Enter a eunuch or hermaphrodite as male.”

2. The returns may be regarded as quite accurate. At the census of y-iyg fUg
1911 certain imputations regarding those for females, made by foreign

statistics,
critics of earlier Indian Census reports, were very ably refuted. It had
been suggested that because in India, unlike European countries, there is

generally an excess of males over females, there must have been some
defect in the enumeration. Facts and statistics efficiently disposed of that
argument, and there is no need to repeat here the details given in past
reports. It is indeed very unlikely that any considerable number of women
are ever omitted at the enumeration in this Province. Any reticence which
may exist exists among the higher classes only, and their numbers are
relatively insignificant. It does not at all affect the villages, where the
^great proportion of the population is to be found. The enumerators and
supervisors, who themselves are neighbours of those for whom they write
the census schedules,, of course know all about the famil}’^ afiEairs of the
latter. There is no reason for the head of a family in a rural area to give
an incorrect return of the female members of his household, and, if he did,
the omission would be detected. The pttrdah system is little observed in
countr)^ places—and the continuitj’^ of the figures from one census to another
is sufficient indication that they are correct. If there had been any error
in the past it certainly would not be expected that the proportion of females
to males would be less in 1931 than previously

:
yet in this Province as may

be seen from Subsidiary Table I that proportion has actually been falling
since 1901.

19
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?he proportion
)f the sexes.

3. At ithe recent census there were in the province 8,997,203 males
and 8,993,734 females. For all practical purposes - the proportions are-

equal, but it is to be noted that this is the first occasion since 1891 on which
the number of males has actually exceeded the number of females. The
figures for the natural population of the Province, that is, for the population

actually born in the Province irrespective

of the place of enumeration, were
8,861,932 males and 8,894,821 females,
which proves that the deficiency of
females in the actual population is really

due to the effect of the migrations. It is

in urban areas in fact that males pre-
ponderate and not in the villages as is

proved by the figures in the niargin taken
from Imperial Table I. The proportion of the sexes in towns has been
fully analysed in paragraph 13 of Chapter II.

Urban population. Rural pcpulation.

.

Males. Females. Males. Females.

928,157 826,454 8,069,046 8.1‘57,280

The Subsidiarj Tables give the figures for three censuses for all dis-

tricts. The sex composition of 1,000 of the actual population for the
principal regions of the province since 1872 is shown in the statement
below:— . .

A

Comparison
with other
Countries.

Proportion of each sex in every 1,000 of -the population.

Regions.
1872 1881 1891 1901 1911

^

1921 1931

,
*s

%

1
n

1

^ yi

Female.

*o

.s

Female.

Q*

S

1

! B.
' £

!

“

jb
*s

Female. JO

s

JO

E
o

O
*«

5?

*5

E

£

Central Provincss and Berar • ••Lio

1

490

1

507 493 504 496 495 Ls 498 502 499 500' 500 500

Central Provinces British districts ...

1

509 492 504 496 501 499 492 lo8

1

1

495 506 497 504 498 503

Central Provinces States ... 506
t

494

1

505 495 504 496 498 502 498 £02 98 502 497 503

Berar 518
1

463 516 484 515 485 5C6
j

,

494. 514 493 509 491 511 489

Nagpur city

1

Not available 529 471. 537 463 541 459

It will be observeG that in Berar which generally has a larger number of:

immigrants in the population than elsewhere there has been a preponder-

ance of males for the last sixty years.

4. For purposes of comparison

Proportion of females per thousand males.

Provinces.

Census ol

1931 1921 1911

All India 941 949 951
Bihar and Orissa 1.008 1,029 1.042
Romb.sy 910 911 933
.Madras 1.022 1,023 1.027
United Provinces 904 909 915
Central Pro-.incet 1,000 1,002 l.WB
England and Wales ... 1.087 1,093 1.067
France Not

available
1,103 1.035

Ispsn 990 990 989
United States ol

Araeflca.
976 961 943

the number • of females to eyery
thousand males for three censuses
in other parts of India and in

certain foreign countries are shown
in the marginal statement. It is

interesting to find that in
. Japan

there are considerably less females
than males which suggests that in

Eastern countries such a state of
affairs is not unusual. The marked
deficiency in America is, of course,
due to the large proportion, of
immigrants in a new country.
Other figures giving the proportions
for the natural population as well as
for the actual population of certain
units are given on the next page.
They furnish an index of the relatively
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.greater amount .oi migration among

Proportion of females per 1,000 males in the

actual and natural population.

Province.

In
QctunI

popuin
tion.

In
natural

popula-
tion.

Central Provinces and Geror, 1.000 1,004

1931,
1.006Central Provinces and Berar, 1.002

1921.
1,008 1.018Central Provinces and Berar,

1911.
1.026Central Provinces and Bsrar,

1901.

Bombay. 1931

1,019

910 923

Bengal, 1931 923 942

Burmo, 1931 958 1.025

United Provinces. 1931 904 867

men than among women. It is

noticeable, however, that the dis-

parity is. not now so great as it was
twenty or thirty years ago.

5. To form any conclusions
regarding the factors affecting the
distribution of sex in the Province
as a whole, it is necessary to examine
the figures for the various units of
which it is composed, and for the
various religions and communities
which predominate in them. As a

supplement to the details given in
the subsidiary tables the following
statement shows for natural divisions

the proportion of each sex in every
1,000 of the population for seven
censuses :

—

Distribution
of sexes in

natural divi-

sions.

Notural divi<ion.

1872 1881 1891
[

1901

i
1

1911 1921
11

1931

Male

JU
a
a
o

Cs.

Mole.

U
a
B
u Mole.

-S
cs

£
Mule.

"S

a
V
b.

Male.

1

5
1

bu
1

' ci

1 1
^ tSi

Male.

l>

a
ii

b.

Nerbuddo Valley Division 522 478 516 1184 .509 •wo 500 500 K05 1495
1
1510 ,490 510 1490

Plateau Division 509 191 504 496 1500 499 489 511 494 506 [493 ,507 495 505

Mnratha Plain Division 509 490
,

,509 491
;
iSOS 492 500 500 502 '497 |S«.4 495 5u7 [493

Chhnitisiiarh Plain Division 503 497 :498 502 ,494 505 486 514 488 512 [487 513 486 513

Chbotn Nagpur Division 506 494 !'508 [492 ' 509 !
491 507 493 507 493 509 |491 507 493

PROPORTIONS OPTHE
SEXES IN THE ACTUAU

POPULATIOM

'Females per looo Males.

Under 930

• • •

• • •

Trr
1 » <

330- 950

9Sl - 975

376 -1000

UU-tOZS

10Z6-V)9Q

lOVERlDSO

OIABRAMV-l

REFERfHCtS.

C. Chhaikhadan.i07B

N....H3nd^aon 1015

K....Khaira|Brh 1001

M.. .Mahrai 964

S....Sahfi 1057

Kw...Kayvardba 1075

Sar...Saran^arh. 1065

Ch....ChanjtihaKan S45

Owing to the fact that complete figures of emigration are not available

it has been impossible to show the corresponding proportions for the natural
population, which is of course the best guide. Similarly in presenting the

statisjtics for districts it is possible to give them only for the actual population
and not for the natural population as was done in the Census Report of

1921. Diagram V-l illustrates the figures and shows at a glance the details

.'given in column 2 of Subsidiary Table I.
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Sex pro*
portions
in certain
tribes.

The Province is almost equally divided into areas in which the number of
females exceeds the number of males and those in which the position is
reversed. The fact that in .1921 the figures varied from 930 females to
every 1,000 males in Nimar to 1,097 females to every 1,000 males in Drug,
whereas in 1931 the variation was from 929 in Nimar to 1,095 in Drug
proves the accuracy and the continuity of the statistics. It has already
been explained in Chapter III that the proportion of immigrants in Nimar
is far higher than in any other district. The deficiency of females is there-
fore nonnal- ^-lales are heavily in excess in both the town and the village
population.^ pJsewhere, except in the Chhota Nagpur States, such
deficiency is generally most where immigration figures are highest and
where urban areas are most numerous. Scarcity conditions in Ae north
do not appear to have affected the distribution of the sexes. In 1921 it

was observed that in the rice-growing tracts the predominance of women
is most marked, and this is very clearly brought out in the diagram. It will
be recalled from the chapter on birth-place and migration that there is

more, emigration reported from the Chhattisgarh Plain than from elsewhere,
and this factor which affects also

the neighbouring rice-growing
districts must be taken into

account. Other selective fac-

tors cannot be excluded.
Where the more advanced culti-

vators are accustomed to trans-

plant their rice, it is female
labour which is most in demand,
while people who know the
Chhattisgarhi must have been
struck by the fine physique of

the women which compares
more than favourably with that

of the men. Venereal disease

which is extremely prevalent in

the division, appears to affect

the general health of the males far more than that of the females. The pre-

dominance of females was stated in 1921 to be most pronounced in forest

areas, always excepting the cases of Bastar and the Chhota Nagpur Plateau.

In the absence of figures for separate tracts it is impossible to confirm this

statement. It would indeed appear from Subsidiary Table IV, which is

further discussed below, that the distribution of sexes in backward parts of

the Province depends more upon the distribution of tribes than upon the

nature of the country. It is possible that malaria is a potent factor but this

suggestion has not yet been investigated. What is evident is that in the

Chhattisgarh Plain proper, which excludes Bastar State and in the Plateau

Divi.cion—both tracts with vast forest areas—females are in considerable

excess. On the other hand in Chanda district, Bastar State and on the

Chhota Nagpur Plateau they are in deficit. In Chanda in 1921 there were

less males than females and the opening of new coal mines may have some-

thing to do with the change. In Udaipur State the deficiency of women is

slightly greater than in 1921 but the same as in 1911. In the other units

concerned the number of women to every thousand men has increased very

definitely since 1921. \’^atever the cause, as remarked in the 1921 report,

the variation in the sexes is not fortuitous but shows a surprising uniformity

through homogeneous tracts.

6. It has been stated above that probably the distribution of tribes

has much effect upon the sex figures of backward tracts—^and Subsidiary

Table IV with Imperial Table XVIII may now be considered in reference

to this statement. It will be seen that females are in excess in the units

concerned among Gonds, Bharias, Binjhwars, Kawars and Halbas, some of

the principal aboriginal inhabitants of the Plateau and Chhattisgarh Plain

Division. On the other hand among Marias, who predominate in both

Natural Division.

Number
of females
per 1,000
males
actual
popula-
tion.

Number
0 f female

births

per 1,000
male
births

during
decade.

Average
i

number of
female
deaths

'

per 1,000
male
deaths
during
decade.

Centra] Provinces and 1,000 958 951
Berar.

Nerbudda Valley 961 939 914
Division.

Plateau Division 1,021 953 904
Maratha Plain Divi- 974 946 9:o

sion.
Chfaattiigarb Division 1,056 965 894
Cbhots Nagpur Divi-

sion.
971 The Ogures are not

available.
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Chanda and IJastar, and among Halbas who are very numerous in Bastar

fhere is a deficiency of women. The proportion for Halbas in Bastar con-

trasts with those in the British districts. The principal tribes of the Chhota
Nagpur Plateau are Korwas, Bhuinhars, Oraons and Kawars.
Figures for the first two have not been shown in the subsidiary

table but a reference to Table XVIII shows that a slight excess of female

Korwas is balanced by a similar excess of male Bhuinhars. Kawars-

show a marked excess of females for the Province but Oraons,

the most numerous tribe in Jashpur, show a deficit of 35 females to every

tiiousand males among those following tribal religions and of 24 among
Christians. Whether it is the climate and situation of the tracts in which
these tribes live or the physical characteristics of the tribes themselves

which affect the figures is a matter which merits separate research. Any
further discussion of the subject is however infructuous without a reference

to age groups.

7. It is a recognized fact that throughout the world there are more
boy babies born than girls. The figures in columns 2 and 3 of Subsidiary
Table V prove the truth of the statement as far as it concerns the Central
Provinces, and yet in the two principal religious divisions, Hindu and
Trib.al, there were in 1931 more girls in the first year of life than there were
boy.s. This is due to mortality among male infants being very much heavier
than that for fem.ales. A glance at the first line of SubsidiaiA' Table VI
discloses indeed that throughout the last decade the boys dying at the age
of one year or less heavily outnumbered the girls, while the average number
of female deaths in this age period to ever\* thousand male deaths was 827
only. It is sojncv.hai extraordinan.- that the vital statistics of the Province
do not classify births according to religions which renders it impossible to
estimate whether the fact that in all religions e.xcept the Hindu and Tribal
there arc less girls than boys in the first year is due to lower mortality among
.boy babies in the commtinitics concerned or not.

8. For the population as a whole mortality at various age periods has

Feinale death rule per l.COU feniatei and male death
rate per 1,000 tnalei at dilTerent age periods.

Mate Feinale Percenla|<e of
A(<e period. death death female death

rate. rate. rate to male.

0-1 404-7 3316 83
1-S 78-8 64-3 82
5-10 12h 11*8 94
lo-is 7-S 72 92
15-20 9-1 9-4 103
20—40 11-8 12-2 112
40-60 23 9 29-3 123
60 and over 94-9 86-2 91

already been discussed in chap-
ter IV and it may be seen from
the marginal table illustrated by
diagram V-2 that, while the
male death-rate is much higher
than the female up to the age of

15, thereafter when the critical

period of child-bearing has been
reached the male death-rate is

considerably lower than tlie

female until old age. These
influences are evident to some
extent in the figures in Subsidiary
Table II. Up to the age of five
years there are 1,041 girls to
everjr 1,000 boys. The next two
guinaiy^ groups show a consider-
able deficit in girls, due it would
appear partly to a tendency to
overstate the age of married girls
below 15 year of age. Between
15 and 25 there is an excess of
women but thereafter until the
3ge of over 60 men are in excess.

Mortality
among male,
infants.

Analysis'of the
wbl statistics.
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Comparison of
age distribu-

tion with
figures of pre-

vious decade.

The figures for all religions in columns 2 and 3 of Subsidiary
Table II up . to the age group 25—29 are
illustrated in diagram V-3. That table gives
the statistics for the remaining groups for
periods of ten years, while for purposes of the
diagram quinarj’ groups have been adopted.
The actual figures for the two censuses after the
age of 30 are therefore reproduced for reference
in the margin. Something has been recorded
regarding the contrasts of the statistics of the
two years in chapter IV. The diagram like

diagram V-2 brings out the‘ high mortality
among females in the earlier years of fertility

Proportion of females to 1.000
males. All reliiioni.

A i e-group,
j

1931 1921

30-3S P67 1.C39
3^“40 978 928
40-45 951 953
45—50 905 8S8
50-55 938 989
55—60 1.083 9’9
60-65 1,159 1.217
65—70 1.18S 1.144
70 and over 1,263 1.33S

due to the influenza epidemic of 1918, and shows also the effect of the heavy
number of deaths among men in the prime of life. The comparative
longevity of women is once more stressed.

Statl«^tlc5 of
itfparate >-C3rs.

t') ii’.-c

tfi
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10. Propcriv to appreciate the figures it is necessary to insist upon
the effect of the fact recorded in Subsi-

diary 7ablc VI that in the whole

population the number of female deaths

h noticeably less than that of male

deaths and has been throughout the

!:l^t decade. The tendencies in each

year are obvious from diagram V-4.

11. The figure,', for different age

}Tjri?>ds shown h>r Natural Divisions

if> 3u!»-idi:iry 'fable III are in propor-I
-rr
IS & R £

i-.f th<^ j:,c:'.crai di-tribution of the se.xcs in the v.ariour. tracts, and roughly

out v.!.-,:' .-drc.'jdy been ‘fated in previous paragraph?. An analysis

• i'-.-' ar.y particular tract i‘; Miperiltiou? in this report. It can
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be made from the material supplied whenever necessity arises. Those

following tribal religions in all the Natural Divisions, except Chhota Nagpur,

Hindus in the Plateau and' Chhattisgarh Plain Divisions; and Christians in

the Chhattisgarh Plain alone now have an excess of females. In 1921 the

situation was similar. The influences peculiar to each religion have already

been mentioned. It was pointed out in the 1921 report that Hindus in the

Chhattisgarh Plain are mostly distinctly low in the caste hierarchy arid are

often of Dravidian origin. The same is true of the Plateau Division.

Christians and Muslims generally show a small proportion of women. The

figures for both are affected by immigration and those for the former to a

certain extent by the higher number of male converts. Except in the

Chhota Nagpur Division, where their numbers are small, the migration fac-

tor also partly explains the comparatively low proportion of females among

Jains. The sex ratio according to religions is however of little value

because it is so greatly affected by regional and other considerations. In

examining details, the age distribution for the castes and tribes set out in

Subsidiary Table IV is, on the other hand, as already mentioned in para-

graph 6, of primary importance. Of the important castes appearing in

T —
,

the table Banias, Brahmans, Rajputs, Kunbis,

Marathas, Barhais. Nais, Mhalis, Banjaras,

Lohars, Kumhars, Basors, Dohors and
Mehtars are deficient in women in their

total population. Except for the Bhils the pri~

mitive tribes with a similar deficiency have
already been mentioned. According to the
crude age-groups, however, girls below six years
old are in marked deficiency only among.
Sunars, Mhalis, Dohors and Mehtars. There
are 99 girls under six years of age to every 1,000
boys among Brahmans and Nais. In almost
everj' caste and tribe shown there are more boys
•than girls between the ages of 7 and 16, and
these groups need not be discussed except to

note that the proportion of Brahman girls,

between 14 and 16, which is 814 to every
thousand boys, stands out as remarkably lower than the corresponding
figure for any other caste. In the age-group 17—^23 Banias, Brahmans,
Rajputs and Mhalis are alone in their deficiency of women while at 24 to
43 these’ three castes share the deficiency with all those already mentioned
in this paragraph and a number more besides. A further analysis of these
figures will be found in paragraph 11 of Chapter VI, where some repetition
of what is stated here is unavoidable. The proportions in the total popula-
tion of each caste in 1921 were similar except in the case of Nais among
whom women were then in excess. It is probable that other castes
following the same occupation were wrongly amalgamated with them
for certain units. Among Sunars ten years ago the deficiency of women
was not so marked as now. Comparisons by age-periods cannot be made
as the grouping was different in 1921. The obvious explanation of the
comparatively small proportion of Bania and Rajput women and possibly of
Bi-ahmans, Barhais and women of some other castes at adult ages is that
there are large numbers of adult male immigrants to the Province from these
castes. Paragraph 13 of Chapter II is relevant to the statement. This can
however only be a partial explanation since there was a deficiency for the
whole of India in 1921 of women in all the castes mentioned, except Mhalis
for whom figures were not abstracted, as well as for Kayasthas and some
other important communities which do not find a place in Subsidiary
Table IV.

At past censuses certain general reasons for the low proportion of
females

^
in the population of India have been given. These were

—

infanticide,, neglect of female children, the evil effects of early marriage
and premature child-bearing, the high birth-rate and primitive forms of
midwifery, harsh treatment accorded to women and especially to

Actual Sgures for Province.

Caste. Males. Females.

I

Banta S0.71S 73.053

Baniaro 77.901 76.325

Bbil 14.927 14.833

Brabman ... 277.925 239.820

Barbai 58.078 53.874

Bnsor 26,150 25.980

Dohor ... 3,331 3.285

Kumbar ... 65.842 64,368

Kanbi ... 654.171 627.001

Mfaali . ... 32.021 30.225
Mehtar 16.219 15,676
Nai 66.74S 66.390
Lobar 99.365 98.244
Marathas 145.S75 141,611
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Conclusion.

widows, and lastly to hard work done by a large class of women.
Infanticide was known to be common until quite recent times among the
Rajputs of Central- India as well as in certain other castes. Its effect uponme figures of the Indian Census is probably still apparent but as far as this
R^vince is concerned, there is no need to consider the custom as a factor
influencing the proportion of females in society; for female infanticide
among Jlrahmans for instance, has never been suggested and whatever the
customs of the past, the actual figures for children up to the age of 6, even
among the most primitive people, do not support the theory that infanticide
still persists. The other factors mentioned do however, ’even now, have a
.;ery unfavourable effect upon the female population—although it -would be
difficult to prove ithat they operate more in the case of the castes among
whom women are in a marked deficiency than in the cases of others. It
was pointed out in the last Census Report that generally ithe proportion of
H en is highest in those communities which are intellectually the most
developed. This is to a great extent true and it is also true ithat, with
notable pceptions such as the Marias and Oraons, the aboriginal tribes
have a high proportion of women. In fact it appears that, subject to what
has been recorded in paragraph 5, women generally preponderate in the

' more primitive tracts and men in the more advanced areas. The field for
theorizing is great. It may be suggested that in the forests risks to men
are greater and those to women are less. There is no purdah system, and
little immature marriage and the women in backward tracts live an open air

life under comparatively healthy conditions, marred only by the continual
menace of malarial fever. Given such favourable conditions a normal
woman, who is physically stronger than a man, is therefore better fitted

for the great ultimate test of child birth than her sister in more developed
‘tracts.

12. In the appendix to this chapter certain sex tables have been
presented and the discussion will be continued regarding relative fertility

and mortality in the different strata of society.^ Meanwhile, although

scientists have not yet been able definitely to specify all the various factors

in sex distribution, the conclusions to which the foregoing analysis leads

may be summarized as follows :
—

(1) The proportion of males to females has been steadily declining in

this Province since 1901, both in the actual population and in the natural

population. Since 1921 however the decline was only 2 per mille in each

case, whereas since 1901 it has been 19 per mille in the actual population

and 22 per mille in the natural population. The difference in the incidence

of these last two figures is attributable to the increase of female immigration

during the last thirty years. There appear to be two causes of this steady

fall in the proportion of females. The first was the influenza epidemic of

IQ] 8 which is known to have attacked women more violently than men
.nnd reduced their proportion in the population enumerated in 1921.

The further reduction since that census is, as shown above, only slight.

Plague has a similar preference for female victims but has not been a

serious menace in this Province during the last decade.^ The second cause

ij the. almost complete absence in recent years of famine mortality owing

to the perfection of relief measures rendered possible under modern

conditions. In the past more males than females used to die in times of

f.imine but, although the result of the crop failures in the north of the

Province from 1928—1930 w'as a decreased birtfi-rate and increased death-

rate there in the year 1929, by means of which nature adjusted herself to

existing conditions, there were no deaths reported to be dire^Iy due to

starvation, and very few due to epidemics such as those which {Utended

the famines of the last century. A factor definitely unfavourable to the male

population has therefore been eliminated, with natural results,

(2) It is difnciilt to judge Avhether the two causes mentioned fully

arcount for the change in sex distribution. The figures for separate castes

and tribes have shown that, with certain exceptions, in those whose

members generally follow sedentar>’ occupations, there is an excess of

male.'. Tiic inference is obvious. The seclusion of women, observed by
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many of them and particularly by the Rajputs, although Rajputs cannot be
included among those who live a sedentary life, is likely, in an age which
has outlived the purdah system, to have obvious effects on those who often
get neither proper air nor proper exercise. The figures of tuberculosis
given in chapter VII are interesting, but unfortunately they were not
available for the sexes separately. It will be observed that more cases
were treated in the cotton districts than elsewhere, which indicates that
the disease is .n menace even in tracts where the purdah system is seldom
honoured. Climate and other factors h.ave obviously to be considered,
and, although statistics arc not available, the deficiency in women among
the Kunhis and Marathas might well be examined in the light of these
jcmarks-

(3) The comparatively high proportion of boys born and the tendency
to masculinity at birth throughout the world was fully discussed in the 1921
Census Report for India. It is mentioned there that Mr. S. dc Jastrazebski
in his c.csay on “Sex Ratio at Hirth’* endeavoured to show that

masculinity at birth is affected by race, that it is greater in rural than in

urban populations, that it is probably slightly greater in first than in sub-

sequent births and that, so far as available evidence goes, war raises the
ratio of masculinity. The first three theses arc of great importance in

examination of the preponderance of males in certain castes. First, the
cstimalkm in which male life is held among Indians is generally infinitely

higher than that for females. The Hindu religion particularly requires

that a man should for his salvation have a son or sons. The more
advanced the caste the more definite is the feeling on this .subject. It is

therefore not unreasonable to suggest that this undeniable attitude of mind
ha.s had a very real influence, whether prenatal or otherwise, on the actual

sex distribution of some of the castes mentioned in paragraph 11. (In a

country where the castes and tribes almost without exception observe
- — ' endogamy, but have within their

' \clt)al poptilition
i’opiil.iiion ritrlud*

ina immtjlt.intr.

MbIc. ! Fcmate. Male. Female
‘

own community e.xogamous
divisions, the opportunity of

studying the influence of race on
sex is excellent.) Secondly,

JubhuJporc
,

<)9.2SS 55 12*
j

39.253

Nagpur ...
> ’ 9S,7rt3

i 50.05?

the Central Provinces is essen-
•as.iTS

jj.-iliy a rural tract. According
ni.iir to Mr. .Tastrazeb.ski’s argument

greater masculinity is therefore to

be expected here. In connection with this the figures of the sex distribution

of the actual population of the two cities of the Province and of the popula-

tion e.xcluding immigrants are interesting. (The latter, it must be remem-
bered ipcludcs also all born in the rural areas of Nagpur and Jubbulpore
districts.) Thirtlly, sex Table I in tlie appendix to this chapter does show
that in the families examined there was a vcr>' definite preponderance of

boys among the first born children.

Finally, it may be observed, a prophecy made in the Census Report
of 1921 that the tendency for the increase of males would now be checked,

and the pendulum, given normal conditions, probably swing in the opposite

direction, has not yet proved to be correct although, except in the north

of the Province and perhaps in Buldana district, conditions may fairly be
stated to have been normal during the last decade.

20
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Subsidiary Table I.—General proportions of the sexes by natural divisions
AND districts

Number of Females to 1,000 Males.

Districts and Natural
Divisions.

Central Provinces and
Berar

Nerbudda V>iUey Division

Saugor .

.

Damoh .

.

Jubbulpore
Narsinghpur
Hoshangabad
Nimar
Makrai .

.

Plateau Division

Mandia .

.

Seorii

Bctul
Chhindtvara

Maratha Plain Division

Wardha ,

Nagpur .

Chanda .

Bhandara
Balaghat .

Amraoti .

Akola
Buldana .

Yeotmal ,

Chhmtisqarh Plain Division .

,

Raipur .

.

Bilaspur .

.

Drug
Bastar
Kankcr .

.

Nandgaon
Khairagarh
Chhuikhadan
Kawardha
Sakti
Rnigarh .

.

Sarangarh

C/i/iota Nagpur Division

Changbhakar
Korea
Surguja .

.

Udaipur ..

Jashpur ..

1931

Actual
population.

Natural
population.

1,000

96l\

942
974
976
992
960
929
964

1,021

1,014!

1,046.

1,020

1,01
1|

9741

983
953
993

1,017

1,028
9391
952i

9711

966

1,056,

1.064
1,047
1,095

993
1,027
1,075

1,081

1,0781

1,075

1,057
1.030
1.065

97/1

945
944
969|
978
988

•1,004|

1921

Actual
population.

1 ,002
{

961

940;
954;

978j
9901

967(
930
948!

Natural
population.

1,026\

I

1,0121

1,045'

1,025,

l,026{

I

I

982{

973
967

l,008{

I,025i
1,032
953
958
979
968

I.053\

1,055
1,047
1.097
978

1,031

1,093
1,103
1.098
1,098
1,052
1,023

1,063{

9661

930
954
961
981
980

1,006

968

942
951

1,0041

9991

961
937
792

972
987

1,006

1,012
1,026
972
9641

974,

978

1,052\

1,072

1,034
1,087
991
998
638

1,081

1,128
1,454
1,022
1,037
1,002

97i

997
968
965

1,006
975

1911

Actual Natural
population, population.

1,008

9S/I

960
982:

9991

I.0I3,

983l

948!

9951

1,027 1,025 1,036

1,003 1,017 1,022

1,053 1,056

1,024 1,011 1,031

1,020 1,032

988

,

990 i,ooo\

983|

981
1,007

1,039

1,087
959
968
985
9801

1.051

1,0531

1,052

1.079
988

1,016
1,084

1.080
1,061

1,071

1,048
1,029
1,048

97/1

960
950:

969.

978
982'

I

1,018

99/1
I

9741
979

1,015

1,003
995
970
886

1901

Actual
population.

995
1,000
1,013

910
1,281

976
988
981
991

1,059

1,064
1,073

I.077j

991
1,012
1.058
1,082

1.059
1,096
962

1,050
1,050

981

932
969
983
984
984

1.019

1 ,000
,

Natural

population.

973
989

1,028!
1,040'

1,004;

948,

1,008,

l,046\

l,027i

1,068

1.040

1,046

1.000
,

9871

990
1,026
1,071

1,065
960
968
992
988;J

1.058\

1,059
1,058

1,103
969

1,007
1,102
1,094

1,093

1,055
1,049
1,021

1,063

972,

954]
956
972
'964

982‘j

h
t

!!

'i

1,026

991

970

969

1,029

1,036

1,003

938

916

1,047

1.033

1,082

1,041

1,032

1,010

997

1,004

1,025

940
1,316

(a) 988-

1,068

1,087

1,075

1,081

981

1 ,000
-

1,066

1,074
1,069-

1,078-

991
1,035-

1,051

98r

I
I

I

'Figures for emigrants to Madras and to several countries outside India are not available and the figure is erroneous to that extent,

(a) Figures bjr districts not available.
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Subsidiary Table II.—^Number of females per 1,000 males at different age periods

BY religion at EACH OF THE PAST THREE CENSUSES

All Religions. Hindus. Tribal Reli^ons.

TCftnl 0—5

5—10
10—15
15—20
20—25
25—30
30—40

Total 0—40

40—50
30—60
60 and over

Age.
j

1

1

j

1931
1

1921 1911

1

1931

11

1921

1
i

2
ii

3 ' 4
i

5 6

Total 40 and over. . . . i

1

Total all ages (actual population)j

1,041
\

1.067 1,049
1

1,041' 1,067 1,045
1

/,052l

960'

939
1,053'

1,065
*

979
972,

999
846;
919

1,157

1,085
991

9941

839
979

1,231

1,034

937]

1

96l!

938
1,050.

1.065,

979
976.

997
845
919

1,159
1,080
986

994'

837
973,

1,227

1.023,

937j

j

!

969i
959]

1,1491

I,I51i
1.047

999;

1m 998 1,001 999\ 997 99i
1

1,035\

1

930'

997
1,200

930
975

1,242

939'

1,010
1.293'

939
1,005

1,209

935
979

1,246

1

9501
I.OII

1.284;

I

1

906'

999.

1,258
1

1,003 1.016 1,038 1.013 1,021 1.043,

}

995

1.000 1,002 1,008 1,002 1.002 J,007 1,028
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Subsidiary Table III.-^Number oP females per 1 ,000 males at different age periods
BY RELIGION AND NATURAL DIVISIONS (CENSUS OF 1931 )

Nerbudda Valley Division. Plateau Division. Maratha Plain
Division.
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Subsidiary Table IV.—Number of females per 1,000 males fob certain selected castes

Number of females per 1,000 males.

Castes.
1

All ages. 0—6 7—13 14—16- 17—23 24—43 44 and over.

1 2
1

3 !
4 5 6 7 8

Twice-Born 910 1,001 913 868 907 856 935

B&nia 913 1,004 !!!1 921 919 857 920
Brahman 863 999 ita 814 849 788 870

Riyput •• •• 960 1,002 925 899 969 933 1,017

Higher Cultivators . . 989 1,027 836 909 1,089 1,113 990

Ahir (Hindu) 1,010 1,031 918 969 1,119 974 1,099

Ahir (Tribal) » . 1,107 1,030 921 985 1,248 1,198 T7T7B

Kunbi . . 959 1,006 963 901 947 892

Kurmi 1,029 1,078
j

936 901 1,084 1,003 1,I36

Lodhi 1,008 1,004 912 835 1,051 1,017 1,170

Mali 1,001 1,048 946 950 1.130 965 liOOO

Maratba 973 1.032 960 987 1,100 918 927

Higher Artisans 948 999 919 852 1,035 911 951

Barhai 928 1,038 882 792 908 883

Sunar •• •• 965 970 950 904 1,036 927 1,011

Serving Castes «« 994 1,008 948 969 1,086 987 983

Dhimar « a 1,004 1,014 960 1,011 1,136 1,002 946

Kentit 989 1,069 808 985 1,196 991 935

Nai , . 995 999 917 899 1,039 982 1,114

Mhali • • ••• 944 985 977 898 939 921 930

Lower Artixans and Traders • • 1,023 1,031 962 938 1,146 1,009 1,053

Banjara 983 1,002 901 1,042 1,158 938 973
- Kalar 1,017 1,057 963 937 995 1,040

Lohar , 989 1,032 949 933 964 998

Tell >• -• 1,038 1,030 '972 924 1,173 1,032 1,087

Primitive Tribes
]

1,038 1,047 944 991 1,210 1,030 1,059

Gond (Hindu) i 1,054 1,063 935 1,241 1,032 1,113

Gond (Tribal) 1,043 1,049 966 966 1,198 1,040 1,049
975' Halba 990 1,090 916 873 1,059 977

Kawar 1,039 1,056 900 868 1,149 1>048 1,168

Korku 1,006 1,034 939 1,295 952 904

Oiaon (Tribal) 965 1,015 941 982 897 854

Oraon (Christian) 976 994 877 818 1,165 956 1,100

Baiea (Hindu) 1,007 999 971 968 1,276 1,015 966

Baiea (Tribal) 1,000 1,071 840 111 1,355 972 879

Bharia-Bhumia (Hindu) 1,070 1,044 924 111 1,285 1,108 1,096

Bharia-Bhumia (Tribal) 1,010 958 893 1,193 959 1,216

BhU 989 1,025 981 'rH 1,272 926 829

Kol (Hindu)
Kol (Tribal)

1,023 1,010 936 930 1,127 l,UU7

950 1,019 788 1,349 906 940

hlaria 098 1,007 935 1,117 1,178 969 904

Savrara or Saonr 1,043
1

1,025 982 910 1,139 1,101 1,021

Untouchables « • • 1,024 1,042 954 1,000 1,174 997 1,020

Chamar 1,0M 1,022 899 1,018 1,118 1,018 1,053

Dhobi 1,034 1,059 984 927 1,165 1,006 1,056

Kumhar 980 1.047 956 872
,

1,069 924 1,012

Mehra or Mahar (Hindu, Tribal one 1,023 1,052 981 1,030 1,192 1,002 953

Muslim).
Mehra or Mahar (Christian) 653 833 580 424 953 687 411

Panka 1,075 1.059 892 985 1,193 1.082 1,223

Ganda 1,057 1,008 956 894 1,405 1,002 1,213

.Balahi (Hindu and Tribal) 998 1,026 1,048 918 1,133 923 986

.Balahi (Christian) 1,001 1,061 970 817 942 1,054 975

Basor 966 921 888 977 1,085 1,001 .-945

Dohor
,

954 986 861 958 1,130 934 929

Ghasia • • 1,117 1,091 927 1,091 1,321 1,117 1,262

Kori 1,005 1,085 931 859 1,090 964 1,081

;Mang
;

1.024 1,058 979 1,201 1,167 942 1,002

Mehtar 926 979 869 934 1,012 882 .939

Bohra (Muslim) 1,167 1,682 966 602 1,138 1.595 1,038

Indian Christian 919 986 1 1.013 1,099 1,231 632
Anglo-Indian 1,033

1

1,019
{

864
i

1

942 1,009 .857 895
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Subsidiary Tabir V.—^Actual nuaiber of births and deaths reported for each sex
DURING the decades, 1901—1910, 1911—1920 and 1921—1930

Year.

Ntxmber of births Number of deaths.

- Male. Female. Total. Male. Female. Total.

1 2
i

3 5
i

6 7

1901 177,045 : 167,432 344,477 151,805
1 138,370 290,175

1902 • • 305,364 ; 291.551 596,915 171,306 i 156;723 328,029
1903 275,117 i 261,891 • 537,008 222,939 ' 207,957 430,896
1904 324,869 ! 309,339 634,208 199.859 ! 186,380 386i239
1905 327,988 ; 314,211 642,199 231,573

! 210,810 442;383
1906 314,101 ; 300,515 614,616 268,105

j
248,508 516,613

1907 319,847 ! 303.682 623,529 257.483 i 238,120 4951603
1903 323,051 ; 310,524 633,575 239,476 : 217,605 457,081
1909 316,194 ) 301.793 617,987 209,711

1 186,424 396; 135
1910 340.552 i 322,848 663,400 281,090

;

256,162 537.252

Total 1901—1910 •• 3,024,128
j

2,883,786 5,907,914 2,233,347 i 2,047,059 4,280,406

1911 352.260
‘

336.172 688,432 254,705 482,497
1912 343.127 . 328,171 671,298 307,773 281,512 589,285
1913 350.797 334,760 685,557 223,360 198,035 421,395
1914 365,018

i 349,899 714,917 268,655 241.997 510,652
1915- 341,163 ! 326,177 667,340 259,180 499.682
1916 • • 311,814 : 298,423 610,237 290,085 265.914 555,999
1917 343,016

: 326,826 669,842 262,788 501,834
1918 307,751

'

294,073 601,824 721,221 'tT 1,427,850
1919 244,686 232,867 477,553 316,708 i » llitl 601,720
1920 279,140 . 265,941 545.081 293.553 264,575 558,128

Total 1911—1920 3,238,772 i 3,093,309 6.332,081 3,198,028 2,951,014 6,149,042

1921 270,658 i 256,625 527,283 319,885 292,437 612,322
1922 255.003 243,014 498,017 215.883 191,944
1923 325.251 309,61

1

634,862 223,465 201,324 424,769
1924 314.644 ' 300,024 614,668 239,401 213,961 453,362
1925 312,947 297,785 610,732 201,387 177,965 379,352
1926 328.034 312,369 640,403 249,927 227,728 477,655
1927 325,771

'

308,358 634,129 228,170 207,389 435,559

1928 332.484
. 314,651 647,135 245,825 222,496 468,321

1929 314,472 297,094 611,566 250,526 224,346 474,872

1930 340,799 323,418 • 664,217 275,465 249,880 525.345

Total 1921—1930 3,120,063 . 2,962,949 6.083,012 2,449,934 2,209,470 4,659,404

Year.

Difference bct»vcen
|
Difference between l Difference between

columns 2 and 3. i columns 5 and 6. columns 4 and 7.

Excess of latter
j

Excess of latter
j

Excess of former
over former (-f-) and over former (+) and over latter (+) and

deficit (—). ; deficit (—). ' deficit (—).

Number of female
births per 1,000
male births.

Number of female

deaths per 1,000

male deaths.

1 8 9 10 II 12

1901 .. -9,613 -13,435 +54,302 946 911

1902 -13,813 -14,583 +268,886 955 915

1903 -13,226 -14,982 + 106,112 952 933

1904 -15,530 -13,479 + 247,969 952 933

1905 -13,777 -20,763 + 199,816 958 910
1956 -13,586 - 19,597 + 98,003 957 927
1907 -16,165 -19,363 + 127,926 949 925
1915 -12,527 -21,871 + 176,494 961 909
1917 -14,401 -23.287 +221,852 954 889
1910 . •

! -17,704 -24,928 + 126,148 948 911

Total 1901—1910 • • —140,342 — 186,288 + 1,627,508 954 917

nit < -16,083 -26,913 +205,935 954 894

r>i2 -14,956 -26,261 +82,013 956 915

5913 - 16.037 -25.325 + 264,162 . 954 887
1914 -15.119 -26,658 + 204.265 959 901

nij -14.986 -18.678 f- 167,658 956 928

nn . . -13,391 -24.171 + 54,238 957 917
1917 -16,190 -23,742 + 168,008 953 910
I'itti

* • - 13,678 -14.592 -826,026 956 980
nn -11.819 -31.696 -124,167 952 900

.* - -13,199 -28,978 - 13,047 953 901

Tptal 1911—1930 -14.9,463 -247.014 « 183.039 955 923

13:1 -14,033 -27.445 -85,039 948 914
n.’.’ -11.939 -23.939 +90,190 953 889

n;3 -15.649 -22,141 +210,073 952 901

n:* - 14.629 -25.440 + 161,306 953 894
np -15.162 -23.422 4-231,180 951 683

M.’t , , -15.665 -22.199 162,748 952 911

117: -17,413 -2n.78l f 198.570 947 , 909

* -17.8 13 -23.329 4-178,614 946 905

J > - 17.37* 26, ISO 4-136.694 945 • E95
?'); •• - -17,3*1 •25.5*5 •T 135.672 949 907

till— -157,114 -240,4<!.4 4. 1 ,4 23,1108 949 902



Nrrlitjdda Vnllcy Divi*

sion.

Plateau Division
_

.

.

Maratha Plain Division
Chhaitisprh Plain

Division.

344.39S 326.302 672.700 253.329 229,121 482.-150 -
I.436.8IS 1.356.760 2.795.576 1. 101.974' 991,109 2.093.0S3 -
726,325 700.947, 1,427.272 580,018 518.758 1.098.776 -Plain 726,325 700.947, 1,427.272 580,018 518.758 1.098.776 -

:
; i I

I

SunsTDiAUV T.able VI.—NiiMniiB of deaths of each sex at different ages

1921 1922 1923 i 1924 1925

’ Age.
Male. 1-Vitlalc, Male.

1 Kcmatr. Male* Female.’ Male. Female,
1

•

Male.
,
Female,

1

1 2 3 4 '

5 6 7 8 9
* 1

10
1

II

0—1

1-5

5-10

10-15

15-20

20-30

30—40

40-50

50-60

60 and over

.. 79.411, 67.956 62,444' 51,465 76,101. 63,753 79,629 64,783 68,622^

j

56,239 89.074 73,189

.. 65.760 58,699j «3,4I9; 36.227 42.033
'

38,569| 47.960 42,473. 43,965: 38.892 56,757 49,907

.. 25,486 20.253 12.1
13j

11,210 12.109 11.633; 12.173 11,468 9.349 8,591 10.453 9,454

.. 12.245^ 9 ,594
'

6.398 5.391 6.994 6,345 6.630j 4.883

9.192 9,061' 5.354| 5,425 5,726 5.898 6,174 6,669 4,792. 5,156 5,644 6,761

... 21.989, 24.518 12.372; 13,606 12.414 14,3071 13.090 I5,467| I0,030| 11.537 1 1,833 15,370

..i 26,210 23.012 16.243j 13.875 15,039 13,391 15,474 14,306 12. 137 : 10,584 13,848 13,063

. . 23.587 17,385 15.484j 10,992 14.608 10,302 14,869,' 10,91 1! 12,146' 8,428 13,893 10,461

. . 20.766 16.038 14,166; n.88i 13,050 10,553 13,762 n.l39| 11,3071 9.052 13,015 11,102

.. 39.239
1

43,721 27.890j 29.672 25,391. 26,573 26,6 10| 30,095j 23.569i
_ _ _ L_

24,603 29,376 32,701

3X9,885 292,437 215,883

Femsle.

Average
number of

female
deaths per
1,000 male
deaths.

0—1

1—5

5—10

10—15

15—20

20—30

30-40

40-50

50—60

60 and over
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Nature of file

enquiry.

Sources of
error.

The statistics.

APPENDIX

Size akd sex cosstituttos of families

I. In 1911 and in 1921 certain statistics •were collected regarding the size and
sex constitution of families in this Province. In 1931 also an attempt •was made to

obtain rather more detailed information upon this subject, since the ordinary census
returns throw little light upon it. A form was issued on a model prescribed by the

Census Commissioner for India in which the following particulars regarding married

•women had to be entered ;

—

{1> Caste.

(2) Age.

(3) Occupation of husband.

(4) Age of husband,

{5l Duration of married life (i.e., number of years since commencement of co-

habitation).

(6) Sex of first child (whether quick or still-born).

(7) Number cf children born alive.

(8) Number of children still living.

(9) Age of children still living.

The iastructiops to those filling in the forms were :

—

(1) Only persons who can give their exact age should be asked these questions.

(2) The age should be given to the number of completed years, e.g., a man of

35 Tears and months of age should be shown as 35.

(3) Families about which information is given should be the ‘offspring of the

same father and mother.
t i-

(41 Choose families in which the father and mother are still both alive.

It was clearly impossible for such an enquirj' to be conducted by the ordm^'

census staff and in order to complete it the co-opemtion of certain Deputy Cojm-

mi'sioners of the Director of Public Health, oi the Honorary Secreia^ of the

P^nvincGs Red Cross Society and of others was enlisted. Curiously enou^

2. CeruiD sources of CTror are
'>°?”^'°As„^'2'2ii°B“an’if*ose sumraaneed

ta a.”Jeport oTlSl°Su?t «ill“Seo info eonsiderafion before drarring anr basts

conelnsions from *e
were not

iSI rfcWifi iM?«e’S.iS‘.‘be seieeted. and

that childless marriage

,i ?U’;dtag°trS
“ inacen-fe in India as bss already been

,M TS'’&ot'3.e''SrSge iremony is liable In some cases fo be remm^

instead of that of first co-babitetion. omitted throu^
(v) Children bom alive but subsequently dying my

oversight. „ j tn some extent obviated by

The danger of error from the
®®an^r«ponsibIe agents of similar smtus

the employment of touring
h jg oF course impossible to vouch for

for collection of the information required but it is or co

the complete accuracy of the statistics.
-re nrinted

. -I 1,1- +e.hle« have been prepared, which are pnm«a»

3. From the figures, available six tables nave dcch v

at the end of this appendix. They aTe~~

I.^Sex of first bom. , v,„tV.and
II.—Size of families by occupation of husband.

”™J?e or religion of fanaUy.
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.

In mon cases the figures speak lor themselves and it will be necessary to com-
ment only very briefly on each Table. Comparison with statistics collected at
previous censuses is generally impossible as they were presented in a different form.

iV.v Table J confirms the observation so often jnade that there are more male
first-born than female. The ratio of female first-born to
male in different Natural Divisions is somewhat different
to that of 1911 as will be seen from details in the margin.
Comparison of the proportions for the limited returns
collected are suggestive in connection with the increased
and apparently increasing masculinity of the Province
noticed in the foregoing chapter. The low proportion
of female first-born among advanced Hindus in the
Nerbudda Valley and in Chhota Nagpur and among
Christians for the Province are of interest with
reference to paragraph 7 of the chapter, in relation to
the remarks in which the Table may well be studied.

6‘c.v Table If has two salient features. The average
number of children born alive is generally highest in
families the father of whicli is following some active

N«iuriil

Division.

Number of

Icinnic fiisl-

horn to

1,000 mole.

1911 1931

Whole Province S6\ 79-1 8
Nerbudda Valley SJS 712m'
Plateau 939 749-6;

Morolho Plain ... (36 832-8;

Chha t t i s g n r h
Plain.

S93 798-7

,

Chhota Na)!pur... 855 799-S

out-door occupation and lowest in those where the father’s occupation is sedentary.
In the whole^ Province the average number of children for completed marriages
is 6.7. In view of the small number of slips examined for separate occupational
groups it woulu be unsafe to_ frame any conclusions from the figures shown against

schoolmasters, pleaders and other well-educated people.
; oroportion of children sun'iving, especially

. - - For completed marriages
however the oroportion of children sur\'iving, especially among labourers, is much
lower. The statistics for Natural Divisions do not exhibit verj' much variety.

For the purposes of Tables III and VI the returns of caste, tribe or race included
under each main social group were as follows:—

Tvicc-born.—Buma, Parwar, .lain. Brahman, Thakur, Rajput, Chatri.
HiSber cultivators.—Ahir, Gaoli, Kachi, Kunhi, Kurmi, Lodhi, Mali, Marar,

Maratha.
Higher Artizans.—Barhai, Sunar, Sutar.
AVn’iiig Castes.—Dhimar, Kewat, Nai.
Loiccr .‘\rtizaiis and Traders.—Bahna, Banjara, Kalal, Kalar, Koshti, Kori,

Lohar, Khati, Tcli.

PrhniiiVii Tribes.—Gond, R.aj Gond, Gowari, Halba, Kawar, Mawasi, Korku,
Kiitwar, Oraon, Pardhan, Kol, Bhil, Bhilnla, Bhoi.

/Icprc.sM'(/ ('lasses.—Ghamar, Dhobi, Ganda, Kumhar, Mahar, Mang, Mehra,
Padk.a, Panka.

Ot/iriv.— Muslims, Christians, etc., and any others not shown above for whom
returns were received.

According to Table III the average size of families in all social divisions is fairly

equal except among "other.-5”. In the last Census Report if was suggested that Muslims,
who form over 20 per cent of those grouped as ‘Others’, arc especially fecund, and
some of the st::tistic.s set forth in this report give a similar impression.^ In this case

the grading has been by social rather than by religious divisons, but in view of the

large number of Muslims in the last group the figures for it arc certainly interesting,

'riie Primitive Tribes, show a larger proportion of surviving children than the rest,

but the details abstracted vary from tract to tract and no positive deduction can be
made from them. Climatic and social conditions differ considerably from place to

place within each separate natural division and as it was not found possible to collect

returns sufficient to be of value as an index for small selected areas it is equally

difficult to define tendencies within natural divisions. It may be mentioned, how-
ever, that at the enquiry made in 1921 also Primitive Tribes were found to have the

highest aver.'ige of survivors per family.

Table IV discloses that in the great majority of the families examined the wife-

was married before the age of 19. The average number of children born to wives-

who were married in their thirteenth year or earlier is less than the corresponding

number born to women whose married life beran at a more mature age, except in the

families selected for the Plateau Division. The proportion of children surviving,

shown in columns 23 to 36 of the Table, varies so much that the influence on the

figures of the age of a woman when first she goes to live with her husband cannot

be gauged.

All that is definitely to be learned from Table V is that the percentage of sterile-

marriages disclosed by the investigation was very small. It has to be remembered
however that those who prepared the returns were unlikely in^ the first instance to

select families in which there were no children, and it is impossible to estimate from

those returns what the percentage of sterile marriage for the whole Province is-

likely to be^

21
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%

Special
enquiries.

Conclusion.

^
bimilarly an analysis of the figures in Tabic .VI cannot point to positive conclu-

sions. At most a few hints may be forthcoming from them regarding the apparent
extent of the fertility of marriages of varying duration in different strata of society
which indicate suggestions to be confirmed or contradicted when fuller satisfies can
be collected. For instance the average number of quick children born in wedlock
of under 1^*11 years’ duration in the families selected for the Plateau Division .was
higher in almost every group than it was in other divisions. The contrast does hot
’icem to be fortuitous. In all tracts and in every stratum of society examined the
average number of children rises as the duration of effective married life increases.
The table gives some idea of the normal frequency of births. In all classes in the
Province from 2 to 4 children arc generally born in the first ten years of wedded
life. Thcreaffcr it may be stated as a general proportion that on the average the
size of families grows by one in every ten years. As pointed out in 1921 the
average number of children per year of married life is bound to decrease with the
advancing age of the parents.

4. A few special statistics were abstracted in regard to women working in
mines and factories. Those in the small table below indicate the average size of
families :

—

Occupation of mother.
Number of

fomiliet
examined.

Total
number of
children
born
alive.

per
family.

Number of

children
turviving.

Proportion
turviving

per
100

born.

'Mine worker, Baiaghnt 69 78 1*1 36 46

Mine worker, Chbindwura (aurfoee) 49 116 2-3 103 89

Mine worker, Chhindwnra (underground) SO 54 1-0 49 91

'Factory worker, Amraoti 192 575 2'9 3I0 S4

'Factory worker, Akola ... 8 67 8*3 26 39

Mili worker, Nandgaon 28 124 4*4 69 56

The figures speak for themselves, but the absence of details regarding the age of

the women and the duration of the marriages discounts their value. Some returns

were also collected from the Empress Mills at Nagpur. As no distinction .was niade

in these between women working in the factor}' and the wives of men employ^
there, tiie statistics have been included in the sex tables with those for the Maratha

Plain. It may be noted that according to the report received, in 300 families

<examined at the Fmpress Mills there was no case of sterility.

5. On the whole the tables afford evidence too slender to support conclu-

sions of any particular value. It was, ^o'^ever, worth printing them as a

to future research— and those who are interested may find it possible to cull a

number of additional lessons from the figures.
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Sex Table II.—Size of family

1
Serial

No.

Occupation,

Central Provinces and Dcrar. Maratha Plain Division,
*

Number

of

families

examined.

Total

number

of

chil-

dren

bom

alive.

Average

per

family.

Number

of

children

surviving.

to

1
is

UrfOooo

o S»•

SB
Number

of

families

examined.

•s

o

U P

5 £

•3
S V •

n ^
eS-«

Average

per

family.

Number

of

children

surviving.
Proportion

of

surviving

to

total

IgODO

bom.

__
1 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

I Pasture and apiculture

—

iCultivation 41,573 4 28,294 2,848 9,332 3.2 723.3

;? Cultivation of special crops

—

8,069 4,921 A 342 2,345 6-j 563.4

Gardeners 34 168 4.6 112 666.6 31 162 5.2 644.4

3 30 10 16 533.3 i H /6 533.3
3 Forestry—

Forest contractors, lac workers, etc. 65 256 3.9 186 726.6 38 763.7

4 21 5.2 10 476.1
Stock raising

—

Herdsmen, cattle dealers, etc. 155 528 3.4 415 785.9 33 96 739.6

19 111 5.8 69 621.6 5 22
•5 Fishing and hunting

—

Fishers, hunters 124 513 4.1 348 678.4 6‘{ 265 4.1 17-1 656.6

16 95 5-9 60 631.5 6 45 5.6 2i 544.4
6 Exploitation of non-metalllc mlnemls

Coal cutters, mining coolies, etc. .

.

243 711 465 632 3.06 401 634.5

9 56 6.2 32 571.4 9 56 6.2 52 571.4
7 Textile Industry

—

Weavers, dyers, etc. 1,371 5,182 675.4 1,174 4,184 3.5 2,711 647.9

93 571 6.1 344 34 6.1 111 557.6

8 Wood Industry

—

Carpenters, bamboo workers, etc. 888 721^ 111 461 4.2 327

31 180 5-8 666.6 6 5.1 29 630.4

9 Industry connected with metals

—

Goldsmiths, blacksmiths, coppersmiths. 1,598 1,145 716.5 126 458 3.6 375 818.7

etc. 55 367 6^ 219 596.6 16 lOl 6.3 63 623.7

10 Ceramics

—

Potters . . .

.

58 238 4.1 146 613.5 21 81 3.9 58 716

1 1 6 6 4 666.6 1 6 6 4 666.6

11 Production of trade in chemicals

—

Oil sellers, kerosine oil sellers, etc. 58 278 4.8 180 649.6 28 I4B 5.2 87 587.8

9 79 8.8 45 569.6 4 42 10.5 23 547.5

12 Food industries

—

Grain pur^asers, butchers, etc. 138 438 3.1 303 691.7 51 199 3.9 157 788,9

5 22 4.4 16 727.2 1 5 5 3
13 Industries of clothing and toilet

—

' Shoemakers, tailors, barbers, etc. 571 2,337 4.0 1,560 667.4 276 213 4.3 667.7

61 454 7.4 285 627.7 24 6.6 91

14 Building industry

—

Masons, building contractors, etc. 77 383 4.9 229 597.8 66 14 4.8 185 589.2

7 54 7.7 28 518.5 5 45 9 21 466.6

15 .Construction of means of transport

—

' Cycle shopkeepers, fitters, etc. 35 137 3.9 76 554.7 22 3.6 48

2 19 . 9.5 10 526.3 1 4
16 Alisccllaneous and undefined Indus-

tries—
Printing press workers, watchmakers, etc. 233 759.1 71 198 2.8 166 838.3

87 8.7 44 505.7 5 33 6.6 11 515.1

i; Transport by road

—

1

Falkhi bearers, cartmen, etc. 97 356 264 741.6 64 Hi 3.6 726.4

8 54 32 592.5 5 35 7 17 485.1

11 Transport by rail

—

1

Engine drivers, raihvay guards, etc. 194 721 541 66. 268 4 164 611.9

9 46 30 652.1 •• a a a a a a • •

1? Postal service

—

1

Postmasters, postal clerks, etc. 35 75 18 65 3.6 41

2 4 4 . .. • a a a a a • •

20. Bank service

—

Managers, clerks, etc. .

.

9 19 2.1 18 947.3 9 19 2.1 18
.

947.3

2 1 Brokerage commission agency, etc.— • • • • • • • •

Dalals, money-lenders, etc. ^^^FTr 558 3.9 399 715.1 93 4.3 295 735.6

19 141 7.4 72 510.6 9 79 8.7 38 481

22 Trade in textiles—
Cotton merchants, gin workers 93 361 3.8 255 706.3 56 193 3.4 725,3

n • 122 7.4 491.8 5 45 9 22 489.8

23 Trade of other sorts—
General merchants, store-keepers, etc. .

.

828 3,138 3.7 2,353 749.8 31ft 1,188 3.7 765 643,9

84 578 6.8 342 591.7 17 113 6.6 73 646*6

Note.—^The figure* in italic* are for
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Sex Table III.—Size of families by caste- or religion of family

Average
Number

of
children
surviving.

Proportion
of

surviving
to '

total

1,000 bom.

5 6

Number of fiunilies with wife
married at

8 9 10 II

Ceuif* IB iul.'::* »tr fcf ca*t< ef eerapStietl fertility cnly.
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Sex Table III.—Size of families by caste or religion of family

—

conoid.

Caste or religion and division.

LO\VER CLASS ARTIZANSAND
TRADERS

Central Provinces and Berar

Matathn Plain Division

Plateau DiWsion

Nerbudda Valley Division .

.

Chhattisgarh Plain Division .

.

Chhota Nagpur Division

primitive tribes

Central Provinces and Berar

Maratha Plain Dinsion

Plateau Division

Nerbudda Valley Division .

.

Chhattisgarh Plain Division

Chhota Nagpur Division

depressed classes

Central Provinces and Berar

Maratha Plain Division

Plateau Division

Nerbudda Valley Division .

.

Chhattisgarh Plain Division

Chhota Nagpur Division

OTHERS

Central Provinces and Berar

Maratha Plain Division

Plateau Division

Nerbudda Valley Division .

.

Chhattisgarh Plain Division

Number
of

families

examined.

i

Total
number

of
children
bom
alive.

2 I
3

Proportion
Number of

Average of surviving
per children to

family. surviving. total

1,000 bom.

Number of families with wife
married at

Chhota Nagpur Division
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LATED WITH AGE OF WIFE AT MARRIAGE

Average observed. Number of children surviying. Average observed.

Age of wife at marriage. Age of wife at marriage. Age of wife at marriage.

AND STERILE MARRIAGES

marriage years.

5—
9 I

10—14
j

15 and over. Total.

Fertile. Sterile.
|

Fertile. Sterile.
|

Fertile. Sterile. Fertile. Sterile.



Sex

Iablk

VI.

Duration

of

[marriage]

correlated

with

caste

or

religion

of

[family]
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Reference
to statistics.

Meaning of
the statistics.

Marriage
reform.

CHAPTER VI

CIVIL CONDITION

gives the number of married, unmarried andwidowed persons by age and religion for the province, and for each

tioTfnr f"
Iniperial Table VIII are statistics of civil condi

I. Distribution by civil condition of each sex, religion and main
age period at each of the last five censuses.

II. Distribution by civil condition of 1,000 of each sex at certain
ages in each religion and natural division.

III. Distribution by mam age periods and civil condition of 10,000
of each sex and religion.

IV. Proportion of the sexes by civil condition at certain ages for
religions and natural divisions.

V. Distribution by civil condition of 1,000 of each sex at certain
ages for selected castes.

2.

The returns of civil condition in this province may be regarded
as generally accurate. The instructions on the cover of the Enumeration
book were :

—
"Enter each

_
person, whether infant, child or grown up, as cither married,

unmarried or widowed. Divorced persons, who have not remarried, should be
entered as widowed.”

The last sentence is important, but the number of persons divorced is

negligible compared with that in western countries, for divorce is generally

followed by remarriage.

The following supplementary instructions were given in the Census

Code ;
—

"A woman who has never been married must be shown as unmarried even

though she be a prostitute or concubine but persons who are recognized by custom
as married are to be entered as such even though they have not gone through the

proper ceremony, e.g., widows who have taken a second husband by^ the rite vari-

ously known as jat, sagai, karao, dbarewa, natra, etc.,
_
or_ persons living together

whose religious or social tenets enjoin or allow cohabitation without preliminary

formalities.”

The criterion was in fact whether a woman was generally considered

by the custom of her own caste to be married, even if her marriage were
not recognized by high caste Hindus, as for instance remarriage of widows

by the Pat ceremony. The principle was well understood and there is no

reason to suspect any considerable error in the statistics.

3.

Past Census reports, especially that of 1911, have dealt verj’ fully

with marriage customs in the various communities and castes, and it is

unnecessary to recapitulate here information which is already available in

print. It is, however, of importance to examine any changes that have

taken place in those customs during the last ten years, and, although towards
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the end of the decade political agitation occupied the minds of thought-

ful men to ihe exclusion of most other subjects, there have been very
definite indications of a growing popular interest in social reform particular-

ly in relation to Hindu marriages. This interest manifested itself during
the decade in the resolutions passed at numbers of caste Sabhas held all

over the province in which questions of dowry and expenditure on fire-

works, dancing girls and other luxuries at wedding ceremonies were
freely discussed, and almost universally condemned. As observed by
Mr. Greenfield, Deputy Commissioner of Saugor, so far as dowries are

concerned all the platform oratory and newspaper rhetoric have failed to

produce any perceptible change, but dancing girls are really being eschewed
at weddings and are likely to disappear from these functions in the course

of time. There is also a noticeable decrease in the use of fireworks.

These reforms are due as much to economic as to social pressure—^but what-
ever the cause the result is the same.

With the curtailment of festivities the expenditure on weddings has
been reduced among all classes, but it is in the more reputable section of

the population residing in towns and in the advanced rural tracts, particular-

ly in the cotton-growing districts, that other changes in time-honoured
traditions, some of them already begun before the Census of 1921, have
continued to take place. Early marriages are still popular in the interior,

and as noticed in paragraph 8 statistics show a large increase in them
throughout (he province, but reports from almost every district state that

with the growth of education there has been a real tendency to raise the

age of marriage for both sexes. Widow remarriage among Brahmans,
Kshattriyas and Vaishyas, who formerly condemned it, is becoming pro-

gressively commoner while inter-caste marriages are no longer unknown,
and are apparently not verj-^ much reprobated by educated people, even
if they are not imitated. The prohibition of unions between members of

sub-castes is the first to be relaxed. For instance intermarriage between
Jijhotia and Kanyakubja Brahmans, and Sai^uparia and Kanyakubja
Brahmans has begun to take place though Kanyakubjas of 15 “biswas” or
more are still reported to abstain from such connections. In fact it has
been obseiwed that in Nagpur City marriages are now common between
Brahmans of widely differing sub-castes and places of origin, while in a few
cases Brahmans have even intermarried with other castes. It is also signi-

ficant that the Kalars, not only in the Central Provinces but in the whole
of Northern India, simultaneously with a claim to establish their descent

from Rajputs, have made successful efforts to amalgamate all their sub-

castes. Rai 13ahadur Hiralal writes:—
"Some six years ago it was at Jubbulpore that, all sections dined together on

the resolution being finally passed at the All-India Conference held there that they
(the Kalars) were Haihaya Kshatriyas. This was soon followed by betrothal cere-
monies of boys and girls belonging to different sub-castes. Since then marriages have
actually taken place. In fact in the last All-India Conference held at Bhagalpur (Bihar
and Orissa) a resolution was moved by the Raja of Purneah that as a rule marriage
should be performed between boys and girls of different sub-castes of the community
in the first instance. Failing to get matches in this way, matches may be arranged
within the sub-caste. This was unanimously accepted and is being carried out
without any hesitation."

Such liberal views are reflected in the amendment of the Special
Marriage Act of 1872 regarding which a prominent member of the Hindu
Mahasabha, the late Rao Bahadur R. V. Mahajani, has recorded the
following note :

—
“The Special Marriage Act used to be availed of in the last decade by persons

who wanted to marry outside their religion. In some cases the aid of this legisla-
tion was also taken when a Brahmin wanted to marry a girl from a Kunbi or
Parabhn caste, for e.\ample; but both the parties had then to declare under the
provisions of the law as then existing that they were not Hindus. This was con-
sidered to be derogatory to one’s self-respect and revolting to one’s conscience. An
amendment was therefore moved to this law by Dr. Sir Hari Singh Gour, which was
passed in due course in the Legislative Assembly. Under the new provisions, if

a. Brahmin were to marry a Parab'hu girl, the parties are not required to make
a declaration as thev were required to do before. The Hindu community as a whole
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is not now so much averse to the celebration of such marriages and although the
marriages are celebrated according to the procedure laid down in the Act the
marriages are aftenvards celebrated in some cases according to the orthodox
method also. In some cases the celebration of marriages in this form is resorted to
in order to get over the difficulty of marrying one belonging to the same clan (Gotra).
I know of an instance in -which a distinguished lawyer of experience had advised to
resort to this way of celebrating marriages as even the giving in adoption of the girl in
another family would not in his opinion get. over the legal difficulty. I also know
of a case in which troubles have arisen because the marriage was celebrated only in
an orthodox way, after the girl was given in adoption in another family. It would
thus be seen that society is prepared to make an advance while sticking to the
old ways as far as possible.”

Legislation
afficcling

marriage.

Th: univci*
«t!iy of
mafTiigc.

Another significant change upon which several Deputy Commissioners
have dwelt is that Brahman priests are no longer regarded universally as
indispensable at wedding ceremonies, which are now often performed by
the elder members of the community interested. This is held to be largely
the result of the revolt of the non-Brahmans. It is however interesting to
note that among Gonds and other primitive people, simultaneously with a
distinct tendency to regard themselves as Hindus, the custom of employing
Brahmans at weddings and other festivals is arising in some tracts. The
Superintendent of Ranker State remarks that among the tribesmen there,

although old marriage customs still prevail, the wilder features are dis-

appearing, For instance the picturesque ceremony in which the bride and
bridegroom jumped seven times over the body of the Dosi or caste priest,

lying between two reeds in a river bed, and then casting off their wet gar-

ments ran naked to their dry clothes, donned them and never looked back
until they reached their home, has generally been discarded in favour of

more sober Hindu ritual.

4. A certain amount of legislation has been the result of the awaken-
ing interest in marriage reform of the more enlightened members of the

public. Sir Hari Singh Gour's amendment to the Special Marriage Act
of 1872 has been mentioned above. This distinguished Central Provinces

lawyer also drafted a bill to provide for divorce for Hindu women*, which
is understood to have been introduced in response to a definite demand aniong

the women themselves. It is suggested that the active part taken by Hindu
women in the political agitation at the end of the decade broadened their

vision and stimulated attempts to awaken the conscience of Hindus to the

injustice done to their women by the denial of divorce in deserving cases.

The fact that two recent Marathi novelsf in dealing vyith the problem of

married unhappiness have supported the right of a wife to claim release

from an uncongenial union is in itself an^ indication of the feeling of some

members of the community upon the subject.

The most important piece of social legislation of the decade was Act

No. XIX of 1929 to restrain the solemnization of child marriages, com-

monlv known as the Sarda Act. The Hindu law peremptorily lays down
that the marriage of a girl must be performed, if not earlier, at any rate

by the time she attains puberty. Poor people by necessity and, as men-

tioned above, some educated people by choice have begun to disregard

this commandment but the masses still respect it and so among them the

Snrda Act is reported to be practically a dead letter. The fact that cases

under it must be instituted on complaint makes prosecutions more or less

dependent upon the sentiments of the public, and up to now its only evident

effect has been to produce a mass of child marriages at the end of the decade

which have remarkably affected the Census figures,

5. The universality of marriage in India has always been a subject

fr»r comment in Census Reports, but it must be remembered that what is

remarkaide about it is only the contrast with the custom of western countries

.'-hc.'e different social and economic conditions have imposed an artificial

rc-traini. on the feeling that marriage is really the n.-dural jitafe for grown

• r : srei/r
t ; 11 > t-J Ktrr.hhai s o! (hU p.'cviner, ant! Jurimjch-t /hnJixat by

V. V J-m'-.I «-*
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men and women. This contrast can

Number per cent aged 20 and over returned as

married or widowed.

Males,
j

1 Females.

Central Provinces and Bcrar. 1931 93-7
1

S8-9

England and Wales. 1921 534 71-7

j

be seen from the marginal table.

Marriage indeed has not the same
'meaning in India, as it has in the
West, because it is not necessarily

accompanied by immediate coha-
bitation and the figures of child

marriages must be examined with
this fact in view. Infant marriages,
which are little more than betro-

thals, are socially dangerous only because the contracting parties often do
begin to live together before they are really physically fitted for parenthood.
At the same time contemporary vernacular literature and recent articles in

the press indicate an increasingly favourable view of the love-match between
young people of maturer years as opposed to the union of convenience
arranged by parents. Such matches of course become more frequent with

the growing tendency to abandon the purdah system. Diagram VI-1 shows
the proportion of each thousand of the two sexes who are married.

PROPORTION PER KILLC WHO ARE MARRIED AT EACH AGE PERIOD
MALES AGE FEMALES

60 ANDOVER

40 - 60

30 - 40

20 - 30

IS -20

10 - 15

o

1o

1000 750

I.:- - lUWWARRIED
SOO 250
P7777IMARRIED

250 500

OIAGRAH5M

It illustrates for the whole province and for all religions Subsidiary Tables

I to IV appended to this chapter, in the first of which the comparative
figures of past decades will be found. For facility a summary is inset in

the margin. Of the total

population only 41.3 per
cent of the males and 30.5
of the females are unmarri-
ed, but while in the lower
age groups the numbers of
the females married are
incomparably higher than
those of the males, the two
gradually become more
equal until in the age group
30—40 there are 90 per

Central Proviocei

—

1931
1921
1911

£ngland and Walei'-
1921

Males per 1.000. f [Feinsfei per 1,009-

Unmarried.

Married.

Widowed.

Unmarried.

•a
V
5*

e
s

Widowed.

413 540
453 ' 486

442
;

513

550
j

414

47
61
45

36

305
34?
325

535

549
497
522

383

146
161
153

82

Population per mille.

cent married men against 81 per cent married women and only 3,9 per cent
and .8 per cent respectively un-
married. After the normal age of
fertility the proportion of married
women drops rapidly with a cor-
responding increase in that of
widows as may be seen from the
marginal statement upon which the
diagram is based. The figures for
the widowed of both sexes as
would naturally be expected show
a hea\w preponderance of women
until the last age-group, over 60.

Age-group

Unmarried Married. Widowed.

Mate.
Fe-
male.

Male.
Fe-

male.
Male.

Fe-
male.

0-5 973 950 26 49 1 1
5- 10 854 693 143 301 3 6
10—15 730 469 266 521 4 lo^
15-20 351 70 634 906 IS 24
20—30 128 19 8 1 925 31 56
30-40 39 8 900 819 61 173
40—60 23 6 845 515 132 479
60 and over... 20 5 7(’5 197 275 798

23
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Analysis by 6. Diagram VI'2 shows at a glance the . attitude. -towards
, marriage

religion. among the followers of different religions.

'

DISTRIBUTION OF 1000 OF EACH SEX IN EACH MAIN COMMUNITY .BY CIVIL CONDITION

I
•

'I UNMARRIED MARRIED DtASRAMnZ ' BBBDB V/IDOWED

Analysis by
age and sesc.

Unless he be a devotee it is unusual to find an adult Hindu who is unmarried.
According to the old writers whose dicta have acquired an almost sacred

authority the main object of marriage is the procreation of male offspring,

as the state of dying sonless is believed to hinder spiritual progress. By
the law of the religion marriage is regarded as a sacrament and not as a

contract. Hence it is not surprising to find that the proportion of those

married among the Hindus is greater than in other religions. The high

percentage of those widowed in both sexes among the Jains proves that in

that community, remarriage, particularly by women, is still regarded with

deep disapproval. Anglo-Indians follow European customs, although

marriage is more universal among them than it is in Europe, while in both

the Christian and Zoroastrian communities the fact that marriage is

generally adult is reflected in the figures given below upon which the

diagram is based.

Distrihuiion of 1,000 of each sex in each main religion or community by
civil condition.

Unmarried.
1

'
'

1

Married. , Widowed.

Religion.
1

Males. Females. Males. Females. Males. Females.

i

(i) Anglo-Indians ~. 647 581 322 334 31 85

(ii) Oracn Christians ... 581 502 392 414 27 84

(iii) Indian Chrislians 570 £15 394 383 36 102

(excluding Oraor.s).

(iv) Zoroastrians 527 537 432 • <04 41 59

(t) Muslims 492 386 ' 458 472 50 142

(vi) Tribals 485 .391 475 489 .
39 120

(vii) Jains ^74 313 455 477 71 210

(viii) Hindus 397 290 553 560 50 150

Further to demonstrate the state of affairs prevailing among the followr

ers of the principal religions the marginal

table sets forth the total number per thousand

females aged 15 and over who are married

and widowed in the leading communities.

7, The table on the next page in which

percentages of those married, unmarried or

widowed in each age-group at the last three

Censuses have been given for all religions will

illustrate changes or progress during thirty

years.

ReIi;:ion.

Per miPe females aged
15 and over.

Married.
|
Widowed.

Hindu 740 ! 242

Muslim 723 i
242

Christian 694 ;
162

Tribal Reli-

gion.

7S0 !

1

1

204
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Pcrccuiage in each age group' ior all religions of those unmarried,
married and Tvidowed.

Malct

Unninrried. Mnrricd Widowed.

1911 1921 1931 1911 1921 1931 1911 1921 Kol

All iifet 44-2 45-3 113 51-3 48-6 510 4-5 6-1 4-7

0-S 99 4 97-3 •6 •9 26 • •• •1

S—10 95-4 95 1 85-1 4-5 4-7 14-3 •1 •2 •3

10—15 77 9 78-3 73 0 216 211 26 6 •s •6 4

15-20 5M 49.0 351 47 8 49-3 63-4 13 1-7 i-.s

20 40 111 111-9 .S9 8l-j 82-3 86-7 43 68 4 4

40-60 23 .V2 2-3 87 0 S’-' SI 5 10-7 14-3 13-2

60 nnd over 21 2 6 20 71-8 69 5 70S 26-1 2/ 9 27-5

Unmarried.

Femalei
1911 1921

1

1931

All ajles 32 5 312 i 30 S

0-5 98 2 9S-2 95 0

5-10 83-7 8.S1 1 C.9 3
10-15 41-3 4f( S • 46 9

15 20 9-7 13-3 . 70
20-40 1 5 25 1 4

40-60 ... •6 . 1 4 <

60 and over ...1 •6 1-2
1

•5

I

Married. Widowed.

1911
j

1921

i

1931 1911
!

1931

1^1 49 7 54 9 15 3 1-1 14 6
1-7

; 1 7 ' 4-9 1-1 ‘1 •1

15 9
i

113 30 1 •4 6 •6

51-4
1

49 2 SM 13 20 1*0

8S2
!

8.3 1 90-6 2 1
1

36 2-4

S9-9 83 9 SSO
{

86 : 116 10-6

52-9
1 54 5 1 .SIS

I

46-5 44 1 47-9

14-8 19-9
1

19-7

j

84-6 ' 78 9 79-8

In considering the figures of 1921, the effect of the influenza scourge of

1918 must not be forgotten, but the percentages for the different ages do
not var)’ verj’ much at each Census except for the group 5—10 of both sexes

and the group 15—^20 for males in which there is a remarkable increase in

the total number of married at the 1931 Census. The rise of 10 per cent

married males and 16 per cent females in the former group and of 14 per cent
among the married males in the latter can only be explained by a determined
attempt to anticipate the application of the provisions of the Sarda Act.

It will he most interesting to learn from the figures of the next decade
whether the working of the Act and the weight of public opinion will secure

a proportionate fall in the corresponding percentages. The crusade against

early marriage has certainly had no effect upon statistics up to now, and
it ma> be observed that as far as the general figures are concerned com-
parison of the proportion of widows to widowers does not indicate that

widow remarriage has gained popularity among the masses. The slight

fall from the figure of 1921 in the total number of those widowed in both
se.xes is probably only an echo of the influenza epidemic.
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Child
marriage.

8. Diagram VI-3 gives a further illustration of the rise in the number
ot early marriages in. the last decade, and the marginal table gives in a con-

venient form relevant figures for fifty
years abstracted from subsidiary Table I.

The graphs in paragraph 13 showing the
proportions of effective marriages among
Hindus, Jains, Muslims, Christians and
followers of tribal religions indicate that
it is^ among Hindus that very early
marriages are most pre\'alent and that
Jains come npt in order. More than 7
Hindu girls in every ^hundred in the
province are married before passing their
tenth year and more than 4 Jain girls.

In the statement below the figures for
selected castes in areas where they are most numerous have been arranged
in order of frequency of child marriage :

—
Castes arranged in order of frequency of child marriage.

1

j

Year.

Number
unmarried per

mille mates
aged.

-

Number unmar-
ried per mille
females aged,

j

10-15 15-70 10—15 15—20

1931 .. 730 331 469 70
J921 .. 783 490 488 133
1911 .. 779 311 449 97
1901 .. 809 £38 538 169
1891 .. 781 486 463 112
18S1 .. 761 480 408 90

No.
Caste, a ribe or

Raee.

Total

female

Population,

Married

females

under

13

years.

Proportion

perceni

of

married

females

under

13

years

to

total

female

po.nulation.

.No. Caste, Tribe or
Race.

Total

female

population.

Married

females

under

13

years.

^

.J

Proportion

per

cent

of

married

females

under

13

years

to

total

female

population.

1 Golar 1,130 248 21*9 4] Ghnsia 17.894 1,138 6-4

2 Dohor 1.4.S3 218 ISO 42 Gosain 10,486 693 6-4

3 Bhnmta 583 81 13-3 43 Hniba 17.015 1.061 6-2

4 Tell 320.929 •/1.667 13-8 44 Lodhi 159.902 9.966 6*2

5 Kunbi 623.217 85.176 136 45 Ganda 89.392 5,071 5*7

6 Koti 13.631 2,448 131 46 Kawar 92,069 4,994 5-4

7 Mali 31.3..383 39.779 12-7 47 Kahar 6,477 350 5*4

8 Mhali 30.121 3.743 12-4 48 Ilania 111.505 5,900 5-3

9 Mnng 47,791 3,911 12 4 49 nhaina 7,670 398 5-2

10 ntioyar 35.744 3,966 Jl'I 50 Banjara 75,443 3.775 5-0

11 Mnna 24.923 2.712 10-9 51 Basor ... ]5,5'0 695 4’5

12 W-nfari 22,733 2.478 10-8 52 Bhilala ... 7,654 340 4-4

13 Dhobi 95.361 10,029 10-5 53 Mehtnr ... 9,247 408 4-4

11 M •rntlia 141.613 14,373 10-2 54 Binjhwar 27,216 1.19s 4-4

13 Ilafahi 27.481 2.714 ' lO'l 55 Gond 1,156,960 48. 'SO 4-2

16 Kurmi 139.483 1S.9’S 9-9 56 Kort ... 14,319 605 4-2

17 Andh 28.718 2,837 9-9 57 Baign 14,168 590 42
18 1 Wnd lar 31.467 331 96 58 Desu’ali 3,407 140 4-1

19 nTrhflt 53.893 5.083 9-4 £9 Maria 90.312 3,497 3'9

20 Kumhnr 6!.991 5.809 9-1 60 Dahaynt 4.467 169 3-8

21 Chnmnr 309.999 27.998 9-0 61 Sawarn or Saonr 42.872 1.520 3'6

22 110.512 9,873 8-9 62 Brahman 239,829 8*381 3*5

23 4I1.I12 32.398 8-8 63 Kol 38,750 1,310 3-4

24 Mehra (Mehar} ... 611.200 55.211 8-3 61 Dhanwar 6,403 218 3-4

2.S M.-idgi 2.499 208 83 65 Kniia 14,090 440 3*1

26 P.inkn 89,626 7,369 8-2 66 Bhunjis 3,672 104 2-9

27 69.991 5.701 81 67 Dhnnuk 2,652 76 2-9

28 6.167 499 81 68 Bhoria-Bhiimia 19.827 491 2-5

2^ 25,019 2.025 81 69 Charfar 13.014 305 2-3

30 N»i ...! 66.452 5.316 80 70 Kliangar 5,4.33 117 2-2

31 Oowari .. 81.473 6.076 7-5 71 Kay.-isth It- .49'' 407 2-2

32 Komli 1,827 134 7-3 72 Ornon 49,156 1,018 21
XI Ils'r'Jf 217.8‘6 17 837 T2 73 Mnjhwnr 4.397 90 2 1

3f I !
101.109 7.247 7-2 74 Korku 72,990 1,343 1-8

3> PMiriSf .,.i 161.751 11.476 7-1 75 Rniitinr or Lajthar 1,856 33 1-8

Kofrj ...J 7,211 .'05
f

7*0 ) 76 Bhiilia 2.0SI 37 1-7

rsa ...’ 12.423 852 • 6-9 1 77 1 Paik 2,309 37 1*6

>? 320 ' 22 68 ! 78 Bohn 1.407 11 •8

2 ' 2.821
i

190 6-7 >' 79 Indian Christian' 20,220 113 •4

4
'

19.C66 1 1.221 6-1 80 Argirr-Indinns ...j
2.425 40 •2

.. - - T

otttlJ. mnrrinjic*-. fnllowcd by the Kunbi'; who are ver>' conser\'ativc in this

The iv.rj mo-t advanced ca’^tes. Brahmans and Kayaslhs, come very

{•‘v. if; the tvonld be expected, but it is interesting to find them there

Jr*. v/itli of tlic which nrc rcilitrdvd ns untouchnbJc, nncJ

v .rii r f< v.' aboriginn! tribc-s. The latter generally favour a mature age for
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marriage but among the Kolis. and Andhs, both tribes which have been
entirely Hinduized, child-marriage is now common.

The position of Indian Christians and Anglo-Indians at the bottom of the

list heeds no explanation. Regarding Bohras the Sub-Divisional Officer,

Burhanpur, submitted the following note :

—

“On enquiry I found that the usual marriageable age among women in the
Boh.'a comniunit)' could be put at between 15 to 18 years. The reason being that

no Bohra thinks of marrying his daughter before her misak ceremony is performed as

a rule. The real import of this ceremony is that after a girl attains the age of

puberty she has to take an oath of allegiance to the Imam and Dai of the time
and this is considered to be one of the chief essentials of a Dawoodi Bohra. Unless
and until it is done the marriages of the girls are as a rule not performed.

But some departure from the aforesaid rule is made in a few special cases, via.,

if a rich Bohra performs one or two other marriages of his wards and if some girl

of his is below .the general marriageable age, which I have defined above, then he
performs her marriage also with a view to save cost. Another reason for the
departure from the usual rule is when a father or a grandfather is on his death-
bed and he is not sure if the future guardian of his daughter or granddaughter
would ^ercise a good and proper discretion in deciding the choice of the husband
of the girl.

It may here be stated that according to the Bohra law only a father or a grand-
father of a girl has the privilege of marrying her, when she is a minor. Other
guardians cannot marry unless the girl becomes major j.e., when she attains puberty,
which generally takes place between 13 to 15 5'ears. Marriages of girls by othec
guardians, besides their fathers or grandfathers are usually done at the ages of
14 to 15 and even at a more advanced age. The consummation ceremony is not,
.as a rule, done before 16 on an average.”

HINDU GIRLS MARRIED
PER THOUSAND AGED 0*10

RePERCNCES.

C Chhu/Khadan.ZBO

N—Nandgaon. 226
K..«.Kh8ir9|arb

M....Mahrat

S....SahH

Kw. Kanrardha

San.. Saran^arh.

293

f27

m.
Z7S

uo
Ch.^.Ch3n^bh3h8r t3Q

275-320

The state of affairs in different castes is to a great extent reflected in the

figures for natural divisions shown in the margin and illustrated for districts

by the map in diagram VI-4. There are more
Brahmans and Kayasths in the Nerbudda
Valley than elsewhere in the province and
these castes give a lead to others in the matter
of social reform. Many of them are school-
masters and patwaris in rural areas and as such
thej' have an ample opportunity of influencing
the opinions of those with whom they come
into contact. It is noticeable that in units of

this natural division the figures of child marriages are high only in the Makrai
State and in Nimar, a district where conditions are similar to those in the

Hindu females married per
aged 0—10.

Central Provinces and Berar

Nerbudda Valtejr

Plateau Division

Maratfaa Plain

Chhattisgarh Plain

Chhota Nagpur Division

thousand

... 179

... 86

... 119

... 222

... 203

... 53
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Age of
marriage.

Polygamy or
polygyny.

Maratha Plain.^ The Chhota Nagpur Plateau contains more persons follow-
ing Tribal religions and more Christians than any other natural division ; the
proportion of early marriages is therefore small. In the Chhattisgarh Plain
on the other hand the large population of Telis, Chamars and Mahars
{vide Irnperjal Table XVII) contributes to keep the proportion compara-
tively high while in the Maratha Plain, the most advanced tract in this
province, the fact that child-marriage is still far more prevalent than any-
where else in the province recalls the number of Kunbis, Marathas and
Mehras there.

9. From the- statistics examined in the preceding paragraphs it is pos-
sible to draw some conclusions regarding the normal age of marriage for
each sex. The figures of 1931 show that in this province although Ae total

number of those married is equally balanced for all ages, up to the age of
15 there are about 50 per cent more girls married than boys. The propor-
tions become almost equal in the middle age period but between forty and
sixty the number of married men is 845 per mille against only 515 woinen
while 479 per mille of the latter are widows. Two deductions may be
made. Wives are generally much younger than their husbands, and
widowers, at any rate below the age of 60, generally remarry. It is interest-

ing to notice that this seems to be true of all religions. The proportions

may be studied in Subsidiary Tables I and II. In the Bengal Census
Report of 1921 the average ages of the bride and of the bridegroom at

marriage were calculated by a simple formula to be 12.03 years and 20.73

years respectively, and although in arriving at that figure certain influences

could not be taken into account, for practical purposes it was regarded as

authoritative. As ages have been grouped at this Census, expense forbade

such calculations for the Central Provinces but the general figures indicate

that the Bengal averages of 1921, or an average rather lower for girls, may
be taken as very near the truth for this province also.

10. Of a population of 8,997,203 males and 8,993,734 females there

are 4,865,243 males married and 4,939,892 females. This certainly

indicates a comparatively low degree of polygamy, or rather polygyny,

where the custom is recognized and permitted in the principal religions.

Imperial Table VI shows that of those born outside the province whether

in India or elsewhere 346,157 were males and only 309,417 females, but

allhough it has been decided in Chapter II that a large number of the males

in excess are unmarried men in the prime of life, the proportion of these

figures on the whole population is insufiicient to affect the deduction made
Thfi romnarative figures by natural divisions for thirty years are

given in the margin. In spite

of a slightly rising proportion

in the Plateau Division, poly-

gamy has obviously not been
popular in this province for

many years and is definitely

on the decrease. One of the

reasons is presumably that the

numbers of the sexes are so

equally balanced.

Number of married females per thousand married males.

Natural Division.
1

1911
1

1921 1931

Central Provinces and Berar ... 1,027 1.023 1.015

Neibiiddn Valley (excluding 1,021 1.004 1.006

1,052Plateau 1.013 1.049

Maratha Plain 1.014 *'99 9 8

Cihh-HttisgHrh Administrative
{i Division.

1.019 1.058 1,040

1,022 1.059 1,014Central Provinces Slates

Number of wives per ihousand husbands among Muslims

Natural Division.

Central Provinces and Berar

Nerbudda Valley (excludi

MaVrai).
Plateau (excluding Mandla ai

netul).
Maratha Plain (excluding

P-ilaghatl.

Raip-ir and Bilsspur dtitricrs

C-P.trsl I'rovincca States

1911 1921 1931

9.46 914 933
910 876 9.18

997 991 1.002

935 908 920

974 937 925

975
I

1.010 932

that of married women, which is

clearly the result of immigration
of businessmen from Cutch,
Marwar and elsewhere, without
their families. This is further

discussed in the next paragraph.
The marginal table shows pro-
portional figures for Muslims in

different tracts.

Examination of Table VIII
discloses that the e.xcess of
married women is considerable
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Number married in

Caste.
192} 1931

Mnics. Femnirs. M.ilcs. Fcmnlcs.

Dhimnrs ... 60.FS 60,216 85.354 £8.309

Ghasins 3,525 4.417 8.772 9.9S5
Kflwflrs 20,542 • 21,252 46.424 48..379

Korku« 2-I.SOS 30.358 3:.0:'0 31.713
Lodhis 66.627 67.759 Cl.906 84.137
Mnn^s 20.870 21.982 27.1)35 28.168
Poihs 124 13S 911. 1.169
Pnnkns 29.987 .S0.972 19.201 52.279
Ahir* 96.4SS 96.839 223,476 227.606
Gonds 4.^8.891 ^58.950 565 7.U SV4.514

Mchrns 287.722 296.149 356,03

}

3-59.134

Tclis 23S.687 242.521 312.8jl 324.384

among Dhirnars, Ghasias, Gandas, Kawars, Korkus, Lodhis, Mangs, Marias,
Paiks and Pankas and most
noticeable amongst Gonds,
Ahirs, Tells arid Mehras. The
marginal statement compares the

figures of 1921 for areas in which
these people are specially

numerous. With one or two
exceptions those named are
either primitive tribes or low
castes. The obvious explana-
tion is that in those communities
it is cheaper to marry an extra

w'lfe than to keep an extra

servant ;
hut the percentage of

excess is not more than 28 in any
of the castes named. In Nagpur
district polygamy is said to be

still common among the Koshtis who need more than one helper for

wea\ ing. Figures for this caste were not abstracted but those in the report

for 1921 show a very small excess of married females over males in the
Maratha Plain Division. In the Bohra colony of Nimar there are 375
married mcr. and 582 married women, from which it ma^^ be inferred that

the Bnhras exercise their privilege of polygyny, although the figures may
to some extent have been disturbed by the temporary' absence of men on
business in other provinces.

11. In certain castes and tribes the number of married men exceeds Absence of
that of married women. Most of these have already been mentioned in polyandry.

Chapter V, Sex, for they are generally those particular castes in which there
is a definite deficiency in women. The difference is slight among Bhainas,
Bhilalas, Mehtars, Lohars, Darzis, Mhalis, Kayasths, ICols, Kolis, Koltas
and Kumhais, but very definite among Banias, Rajputs, Brahmans and
Barhais. A scrutiny of the caste-table for All India in 1921 discloses that,

ignoring Bhainas and Mhalis, figures for which were not shown, there was
throughout India deficiency in women in all the other castes named except
Kols, Kolis and Koltas. The Kols and the Koltas in this province are
largely immigrants and so among them the relatively low number of married
women is not surprising. Among Banias and Rajputs, relevant figures

for whom for the last two Censuses are shown in the margin along with
those of Brahmans and

Caste.

1921 1931

Males. Females. Males Pemolcs.

Banins.
Tot.il population... 1 7.232 97,268 122,1.56

'

111,505
Number married... 48.848 45.849 58.348 55.122

Ritjputs
Total population... 2-9.607 225.815 258.231 247.856
Number morried...

Brahmans.
Total population...

96,988 92,826 136.658 133.466

244.919 212,4':a 277.936 2.’9,R29
Number married... 108.095 95,422 126.319 111.010

Barhais,
Totnl populfltton... 50,767 46.279 58,097 .:3.893
Number married .. 26,448 24,665 31.907 30,907

Barhais, there are, as indi-

cated in Chapter III, so
many immigrants to this

province, that, quite apart
from the universal defi-

ciency of females in
these castes all over India
in 1921, a number of
married women lower than
that of married men is to be
expected here. The analy-
sis of statistics of immigra-
tion to cities already made
in Chapter II supports this

conclusion, while the districts showing an excess of married males over
females are Nagpur, Wardha, Amraoti, Akola, Nimar and Yeotmal, all of
them centre.®, of the cotton business with a large immigrant population, in
which, besides the four castes shown in the margin, Lohars, Darzis, Kavasths
and Kols might be expected to preponderate. There seems very little

reason to .suspect that the lower number of married women than of married
men in any of the communities mentioned indicates the sundval of the
practice of polyandry. Of them all Bhainas and Koltas alone showed in
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Widows.

the total population a larger number of females than of males. Mr. Marten
in an interesting note on polyandry in the Census Report of. 1911 mentioned
that among Bhainas and other lower Muhammadan castes the levirate or
custom by which a younger brother takes as his wife his elder brother’s
v.'idow is still followed. This is a survival of fraternal polyandry, but is

really likely to lead to polyg\*ny, as it may have done among the Telis, for
instance, with whom the custom is usual. The actual excess of married
men among Bhainas (111) and Kolis (221) is negligible and it may be
assumed the causes of that excess are the same as those of similar differences
for castes in which the total figures for women are actually less than those
for men. Possibilit>* of any serious mistake in the figures tabulated may be
excluded since the proportions for the sexes were generally similar at
previous censuses. Apart from the effect of immigration therefore the
excess of married men in the castes concerned is susceptible of a number
of explanations. Three at once suggest themselves. It may have been
due to marriages with women of other castes, or to the tendency of some
widov.ers to return themselves as married men, or to parents returning as

unmarried certain girls v.-ho had gone through a betrothal ceremony the
other party* to which entered himself as married in the census records.

With the cases covered by the first two explanations would be included
ihO'C of men keeping women of other castes than their own.

12. The figures in paragraph 6 have already proved that, except

among the Jains, widov.ers until they reach an advanced age generally

remarry, but that the movement in favour of widow-remarriage has as yet

had ro noticeable effect upon statistics. In the graph in diagram VI-5
the figures for widowed women in different religions are contrasted at

various age periods.

Thf effect of early marriage among Jains, Hindus and Muslims is shown
by the height to which the cur\’es rise above those for Christians and

followers of Tribal religions- It is a little surprising to find that

although Islam countenances

Suvihcr of married and sidixeed per
thou'iind aged 15 ar.d <jver.

widow

Cv t
' i-t

.

l.S c-d

r

!

i f” M»’'j r e-Tsr«.

ir:

remarriage the Muslim
graph crosses that for Hindus
between 30 and 40 and runs

.above it at all subsequent .ages.

The figures are of course con-

‘^ider.ably influenced by the

inclurion of the Hindu fold of

.about a million and threc-

qu.nrtcr- members of aboriginal

irine<-, v.ho while adopting the

rri.r.dpal fe.ature.i of flinduhm
hr.vt' no! alw.iyi: ab.andoned
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13. In the diagram above are shown the percentage distribution by-age

peirods of 100 married males and 100 married females in each of the five

principal religions of the province. The values shown are not the number
of married in the total for each age period, but the number in each age period

for the total married. The following table shows the percentages ^ven by
the crude figures :

—

Distribution by age of 100 married by each sex in each main religion.
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S«ion*hf«i curves June been ihrcmp.h ihc points ploilctl on the

sh'ajlrdru from the fii'.urc'- 'Ijiiwu ahuvv. h'olhnvinf; a hypoihcMP adopted in

the It'^n'hay Kvport tor tin* cfTectivc period of inarrinfie or

l‘,ct!od of pi.jeniiaJ UKiirruity for all rclidiorK has been asMjnied to be
netjrraliy bi-tuccrt tlie <»! !8 aiu! Tin- .•.ainc peiKxl has been
‘eU'etril for (!|iri' ti;ui'- n*- for oihei> hecauf e the rirri^lian fV;urcs, especially

of the married, mainly »»i Irulirin (throtians. 'Dre inclusion of a fair

number t»» bbjrvopearc' ami Anrdo lmlian*-. however, must alTcct the dia/iram

for ChriMs.'-rt'’ to a certain eMmt. “Mu- rertilfs are interestirt,*!. In the areas

of pnieniial marernity t’of .l.'iri*. Ilituln*. and MmliiU'- the weight is all

tov.arfb the early aj*c^ c'-peciali' ‘.-.hen the inner I'erind 17’ to .i7J ahrne

i* coudrlcrcti. Tl^i^ i* tore |?nrtic«il:ttly 5n the ease trj the .lains the Craplr

he vds'-rn ;* very suit/.e-tive. 'bhe i*t*fr;bulion •»{ individuals in the din};r:!m

f.u' v,-.-.uirt5 tf'-llouh:;; Tribal Kelicitim is much more balanced .and, over that

for tv.nrtieil (“ui'tiarv the v omen i.'.liinjtrn tlu* aj’e period 171 to 871 are evni'

l\ 'prc.ttl, the v,‘ri;tbi brin;' in she cetur*.' ftjusr 3i!’. to 82’ . It may safely i^e

ife.hicfd fj/.m thr’c diajiJanf- shat the maji‘!!ty of chibfren amort,': Hindus.
Mudirte .-m! daim dtouls? be borrr ?f» m* thcr* belwcen the a<les of 17? anti

27’. tb.r ajV of rtTectjvr martiap.e for Xurrs eonrmencinj: eveit e.arlier.

Tei o* srjb.-^l relj;*,i<'f!! cluldrcu .'.“nld p.rnrr.Tlly be born between the

ajlr' s'u' IT; afot .82* anti to (‘Irri’dati' sinriri;! the aj'e prriml 22? rn .831.
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proportions of marrietl female.^ in the

Uncqtr.al pnsptjrtioris of married females

in rln- ditTeretii cornmtmitle.s prevent

»hr perceniajlr*. beinj; a jinide to (he

ehild-hcarin*; enpaciiy of the corn*

mtinitv. but an arbitrary- index of

chiKbbcarinjt capacity c.an be found by
eombininf; tin* pcrceniajlcs calculated

above with the percentarje.s of mar-
ried females t«» total females which
can be {f<»l front the subsitliary tables.

The two sets of pt‘rcenia<:es are jfiven

in the marf-in.

'f’lte ftroducts of the*e ptTecmaj;es with the decimal point readjusted
arc a-i follows ;

—
Vi-rcfiitOflr of tiustfiri! in tht' e//ccftfe tr rff -per to t/.v /o Intn}

iimutlrs in ihr firitiripa) rcUffion^.

ttlhft'r

.V. 7 a? I

Stit.tini,

.t3'7

Titbal ttrllfilini.

32 V

Chrtitivn,

27-7

It was not possible to jlci this Information from the tables. Ir was only
possible to read it off from the curves t>f the /Jraphs and this method^
especially when dcalinfl witlr ifraphs drawn to so small rt scale ns those in
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<hc diagram, is necessarily only an approximation. If this method is not
approved ilic particular age-groups shown in the Census Tables must be
selected as the effective age periods. When 15—35 is taken as the conve-
nient age-group the following exact percentage will be found ;

—

PcvccnUigc oj married females at age (periods 15—35 /or Hindu,
Jam, Muslim, Tribal and Christians to total females.

Ilitutii.
1

i

1

Jflin.
•

Mtiilim. Tribiit,
1

Chtittian.

.tl-7
1
1

.W'fi

1

30-8

' — .
,

J

.

30*8 f

t

25-8

The same adding in age ficriods .1,5—40 to all.

.Vi-.t
jj

34*2 .350 35-6
:

i

30-2

The percentage values obtained from the smoothed cur\'es necessarily fall

between the two values calculated from the tables. The conclusions to be
drawn from the diagram are;—

(1) While only 5.3 per cent of the total Christian women married are

under 15 years of ages, the figures for Hindus are about 21

per cent, for Jains 17 per cent, for those following tribal

religions 11.4 per cent and for Muslims 11.1 per cent.

(2) The areas of potential maternity, especially when the inner period

17{. to 371 alone is considered, show that with an equal pro-

portional incidence of births, the average age of mothers is

lowest among Jains —25, a little older among Hindus and

Muslims—25.8, older still for followers of tribal religions,

26.Z5, and oldest of all for Christians, 27.5.

(3) If the percentage of married females in the effective age periods

to total females in the religions considered is accepted as the

index, it is evident that there are proportionately more married

females of child-bearing age available amongst Hindus, slight-

ly less among followers of tribal religions and Muslims, less

still among Jains, and fewest of all among Christians. The per-

centages calculated from the Census tables confirm these

conclusions.
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Subsidiary Table L—Distribution by civil condition of 1,000 of each sex, religionAND MAIN AGE PERIOD AT EACH OF THE LAST FIVE CENSUSES

Relipon, sex and age.
Unmarried. . Married. Widowed.

1901 1891 1931 1921 1911 1901 1891

10 11 1 12 13 14
i

15 le"
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Subsidiary Table I.—Distribution by civil condition of 1,000 of each sex, religion and
MAIN AGE PERIOD AT EACH OF THE LAST FIVE CENSUSES

—

concld.

Unmarried.

Religion, sex and age.

Married, 'Widowed.
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1,000 1-ACH ?i:x AT Cr.UTAIN AGf”? IN KACII Rr.LIGlON AND NATURAL DIVISION

l-Vinalcf.

AH »p«'. 0~i 5-U)

c
c
•J

15 -<0

. ^ s ; . ”3
*3 ' K . • *3

: -i: . .

P j »• .a ^ . n •

•3

ic

40 and over*

k* O i e •• ^ • C *• C ; c * !“ *. o

J2 j
‘ c J5 c *2 ? c » « » :-~ s ' L' P. . if

_

P. -s
,
s

I

?
;
?

r<i ’7
j

25 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 3ij 37

Religion.

38

AN!) nP.KAR

I

305 549 146 050 49 1 691 ,101 6 4<.0 521 10 817 161 ( 439, 555 All rrligioai.
“>•>1

5J,0 159 ott 55 ; ».55 330 424 566 1ft 2ft 890 90 5 437. 558 Hindu.

39i 440 i:9 O.c.l |9 1 .'•S5 ii: 3 /.99 296 5 62 86? 71 7 478' 515 Tribal.

47.' 14; os; 17 I 89t 103 3 f.94 29.6 6 47 86'. 67 9 399' 592 Mixliin.

'?n 477 210 074 24 ; 6;,* 17.’ 4 5.4 5 404 It 16 823 150 4 323 673. Jain.

5i; 'l9!l .'•9 • 4
o;5 4ti. 112 164 7tj0 56 41 519 440 C*hti\ti.in.

DIVISION

3:4 507 UA 15 5«l II-'. 3 562 410 23 863 114 4 371 625 .Ml rcliirmn.s

321 511 168 <.*•1 16 :-:i i;( i 565 h |9 665 IIF. 4 364 (.32 Hindu.
35*’ 503 no M fV K5 \

1-67 4 54 870 76 4 439 557 Tribal

.373 445 14; 05 ?. 1 ; 111
«*

« 1.72 35 h?7 86 <> 592 602 Muslim.

340 440 2:0 09? 6 1 o.'l 7f. « 19-1 301 0 1.6 604 17.6
•»

311 667 Jain.

501 416 .-5 09', ".'I ','9 624 173 1 247 699 54 81 507 410 l'liri«li.in.

I)IV!<|GN

jit 52 f'

•r? 535 142

571 so: 127.

4 (.!' 14 <.

32! 474 205,
5M-. 351 f-I

076 24 6|(> 167 1 564. 40'. 1. 3<- 890 74 4 437 559 All rcliinona,

07 1 29 753 24 3 4 511 479 24 fOr. 60 4
'

424 572 Hindu
0.:4 11- ; ’.0 no 1 (67- 300 4 55 6H2 65 4 460 536 Tnb.il.

901 8 1 o;- 72
« •52 24V

305'

% 47 669 84 3 395 600 Muslim.
O'.; 16 647 144- ti 59 ; 13 16 83.’ ISO 5 329 666 Jain.

00 ', 4 601 n '>72 .’6
;

323 631 46 77 487 416 Christian.

DlVlSir^'N

261 569 ISO 932 (-6 f 6 16 .376 6 395 593 12 25 687 88 6 43(. >58 All rrliRions.

268 561 151' 926 72 '.82 410 ,6 358 i.:9 13, 20 891 89 6 436 558 Hindu.

362 501 137 973 24 861 135 4 Ml, 326 8 6’ 859 79 10 •172 51$ Trihal.

401 461 158 984 15 1 900 07 5 7I(» 285 5' 53 862 85 II 404 585 Sluslini.

273 52” 2m 94? 56 '.70 516 5 445 54; 13 18 844 138 6 3 38' 656‘ Jnin.

578 346 76 99(. 4 . . 91.5 33
>*

* 0(l(. 01 3, 324 618 5S 145’ .176 379 Christian.

DIVISION

295 566 139 038 60 7. 650

276 58,1 143 031 67, 7 611
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325 504 I7i; 965 32
:
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3-17 463 190 990 7 3 916
480 395 125 895 ..1 977

144 6 434 557 9 27 895 78

382 7' 887 60.3 10 19 903 78
99 2 746 249 5 8(3 846 74
I57i 2 665 320 6 44 860 96
84 635 353 12 10 841 149
22 1 930

. 59 2 242 687 71

6' 4i)7- 527 All religions.

S! 465 530 Hindu.
10 504, 466 Tribal.

6l 360 614 Mualim.
7| 306 685 Jnin.

28 468 504| Christian.

DIVISION

415. 485 100, 981 18
406' 490 104 980, 18
426’ 483 911 974, 24
343 524 133 975 22
364 454 182 1,001),

503, 414 83' 1,000 *•
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i; 874 122
2 866- 127
2 865 130,

3 797 193
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4 670 320
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Subsidiary Table III. Distribution by main age periods and civil condition
OF 10,000 OF EACH SEX AND RELIGION.

!

Males.
Females,

Age.
1

1-

•
Unmarried.1 Widowed,

1 2 3

All Religions 1“ 0—10 2,638 228
10—15 854 310
15-40 584 3.291
40 and over 43

Total 4,119 5,408

HINDU

0~10
10—15
15—40
40 and over

Total

CHRISTIAN
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Subsidiary Table IV.—^Proportion of the sexes by civil condition at certain ages

FOR religions AND NATURAL DIVISIONS.

central provinces AND BERAR

(4) CHHATTISGARH PLAIN DIVISION

All religions

Hindu
Tribal
Muslim
Jain
Christian

15) CHHOTA NAGPUR DHUSION
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Subsidiary Table V.—Distribution by civil condition
Distribution of 1.000 males of ca ch age by civil condition.

All ages. 0-6 7—13

Caste 8»d locality.

O’
5^

«i
'a

1 ;

£
c
P

e -c

: A

5'

I

3]

The twice born .
.j 445j 488

Bants, C. P. and Berflr ..i 448 478

Brahman, C. P. and Berar
;
474 454:

'

I

Rajput, C. P. and Beror ..'413 529

III fiber cultivators .. 364 576j

Ahir (Hindu), C. P. and 400; 549!

Brrar.
Ahir (Tribal), C. P. and ATi 483,

Btrar.
' '

67,

74
I

72.
I

58|

60'

5 . Kunbi
}

i Maratka Divition
* Chkindtoira
I .Vimar

.
Bflul

I

6' Kurmi

.
336j 597i

• i 334; 598!

. 333' 608,

. 355! 567
370 578,

. 364 58lj

. 417' 520'

432 517|

I SrrhudJn Valley

I Plateau Division • •

ChkaHittarh Administra- 319 629,

' live Divition, 1 I

.Vine SMf« 0/ Chkattis- 320 643'

r,itTk Plain Division.
j

!

7 l.od'hi. C. P. and Brrar . . 434 ' 516;
'

I
.

R Mali, C. P. end Brrar .
. 335

' 605

9 Maratha. C.P. end Brrar 37 ?^
SSlj

Uifiher artisans .. 40.3 533^

10 hUthtt. C. P. and Berar .. 3.80 549

•• 42 l! 524
,

63
51

52

37,

50
I

59 I

1

71!

I

62

71'

55

981* 18

979! 19!

I

•ao

e
£
c
P

10 I 11

874 123

I

5';

42

67.

68
59,

78.

52,

i

985
j

14

976! 24

966; 33
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OF 1 ,000 OF EACH SEX AT CERTAIN AGES FOR SELECTED CASTES

Distribution of 1,QQ0 fetnoles of each age by civil condition.
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44 and over.
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OF 1 ,000 OF EACH SEX AT CERTAIN AGES FOR SELECTED CASTES
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COntd.

Distribution of 1,000 females of eadi ase ‘b7*ci\’il condition.

All ages. 0—
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APPENDIX
The of the prccc?# of smoothing the figure? and grouping the population
t.r..crent age-period?, exp.ssned in Chapter IV. is that within the ternarv and

septcr.a-y -r.rio. o: persons^ of different marital condition's the distribution by

for

ine group- uf— i.-' anci j.-i— respectivciv. oee
more niarried .at the I.^ end than at the / end. There will' by the $.Vnie token be
similar room for error in the ne.-ct .group. The septenar}' and ternary groups from
5 to 25 tor civil condition have therefore been e.vtractcd mathematically and are given
below for the total population and separately for the principal religions, so that it

may be pcssibie to compare them with the figures shown in Imperi.ir Table Vll, and
c.vamincd in the foregoing chapter.

STATEMENT 1.—The population distributed by septenary and ternary' age grottps

front 4 to 23-

Population. Unmarried.

• :

.Ace. i

Persons. I Males.

'

Females. Persons.

1

Mates.

;

Females.
1

i

1 2 3 4 5 6 ! 7

) j

4-6 ... 1,649.064 8 1 1,653

, i

637,411 1,518.663

i

i

772.506 746,157

1

t I

7—13
..j

2.958.754; 1,539,140 1,419,614

)

2.053.756; 1,235,420

1

!

818,336

14-16 1,120.254 564,646
!

1
*

555,608

1

408,754 300,592

1

108,162

i »

17_23 •*! 2,079,172- 993,596 1,085,576 253,708 246,514 7,194

I t

Total .. 4—23 2,807,244 3,909.035

i

3,898.209 4,234.681 2,555.032 1,679,849

Married.
1

\Vidowe<l.

Ac-. i

; \

JVn-tr.t. i

j

Femaiei. Pcrs'mi.

:

Males.
’

7'emilf».

1 e
;

9 10 It 12 13

e .. 37,72c g?,t59 4,014 1.41^ 2.595

: .;3 - r'f.r.r 15.2!,!’ 4. <,71*. 10.545

i

41’ 4i'i IJ.**'.' 4
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-

STATEMENT II.—Tlie population in the main religions by septenary and ternary age

groupsfrom 4 to 23 .

Age.

[

Population. Unmarried.

Persons. Males. Females.

1

Alales. Females.

1 2 3 ’ ^
i

5
1

6 7

Hindu.

4—6 1,333,722 669,602 664,120 1,241,558’ 633,921! 607,637
7—13 2,516,348 1,294,636 1,221,712 1,633,782: 1,007,088 626,694
14—16 912,986 474,960 438,296 310,232. 232,1201 78,112
17—23 1,800,694 839,042 961.652 193.662' 180,5441 13,118

Total .. 4—23 6,563,750; 3,277,970,

Muslim.

3,285,780 3,379,234' 2,053,6731 1,325,561

4—6 65,436 32,631 32,805 63,729 31,917' 31,812-
7—13 120,500 63,248 57,252 108,924' 60,186 48,738-
14—16 43,308 22,770 20,538 24,782l

25,678|

19,182. 5,600-
17—23 90,088 46,470 43,618 23,476' 2,202

Total .. 4—23 319,332 165,119, 154,213 223,1131 134,761' 88,352.

Tribal Religion.

4—6
7—13
14—16
17—23

Total . . 4—23 .

.

202,4641

320,550
121,322
214,224
858,560

100,7011 101,7631
164,898 155,652
60,590. 60,732
95,566 118,658

421,755. 436,8051

196,3261 98,082
282,066 152,384
65,254 43,728,
45,882 35,832

589,528 330,026,

98,244
129,682
21,526
10,050

259,502

Christian.

4-6
7—13
14—16
17—23

Total .. 4—23

10,404
18,312
7,002,

12,7621

48,480

5,256
9,432
3,570
6,388

24,646

5,148-

8,880
3,432
6,374

23,834
1

10,335
17,772
5,602
5,706

39,415

5,217
9,248
3,214
3,898

21,577

5,118-

8,524
2,388
1,808--

17,838.

Married.
^

Widowed.

Age. 1

Persons. Males.
I

Females '

1

!

Persons. '

1 1

1

'

Males. Females.

1 8 9 10 II 12 13

Hindu.

4—6
7—13
14—16
17—23

Total .. 4—23

4—6
7—13
14—16
17—23

Tota . • 4—23

4—6
7—13
14—16
17—23

,
4—23

88,6311
868,246
590,722'

1,564,038:

3,111,6371

34,418'

283,148
238,492
641,962

I,I98,020j

!
54,213!

: 585,098
i 352,230
' 922,076!

1,913,617-

3,533
14,320,

12,032
42,994,

72,879

1,263.

4,400:
4,078'

16,536;

26,277,

2,270;

9,920
7,954

26,458
46,602

Muslim.

1,569’

11,358;

18,142
62,584
93,653

669
3,000
3,474
22,286
,29,429

900,
8,358
14,668
40,298
64,224

138
218
384

1.826
2,566'

45
62
114
708
929

93
156
270

1,118
1,637

Tribal Religion.

5.820,
37,844
54,996
164,380
263,040

2,517; 3.303!
12,318 25,526'

16,486; 38,510'

58,272 106,108
89,593; 173.447'

318
640'

1,072'

3,962
5.992,

102
196;
376'

1,462
2,136

216
444
696

2,500
3,856

Christian.

4—6
7—13
14—16
17—23

.. 4—23

661

530
1,366
6,910
8,872

36 30 3, 31
ISO 350 10 4 6
342 1,024 34 >-1 20

2,446 4,464 146; 44' 102
3,004 5,868 193! "1 128Total
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NUMBER PER 100,000 OF THE TOTAU POPULATION AT EACH AGE PERIOD WHO
WERE AFFLICTED WITH EACH OF THE FOUR CENSUS INFIRMiTIES 1931,1921 fi ISO

OWr-HUTC ElPiO
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The figures.

Distribution
by age and sex.

severe famines of the preceding decade, at a time when facility of trans-
port had not rendered scarcity administration as easy as it now is. In-
eflSciency in the abstraction offices in that year, when the system of slip-
copying was adopted for the first time, must also not be ignored and it is
well to treat the 1901 statistics in this case with caution. The rise in the
figures for all infirmities between 1911 and 1931 is to be ascribed chiefly
to improved enumeration but will be examined later under each separate
head. It is surprising that the proportion of those afflicted did not fall

after the great influenza epidemic. It must however be recognized that
those who are most incapable of maintaining themselves are under modern
conditions the first to receive relief from Government in times of distress.
The halt, the lame, the blind and the beggars become the care of the State
as soon- as private charity begins to contract. Their condition is well-
known to village officials and so when distress is most acute they receive
regular doles for their maintenance, and are by no means the first to fall

a prey to epidemic or famine. In the case of lepers there is little doubt
that improved organization for their treatment has resulted in the numbers
recorded at the Census being noticeably higher than they have been since
1891, when the possibility of those suffering from leucoderma and similar
diseases being recorded as lepers was greater than it now is. The figures
for the different infirmities are separately analysed below.

Insanity

4. There were 3,161 males and 1,872 females returned as insane in

1931 against 2,248 and 1,328 respectively in 1921. Diagram VII-1 shows
at a glance the very heavy increase. The figures per mille alreadjr appear
in paragijaph 3. Even in Europe it has been found almost impossible to

distinguish at a Census between that violent form of mental derangement,
which constitutes true insanity, and simple idiocy. In 'India the difficulty

in separating the two classes of mental disease is much greater, and the

figures collected by enumerators must naturally include a number of per-

sons who are merely weak-minded, and not qualified for the title of lunatic.

The extent to which the two classes individually contribute to the total

shown as insane can only be guessed but as the instructions to Enumerators
have been similar for all past censuses there is tOO reason to doubt the fact

of the increase shown. The number of insane per hundred thousand of

the population in England and Wales in 1911, when figures were last col-

lected at the Census, was 295, which does not include 153 per hundred

thousand who were imbecile or feeble-minded. In 1931 in the Central

Provinces the corresponding number was 28. It has been suggested in

past reports that the high proportion of insanity in western countries when

compared with India is due partly to the greater complexity of life in the

former and partly to the larger consumption of liquor by the working

classes. During the last twenty years the latter cause has disappeared to

a very great extent and it would be interesting to know the result upon

figures. In any case it is questionable whether that cause of insanity is

more potent than drug-taking in India. The reports of the district com-

mittees appointed to enquire into the consumption of opium in this prov-

ince in 1927 are suggestive in an analysis of the statistics of either insanity

or deaf-muteness, but ganja is the more dangerous drug. In this Province

alcohol certainly contributes very little to the causes of insanity, and ther^

fore, unless the steady increase since 1901 is due simply
_

to improved

enumeration, it must presumably be ascribed to the growing complexity

of life in a tract where a previously backward population has only just

begun to develop,

5. The ages at which the largest number of men were returned as in-

sane were between 25 and 50 at the last three censuses and the peak fi^re

was in the period 30—40 both in 1921 and 1931. The smoothing of the

figures for the latter year makes little difference to the comparison. In

1911 the peak came earlier, in the period 20—^30. The proportion of in-

sanity among women is distinctly marked in diagram VII-1 at the period
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40—^50 for each census, but the figure in 1931 was actually highest at ages

60 and over, which is probably an indication of the tendency of old women
to become iccble-minded. There is a slight decrease in the proportion of

of insane returned in the age-period 0—10 which points to a smaller number
of the congontially weak-minded having been enumerated. The statistics

since 1881 show that there has always been more insanity among men in this

Province than among women. Such a disability in a man is of course more
likely to be common knowledge of his neighbours, than a similar infirmity

in a woman. Tbc effect of drugs and the effect of sexual excesses at

certain ages, which have been frankly exposed by the Opium Enquiry

Committees, must also not be ignored.

Number of im.ine per 100,030 of population.

!

Provlncei.

i

Perion*. Malct.

I

Fcm.alc*.

|

1

Bengal ..

'

44 1 50 38 ^

Bombav 42
'

51 32

:

Madt« 33 : 31 27
United Province* 23 29 16
Bitiir and Oriiia . 21 2S 15
Ptiniab 29

1
36 21

Hydernbad State I.'i 1 IS 12
Central Province* and Berar ... 28 35 21
Central India Agency ...! 23! 28 18

in more developed neigh- by locality,

bouring provinces than it is

in the Central Provinces,

lunacy among men is

everywhere more than
among women. It may
be noted that the number
per mille of insane in

Madras has gone up from
20 in 1921 to 33 in 1931.

The map (diagram VII-5)
on this page illustrates the

the distribution of the insane

The numbers are noticeably

Stale, Amraoti and

figures in Imperial Table IX and shows
in the districts and States of the Province,
high in Makrai Slate, Nagpur, Changbhakar
Chhuikhadan Slate. Next to them come Akola, Sakti State and Buldana.

DISTRIBUTION
or INSANE PER 100.000

OF THE
POPULATION.

UtriRIKCtt.

C.,...Ctil)utKhadan.4i

M....Nand^aon, is

K....KhaipaJarh. O
M....Mahrai. e*

S....Sah>i. SS

Kw...Kawardha n
Sac.. Sarandarh. R
Ch..~ChanJt)naKar. 73

OIACRAM VII-5

The actual increase of insane in Makrai since the last census is 9, for

10 persons were returned insane against 1 only in 1921. The total

population of the State is no more than 15,516, and so the figures call for no
special explanation. The total number of insane in Nagpur is 687 but this

figure includes 318 persons from other districts confined in the Mental
Home. After deduction of the latter the proportion of those afflicted in the
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district is still 39 per hundred thousand, but this is no greater than is to be
expected in a well-developed area containing the only really big citj’’ in the
Province. In Sakti State the absolute increase is from 6 to 19 which is negli-
gible, es^cially in view of the tendency of inefficients to reproduce them-
selves. The case of Chhuikhadan is similar. Changbhakar State and the
three Berar districts of Amraoti, Akola, Buldana also showed a high propor-
tion of insane at the 1921 Census. At that time Mr. Roughton obsers^ed :

—
fact that the proportion of insane is high in the districts of Mandia and BetuI

and m three out of the four Berar districts suggests that the use of intoxicants is
certainl>' a contributing cause of insanity, although the actual number returned is so
small that no exact conclusions can safely be based on. them.”.

It is interesting to notice in Subsidiary Table I that the proportion per
100,000 of male insane has fallen in Mandia and Betul since 1921 from 42
to 29 and from 30 to 27 respectively, while that of females has fallen from
32 to 20 and from 22 to 13. To ascribe these variations in figures to the
(excise policy of Government aiming at total prohibition, or to the Hinduiza-
tion of the primitive tribes and consequent abstinence from liquor is un-
fortunately impossible, for a glance at the figures for previous decades shows
that not only in Betul and Mandia but also in the three Berar districts the
proportion of insane had risen noticeably in the decade ending in 1921.

Apart from that, insanity among the primitive tribes with whom strong drink

is particularly popular was found to be negligible in 1921. It seems unsafe

therefore to draw any definite deductions from the variations in district

figures. There is only one mental home in the Central Provinces—at

Nagpur. The number of those confined there during the last decade is

given in the marginal statement. The effect of the existence of the Mental
Home in Nagpur
upon the figures

shown by the map
has already been
noticed. The fol-

lowing table shows the difference between the actual proportion of insanity

illustrated in diagram VII-5 and the proportion adjusted afccording to the

hirth place of those confined in the home :
—

1921 1922 1923 1924 1925 1926 1927 1928 1929 1930 19:i

384 341 340 37S 390 397 409 414 431 413 431

Pistrict.

NaSpor
BHnndnrn
WotJha
Chand.i
BnladJiat
JubhijTporc
Saii£or
Ojmnfi
Stoni
Mandia
Beitil

Number
born in

the dij-

liict

who nre

in (he

Home..

ActunI
number
of in-

sane per
mille os

shown
in map.

Adjust-
ed

ficure

District.

Number
born in

the dis-

trict

who arc
in the

Home '

1

Actual
number
of in-

sane per
niille ns

shown
in map.

Adjust-
ed

6dure.

> 102 73 39 Chhindwarn 6 18 19

1 7 30 30 Hoshongnbrd 18 19 23

1 10 24 25 NorsinChpur 8 20 2.1

18 23 25 Nimnr 12 24 26

i 7 27 28 Knipur 21 27 29

I 23 25 28 Bilaspur 9 25 26

18 20 Drod 4 16 17
' 8 23 25 Amraoti 35 45 48

1 4 16 16 Akola 25 40 43

I
5 25 26 Buldana 13 .34

1 6 20 21 Yeolmal 14 29
:

30

It will be seen that the difference in the adjusted figures is inconsider-

able except in the case of Nagpur, which would go down a class if these

figure^ w'cTc adopted. Ralaghat, Jubbulporc, Mandia, Betul, Hoshangabad,

Nanin-^iipur, Raipur and Amraoti would each go up one class, while m the

o-dcr r7f prevalence of insanitv in ffritish districts Amraoti comes first fol-

lf>v,ed hv Akola and .Nagpur—all verv* developed tracts.

Th;T:“-'re-s

.

Deaf-.mutis.m

7. Ttie numlier of deaf-mute ' returned in 19.11 was 13,970 against

'
: 9-^ in r»21, i.n(J Suti idiarv Table I riiow;, the corre-ponding proportions.

Vn-2 inJi^tes that it i.; only in the age-period'^. o%'er si.xtv that
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dcnf-muti$m hns nt nil increased. The graph in fact discloses apparent
errors in enumeration. At the Census up to and including that of 1911 it

was laid down in the instructions that only those persons should be shown
who were deaf and dumb from birth. The effect upon the graphs for 1911

is clear, for the line falls steadily after the age-group 10 to 20. No\y deaf-

mutism is a congenital defect, vcr>’ often due to hereditar)' syphilis, and
persons suffering from it are relatively short-lived. The proportion of such

persons to the total number living at each age-period should therefore show
a steady decline. Instead of this there is a steady rise in the figures for

both sc.vos for 1931 and a more or less steady rise in those for 1921, which
can only be due to the erroneous inclusion of persons who lost their hearing
late in life. It is not usual for such people to become dumb as well as deaf,

rmd so it must be admitted that the v.nlue of these figures is questionable.

The diagran) doo.s however show that in the age-periods 0—10 and 10—^20

the proportion cl deaf-mutes in the population has fallen considerably in

the last decade. The proportion for females is in fact lower even than

that of 1911, which is satisfactory. The inference is that congenital deaf-

miitism is on the decrease.

8. The number of those suffering from this affliction is noticeably Distribution-

Deat-minci per of |uiptil.iiiun

I’lovincr.
j

I’eiion.j Main.

itrn;»l 70

.

Si aS
IlomSay fiS SI 53
Madrai VI St 61
I'unjab f.S 78 .V
(InilcJ riov!nci;i ... .S2 62 42
Ilihiir (ird Ori-in ... f.3 77 41

Hydrrnkad Stale
Cenli it India Aceney

26 30 a-i

;<i 32 . 2.S

Centtal Piovircei and Utiat . 7S 92 64

larger than in other important by locality,

aiui neighbouring provinces.
The prevalence of syphilis in

certain areas may account for
this, or inclusion in the figures
of old people who are deaf
only. As in the case of insanity
and leprosy the proportion of
males aftlictcd is much greater
than that of females.

DISTRinUTION or
DCAr-HUTCS PER 100,000

or THE
POPULATION.

itrcniNcit.

C..,..Chhun(ha(faB. S8
N. ...Nand^aon. ss
K....Khairagarli. 34
M....Mahrai.

S....Sahh'. Its

Kiv...Kaivardha, 59
Sac.. Saran^rh, 99
ClL._Chin^bluUc 56

OIMR&M vn-s

27
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illustrates the distribution of the affliction in districtsand btates I he incidence is heaviest in the four Berar districts, Narsin^h-
Makrai States. In the two' States

comparatively low absolute numbers bear a big percentage' on a small popu-
wtion, as in the case of insanity. In 1921 also .Narsinghpur and the four
Berar districts had the highest proportion of deaf-mutes. The climate of
Narsinghpur IS good and the district is on the whole healthy, but it is
ramous for the prevalence of madak-smoking—^which is suggestive. The
intense heat of the Berars and the bad climate of Chanda presumably ac-
count to some extent for the high figures there. The statement in para-
grapn lo showing the number of cases of syphilis treated at Government
dispensaries is relevant, but syphilis is certainly most prevalent in Chhattis-
garh where rbe number of deaf-mutes returned is not exceptionally hi^.

Blindness

9. 18,887 males and 28,184 females were returned blind against
16,272 and 24,564 in 1921. Among the blind, enumerators are liable to
enter those who have lost the sight of only one eye and those whose sight

has become dim in old age. The graph in Diagram VII-3 rises very sharply
after the age 50 and although any officer who has experience of famine
relief knows well that there are an enormous number of totally blind,

especially women, above that age, it is not improbable that a certain number
only partially afflicted may have been included in the returns. B^or com-
parative purposes however the figures are useful. Blindness, like deaf-

mutism, is often a congenital infirmity due to venereal disease. The negli-

gible variation in the figures of those afflicted in all age groups up to 40 for

the last three decades seems however to indicate that congenital blindness

is at any rate not increasing in the

Province. The. very noticeable

feature of the figures for all

censuses has been the preponder-
ance of women among the blind

after the age of 20, which is far

more marked in the Central Prc/v-

inces than elsewhere as may be
seen, from the marginal table.

The' cause is not far to seek.

The glare of the sun and the dust .

of the dry weather naturally affect

men and women alike. But women

Namber of Blind per 103,009 of population.

Province. Persons. Males. Females.

Bengal 73 76 70

Bombay IS3 145 166
Madras iir 105 116

United Provinces 293 260 .330

Puniab 241 235 249
Bihar and Orissa 126 121 131

Hyderabad State 87 88 85

Central India Agency ... 206 166 ?4«

Central Provinces 262 210 313

have also to endure the smoke of the cooking-fire, generally made from cow-

dung fuel
',
and long periods spent over their domestic duties in a vitiated

atmosphere, alternating with changes from comparative darkness to dazzling

sunlight, must have a natural effect.

Operations for cataract.

Decade ending. Operations Number cured.

1911 8.363 7.295

1921 10,563 8,558

1931 7.761 6,802

The usual village remedies for sore

eyes are harmful rather than bene-

ficial, In the treatment of cataract

people have come to appreciate the

value of operations, but in spite of

a high percentage of successes tfe

Medical Department returns dis-

close that in the last decade the

number of such operations perform-

ed was less even than that for the

decade ending 1911. A Provincial Blind Relief Association was establish-

ed in March 1928 and opened a school and home for the blind at Nagpur m
August of that year. There are now about eighteen boys in the home, who
are given industrial and vocational training. The main object of the Asso-

ciation, which is still in its infancy, is to afford facilities for the prevention
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and cure of blindness, and to render the afflicted useful citizens. About 20
blind persons are also fed and clothed by the Mission at Baloda Bazar, and
there is another small home for blind Christian widows at Khairagarh but
these arc the only unofficial institutions of the kind in the Province.

D5STRIBUTION
or BUND PER 100,000

or THE
POPULATION.

NCrERZHClS.

..ChhuiKhsdsn. fioo

A / BmAR
\

N.. ..Nsnd^son.. 2SE

j
K.. . Khsip8|arh . zn

y M.. . Maltrii 387

S....SehH

Kw...K»»rardh»

233

S51

Sar.,S*r*nf8rh. ib
... ChsnjSMaar. m

10. From the statistics of the Blind given in the previous paragraph it Distribution

may be seen that in the “green” provinces where the atmosphere is humid by locali^,

and con.scqucnSly dust and glare are less, the numbers afflicted are much
lower than in the Central Provinces. Diagram VII-T discloses that in this

Province blindness is most prevalent in Chhuikhadan State, Kawardha State,

Makrai State, Raipur and Drug. It is not surprising to find that this

is the case in two Chhatlisgarh districts, which returned similarly high figures

in 1921 with Biiaspur not far below, and in two Chhatlisgarh States. Apart
from the fact that in the dr>* weather that tract is particularly hot and dusty,

venereal disease i*; extremely prevalent there and the general standard of
hygiene is exceptionally low. Makrai State lies in the same homogeneous
tract as the Hoshangabad district, and the returns of blindness in both have
been, heavy since 1921. That in the scorching plains of the Maratha Divi-
sion the amount of blindness is not excessive in comparison with other parts
of the Province reflects a more advanced condition among the people of a
tract where at any rate the first elements of hygiene are now appreciated.
The proportion of blindnes;s has in fact fallen in most of the cotton-growing
districts.

Leprosy

11. It is usually difficult for an amateur to distinguish leprosy from The figures,

other diseases such as leucoderma, yaws and syphilis and in the earlier stages
a layman cannot detect the disease at all. As pointed out by Mr. Roughton
confusion is all the more likely to arise because in Hindi there is only one
word for both leprosy and leucoderma. The number of lepers returned in

the Province was 12,519 of whom 7,951 are males and 4,568 females against
8,025 (4,888 males and 3,137 females) in 1921. The rise of over 50 per cent
is not however to be attributed to any greater laxity of diagnosis, but partly
to the activities of the Public Health Department and partly to a diminish-
ing tendency to conceal the affliction. Those afflicted have begun to learn
the great benefit of treatment in the early stages of the disease, with natural
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Number of lepers per 100,000 of population.

results. It will be observed from Diagram VII-4 that at most censuses and
more markedly in 1931 the number of lepers rises rapidly in the age periods
30 to 60. When the disease has not been arrested it is obvious that it is

likely to reach a stage difficult to conceal at the more advanced ages. The
largest returns have always been between the ages of 25 and 45 but this does
not indicate so much that the disease is contracted at an adult age, as that

it takes some years to
develop. Leprosy is of
course not congential but the
children of lepers run every
risk of contagion. No special
reason can be given for the
preponderance of males
affiicted, although it is true
that they are liable to greater
dangers of infection, and the
affliction is certainly conceal-
ed

_

more easily and more
deliberately by women. The

Province. Persons. Males. Females.

Bengal

'

42 59 23
Bombay 35 47 22
Madias 71 107 35
Punj'ib 10 12 6

United Provinces 30 47 11

Bihar and Orissa 54 79 29
Hyderabad Slate 26 36 16

Central India Agency 16 22 10

Central Provinces and Berar ... 70 S8 51

figures for both sexes are higher than those of the past two decades in all

age groups. The numbers of males afflicted are similarly higher in other
Provinces. The proportion of lepers in this Province is greater than that

in most others. No satisfactory explanation of this is forthcoming.

DfSTRiaUTION
OF LEPERS PER 100.000

or THE
POPULATION.

REFEOrNCIS.

C Chhuikhadan. 107

N. ...Nandijaon.

K....Khaira^arl).

M....Mahrai

S....Sahh'

Kw...Kanrardha

San.. Sarandarh.

Ch.....Chan^bnaliar.

72

S3

39

27

92

21

9

DIAGRAM Vll-B

0VtRI40

istribution

f locality.

12. Diagram VII-8 illustrates the figures of leprosy shown in Subsidiary

Table I. l^e districts and States "iost affected are Amraoti. Wardha

Drug. Chanda, Yeotmal, Akola, Chhuikhadan and BuMana. Seon^en
and Damoh are more immune than other districts, and past statisncs aiso

cSnfirmTis. It was found in 1921 that Chhatt sgarh had much the largest

proportion of lepers, followed by the cotton districts.
, riihflttis

of those afflicted from the cotton districts are heavier than

Zrh The Department of Public Health has concentrated most of its reliet

measures in iheJalter area, and so while returns are
In the

there the numbers afflicted have not risen to any marked extent. In the
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past the prevalence of the disease in the east of the Province has been
explained by the insanitaiy’ conditions of life and the lack of precautions
taken to isolate those infected. In the cotton districts the standard of
cleanliness is much higher but the drj' hot climate appears to be favourable
to the development of the scourge,and a Tahsildar from Berar reports :

—

"From whai I have observed in some village.'! it appears that the illiterates in

general are not very particular in their dealings with lepers, who are allowed to move
freely in society. I have seen lepers eng.nged as watchmen in temples, allowed to
vend cat.'ibles and doing other sundrj* jobs. It is high time that the regulations

regarding the segregation and treatment of lepers arc so enforced as to ensure
prevention of further propagation of the disease

*’

Although Government travelling dispensaries have lately effected much
by propaganda, the danger of contagion with leprosy is certainly not yet

realized by the majority of uneducated people. It is not unusual to find

lepers travelling unheeded in railway trains, and a further instance of the

generally careless attitude towards them is related by a Deputy Commis-
sioner of Saugor, who, going out to shoot before dawn one morning, was
horrified to find when it got light that the man engaged to carrj’^ his spare

gun was a leper.

13. There arc nine leper asylums in this Pro\’ince all of which were Leper

also in existence in 1921. Seven of them are in Chhattisgarh and they are Asylums,

all managed by Missionary bodies aided by small Government grants.

According to the provisions of the Lepers Act of 1898, as amended up to

1920. pauper lepers may be compulsorily detained in asylums and the Gov-
ernment of the Central Provinces has selected a part of the asylum at Chand-
khuri for the purposes of the Act. It has been pointed out however that

this action is not intended to interfere with the sphere of usefulness of private

asylums. Experience has .shown that, owing to the absence of the power to

enforce restraint, private asylums do not meet the wants of the community
in regard to the most importunate and offensive .among the persons for

whose shelter and relief they are established .and maintained. It does not

follow however that all those who by public exhibition of their sores and

the like make their presence so offensive and dangerous as to c.all for action

under the Act are sent to the asylum at Chandkhuri. For if the Manager of

any recognized private leper asylum is willing to take over a leper and the

leper prefers this to being sent to Chandkhuri his consignment to the care

of the Manager of such asylum is invariably .allowed. One of the nine

asylums in the Province, that at Bisrampur, a model Christian village, deals

with out-door patients only. The numbers actually in residence at the other

asylums at the beginning sind end of the decade are given below :
—

Year. |ciiampa.j

Rnjn-ind*

j

finnn.

Kotharfl.

! Amrinii.
j

JarSn-

j

C-ion.

Ptilparfl,

Nfnndlo.
Chnnd-
khiiri

Shantipur

'

Dhamlari.

.’fiS .'S
[

-10 117 It

1

1

251

502 SO 60 SI ! Not
1 available,

j

1

S9 187

The figures vary verj’ little from those of 1921. Most of the inmates

of the asylums arc drawn either from among persons born in the district

where they are situated or from contiguous districts as is shown by the

statistics below for the actual asylums in Chhattisgarh ;

—

Name of asylum. District or State.

Number of
inmaics
born in

district

of asylum.

Number
born

cl- ewherc
in Chhaltis-

Jt.irh Plain
Division.

Number
born

cbewhere
in Prov-
ince.

Number
botn

elsewhere
in India.

Pandrilarai !<n{p.ir 62 17 10

Shantipur Raipur 113 7
Champa Rilaspur 180 2 30
Jaihnrnon Rilaspur 42 6 • ••

Chandkhuri D-ua 206 292 8 23
Rajnnndttaon • Nandgaon 33 17 •••

1
...
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Anti-leprosy
campaign.

Infirmity by
caste or
village.

Ofher_
infirmities.

Of the inmates of the Kothara asylum 62 were born in the district in
which it is situated, Amraoti, 24 elsewhere in Berar, 14 in other parts of the
Province and 9 outside the Province. This proves that the presence of an
asylum in any district does not greatly affect the proportion of lepers in the
natural division concerned, and Diagram VII-8 maybe regarded as accurate
The actual effect on the figures is shown in the note to Subsidiary Table I.
The slight difference in figures in the two statements preceding is due to the
fact that the first was prepared from the records of the asylums for the close
of each year and the second gives figures collected at the Census itself!

14. In February 1929 the Director of Public Health initiated a revised
scheme for the intensive treatment of leprosy in the Chhattisgarh Division.
A triangular block of thirty-three Police station-houses, including five exist-,
ing leper asylums, and sixteen dispensary towns was selected in a well popu-
lated area in the heart of the division. Four Assistant Medical Officers
already trained in the treatment of leprosy at Calcutta, who had previously
been working under the guidance of an officer appointed and paid by the
Indian Council of the British Empire Leprosy Relief Association, were
appointed as senior Assistant Medical Officers commanding Propaganda-
Treatment-Survey Units each assisted by four other Assistant Medical
Officers trained in the treatment of leprosy. A leprosy specialist was select-

ed to control the whole scheme. Each Propaganda-Treatment-Survey Unit
spent a month in a thana. Members visited each village, made a survey of

the disease, gave lectures with the help of magic lanterns and posters, and
having stimulated interest in leprosy opened one or more centres for treat-

ment. At the end of the month the Unit packed up and proceeded to

repeat operations in another station-house area. As regards treatment
centres, where there is a dispensary the Assistant Medical Officer in charge
of it was trained to continue the treatment ; where there are no dispensaries

and no private practitioners trained and willing to carrj’^ on the treatment,

one of the members of the Unit had to remain for the purpose and another

man was called in to fill his place with the Unit. The survey work of the

whole block of 33 Police station-houses was completed in February 1930 and
Propaganda-Treatment-Sun^ey Units were disbanded. As a result of survey

operations 32 leprosy treatment centres were established out of which 17 are

managed by Assistant Medical Officers attached to the Public Health

Department, 13 have been handed over to Assistant Medical Officers in

charge of the existing dispensaries and the remaining two to private medical

practitioners. At one Police station-house no separate centre was establish-

ed as the lepers of that area are treated at the Chandkhuri asylum. The
birector of Public Health states that the scheme worked well. The princi-

pal object of the Government in starting the ' anti-leprosy campaign in

Chhattisgarh was to demonstrate the possibility of stamping out the disease

by means of intensive efforts. Although the campaign has yielded valuable

results, it is evident that with the heavy incidence of leprosy in that area

there is little likelihood of attaining the end in view at the present rate of

cure. It is proposed therefore shortly to formulate a revised scheme which

will concentrate efforts in a smaller area forming a compact block.^ Experi-

mental work ot leprosy sur\'-ey and treatment has also been carried out in

Berar and in the Nimar district. It has as yet yielded no striking results

but has proved that the preliminary work will not be fruitful unless arrange-

ments for continuous treatment by medical officers wholly engaged on the

work can be made.
15. Unfortunately owing to financial stringency it was^ not possible to

abstract figures for infirmity by caste in 1931 ; but an analysis of past statis-

tics will be found in previous Census reports.
^

Perusal of the Census

schedules shows that the four infirmities of which returns were collected

are not especially prevalent in any particular tract of the districts in which

they are most found.

16. There are some other infirmities which are to be regarded as im-

portant lor purposes of the Census in view of their definite effect upon the"

population. Among these may be mentioned filariasis, yaws, S3iyhilis,

ankyiostomasis and tuberculosis. To collect statistics of these afflictions
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and to define the areas in which they are most prevalent would require an
intensive medical survey. The following figures supplied by the Inspector-
General of Civil Hospitals are however of interest as indicating those districts

in which treatment is given to large numbers of those suffering from the
infirmities mentioned.

STATEMENT I

Cases of syphilis and ttiherculosts treated in Government and State hospitals
during the decade 19*1 to 1931.

' Syphilis. 7'uberculosis.

District or State.

Treated. Died. Treated. led.
Remarks.

1 2 3 m 5 6

Saugor and Dainoh 4,708 ... 1,040 ...

Jubbulpore 6,721 13 1,539 82

Mandla 797 ... 76 1 Figures for 1921 not available.

Nnrsinghpur and Hoshangabad ... 3,243 1,146m
Nimar* 3,567 3 1,978H
BetuI 13,79 ... 607H
Chhindwara and Sconi 1,931 2 445H
Wardha 1,910 28 309

Nagpur* 10,128 8 3,268 118

Chanda 1.222 ... 174 ...

Bhandara 1.466 1 199 1

Balaghat 1.074 ... 126 2

Kaipur* 11,164 2 1,103 26

Bilaspur 24.142 35 2,615 80

Drug* 2,606 ... 235 6

Amraoti 6,444 2 1,350 13

Akola 5.692 6 2.228 26

Buldana* 4,424 3 1.461 20

Yeotmal 3,538 6 766 Figures for 1921, 1922 and 1923 not
available.

Makrai 7 ... 5 ...

Ranker ... 457 56 Figures for 1921 to 1925 not available.

Nandgaon 1.248 42 Figures for 1921. 1925, 1926 and 1927
not available.

Chhuikhadan 583 2

Sakt! ... 37 ...

Raigarh 2.118 ... 82

Sarangarh 275 ... 41

Udaipur 323 9 Figures for 1921 to 1926 not available.

Jashpur 385 48 ...

Note.—In case of districts marked* figures for certain hospitals are not available for the ivhole decade.

It is interesting to compare the statements regarding syphilis with the
figures of deat-muteness and blindness for districts. The number recorded

as having been treated for yaws and filariasis are negligible, the two largest

returns being 40 from Bhandara and 13 from Nagpur, both for filariasis.

This is strange, for the prevalence of elephantiasis in Ratanpiir, in Bilaspur

district, due perhaps to the manj’’ dirty tanks there, is notorious, and yaws
is .certainly found among the primitive tribes of Chanda and Chhattisgarh.-

Presumably these people seldom seek treatment.
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STATEMENT II

Cases oj syphilis and tuberculosis treated during the decade in certain districts bv

Distric t.

Cnsi-s treated for syphilis during
decade at ages.

Cases treated for tuberculosis during
decade at ages.

1-10 10-20 20-30 30—40 40-50 50 nnd
over.

1-10H 30-40

HQ
50 and
over.

1 3 5 Bn 8 9 10 11 12 13

Chhindwnra • 528 924 39 88

i

• 112 181 117 32

Wordlio SS 47S 751 422 119
I

58 28 108 94
‘

43 33 3

Nagpur 118 7S4 2.417 1,014 418 138 34 240 524 234 88 13

Buldann 129 138 349 10 5 2 246 52 1

Akola 31 161 303 180 49 10 2. 45 19 3 5

Jubbulpore # 285 608 23 1 146 ...
• 8C 115 97 18

Mnndia 56 129 83 57 ...
» 2 9 18 4 ...

] to 14 14 f 0 21 21 and over 1 to 1 14 la 21 21 anc over

Drug 139 551 1.156 6 17 158

Raipur 300 950 3.748 44 57 186

*FI)<uics of tiiii a(<c-Cronp nre included in those of 10 to 20.

Note .—The totals of this statement do not agree with those of statement 1 as information by age

groups is not available for certain iii.spitnls of the districts mentioned.

STATEMENT III

Statistics ior ankylostomasis in the Jails of the Central Provinces and Berar for the

decade 1921 to 1931.

Jails.

Number of

hco worm
c es.

Number of

cases whieh
resisted

treatment.

Number of
cases in

which cure
expected.

Remarks.

1 2 3 4 5

Jubbulpore

1

1.419 318 151 Figures for 1921 lo 1*^31 not avails

abfe.

Narsinghpur 175
*

1

*No cases resisted treatment. All

were cured during the same year in

whieh they were treated

Nagpur

Raipur

657 .

1,246 ,

*31 «

Figures for 1921 to 1926 not available.

Report not available for 1921.

•Figures previous to 1929 not avail"

able.

Akola 394 4 390 Reports for 1921 and 1922 not avail'

able.

Amraoti 3,154 436 2,719

Ranker 59 ...

17. Reports received trom tne prates, in --r--

hat fairly lar^e numbers of people are treated for syphilis in the State

iispensaries and that tuberculosis and

from Bastar, however, an extremely interesting n<^e has

he Administrator, Mr. Grigson, dealing more particularly with the effects
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upon the health of primitive tribes of contacts with alien races. No excuse
is needed for re-producing this. He writes :

—

“Sidi by side with the deterioration of houses comes the effect of the introduc-

tion of clothes to which^ the people are unaccustomed. They have not learned the

use of soap, though this is now gradually coming in. Generally the clothes are \vorn

all d.iy and all night without ever being washed. The general attitude is that if

you wasn clothes, they wear out too quickly. A noticeable result of the general dirt

is the wide-spread incidence of skin diseases;, itch, scabies, ringworm and so on,

the successful treatment of which is prevented because the patient has no change of

clothes and I'efuscs to give up the infected clothes.

Inquiries made into the spread of venereal diseases have_ yielded a diversity of

opinion and, dispensary register.^ having ncen eliminated, it is difficult to ascertain

whether venereal disease is on the incrc.nse or not. The almost universal opinion
of the score of Medical Practitioners in the State is that vcncral disease is not truly

endemic amongst the aboriginals, but is spread Amongst them by petty Hindu and
Mohammadan officials, traders, etc. In 1928 and 1929 in 9 of the 14 dispensaries in

the State, 119 aboriginals and S36 non-aboriginals were treated for gonorrhoea, and
.^.S aboriginals and 63S non-aboriginals for syphilis.^ Of course it is unsafe to rely

too much on these figures^ because, with the c.\ccption of the Kcskal travelling dis-

peiisar/ and perhaps the Konta and Narainpur dirpensaries, comparatively little use

has been made of the dispensaries by the aboriginal population. The figures

are swollen
^

also by the verj* high
^
return in 1928 and 1929 of 146

and 401 aboriginal syphilis patients from Konta dispensary. I suspect that these

coniaiii a gi'od many cases of yaws. It is however clear from the report of two Sub-
Assistant Surgeons who have served at Konta, that the ineidcnce of syphilis amongst
the Koyas Is far higher than amongst the aboriginals elsewhere in the State. There
arc many good cart tracks connecting the tahsil with Bhadrachalam, Kunavaram,
Duinmagudem and adjacent villages. The Sub-Assistant Surgeon who was in charge
in 1929 Slated that most of the Koya syphilis caEC.s which he treated came from the
h'ast Godavari Districts, and not from the Bastar Koya._ He remarks on the chasiity

of the Bastar aboriginal women as being a well-established fact and says that it is

only where the Koyas are most in contact with the Telugu neighbours that venereal
disease is increasing and that gonorrhoea is not common among the Koyas but very
common among Tclugus. His successor at Konta, a fellow-Madrasi, goes rather to
the opposite extreme and holds that vcncral disease is as common among the Koyas
as amongst Telugus and has been with them for many generations. His contentionst
however are not supported by figures or by the same experience of the neighbourhood
ns those of the former Sub-Assistant Surgeon. If the Koyas have received venereal
diseases from the Tclugus, they have paid them back with yaws, known in the
State as Gondi orSivai (/g which is alarmingly prevalent among all the aboriginals
and particularly the hill tribes. It is in Konta especially that the importation of
mercury has been introduced; it gives some relief to yaws and to syphilis and
gonorrhoea. The spread of Telugu clothing and ofnamentation and language
amongst the Koyas of the south is very noticc.*iblc and now there is little to distin-

guish between a rich Koya and his Telugu neighbour.

If the Konta figures arc c.vcludcd the incidence of venereal disease elsewhere in

the State is low and it is remarkable that it is practically non-c.vistcnt amongst
aboriginals c.xcept in the areas served by the Kcskal travelling dispcnsar>' and new
Narainpur dispensary. In the latter case the aboriginals .-ifTccted .are mostly immigrant
Chhattisgarhi Gonds, who in Bastar arc not true aboriginals. Kcskal, Antagarh and
Narainpur are border regions, so that again what evidence there is points to the
introduction of venerea! disease from outside. At Kondagaon dispensan' 135
venereal cases were treated in 1928 and 145 in 1929, all non-aboriginals. It is the
same tale, cver>'\s’herc c.xccpt in Konta ; figures arc not available from Bhopalpatnam
and Madder.

The term non-aboriginal of course includes various low castes residing in the
State such as Kauts, Mahras and Halbas. Venereal disease is particularly common
amongst Mahras. It is the women of these low castes who are most readily accessible
to the louring ch.aprassis and const.nbIes.

The illnesses imported into Bastar have after all little effect in comparison with
those endemic in Bastar. Malaria is universal, bowel complaints of all kinds arc rife:

hook worm is rampant (the medical officer says^ that on the basis of jail statistics

as many as 80 per cent of the population are_ infected) bhonchial complaints are
common and there is a fair amount of tuberculosis. Of all diseases those of the skin,
itch, ringworm, etc., arc most common, and as has been pointed out, these arc
being spread by the introduction of alien clothing.

Another change which possibly leads to the spread of contagion is the substitu
tion of alummium and brasswarc for the leaf plates and cups still used by a vast
majority of the people. This change is noticeable in the south of the State adjoin-
ing the East Godavari ‘ District around Jagdalpur and in the bigger villages in the
north of the State. Another evil custom spreading from the Telugus is the eating
of dried fish, a ver>' common article of food amongst low caste Telugus. This fish is

generally badly preserved and often worm ridden.

2S
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,

i flws,—This disease is perhaps the most readily noticeable complaint amongst
the abonginals ot Bastar. It is uncommon in Ihe very open tracts iri the Jagdalpur,
yihsil

; only ^18 cases^ could be detected in the Jagdalpur, Nagarnar and
Bhanpuri Pouce Station areas. But as soon as the - hilly and forest
tracts begin the inci^nce of the disease spread. Kondagaon tahsil had 161 cases in
a population of 83,000; this tahsil^ also contains large tracts of open country and
more civilized people so that the incidence is comparatively low. In the Darbha
1 ha ”8 area, the hilliest and wildest portion of Jagdalpur, 108 persons were found
infectiM and m the adjacent Kuakonda tract of Dantewara tahsil inhabited by the
same Dandami Marias, there were 278 cases. Both these thanas are however thickly
populated, so that the incidence of the disease is not so high as in the thinly
populated Maria tracts in the Narainpur, Paralkot and Kutur Thanas, from which
240, 49 and 250 cases respectively were reported. There is no doubt that many cases
have not been reported, because Yaws was in a secondary stage and the aboriginal
thinks that the disappearance of overt symptoms of the disease after the primary
stage means that the disease is no longer infected. Moreover when I toured in these
areas especially the Marla villages of the Narainpur Thana, I found a record number of
cases in every village so much so that it was rfecessaiy to put a Sub-Assistant Surgeon on
special auty to treat Yaws cases. Dantewara Thana is another oasis of open country
in the middle of forest and only 31 cases of Yaws were found; similarly the Sukma
Zamindari. is more open and yielded only 90 cases. But in the very thinly populated
south of the State there were high returns, 258 from Bhopalpatnam Thana, 212 from
Bijapur and 154 from Konta. The* disease is very common in the lower Indravati
valley both in Bastar and on the Chanda bank and the Bhopalpatnam dispensary
gets many cases from across the river in Chanda. Thence all through the wild
undeveloped country between the Bailadila hills and the Godavari, the most sparsely

populated portion of Bastar, the disease is very common. In fact it is commonest,
with the possible exception of the fairly advanced Bhopalpatnam tract, in the

wildest parts of the State especially amongst the Marlas, Dandami Marias, Ko:fas,

Dorlas and the Manne Gonds and Bottra Gonds. These people are not the' dirtiest

people in the State, for their houses att often the best in aboriginal Bastar, and
they wear fewer clothes than any others, generally have a daily bath in the river or

.small tank. But all these people are alike in the consumption of very little rice

but quantities of small hill millets, beans and forest fruits and fermented juice of

the toddy and sago palms. It should be^ easy^ to control the disease

ns now more funds are ‘available for travelling dispensaries. There is^ no
difficulty in Bastar in persuading people to undergo inoculation. The disease yields

•quickly to a few injections of neosalversan or other preparations. The word has

gone round amongst the aboriginals that^ many cases have been cured, and they

are now beginning to come into dispensaries for treatment.

It might be mentioned here that smallpox is not common in Bastar because for

20 years or mere there has been compulsory vaccination, and compulsion has-been

strictly enforced, the only persons who tried to avoid it being occasional Hindu
immigrants. In wildest pirts of the. State you will seldom find a child over four

months of age who has not been vaccinated. There was opposition when vaccination

began, 35 years ago and there were one or two leases in which vaccinators were

murdered, but foi thirty years there has been no opposition, the fact that compulsion

should have been so easily enforced in wildest parts of the Central Provinces is

a commentary on reluctance of the authorities of British India to make vaccination

compulsory in rural areas. The value of vaccination is so appreciated by the people

that re-vaccination is quite common and is commonly asked for when cases of small-

oox are introduced into the State from outside (generally from the Vizagapatam and

KaVt Godavari Agencies). Similarly, during the recent cholera epidemics there has

been a rush of people to get inoculation which has taxed the medical resources ot

.the State.”
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SuBstDtARY Table III.—Number afflicted per 100,000 persons of each sex at each age
PERIOD and number OF FEMALES AFFLICTED PER 1,000 MALES

Number ndlictcii per 100,000.

Ace.

1

1

Inutnf.

'
1

Deaf-mute. 1 Blind. ‘ Leper.

.
1

. _ i

Insane. Deaf-
mute.

Blind.

1

! i'

j
Males. Fcm.ilcs. Males. iFcmalca.i Males. Females.: Males. .'Females.i'll

Number of females nfflicied per
1,000 males.

Leper.
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CHAPTER VIII

OCCUPATION
1. The statistics of the occupations of the population of the Province

are contained in the voluminous pages of Table X. Table XI shows the
occupations of certain selected castes and tribes. No attempt was made in
1931 to take an elaborate industrial census such as that of 1921, as it was
c^sidered that such a survey could under present conditions be more
^ciently made by the Department concerned; but- at the request of the
Director of Industries the census staff was used for the collection of certain
industrial statistics upon special schedules, with which he has dealt in his
own office. I'he Census Department jtself also tried to obtain information
regarding the number of persons einployed in organized industries, for
which purpose a‘ special column was included in the ordinary census
schedule. Economy, unfortunately, rendered it necessary, to abandon the
idea of tabulating the figures collected in that column. .For the same cause
the interesting Table showing separately the subsidiary occupations of
agriculturists could not be produced on this occasion.

The following subsidiary tables appear at the end of this chapter :
—

r.

—

(a) General distribution of occupation.

L—(6) The same, for subsidiary earners only,

n.—Distribution of the population by occupational sub-classes in

Natural Divisions and districts.

III.—Occupations of females.

IV.—Comparative figures of selected occupations for 1921 and 1931.

V;—Occupations of selected castes.

VI.—Number of persons employed in Railways, • Posts and Tele-

graphs and Irrigation.

2. Columns 9, 10 and 11 of the General Schedule contained all the

information sorted for Table X. Column 12 gave that for organized

industries. The instructions to enumerators for filling up the first three

columns were as follows.

Column 9.—(Worker or dependent). Enter “earner” or “dependent”. A
woman who doeb house work is a dependent, so is a son who works in the fields

but does not earn separate wages. A cultivator cultivating as a principal occupation

is an earner. Women and children who are working and who arc paid wages for

their work, should be entered as ‘earners’ in column 9 and 'the work with which

they are occupied should be entered in column 10.

Column 10.—(Principal occupation of actual workers.) Enter the principal

means of livelihood of all persons who actualljf do work or carry on business, whether

personally or by means of servants, or who live on house-rent,^ pension, etc.^ Enter

the exact occupation and avoid vague terms such as "service” or “writing” or

"labour”. Replies such as are given to a Magistrate in court are not enough. For
example, in the case of labour, say whether in the fields, or in a coal mine, or oil

factory, or cotton mill or lac factory or earth-work, etc. In the case of agriculture

distinguish between persons who do not cultivate personally, who cultivate their

own land, who cultivate rented land and who arc hired labourers. If a person make.s

the articles he sells he should be entered as ‘‘maker and seller ’ of them. Women
and children who work at any occupation which helps to augment the family mcoine
mu.it be entered in column 9, and in column. 11. For dependents make X only

in column 10.

Column (Subsidiarj' occupations of actual workers). Enter here any occupa-

tion which actiiu! workers pursue at any tinie of the year in addition to their principal

occupation. Thus if a person lives principally by his earnings as a boatman, but

partly also by fishing, the word ‘ ooatman” will be entered in column 10 and

"fifherman” in column 11. If an actual worker has no additional occupation a cros.s

(X) will be pul. Dependents who help to support the family by subsidiarj'

work, r.!.'., a woman who helps in the fields as well as doing house work will be

shown in this column.

The returns regarding occupation have always presented more difficulty

than any others made at the census. For instance, the distinction between
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earners and dependenis, however clear lo Ihc trained intelligence, is very
liable to be misunderstood by the average enumerator, and requires much
explanation. The following additional instructions for filling column 11
were therefore issued :

—
“Only dmse women and eliiidrcn will be shown rus earners wlio help to augment

the family inconiL by permanent and regular work for which a return is obtained in
cash or in kind. A woman who looks after her jiouse and cooks the food is not an
earner but a dependent.

_
Hut a woman who habitually collects and sells firewood or

eow-tiung is thereby adding to the family income and should be shown as an earner.
A woman who regularly assists her husband jn his work (r.g., the wife of a potter
who fetches the clay from which he makes his pots) is an all-time assistant, but not
one who tuerely renders a little occasional help. A boy who sometimes looks after
his father's cattle is a dependent, but one who is a regular cowherd and earns pay
;i‘' ftjch itJ cash or in kind should iu* recorded as earner in column 9 and as ‘cowherd’
in column 10.^ Hoy.'! at school or college, should lie entered as dependents. Depend-
ents who asMst in the work of the family and contribute to its support without
actually earning wages should be shown as dependents in column 9 and under sub-
sidiary occupation in column 11. Only the most important subsidiary occupation
.‘iuuild b.; given b'nter domestic servants in column 10 as Cook, Bhisli, etc., and
in column 9 as earners. If a person is «>ut of employment, show his previous occupa-
tion,**

b'von when cmimorator.s had m.nstorcd the definhion.s involved it was
often a problem lor them to extract from villager.^ the information needed
to ensure the accuracy <if the record and obvituisly there were dangers of

mistake.-; occurring in the record.*; prepared hy the less zealous census
oiTtcials. Himilaily there wore opportunities of perpetrating mistakes in

entering (he actual occupations followed in columns 10 and II. The necessity

of entering the occupation of working dependents in column 11 e.specially

puzzled certain of the censu.*; stall. To meet such cases the additional

instniciions alreacty tjuoted were amplified as detailed below:—
"If ;\ m:m Ii.ij two «»r more occup.itions the princip.n! one is that on which he

ehieily relies for support and from wliich he gels the larger income. If a man
work.s a( a subsidl.iry (»ecupa(ion for only pari ol .i year (< .g., fi.sljing or carting) still

entcf it. U it enter only one .«uh.>-idiap- occupation, t ir., die mo.si important. Be
careful iu the c.-:se of workers in faciorie.- or gins which do not continue working all

the ye.ir round that the suhsidiary occupation, if any, ,ilso given. It may happen
that the work in the factory is a subsidiarj- occupation aiul that thc_ chief occupation
is something else, e.g., cultivation. Do not use gener.al or indefinite terms such as

tjocernment service, .shop-keening, writing. labour, etc. bind out and state the

c.vai' kind of service, the goods sold .and the class of wriling or labour, c.«.. Civil

Court clerk, in Ciovernmcnt service, grocery seller, petition-writer, or agricultural

labourer.

It .a man say: his oeeupatiisn is service, distinguish Government service. Munici-
pal t)r l-ocai bund service. Village service and state in each case his rank, what
hr.anrh he serves in, and the nature of hi.s work, e.g.. Tax Collector, Army Officer,

Civil Court clerk, /mlvari, lawyer’s clerk,’ etc.

Show pensioners as Military or Civil. ;i.s the case may he. Show persons who
live on the rents of land in towns or buildings in towns as landlords. Show persons
who live on 'noney lent at interest, or on stock, bonds or other securities as capita-

lists. Ill the case of agriculturists if a person cultivates himself, enter agriculturist

{cultivates himself). If lie receives rent for his land, enter agriculturisi (Ic.ascs); do
not enter the details of rights. A person who h.as severed connection with his land
by rtiortgaging t:ic same with possession for a long period should be shown under
the occupation by v hici he lives.

Where a person cultivates part of his land .and sublets part^ he should be shown
in column 10 as a cultivator and in column 11 as a landlord, if he gets the greater
part of his income from the land which he cultivates liimsclf, and vice versa otherwise.

Distinguish field servants permanently employed from c.asual labourers paid
by the day or the job, do not enter the work mazdiiri. alone in any case. In the
ease of miscellaneous agricultural labourers of whom you can give no definite des-
cription, write field labourer.

Show separately gardeners and growers of special products such as cardamons,
pciipcr, betel, etc. In the case of traders specify carefully the kind of trade. If the
person makes the articles he sells, he should be entered ns maker and seller of them.
If a person live.s on alms state whether he is a religious mendicant or an ordinao’
beggar.

In the case of weavers it should be stated whether they weave in silk or tassar

or cotton. If they weave in both silk and cotton or both tassar and cotton, this

should be stated.

In the case of persons employed in mines or factories or other concerns occupy-
ing many labourers, ,

distinguish between those employed on clerical duties, those
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who have fo be trained in the ^york they do, such: as mechanics, fitters, etc., and
unskilled labourers such as coolies who dig coal. .. .

’ ' '

In the Northern Division show the labourers wbo move about for wheat cutting
as Chaithara after the words Agricultural labourer. A Chaitlmra is a person who
ordinarily outside the district in which he is enumerated and on being Ques-
tioned describes himself as a Chaithara."

The value of
the record.

System of
classification.

3. In spite of constant reiteration of instructions and constant checking
of records by district officials, there were a certain number of incomplete
entries in the schedules as finally prepared. For instance, although the
necessity of avoiding such vague terms was so greatly stressed, some care-
le.ss enumerators actually allowed entries like “service,” “cultivation” and
“labour” to stand in their books. These were as far as possible reclassified
in the Tabulation Offices, but at those offices also, as has been pointed out
in the past, Ihere was a further danger of mistake in discriminating between
occupations.of a similar nature. The four types of agriculturist in particular
were not always easy to separate, especially in view of the fact that there
are so many differing systems of land tenure in the Province. The vigilance
of the Deputy Superintendents however generally succeeded in obviating any
serious errors on the part of the lower-paid officials of their offices.

The difficulties connected with the returns of occupation have been
sketched only briefly above, because their probable nature is fairly obvious
and they have been described very fully in past census' reports, which are

easily accessible for reference. For the information of the officials, respon-
sible for the next census, notes regarding the possibility of securing greater

accuracy in the returns of occupation in future have been left in the separate
' Census Adminstration Report. The necessity of adopting somewhat clearer

instructions if a census of organized occupations is to be taken in 1941 has

been particularly stressed and correspondence upon the subject will be
found in the files preserved for the Census Superintendent’s office.

The fact that the same accuracy cannot be claimed for the occupation

Tables as for most others, with the exception of that for Infirmities, does

not mean that there is any reason to doubt the utility of the figures set forth

in them for purposes of administration or demography. The general

accuracy of the Indian census, as already explained, is greater' than that of

most other countries owing to the method adopted, and so the occupation

return may be regarded as sufficiently exdct for all practical purposes. The
greater number of the entries in the schedules, especially from rural areas,

are of course of comparatively few and ve^ well defined occupations,

since most of the population is employed in agriculture of one sort or

another, and this in itself ensures that the possible margin of error is

inconsiderable.

4 . The system of classification adopted for Table X and for;the con-

nected Subsidiarv Tables, is -based upon that originally drawn up by

M. Bertillon and recommended for universal use by the International

Statistical Institute. It was first introduced into India, with certain

modifications, at the census of 1911 and has been used ever since. Under

this classifications scheme occupations are divided into four main classes and

the twelve sub-classes detailed below :

—

Class.

A.—Produclion of raw malerial

B.— Preparation and supply of material sub- •{

stances.

C.—Public Administration and liberal arts

D.—Miscellaneous

Sub-classes.

I.—Exploit.'i tion of animals and
vegetation.

II.—Exploitation of minerals..

( III.—Industry.

IV.—Transport.
V.—Trade.

f VI:—Public force.

\ VII.—Public Administration.

(.VI 11.—Professions and liberal arts.

( IX.—Persons living on their. in-

comes.
X.—Domestic service.

'

XI.—Insufficiently d esc r i.b c d

j

occupations.
(. XT!.—Unproductive.'

'

F
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These classes and sub-classes have remained the same since 1911, but the

orders and j^roup into wliich the sub-classes are divided have been modified

from time to time. In the 1921 Census Report figures were tabulated for

56 orders and J91 groups but the number of orders has now been reduced

by 1 to 55 by amalgamating the three orders of (a) Mines, (b) quarries of

hard rock and (c) salt, etc., into two only of (n) metallic and (b) non-metallic

minerals. The number of groups has been slightly increased in the 1931

Report from 191 to 195.

The justice of the complaint made in paragraph 3 that in spite of the

very definite orders to the contrary vague and incomplete entries were often

made in the schedules may here be proved by mentioning that under sub-

class XI—Insufficiently dc.scribed occupations, no less than 95,113 male

and 64,682 female earners (principal occupation) had to be entered. Of
these 82,671 males and 64,927 females were labourers or workpeople, of

whom a proportion wore presumably agricultural labourers who had not

specified the fact.

Apart from such cases it has .already been mentioned that classification

by the subordinate staff in Tabulation offices was liable sometimes to be in-

accurate. But, as Deputy Superintendents made references to myself re-

garding cases coming to their notice in which they felt any doubt, the general

results may be regarded as satisfactory and consistency was secured.

5. Subsidiary Table I-A shows the general distribution of the popula-

tion according to occupation. There are 7,550,262 earners (42.0 per cent

of the tot.al population), 1,951.169 working dependents (10.8 per cent) and

8,489,506 non-working dependents (47.2 per cent). In 1921 the number of

dependents was 0,648,786 and the number of workers which included also

such persons as have been classed .ns working dependents in this Report

and also no doubt many women engaged in house work only and now classed

as non-working dependents, was 9,330,874. In 1931, the earners (principal

occupation) consisted of 5,114,115 males and 2,436,147 females—showing

a proportion of 477 female per 1,000 male earners as against 812 female

workers to 1,000 males in 1921. The following statement shows the pro-

portion of earners, working dependents and non-working dependents by sex

per mille of ihe population for various provinces and states :
—

Eirncri. Working dciicndcnti. I Non-working dependents.

;

Malei. Femalci. Malci. Fcmalci. .Main. Females.

Centr.il Provincei and 28 i 135
,

29 1
t 80 187 i 285

Herar.
1

1

Atiam 271 61
'

46 i

, 1

71 203 1 315

United Provincei 331 • 11

1

88 1S3
1

330

Bilinr and Oritia 282 118 i

t

7 1 9
1

209
i

375

Norih-Weit Frontier .30

1

10

;

30 10 209 ! 437

Bengal 2H 31 6 7 270 412

Burma 258 97 32
1

220
1

356

Hyderabad State 225 108 68 69 217
;

313

Punjab 2S0 19 36 33 230 : 402

Delhi 318 30 16
i

28 217 i
361

Mytore 295 63 19 78 197
1

518

Travnneore 219 71 32 151 252 275

Jammu and Kaihmir 20S 15 61 215 265 208

Central Indio Agency 315 151 18 27 ISO 309

The high proportion of female workers in the Central Provinces is notice
able.

29

General pro-
portion of
workers and
dependents.
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General distri-

bution of
occupations.

6. In the table given below the total strength of workers (earners

1 Sub-clnts of occupotion.

Strength of

earners and
. working
denendentt.

•Proportion
of earners

iind working
dependents

in erch
Occupation
per 1,000

in 1931.

Proportion
of persons
supported
in each

occupation
per 1,000 of

population
in 1921.

1, Exploitation of animals and vegetation 7,746.124 815 776

2. Exploitation of minernit 22,S53 . 2 2
3. Industry 7.1 ..645 77 92

4. Tra.isporl 104,365 11 11

5. Trade 350.862 38 44

6. Public force 44, ’.72 5 5-6

7. Public administration. 44,378 S 8

k Professions and liberal arts' ...
' 81.470 9 ' 12

9. Persons livt'fg on their own income 5.4»8- 1 0-4

10. Domestic service 108.310 11 14

11. Insufbeiently desetibed occupations ... 178.895 19 26

12. Miscellaneous 69,559 7 9

and working dependents) in each of the 12 sub-classes of occupation is
— 1 « .• .• _ **1 _

tooo

900

PROPORTION OP
POPULATION
FOLLOWING
VARIOUS

OCCUPATIONS

800 F

700

600

500

L REFERENCES

Agriculture

j-Industry

Trade _
"PrqfessioTi

Other occupation

OlAGRAMHE-l

shown and comparative proportions per mille

of the population for the two censuses are in-

dicated as far as comparison is possible. The

1931 proportions are calculated on the number

of earners and working dependents taken to-

gether, but the proportions of 1921 are those of

the total number supported by each class of oc-

cupation, that is both earners and dependents.

Although for this reason a definite comparison

cannot be made the figures do not show that

the functional distribution of the population has

changed since, 1921. Sub-class I—exploitation

of animals and vegetation—certainly appears to

contain a considerably larger proportion than in

1921 but this cannot be taken to prove a relatively

increased attention to agriculture. The pro-

portion shown is, on paper, larger than that for

the previous decade because the working

dependents, included in the calculation for 1931,

form a much more important element in agricul-

ture than in any other occupation. By the

same token the numbers supported by nearly all

the remaining sub-classes of occupation in 1921

were comparatively larger than the correspond-

ing numbers for the recent census because the

number of dependents of actual workers in them

make up a larger proportion of the total popula-

tion supported than for instance, among

agriculturists. Some of the principal statistics

discussed in this paragraph are illustrated in dia-

gram VIII-1 in the margin and diagram VIII-2

on the next page. The fall in the number, of,

those following “other occupations” is due

partly to more complete returns in 1931 and

partly to factors already mentioned above. It must be remembered tl^t

the inclusion of subsidiary earners is additional to diagram VIII-2 since the

400 h

300 F

200 h

100

so
2S
0
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figures for them ;irc of course included also in those of principal earners in

one group or another.

NON WORKING .poiriiiTiior TRAnF PROPpSION OTHER
DEPENDENTS

INDUSTRY TRADE
lIBEfI'aL ART OCCUPATIONS

7. The occupational distribution for the natural divisions and cities is

shown in Subsidiary Table II-A. For convenience a summarj’^ is given below!

Proportion of Tcor/;cr.'f in each occupation per 1,000 of total workers

Sub-clMi.

Central
Prov-
inces

1
and

Hcrnr.

Ner-
biidd*

Vnllo-
• Divi-

sion.

Maratha
Plain
Divi-
sion.

1

j Cbhat-
Plateau' tis(>arh

Divi- ' Plain
sion. ' Divi-

j

sion.

' Chhotfl
' Nafipur

1
Divi-
sion.

Noj!pur
city.

Jubbul-
pore
city.

1. ItxploiXtion of snlmnli
vefieiplion.

and SIS 724 786 852 878 874 46 65

2. Expltiil,nion o! mlnernli 2 1 4 Jj ... ... 1 „
3. Industry TL 108 92 S3 52 69 400 309
4. Transport 11 20 10 12 8 2 85 78
S. Tri.de 3S 6S 39 42 21 22 109 ISO
6. Public force 5 8 <f 8 3 2 9 60
7. Public administration 5 7 6 4 2 4 46 31
8. Professions and liberal arts 9 12 11 7 S 4 36 42
9, Persons lirin^ on their

income.
owti 1 1 1 1 ... ... 9 10

10. Domestic service 11 21 10 8 11 7 65 90
11. InsuOicicntly described oecii-

palions.
19 23 29 •f 10

.
» 182 ISl

12. Miscellaneous ... 7 10 8 5 7 s
1

12 14

The population is most predominantly agricultural in the Plateau,
Chhattisgarh Plain and Chhota Nagpur divisions. The proportion of agri-

culturists is slightly less in the Nerbudda Valley and Maratha Plain where,
as shown in chapter II, the urban population is greatest and where it will be
noticed the number of people engaged in industry' is also larger than else-

where. It is somewhat surprising that the proportion of industrialists in the
Nerbudda Valley is considerably higher than in the Maratha plain, but it

must be remembered that although there are more industrial centres in the
Maratha plain the total population there is much greater and generally
more dense upon the ground than elsewhere in the province, and that cotton

Distribution by
Natural
Divisions.
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cultivation there employs a much larger proportion of the resident agricul-
^ral population than wheat cultivation can do in the northern districts.
The ^lumbers employed in tr^de in the Nerbudda valley are also relatively
larger than they are in other parts. This is only to be expected in a division
where Brahmans, Kayasthas, Banias and other well-educated castes are
definitely concentrated, as has been mentioned in other chapters. The
comparatively high proportion of domestic servants in the same tract is to
be explained to some extent by the existence there of three cantonments,
three large railway settlements and, at the time of the census, the head-
quarters of two Commissioners* divisions. The number of Twice-born in
the population is also a contributory factor since those among them who can
afford it like to keep at least one servant. That far more persons follow the
learned professions in the two more advanced divisions than in the others
calls for little comment. Where the urban population is greatest, literacy
most considerable and the higher castes most numerous, there obviously
the professions and liberal arts have most opportunity of flourishing. The
city figures speak for themselves Diagram VIII-3 illustrates the statement
for the principal occupations.

NERBUDDA
VALLEY

PLATEAU MARATHA CHHATTISGARH CHHOTA

PLAIN PLAIN NAGPUR

y///////AAGRICULTURE

industry

nm

Non-working
dependents.

TRADE DIAGRAM DII-3

PROFESSION

OTHER

The number of non-working dependents returned in the Province

forms almost half the total population.

Misunderstanding in certain tracts^ as

to the distinction between working

dependents and non-working depend-

ents is probably responsible for the

heavy proportion of non-working

dependents returned there. The
figures appear in column 2 of

Subsidiary Table II (a).
_

The
marginal table shows the variations

in the proportion by Natural Divi-

sions. The scope for the employment

of working dependents in agricultural

pursuits needs no stressing and it is

natural to find that the proportion of

the non-working dependents is least

where the population engaged in cultivation or pasturage is greatest. The
tomewhat e.':cepliona1 figures for the Chhota Nagpur Division arc explained

Natural Divisions

and cities.

Proportion of non-workinfi
o-pendents per 1.000 of

each lex.

Persons. Males.

1

Femalcr

^Cfbudda Valley
iitnn

522 391 6SS

i'lstesti Diviiion .. 476 SSI 569
M.ifatrm Plain 451 363 542

Division
riaJn 455 373 532

Divition.
393

j

565 712
OirtSf nr. 1 (

.Ns»r'.-f City 611 439 811 i

C:ty CCO 410
i

SJ** 1

t
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in the paragraph 10, and the large number of aborigines living in the forests

of (he Plateau Division indicates a similar explanation of a higher proportion

of non-working dependents there than in the Maratha Plain and Chhattis-

garh Plain.

9. Working dependents have been included with earners in the figures

illustrated by diagrams VII I-l and 2. The definition of a working dependent
ha.s been given in paragraph 2. That it was rather difficult for the less acute

enumerators to master this definition has been admitted, and consequently

it is likely that in some cases those who should have been classed as working
dependents have been shown cither as earners or non-working dependents
and (he converse. The proportion of working dependents to earners in the

twelve occupational sub-classes has been shown in the small table given

below :
—

Sub-clnss of occiin.-uion.

1
1

* Toi.n: 1 I Pri'portion

j
earners 1 Toial work- i of working

i showing ' mg depend- dependents

1

occupation 1 entr.
1

per 1,000

j

as principal.;

I .

'

earners.

All occupations 7..';50.262
1 1,951.169 2.5S

1 . I'.xploit.-ition of animals and vegetation .. .S98-I.23.? 1 1,761.892 294
0 F.xploitation of mineral.* 22.0*16 507 23
3. Industry 627,053 103,592 173
•V Transport 100..374 ! 3.991 40
5. Tr.^de 32.3..30S

1
36,5.54 113

6. Public I'orce 44.210 I 562 13

7. Public Adminl-stration 43.802
;

4S6 11

8. Professions and I.ibcral arts 78,646
’

2.824 3)
9. Persons fivinnOn tbetr own income .'.(M3 1 4.55 90

10. Domestic service 9.5.934 . 12 376 129
11. fnsufiicicnily described occupations 160.795

,
18,100 113

12. Misccllaicous 61,729 4.'- 30 75

It is to be expected that (he greate.st proportion of dependent workers
should be in the occupation of agriculture, not only because it is the principal
occupation of the Province but because there is so much agricultural work in

which dependents can give useful aid to the head of the family. Industr5%
which .Hipports 121 le.ss working dependents per 1,000 earners than agricul-
ture, comes next in the statistics shown. Public Administration, Public Force
and (jie exploitation of minerals are the sub-classes of occupation which
contain the lowest proportions of working dependents. It is in fact diffi-

cult to appreciate how’ there can be even the limited number of working
dependents which was returned under Public Administration and Public
Force. Presumably boy orderlies, young clerks and others who earn a
limited salaiy^ but are really supported by their families are included in the
returns.

10. From the contents of (he preceding paragraph it is clear that in
most occupations the majority of the working de-
pendents will be women—and this is borne out by
figures in the marginal table. It is to be noted that
the percentage of female working dependents to
the total female dependents is 27.9 and that of male
working dependents to the total male dependents
is 15.4. There is nothing unusual in these figures.
As soon as a boy is able to earn his own living or to
contribute towards it he is naturally sent out to do
so—a custom obtaining in other countries as well as
in India,—and especially in connection with culti-

^
vation there are verj' many duties which are more

suitably performed by females than by males—^weeding rice, picking cotton.

Occupnlinn.

Number of

(rmalc work-
ini depen-
dents per

I.OCO male
workinf<-
dependents.

Cultivation 3.076
Pailurn£e 74R
Inituttry 3.201
Trantr-ort 879
Trade. 3.215
Olfiert 2.532

Occcuoation •

'

of working
dependents. .

Distribution

of working
dependents
by sex.
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Distribution of
working
dependents
by locality.

etc. A cultivator with a family will therefore make the fullest use of his
female dependents for such work. As sheperds and cowherds small boys
are particularly useful and male working dependents are" consequently in a
majority in that grade as well as in transport.

11. The distribution of working dependents according to Natural
Divisions is shown by the table below. Remarks recorded in the last five
paragraphs are mutatis mutandis applicable to the figures now displayed,
comment upon which seems superfluous :

—
The number of 'working dependents per 1,000 earners by sub-classes and the number

of male working dependents per 1,000 male earneis and of female working
dependents per 1,000 female earners.

Central
Provinces
ind Berar.

Nerbudda
Valley

Division.

Plateau
Division.

/

Maratho
Plain

Division.

Chhattisgarh
Plain

Division.

Chhota
Nagpur
Division.

Sub-classes. *

Proportion

of

working

dependents

per
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Proportion
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fcucnle

working
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per

1,0

0
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Proportion

of

working

dcpendenli

per

1,000

earners.

Proportion

of

male

working

dependents

Per

1.

010

male

earners,

Proportion

of

female

wo'king

dependents

per

1,000

femnic

earners.

Proportion

of

working

dependents

per

l.OOU

earners.

Proportion

of

male

woiking

dependents

per

l.OJO

male

earners.

Proportion

of

female

working

dependents

per

1,000

female

earners.

Proportion

of

working

liependents

per

1,000

earners.

Proportion

of

male

working

dependents

Dcr

1.000

male

camera.

Proportion

of

female

working

dependents

per

1,000

female

earners.

1. Exploitation of
animals and
vegetation.

29-1 120 632 239 95 582 384 99 1,079 155 69

1

1

283 485 200 1.111 122 165 2.258

2. Exploitation of

minerals.
23 10 46 11 8 2l> 6 8 2(1 10 39 252 105 850, 604 ... 1.452

3. Industry 173 so 595 104 33 401 167 35 7:9 111 32 388 402 154 1.015 451 SO 2.416

A. Transport 40 24 146 33 22 160 5 43 18 13 86 98 61 212 43 9 270

S. Trade 113 36 282 lOS 38 256 78, 21 205 79 29 217 194 69 345! 485 45 1,895

6. Public force ... 13 » 835 4 4 65 28 28 15 4 1,618 9 5 655 6 6 ...

7. Public admin-
istration.

11 9 64 19 115 27 22 85 7 6 22 5 5 ... 7 7

8. Professions and
liberal arts.

36 24 KM 56
1

37i 144 42 27 104 25 16
!

92 45 34 85 27 24 104

9. Persons living
on their own
income.

90 19 534 72 19 331 467 72 2.405 53 13 338 6 6

20. Domestic ser-

vice.
129 25 312 127 27

;

t

30

1

487 S6 919 143 298 520 56 13

1

102 142 19 495

tl. Insu&eien 1 1 y
descri bed
occupations.

113 36 224 60
1 !

16. 113

I 1

I !

3>

1

i

81 153 46 320 46 27!

t

i

71 56 10 109

12. Miscellaneous 75 67 91!
1

1
1

69

I

67
1

76
t

I

24

1

j

10
!

1

j

1
1 1

73

1

105

1

79 79 77 119

1
217

Proportion of 12. In diagram VIII-S^ the proportion of female workers to mak

female workers, workers is illustrated for each district and state. The
j

elude both earners and working dependents. It is however dou

to .hr of oatrrt da.init the proof ttnit the dierreras of ihJi chapter are not

rc»b«red ia leris! order.
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the picture is entirely reliable. The comparatively small number of female

workers in Korea State and Udaipur State, for instance, is probably due to

the fact that women who are really working dependents have been recorded

as non-working dependents. The map should be studied in comparison
with diagram V-1, from which it will be noticed that in these two states and
in other units where the proportion of female earners is low, males are

actually in a considerable majority in the total population. In the open
tracts of the Chhota Nagpur Plateau the population is essentially agricul-

tural and rice is the most important crop. The forest tribes, however, live

principally on the produce of the jungles supplemented when permissible by
dahia cultivation. Of course the women, as well as the men, go out to .

collect roots and berries and other edible products, but while one set of

enumerators might class such women as working dependents, since they

actively contribute to the support of the family although they are not actually

earners, others might regard them merely as non-working dependents.

The result is botind to be a certain amount of inconsistency as is brought

out by the diagram. It may be possible to produce a formula to obviate

KUMIER OF FEMALEWORKERS
PER 1000 MALE WORKERS IN

EACH DISTRICT

DIAGRAM SEI-5

REFCRtNCES.

C ChhuihhRdsn.aai

N. ...Hand^con. 842
K... .Khsipa|arh, 921

M.. .Mahrai. 3B7
S....Sah(i. 920
Kw...Kawardha in
Sar... Saran&rh. 294

Ch...-Chan^tiW»c 8tS

this at the next census. Outside the Chhota Nagpur Division the propor-
tions shown are probably more accurate and are easily explained. In the
districts of Saugor, Damoh, Jubbulpore and Hoshangabad where there is less

employment for women in the wheat fields than there is in the rice tracts

of Chhattisgarh, or the cotton tracts of the Maratha plain, and where much
of the harvesting is done by imported labour the proportion of female to
male workers is bound to be less than elsewhere. It is also in the north of
the Province that the purdah system is widely observed by the Muslims and
by the higher castes. The comparatively large number in the population
of these tracts, of Brahmans, Rajputs, Kayasths and Banias, whose women
are not generally expected to perform any but domestic duties has already
been noticed in this report. Such factors must have an obvious effect on
the figures. The information given in column 3 of Subsidiary Table V,
proves that the proportion of female workers which is generally 50 per cent
or more of the males in the more humble castes, is lowest among those named
above, while it is low also among Sunars, educationally one of the most
advanced castes. This proportion of course varies very much according,
to social grades and therefore according to the position held.
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Franchise Committee give some idea of the distribution of occupations in

industrial towns as contrasted to that in the villages, and these are set forth

below :
—

T»tat for whole cf Ce'^tf'il

Prormcet Ptltl^h DUtHct^
«t)<l Derar (Rural and urban

area cembined).

I, Group !—Non*,
culllTatlnj; pro-:

rT»e\«r»,

II* Girup c—Cuhi»
valine etrncf*.

1. Gr'Up e—Tenant
(nlt*«atrr«.

IV. Group :-AP,rleu!-

lural hhcarrrv.

V. Remvh.dCT of f«»b«

<U»f I—Cipl It'*

Uei of animilt
at d veertatino,

,

M, ClaM
tie Adtnlnl»ira»i

tioB arJ lit'C**};

An*.
VII. 5»iti*<'*ati V—

Trade, 1

Vin. Tetri tf •Ob'

e)af«e« 11 . 111 !

and IV-K»p*ol-!
tstionci mineral'
Ifdu'tTT ard
trar«p?rt.

IX. Greopt and
iQi->Mfcha n I c «.

ftSerw'iis urtprel*

fled and UVeareri
a r d wartme n nlhr
wise u^tprclf.ed.

Twenty.oiic !ndu*trlal
to«*oi .iiid ettie* of Nag-

pur and Jubboiporc
combined.

Nagpur Citjr.

Pcrtoni. Femalci. ’€r*oni. WiSB Persons Malei. Females

c,,oi5 4 t.3;« 9.«4> t.gfr M33 34; j 504 43 303 »7i 37

i.S;;.;;"- t>4 i,3Si M-sy 13,096 3.154 1.319 1,157 193 1.414 1,330 304

131,3:3 -'7.70! a.4S3 .'.114 3|9 9 ? ss 13 10 9 X

1,453, t3J VPJ.49S 10/01 9.£4> 7.e‘9 541 <53 sSS set siS 347

j'S.or; s;i,C>97 1 30,35'
1

1

«,4jS 1.39- 1.307 1,170 97 *,239 9*3 306

icj.j::
*

14.599

i

53.444 3®.H£ 5.339 7.SS3 6.743 ,40 6,055 S.841 Sir

910.30
,

110,644 ‘1.3.7 4i.‘« K',754 9.>i4 7,334 1,93'' 7.445 5.939 1 ,506 .

139.9J3 111.193

1

1S.«J9
t

1

40.64 s 31.369 8.i;6 19.13s 10,833 3,4>4-

*

ijf.sr-s

1

i

fj.fS

1

i

1

’ ;0,o?4

[

i

1

,

4Sii5

t

' 51.373

1

1

t

X.743

L
t

' 14.193

!

i

1

9 .4 I6 4,774 0,911 4.7*1 3,300*

i

B
Jobbttlpore citj.

A Tnclodedat«ol«cejarpn«f,3ard4

New?-— fer fetir lewni (/,e. Saagor, Ma*«rara» Khtndwa and Borhanpur) were aranable only forj main*

nfiglee* fi.. Hindu*, .Moillmi, Tribal feliglen**

Further to demonstrate the contrast between the pursuits of the popula-
tion of the cities and those for the whole of
the Province (including the cities) fuller

details for important occupations are
shown in the marginal table. In the cities

there is naturally a concentration of
those employed in the public ser-

vices and in the learned profes-
sions. Domestic sen^ants, tradesmen,
prostitutes and beggars are also, for ob-
vious reasons, found there in greater num-
bers than in the rural areas. On the
other hand the proportion of agriculturists

is comparatively low in the cities. The
figures require no special explanation.

15. In the preceding paragraphs the
general distribution of the population ac-
cording to different classes of occupation
has been examined. The discussion can
now be carried o.n to an analysis of the
numbers falling in those groups which are
of the greatest importance in the Province.
In all 1,540 different forms of occupation
were returned in the census schedules, and
these had to be classified into the 195

groups shown in Table X. The variety of the returns found in the occupa-
tional list for the Province was great. Some of them were rather unique
for instance :

—

(i) Driving away epidemics by charms, (ii) Searcher for conch shells
liii) Cradle swinger, (iv) Wizard, (v) Ear wax remover’
(vi) Charity receiver on burial ground, (vii) Water pourer on
gods, (viii) Congress man, (ix) Setting gold nails in teeth

Occupation.

Numbers er

1,000 earners

and svorkinS
dependents in

NVhoIe
Pros'-

ince.

Cities.

General trade 38 12-1

Textile Indutlric. 22 181

GenerM Inbouf 22 167

Trade in tixttlei 3 8

Rent Irom land 6* 4*

Ordinary cultivation ... 780 41

Field labour 393* 9*

Pnituratie 30 10

Public force 5 28
Public administration ... s 41

Independent mean! 1 10

(livinit on income).
11 82Transport

Profession.' and liberal 9 38
arts.

Industries of dress and IS 39
toilet.

Food industries 8 i
26

Domestic service 11
i

Unproductive 7
1

«
1

* Included also in nrdinnry cultivation.

Individual
groups and
unusual
occupations.

30
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^Agriculture.

Ordinary
cultivation.

(x) Averter of hailstorms (xi) Professional identifying

bullocks,
(xni) Sucking bad blood from the human. body by means of

thdr
Binding the hair of women and' massaging

Finally a return from Bilaspur, which caused some perplexity, may bementioned. It was found that four.members of the I.C.S. wer« recorded in
tnat district although it was known that only two were employed there. An
.epminatioj of the schedules and a visit by the Deputy'

. Superintendent
disclosed that the additional entries were made by' two young men, whose
wit had hitherto failed to obtain them any appointment, and stood for
I Can t Serve .

16. The category of agriculture includes groups 1 to 16 of the
classified scheme :—

(a) Cultivation.

1. Non-cultivating population taking rent in money or kind.

2. Estate Agents and Managers of owners.

3. Estate Agents and Managers of Government.
4. Rent collectors, clerks etc.

5. Cultivating owners.

6. Tenant cultivators.

7. Agricultural labourers.

8. Cultivation of jhum and shifting areas.

(b) Cultivation of special crops—^planters, managers, clerks and labourers,

9. Cinchona. ‘ ’

10.

Coconut.
* 11. Coffee.

*

: . :

12. Ganja.

13. Pan vine.

14. Rubber.
' 15. Tea.

16. Market gardeners, flower and fruit growers.

In groups 8 and 9 there were no returns for this Province, while those

for groups 12, 14 and 15 must have been made by persons from other

provinces tempoiarily resident here. For instance those, occupied in tea-

cultivation are presumably recruiting Sirdars from the estates of

Assam and Bengal. There is some coffee cultivation in the Amraoti

district, which boasts a few gardens in the Melghat, and 14 males returned

as their principal occupation in Jubbulpore. Cultivators of the coconut

palm were found at the census only in Nimar (53), Chhindwara (21), Mandla

(8) and Betul (3). Limited numbers of pan vine growers were recorded in

every I5ritish district except Damoh, Seoni, Betul, Wardha, Bhandara and
Raipur. The Largest return was from Amraoti district. The great rnajority

of agriculturists ever\’where are of course employed in ordinary cultivation.

17. At the census.of 1931, the 1921 classification of those occupied in

ordinal^’ cultivation into rent-payers, rent-receivers, field-labourers and

farm servants was abandoned and instead of these classes the four already

mentioned in paragraph 2 were selected. The identification of non-culti-

vating owners, of whom there were 58,066 returned forming .8 per cent of

the total population engaged in cultivation, and of agricultural labourers

—

in all 3,73.3, .'’.93 forming ,50.5 per cent of that population—presented no

ditTiculty. fit may be mentioned that in 1921 ihe total number of field

Inl'-'inrcrs and farm ser\ants returned among actual workers was altogether

2,922,93 1 .) Great care v.-as, however, necessarj’ in drawing the distinction

bervt.en cultivating owners and cultivators of rented land, in view of the

m-'inv varieties of Land tenure in this Province. The maJgttzar who pays
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land revenue lo Government and cultivates his own home-farm could be
classed as a cultivating owner without question. But the raiyat of Berar
and parts of Central Provinces who pays rent direct to Government as his

landlord is just as much owner of the land to which he has a title as the

wolguzar is. Similarly occupancy tenants and absolute occupancy tenants,

although they hold land from malgttzars on certain conditions, have very
definite rights of ownership over that land which can only be forfeited if

they alienate it contrary to the conditions laid down in the Tenancy Act.

In fact, although their official designation is “tenants” and they actually

pay rent to a landlord, who in his turn pays revenue to Government, such
persons clearly fall within the class of “cultivating owners” as defined in

the instructions given to census enumerators. The returns for districts

show that local officials in all cases did adopt the interpretation sketched

above, for the number of cultivating tenants returned was surprisingly small.

The rights under which land was held were not entered in the census
schedules, but in practice all having any permanent rights over their land
including nialguzan, nwlik mahhuzas, absolute occupancy tenants, occu-
pancy tenants, Government raiyats, etc., were classed as cultivating owners,
while all those who take land on contract or lease, that is, sub-tenants, ordi-

nary’ thckadars, bc.taidars, etc., were classed as cultivating tenants. Com-
parison with the figures of the Land Records Department is impossible, since

the statistics appearing in its reports are almost all for “holdings” only. The
distribution per mille of the working population living by cultivation (in-

cluding principal earners and working dependents) is shown for the principal

tracts of the Province in the summary below :
—

Nalurdf dirition. Total.
Non-cultiva-
tin{^ owners.

Cultivating

1.000 12 3S3
1,000 S 406
1.000 11 309
1.000 2 655
i;ooo 10 741

tenants. labourers.

600



Pasturage.

Fishing and
hunting.

Exploitation
metallic
minerals. .
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diagram VIII-6: It is highest in Wardha, Nagpur, Hoshangabad, Nar-
singhpur and Amraoti. A reference to Table X discloses that the largest
numbers of tenant-cultivators were returned from Bilaspur, Yeotmal
Amraoti, AKola and Surguja State. In view of the change in the method
of classification comparison with the figures of 1921 can be of no value.
It may be mentioned ^that 213,088 males and 74,496 females returned culti-
vation as an occupation subsidiary to their principal occupation. These
figures are further examined in paragraph 26.

18. Comparative figures of 1931 and 1921 for those engaged in pastur-
age and cognate occupations have been in-

set in the margin. It will be observed that
there are great contrasts between the two
sets of figures in the separate groups—^and

this is certainly owing to diflEerences in the
method of classification. But, with due re-

gard "to the fact that in 1921 no distinction

was drawn between earners and working
dependents, the totals for the three groups
indicate that the number supported or
partially supported by stock raising has,

relatively to the total population, varied
little since 1921. Although the increase in

the sub-order is only about 2 per cent in con-
trast to the growth of 12^ per cent in popula-

tion it is probable that some of those who properly might be included as

atock-raisers, etc., have been recorded as cultivators in sub-order (a), the

•comparative increase under which is considerably heavier. Those support- -

ed by pasturage are scattered all over the Province. The ratio of working
dependents to principal earners is more than 1 :3. Those following the

.

occupation as subsidiary to another are , comparatively numerous, but :the

.

nuniber of female workers is of course quite small.

Group.

.

Earners
and

working
depend-

ents. 1931

Workers
1921

21. Cnttle breed-
ers and keep-

80,930 28,043

erfe.

22. Breeders of
transport ani-

mals.

173 3,358

23. Herds men,
-S b e p h e rds,

•etc.

187,8.S9 233.603

T-oinl 268.962 265.006

19 . The total number of earners occupied in fishing is 37,522 males
and 6,015 females. The return

in this group for working depend-,
ents was 1,661 males and 1,847
females, and no less than 11,097
males and 1,390 females follow

the occupation as subsidiary to

rotip. 1931 1921

Fishing
Hunting

59,532 72,621

5,484 3,068

some other. The largest numbers in this group are found in the Chanda
district where 8,427 males and 989 females were returned as principal

earners and 1,314 males and 181 females as subsidiary earners.

Bhandara came next in numerical order. 3,492 males and 280 females in

the whole province state that hunting is their principal occupation. In the

same group there are 423 male and 133 female working dependents and the

number following the occupation as subsidiary to others is 1,113 males and
43 females. By far the highest number of hunters is in the Damoh district

^nd Yeotmal ccmes next. It may be noticed that in the latter district the

number of Pardhis is comparatively large.

20. The only important group under this order is (32) manganese.

5,532 males and 4,411 females earn their living at the manganese mines and
304 males and 669 females find a subsidiary occupation there, but for the

whole Province only 40 male and 69 female vwking dependents are shown
in this group. In 1921 the total number employed in the order (Exploita-

tion of metallic minerals) was practically the same, as now. Early in the

decade there was, as noticed in Chapter I, a boom in manganese, which

afforded employment for large numbers of workers, principally immigrant

Kols. But the general slump in the last few years has made it necessary

to close down a number of mines, both before and since the census. The
resident population in this group is confined to the Balaghat, Bhandara, and
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Nagpur districts. The general situation of the mines may be seen from dia-

gram III-3. There are now only 35 working in this Province against 40 in

1911 and 42 in 1921. The most important of these are owned by some half-

a-dozen companies and proprietors. The Central Provinces mines are

responsible for nearly 87 per cent of the manganese produced in India.

In regard to other metallic minerals it is interesting to notice that in

the whole Province only 9 men and 7 women were returned in group 30-

Iron. Figures are not available for 1921 but those for the recent census

definitely indicate the death of an industry which was once important in

certain districts. The seven men shown in the group for Saugor probably
reside in Hirapur where before the coming of what the villagers call the

^‘Government” iron, the extraction and smelting of the mineral supported a
considerable non-agricultural population. From Tendukhera in the
Narsinghpur district, where there are also considerable iron deposits, not a

single return was classified in this group.

PERCENTAGE OF WORKERS
SUPPORTED BY

OCCUPATIONS OTHER THAN
AGRICULTURE
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down. The oldest mine now working is the Ghugus mine .in Chanda, which
was opened in 1870. All the others started work within the last 22 years.
Two new collieries at Mahakali and Lalpeth in the Chanda district were
opened as recently as 1921 and 1929. The actual distribution of those
employed in the mines at the time of the census \vas earners males 4,741
and females 2,068 —working dependents—males 32 and females 51, and
those whose principal occupation is something else—males 565 and females
58. The important returns were of course from Chhindwara and Chanda
districts.

The increase in the number of persons actively employed in the extrac-
tion of building materials may be only an apparent one owing to the fact that
the classification of 1921 was “quarries of hard rocks” and did not include
the extraction of clay. At the same time group 90, which includes all

•employed in the building industry or in cement works, has also grown by
more than 50 per cent since 1921, reflecting an increase in building and
prosperity in the cement business. The distribution of those employed in

group 37 is earners, 3,472 niales and 1,435 females, working dependents 57
males and 135 females, subsidiary workers 246 males and 60 females.

*22. The Director of Industries states that the industrial undertakings
of the Central Provinces and Berar may be roughly divided into five classes

on of which is mining, classified for census purposes under a different head.
The statistics of the Department of Industries for the other four are given
below :

—

Number of

industrial

establish-

ments.

Average
number

of operatives
employed

daily.

‘
. .

' ‘

l_Cotton ginning and pressing factories in the cotton

tract of the province (the four Berar districts, the

Central Provinces districts of Wardha, Nagpur,

Nimar and Chhindwara). . •

’

613

I

[

39,500

11.—Cotton spinning and weaving mill.-j in the ^wns of

Akola, Rllichpur, Badnera, Hinganghat, Pulgaon,

Burhanpur, Nagpur and Jubbulpore.

.15-
. 19,500

Ill.—Other minor industries to which the Factories Act

. . Operatives

(fl) Factories owned by the Government 3,000

or local bodie.:(lI) „
(/»' Rice mills (seasonal) (33) ... l.lob

(c) Engineering (18) ...

id) Food, drink and tobacco 11) ... IfbuU

(e) Chemicals, dyes, etc. (33) ... 1.750

0) Process relating.to stone, wood and

1

121
, ; 12,200

f

, -1

• 5 «v

glass (11).
. _ , mon
Total .... 12,180

IV;—Other industrial establishments, to which the Factories

Act does not apply (bidi or tobacco factories,

lac factories, etc).

850 30,000

Total 101,200

Census returns include cottage industries and so differ from the estimate

above. As already explained in paragraph 6, as far as can be judged from

figures compiled according to varying schemes, the total number of persons

following industrial pursuits in the Province has not risen since 1921 .

• See appendix IV on page 429 et seq-
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There are 20 groups of industry in which the numbers employed are

sufficiently large to merit special notice and the total figures for them given

in Subsidiary Table IV are set out in somewhat more detail below :
—

Group.

.

Total earners. Princi-
pal occupation.

Total working
dependents.

' Tctal follonWhg
occupation as

subsidiary to

another.'

Total
actual

•workers
in

Males. Females. Males. Females.
1

Males. Females.

1921.

42 Cotton ginning denn-
ing nnd pressing.

J3.127 5,667 151 580
1

1,414 444 37,147.’

43 Cotton spinning, sizing

nnd weaving.
9S.930 24.704 8,225 38,361 14,955 2,357 217,645

47 Silk spinning nnd wenv-
ing.

4.043 870 340
i

686' 124 21 1,449

51 Working in Icnther 14.618 2,295 578 1,335 1.621 212 6,454

55 Cnrpeniers, etc. 34.479 366 727 227 5,520 66 38,284-

56 Bnsket mnkers 21,951 18.547 1,392 5.851 6,169 3.139 46.31)7

59 Blacksmiths and workers
in iron.

35.004 2.125 2,393 3,808 £.603 285 45,268'

60 Workers in brnss copper:

nnd bell metnis.
4,331

i
448 291 408 378 18 6,879'

63 Potters nnd mnkers cf

enrthen \rnre.

19.487 8,855 1,829 7.178 3.938 804 54,488

64 Brick und tile mnkers 5.582 2,506 174 SSI 1.023 282 4,491

68 Mnnufncture end reSn-
ing of vegetnble oils.

6,731 4,096 844 2,803 3,460 598 15,576*

72 Grnin pnrchers, etc.. .. ...
i

••• ... 17,239'

78 Mnnufacturers of tobnc- 27,416 17,961 i.073 1.109 3,748 1,768 972
CO.

82 Boot and shoe, etc.,

makers.
23,599 2.144 1.025 2,261 6.044 508 74.308!

83 Tailors, milliners, etc ... , 22,563 4,388 1,008 2,594 466 24,658'

85 Washing and cleaning 18,665 12,887 1,053 5,633 4,371 1,986 45,767

86 Bnrbers, etc. 40.806 520 1.346 162 7,446 88 40.526

90 Lime burners, builders,

etc.

22,708 5.508 495 865

! !

2,924 521 19,978

98 Makers of jewellery
and ornaments.

29,893 629 1.347 203 * 3.627 100

100 Scavenging ... 7.000 5,533 122 592 216 219 ...

Close analysis of the figures given is unnecessary^ since they tell their

own storJ^ It has already been explained that comparison with the statistics,

of 1921 must be incomplete owing to the changed method of tabulation

;

and particular care must be taken not to form hasty conclusions regarding;

apparent contrasts in the various sets of figures in certain groups, because as.

,
will be further noticed in paragraph 24 there has probably been a little con-

‘ fusiqn between those who make and those who sell various articles. In
other words figures indicate that the man who both makes and sells an article-

has in some cases been classed under trade instead of under industry at one-
or the other of the two censuses. A case in point is the increase of 100 per
cent or more in those occupied in trade in textiles, which fully balances a
decrease of some 15 per cent in preparation of textiles. At the same time

' it may be assumed that the figures are on the whole tolerably well classified

and from them rhc one obvious lesson is that with the introduction of more-
machinery into India and consequent appearance of factorj^-made articles

in most parts of the Province the number of those employed in cottage
industries has continued to decrease. For instance, although there maY
have been some confusion between group 51, working in leather, and group
82, manufacture of boots, shoes, sandals, etc., and although there is a defi-

nite desire among many sections of the Chamars to give up what has been
regarded as a degrading occupation, the apparentlj’- hea^w fall in those
employed in the latter group must be due to some extent to the introduction
of factory-made articles. The growth of organized industries is very slow
and mass production at present employs less people than cottage industries
did in the past. The fall in the number engaged in groups 42 and 43 is

clearly due to the slump in cotton at the end of the decade. The increase
in building activity' especially in towns has already been noticed, but the
most remarkable contrast with the figures of 1921 is for manufacturers of
tobacco, group 78. The great centre of bidi manufacture is the Bhandara.
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district where 16,172 males and 14,310. females returned it as their principal
occupation.

^
Jubbulpore district with a corresponding return of 4,386

males and 1,302 females came next. The number of- young children em-
ployed in the work is disgracefully large. The importance of this un-
regulated industry is growing to such an extent that it is worth quoting the
memorandum of the Director of Industries to the Royal Commission on
Indian Labour on the subject:

—

“The hiri factories are the most important of the unregulated establishments of
this province failing within the scope of this memorandum. Approximately 866 of
these establishments, which manufacture a type of indigenous cigarettes from Indian
tobacco rolled up in tendu leaves, are scattered all over the' province and provide
employment to about 42,240 persons representing 80 per cent of the labour dealt with
in this memorandum. The industry is, however, most concentrated in the Bhandara
district where in 622 establishments 31,417 persons are employed. Jubbulpore
district comes second with 80 establishments employing 3,321 persons. The growth
of the industry has been remarkable in recent years. In the census of 1921 enumerated
biri establishments were 164 employing 7,680 persons. In 1925 approximately 225
such establishments were recorded employing 12,400 persons, while in 192/, the
establishments were 776 employing 30,065 persons, including 15,568 children under
15 years of age and as stated at present there are 866 establishments employing 42,240
persons. There is no doubt that the Swadeshi movement which started during the
first decade of the present century, gave the industry a very great impetus. The
present boycott movement has also further increased the demand for biris; and this

trade is certainly not affected by the prevailing economic depression. Out of the
866 establishments, 185 belong to class {b) employing more than 50 persons a day,
and 681 establishments to class (r) employing less. The total number of employees
consists of 18,257 males, 10,073 females and 13,910 children. Of the children, 43 per
cent or nearly 6,000 are not more than 12 years of age. The distribution of the
industry by districts and the average number of men, women and children daily

employed are shown below :

—

Distrieli.

Establishments employing 50 persons or
more.

Estoblithments employing lest than
50 pertont.

Number
of biri

factories.

Men. Women,
Children
under
15.

Number
'• of biri

foetoriei.

Klen Women.

hHIHEB

Bhondara ... 118 3,653 2,981 4,135 £04 8.138 5-.4^ 7.020

Jubbulpore 24 1,386 118 56 836 95 382

Nafipur 14 1,503 329 263 21 393 222
Bnlajihai • •• 107 50 457 11 85 65 174

Chhindwara ••• ... 1 ••• 10

Sflutior 30 7 31 9' 77 10 120

Dnmoh 141 13 117 2 27 • ••
5

'

S6 11 SB 14j 198 27 94

Rn'ipur 172 33 24 44 184

Drug ... ... ••• ... 9 JOS 32 32
Wiirdha ... 1 40 9 31 3 21 1 2

Chanda 2 15 10 5
Amraol! 2 93 39 18 3 3J 17 26

1 40 5 S 2 7 5 2

Veotmal 4 120 105 5 ... ... ...

Ititldann 1 20 46 5 4 12 ...

NJmnr 1 60 4 ... 86

HoshanCnbad 3 5 9

NarsinUhpur 1 30 El 10, 4 PHQ 5 &2

Total 185 7,451 3,760 5,559 681 10,806 6,3i3 8,351

In iJpifc of the large number of women and children engaged in the industry

no special facilities for women and children arc provided at the work places, ihc

long hours worked by children, especially those of 12 years of age or under, and the

aimosphcrc in which they have to work have been the subject of adverse comment
h.v e.'Tccutivc officers who have visited some of the factories casually.

Separate accommodation for women is rarely provided, and in most cases men,
wDn'.cn and children sit tiigcther either on verandahs or overcrowded
rinki;::* the hiris. The Deputy Commissioner of Jubbulpore reported in 1927 : The
loot; hours worked and the conditions under which the work is done are not at alt

conducive to ilie health of the operatives specially children and the primar>[ schools

i.". vill.igev where these factories exist are depleted of their scholars.' Provision for

icpar-stc room* for males and females e.xists in less than half a dozen places, indiscri-

•eating being the rule elsewhere. In many cases workers sit in family grotips,

’/.liite in '.tve.'.i! c'.tablishmcnts men and women arc icatcd in separate groups but la

the same room or verandah.
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The hours of work for women and children vary from 8 to W hours per day

along with men, and manufacture of biris is rarely carried on at night, but where

it is so done the lighting arrangements are reported to be sufficient.

Employees generally take leaves to their homes to cut them into proper shape

at night for making biris ‘he next day, but the actual manufacture is carried on at

the employer’s place in halls or big sheds or open verandahs, of various^ sizes.

Decided overcrowding is reported from most centres, but lighting and ventilation are

generally said to be satisfactorj’.”

Something must be said about the distribution of other industries in

districts. The majority of workers in groups 42 and 43 were naturally

returned in districts where there are mills and where cotton is the principal

crop. About 70 per cent of the silk spinners and weavers are in the Nagpur
district. Those in the remaining industries are generally scattered all over

the Province but there are of course few of them in the more backward tracts.

This distribution may be summarized in the words of the Director of

Industries :
—

“The cot

t

' *11 area covers the four Berar districts, the Central Provinces districts

of Nimar, Wardha, Nagpur and portions of the Chanda, Hoshangabad and Chhind-
wara districts. All the ginning and pressing factories belong to this area and also

fourteen out of the fifteen cotton mills, the fifteenth mill being at Jubbulpore.
It should be noted that the concern known as the Empress Mills at Nagpur consists

of five separate mills. (One cotton mill in the Rajnandgaun State employs about
4,000 operatives daily.) Of the important minor industries, to which the Factories
Act apply, the cement and pottery works arc found in the Jubbulpore district, the
seasonal rice mills arc mostly in Bhandnra and the Raipur and Bilaspur districts of

the Chhattisgarh Division, while the remainder are scattered over the Province.
The most important unorganized industries, to which the Factories Act has not
bcin extended, are bidi, shellac and myrobalam-factories, of which a number are
found in the town of Gondia, on the Bcngal-Nagpur Railway in the Bhandara
district ; while the others are scattered over the province.

The first cotton mill established in the province was No. 1 Mill of the Empress
Mills, established at Nagpur, in 1877, and by 1900 the number of such mills had
increased to 7. Nine mills Have been added during the first quarter of the present
centurj’. The number of workers employed per diem in these mills is as follows :

—
1913 ... 12,981

1923 ... 17,630

1928 ... 19,389

The progress of the growth of the cotton ginning and pressing factories is shown
in the statement below:

—

Ye.Tr.
Number of
factories.

Number of
workers em-
ployed daily.

1903 128 Not known.
1913 ••• 454 .10,800
1^23 «•« ... ... 519 .38,651
1928 ... ... ... 613 39,351

But the increase in the number of registered factories is due to the extension of the
definition of factory by the Factories Acts of 1911 and 1922 as well as to the industrial
development of the province.’’

23. In this sub-class there are 104,365 earners including working Transport,

dependents and 17,249 subsidiarj' workers contrasted with 98,344 total
workers^ in 1921. There has of course been a notable development of
mechanical transport in the Province during the last ten years. The number
of those returned in group 112 (railway employees of all kinds other than
porters and coolies) is 17,484 male, 412 female principal earners, 154 male
and 9 female working dependents and 375 male and 10 female subsi-
diary workers. The return for workers in 1921 was 7,155 males and 2,867
females. The contrast between the tw'o sets of figures is not so great if they
are considered along with those in group 113 (labourers employed on
railway construction and maintenance and coolies and porters employed
on railway premises) in which there are 16,207 males and 1,625 female
earners, 62 male and 30 female working dependents and 560 male and 171
female subsidiary workers, against 19,992 male and 6,988 female workers

31
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Trade and
Commerce.

iti I92J. Il Is possiblo lhal sil holli censuses, owinft lo incomplefc descrip*
lion in ihc enumeralion hooks, nersohs who should have been classified

in (he one liroiip were placed in ihc other, A considerable increase in (he
number of railway ofltciais is however lo be o.\'pccled," since ihe new lines
between .Na;ipnr and I tarsi and from Haipiir to the eastern border of the
Province (for Vi'/iana;iaram) were oiiened durini* the decade, v/hilc the
number of coolies on construction would naturally be less than it was ten
yejirs aj’o since at the lime of the 1921 census the Ilarsi line was actually
beinji laid. ,/y:cordinfi to the returns of the Railway Ounpanies the total

number of (heir employees in this Province on I’ebruary 2f>lh 19.31, was
41,S7S. The e.vcess of some 4,000 above the returns at the census is due
partly lo the classification of numbers of specialists in other iJroups and
partly perhaps to inclusion in the departmental futures of persons who were
not actually in the Province at the timer of the census. The lar/'csi numbers
of railway emnloyees are at Nagpur. Hina. .lubbulpore, Itarsi and Hilaspur,
where there are important settlements.

Croup 107 rc(|uires special note. Amotuj (nvners, manat-ers and
employees connected with mechanically ilrivcn vehicles there were 4,849
earners in 19.31 ai<ainsl <1 workers only in 1921. The fu-ure for the earlier

census is obviously incorrect, but the very heavy increase in motor traffic

has already been noticed in Chapter 11. The lari’est numbers
followin** iliis occupation are of cour.Ne in Herar, and in the dis-

tricts of l\’a«*pur and Jubbtdpore. The return of private motor drivers and
cleaners (fjroup liSb) was 49.3 in 19.31 aiiainsl 479 in 1921, while those en/’aged

in construction of, or repairinj*. motor vehicles and cycles ({-roup 91) have
increased from .34 to 427.

The figures in Subsidiary T.nble VI (h) showing the number of employees
in the Postal and Telegraph departments have fallen from 6,207 in 1921 to

.3,187 in 19.31, pre.sumably owing to retrenchment; The census returns were
1,701 male workers in 1921 and 2,992 male earner.s in 19.31. The contrast

in (he two sets of figures is however due to the classification of various

officials actually employed in the Postal Department under different more
appropriate he.ads.

24. The number of persons occupied in sub-class V—Trade has been
shown by Natural Divisions in paragraph 7. Figures for all groups are

given in Subsidiary 1'able IV against the corresponding figures of the pre-

vious census and need not be repeated here. There are verj’ marked in-

creases of those returned in the following groups:—(115) Hank Managers,
money-lenders, etc., (116) Hrokcr.s, commission agents, etc. (117) Trade
in textile piece-goods, (119) Trade in wood. (124) Trade in potter>',

(12.3) Trade in drugs, petroleum, explosives, etc., (127) Owners and em-
ployers of hotels, cookshops, etc., (1.30) Dealers in sweetmeats, (138) Trade

in ready-made clothing, (140) Trade in hardware, cooking utensils, etc.,

(146) Dealers in precious .stones and jeweller}' and (147) Dealers in bead

necklaces, toys, etc.

On the other hand there is a substantial decrease in those working in

the following groups:—(129) Grain and pulse dealers, (133) dealers in

fodder for animals, (13.3—137) dealers in tobacco, opium and ganja, and
(14.3) dc.alers in firewood. The variations in most of these groups are

generally balanced by conA'crse variations in the corresponding industrial

groups. Articles are so often both made and sold by the same person that

in spite of insistence upon the instruction that if the person makes the

articles he sells he should be classed as a manufacturer, there were probably

some errors in the enumerators’ records at both censuses. For instance as

already mentioned in paragraph 21 the fall in sub-class III Industry order

V—Textiles since 1921, is more than balanced by a much heavier rise under
order 25—Trade in Textiles. The decrease, in the number of dealers in

tobacco is not comparable to the increase in tobacco manufacturers, but the

excess of the former in 1921 was no doubt due to the fact that many of them
should have been classed as manufacturers. The case is similar for various

other groups and conclusions can only be drawn from the figures if those

who make each class of article and those who sell it are considered side by
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side. Trnde in wood ,nnd tnidc in firewood have obviously not always, been
properly separaicd, apart from the fact that the excess in dealers of fire-

wood shown in the figures of 1921 is balanced by the large increase in

collectors of forest produce in 1931. The negligible differences in the total

figures for the two censuses for sub-class III—Industry and sub-class V

—

Trade—prove that the general distribution has hardly changed in the last ten

years.

Deputy Commissioners of districts and the Rulers of States were
rcciucsied io supply li.sts of the Inland Trade markets in the territories ad-
ministered by them. The total figures are given below :

—
Serial

No.
j

niHfii'i and Nalur.il Division.
Number of
mnrkcts.

j

Central Provinces and Bcrar 2,208

Scrbuiida Volley Divifioti •a 32.3

1 Fnnilttr • • « ••• • a <16
*5

D.nniolj • « • • • aaa 23
Jiihlmlporc • < • a •• 69

•1 • a a «aa a. 63
1 IrithangnluKl <«• aaa ... 67

f, Nini.if a a • a • a 52
7 M.nkial • • * «a« • a. 3

i Vioicaii Diiificn at. 177

s Mandl.-) a«« •aa aaa 54
0

.
Seoul aaa aa. • a » 29

10 Rt'iel a a aaa • . . n
11 Chbin«l\v.ir.T aaa aaa ... 83

* Moratha Ploiu Division a*. J.012

12 ‘ \V.nf<lli.i aat 94
1.^ N.ifipur aaa 9.3

It rii,and.'i • a* 86
15 lUi.niut.nrji • • aaa aaa 138

IS ' Halagbai aaa a a • at 12.3

17 , Amr.ioii ,, 116
IH ALola . . aaa a.. 14.3

19
.

ni.'ldniia aaa 118

20 i Yconnal ... 101

; ChhaUisRorh Plain Division aaa 631

21 ' Raipur 152
22 nilacpur aaa aaa 232
2.3 Oriiil aaa aaa aaa 28
21 Basiar aaa aaa Not .’ivnil.'ibic.

25 K.anker a. 70
26 Nandjiaon aaa -a • •• 51
27 Kliaitaftad) aaa aaa 43
28 Ciiiiiiikhadan ala aaa 8
29 Kaw.trdlia ... 11
30 Sakli 6
31 Raij-arli 20
32 Sarananrii ... 10

Chhota Na/Hiur Division a.. 65

33 Cluiniibhnkar 2
31 Korc.T a.* aaa 15
.35 Siiritujn ... aa. • • a 15
36 tldnipur aaa aaa aaa 9
37 .Inrlipur •at aaa •• 24

In the returns shown cotton markets, grain markets and other big daily
markets have been included as well as some smaller bazars held once or
twice a week.
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If the area of Bastar and the population of Bastar is excluded it will be
found that in each Natural Divi-
sion the number of such markets
per 1,000 square miles and per
100,000 of the population is as

shown in the margin. A
description of the typical bazar
village of the Province has been
given in chapter 11.

25. There has been hardly
any change since 1921 in the-

proportion of the population

employed in this class, but the
differences in certain orders, sub-classes or groups are worth noticing. In
order 45.—Religion, the number of returns is only about half of those of
the previous census. On the other hand, the figure for order 47—Medicine
has been almost doubled, the principal increase being in group 172, mid-
wives, vaccinators, nurses, etc., a proof of the increased participation of
w'omen i.n the service of mankind. Again in order 48—Instruction, the
number of earners and working dependents is now 19,089 against 11,554
in 1921 while figures for musicians and entertainers are also substantially

larger than ten years ago. Adjustment of figures in connected groups is in

some cases necessary in this class as in others to explain unnatural differences

in the statistics of the two censuses. Under this head it is suggestive to find

that of the members of the local Legislative Council 28 are legal practition-

ers, 3 professional men of other kinds, and 18 landlords, while of the other
non-officials two are engaged in mining and one in commerce. The only
lady member is shown as dependent upon her husband.

Subsidiary
occupations.

26. The more important occupations of the Province have now^ been
considered. Statistics for the remainder can be studied in the Subsidiary

Tables or in Imperial Table X. The number of those in each group follow-

ing an occupation as additional to some other is shown in Subsidiary Table
IV and has already been noticed in regard^ to general distribution and in

regard to certain particular occupations in the course of this chapter.

Subsidiary Table I (b) shows that in every 1,000 persons in the Central Prov-

inces and Berar 33 have some form of secondary' occupation. The subsi-

diar>* occupations most widely followed are of course those falling in sub-

class I “Exploitation of animals and vegetation", and it is also the agricul-

turists who mo.stIy seek some mean.s of increasing the income which they

gain from their principal work. The wonder is however that the proportion

of them with .-ome secondary employment is not considerably greater than

it is. The ordinary’ cultivator is practically without employment for periods

varj'ing from two to six months during the year according to the tract in

which he lives, and it is for this class that the resuscitation and development
of cottage industries is most desirable. Unfortunately the will to do any

additional work is often .absent. Any district officer who lours in the in-

terior is familiar with the petitions of villagers that Government or the

Di-trict (Aiuncii should construct for them all-weather roads either through

their village or to connect it with a main road. Yet the suggestion that they

should all combine together and spend .«;ome of their idle days or hours in

mailing more suitable roads around their own ahadi ne.arly plw.ays falls on
deaf e.ars. Not only is extra work unwelcome, but public spirit is too often

hacking.

Tile actual proportion of those following agricultural pursttits as stib-

to their princip.al occupation is 4-1 to every thousand earners in

••ib-cb- - 1. '{’he figure v.aries little from tract to tract but as may be seen
fro’u
/ * I 5 y *

.J r* « - r

pr. i'ie -ub !<

e-.! 'f hv
tior.. ;'f<- I?

Tabic II ff') i' greate;.t in the Maratha Plain and least in

.and the Nerbttdd.a valley. O.^ly two other suh-classcs

r>‘ occupation for any con'ider.ablc proportion of those
- i- arc 111.— Indtz*.try rsnd V,

—
'rrade. in %vltieh the propor-

? 12 re-pecti*. t!y per I.OO') principal c.arncrs, IndtJ'.trial
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occupations are followed as subsidiarj’^ to others by the largest proportion

of persons in the Chotta Nagpur Division where the numbers of traders are

least. This would indicate a comparatively larger number of cottage indus-

tries in a backward tract than are found elsewhere in places in which industry

is partly organized. But in examining variations in different districts and
states the remarks passed in paragraphs 22 and 24 regarding classification of

different groups of Trade and Industrj' must not be ignored.

In considering group 115—Brokers, money-lenders, etc., it is worth
recalling the evidence given before the Banking Enquirj' Committee by Rai
Sahib La.vminarayan of Noni in the Narsinghpur district, who expressed
the view that only those malguzars and cultivators have accumulated wealth,
who have combined money-lending with their agriculture.

27. Table XI is important as indicating the extent to which traditional Occupation of

occupations have been abandoned. Subsidiary' Table V shows relevant wstes.

statistics for selected castes. The figures are self-explanatory'. To
facilitate comparison with those for previous decades a statement is given
below .showing for certain castes the percentage of male workers following
traditional occupations, but omitting those castes who regard agriculture

or field labour as the pursuit of their ancestors.

Percentage oj male 'vorhers follo'u.'mg their traditional occupation.

Ctite. Occupation. 1911 1921 19.n

1

Aren defilt With,

Bfinia Traders 60 55 SO Province.
Harhai Carpenters Z5J 70 69 Province.
Basor Bsmboo workers 79 66 66 Nerbudda Valley Division.
Oaiz! Tailors 75, 72 69 Province.
Komti Traders 65 64 71 Chanda.
Roshti Cotton weavers 81 76 70 Jubbulpore, Seoni, Chhind-

wnra. Nimar, Marnlbo
Plain Division and Chbat-
tisgarh Administrative
Division.

Kumhnr Potters 73 67 .59 Province.
LoHar Iron smith 61 72 51 Province.
Mnd)’i Leather workers 77 69 57 Chanda.
Mehtar Seavenders 78 75 78 Nerbudda Valley, Nagpur and

Knipvr.
Mhali harbe's 7A 71 70 Mnralha Plain Di\i;ion.
Nni Barbers 67 63 61 Province
Paik Soldiers 8 62 1 Raipur.
Sunar Goldsmith 6') 65 63 Province.
Waddar Earth workers 60 55 40 Yeolmnl.

It will be obseiA'ed that in the last decade it is only among the Komtis
of Chanda that there has been any' increase of those following traditional
occupations. Among other interesting castes it may' be noted that rather
more than 10 per cent of male Brahman earners still follow religious pur-
suits, about 20 per cent of Bairagis are devotees, some 13 per cent of
Chadars are village-watchmen, 25 per cent of Chamars are leather workers,
8 per cent of Dhimars are water-carriers, 14 per cent of Gandas are cotton-
weavers, 16 per cent of Gosains are devotees and between 4 and 5 per
cent Malts are vegetable gardeners.

In the 1921 report Marathas and Rajputs were mentioned as specific
cases of castes in this Province having almost completely abandoned their
traditional occupation of soldiering, and there are numbers of other castes
appearing in the Table or Subsidiary Table comparatively few members
of which now follow the calling of their forefathers.

28. In connection W'ith occupational distribution by caste it is relevant Cottage
to quote a few sentences from the Report of the Central Provinces Banking indusWes.
Enquiry Committee of 1929-30 regarding cottage industries :

—

“In the course of our intensive village^ enquiries we have given the question of
subsidiary employment and cottage industries very close and careful attention. We
have also examined the condition of these industries at some of the more important
urban centres. It appears to us to be of great importance to stress the point that the
industries of weaving, bell-metal, leather-tanning, basket-making, oil-pressing and m
fact nearly all the cottdge industries are confined to particular castes at present and
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that there are usually caste objections to aiiy persons of another caste engaging in
them. For instance, among Hindus nobody but Chamars will take part in an industry
connected with the curing or manufacturing of leather articles.

’ In the same way the
Koshtas, Mahars and other sects of the weaving castes .are usually the only persons
who do weaving. The Telis alone do oil-pressing; and so on, and so on.

It is important to bear this fact in mind in considering the scope for developing
each of these industries. In the same way the Koshtas. Mahars and other sects
persuade people of different castes to take up new industries against which they have
caste objections, although in course of time and with the spread of education these
caste objections will be overcome. Unfortunately the dwellers in rural areas are
specially conservative.

No responsible survey of the cottage industries of the Province has been made
within recent years. The only survey made was under the direction of Mr. (now Sir),

C. E.^ Low, who was Director of Agriculture in the year 1908-09. when an industrial
exhibition was held at Nagpur. Mr. Low’s survey was undertaken with the object
of deciding which of the existing industries of the province deserved Government
encouragement and to what extent the Government could render any assistance for
the development of those industries. After reviewing the existing industries on
such data as he could collect, Mr. Low selected some of. the more important of those
which appeared to have some vitality left, and were, therefore, capable of being
revived and developed. The principles on which he selected these industries will

appear from the following quotation from his survey:

—

^
‘The principles which have governed the selection of the particular industries

which 1 am recommending for the assistance of the Government are the following:—
(1) That the industry should be an important one, practised by a considerable

number of persons; one of which the disappearance would be a loss to
the province generally, and to an important section of its industrial

population in particular.
_

(2) That it should be one which special reasons exist for carrying on as a
domestic industry.

(3) That there are items in the process of the industry that seem at first sight

to admit of improvement, while maintaining its character as a domestic
industry.’

On the above principles Mr. Low recommended Government assistance to the
following cottage industries :—^Weaving, pottery, brick and tile-making, tanning and
leather working, oil-pressing, woollen industry, dyeing and calico printing; brass and
bell metal industry, mat and basket making, cotton rope and tape making and toy-

making.”

The report goes on to complain of the unsatisfactory nature of census

statistics of occupations. The figures in Table X of 1931 show the distribu-

tion of occupations in groups many of which have been examined in the

course of this chapter, but owing to the need for strict economy it was
impossible to separate the figures of cottage industries from those of defi-

nitely organized industries. A closer survey of the matter was regarded as

the function of the Department of Industries. An attempt was made during

the course of enumeration to obtain through district officials some details of

the processes followed in decaying industries. Unfortunately no fresh in-

formation of much value was forthcoming, but those interested^ will find very
full accounts of such processes in a series of monographs published by Gov-
ernment during the years 1895 and 1910. Few_ people are aware of the

existence of ihese books, but they are available in the Secretariat Library

and in many district offices. • The subjects covered are :—Woollen fabrics,

dyeing, cotton fabrics, silk fabrics, wood-carving, wire and^ tinsel manufac-

ture, tanning and working in leather, stone-carving and inlaying, paper-

making and papier mache, pottery and glassware, smelting and working
of iron and steel, gold and silver ware, carpet-weaving, and the

manufacture and casting of brass, copper and bell metal. The various

distinguished officers appointed to study and record the processes employed
in the cottage industries, with which these monographs dealt, have given

faithful and interesting descriptions of every phase in the extraction of the

raw material and production of the finished articles, with many excellent

illustrations. The publications are specially mentioned, because although

there is even now little to add to them, they are almost unknown to the

local adminisrraror and industrialist, while so few copies are forthcoming

that the small expense of reprinting them at some future date would be well

justified.

Unemployment. 29, No attempt was made during the progress of enumeration to collect

statistics of general unemployment, but a return of unemployment among
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those educated in English was recorded on special schedules. The result

of. this census of educated unemployment is analj^sed in chapter IX
(Literacy). That the problem is serious throughout India is universally

acknowledged and, until young men of education overcome social prejudicies

and look beyond Government service and the learned professions for their

occupation, it is likely to grow more serious. The following statistics kindly
furnished by rhe Registrar of the Nagpur University show the steadily in-

creasing number of graduates in English and are suggestive in reference to

the remarks in paragraph 19 of the following chapter.

Number of cavdidaies w/io passed the final degree examinations.

1924 1925 1926 1927 1928 1929 1930 1931

B. A. 65 98 ZZj US 91 156 147 146
B. be. 26 24 31 27 40 .33 S3 37
M. A. ... 5 13 20 IS 22 24 25 33
M Sc. S 2 2 9 6 9 5 8
B. T. 13 18 19 22 20 25 25 27
LL. B. y 52 45 46 55 96 61 43 84
B. Ag. ... ... ... ... 5 18 9

It is surpiising to find that no record is kept in the University regarding

the class of employment taken up by these young men upon completion of

their studies.

To frame any estimate of the number of those unemployed who do not
¥r\ TstVinf f a

Group.

Working population
in 1931.

Actual
workers
1921.

LV/ VTAXCIL AlACljr

educated classes is difficult. The
profession of the mendicant and
beggar has the approval of reli-

gion, and the statistics for this

class add little to our knowledge,
although the numbers in it have
decreased very noticeably since

1921—sl healthy sign. In this

agricultural province the propor-
tion of the unemployed is not in

fact large, and except in times

Principal
earners

and nrork-

ing depen-
dants.

Subsidiary
earners.

193 beggars ar.d

vagrnnts.

194 procurers and
prostitutes.

f
66.000

1.530

!

6,735
1

56

80.906

1

2,456

of famine Government has

never had to face such necessity for making provision for them as arises in

western lands. At the same time it has already been pointed out in this

chapter that agriculturists themselves, only a limited number of whom follow

subsidiary occupations, are without work for varying periods during the

year, the least being about two consecutive months in the cotton tracts

where at other times there is generally something to be done in the fields.

The joint family system also tends to conceal much unemployment, parti-

cularly among the upper classes. If a man can get no work he lives upon
the generosity of his relatives as a matter of course, and it cannot be denied
that, in this particular, the system militates against a spirit of self-deter-

mination. This is in many ways a land of spoiled sons, and among Govern-
ment officials and the prosperous landed gentrj’^ it is only too often that we
find fathers of the very finest qualities with lazy sons who neither have an
occupation nor seek one.

It has been stated by the Secretarj’' of the All India Depressed Classes

Association that among the labourers drawn from the ranks of those classes

unemployment is often considerable, and in connection with this the para-
graph upon the subject may be concluded with a quotation from a note by
the Director of Industries:—

.

“In the seasonal factories the skilled and semi-skilled labourer is thrown out of
employment at the close of the season and often experiences considerable distress.

The percentage of such labourers is, however, small. No accurate figures are avail-

able regarding unemployment in the perennial industries. The Empress ivlills report
that there is a good deal of unemployment both amongst the skilled and unskilled
workers; they experience no difficulty in filling up vacancies and everj* fortnighr
many apply in vain for admission. Some of the other mills report that about 10 per
•cent of the applicants for work are turned away. Some of the manganese mines in
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Economic
condition of
the people.

the Bhandara district report that owing to the present depression in. the industry
there is a certain amount of unemployment among local labour, but imported labour
finds full employment. The Central Provinces and Berar Mining Association reports
that since the inception of the manganese industry there has been little unemployment
on account of shortage of work or excess of labour. Should, however, the cost of
production of ore continue to increase, without a corresponding enhancement of
market prices, the industry will no doubt have to face this question of unemployment.
The Pench Valley collieries report that unemployment does not prevail in that area.
There has been some unemployment caused by dismissals in some of the low grade
manganese mines which have been recently compelled to close down on account of
the depression in manganese ore. Unemployment insurance docs not exist in any
industry and all employers arc of opinion that any such scheme would be
unworkable.”

30. This subject comes within the scope of the census in so far as it

bears on the standard of life of the people which is one factor in determining
the growth of population. Variations in economic condition are closely

connected with occupational distribution and are associated with variations

in the birth and death rates. Unfortunately statistics of age and birth and
death rates combined with statistics of occupation are not available, but it

is well-known that the population on the margin of life engaged in occu-
pations that demand considerable energy increases at a greater ratio than

occupations in higher strata of society. The economic position of culti-

vators in various zones has been most carefully surveyed in the Report of

the Banking Enquiry Committee, which is available to those interested and
relevant quotations from which appear in the last paragraph of chapter I.

In that paragraph something has also been recorded regarding workers in

organized industries, and in the course of this chapter the conditions of life

for those engaged in bidi manufacture have been discussed. It is therefore

unnecessary here further to dilate upon a subject, which has already been
examined.
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SunSIDIARY Table I (fl).--GENERAL distribution ‘ by occupation [earners (PRINCIPAl
occupation) and working dependants]

Clnai, Sub'clnas nnd Order.

I

Non>\vorkinK depcndnnts ,

.

All occupntions
[Earners (principal occupation) nnd working dependants] .

.

A.—Production of rnw mntcrlntii

I.—Exploilalion of attimaU and vegclalion

1. Pasture nnd nUrlctiUtirc

(o) Cultivation
(h) Special crops
(f) Forestry
(d) Stock raising

(e) Raising of small animals nnd insects

2, Fisliinil nnd hiintlnii

JI.—Exploitation of minerals

Percentage recorded.

3. Metallic minerals
4. Non-metnllic minerals

B.—Preparation nnd supply of material substances

lU.—Industry .

,

5.

6 .

7.

8 .

9.

10 .

11.

12 .

13.

14.

15.

If..

17.

TcNtilcs . . .

.

Midcs, skins nnd hard materials from the animal kingdom
Wood
Metals . . .

.

Ceramics • • .

.

Chemical products properly so-called nnd analogous
Food industries

_
. . .

.

Industries at dress nnd toilet

Furniture industries . . .

.

Building industries . . .

.

iJ.j:istruction of means of transport
_

..

Pro.Iuction nnd transmission of physical force .

.

Miscellaneous nnd undefined industries

IV.—Transport

18.

19.

20 .

21 .

22.

Transport by air

Transport by water
Transport by road
Transport by rail

Post ofiicc, telegraph and telephone service

V.—Trade

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

32.

33.
34.
35.

36.
37.

38.

39.

Banl’.s, establishments credit exchange and insurance .

.

Brokerage, commission nnd export
Trade in textiles

Trade in skins, leather and furs
Trade in wood
Trade in metals
Trade in pottc^, bricks and tiles

Trade in chemical products .

.

Hotels, caffs, restaurants, etc.

Other trade in food-stuffs
Trade in clothing and other toilet articles

Trade in furniture
Trade in building materials . . . .

'

Trade in means of transport
Trade in fuel

Trade in articles of luxury and those pertaining to letters and the arts and sciences
Trade of other sorts

C—Public administration and liberal arts

VI.—Puhlicforce

40. Army
41. Navy

42.

—Air force

43.

—Police

VJI.—Public administration

44.—^Public administration

Number per

10,000 of
total

population.
In cities.

2
!

3

4,719, 2
10,000 2
5,28 li 1

4,31)I

4,30 s'

. 4,27’^ ..i

4,1 f ..!

10 4

9, 4
146

Ij

29l 1

/2 I ..j

6

7
1

• • 1

667

409
’1

116
1*

M\
II 1

4C 4
3C 5
26 5

'

10 1

42 5
80 4

2, 1

16' 8

.1 22|

.1 51

28, ’1

SS II

'2
• •

34 8
20 : 15

2
'"I

200 5-

12 6

2 141

14 4
I 5

II 1

1 5

2
12 3
4 9

104 4
4 5

3 3
, , 3
2 6
7 3

10 4
II 12

95 8

23 8

2 58'

j

23

1

4
I

25 12

25 12

In
01
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Subsidiary Tables I (/7).—GenerjVL distribution by occupation [earners (principal
occupation) and working dependants]

—

concld.

Percentage recorded.

Class, Suh-class and Order. Number per
10,000 of

total

population.
In cities.

In rural
> areas.

1 2 3 4

1'III.—Proffsrion and lihcral arts • • • • 45 6 94

45. Religion • « 14

2
5 95

46, I-aw 8 92
47. Medicine , * 7 90
4S. Instruction , , 7 93
49. I.cttcrs, arts and scirncc.s •• 12 5 95

D.—Misccltancous •• . - 201 10 90

IX,—Pfttont living an thfir inrontr •• • . 3 24 76

50. Persons living princip.tlly on their income • • • • 3 24 76

X.—Donettie lervict • • - • 60 9 91

51. Domestic service •-
1

*
*(

60' 9 91

XI.—Irjufficimtly drieril’r.i ofctipation ., .

.

• • 99. 13 S7

52. General terms which do not indicate a definite occupation • • 99 13 87

XII.—Unproilurtirf . . .

.

• * 39 2 98

53. Inm.str$ of jails, asvlums and almshouses .

.

1

*'i 1
* 12 88

54. Beggars, \-agrants and prostitutes , . .

.

* 38 2 98
55. Other uncln'rified non-productive industries •• ”1 •• 100

Subsidiary Table I (A).'~GnNERAL distribution by occupation (earners as subsidiary
occupation)

Class, Sub-class and Order. Number per
10,000 of In rural

total

population.
In dtics.

1

areas.'

1 2 3 bh

Percentage recorded.

-ALL OCCUP.ATIO.VS (EAllNF.RS AS SUBSIDIARY OCCUPATIONS)

A.—Production of raw mntcrlnls

/.—Exploitation of animalt and x'cgrtation

1. Pasture nnd nilrlculturc
(n) CuItUction
(ft) Special crops
(r) Forcstrs' . . . . .

.

(d) Stnet: raising

(r) Raiding of sm.all nnim.als and insects .

.

2. FishinA nnd hunting

II,—Exploitation of miniTalt

3. Metallic minerals

4. Non-mctallic minerals

B

.

—Preparation and supply of material substances

III.—Induttry . . •

.

5. Textile
6. Hides, skins and hard materials from the animal kingdom
7. W ood . . . . . •

8. Metals
9. Ceramics
10. Chemical products properly so-called and analogous ..

1 1 . Food industries
12. Industries of dress and toilet ., ..

13. Furniture industries .. ..

14. Building industries .. .. ..

15. Construction of means of transport .. ..

16. Production and transmission of physical force
17. Miscellaneous and undeflned industries ..

99

99

99

99
99
too
100
100
100
100

100

100
100

99

100

100
100
100
100
100
100
99
100
100
99
100
78
99
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Subsidiary Table I (6).—General distributiqn by occupation (earners as subsidiary
occupation)—co«cW.

Classi Sub-class and Order-

JV.—Transport

18.

19.

20.

21 .

22.

Transport by air

Transport by water
Transport by road
Transport by rail

Post office, telegraph and telephone service

V.—Trade

23.

24.

25.
26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

32.

33.

34.

35.

36.

37.

38.

39.

Banks, establishments credit exchange and insuiance .

.

Brokerage, commission and export
Trade in textiles

Trade in skins, leather and furs . . . . .

.

Trade in wood
Trade in metals

_ _
, . . . ,

.

Trade in potter)’, bricks and tiles . . . . ,

.

Trade in chemical products
Hotels, cafes, restaurants . . . . .

.

Other trade in food-stuffs . , . , .

.

Trade in clothing and other toilet articles . . ,

,

Trade in furniture , . . . .

,

Trade in building materials , . . , .

,

Trade in means of transport
Trade in fuel . . . . .

.

Trade in articles of luxury and those pertaining'to'letters and the arts and sciences
Trade of other sorts . .

'
, , .

.

C.—Public administration and liberal arts .

.

’.—Public force • « • • •

40. Army • # •

«

•

41. Navy . • •

»

42. Air force • • •

«

43. Police • - ••

I.—Public administration • • a
••

44. Public administration

•

• •
;

•

—Profession and liberal arts
•“

45. Religion xc
46. Law •xp

• •

47. Medicine • •

48. Instruction rs
* •

49. Letters, arts and sciences • •

D.—Miscellaneous
^ilcs
1

I

IX.—Persons on their income oil

50. Person-' liviiig principally on th.
eir income

.Y.

—

Dorrsfstie service

51- Domestic serx-ice

XI.—Ir.vtfTieienSly described oeeapatioj

52. General terms which do not i

.ndicatc a definite occupation

XH.—Vr‘rod'jetrtr i

mi t . e- -r t
oltnshouses

51. Inmilrt of jiiir, asylums and, utes
5< lleri'.rs. s^;:ra.nts and prostiti clis-e industries

Percentage recorded.

Number per
10,000 of

total

population.

m

In cities.

50

25

17

31

m

16

63

In rutal

areas.

99

100

99

98

100

99

99

95

99
99
too
99
100
100

98
100
99
100
100
99
98
99
97

1'

99

100

37

i66

.1

m
100

99

99
100

99
97
99

99

92

9Z

99

99

99

99

98

98
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Subsidiary Table IL—Distribution of sub-classes in natural divisions and districts

(a).—Earners {Principal Occupation) and Working Dependants.

Total 1,000 Number per mille of the total population occupied as Earners fprincipal occu-
pation) and working dependants <n.

City, district and natural

division.
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Subsidiary Table II.-Distribution by sub-classes in natural divisions and districts

(b).—Earners {subsidiary occupation).

Ratio per 1,000 earners (principal occupation) of earners having a subsidiary occupation in

~
District and natural

^
' —

"r ti“ If I;-
s £ £ £
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Subsidiary Table III.—Occupations of females by sub-classes and selected orders and
GROUPS

Group
No. Occupation.

Number of actual workers
(earners principal occupa-
tion and working depend-

ants). Nutnber of
females per
1,000 males.

Males. Females.

I 2 3 1 4 5

ALL OCCUPATIONS 5,633,632

1

3,867,799 686

Class A.—^Production of raw materials • • -- 4,431,318 3,337,359 753

I.—Exploitation of animals and vegetation • • •• 4,417.103 3,329,021 754

1.—Pasture and agriculture •• •• 4,374,005 3,320,746 75?

(o) Cultiration • • 4,113,168 3,282,450 798

1 Non-cultivating proprietors taking rent in money or kind i
45,712 12,354 270

5 Cultivating o%\'nerS , , . » 2,350,866 1,097,721 467

6 Tenant culdvators

7 Agricultural labourers •• 1,599,291 2,134,102 1,334

(b) Culti\'ation of Special crops (planters manager’s clerks and labourers) •• 11,454 5,842 510

13 Pan-vine 1,992 1,465 735

16 Market gardeners, flower and fruit growers •• 9,100 4,341 477

(c) Forestry • • 11,447 5,187 453

18 Wood cutters and charcoal burners .

.

3,202 548 171

19 Collectors of forest produce 2,791
1

4,329, 155

(d) Stock raising . 236,980 26,646' 112

21 Cattle and buffalo breeders and keepers 1 57,663: 15,229' 265

23 Herdsmen, shepherds and breeders ot other animals .

.

•• 179,158 11,377 64

(e) Raising of animals and insects .

.

• •
' 956 621. 650

2.—Fishing and hunting • • 43,098 8,275, 192

27 Fishing . . •

.

39,183 7,862 201

28 Hunting 3,915 413 105

IT.—Exploitation of minerals •• 14,215 8,338 587

3.—^Metallic minerals •• 5,695 4,649 816

32 Manganese •• 5,572 4,480 804

4.—^Non-metallic minerals •• 8,520 3,689 433

35 Coal (mines) 4,773 2,119 444
37 Building materials (including stone materials for cement manufacture and clays) 3,529 445

B.—Preparation and supply of material substances •• •• 833,952 365,920 439

HI.—Industry • • -- 513,905^ 221,740 431

5.—Textiles -- 132,I49j 76,534 579

Cotton ginning, cleaning and pressing .. 13,278 6,247 470
Cotton spirming, sizing and wea^-ing
Rope, twine, string and other fibres

107,155 589
« « 1,441 1,268:

Wool-carding, spinning and weaving , , 1,879 2,320; 1,235
Silk spirming and weaving . • 4,383 1.556 355
Dyeing, bleaching, printing, preparation and sponging of textiles - • 2,909 347

6.—Hides, skins and hard materials from the animal kingdom 15,305 3,709 242

51 Working of leather • • • •
' 15,196 3,630 239

7.—Wood •• • 61,764 406

54 Sanwers .. 3,215 279 87
56 Basket-makers and other industries of woody materials including leaves and thatchers

and binders, working with bamboo reeds or similar materials.
23,343 24,398 1,045

8.—Metals • • . . 46,319 7,330 158

55 ' Blacksmiths, other workers in iron, makers of implements 37,337j 5,933 159
6( Workers in brass, copper and bell metals 4.622 856! 185
6 Workers in other metals (except precious metals) • • • • I.549|

!

I

245j

1

158
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Subsidiary Table III.—Occupations of females by sub-classes and selected orders and
GROUPS— COMirf.

”

Group
No. Occupation.

Number of actual workers
(carnerB principal occupa-
tion and working depend-

ants). Number of

Males. Females.

1,000 ma'ies.

1
i

2 3 4 5

9.—Ceramics 28,029 19,496 696

63' Potters and makers ot earthenwares 21,316 1
1

752
64 Brick and tile makers 5,756 528

10.—Chemical products properly so-called and analogous 10,003 8,402 840

68' Manufacture and refining of vegetable oils 7,575 6,899 911
70 Others 1,124 842 749

1 1 .—Food industries 40,342 34,771 862

71 Rice pounders and buskers and flour grinders 2,970 5,461 1,839

72 Grain parchers, etc. 2,784 1

:

3,342
73 Butchers 116
75 Sweetmeat and condiment makers 2,576 118
78 Manufacturers of tobacco . . .

,

28,489 669

12.—Industries of dress and the toilet 111,036 31,912 287

82 Boot, shoe, sandal and clog makers .

,

24,624 4,415 179

83 Tailors, milliners, dress-makers and darners 23,571 6.912 293
85 Washing and cleaning 19,718 18,520 939

13.—^Furniture industries ..
'

2,813 286 102

14.—Building industry 23,203 6,373 274

90 Lime burners, cement workers, excavators and well-sinkers, stone cutters and dressers

brick-layers and masons, builders (other than buildings made of bamboos of

similar materials) painters, decorators of houses, tilers, plumbers, etc.

23,203 6,373 274

17.—^Miscellaneous and undefined industries .. 41,849 7,570 181

99 Other miscellaneous and imdefined industries (toy-making taxidermy, etc.) -- • 1,410 484 343

100 Scavenging . . . . ... •• 7,122 6,125 860

IV.—Transport . . . . .

.

•• 89,740 14,625 163

19.—^Transport by water 2,982 1,016 341

104 Labourers employed on harbours, docks, rivers and canals •• 1,252 926 740

20.—^Transport by road •• 49,817 11,525 231

105 Persons (other labourers employed on the construction and maintenance of roads and
. bridges).

2,802 182 65

106 Labourers employed on roads and bridges .

.

10,796 8,794 815

110 Pack elephant, camel, mule, ass and bullock owners and drivers • . 1,453 115 79

111 Porters and messengers 1 1,654 2,196 188

21 .—^Transport by rail • • 33,907 2,076 61

113
1

Labourers employed on railway construction and maintenance and coolies and porters

employed on railway premises.

16,269 1,655 101

V.—Trade .. 230,307 129,555- 563

23.—Banks, establishments credit exchange and insurance .. 20,685 l,306j 631

Ilf i Bank managers, money-lenders, exchange and insurance agents, money changers
brokers and their employees.-

and 20,685 1,306j 631

25.—^Trade in textiles 22,386 2,556 114

II Ij Trade in piece-goods, wool, cotton, silk, hair and other textiles 22,386 2,556 114

1

j

26.—^Trade in skins, furs and leathers ' 2,304 528 229

1 1 8 Trades in skins, leathers, fiirs, feathers, horn, etc., and articles made from those 2,304 528 229

1

j 27.—^Trade in wood 9,020 10,563 117

119 Trade in wood (not firewood) ' .. .. - 5,049 7,354 1,456

12lj Trade in bamboos and canes 3,452 2,069 599
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Subsidiary Table III.—Occupations of females by sub-classes and selected orders and
GROUPS

—

contd.

I

1

Group i

No.
!

(

\

1

1

'

Occupation.

Number of actual workers
(earners principal occupa-
tion and working depend-

ants).

i

1

1

i Number of
1 females per

Males. Females.

' 1,000 mues.
i

1
2 4 ' 5

1

•

2S ,

—

Trndc In nictii!s 1,262 317

1

251

123 Trade in n'.i't.iH, in.:cl<itii'n\ JiniVfS, fopI<, etc. 1,262 317 251

29,—Trade In pottorj-, Itrlrlif. uml tllos 2,125 1,659 781

l2-» Trade in poiiTj-. bucks nml tiles 2,125’ 1,659 781

30.—^Tradc In chetnictil produetB .

.

11,046' 10.720 970

125 Dror'. dyes, p.nnt-s, petroleum, r3cplosi\e<, etc. 11,046;
f

10,720 970

31.—Motels, cafe's, rcsiniiranlB, etc. 5,633 986 175

126 Vendors of " inr. liquort;, aerated svater and ice 2,426' 258

127 Owners and m-macers of hotels, cook-shops, snrais, etc. (and croployccs) 2,967 280 94

32.— Other trade In food-stulTs 1 OR,239, 79,447 734

129 Grain and pulse dealers 16,610' 25,944 1,562

no Dealers in sweet meats, sujntr and spices 6.996; 2,338' 334

131 De.alers in dairy- products, cRcs and poultry

Dralcrr. in fodder for animals
5,603 5,8221 1,039

133 4,126. 12,114, 294

134 Dealers in other food-studs 68,052 40,977 602

135 Dealers in tobacco 5.616j 2,137 3B1

33.—Trade In clothliift und other toilet nrtlcles .

.

S,699( 1,005 175

138 Trade in ready made clothing and other articles of dress and the toilet (hats, umbrellas,

socks, r’e-ady-made shoes, perfumes, etc.).
5.699| 1,005 176

34.—Trade In furniture 3,510 1,380 393

140 Hardware, cookinR utensils, porcelain, crockery, Rlassware, bottles, articles for pirdcn-’

inp, etc.

3,043 1,217 400

36,—Trade In rnenns of transport 2,920 174 60

144' De.alcrs and hireis of elephants, camels, horses, cattle, as.ses, mutes, etc. . 2,575 161 63

i

37.—Trade In fuel .. .. •• 3,775; 8,781 2,326

145;

1

Dealers in firewood, charcnnl, cow-dunft, etc. 3,775| 8,781 2,326

38.—Trade In nrtlcles of luxurj- nnd Uiosc pcrtnininii to letters and the arts

and sciences.
11 ,90 .5

'

6,350 633

146 Dealers in precious stones, jewellery (real and imitation), clocks, optical instruments, 2,104 278 132

>

etc*

Dealers in common hangln, brad^nccklaccs, fans* $mn11 articles, toys, hunting nnd
fishinj! tackle, flowera, etc.

9,094 6,011 661

t

39.—Trade of other sorts 15,943 3,583 225

150 General store-keepers and shop-keepers, otliciwise unspecified .. 14,106 2,605 185

151 Itinerant traders, pedlars and hawkers (of other than food, etc.) 1.085 586 540

C,—Public administration nnd liberal arts 154.991 15,629 101

VIJ,—Public admimstrotion . . . . . . .

.

42,165 2,213 52

44.—Public administration 42,165 2,213 52

161 Municipal and other local (not village) service 7,359 221

I'lII.—Professiont and liberal arts 68,533 12,937 189

45.—RcUftlon .. .. ... 22,337 2,174 97

163 Priests, ministers, etc. . . . . . .
'

.

.

13,565 1,152 85

164 Monks, nuns, religious mendicants .. .. 2,035 463 227
165 Other religious workers . . •

.
• •

Servants in religious edifices, burial and burning grounds, pilgrims, conductors, cir-

cumcisers, etc.

4,212 375 89
166 2,525 194 77

167t of all kinds, including quazis» la^* agents nnd mulctisrs
1

2,738 137 50

33
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Subsidiary Table III.—Occupations of females bt sub-classes and selected orders and
GROUPS—concW.

Group
No.

Occupation.

47.—Medicine
'

170 Other persons practising the healing arts without being registered ..

1 72 Midwives, vaccinators, compounders, nurses, masseurs, etc.

,

48.—Institutions

1 74 Professors and teachers of all kinds .

.

*

49.—Letters, arts and sciences (other than 44)

1 82 Musicians (composers and performers, other than military), actors, dancers, etc.

I>.—Miscellaneous

/AT—Persons living on their oton incomes . . . . ...

.nO.—Persons living principally on their Income .

.

185 Proprietors (other than of agricultural land) fund and scholarship-holders and
pensioners

X,—Domestic service

51 .—Domestic service

187 Other domestic services • ..

I XI.—Insnffteiently described occupations .

.

I

52.—General terms which do not indicate a definite occupation

188, Manufacturers, business-men and contractors otherwise unspecified .

.

1 89i Cashiers, accountants, book-keepers, clerks and other employees in unspecified offices

I
and ware-houses and shops.

191 I.abourcrs and workmen otherwise unspecified .. .. ,.(
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SURSIDIAUV TaBLU IV.—SELECTED OCCUPATIONS, 1931 AND 1921

Working population in 1931.

Group *

No.
:

Occtip.ition.

.\.— Production of row tnuirrltils

' 1 .— ri<*-turc iind ngriculiurc .

.

J
(ot Cultivation

I Nori-cultiv.mnt! piopnrtors ti'lring rent in iinii!r\ oi l.imi

r Eitrtr a[,•rnt^ ioii nj.macrn. of ot'Tlrli.

5 rti.'tr accnii end mKnarrf* of Govcmnii-itt

4 Rent colli-cior', cirri.', ftc.

5 Ciilto.'iinr ou-nerr

6 Trii.ant'Culto.itiirs

7 Arncultural I.-l«iurci*

(fi) CuIiivv.tirTi of f j'ceial crop), fiuila, etc. (plaiitri-., r>i.m.i»*ri6, clrrJ:i.tind Kabourcra)

111 C'fAonut
1 1 f'clTc c

le (i.’,n.ia

13 l’.i!i-Mnc

14 Itublnr
1 3 Tea
If* M.i|J.fl raidrnrri. Il<v.»ri and fliiit-pinwriJ

(c) rormiy

17;' I'otr't ofiicrtj, tanitcra. jruJfdr, rtc.

15 Wood-cuttrr* and charcoal liutncr*

19 Collrciot' of forr't produce
20 Coilrctor* of j.’c

(if) SiOsk.r.iiMntJ

31 C.il'lr and luifT.iln brrrdrrs and kreprrs

21 Brrrdft' of tr.anfpnrt nnitnaU .

.

23 llrrilirrun, rhcphrrdi and bretden of otlvt
animah.

(r) Rai’inf of tmall nnimalmnd invretf

24 Hird'., bn rtc. .. ..

25 Sil'-wortiv
26 I.ar t'uItiN.Hi'in

27
28

29
30
32
34,

35)

37:

40.

41

2.

—riahlng and Jiiintlnil

risbiilf; and pr.irlinc

Hunting

II.—lixfihitalinn ef tnincfoJs

3.

—Mcltilllc ii'lncrnls

Gold
Iron
M.incane.’r
Other metallic minerid'i

4.

—Non.mctttlllc mincmls

ConiConi
. . .

• •

liuilding matcrinlfi (including stone mntcrinls for cement mnmifflclurc ond clays)
Salt, saltpetre and other saline substances , . ...
Other non-metiillic minerals

Principal
earners and
working de-
pendants.

I

Total follow-
ing subsidiary
occupations.

Total actual
workers in

1921.

7,768,677

7,746,124

7.694,7511

7,395,618;

58,066'

163:

217.

7,460
3,448,587
147.732

3.733.393;

17.296;

85
63
25

3.457

225'

13,441

16,634

5,614
3.750,

7,120
150

263.626;

72,922
169;

180.535*

1.5771

Mi

1 .479 !

51.373,

47.045!
4,328,

22,553

I

10,344;

243
23

10,052!

26!

12,209|

6,892
5,099

II

207

(<i) Includes figures for groups Nos. 5 and 6.

(6) Included in group No. I.

(O Includes figures for groups Nos. 14 and 15.
(a) Includes figures for group 16.
(r) Included in group Nos. 10, 1 1 and 12.

(y) Included in group No. 13.

(e) Includes figures for group No« 26.
(«) Included in group No. 20.

4 5

333,664 7,415,605

331,672 7,400,211

318.029 7,324,522

287,584' 7,026,568

23,235; (o) 4,098,033

33n
II y 5,631

894 J
109,944 (6)

17,655 (6)

135,812 2,922,904

7,234 27,146

45
• • j- W 43

410
^

(d) 27,103

50 } w '

6,729 (/)

6,141 5,682

665 2,031

3*0^0 ( 2 175
2,153:3

253, {£) 1,478

15.336’
1

265,006

8,008 28,043
4 3,358

7,324^ 233,605

1,734' 120

102 '; 100
20

1,632 (/«)

13,643 75.689

12,487 72,621
1,156 3,068

1,992 15,394

1,048 13,553

70
1

3
973 y 11,442

2 J

944 1,787

623 •2,111
306

,
1.787

is }
54

—v-uiumn 01 uus 1 noic gives tne totaj ot those follotring
the occupation named in colutnn 2 as subsidioir to some
other.
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Subsidiary Table IV.—Selected occupations, 1931 and \92\—contd.

|B .—Preparatioii and supply of material substances

!
I//.

—

Industry

1 5.—^Textiles
I

42 Cotton ginning, cleaning and pressing
43 Cotton spinning, sizing and weaving
44 Jute pressing, spinning and weaving
43 Rope, twine, string and other fibres

46 Wool carding, spinning and weaving
47 Silk spinning and weaving
48 Hair (horse-hair), etc.

49 Dyeing, bleaching, printing, preparation and sponging of textiles .

.

50 Lace, crepe embroideries, fimges, etc. and insufficiendy described textile industries

6.

—Hides, skins and hard mateiiais from the animal kingdom

5 1 Working in leather

52 Furriers and persons occupied with feathers and brisdes, brush makers
53 Bone, ivory, horn, shell, etc., workers (except buttons) . . . . j

7.

—Wood .. .. .. ...
I

54 Sarvyers . . . . * *
I

55 Carpenters, turners and joiners, etc. .. ..
56' Basket-makers and other industries ofwoody materials including leaves and thatchers!

and binders working with bamboo reeds or similar materials.

8.—^Metals

57' Smelting, forging and rolling of iron and other metals

58. Makers of arms, guns, etc.

59 Blacksmiths, other workers in iron, makers of implements

60. Workers in brass, copper and bellmetals . . ...
6]i Workers in other metals (except precious metals) ..

62 Workers in mints, die-siiikers, etc.

. s

9.

—Ceramics . . . . . . .

. j

63 Potters and makers of earthen wares . . . . . . |

64 Brick and tile makers . . . . . . .
. |

65 Other workers in ceramics . . . . . I

'
I

10.

—Chemical products properly so called and analogous .

. j

66 Manufacture of matches, fireworks and other explosives ..
..J

67 Manufacture of aerated and mineral waters and ice

68 ^Ianufacturing and refining of vegetable oils .. .. ..j

69 Manufacturing and refining of mineral oils . . . . . .

!

70 Others .. .. ••

I

11.

—^Food industries .. .. ..

71 Rice pounders and buskers and flour grinders .. ..

72 Grain parchets, etc. . . . . . .

!

73 Butchers .. .. .. ..i

74; Makers of sugar, molasses and gur .. ..

75{ Sweetmeat and condiment makers
76; Toddy drawers . . . . ...
77| Bretvers and distillers

78' Manufacturers of tobacco
81 Others

12.

—^Industries of dress and the toilet . . . . •

. |

82. Boot, shoe, sandal and clog makers .. ..

83, Tailors, milliners, dress-makers and darners .. .. ..j

84 Embroiderers, hat-makers and makers of other articles of wear . . . . j

8S_ Washing and cleaning .. .. .. ..{
66' Barbers, hair-dressers and wig-makers .. ... .*!

87. Other industries connected with the toilet .. .. ..j

' 13.—Fnmitnre industries ..
*

..

65 Cabinet makers, carriage painters, etc.

£9 Upholtterers, tent-makers, etc. .

.

14.—nulldlng industries

9S Limr-bamers, Cement workers, excavators and well sinkers, stone-cutters and;
dressers, brick layers and masons, bttilders (other than building made ofbamboos!

• or similar materials), painters, decorators of houses, tilers, plumbers, etc. !

1 ,268 ,182
'

If

1

1

1

1
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Subsidiary Table IV.—SELEcraD occupations, 1931 and 1921—contd.

Working populntion in 1931.
'

Principal

earners and
working de-
pendants.

'.Total actual

workers itt

1921.

15.—Construction of moans of transport

ror»iinn cnracod >n inaking. r.'MUibiinf: or trpairinp motor vehicles or cycles

C-irri-iKc, caft. p.ilki, etc., m.ikers and wheel wriphts
’

Ship, ho.At, .leroplanc huildcfs

Production and transmission of physical force .. .. n-.

Hr«t, itfht, eirctficity. motive power, etc., pas work.* and electric light and power 444j
I

17.“Mtscvllancous and undefined industries .. ., 49,419.
i

Printer-, enBravers.hook-hindertr, etc. ., .. .. 1,|84

Mal.rnt of musical instrumrms .. .. .. .. 752

M.-.krr» of clocks .and iurgiol or scientific in'truments, etc. . . . . 270
Mai ers of jrwellrrs- end iim.uncnts .. .. .. 32,072,

Other m!*-ce!Ianrou-. and undefined industries (toy-mekinp, taxidermy, etc.) . .i 1,894

Sc.is encir-.r .. .. ..j 13,247^

fi",— .. .. .. ..j 104,365,
t

IS.—'rmnsporl by nlr .. ..

10.—Transport by tenter .. .. .. .. 3,998

.*^hipc«nrt».bo.stowuei>ond theirrinployccs, onicers. mariners, etc., ship-brokers 807
boatmen and towmen.

Pennm bithcr than labourers) employed in harltours, docks, rivers and canals in- 1,013

eluding pilots.

l.abourers employed on harbours, docks, rivers and canals .. . . 2,178

20.

—Transport by road .. .. .. .. 61,342
1

Person' futbef than lab.iurets) employed on the cunsttuction and m-iintenancc of 3,084
roads and bridges. '

I

I,aboureij- emplojrd on ro.'ds and bridges .. .. .. I9.590|

Owners, man.* gers i;r.,l employees (excluding personal scrsjnts) connected withmcch- 4,920

anically ilriM ii vcbicle* (includinp trams).
[

Owners, man.i)-rfs .tnd < iinsloyct; (c.xcUidingprr«ijn.il servants) connected with other IS,049|

srhirirs.
, j

P.slki. etc., I'ruers and sissneis .. ,. .. ... ZSP
IV.ck elrpUjnt!-, c.smel, mule, a't and bullock ossners and drivers .. ... 1,568|

Porters and mt-srngert. .. .. .. .. 13,850

21.

—^Transport by mil .. .. 35.983

Kaibvay employees of all kinds oibcr than coolies .. ..| 18,059.

l-alwurers cmpViyed on railw .sy cs’nstructicn and maintenance and coolies and porters 1 7,924

employed on railss.-iy pirmises.

22.

—Post olTlcc, telcfimpli anil telephone services .. 3,042

Post office, telegraph and telcpboiie sers-ices . . . . . . 3,042

V.—TfOiif . . . . . . . . 359,862

23.

—nnnks estnhllNhment, credit exchnnfie nnd insurance .. .. 21,9911

1

Bank managers, muncy-lendrts, exchange and insurance agents. e.vch.iiigers and! 21,991
brokers and their employees.

24.

—nrokerafte, commission and export .. ,. .. 3,401

Brokers, commission agent.', and commercial travellers, svarc-hoiisc owners and 3,401
employers.

I
25.—Trade In textiles .. .. .. .. 24,942

Trade in piece-goods, wool, cotton, silk, hair and other textiles .. .. 24,942

26.

—Trade in skins, leather nnd furs .. .. .. 2,838

' Trade in skins, leather, furs, feathers, horn, etc., and articles made from these . . 2,838

27.

—Trade In wood , . . . . . . . 1 9,5 1

1

Trade in svood (not firewood) .. .. .. 12,403
Trade in bank .. .. .. .. 101
Trade in bamlioos nnd canes ,. • ... .. 5,521
Trade in that ches and other forest produce ... ... ... 1,558

82' I5I

37.'

28'

17:

34
117

9: 49
1

9. 49

4,717; 50,807

38!

202
16

3,727;

299,
435

334
541
202

35,863
1,333

12,534

17,249 98,344

550 1.766

272 391

41 244

237 1,131

15,477 57,697

250 226

2,403
161

37,142
4

10,415 15,376

203
501

1,544

203
1,217

3,529

1,116 37,002

365
731-

10,022
26,980

106
1

1.879

106 1,879

89,217 383,853

8,668 15,385

8,668 15,385

673
1

1,972

673 1,972

5,491 14,035

5,491 14,035

450 1,703

45o| 1,703

9,315* 3.714

6.167
12

1,982
1,154 1

.

3,714
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Subsidiary Table IV.—Selected occupations, 1931 and \92\~contd.

;•

Working population in 1931.

Group
'

No. '

Occupation. Principal
earners and
working de-
pendants'.

Total follow,
ing subsidiary

I

occupations.

1

Total actual

workers in

1921.
r

,

}

I !

1

2 3 4
!

5 :

i

1

1

28.—Trade In mctnls 1,579

1

1

1

1851 341

I23{ Trade in metals, machinery, knives, tools, etc.
(

1.579
i

1

185: 341

29.—Trade in pottery, bricks and tiles
i 3.784

357j 1,474

124 Trade in nottcr>’, brides and tiles
;

3.784 357 1,474

30.—Trade in chemical products .. .

[

21.766 5.3751 2,349

125 Drugs, dyes, paints, petroleum, explosive, etc.
! 21,766; 5,375! 2,349

31.—Hotels, caffs, restaurants, etc. ... ..i 6,619, 831 7,172

126 Vendors of wine, liquors, aenitcd water and ice ... ! 3,051’ 521! 6.596
127 Owners and managers of hotels, cook shops, sarais, etc. (and employees) 3,247. 274

;
576

128 Hawkers of drink and iood-stufls
i

321 36 1

32.—Other trade in food-stulTs .

.

187,686: 44.386 265,354

129 Grain and pulse dealers 32,554 6,214 47,513
130 Dealers in sweetmeats, sugar and spices . . ...

Dealers in dairy products, eggs and poultry
9,334 1,465 5,735

131 11,425 2,832 12,639

132 Dealers in animals for food . . . . . ,
'

.

.

626 152 573
133 Dealers in fodder for animals 16,240 7,305 23,227
134 Dealers in other food-stuffs 109,029 24,606 158,167

135 Dealers in tobacco 7,753 1,607 I
136 Dealers in opium 402 90 ^ 17.500

137 Dealers in ganja 323 115 J

33.—Trade in clothing and other toilet articles 6,704'. 855 2,753

138 Trade in ready-made clothing and other articles of dress and the toilet (hats. 6,704 855 2,753

umbrellas, socks, ready-made shoes, perfumes, etc.).

34.—^Trade in furniture 4,890. 809
. }

3.473-

139 Trade in furniture, carpets, curtains and beddings 630’. 147 974

. . 140 Hardware, cooking utensils, porcelain, crockery, glassware, bottles, articles for

gardening, etc.

.
4,260 662 . 2,499

35.—Trade in building materials 648 96 537

141 Trade in building materials other than bricks, tiles and woody materials 648 96 537

36.—^Trade in means of transport 3,094 1,269
'

3,380

142 Dealers and hirers of mechanical transport, motors, cycles, etc. .

.

324 23 246

143 Dealers and hirers of other carriages, carts, boats, etc. 34 6 375

144 Dealers and hirers of elephants, camels, horses, cattle, asses, mules, etc. 2,736 1,240 2,759

37.—Trade in fuel 12,556 6,039, 26,077

145 Dealers in fire-wood, charcoal, coal, cow-dung, etc. . . .

.

12,556 6,039 26,077

38.—^Trade in ai^cles of lurcury and those pertaining to letters and the arts

and sciences.
18^55 1,935 10,814

146 Dealers in precious stones, jewellery (real and imitation), clocks, optical instruments. 2,382 259 -... 755

147
otc*

Dealers in common bangles, bead-necklaces, fans, small articles, toys, hunting, fishing

tackle, fiowers, etc.

15,105 1,552 9,212

148 Publishers booksellers, stationers, dealers in music, pictures, musical instruments
and curiosities.

yb8 124 847

39.—Trade of other sorts . : 19,526 2,483 23,320

14' Dealers in rags, stable-refuse, etc. . . .

.

66 4 79
.151 ' General store-keepers and shoprkeepers otherwise unspecified 16,711 1;965 19,055

15 Itinerant traders, pedlars and hawkers (of other than food, etc.) 1,671 311 1,711

. 15: Other trades (including farmers of pounds, tolls andmarkets) 1,078 203 2,475

G.—^Public administration and liberal arts 170,620 29,642 182,587

VJ.—Publicforce .. .... 44,772 5,459 46,651

40.—Army ’

... ....
« 1

3,716 8 -3,853

15. t
'. Army (Imperial) .... 3,715 8

. .3,674

15 i : Army (Indian States) ... 1 *.• * 179
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Subsidiary Table IV.—Selected occupations, 1931 and 1921—contd.

Working population in 1931.

Group
No.

Occupations. Principal

earners and
working de-
pendants.

Total follow-
ing subsidiary
occupation.

Total actual

workers in

1921.

1 2 3 4 5

4-1.—Navy . . • •

42.—Air force 4 2

156 Air force 4 • • 2

43.—Police 41,052 5,451 42,796

157 Police 13,356 203 8,656

158
1

Village watchmen 27,696 5,248 34,140

1

1

VII.—Public administration 44,378 7,028 •43,748

1

1

t

44.—Public administration 44,378 7,028 43,748

159, Service of the State 24,688 33,102
160 Service oi Indian and Foreign States 2,903 1,242

161 Municipal and other local (not village) service 8,985 259 2,778
162 Village oflScials and servants other ti^n watchmen 7,802 5,566 6,626

1

VIII.—Profession and liberal arts 81,470 17,155 92,188

:

1

45.—^Religion 24,521 5,683 .56,750

1^ Priests, ministers, etc. 14,717 2,780 4,529

164 Monks, nuns, religious mendicants 2,498 368 43,883
165 Other religious workers 4.587! 1.911 1,456

166 Servants in religious edifices, burial and burning grounds, pilgrim, conductors,
circuracisers, etc.

2,719 624 6,882

46.—Law 4,6911 756 3 39

167 Lawj'ers of all kinds, including quazis, law agents and mukhtiars .

.

2,875 544 2,084

168 Lawyers, clerks, petition-writers, etc. 1,816 212 1,255

47.—Medicine 11,982 2,038 6,000

169 Registered medical practitioners including oculists 1,0481 90
170 Other persons practising the healing arts without being registered.

.

662
^

(0 2,502
171 Dentists 23 7
172 Midwives, vaccinators, compounders, nurses, masseurs, etc. 1,278 3,498
173 Veterinary surgeons .

. ,
438 1 U)

4S.—^Instmctions 19,089 832 11,554

174 Professors and teachers of all kinds 18,145 788 11,189
175 Clerks and servants connected with education 944 44 365

49.—^Letters, arts and sciences (other than 44) 21,187 7,846 14,545

176 Public scribes, stenographers, etc. 13 1

•177 Architects, surveyors, engineers and their employees (not being State servants) 217 15 447
17f Authors, editors, journalists and photographers 187 23
179 Artists, sculptors and image-makers 635 88
181 Scientists (astronomers, botanists, etc). 53
181 Horoscope casters, astrologers, fortune-tellers, wizards, witches and mediums

Musicians (composers and performers, otherAan military) actors, dancers, etc. .

.

750 312 j
182 18,133 7,348

1
1 1 564183 Managers and employees of places of public entertainments, race-courses, societies,

clubs.
488 35

184 Conjurors, acrobats, reciters, exhibitors of curiosities and wild animals, etc. 711 15 856

D.—Miscellaneous 362,262 28,112 464,500

IX.—Persons living on their income 3,498 467, 2,401

50.—Persons living principally on their income 5,498 467; 2,401

18‘t Proprietors (other than of agricultural land), fund and scholarship-holders and pen-
sioners.

5,498 467; 2,401

X.—Domestic service 7,808, 124,690

51.—^Domestic service 7,808; 124.690

18( Private motor drivers and cleaners 430 63i 479
io7j Other domestic semce

1

7,7451 124,211

(t) Indudes figures for 173.

(.0 Included in groups Nos. 169,170 and 171.
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Subsidiary Tab^ IV.—Selected occupation, 1931 and 1921—concld.

Working population in 1931.

Group
No.

Occupations. Principal
earners and
working de-
pendants.

Total follow-
ing subsidiary
occupation.

Total actual

workers in

1921.

1 2 3 4 5

XI.—Intufftciently descrihed occupations 178,895 13,042 251,501

52.—General terms which do not indicate a definite occupation 178,895 13,042 251,501

Manufacturers, businessmen and contractors otherwise unspecified 2,489 344 6,015
189 Cashiers, accountants, book-keepers, clerks and otheremployees in unspecified offices

and ware-houses and shops.
10,004 755 14,481

Mechanics othenvisc unspecified .

,

976 22 751
191 Labourers and workmen otherwise unspecified .

.

165,426 11,921 230,254

XJI.—Unproductive 69,559 6,795 85,908

53.—Inmates of jails, asylums and alms-houses 1,872 •• 1,559

192 Inmates of jails, asylums and alms-houses . . . . . • 3,652 . • 1,559

54.—Beggars, vagrants and prostitutes 67,530 6,794 83,362

193
1

1
Beggars and vagrants 66,000^ 6,738 80,906

I94| Procurers and prostitutes .. .. 1,530 56 2,456

1

55,—Other unclassiHcd non-productive industries 157
. 1 987

195
,

Other unclassified non-productive industries . . ...
1

157 1 987
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Subsidiary Table V.—Occupation of selected castes

Caste and ocaipntion.

AWr
Graziers
Cultivators of nil kinds

Field labourers, wood-cutters, etc.

Raisers oflive-stock, milkmen and herds-

men.
Artisans and other workmen
labourers, boatmen, carters, palki-

bearers, etc.

Trade
Domestic sen'icc

Labourers, unspecified

Other occupations

Andh
Agriculturists

Field labourers, wood-cutters, etc.

Raisers oflive-stock, milkmen and herds-

men.
Labourers, unspecified

Other occupations

Bahna
Cotton carders
Income from rent of land ,

.

Cultivators of all kinds

Field labourers, wood-cutters, etc.

Raisers oflive-stock, milkmen and herds-

men.
Artisans and other workmen
labourers, boatmen, carters, palki-

bears, etc.

Trade
Domestic service

Labourers, unspeeified

Other occupations

Bnliia
Agriculturists

Agents and managers of landed estates,

planters, forest officers and thcirclcrks,

rcnt-colicctors, etc.

Field labourers, wood-cutters, etc. .

.

Raisers oflive-stock, milkmen and herds-

men.
Artisans and other workmen
Trade
Domestic service

Labourers, unspecified

Other occupations

Bairafti
Devotees
Income from rent of land

Cultivators of all kinds

Field labourers, wood-cutters, etc.

Artisans and other workmen
• Trade

Religious
Domestic service

Labourers, unspecified

Beggars and prostitutes

Other occupations

Bnlnhl
Cotton weavers
Cultivators of all kinds

rent-collectors, etc.

Field labourers, wood-Mttera, etc.

Raisers oflive-stock, milkmen and h(

men.
Other occupations

Banla
Traders
Income from rent of land
Cultivators of all kinds
Field labourers, wood-cutters, etc.

Artisans and other workmen
Lawyers, doctors and teachers

Number Number
per 1,000 . of Icmale
earners workers
engaged i per 1,000
on each males.

occupation.

2 3

438
2i4 134
327 168
326 1,109
13 143

9; 417

", 99

17 1,018
45 1,938
18 678
20 264

812
905 845
46 598
12 5

27 1,217

10 178

407
\Yi 269
7 175

211 89
352 1,055

16; 312

50 442
22, 70

86’ 256
19 159
37' 375
25 96

382
42i 30
10 21

464 927
8 65

25 112
42 1,416

5 800
14 1,564

"l
393

”1 304
168 212

6! 176
368; 181

108! 1,185
> 0

,

541
25 536
251 101

"1 164
13 484

221 374
3l! 207

j
634

26 95
122 22
16'

»

7

}

7301 1,037

20 12

• 86! 146

..] 160
5071 114

24; 227
186 108
96 867
38 112

'“1
97

Caste and occupation.

Number
per 1,000
earners
engaged
on each

occupation.

Persons living on their income
Domestic service

Contractors, clerks, cashiers, etc., other-
wise unspecified.

Labourers, unspecified
Other occupations

.
.

.

Bnnjnrn .

.

Pack-bullock carriers . .

!

Income from rent of lend . . ]

Cultivators of all kinds .
.

'

Field labourers, wood-cutters, etc. . . i

Raisers of live-stock, milkmen and herds-'
men.

Artisans and other workmen . . i

Trade
Labourers, unspedfied
Other occupations

Bnriinl
Carpenters , . |

Cultivators of all kinds .
.

'

Field labourers, wood-cutters, etc.

Raisers of live-stock, milkmen and herds-'
men.

Artisans and other workmen .

.

Trade
Labourers, unspecified ,

.

,

Other occupations .
. |

Bnsor
Bamboo workers . . j

Cultivators of all kinds .

.'

Field labourers, wood-cutters, etc.

Raisers oflive-stock, milkmen and herds-'
men.

Artisans and other w^orkmen .

.

Domestic service .

,

Labourers, unspecified
Other occupations ,

.

Bcldnr
Earth workers
Income from rent of lands
Cultivators of all kinds
Field labourers, wood-cutters, etc.

Artisans and other workmen
Trade
Domestic service

Labourers, unspecified
Other occupations .

.

Bhnlnn
Agriculturists .

.

Field labourers, wood-cutters, etc.

Raisers oflive-stock, milkmen and herds-
men.

Domestic service
Labourers, unspecified
Other occupations

Bhnrla-Bhumln
Agriculturists
Agents and managers of landed estates,

planters, forest ofilccrs and their clerks,

rent-collectors, etc.

Field labourers, wood-cutters, etc.

Raisers oflive-stock, milkmen and herds-
men.

Artisans and other workmen
Trade
Labourers, unspecified
Other occupations

Bhil
Agriculturists

Field labourers, wood-cutters, etc.

Raisers oflive-stock, milkmen and herds-
men.

Other occupations

Note.—The figures were abstracted for the selected, areas shown in Imperial Table XL
34
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Subsidiary Table V.

—

Occupation of selected castes

—

contd.

Ca^te and occupation.

I

Dhilala
Asrriculturists

Incnmc from rent of land
Field labourers, wood-cutters, etc. .

Raiders of live-stock, milkmen and herds
men.

Oihcr occup.'itions

Hhoyar
Agriculturists

Field labourers, wood-cutters, etc.
^

Raisrr ; of bvc-stock, milkmen and hcrds-|

men.
Labourers, unspecified

Other occupations

IlhunJIa
Acriculturists

Field labourers, wood-cutters, etc.

Raisers of live-stock, milkmen and herds'

men.
Other occupations .

.

ninjhss'.'ir

Agriculturists

Field laliourcrs, wood-cutters, etc. .

.

Raiser* of live-stock, milkrficn and herds-]

men.
Fi'hini; and huntint:

Artisans and other svorkmcn
Trade
!..abourers, unspecified
Other occupations

Drnltmiin
Priests

Income from rent of land
Cult IV .1 tors of all kinds
Ac-nts and tnanaijcrs of landed estates,

planters forest sifTicers and their clcrks,j

rent-collector*, etc.

Field liLiurets, svood-cuttrrs, etc.

Art!" so* and other workmen
i>on-r<. rinn.iffcrs, ships officers, etc. .

.

Tra.lr

Rrlrci )Us

Li-r-.yers, doctors and teachers

IV r-T'.* Iiiirit; on ihrir ossm income
l> p-p.-irsc service
..lootrjctors, clerks, cashiers, etc., other

V. i-e iinspecifi-il.

Ld-'j.'trs, onipecified
R'/.'iri *n 1 prostitute* .

f**!-,'-' r'-oipif.ins

ladar
rfir-.li'n-n

C'.'*. i ‘ '*1 all Vir.'lt

[,<11 ’i’'- s«'»l-eutteri, etc.

rt !*<->< * i.»i . 1 * milsm-n and herd*
r—. ,

t*. * rthrr wi<3rlimen

Tr*l'
Ijt’-.'.'e'i. u-.'T'-c.'ie'I

s -I r.i

*1S»—!tr
Iv I*-

• « --S

tv .

C.- <1- ' i'; ^ -.1.

I,- ?

. ' , 4

1 p. < a

Number
per 1,000
earners
engaged
on each

occupation.

*137

8
508
22

25

662
280
231

10

25

Number
of female
workers
per 1,000
males.

400
522
19.

59l

418
475'

15'

31,

10

19

10
22i

96
34

318
13

77

41|
13

li

44*

il.

108
156
612
35

t

26
14

If!

Caste and occupation.

I

1

336
I
Dahayat

39 I Village watchmen
447 Cultisaitors of all kinds
823 Field labourers, wood-cuttcis, etc.
8 Artisans and other workmen

Domestic scrs'icc

135 I Labourers, unspecified
Other occupations

435
308
972
52

340
295

494
87

1,005
833

913

498
278
782
34

400
646

1,037
713
371

122
75

237
114
18

439
73

1

92
121
45
118
100
20

92
453
16

480
4

82 i

893
32

372
585
421
126

Dnrzl
Tailors
Cultis'ators of all kinds
Field labourers, wood-cutters, etc.

Artisans and other workmen
Trade
Domestic service
Labourers, unspecified
Other occupations

Dcssvnll
Agriculturists
Income from rent of land
Field labourers, wood-cutters, etc. .

Raisers of live-stock, milkmen and herds
men.

Labourers, unspecified
Other occupations

Dhanuk
I.abourcrs
Cultivators of oil kinds
Field labourers, wood-cutters, etc.

Trade
Other occupations

Dhanwar
Agriculturists

Fjcld labourers, wood-cutters, etc.

Fishing and hunting
Artisans and other workmen
Trade

_

Domestic scn’icc

I..abourcrs, unspecified
Other occupations

,

Dhltnar
Water bearers
Cultivators of all kinds
Field labourers, wood-cutters, etc.

Raisers of live-stock, milkmen and herds'

men.
Pishing and hunting
Artisans and other workmen
Laliourers, boatmen, carters, patki-j

bearers, etc.

Trade
Domestic service

l.abourers, unspecified
Other occupations

Dhobi
Washermen
Cultivators of all kinds
Field labourers, wood-cutters, etc. .

.

Raisers of lis’e-stock, milkmen and herds-
men.

Artisans and other workmen
Trade

Number
per 1,000
earners
engaged
on each

occupation.

160
244
343
68
17

130
38

649]

91

158
14

33
9

13

33f

479
34

367
43

44!

33

427
186
266
96
25

492
316
24
83
35
13

25
12

99
153
301
I9j

216
37
II

98
17

24
25

371
2421

315
12

Number
of female
ss'orkers

per 1,000
males.

439
17

149

1,257

222
85

833
222

292
177

141

1,645

266
166

257
596
124

276
72

313
823
28

65

243

744
989
58

1,003

2,169
280

516
332

1,008

312
321

1,320
182
494
341

672
998
201

1,553
65

165

1,443
93

2,047
677
723
344

582
690
233
967
45

336
319

i
Domestic ser.’icc 7, 175

. • , 559
;

l.a()ourrrs, unspecified I7i 428
* • 165 126. ISegi-ars and prostitute* 7j 1,021
a a 5 125 i ftrher occupations * * 164
. » 291 2291 1

*29 1361 Gandn 416
\* 43

1
Cotton ssravrrs 139 ! 333
Cultivators of all kind* * * 305! 157

12 4'';9
; I'l -Id liMu.'rrs. sffood-cutters, etc • «

1

400 863
If. iZ'!

-

Rsiters of lis e-stock, milkmen artd herds*’ 36-' 254

M 116 palki-, 11
!

374
« s 322 i

•
'

:

29 ni • «
*

If: 815
. -] If. 516 • 'f 20 3)8
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SUUSIDIAKY TaIII.K V.—OcCUPATION of SliLKCTEI) CASTES

—

COIltd.

< «ni! tsviipjiii-n.

ivr I.ODO

r.ntirr*

cnr.''RC'l

oil r.’ich
' ocaipaliiin.

N'uiiibrr

of frniali-

uotl-riB

jvr i.nno
niAlri.

CiiBtr iinil occupation.

I
Number
per 1,000
earners

cnRnf;cd
on each

occupation.

Number
of female
workers
per 1,000
males.

Cnntl.t-
It 671
Ii7 10.4

d>Et%ln M.s
i07 fb7
2U 231

tjA r.ijrtc V, miU'ncti y.r.tS f 52
fttrr..

s: <>’9

9(- 1.331
Us ittf t-4 2.‘'S

/Dfr .

.

lf< 101
40 609

Colnr l.t.^S

327 KO
if. 67

r>tUS rj, rtr. ii} 7.026
(•4 74

.V3T

sii 322
400 9S3

64

If- 372
Ivsrrt*. «te

and other »«oiktr.f ti 9 528
Trade 10 1.650
l),>mrll:e lervire ,, fi 420
Lsh iUfett, ufi'pfisfird 15 1.030

f>thef Oke*Ipali'’ns 1 : 205

CosaIn .3.1.S

Drt’iitf*-* 145 172
Insviftte ffi,;n ter.! of land ;o 252
f?u1tna!n!* uf all kind* 327 161

Fic!,! lahiutets, isiHxl-cutteta, cle. 213 I.M.5

Aftoan* and otlirr woikmm 12 250
Trade 43 IV7

tleliril.u: 2<-. 156
Lawyera, doi-ton and teaeheii <

Cl'

50
DiitleatlC unue 174
Lah >ute:», utsipe* ifii d i'J 630
llepfatt jfiJ prottituie* 13V. 276
Other ncrupatior.s 44 390

Covv.irl 73S
Oranrra Ifii'' 184
Incotnc from tent of land (. 75
Cultivators of all kinds 122 217
Field lalKiutrrs, vvt>od-mtti r», etc.

Kaiven of live.ttock, milkmen and hrrdt-
f.55' 1,174

|9| 34
mm.

Aitieans and other wotkinm
1

25, 645
'I'rade 7 483
Domestic eef* ice 13 533
l-ahoutrrt, iimpecifird 33,. 771
Other occupatiems 14' 104

H:illi:i

482
.800

Apfieulturi*!* 249
Field labourer.,, wood-milrrs, etc. 406’ 958
fta i'crs of liv e-f lock, milfcmm and herds- 19. 491
men.

Anirans and other workmen 29 545
Trade 16! 2,000
Domestic service

'

14 779
I-alH)urrrs, unspecified 15

;
634

Other occupations 19 184

Knhtir 1 554
Palki-hearcrs 9

;
412

Cultivators of nil kinds 26li 323
Field labourers, wood-cutters, etc. 288, 638
Kaisrni of live-stock, milkmen and borils- ’2 7

incn. 1

no!Fishinp and huminp 39
Artisans and other workmen

8i
260

Knhnr

—

ff.iifh!.

Ttatlr
IXimritic fiTvicr

I,abouir:B, unBprcifici]

Oihrr ofciipatitiiiB

Kninr ..!

Dofillcrji

Incotor from rent of land
CilltiBatni^ ol pII kindt
Afrntr. ntiil m.*.n.i(:cr; of l.indrd rotates,;

planters, fnmt oflicera and thrirclerk*!,

tmi-Co!Irciors. etc.

|•tr!l! l.ilKnirrr», wond-cuttrr*, e tc.

Kaurtsof liir-stncl., milknirn and herd*-'
mm.

.•\fii--an* and other ttorkmen . .

‘

Ijlxxirers, |u>.iiiiirii, carter*, palki-'

hearer', etc

Trade
Oomr'tic '.etMfc

Contr.irti>r*. cirri-*, c.i*hirrs, etc., otlicr-

wo.r unspecified. '

I.ahm(trfi, unspecified
Other oecupation*

Kniln ..<

Spinnet*.
Intnnir from rent of land . .,

Ciulri\aiiir« of all kinds ..I

Field l.sliourert, uixsd-eutlcrj, etc,

Itai'er* of h\ c-' tock, milkmen and herds-
men

-krtisan* atid other workmen .

.

Tra»!e
Uome'tic errxicc .

.

I-alxtiiter*. Uruptcificd .
.[

Other oecup.nion* ..t

Knwnr
Aprieuliurots
Field lalKiurers. wood-cutters, etc.

Kaiiet* of li\ e-vtock, milkmen and herds-
men.

Oomertic srrs’icc

I„abourer», unspreified ..

Other occupations

KnyiiMh . .
*

Writers
Income from rent of land ,

.

Cultivators of all kinds
Airents and manapers of landed estates,

planters, forest officers and their clerks,;

rent-collectors, etc.

Field laliourers, wood-cutters, etc.

Artisans and other workmen
Owners, manapers, ships officers, etc. .

.

Trade
l.aw-ycrs, iloctors and teachers
Persons livinp on their income
Domestic serv'icc

Contractors, clerks, cashiers, etc., other-
wise unspecified.

I.aihourers, unspecified
Other occupations

Kewnt
Cultivators of all kinds
Field labourers, wood-cutters, etc.

Kaisers oflivc-stock, milkmen and herds-
men.

Fishinp and liuntinp

Artisans and other workmen
Trade
Domestic service

Labourers, unspecified
Other occupations

137 1,509
117 1,120
32 152
21 254

! 387
27 1 127
12 168

454 168
5

!
24

339 1,111
10 47

22 244
to 29

63 284
16 112
7

19 589
16 107

465
36 270
II 98

312 36
458 1,365
25 46

14 57
23 396
9 299
56 536
ss 166

365
682 200
272 1,090

7 55

7 82
6 369

26 556

101
9i 10
34 202

246 144
30 52

81 537
31 141

18 5
67 94
54 51
16 92
65 43
20 13

53 92
194 19

m 669
197

369 1,625

m 13

267 424
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Subsidiary.Table V.—Occupation bp selected cASTES—contd.

Number Number
per 1,000 of female
earners workers

Caste and occupation. engaged per 1,000
on each

occupation.
males.

I 2 3

Khangar 384
Village tvatchmen • , , 74 3
Cultivators of all kinds 245 81
Agents and managers of landed estates, 64 5,543

planters, forest officers and their derks.
rent-collectors, etc.

Field labourers, wood-cutters, etc 402 687
Raisers oflive-stock, milkmen and herds- 31 14

men.
Artisans and other workmen 25 379
Otvncrs, managers, ships officers. etc. .. 24
Trade 17 2,038
Labourers, unspecified 43 362
Other occupations •• 75 179

Kol 821
Agriculturists ,

,

160 249
Field labourers, wood-cutters, etc. a , 560 1,161
Raisers of live-stock, milkmen and herds- 17 140
men.

Artisans and other workmen 22 34
Labourers, boatmen, carters. palki- 19 673

bearers, etc.

Trade 12 1,253
Domestic service II 271
Contractors, clerks, cashiers, etc.. other- 17 1

wise unspecified.

Labourers, unspecified 157 1,024
Other occupations •• 25 3,431

Koli 738
Fishermen io 1,315
Income from rent of land 12 51
Cultivators of all kinds 159 118
Field labourers, wood-cultets, etc , * 721 1,083
Raisers oflive-stock, milkmen and herds- II 12
men.

Artisans and other workmen •

.

17 137
Trade 8 145
Labourers, unspecified 26 1,030
Other occupations 27 243

Kolta 149
Agriculturists sis 73
Field labourers, wood-cutters, etc. 151 726
Other occupations 31 554

Komtl 139
Traders '707 118
Income from rent of land 30 133
Cultivators of al Ikinds 147 107
Field lalxrurcrs, wood-cuttcrs, etc. 29 1,750
Domestic service 26 208
Other occupations 61 131

Korl 472
Cotton weavers 23i 234
Cultivators of all kinds 63 180
Avrnt) and managers of landed estates. 20 15

pUnters, forest officers and
cl-rks , rent-collectors, etc.

their 1

1

FitM labourers, wood-cutters, etc. , * 255 1,221
Rail -« ofUve-itock, milkmen and herds- '2 91

rt-n.
.vrtiiana and other workmen 109, 295
!.i’«a'jr?rTi, Iwxjtmen, carters, palki- 64! 166

l*t.trrra. etc.

Tral- 38| 772
!>*—-itit t^rvice . , 36 82

umr'^ilird 126 117

1

46' 121

Korku » •
,

4.1;
A.r;. j 525 153 1

4071 998

:

Ru . > ' f^ f t. » < - , mirkmtn «r,d herdf- 35:
t

ft- 284;
If 2.000.
17 471,

Caste and occupation.

Number
per 1,000
earners
engaged
on each

occupation.

Number
of female
workers
per 1,000
males.

1 2 3

Koshti “11*7

Cotton weavers 7*1
oi /

3 254Income from rent of land ? 57
Cultivators of all kinds 8

' ji
B 254

Field labourers, wood-cutters, etc. 10 4 1,333
Artisans and other workmen
Trade

)

2
5 204
j 179

Domestic service
5 494

Labourers, unspecified I. 670
Other occupations 1' 181

Kumhar 444
Potters 641 436
Cultivators of all kinds 151 119
Field labourers, wood-cutters, etc. I3f 1,273
Artisans and other workmen U 353
Trade U 490
Labourers, unspecified 15 •695
Other occupations 22 225

Kunbi 534
Agriculturists 83C 552
Field labourers, wood-cutters, etc. 79
Kaisers of live-stock, milkmen and herds- 23 . 125
men.

Artisans and other workmen 13 159
Trade 10 151
Domestic service 7 135
Labourers, unspecified 19 563
Other occupations 19 108

Kurmi 314
Agriculturists 184
Income from rent of land 16 251
Agents and managers of landed estates, 8 4

planters, forest officers and their clerks.
rent-collectors, etc.

Field labourers, wood-cutters, etc. 252 942
Raisers of live-stock, milkmen andherds- 12 77
men.

Trade 8 576
Labourers, unspecified 13 397
Other occupations 31 179

Lodhi 337
Agriculturists , , 622 161

Income from rent of land 400
Field labourers, wood-cutters, etc. 290 1,020
Raisers of live-stock, milkmen and herds- 17 31

men.
Artisans and other workmen 14 322
Trade 9 464
Labourers, unspecified 25 438
Other occupations •• 13 203

Lohar 402
Ironsmiths 42 i 57
Cultivators of all kinds 178 230
Field labourers, wood-cutters, etc. 291 244

Raisers oflive-stock, milkmen and herds- 14 272

men.
Artisans and other workmen 45 124

Trade
Labourers, unspecified
Other occupations ••

Madgi
I>caiher workers 432 466
Cultivators of all kinds ^ 38 88

Field labourers, wood-cuttcrs, etc. ^ 248 432
Labourers, unspecified 233 5,579
Other occupations •• 49 283

261

Majhwar ,, , , 73
l..abourers 196 352
Cultivators of nil kinds 545 197
Field labourers, wood cutters, etc. .. 43
Raiurrs oflive-stock, milkmen and herds- 95 ..

men. i

Anisins and other svorkmcn 36 . 43
Other occupations •• 19.
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Subsidiary Table V.—Occupation of selected castes

—

contd.

Cnstc nnd occupation.

Number
per 1,000
eamcis
engaged
on each

occupation.

Mall
Vegetable and fruit grower
Income from rent of land

Cultivators of all kinds

Field labourers, wood-cutters, etc.

Raiseta oflive-stock, milkmen and herds-

men.
Artisans and other workmen
Trade
Domestic ser\'ice

Labourers unspecified

Other occupations

Mann
Agriculturists

Field labourers, wood-cutters, etc.

Raisers of live-stock, milkmen and herds-

men.
Artisans and other workmen
Other occupations

Number
of female
workers
pc;; 1,000
males.

•|

MnnjX
Native musicians
Cultivators of all kinds

Field labourers, wood-cutters, etc.

Raisers oflive-stock, milkmen and herds-

men.
Artisans and other workmen .

.

Trade
Labourers, unspecified . . I

Beggars and prostitutes . • I

Other occupations .

. j

hlnratha
Soldiers

Income from rent of land

Culth'ator of all kinds

Field labourers, wood-cutters, etc.

Rsisers oflive-stock, milkmen and hcrd.s-

mcn.
Artisans and other workmen . .

,

'Trade •

,

Lawyers, doctors and teachers .
.

,

Domestic service
_

. .

'

Labourers unspecified

Other occupations

Mchra or Mahnr
Cotton weavers
Cultivators of all kinds

Field labourers, wood-cutters, etc.

Raisers oflive-stock, milkmen and herds-

men.
Artisans and other workmen
Labourers, boatmen, carters, palki-

bearers, etc.

Trade
Labourers, unspecified

Other occupations

Mehtar
Scavengers
Cultivators of all kinds

Field hibourers, wood-cutters, etc.

Artisans and other workmen
Labourers, boatmen, carters, palki-

bearers, etc._

Domestic service

Labourers, unspecified

Other occupations

MhaU
Barbers
Cultivators of all kinds
Field labourers, wood-wtters, etc.

Raisers oflive-stock, milkmen and herds-

men. •

Artisans and other workmen '

Trade
Other occupations

• •
i

517
52' 790
9 337

374 145
490, 1,054

"! 92

12: 163

'6. 535
8 253
16 149

144

i 754
907 838
10 2,573
47 5

II 172
25 544

889
139 76
24 279

612 1,225

18 29

84 1,320

25 1,765

30 766
22 744
46 2,067

388
ii 4,954
16 456

347 105
428 845

49

47i 395
23 165
6 44
17 301
52 283
44 113

756
53 256

151 186
610 1,293
19 38

61 670
II 187

17 369
30 925
48 148

681
828 738
10 225
35 655
12 520
21 241

32 669
10 643
52 334

486
497 15

122 336
304 5,802
II 25

20 2,708
8 453

38 491

Caste and occupation.

Number
per 1,000
earners
engaged
on each

occupation.

Number
of female
workers
per 1,000
males.

1 2 3

Nni .293
Barbers 530 47
Cultivators of all kinds 231 205
Field labourers, wood-cutters, etc. 148 3,152
.\rtisans and other workmen 15 2,889
Trade 1,466
Domestic service 31 3,259
Labourers, unspecified 1,120

Other occupations 25 242

Omon (Hindu and Tribal) 169
Agriculturists 847
Field labourers, wood-cutters, etc.

i
Rnisers oflive-stock, milkmen and herds- 18 3,357
men.

Trade 9 1,863
Domestic service 7 558
Other occupations 19 2,204

Oraon (Christian) 35
913 14

Field labourers, wood-cutters, etc. 57
Artisans and other workmen 7 1,205
Lauyers, doctors and teachers 134
Other occupations 17 254

Paik 634
Soldiers io

Cultivators of all kinds 530 442
Field labourers, wood-cutters, etc. 335
Trade 59 2,237
Domestic service 37
Other occupations 29 51

Panka 474
Cotton weavers 83 191
Cultivators of nil kinds 422 263
Field labourers, wood-cutters, etc. 351 1,168
.Artisans and other workmen 9 634
Labourers, boamien, carters. palki- 12 383

bearers, etc.

Trade 15 1,146
Domestic service 17 235
Beggars and prostitutes 9 1,094
Labourers, unspecified 15 862
Other occupations 67 26

: Rajputs 265
1

Soldiers 11

, Income from rent of land _ . 23 233
1 Cultivators of all kinds . . 535 144
' Agents and managers of landed estates. 15 646
‘ planters, forest officers and their clerks.

1
rent-collectors.

! Field labourers, wood-cutters, etc. 245 836
i Raisers of live-stock, milkmen and herds- 17 63
> men.
' Artisans and other workmen 27 175
' Trade 28 189
1 Domestic scrt'icc 22 128

Labourers, unspecified 33 206
Other occupations 44 58

Sawara or Saonr .. 493
Agriculturists 274
Field labourers, wood-cutters, etc. 635 • 657
Trade 27 182
Domestic service 6 427
Labourers, unspecified 15
Other occupations 43 189

Sunar 224
Goldsmith 555 16
Income from rent of land 264
Cultivators of all kinds 155
Field labourers, wood-cutters, etc. 173 2,124
Artisans and other workmen 18 281
Domestic service 503
L.awyers, doctors and teachers 6 130
Labourers, unspecified 15 908
Other occupations 58 319
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Subsidiary Table V.—Occupation of selected castes—co«cW.

f i

Caste and occupation.

Number
}

Number
per 1,000 ' of female
eamcn ! workers
cnpiRed

! per 1,000
on each

j males.
occupation. I

498
752
141

186
,161
1 88

330
322
403
253

746
510
975

2,085
58

4
,244
150
802

601
865
197
148
,087
51

302
65

652
284

Caste and occupation.

Number
per 1,000
earners
engaged
on each

occupation.

Number
of female
workers
per 1,000
males.

1 2 3

Europeans 92
Owners, managers, clerks, etc. 30 17
Owners, managers, ships oOicers, etc. .

,

38 28
Commissioned and gazetted officers 44 6

(Public Force.)
Gazetted officers (Public administra- 24 33

tion).

Religious 54 524
Lawyers, doctors and teachers 36 2,380
Persons living on their income 15 405
Other occupations 759 25

Anjilo-Indinns 166
Artisans and other workmen 52 26
Owners, managers, ships ofliccrs, etc..

.

299 7
I..nbourcrs, boatmen, carters, palki- 192 7

bearers, etc.

Lawyers, doctors and teachers ,

,

97 1,894
Persons living on their income 45 123
Domestic ser\-|cc 70 138
Other occupations .

,

245 326

Indian Christian (cxcludinil Ornon 402
Christians of Jashpur),
Cultivators of all kinds 125 71

Field labourers, wood-cutters, etc. 226 888
Artisans and other workmen 118
Owners, managers, clerks, etc. 151 23
Trade .

.

•9. 310
Religious ,,l 52 644
Latvyers, doctors and teachers . .i 94 981
Domestic service

1 150 426
Labourers, unspecified ,,! 260
Other occupations . , 1 115, 263
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Subsidiary Table VI (a).

—

Number of persons employed on the 26th February 1931 in
THE railway department

Clflss of persons employed.
Europeans and
Anglo-Indians.

! Indians.

1

I 2
.j

3

Totalpersons employed

Officers

Subordinates on scales of pay rising to Rs. 250 per mensem or over
Subrodinates on scales of pay rising from Rs. 30 to Rs. 249 per mensem
Subordinates on scales of pay under Rs. 30 per mensem ...

1

j

875- 41,000

49' 17
322 1 13
499 7,417

5 33,453

Subsidiary Table VI (i).

—

Number of persons employed on the 26th February 1931 in
THE POST OFFICE AND TELEGRAPH DEPARTMENT

Post Office. Telegraph’ Department.

Class of persons employed. Europeans
and Anglo-
Indians.

Indians.
Europeans
and Anglo-
Indians.

Indians.

1 2 3 4 5

‘ Total persons employed .. 19 4,672 99 397

POSTS AND TELEGRAPHS

Supen’ising officers (including probationary Superintendents and Inspectors of

Post Offices and Assistant and Deputy Superintendents of Telegraphs and all

ofiicers of higher rank than these).

2 24 20 . 7

Postmasters including Deputy Assistant, Sub and Branch Postmasters 3 278 .. • •

Signalling establishment, including warrant officers, non-commissioned officers, mili- .. 72 29
tary telegraphists and other employees.

Miscellaneous agents, schoolmasters, stationmasters, etc. 738

Clerks of all kinds 14 594 7 58

Fos^en 1,118 .. • • • •

Skilled labour establishment, including foremen, instrument makers, carpenters, black- .. 236
smiths, mechanics, sub-inspectors, linemen and line riders and other employees.

Unskilled labour establishment including line coolies, cable guards, batterymen. 275 67
telegraph messengers, peons and other employees.

Road establishment consisting of overseers, runners, clerks and booking agents,
boatmen, syces, coachmen, bearers and others.

1,087

RAILWAY MAIL SERVICE

Supervising officers (including Superintendents and Inspectors of Sorting) 6
Clerks (selection grade) 4
Sorters 193
Mail guards, mail agents, ron peons, porters, etc. .

.

' ' 151 --

COMBINED OFFICERS

Signallers 38
Messengers and other servants 166 ••





CHAPTER IX

LITERACY
"In much wisdom is much grief: nnd he that incrcaseth knowledge increaseth

sorrow."
Ecclesiastes.

This chapter is commentarj’^ upon the statistics contained in Imperial Reference to

Tables XIII and XIV and Provincial Table II. In the first the number statistics,

of pcr.sons who are illiterate, literate and literate in English is shown by age
periods for the Province as a whole, for each religion returned and also

for the main religions in each district and city. In the second the same
statistics for the population aged seven years and over are given either for

the whole Province or in some cases for a part in which a particular section

is numerically important for most of the castes, tribes or races of which
separate statistics are given by districts in Imperial Table XVII. Prov-
incial Table 11 shows literacy and literacy in English for the main religions

in tahsiJs, cities and large towns, and includes figures for Brahmans and for

the depre.cscd classes. Eight subsidiary tables are appended to the chapter
setting forth statistics of :

—

' •

T.—Literacy by age, sex and religion.

II.—Literacy by age, sex and locality.

III.—Literacy by religion, sex and locality.

IV.—English literacy by age, sex and locality.

V.—Literacy by ca.ste.

VI.—Progress of literacy since 1881.

VII.—^The proportion of literacy at certain ages.

VIII.—^1’he number of institutions and pupils at four censuses
according to the returns of the Education Department.

2. In 1881 and 1891 the population was divided in respect of education l^rly defini-

into three categories
—

“learning, literate and illiterate”. It was found, tjonsof

however, that the return of “learning” was vitiated by the omission, at the “teracy.

one end, of children who had not been long at school, and, at the other,

of the more advanced students who were classed as “literate”. There
were thus great discrepancies between the Census return of the number of

“lea’Tiing” or children under instruction, and the corresponding statistics

of the Education Department. It was therefore decided in 1901 to

confine the entr>' in the enumeration schedules to the two main categories of

"literate” and “illiterate”. In order to fix a standard for these Provinces

a literate person was defined as one who had passed the upper primary
examination or who possessed knowledge up to that standard. It has been
held that as a result of this definition the figures of 1901 give a false estimate

of the literate population, and in the Census Report of 1911, Mr. Marten
demonstrated that in Berar in particular the figures of 1901 were misleading

and that the apparent decrease in the following decade was contrary to

fact. The comparative statistics appear in Subsidiarj^ Table VI. It must
be remembered that the figures in Table XIII from which calculations for

1931 have been made were smoothed at the time of abstraction, but the
effect upon percentages in making comparisons with the numbers in the
same age groups for previous decades can be regarded as negligible.

Crude figures are shown in Provincial Table II.

3. In 1911 it was laid down for the whole of India that for Census pur- The 1931
poses a person should be regarded as literate if he could write a letter to a definition,

friend and read the answer to it, but not othenvise. This definition has
been repeated on subsequent occasions and for the 1931 Census the instruc-

tions on the cover of the enumerator’s book for this Province were :

—

Column 16 .—(Literate or illiterate). If literate in Hindi write Hindi ; if literate
in Urdu write Urdu. Otherwise enter against al! persons who can both read and
write a letter in any language, the word "Literate". For those who cannot, make
a "X”.

35
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Kt?cr.* of
liUrscy.

The rr:; p-rt r,f fhc?e infirnction? was inserted nt the request of the
(T^- crnmcr.t tiu Central Provinces. The figures nre contained in an
r.rpcndi: to rmrerird Table XHI. ^hich show? also the number of persons
c i :c“rred up to the primary certincate standard, a census of whom was
tr.hcn fre the information of the Indian Franchise Committee in accordance
•>• irh oriicrs rccci^ ed from the Government, of India. In the Census
TabU' of Ph'^I .as in those of the previous Census literacy has been imputed
to no child under hvc years of aic. The statistics set forth in the Tables
may be conddered to be accurate. Those in the appendix to Table XIII

be accepted with some c.aut?on, and are discussed hereafter.

Imperial Table Xll "Literate Unemployment” has been printed-

a? an .appendix to this chapter. The figures which arc analysed in parajiraph

19 are quite unreliable and it was not thought proper to include this T.able

in P.art II of the report.

,0 . In the Central Provinces and Berar S33.479 males and 79,949

fcm.alcs were returned as literate in 1931 against 609.249 males and 52,304

ftmnlc' in 1921. that is to say, 110 per mille of the male population aged 5

.and over, and 11 per mille of the female population aged 5 and oyer have
received some education. *By European standards the proportion of

• literacy i*; extremely low but the figures do not compare unfavourably with

those of other Indian Provinces. Diagr.nm IX-1 illustrates the comparative
statistics. Burma is far .ahead

of other places, because free

education is given in the
Buddhist monasteries and there
Is no {'urduli sysfenj to hamper
the education of girls. This
Province is however on the
whole more educated than the

United Provinces, the Punjab
or Bihar and Orissa. It is of
some interest to compare the

rale of progress in education in

the more important provinces
and to tiiat end certain figures are given beiow:—

COMfAnATtVC LITCRACY PCR MtUUC IN
VAfUCUS PROVINCCS

r:: *":*>: l 'tAS' £- A*t
^ f «« vM

n-v-t-v **•
!

'
* I 1

. I, Ti 1

i
•

mTtUr *1
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NUMBER LITERATE PER MILLE IN EACH NATURAL DIVISION

KBSDDA '-nn^^
FiXiiftu

-j......

HViATIU PIAIS ^
OtAITtlKA'Wrimy-—-
OfiOTA NASPUa p—

1

1

lUCS DIAGIiAM K-Z inHu.es

contains a vast backward tract in Chanda district, and large areas of forest in-

habited principally by primitive tribes in Balaghat, Yeotmal, Bhandara and
the Melghat. In the Ner-
budda Valley Division
there are considerable
forest areas in each • dis-^

trict, but communications
are comparatively good
and in the open tracts edu-
cation is certainly popular.
The most important factor

of all is the character of
the population. A reference to diagram XII-1 shows that in the districts of the
Nerbudda Valley there is a larger proportion of Brahmans than elsewhere in

the Province, whilst from Table XVII it will be found that Banias and
Kayasths also predominate there. Jubbulpore, Saugor and Hoshangabad
contain numbers of Europeans, Anglo-Indians and Indian Christians,

while the Bohra community is concentrated in Nimar district. The most
literate communities are therefore found in much more strength in the Ner-
budda Valley than elsewhere and the higher degree of literacy there is due
to this fact rather than to the existence of greater facilities for education.
Brahmans and Banias are also numerically important in the Maratha Plain
Division. Chapter II moreover has stressed the fact that the urban popula-
tion in the Maratha Plain Division and in the Nerbudda Valley Division is

proportionately much higher than in other parts of the Province. This
accounts largely for the higlier proportion of literacy and much that is written

in that chapter is relevant to the discussion of the distribution of education.
Urbanization and education generally progress side by side.

NUMBER OFMALES LITERATE PER

- MILLE, 1931

REFERtHClS.

C.„. .Chhuik hadan .

«

N....Nand^acn. la

K....Khaira^arli. m
M....Mahrai. no

S....Sahh'. IT

Kw...Kayyardha. js

Sai;..Saran(arh. n
Ch..„Ch3n£t)nakar. i«

OlACBAMSE-a

7. Separate statistics of literacy in towns have been shown in Provin- Variations
cial Table II for 20 places only. Subsidiary Table II shows that in the two according

cities the proportion of males per mille literate is 370 and that of females 129i districts.
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Diagram IX-3 indicates' the extent of literacy, among males of five years and
over in the various districts and States of the Province. The map gives full
information which needs little explanation. Jubbulpore and Hoshangabad,
the most literate districts in 1921, have now given place .to Amraoti and
Nagpur; which stood third and fourth ten years ago. Apart from the fact
that the two cities are' the biggest centres of education in the Province and
that' the University of Nagpur with colleges at both Jubbulpore and Amraoti

was incorporated during the last decade (in 1923), the presence of consider-
able military forces in Nagpur and Jubbulpore districts and of a large Anglo-
Indian and immigrant trading population must necessarily have, some effect
upon the figures. In the Plateau districts, in the Chhattisgarh Plain and in
Chhota Nagpur there are few towns and there is a large backward popula-
tion. In the States especially, with the exception of Makrai which lies in
the Nerbudda Valley Division, the ‘number of persons literate is generally
small, but the figures for Sakti, Raigarh and Sarangarh compare very
favourably with those for the neighbouring British districts.

Literacy and
age.

8. The statistics have been set forth in Table XIII so as to show the
number literate between the ages of 5 and 10, 10 and 15, and 15 and 20 and
the number literate over 20. Subsidiary Table II presents the statistics for
districts and natural divisions. They are summarized below :

—
Literate per mllle aged.

Natural Division. 5—10 10-IS 15—20 20 and over.

Males. Females. Males. Females. Males. Females. M ales. Females.

Nerbudda Valley 60 14 109 22 193 26 186 16
Plateau 34 5 53 9 106 11 102 6

Maratha Plain 61 12 114.’ 28 200 22 152 12

Chhattisgarh Plain 21 4 42 7 89 9 77 5
Chhota Nagpur 5 1 11? 1 30 1 27 1

Diagram lX-4 illustrates the same figures for the whole Province.
distribution of literacy in

LITERACY PER MILLE OF EACH ACE
GROUP FOR ALL RELIGIONS.

70 100 130
H.

5-10 «
10-15 CO

15-20 152

20AN00VER 126

^ HALES l»GIUMIE-4 I FEKAIES

The
age

groups in the different natural

divisions is fairly constant and
there are no marked contrasts

calling for notice. In the

Maratha Plain Division the drop
in the figures after the age of 20
is greater than elsewhere, which
can be explained either by a

specially determined movement
in that division during the last decade to secure the education of children,

or by a tendency there to lapse into illiteracy after leaving school. The fall

in female literacy after the age group 10—15 in this Division favours the

former explanation. There is in the figures of diagram IX-4 and of the

preceding statements nothing surprising to anyone with a knowledge of the

Province. The country is making determined efforts to improve its

education, schools and similar institutions are being multiplied as may be

seen from Subsidia^ Table VIII but although adolescence is attained very

early there is practically no provision for educating adults by means of

evening classes, etc., nor is there any particular demand for them. This

explains why the figures for literacy in this Province are higher in the age-

group 15—^20 than in any other (although as noticed in paragraph 13 they

ha\e fallen since 1921 in three natural divisions). In fact in a country

where adult literacy cannot be universal for many years to come, they must

be .highest in this group and the proportions shown in the statements are

hopeful for the progress of education. Comparison with the statistics of

1921 indicates that the tendency to relapse into illiteracy v/as greater then
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than now—and in this matter the growing circulation of newspapers and

vernacular novels has undoubtelly been a potent influence. :

9. The figure? given below showing the ratio of the returns of literates Literacy in

under 15 to (he number of scholars in the vernacular primary schools of the Pdmary

British districts and States show that the extent of literacy has not been
over-estimated. There may be in the schools a few pupils of over 15 years

in age, but it is clear from the statistics that more than half of the scholars

was returned as illiterate, cither because they were not five years old, or

because they had not yet attained the requisite standard of literacy.

Ratio of the number of literatf.s under 15 to the number of scholars

IN THE Vernacular Primary Schools including Central Provinces

States Schools

I 1931 1921 1911 ' 1901

Literate

under 15

years.

I

'

1

I

1 Schol.'in:.
j

Literate
, ;

Literate
j

1

! under 15 ^Scholars., under IS Scholars.!

vears. i years.

1
'

Literate

under 15
years.

Scholars.

I
i

2
:!

^
1

4 . 5
j

6 i
7 1 8 9

Actual ficurcs

1

1

i

!

... 158,721

i

347,151

1

1

;

1

M 7.749
I

276,983' 70.490 242,8 1 sj

*
1

67,633 158,699

Ratio

•i i

!
2

! 1

l! 2 1; 3|

i •
i

'

1
' 11 1 3

10. In diagram IX-5 can be seen the proportion of those literate in Literacy and

the more important Religion.

NUMDCR PER MIUUC UrrCRATC IK EACH MAIN
RCLIOION OR COMMUNITY.
KDrxuofiosneoarD

03}

dW CZJ
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FivKN irs

KUSIM rsi

M.LRai»i5...no

Mtioous no

OTHERH*OiJS....CC

Ol*fK(WSIl‘.1..SO

tcPRuatu oASgsra

TR3AL 9

SCO

KAltS tWCRWlI-S rriwts

HUTE
^a^>l oRSTKN cnxmc oikk
DTlSRtCOC OCUETC ESAKT5 NO DCnSSSCO OASSCS

religions and com-
munities, illustrat-

ing Subs i d i a r y
Table III and t6

some extent Subsi-

diary Table V.
This diagram inter-

prets itself but it

must be explained
that the figures for

Brahmans,
Depressed classes

and other Hindus,
being taken from
Provincial Table II,

are calculated on the whole population while those for Christians (from

Imperial Table XIV) are calculated on the population aged 7 years and over
and those for other communities on the population aged 5 years and oyer.

In the case of Christians the difference in figures can be ignored, but the

actual proportion of Brahmans, depressed classes and other Hindus would
be appreciably higher on the population of 5 years and over, since it will

be observed from Subsidiarj’ Table V that the proportion on that of 7 years

and over in the case of Brahmans was 581 males and 122 females. As long

as the above is borne in mind the figures for these three communities given

in the diagram are quite good enough for purposes of the comparison which
it is desired to draw. Oraon Christians have deliberately been separated
from other Indian Christians because, as explained in Chapter XI, the
greater part of (he Oraon tribe in Jashpur has gone over in a body to

Christianity while retaining its individuality and essentially agriculturist

nature. The high percentage of literacy among Parsis, Jains and Christians

has been noticed in past census reports and needs little comment here. The
Parsi community is one of the most advanced in India. Followers of the
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Jain religion are niostly business men and above the age of twenty the pro-
portion of those literate does not fall to any very considerable extent. The
valuable work done by Christian missionaries in the cause of education has
always been recognized. It is suggestive to find from Subsidiary Table I that
among Zoroastrians, Sikhsj Buddhists, Jews and Christians the number of
males literate at t^ age of 20 and over is greater than that between 15 and 20.-
As explained in Chapter II members of the minor communities resident in
tins Province are mostly town-dwellers, and the first four mentioned are
nearly all immigrants. At past censuses a high percentage of literacy has
consistently been returned for all of them, and by reason of their occupation
and customs they are unlikely to relapse into illiteracy. The negligible
extent of literacy among those following tribal religions is only to be expect-
ed. In most tribes the natural consequence of education is the adoption of
me Hindu religion. The progress of the Oraon Christians of Chhota
Nagpur is of course due to the zeal of missionaries.

There is a marked contrast between the figures' of literacy for
Muslims and those for. Hindus, in analysing which the observations recorded
in Chapter II will be found relevant. The larger number of Muslims in this
Province are merchants, industrialists. Government servants or soldiers.
They therefore tend to concentrate iii towns where there are facilities for
education, while the nature of their occupations generally requires that they
should be literate. The comparatively high literacy among their women is

a feature of the figures and will be noticed again when the statistics for the
Bohra community are examined. Female eduaction is generally most
advanced in the communities for which the figures of educated males are
biggest. It has been considered unnecessary to show separately statistics for

Europeans and Anglo-Indians among whom adult literacy is almost
universal. •

11. The proportion literate per mille of each sex aged 7 and over in

the castes, tribes and races of importance in the Central Provinces and Berar
is given in columns 2, 3 and 4 of Subsidiary Table V at the end of this chapter

from the stati.stics of 1931. Columns 5, 6 and 7 give the proportion literate

per mille of each sex aged 5 and over for 1921. As the system of abstraction

was altered at this Census it was not possible to maintain the same grouping

as in 1921, and so the actual progress in literacy in each caste may be

slightly less, though it is not necessarily less, than would appear from the

Table. The difference is in any case immaterial. The Subsidiary Table

has been arranged in four groups to show (i) Communities particularly ad-

vanced in literacy, (ii) Other castes, (iii) Depressed classes and (iv) Primitive

tribes. This. arrangement of the figures makes it unnecessary to comment
upon "them at any length. The Bohra community as in 1921 shows the

highest proportion of male literacy, but in female education the Indian

Christians lead, with the Bohras second. In view of the strict seclusion of

Bohra women a question was raised regarding the accuracy of the returns

and the Sub-Divisional Officer of Burhanpur, where the community is most

concentrated, submitted the following note :
—

"In this place Urdu is written very fluently by practically all girls. Gujarathi

which is also
,
the mother-tongue of the Bohras is not poijular here.

English is confined to about 5 per cent of the population. the

literacy of Bohra females is not confined merely to reading the Koran, altnougn

nearly every girl can read the book. There is a decreasing scale of literacy among
women in the higher age groups. Among girls below 16 the percentage literate is

much more than among women of 16 to 30 years of age or above 30. Uie real

reason for the high percentage of literacy in Burhanpur is the opening of the nakimia

Coronation High School about 20 years ago. It grew from a small Urdu school to

the standard of a high school and has done much to increase literacy among the

Bohras. Although there are comparatively few girls in the school the spread of

literacy among males is bound to react on the literacy of women, as literate men do

need literate wives. The usual way in which the Bohra girls are educated ^is through

private tutors at their homes or in the girls’ schools. The ^recent opening of the

Oti.'iciaria High School, developing a spirit of emulation with the Hakimia High

School, will I am sure, further raise the standard of literacy.^

As far as the men are concerned the high proportion of literates among

the important trading communities—the Bohras, Banias and Komtis—^is only
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to be expected. The Brahmans and Kayasths by reason of their traditional

callings as priests and writers, have always been the mo.st educated of Hindu
castes—and the position of Indian Christians (excluding Oraons) in the scale

of literacy has already been explained.

Of other castes, Sunars with 416 males and 25 females literate per mille

come first, .followed by Darzis (337 males and 22 females), Bairagis (252
males and 21 females) Marathas (236 males and 20 females) and Gossains
(227 males and 19 females). Table XI shows that by tradition Sunars are
goldsmiths, Darzis tailors, Bairagis and Gossains devotees, and Marathas
soldiers. No further explanation of the standard of literacy in these castes

is necessary. It is interesting to notice that although literacy among the
females of these castes is little, the order in the list is the same, with Sunars
ahead of all other Hindus except Kayasths, Brahmans, Banias and Komtis.
Among the depressed and semi-depressed classes Dahayats whose traditional

occupation is that of village watchmen and who are regarded as untouchable
in Damoh district only, show the highest proportion of literacy and Chamars
and Madgis, the leather-dressing castes, the lowest. The Kolis, a tribe which
has been almost entirely Hinduized are the most educated of the aboriginal

tribes with 118 men per mille literate but only 2 women. The Korkus are
the most backward of all for whom statistics have been abstracted with three

men only per mille literate and no women. Tribes such as Marias, Korwas
and others from the Chhattisgarh Plain and Chhota Nagpur Division are

even lower in the scale.
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12. As explained in paragraph 2 the changes which have been made in Progress of

the manner of return of statistics of literacy from census to census from 1881 education,

to 1911 render it somewhat difficult to obtain an accurate estimate of actual
progress before 1911. The system of classification at earlier censuses
probably increased the apparent number of literates and so the statistics in

Subsidiary Table VI for before 1911 must be accepted with some caution.

Those statistics show that in 50 years the literacy of males has increased by
approximately 140 per cent while the proportion of female literacy is eleven

times as much as it was in 1881.
The

^
actual progress must be

considerably greater. Diagram
IX-6 illustrates the proportionate
figures since 1901 for the popula-
tion of 15 years and over show-

spite of recent
setbacks owing to political unrest_ _ and financial stringency pro-
gress for the province as a

whole has been steadily maintained from 1911 to 1931. Changes in districts

and natural divisions can be studied in the subsidiary’^ table. The increase
i.i literacy has been slow in Mandla and Betul, both backward districts, and
in some of the States. In Bastar there has been no advance since 1921

'

and in Bhandara district and Changbhakar, Korea and Udaipur States the
figures returned w’ere actually lower than in 1921. The apparent retrogres-
sion in Bhandara district has been found to be due to a mistake in the
abstraction of figures in 1921 when about 10,000 literates were shown in
excess in the Gondia tahsil. The accuracy of the figures of the three States
for 1921 is^lso questionable. Udaipur for instance returned the impossible
figure of 57 girls literate per mille between the ages of 15 and 20 in 1921
against 1 at this Census and ml in 1911. The Increase of literacy in the
separate castes and communities can be seen at a glance from Subsidiary
Table V,

13. The foregoing analysis would seem to indicate a satisfactory state Extent of
of progress, but further examination of available statistics is necessary for effective

proper appreciation of the facts. Subsidiary Table VII merits study and ^nstniction.

the statement on the next page showing the proportion per mille of literate
persons in the age group 15-^20 for four censuses furnishes a good guide to
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Standard of
education.

the number of children under effective instruction during the preceding
quinquennia.:— ^

Nnlurnl division.

Males.
-

Females.

1901 1911 1921 1931 1901 1911 1921
f

1931

Central Provinces and Kcrnr
Ncrbiiddn Vollny
Piatenu
Marnlha i’Inin

Chiiallisg.irh Plain
Cbliotn Nagpur

91

138
61
113
S6
7

109
165
90
128
70
15

142
180
112
180
91
36

152

193
106
200
89
30

4
• 7

2
5

2

8
15
5
8
5

16

21
IS
17

11

8

17
26
11
22
9
1
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for literacy adopted in 1911 and for the new system of smoothing age returns
at the recent Census, but even so it is clear that the effective instruction of
children has shown progress only in the Nerbudda Valley and Maratha
Plain Division.s while it has actually deteriorated in the other three divisions.
Some of the statistics of 1921 for the Chhota Nagpur Division are
undoubtedly wrong, and the fall in the Plateau Division and the Chhattis-
garh Plain Division is inconsiderable ; yet the fact remains that there is a
fall there and that the rise elsewhere is small. The boycott of educational
institutions towards the end of the last decade was responsible for some
stagnation

; nevertheless the figures in the statement disclose an unsatisfac-
tory state of affairs, the reason for which in the British districts is to be traced
to the assumption of the control of education by local bodies. The old
system by which the Deputy Commissioner and his Assistants used their in-

fluence to persuade laggard parents to send their children to school was
certainly^ effective in securing continuity of education. Reviewing the
present situation the Local Government in a Resolution on the report of the
District Councils for the year ending March 31st, 1931 remarked :

—
"No headway in this most important branch pf nation-building activity seems

to be possible until the finances of the councils and Government improve and the

wealthy among the public realize their duty in the urgent task of banishing illiteracy

from the province."

The opinion above was however written at the end of a particularly dis-

heartening year and is surely unduly pessimistic in view of the statistics set

forth in the earlier paragraphs of this chapter and of the increase in the num-
ber of educational institutions and pupils since 1901 shown in Subsidiary

Table VIII. In ten years the former has risen by 1,058 and the latter by
roughly 127,000 in spite of the fact that owing to the civil disobedience move-

ment of 1930 the number of recognized primary schools had fallen by 31 on

the previous year’s figure and the number of pupils by 4,789. Between 1921

and 1931 the number of private institutions for boys rose from 44 to 259, and

that of those for girls from 5 to 28. It may also be mentioned that since the

- year 1923 compulsory education has been introduced in selected areas by

seven district councils and twenty-two municipal committees. Details of the

system can be found in the annual and quinquennial reports of the Education

Department.

14. The orders of Government that a census should be taken of those

whose education bad reached the primary certificate standard came ^late,

with the result that instructions were not
^

issued^ until the preliminary

enumeration was already proceeding. The instructions were as follows

:

"For those who have passed a Primary School Certificate Examination or any

equivalent examination the words P. C. will be added beneath the other entry in

column 16. The statement that a person has passed the Primary Certificate or any

equivalent examination, unless obviously untrue, may be accepted by the enumerator.

There is no necessity to enter any particular educational qiialifications. „that is to

say, a B.A., LL.B., will merely have P.C. entered under literate (or Hindi or

"Urdu” as the case may be).”

The result of the enquiry was that 341,012 males and 23,711 females were

returned as educated up to the primary certificate standard. The figures
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represent -JO per cent and 27 per cent of the total number of literate of each
sex—833,'179 and 79,9'19. It appears that on the whole this is an under-
estimate, and probably the returns from some districts were incomplete

owinfi to late receipt of the orders. For instance out of 33,374 males literate

in Ninnr district of whom 23,885 were adult only 7,283 were returned as

educated Up to this standard, a surprisingly low proportion.

l.S. .'\t the request of the Education Department the separate returns Hindi and
of literacy in Hindi and Urdu were tabulated, with the result that 380,950 Urdu literacy,

persons were found to be educated in the former and 44,247 in the latter

language. The figure for Hindi appears low, but comparison of the district

figures in the Appendix to Table XIII with those in the Table itself and in

Table XV—Language, discloses no obvious errors. The returns may then
be regarded as fairly accurate, but although the directions on the cover of
the Enumerator’s book were very simple, mistakes were often detected while
tlie work of preliminary enumeration was being checked, and supplementary
instructions had to be issued. The Deputy Commissioner of Amraoti
observed :

—
“The instruction rcprdintl the entering of Hindi under the column for literacy

was generally misunderstood. In fact the term “Hindi” in Berar is not understood.
The language is confused with Urdu and generally termed “Musalmani bat”. Many
cnumcr.uor.s were unaware that .such a vernacular of Hindus existed.”

In view of these remarks the possibility of .some confusion between the
returns of Hindi and those of Urdu in Marathi-speaking districts must be
accepted. There is in fact little dififcrencc in this province in the two
languages as spoken. Well-educated Muslims use Persian forms frequently,

and the Hindi scholar favours Sanskrit words, but the colloquial language of

the people is far removed both from pure Urdu and from the Sanskritic

Hindi of literature and of the Education Department Manuals.

16. Diagram IX-7 illustrates Subsidiaiy Table IV and shows the pro- Literacy in

gross of English education in the Province for the last thirty years. Among English,

males literacy in English has increased relatively at a more rapid rate than
UTCRACY m CNOLISH PER MtULC OP EACH SEX
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literacy in vernacular languages ; although among females the progress has
been slower. It is surprising that in a Province where trade and industry
are little developed and where only 1 1 per cent of the male population over
5 years of age is literate, more than 1 per cent is literate in English. From
Subsidiaiy Table V it is interesting to find that while literacy in English is

greatest in the six communities already noticed as most highly educated, the
figures for Kayasths and Brahmans, (23 per cent and 13 per cent respective-
ly of the male population over 7 years age) are incomparably larger than
those for any other Hindus. This confirms an observation made at the last
Census that the reason for the comparatively advanced stage to which
«;econdary education has been pushed in this country, while primary
education has still not touched the' great mass effectively, Hes mainly in the
carte system which divides the population between a section whose tradition
requires^ in them a knowledge of letters and whose traditional occupations
are clerical and the great mass whom caste jealousy has in the past helped
to keep in utter darkness. At the same time it must be recognized that the
insistent demand for higher education among a few chosen castes and a few
members of other castes is a sign of a creditable determination to attain social
and economic improvement, while in certain agricultural castes and in the
aboriginal and semi-aboriginal tribes considerable apathy towards any kind
of education persists. Any official concerned can tell of overcrowded
secondary schools in the towns, and poorly attended schools in many rural
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English
Ijfcracy by
Tcliy.ion.

Eny.llsh

lilcrftcy by
focaUty.

.•r-.;'. The i.-riorrunnrc re.'ult^ of ilie hi^h value set upon secondary
i<. lio'-vevcr. the creation of n product for which in an almost

."'Jncuitural Province the demand is strictlv limited. The result is

the educated unemployment dealt with in paragraph 19. There is at
present no .-ign among the peasants of the Central Provincc.s of that loye of
edu< ntion for the sheer pleasure it brings, disclosed in the following passage
vritten by i/.uly O.xford and Asquith regarding the later nineteenth
centtifv :

—

ta’rcini hi< ch.nnrc of .a lift from a p.issini' vehicle. I bcJified him to rc.id out loud
to rnc. bv.r he v. is shy of his .accent .and would not do it. The Lowhnnd Scotch were
.1 wonderful pef»plc in my day.’'

17. Englisli literacy by religion is shown in Subsidiar>' Table 1. Zoro-
a^trians arc of cc.urse far ahead of others with 700 males per mille educated
in English. The order in which other religions follow is much the same as

that for vernacular literacy. It may be noticed that 35 per mille of male
Jains and 3-1 per mille of male Muslims know English. It has been suggest-

ed that the trading castes in spite of a high proportion of persons who arc

able to read and write in some vernacular language usually have a low pro-

portion of persons who arc literate in English, This is not however true of

the Central Provinces where the Banias and Komtis each with 4 per cent

literate in English come next in the list to the Brahmans, whilst 21 per cent

of the Bohras know the language.

IS. In spile of its remarkable ratio to vernacular literacy in the Central

Province.*; and Bcrar there is considerably Ic.ss literacy in English than in

anv of the more important Provinces c.xccpt the United Provinces and Bihar

and Orissa. Diagram IX-8 illustrates the position in other parts of India.

It must be remembered in
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returned to enumerators cither during preliminary’ enumeration or at final

enumeration. The total number of returns was 233 only and it would seem=

that the general public was suspicious of the intention of Govenrment in col-

lecting these statistics, for the figure does not in any way represent the. true

stale ct affair.'!, and is stultified by the number of applications for employment

in the Census Tabulation Oflices received early in 1931. The actual details are-

given in the margin. Owing to the reduction of the staff of many Govern-
ment Departments since

the close of Census
Operations the number of

such unemployed must
have risen very consider-

ably. It is clear from the

marginal statement that

out of 61,122 adult males
in the Province literate in

English at least 2,299
were unemployed when

Educ.tlional qunlinc.-illon. ^'JnSittir.J JiiM)ii1porc. I'nipur. Total.

f

Gradii.'ilc ..
j

.SI

!

17 1 69
Undri-Ctt.iduntc 7S ; 9 P.1

Mntriculctic -311
1

17.S 2.'> 613

Non.NJatr^ciil.itc .. I f,9j ton -1.1S 1..325 !

Piiitiar'’ cctjinc.-itc haldcit; 2.-S ! 29S 163 719

nnd othet vttnatulni! 1

kno'.'-ing men. ’

(

Total l.-ISS 902 631
1

.3.61S

the census was taken, that is to say, over 3 per cent and the figure is a

low e.<:limate since almost all the applications for employment came from
local people. If the percentage on the population literate in English in

Nagnur and Jiibbulpore Cities and Raipur and Amraoti districts were taken,

it would be over 10 per cent but the estimate made before the Census was-

33 per cent The Pope has said :

—“Many Italians have taken the Fascist

oath ior the sake of bread and a career.” It would be interesting to know
how many young men in India have become political agitators for the same
reason.

20. The importance of the influence of newspapers on the literacy of The Press,

the Province has already been noticed, and some mention of their number
and the growth of their circulation is relevant. The figures are in almost
every case very low, when the standards of Europe, or even of Calcutta and
Bombay arc adopted, but the percentage of increase since 1921 is considcra-

ablc, and it must be remembered that, especially in the poorer tracts, papers
arc handed from one reader to another and the actual number seeing a
single copy is large. Within the Province only four daily papers were being
published at the end of the decade—all in vernacular. The best known of
them claimed .n circulation of 13,000. The leading English periodical of the
Centra] Provinces issued twice a week had a circulation of about 4,000.
There were ,S Hindi, 13 Marathi, and 4 Urdu weeklies. The number of
copies printed of each as far as information is available varied from 500 to

9,000. About half of them claimed to circulate over 1,000 copies each. .

There was one Anglo-Hindi weekly with a circulation of 1,750. Two Hindi
papers were appearing each fortnight, and of the monthly magazines 9 were
published in English, 20 in vernacular, and 4 in both. These dealt with a
variety of .‘•ubjects, some of them being purely technical • or scientific.

Finally three English, three Hindi, three Marathi, and three Anglo-
vernacular periodicals were published quarterly and one Marathi and one
Anglo-vernacular half-yearly including College and Church magazines.
'I'lie circulation of most of these w’ithin the Province was quite limited and
seldom e.vceeded a thousand copies.

Comparison with the statistics of 1921 shows that in that year only
57 periodicals were published as against 78 in 1931. The Marathi weekly-
paper which now has a circulation of 9,000, claimed one of 2,500 only ten
years ago—and the English bi-weekly w’ith a circulation of 3,500 then printed
about 1,000 copies of each edition. These few figures give a fair indication
of the increase in popularity of the local political or informative Press. It
must, however, be remembered that most of the literature circulated in the
Province is published in other parts of India. An attempt was made to-
collect statistics to show the rise in the number of the newspapers which are
sold in the Central Provinces and Berar, though printed elsewhere. Figures,
are not generally available. The editor of one Anglo-vernacular journal
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Physical
culture.

issued in Poona slated that its daily circulation has risen from 3,000 in 1921
to 17,000 in 1931, and that it is read by a large section of the Marathi speak-
ing public in this province. An Allahabad English daily newspaper, dealing
principally with political subjects, in the number of copies sent to Central
Provinces registered a rise from 200 in 1925 to 2,000 in 1931, and replies to
references made to several other journals indicate that their sales in the
Central Provinces and Berar have increased enormously in the last ten years
although actual statistics are not available. It may be mentioned that the
number of libraries in British districts according to the Education Depart-
ment’s returns rose from 103 in 1921 to 130 in 1931. There is no means of
estimating ihe progress of the popularity of novels and belles leltres among
the general public of the Province, but the fact that it is now the rule rather
than the exception to find the humble class of domestic servant and many
men in menial Government appointments reading cheap vernacular books
in their spare time is a contrast to the conditions of even ten years ago.

21. Up to 1901 the heading of the Chapter of the Census Report to

which this one corresponds was Education. The change in title may raise

a question as to whether it is justifiable to include a paragraph regarding a
most important branch of education. The awakening of popular leaders

and of the general public to the vital importance of both physical and
moral training in the task of nation-building has recently been so evident

that no excuse seems necessary for including at the end of the chapter an
appendix showing the figures of 1921 and 1931 for Boy Scout troops, Akhadas
and sporting clubs. Those figures speak for themselves and no comment on
the progress made is needed. It may be mentioned that some Deputy Com-
missioners, from whom the statistics were collected, appear to have included

school teams among sporting cliibs while others did not. There was no time

to make a second reference to them, but the value of the figures for purposes

of gauging progress is unaffected.

Subsidiary Table I.

—

Literacy by age, sex and religion

Number per millc who are literate.

Number per
miHe whoare

literate in

English.

Religion.
All ages 5 and

over.
5—10 10-15 15—20 20 and

over.

Persons.

CS

s
Female.

*t5

s
Female. *3

IS

Female.

V
*3 Female.

d

i
Female. Persons.

d
*3

s
Female.

1
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

I'5

All reli^ons

"

60

—
110 11 43 9 80 14 152 17 126 9 6

(

11 1

Hindu 59 no 8 43 7 81 11 152 14 132 8 5 10

Sikh 438 561 172 215 143 295 201 578 218 653 168 125 170 25

Jain 373 623 100 251 89 451 .142 736 164 720 82 22 40 1

Buddhist 579 737 263 250 250 750 167 909 400 228 31, 53

Zoroastrian 863 900 809 695 635 717 792 961 879 978 864 670 778 544

Muslim 156 264 38 in 25 192 40 333 59 306 32 19 35 I

Christian 313 358 264 175 I8I 275 OCO00CM 389 653 261 180 219 142

Indian Christian

7 years and- over
Oraon Christians).

(all’ ages
excluding

461 501 422 not available 183 211 148

Oraon Christian (all ages 7

years and over).

28 50 4 not available • * •• ••

Jew , . 813 849 760 1,000 571 857 800 750 1,000 879 786 642 781 560

Tribal •• 5 . 9 4 2 7 '4 13 •7 10 •4 •07 .1 •02
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i; 71 ID 144 15 251 19 183: 9

V«- -Id- .*.! It'.' 10 4r f 64 13
J

160 19
?

109' S

PL-zin />jnn;*T •• <4 ( 21 4

i

4:
1

7
1

S9

i

t

9
i

^'1 5

Urij'jr 37 70 6 24

I

4 43 f 97 tl 83i 6
lldaif'Ur 37 7 f> 43 0 91 11 Si; 7
Druj? 33 th 4 20 3 41. 6 90 8 79; 4
lUsisr to 13 5 12 3 30 4 20, 2
KtiA tr 41 3 10 2 2J 4 65 5 53! 4
NeDiJv'j'in 33 IM 9 29 l 67 11 149 17 119, 7
KiiairBpsTU ^

'

:( 31 3 14 * 29 4 69 4 6r, 3
OtFuiUijiUn A<‘ 93 0 25 5 49 s 123 12 115-; 4
Katvarctl:* ^

* 2F 5fc. 3 12 1 73 3 57 5
8

63 5
. ^ 44 S7 4 17: 1' 4S 4 132' I09i 4

KftiVsih .
* 39 73 5 1« 2 40 4 97 94 5

Fsranpajh
"i

i

41.
1

7^

’i

14
1

)

3 36 6.

!

114,

i "t

103: 7

Cfif't-fa Stt-:{ur !

* *
I "1

2!

1

1 I

3 1

j

(

/;

i

'

sl
)

1 27 1

OianKlihsVjr • •i
6 10

i

i! 2 • • 3
1

9
;

• • 1

Kotta n 21 1 6 1 13 1 29 2 25
J

Slirpilja » a 13 1

1

4 , • 0. 1 18 1

2Udaifnir n 24 4 , , 11 33’ 1 .?3

19 35, 2
1

7 1 2« ’ 61|
44

Ci/jVi (<Vftj/i/r am! Juhhulpevt) • • 264 37i /io!
: 1

154 H 331
1

588

1 !
. !

)

(o) Inrluilra ficurra of iiirncy for Citict.
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Subsidiary Table III.—Literacy by religion, sex and locality

Number per jnille aged 5 and over who are literate.

District and natural division.

I

Central Provinces and Berar

Ntrhtdda Valley Divition

Saugor
Damoh
Jubbulporc (a)

Narsinghpur
Hoshangabad
Nimar_
Makrai

Plateau Division

Mandla
Sconi
Betul
Chhindwara

Maratha Plain Divition

Wardha
Nagpur (o)

Chanda
Bhandata
Balaghat
Amraoti
Akola
Buldana
Ycotmal

Ch}mtti’!:arh Plain Divition .

.

tlaipur

Drug
[!.)

Ranker
Sandraon
Klnirsjptrh
Chbuirchsdan
Ks«ardha
SaVti
HsirJrb
r-arantTirh

Dtviitm

t“.- 1 '.' ‘

K' •'

•A«r

t'lrj

Hindu. Tribal. Muslim. Christian. Jain.

Male. Female. Male. Female. Male. Female. Male. Female.

4 5 7 8 9 10 II

110 8 4 264 38 358 264 100

149 12 9 . 1 28? 43 667 529 114

108 9 5 247 18 744 722 107

129 9 24 25 875 638 603 88

153 15 19 3 345 72 •881 673 138

14 8 280 581 6^ 158

11 7 1 761 113

11 5 38 131 753 126

1 5 •• • * 913 43

1 7 9 .. 305B 613 549 696 I4r

9 8 . 348 53 560 509 168

11 12 267 30 682 571 755 302’

5 5 395 39 573 572^KI!U 2T

130 7 . 9 •• 291 28 660 535 701 . 85

!3I 12 /9 1 237 30 688 568 599 74

146
165
79
85
99
182
158
1.63

9-5

13
25
5
6

,1
12

11

8

15
21
11

36
34
8

38

"l

'i

*4

’7

'4

15

73
28
42
41
22
23
12

40

1
]

1

1

568
633
503
508
486
440
411
583
578

132
80
39

261
78
65
68
54

64 4 5 385 50 403 712 152

65
65

62
44

73

92

42

8!

51

81

7
71

4

5

3

4

7

’
'

!;

i
s'

J
f 4

17

5

11

..

i! lii

'i

1

'3

..

54

• a

-r

^

:

63
42
34
73
49
71

34
5

22
66
70
..

488
524
365
219
583
666
691

1,000

667
245
150

355
489
353
228
400
596
607

256

60
226

698
640
771
702
521
700
715
704
855

1,000
652

1,000

104
109
64
60
16

216
26
105
115

133

‘ 2 r:

1

..
1

153 6 46 5 ••

i

'
!

28
3'

51 3, 4

15 1 2

28 1

>2 1.

i

'i

105
182
135

! 233

;
20c

' is

;

’
' 44

5

i

1,066

;

III

1,066
286

'4

"

..

33 T 93 €6 6 311 ; 137, 774

i

663 654 112

1
'

1

3!6 90 120 38, 391

; ;
: 1 1

;
;06

j

'
891 762 780

(«) Ir.eladcs fijarw of lUtner tor Cities,
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. Subsidiary Table IV.—^English literacy by age, sex and locality since 1901

Literate in English per 10,000.

1931

District and natural division. All ages 5 and over. 5—10 ‘ 10—15 15—20 20 and over.

Persons. Male. Femfllea Male. Female. Male. Female. Male. Female.

r 2 3 4 5 6 8 9 10 11 12

Central Provinces and Berar .

.

62 111 13 23 8 61 14 179 21 133 12

Nerbudda Valley Division 108 185 28 40 18 90 28 247 39 226 25

Is
16Saugor 6A 109 17 9 4: 15 12: 17 141 18

D-unoh 42 80 3 13 1 39 1 I0( 5 102 4
Jubbulpore .

.

194 319 66 83 48 160 83 411 101 39^ 60
Narsinghpur .

.

49 94 3 14 1 5{ 2 169 7 IK 3
Hoshangabad .

.

105 192 15 34 4 102 9 285 18 233 17
Nimar 90 160 13 25 6 8f 12 241 25 193 ' 13
Alakrai . . .

.

28 55 • 20 • • II * • 81 • • 67

Plateau Division 33 63 4 7 7 26 3 80 6 83 5

^landla 33 63 4 3 2Ml 2 90 4 84 5
Seoni 28 54 4 6 2 26 5 69 7 69 3
Betul 34 65 4 8 I 23 2 74 4 89, 5
Chhindwara .

.

37 68 6 9 2 32 3 85 9 88 7

Maratha Plain Division 87 154 36 11 94 18 266 28 177 12

Wardha 88 164f 43 6 136 11 282 14 178 5
Nagpur 258 425 113 62 246 81 717 126 486 51
Chanda ' 36 66 5 A 38 8 104 81 4
Bhandara 28 53 3 II 2 33 3 81 8 64 3
Balaghat 25 47 3 12 2 30 3 63 8 57 3
Amraoti 97 174 14 23 8 89 20 m 200 12
Akola 82 151 8 4 78 7 261 13 179 8

5Buldana 60 III 6 3 75 5 197 9 128
Yeotmal . .

'

56 104 4 59 I 93 5 204 9 102 4

Chhattisgarh Plain Division 24 42 6 7 3 22 6 65 11 53 ' 5

Raipur 31 59 5 10 2 34 6 12 II 73
Bilaspur 11 7 24 14 71 64 WDrug 14 27 4 13 I 37 2 34 2
Bastar 6 10 2 1 4 1 13 4 13 7
Ranker 14 28 4 14 57 35Nandgaon 34 66 13 1 49 I I] 76

• •

A
Khairagarh 41 67 18 9 36 14 71 26 85 18ChhuilAadan .

.

2 5 7
Kawardha 9 19 1 37

" "

24
• •

Sakti
Raigarh

3
11

7

21 'i *12
51 ’2

It

24 *1

2
Sarangarh 16 31 1 • • 8 68 2 40

Chhofa Nagpur Division 5 9 • * 1 2 14 13

Changbhakar .

.

2 3
Korea
Surguja

14
4

27
8

i 5
1

•• Ti
7

41

11

5

35 ‘i

Udaipur . . .

* • • • 12 • •

Jasbpur 4
*8

•• ••
”1

• •

•• is ‘i

•I

..
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Subsidiary Table IV.—English literacy by age, sei and locality since \%\—contd.

Ljtcrotc in English per 10,000.
j

District and natural division.

1

{Jentral Provinces and Berar

Nerhudda Valley Divisiott

!Saugor
T>amoh
Jubbulpore
Narsinghpur .

.

'Hoshangabad .

.

Nimar
Makrai

Plateau Division

Mandla
Seoni
Betul .

.

Cbhindwara .

.

Maratiut Plain Division

'Wardba
Nagpur
Chanda
Bhandaia
Balaghat
Amraoti
Akola
Buldana
Ycotmal

Chhattisgarh Plain Divisiott

Raipur
Bilaspur
Drug
Bastar
Kanker
Nsndgaon
Kbairagarh
Chhuikhadan
Kawardha
Sakti
Raigarh
Saiangarh

Chhota Nagpur Division

Changbhakar .

.

Korea
Surf^ja
Udaipur . ..

Jasbpur

1921

All ages 5 and over. 5—10 10—15 15—20

Male. •'em ale. Male. Female. Male. 'cmale. Male. Female.

13 14 15 . 16 17 18 19 20 21

911 48 11 165 17

85 144 231m 75 25 227 29

52 90 11 31 8 112 16

37 69 3 41 2

156 251 58 49 129 75

43 83 2 37 1 HQ
82 143 20 15 3 76 9 286 40

67 123 5 5 2 91 3 230 7

70 135 •• • • • * • • • • 263 • •

. 28 53 3 1 1 26 1 82 7

. 26 48 4 2 19 67 6

. 27 51 3 ‘i 18
’4 65 6

11
. 30 57 4 2 39 • •

. 29 56 3 2 • • 27 I 94 6

59 m 10 6 3 63 13 231 21

64 121 3 1 84 3 14

175
27
28
23
73
55
4C

23

302
50
52
46
12S
lOI

75

5(

42
3
3
1

14

5

3

2

29
2
1

1

8

2

5

1

17

'i

5

‘i

172
28
30
9
88
57
52
241

f

j ^

;^^B ; 1

86
• 11

9
2
28
16
7

6

n 3 i
21 B 8

2
2

.: 1

.

.

1

.. • 3

4
5 4
3. 2
6 1

8 1

6 3
5 ' 5

0

9

0.

1

6
1

7 I

Z

S K

1

2
5 2

3 .

r
4

31

2,

2
31

7

20
1

1

r 2
5 17

5 10 1. 1 5 4

3

1

4
5. 3

3 2

6

8
1

4
2

• •

i

1

3
‘

2
11B

5

3 4
5

ro 8 2 5 / 7 4 33 8

••

8
'

15

• • . . . . •

2 i

!!

3

36, 1

6
16

• *

5 4 2 ! ! 15
2 !

8 40 267 90
19

• r 3 5 • • • * 1
1 3 • •

20 and over.

Male. Female.

22

105

182
]

I26|

91

318
109
170
145
190

I00\

71

75
75
76

132
]

139
372
65
68
60
149
121
87
63

41

49
58
27
15

24
29
72

is
61
.291

16

20
]

21
8

113
to

23
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Subsidiary Table IV.—English literacy by age, sex and locality since 1901—cmicld.

Literate in English per 10,000.

1911

District and natural

division.

All agc5<

1901

20 and over. All ages.
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Subsidiary Table V.—Literacy by caste, 1931 and 1921

Number per 1,000 who arc iterate.

Caste. 1931 1921

Persons. Males, i<'cmales. Persons. Males. Females.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Central Provinces and 51 93 9 42 76 7
Berar (Ail castes),
Bohia 546 780 332 383 666 73

flndian Christian 492 534 451 • *

Kayasth 466 714 186 349 576 84

Brahman . . . 373 581 122 267 434 72

Bania . . 350 598 74 279 487 47

Komti 330 657 21 219 . 433 4

Ahir 17 33 2 21 36 5
Bairagi

Banjara
138 252 21 IOC 180 19

12 23 1 12 21 1

Barhai • .

Beldar 67 131 6 60 108

Bhilala 25 48 U 37 1

Bhulia U 37 i 25 59 4

Bhoyar 3; 66 2^ 45 4

Darzi 18^ 337 22 147 257 22

Deshwali 4; 83 36 68 1

Gossain 123 227 i9 81 149 x?
Gowari 26 2 10 19

1.1

Kahar 22 4< 12 25

Kalar 90 169 10 75 145 7

Kewat ‘ 17 1 £ T7 • «

Kolta 55 109 2 If 20 2

Kunbi 76 144 4 46 88 3j

Kurmi 63 125 3 48 95 3

Lodhi 45 87 3 37 70 3

Lohar 76 147 4 36 64 7

Mali 48 92 3 39 75 3

Mana 20 40 1 11 22 • •

Maratha 130 236 20 92 172 10

Mhali 79 150 4 51 92 2

Nai 70 133 7 47 91 4

Rajput \U 209 15 87 I|6 13

Sunar 22^ 416 25 161 305 13

Teli 52 103 3 36 69 4

Waddar 3 5 1 J, • ,

Waiyara
. 38 71 3 13 23 2

Balahi 13 25 6 11 2

Basor £ 16 3 5 • •

Chadar 25 49 1 14 27 1

Chamar £ 15 1 5 9 1

Dahayat 150 1 46 96 2

Dhimar 17 33 2 15 27 3

Dhobi 32 62 3 44 4

Dohor 27 52 1 1 3 • •

Dom 21
9

40 2
«

1Ganda 17 1 6 12

Ghasia 9 1£ 1
• *

ICatia 32 60 4
*

Khangar 67 125 6 46 89 4

IChatik 60 110 11 119 181 IR
Kori 43 82 4 38 63 12,

Kumhar 39 72 3 24 46 2

Mang 10 20 1 5 8 1

Mahar or Mchra 21 .
56 3 16 31 1

Mehtar 35 64 4 24 40i 5

Madgi 7 12 4 5 4

P.mka 24 48 1 18 35 2

Andh 11 20 1 4 8 , ,

Bharia or Bhumia 4 7 1 1 2 • .

Baiga 22 43 2 3 1

Bhil 3 6 3 7 • .

Gond 9 17 i 6 II 1

Halba •

1
34' 64 2 24 42 4

Knwar
1 10 19 « • •

Kol
{

' 7 .. 2 4 . .

Koli ' 118 2 37 63 11

Korku
! 2 3 I 3

Oraon (Hindu and Ani-
1 4 7 . . 1 • *.

mi«)
Oraon (Christian) 28 ' 50 4 4 7 r
Sais ara •• in 16; 3 *

!

1

•

)

Number per 1 0,000 who nre literate in English.

1931 1921

Persons. Males. Females. Persona. Males. Females.

8 9 10 II 12 13

52 93 11 41 73 8

1,072 2,181 45 743 1 ,42 :
)

1,957 2,341 1,581 « « •

1,30( 2,276 215 792 1,42: 52
779 1,341 10: 51' 913 46
249 462 II 122 223 7
213 440 • • 61 12 ..

6 12 16 23 3
15 29 31 51 11

13 5 . . 4 7

• •

77
• . . •

3f 6C no 11

2 3 • • 27 52 2

‘2 5 • • 5 5 4
75 145 i 10( 173 16

; 7 6 12

3( 56 2 16 30 .i

6 7 5 2 5

6 12 5 S

4C 7( II 35 67 4
2 1 2

3 5 7 1'

27 51 2 14 27 I

14 27 11 22
6 12 13 25

13 24 1 1£ 27 9
1£ 35 16 32
4 £ 2 5

125107 202 7 67 8

29 55 18 33 • •

23 44 1 19 37 2

88 165 6 97 181 10

79 153 2 64 123 3

II 22 .11 21 1

2 4 , , • •

10 21 • • 1

1 1 1

i 2 3 i

3 5 , 1 • •

2 3 2 4

45 92 3 6

6 la 2 5 10

6 13 - • 3 17 • •

• • • • • •

’i • *#

•• • • 1

#
2
• *•

Ti 22 • • •

32 63 . 17 33 2

19 39 212 318 40

18 36 57 109 5

9 17 1 16 32 *•

2 5 1 1 2 . ••

11 22
'

4 7 • •

2 3 1 8 16 • •

21

1

37
i7

•

3 8! • •

1 1 ..I
• . •

»

• • «

•

32 64 • . • •

1 2 • •

2 3 1 3

2 4 •• 9
•

1 i , ,

i4

«

•

6 M 7 • •

1 1 • • • • • •

. . • • •• • • • •

2 4 2 3 . a

2 3 “1
• •

f Etcludins: Orsons.
^ «

.Vo.v.— I. Asterisks demote that literacy fij^rcs for the caste were not abstracted durinR 1921 Ccn?us.
t. t. t j

2. In 1921 proportions in this table were calculated on persons of 5 years and over while this year (1931) they have been based

popuhtion 7 years and over.
. , rr* t-i

iVefr.—3 The fitpircs are calculated for the selected areas shown in Imperial Table Xi> •

1
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RiiusiniAUY Tablk VI.—Pbogrbss of i.iteracy since 1881

Number of Ii«fniir per inillc.

AH nce« lOontI over. 15—20

Oi'ttu'r enJ umuiM
Hivi'ion.

Female.

;

'
; r

1 ‘ 1

> 19.M
’

\^1\ ni! 1901 : m\ I8SI 1931 192! i 1911 1901
j

1891

, . i’ll
•

! • 1 i

i

I

1881 1931 1921 1911

I

1

1

“i
’2

3 7 . 8.9 in i II
j

12 13 i
14 15 16

1

j

*

I’rovlrieei nrtil IJ2 10-3 86 8.3 04 51 It 8 4 3, 1

‘

;

1

1

1 152 142

1

i

loo!

ller.ir.

*rT^y r;*.7

Sjtjri.r

JuW'ulp

n<«V.5nrs!‘Ml
Ni’V.rf

Mai 'ai

IVaf.-.ra /)«•!:

S< «*ii

llelUl

OOiiit'inata

WaJ.llu
NaiTur
C'ltaiiils

IlK.'r.d.-»a

Halaj-'liat

Anitariji

AV.rl.*

lUiUl.'iia

YroSmal

Chh at 1 itr. at h Plain]

DiHiinit, i

lio ih

NX Hi I’.' O'* 9i'

1S(. 1 3: 122 'J7 7'’

|17 U.7 15-1 i:9 95

171 159 153 I2X 94

195 W,4 N3 115 109

179 N4 |4I

lf)3 lol IN
N3 130 in
72 S2

ja; /f,/i >14

137 120 94

lt.o 130 Ilf'

7f. f.4 51

1 30 75 of'

go go 5h

160 I2g 129
139 HP 105

125 lO.S lOK

92 71 73

.41 r> i'< Jii pt

U'lipui 79 65 58
1

35'
Ilil.'itput 76 66 55 49 }
13ni(: ..; 74 61- 51 .. J 1

1220 20 17 16

Kanl.er ..;
48' 39 31 23 14

Nani!i::uin 114 HI, 58 47 26-1

Kh.iirnfnrb .. 57. 52 50 40 24;

Clibiiikhad.*in .

.

105' 72 61 49 24;

Kauanlh.'i 68 32. 49 40 24,

.S.akli 101 60, 55 51' 34i

lUi|'.itli 85; 36 46' 47

Siiranfpirb 92.
(

1

81; 59
1

84'

I

1

56'

J

1

1

Ota A'oi'/iur Dit'idon .

.

1

1

i

21

1

CHi;itit;bliaI:ar

1

12 51 )

Kore:( 24 30
Surimja .

.

17 14. V Not nv»i!nmi\

Udnipiir 29 62m
Jathpur 42 i8;J

IS IIn .s 5 J 113 ISO 165:

i

12s

14 9 5 3, 2 148’ 116 145
';

90
IP 5 3 l! I 8 I: 169 145, 108
|9 12 7 4 3 213 192 182. 141

II 5 4 3 193 171 180, 139

12 6 4 2 'i 219 202 169 133

i;‘ 6 4 3 3 201 180 159, 173
n

• • • 191 165 ’1
.85

i ,t 2 2 . • m 112
1

61

6 3 7. 89 99 80 56
13 3

7'
i 'i 121 125 94 72

6
•y

i' 69 115 84 63
5 3

‘i
• • • • 124 110 99 55

a 4

i

s / 1 200 ISO I2S 773

9 3
a

1 201 193 167! 125

21 IP 7 6
5 257 218 165 140

5 1 .

.

2 104 III 79 61

5 2 1 123 171 90 75
5 3 1 125 154 116 66

12 5 5
3 j 271 231 165 160

10 3 4 1
1

244 197 135 129

7 3 3 1 V 1 251 180 131 126

5 2 2 2!

J 160

1

125 90!

,

86

5
)

l’“ 1 / .59
(

97 56

Not nvniinblo.

100 56
78 57
126; 46
80, 47
95l 56
67i 55

isll’i .

13 VS-a
29

1
S-S

16 J;?;





Subsidiary

Table

VII.

—

Proportion

of

literacy

at

certain

ages

SUBSIDIARY TABLES

•101,

njl

22-UtJ'i

176,996'

4,056'

I66,6H7

72,439

94,24ft

4,OOol

•*’'.021

110,633

116,188'

8,942^

r,

50.526

28,57lj
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Subsidiary Table VIII.—Number of institutions and pupils according to the returns opEducation Department in the Central Provinces and Berar (including
Central Provinces States)

Class of institutions.

1931

1

1921 1911 1901

Number of Number of Number of Number of

Institu-

tions. Scholars.
Institu-

tions. Scholars.
Institu-

'

tions. Scholars.
Institu-

tions.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 warn

TOTAL NUMBER OF INSTITUTIONS.. 5,964 478,568 4,906 350,685 3,86E 297,620 3,430 174,071

fBoys 9 2,079 7 1,037 6 617 5 296
Arts Colleges .

.

(.Girls 1 8 • • • • • • • - • • • •

English 5 1,602 4 744 3 514 3 262

fBoys 4 447 .. .

Colleges for professional training

(. Girls 8 •• •• • • • • •

Law 217 1 no 66 2 34

Science (Agriculture) 107 > 38 18 .. « *

' fFor boys .

.

140 1 145 19 • •

Teaching . . -<

(.For girls .

.

8 •• • • • • •

Intermediate and Secondary Grade 13 • • •• • •• • • • •

Secondary Schools .

.

687 109,873 569 68,525 444 53,308 286 14,021

rEnglish 250 34,092 201 16,861 147 15,377 144 11,496

For boys-t
(.Vernacular 369 69,131 310 47,624 259 35,875 150 2,263

fEnglish 29 1,646 21 579 13 259 10 187

For girls •}

(.Vernacular 39 5,004 37 3,461 25 1,707 12 75

Primary Schools

—

4,902 347,151 4,251 276,983 3,395 242,813 3,119 158,699

For boys 4,499 317,530 3,930 258,500 3,094 227,132 2,907 148,600

For girls 403 29,621 321 18,483 301 15,681 212 10,099

Schools for special instruction 68 3,883 30 2,348 20 882 20 1,075

Private institutions 297 15,574 49 1,792 •• •• •• • •

For boys 259 13,282 44 1,592 - • ••

Forprls 38 2.292 5,

1

200

Statement to compare the percentage of illiteracy in various countries in the

population above ten years of age

Country.

!

1

Year.
Total

number
illiterate.

1

Percentageon
population

10 and over.

Country. Year.
Total

number
illiterate.

Percentage on
population

10 and over.

Central Piminces

1

J93I 11,958,873 93-3 Bulgaria • • 1926 1.639,000 39-7

Canada 1921 341,000 51 Greece 1928 2,076,000 43*3

Epypt 1927 8,817.000 85-7 Italy
j

1921 8,228,000 26*8

United States 1920 4,932,000
I

6-0 Portugal j

1920 3,096,000 ' 65-2

Mexico i 6,879,000 I

64-9 France ••1 1926 2,026,000 5*9

u. ri. S. S.

1

I 1926 I

t 1

53.285.000 1

48-7 ^Australia 1921 70,000 1*7
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APPENDIX A
Imperial Table XII (1)

Educated Uueniploy}ueut—(i) By class.

Aged 20—24 Aged 25—29 Aged 30—34

than 1 year or than 1 year or

Br.ahmins ...j 81 18
I"

.29
I

4

i
5 2

Depressed Hindus ...i 4 A
1

1

..
j

.

Other Hindus 121 28 65 2 IS 2 3 3

Muslims 15 1 7
'

2 1 1 ...

Anglo.Iiidians 1 ... ...

All other classes > .... S 2 5 ... 1 ...

Total 233 19 120 38 2 9 1 6

Total of English knowing unemployed under 20 years

Do. do. over 40 yc.nrs ...

Total number of ecueated unemployed whose fathers were soldiers

Do. do. do. cultivators

...

... 31
1

iS
Do. do. do. artizans

Do. do. do. menials or servants

Who have passed Mtitric or 3. L. C. who thou^ib not totally unemployed

employment with which they nre satisfied ... •••

Imperial Table XII (2)

Educated Unemployment— (if) By degree.

British degrees

Continental degrees

American degrees

Other foreign degrees

Indiiin degrees.

Medical

Legal

Agricultural

Commerce

M. A.

M. Sc.

B. A.

B. Sc.

B. Eng. or L. C. E.

B. T. or L. T.

S. L, C. or Metric

Total
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APPENDIX B

Number of Boy Scout troops, Akhadas and Sporting clubs.

Foot-boll

clubs.
Hockey clubs. Cricket clubs.

Nnturni division, district

or state.

Central Provinces and
Bernr.

Nerbudda Valley Dhitsion.

.

!

Saugor
Damoh
Jubbulpore
Nnrsinghpur
Hoshongnbad
Nimnr
Makrai

Plateau Division

Mnndia
Seoni
Betul
Chhindwara

Maratha Plain Division

Wardha
Nagpur
Chanda
Bhnndara
Balaghat
Amraoti
Akola
Buldana
Yeotmal

Chhatlisgarh Plain Division]

Raipur
Bilaspur
Drug
Bastar
Kanker
Nandgaon
Khaitagarh
ChhuilAadan
Kawardha.
Sakti
Raigarh
Sarangarh

Chhota Nagpur Division

Changbhokar
Korea
Surguja'
Ddaipur
JTashpur



CHAPTER X

LANGUAGE
1. The statistics of language are exhibited in Imperial Table XV,

where they have been treated more fully than at previous censuses. In

Part I the languages have been arranged according to their family affinity,

the classification being based on the revised scheme of Sir George Grierson’s

linguistic survey. The main headings shown are

—

A.—^Vernacular of India

—

(i) Aryan sub-family of the Indo-European family.

(ii) Dravidian family.

(iii) Austro-Asiatic sub-family of Austric family

—

Miinda branch.

(iv) Unclassed languages

—

(a) Gipsy.

(b) Others.

B.—^Vernaculars of Asiatic countries beyond India.

C.—European languages.

An appendix at the end of this part of the table gives the figures for all

languages having no local importance together with minor dialects, sub-

dialects and forms of languages. Part II of the table—Bi-lingualism

—

shows figures, according to homogeneous tracts, of those who daily or very

commonly use some vernacular languages other than their mother-tongue.

The following subsidiary tables are placed at the end of this chapter :
—

I.—T)istribution of total population by Census according to mother-
tongue.

II.

—

Part A.—Distribution by language (mother-tongue) of the

population of each district.

Part B .—Distribution of subsidiary languages in each district

and natural division.

III.—Comparison of caste and languages tables.

The linguistic map published with this volume illustrates Imperial Table XV,
Part II.

2. The instructions printed on the cover of the Enumerators’ book
were

—

Column 14 (Language).—Enter each person’s mother-tongue. In the case of

Infants and deaf-mutes the language of the mother should be entered.

Column IS (Subsidiary Language).—Enter the language or languages habitually

spoken by each person in addition to his mother-tongue in daily or domestic life.

The Census is not supposed to take the place of a linguistic survey and for

that reason no orders were issued for recording dialects in the schedules.

There are in this province three distinct languages, which owing to their

similarity' have in the past often been grouped together and are in fact

still grouped together for purposes of the linguistic map, and of Table XV,
Part II. These are Western Hindi, Eastern Hindi and Rajasthani.

The majority of people return at the Census the language Hindi, or
Hindustani, without specifying it as Eastern or Western. In fact they
do not know the distinction under these names, although they may recognize
that certain dialects are quite distinct. The tendency to confusion was
accentuated by the instruction in the Imperial Census Code that, in the case
of both Hindi and Urdu, Hindustani was the proper entry' for column 14.

In these circumstances it would be better, if, in future, the heading to
column 14 were altered to ‘‘Language (mother-tongue) or dialect” and
supplementary orders were issued by the Provincial Superintendent to
ensure that !he entries in the schedules should make clear, by specifying the
local name of the language returned, whether it is Eastern Hindi or Western
Hindi. The classification of dialects in the appendix to Table XV, Part I,

has at this Census been so comprehensive that it should be simple to separate
38

Reference to
statistics.

Accuracy of
the statistics.
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almost any dialect recorded to its proper head at tabulation offices in future.
In 1931, in fact, well-known dialects, which have come, to be regarded as
language names, for instance Chhattisgarhi, were often recorded in the
schedules. In such cases it was easy to distinguish between Eastern and
Western Hindi, but where the entry made was simply Hindi the only guide
for separating the two was to adopt a territorial classification or to divide
the number of speakers in each district according to the percentages given
in the Report of the Linguistic Survey of India. This could be done easily
enough in the case of Mandla and Jubbulpore districts and Changbhakar
State, for which Sir George Grierson has given the exact percentages speak-
ing Eastern Hindi; but for the States and districts of the Chhattisgarh plain,
some of the States of the Chhota Nagpur Plateau, and Balaghat, Chanda and
Bhandara districts, where both Eastern and Western Hindi are spoken as
well as other languages, the only possible way of separating the two was
when dialects were recorded. Entries of Hindustani had to be classed under
Western Hindi, with the result that for many units of the Chhattisgarh Plain
and particularly for the Drug district and the Korea State the figures for
Eastern Hindi must be regarded as enormously below the correct number.
The same difficulty was felt to a less extent in regard to Rajasthani, since
enumerators were apt to enter this language as Hindi. The actual figures

of Rajasthani and Eastern Hindi returned are however very much higher
than at most previous Censuses. For the smaller units it was obviously
impossible to separate returns of the three languages satisfactorily. Against
the linguistically homogeneous tracts selected for Table XV, Part II, and
for the map they had, therefore, of necessity to be treated as a single

language. In these circumstances the figures of the Linguistic Survey for

the two kinds of Hindi and for Rajasthani must be accepted as showing
more correct proportions than those of the Census. Apart from the fact,

however, that a considerable number of persons speaking Eastern Hindi and
a smaller number speaking Rajasthani must have been classed as speaking

Western Hindi, there is no reason to suspect that the Census returns are

not tolerably accurate.

3. The Central Provinces is by reason of its history and of its

geographical po.<5ition one of the most complex cultural areas in India, and
so one of the most interesting. There has in the past unfortunately been

very little scientific research into the origin and migrations of its various

communities. Language, of course, is an untrustworthy guide in ethno-

graphy, but the figures in the second part of Table XV, illustrated by the

linguistic map, presenting as they do the distribution of languages and sub.si-

diary languages in no less than 76, often comparatively small, homogeneous

tracts must, it is felt, throw a certain amount of fresh light on the cultural

affinities of the areas to which they pertain. The linguistic map may with

advantage be studied with the social map.
In 1931, forty-six recognized vernaculars of India- were returned as

spoken by varying numbers of people in the Central Provinces,^ in which

were included no less than 91 identified dialects and sub-dialects, 34

recognized forms of languages and 20 other returns of known dialects under

local names, apart from two or three which could not be^ classified. Of
these languages fourteen are the mother-tongues of a considerable pr^or-

tion of the population native of one part or another of the province. They
are Western Hindi, Rajasthani, Gujarati, Bhili, Oriya, Eastern Hindi,

Marathi, Gondi, Kurukh or Oraon, Kolami, Telugu, Korku, Kharia and

Klierwari. These languages are all shown in the linguistic map, but as

already explained Western Hindi, Eastern Hindi and Rajpthani havc^ been

amalgamated, Kanarcsc is also a mother-tongue of some importance in the-

districi on the border of His Exalted Highness The Nizam s

Dominions where it is spoken by 3,318 people. Subsidiary TaWe I shows

clearly the round figures returned for the various languages in 1921 and in

19.'?! and the parts in which they arc chiefly spoken. In summary the

Cen‘:M 5 figures show that fi-l per cent of the population speak as mother-

tongue Eastern or Western Hindi ; 31 per cent Marathi, 7 per cent Gondi.
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2 per cent other Dravidinn lanjiua^cs, 2 per cent Oriya, 2 per cent Rajas-

tliani. 1 per cent Murula lanjliiajics and 1 per cent other languaties. In fact

in the words of Mr. F, J. Richards, ihi.s province is the mcetinfi ground of

the (inngetic culture of the north and the Maratha culttire of the south

overlying a stn^ng Dravidian clement.

-J. 'rile linguistic map ,'ind the Imperial and Subsidiary Table.s show in

such clear { 101.111 tin* distribniion of the various vernaculars of the province,

that it is only necessary here to compare (he figures with (hose of previous

(Vjisuscs and thou* fjf the linguistic survey and, where advisable, to analyse

the distribution. I'or this purpf'so each language of any importance as a

vernacular of the province will be e.vamincd separately.

Distribution
of language.

5, TJie two Intiguagcs of Iliiitli must ncce.'sarily be dealt with together. Hindi.

N<j .^erious attemp! ha'- lieen made to separate them in the Census Tables

since 1901. when the returns were adjusted according to information col-

lected by the lin.guistic survey. The composition of the (’cntral Provinces

has changed slightly .since then. Hut in the Census Report of All-India for

PMl. V. lii-n 'ho province covcrctl practically the s.amc arca.s ns at pre.sent,

the e«'timntcv ba'-eil upon the conch!;ion.s of the linguistic survey were that

approximately .1,521,000 people spoke Kastern Hindi and 2..^42,000

Wc'terji Hindi. 'riicsc fulurcs contrast greatly with those for the recent

Censt)-:. 4.107,7.^7 ICastcrn Hindi and 5.005. -lOl Western Hindi. The
re:o'i:i hr* aircadv been vx-'1ainc<t. h m:sy saftiy be assumcfl that a divi-

<i{>n <01 the total hgnres for Himli accf>rding t<i the linguistic survey propor-

tion wtmld .give a more accurate it.gurc for the province as a whole, since

F.aMcrn Himli in it*- varitms form*- i*. certainly more widely spoken in the

province th.in \Ve<!ern Hindi. ‘ There •-eems cvcr>' hope that in 1941 if

careful instructions are issued with reference to the territorial distribution of

the two Inn.gttages a tolerably correct ('ensus of them can be taken. For
Hindi as a v.h'ile tile figure.: of the last three Ons-uscs have been 1911,

S.906.075; 1921. 9.240.SI7; and 19.-?I. ‘1.71.^.218. .-V greater precision in

clasofication hn< to some e.xtent reduced the figures. I'or instance Marwari,
now rccognir.cd as a dialect of Raiasthani, was in 1911 treated

as a dialect of Hindi. The only units in which there arc striking

cfUMrasn; ill til,; i-gi?rc'- of the hut (!<.’nsus arc Nimar where only 173.954

Hindi speakers were returneil as ag.iinsi 262.654 in 1921 and Bctul the

figures for witich wore 150,661 in 19,'^! and 163.660 in 1921. Nimar is the

home of that dialect of Raiasiiiar.i which lakes its name from the district

;

yet in 1921 only I3..551 persons gave Rajasthani as their mother-tongue in

contrast to 128. ‘'81 in 1931. In the same district the figures returned for

IJhili at the previous Census, 16.182 increased surprisingly to 25,308 in 1931.

The figure {<ir Ithili in 1911 was 22.137: that for Rajasthani was not
.abstracted. It is true that this area receives more immigrants than any
other in the province, but in view of the decrease in the return of Hindi
speakers it is libvjous that in 1921 a high pron.orlion of those whose mother-
tongue was Rajasthani and some perhaps whose mother-tongue was Bhili,

were wrongly lemrncd under Hindi. It may be recalled that Nimar was
one of the districts specially commended for the eflicicncy of its recent
census. In Betul the fact that in l‘J31 97,621 persons rettirncd their
moihcr-iongtic as Marathi against only 63,692 in 1921, an increase dis-

proportion.'itc to the natural growth of population in a district to which there
is less immigration than anywliore else in the province, indicates that in

I‘)21 enumerators confused Hindi with Marathi there. This is .supported
by the fact that the figure for Marathi in 1911 was 89,833.

6. Sir George Grier.son recalls that Eastern Hindi is the vernacular Eastern
of the country in whicli the Item Ramachandra was born ; and that the .Tain Hindi,
apostle Mahavira used an early form of it to convey his teaching to his
disciples. It includes Awadhi, BaghcH and Clihatfisgarhi. Ten sub-dialects
•or broken dialects appear in the appendix to Part I of Table XV. The three
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Western
Hindi.

main dialects closely resemble each other and Sir George Grierson has ob-
served that Bagbei; differs so little from Awadhi that were it not popularly re-
cognized as a separate speech he would be inclined to class it as a form of
that dialect. Chhattisgarhi under the influence of Marathi and Oriya shows
greater points of diflEerence. In this province the Awadhi-Bagheli dialect is

found principally in Changbhakar State and the districts of Mandia and Jub-
bulpore, the Census figures for which, as already explained, have been adjust-

ed to agree with the estimates of the linguistic survey. It is also spoken by
some scattered tribes in the south and west of the province, as is apparent
from the returns shown in Table XV. The dialect spoken by the Powars in

the Bhandara district, about 4,000 of whom returned it as their mother-
tongue, is included in the Census tables with Eastern Hindi. According to

the linguistic survey Powari, a form of Bagheli, was spoken by 41,300
persons in Iklaghat and 1,700 in Bhandara.

Chhattisgarhi covers the greater part of Chhattisgarh and the States of

Korea, Udaipur and Surguja, with a portion of Jashpur. As already

explained the census figures for many of the units concerned and
especially those for Drug, Korea, Surguja and Jashpur show under Western
Hindi a majority of persons who should have been classed as speaking

Chhattisgarhi.' The figures returned for the dialect at successive censuses

are given in the margin. Since 1901 the States of Bamna, Rairakhol,
Sonpur, Patna and Kalahandi have
been taken from the province while
Changbhakar, Korea and Jashpur have
been added to it. But the figures col-

lected in 1901 and 1931 are certainly

nearer the true estimate than those of

the intervening decade. The linguistic

survey figure for the whole of India
was 3,755,343, and since the returns for the recent Census were certainly

incomplete in respect of certain units mentioned it may be assumed that

at least 4,000,000 people in the province speak Chhattisgarhi as their

mother-tongue.

7. The following information regarding the distribution of Western
Hindi is taken from the introduction to the Linguistic Survey :

—

"Western Hindi covers the country between Sahrind (Sirhind) in the Punjab
and Allahabad in the United Provinces. This almost exactly corresponds to the
Madhyadesa or midland which is the true pure home of^ the Indo-Aryan people.
It is through this land that the mysterious river Sarasvati of Indian legend flows

undergiound, from where it disappears in the sands of the Eastern Punjab to the
Prayag, near Allahabad, where it mingles its waters with those of the Jamna and
the Ganges. On the north. Western Hindi extends to the foot of the Himalaya,
but on the south it does not reach much beyond the valley of the Jamna, except
towards the east where it occupies most of Bundelkhand and a part of the Central
Provinces. It has several recognized dialects of which the principal are Hindustani,
Braj Bhasha, Kanuaji and Bundeli. Of these, Hindustani is now the recognized
literary form of Western Hindi. Urdu is that form of Hindustani which is written

in the Persian character and which makes a free use of Persian (including Arabic)
words iji its vocabulary. The name is said to be derived from the Urdu-e-mu’alla
or royal military bazar outside the Delhi palace. It is spoken chiefly in the towns
of Western Hindustan by Musalmans and by Hindus who have come under the
influence of Persian culture.”

In Subsidiary Table I the districts in which Western Hindi is principally

spoken have been shown. Figures for seven recognized dialects appear In

the appendix to Imperial Table XV, as well as those for five identified

forms and five other language names ascertained to indicate some sort of
Western Hindi. Bundeli or its sub-dialects (Kirari, Raghubansi, Lodhi,
Gawalinee and Dhamdi) was returned from all but seven of the British dis-

tricts and from every division. Braj bhasha was returned in Nimar, Chanda,
Akola, and Yeotmal; Pardeshi in Wardha, Amraoti, Akola, Buldana and
Yeotmal ; Deshwali in Hoshangabad ; Jatu in Nimar and Kanauji in Chanda.

1

Chhattisgarhi speakers. 1

1

1901 1911 1921 * 1931

3,189.502 999,472 1,955.940 3,011,124
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The Census statistics for dialects are too incomplete to permit any com-
parison of figures with those of past decennia. The diagram below shows
the distribution by districts of the principal local dialects of Western and
Eastern Hindi and Rajasthani where they are of major importance as

mother-tongues.

8. The language of Rajasthan, in the sense given to that word by Rajasthani.

Tod, is spoken in Rajputana and the western portion of Central India, and

also in the neighbouring tracts of the Central Provinces, Sind and the

Punjab. It is very closely connected with Gujarathi and the two are stated

in the linguistic survey to be little more than variant dialects of the same
language. The actual expression Rajasthani is not in popular use and so

in this province the returns of mother-tongues classified as such were chiefly

those of three dialects important locally:—Marwari, Banjari and Nimari.

346,548 persons returned their mother-tongue as Rajasthani or one of its

dialects against 166,286 in 1921. The increase is far greater than the pro-

portionate increase in population and it has already been mentioned in

paragraph 5 that this is to be attributed to more careful enumeration than in

the past. Rajasthani, in the form of Marwari with its sub-dialects or
variants Maheswari, Mewadi and Bagri, can be heard all over the province,
where it has been carried by the immigrant trading community from the
Rajputana States. It was returned as a mother-tongue by the greatest

numbers in the Berar Division (45,854) and in the Hoshangabad district

(10,588). Banjari or Labhani (Naiki), which is the language of the wander-
ing tribe of carriers and cattle-traders, found all over Western and Southern
India, was in the past classified as a gipsy language. Returns of this mother-
tongue were made in all the British districts of the province but principally
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Gujarati.

Bhili.

A AxxaxQixitXl

•statement showing for- three cen-
suses figures . of Marwari and
Banjari is of . some interest. It is

clear that there is no tendency on
the part of those speaking them
as a mother-tongue to abandon

v.,i a jiiiuuoidiii ao a lutguii jtanca. The figures in italics for the
Banjara tribe indicate that the fall in the statistics for the dialect in 1921
was probably due to loss of population on account of the influenza
epidemic.

Mnrwnri
Banjari spea> crs

Number of Banjaras

i9ir .1921 1931

73 941
109,828
135,791

68.428
96,127

122.973

95,890
120,.3S4

155,353

Nimari or Gurvi was returned by 108,743 persons of whom 108,033
were enumerated in Nimar. Its home is in the north of the district and in

portion of fbe Bhopawar Agency of Central India, where the
mixture of the Malvi dialect with Khandesi and the Bhil languages has
produced what Sir George Grierson describes as a patois with peculiarities
of its own rather than a definite dialect. Another form of Malvi of some
importance shown in the appendix to Table XV is Bhoyari, spoken by
14,085 persons in the Wardha district. The figures printed for the remain-
ing dialects or forms of Rajasthani are negligible. It may be mentioned
that the character used in Rajasthani literature is Nagari. The Marwari
dialect is generally written in “Mahajani”.

9. As already remarked, Gujarati is closely related to Rajasthani.
It has been carried into most parts of the Central Provinces by immigrant
traders and was returned by varying numbers of people as a mother-tongue
in every unit at the Census except in Changbhakar State. The total of the

returns was 57,311 against 41,058 in 1921 and 46,125 in 1911 (Bhili which
was classed as Gujarati in 1911 has been deducted from the figure given).

It is, however, only in Nimar district, and in parts of the Berar Division that

Gujarati can be regarded as a vernacular proper to the Central Provinces.

The returns of the language from the former were » 10,600 and from the

latter 27,996. The Burhanpur
and Khandwa tahsils of Nimar
are the meeting ground of

Gujarati, Bhili and Khandesi
with Hindi and Marathi ; while

from Burhanpur this small stratum

of Gujarati extends down into the

definitely Marathi speaking tract

of the four northern taluks of the Akola district. Figures to illustrate this

are given in the margin. It may be mentioned that the mother-tongue of

many members of the Bohra colony of 2,613 in Nimar district is reported

ito be Gujarati. Five dialects of the language—Kathiawari, Parsi, Memani,
Nagari and Ghisadi—^were returned in the province and one form, Jaini,

but none by large numbers.

Taluq.
Return of

mother-tongue
Guinrnli.

1

Peicentoge of

population.

Akola, Akat, Balapur end 8,987 1-5

Murtizapur. •

Burhanpur 7,S73 5-4

Khandwa 2,609 11

10. Bhili is spoken in the range of hills between Ajmer and Mount
Abu. Thence, in numerous dialects, it covers the hill country dividing

Gujarat from Rajputana and Central India, as far south as the Satpura

Range in this province, and on the way it crosses the Nerbudda up which it

extends for a considerable distance. Sir George Grierson has remarked

that both Bhili and Khandeshi, languages closely allied to Gujarati, show
traces of a non-Aryan basis which are tbo few to be certainly identified.

He states that this basis may have been Munda or it may have been

Dravidian, perhaps more probably the former, but has been completely

overlaid by an Aryan superstructure, and they are both now thoroughly

Aryan languages. Bhili in fact forms the bridge between Gujarathi and

Rajasthani, and might with propriety be looked upon as an eastern dialect

of Gujarati. It was returned as the mother-tongue of 30,756 persons in this

province in 1931 against 18,338 in 1921 and 23,263 in 191-1. Of the total

speaking the language, 25,3()8 were enumerated in Nimar, 2,001 in Amraoti

and 1,0.32 in Buldana. The figures include those for the Pardhi dialect.
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The strength of the Rhil tribe in the province at the Census was 30,325 of

whom 2 t,V')3 were enumcralcd in Nimar district, 94 in Amraoti, 1,155 in

Ihildana, 2.708 in Ycotmal and the remainder elsewhere. The Pardhis,
who are chicily nomads, number 15,627. btit only 3,'196 returned the

laniiuaiic of the tribe as their mothcr-tonjiue. It w.as mentioned in the 1921
report that some people calHnjI themselves Bhils in Berar speak a different

ian‘iua?lc also called Bhili which is a dialect of Kolami.

11. Oriya is the Ar>‘an lan{iua{lc spoken in Orissa and in the country Oriya.

borderinjl on th.at province. Hence it is of importance as a mother-tongue

ill cert.aiii tracts in the cast of ('hliattisgarh and the neighbouring States.

'J^hi'- importance has perhaps been exaggerated in the course of the recent

etKgtiry ip connection with fixing the boundaries of a new Oriya prendnee.

Intereited people conducted a certain amount of propaganda in the Raipur
district resulting in an increase of returns of Oriya as a mother-tongue,

which wotiUl oihcnvise probably have been less marked. The figures for

the 1;’<1 three censuses arc shown in the margin.
The Bhniri speakers, all except 17. came from
Bastar Slate, where it forms a link between .

(Iriya and Halbi. a dialect which as noticed

later is considered by Marathi speakers to be
Chhnttisgarhi and by Chhattisgarhi speakers to

be Marathi. Sir Hcorge Grierson holds, in

fact, dint Bhatri might etuially well be classified

r.m«-ng the many forms of Hallu as among the dialects of Oriya. Halbi

and Bhatri between them form the /rngt/a franco of a most interesting

polvglot state. Apart from Bastar the following tracts returned Oriya

speaker*: in considerable mnnbers. The figure.s of bi-lingualism will be

exr.minetl later, but to .give a true picture they are shown in regard to Oriya

here.

To*'!
*

tUi-.r-i

Urf!- 'fl»

<!rf

J'tJ N*ti» vil.ib'f

I'M St..'?-

JCJI

l',*lilr S(»t-

ToiU
rnfi'Is*

linn.

Vr-tat.f

Ojiy- n«

inolStf-

lor.Jiir.

’

ti eal irr !

Pcunn*
• nliirt »rraj.it>):

tnO.iyfl,
lonjiie.

Pciinm
jpcnfciiijl

Oriya
i nt >ub-
' >!di.nty to

I Hindi.

(It Oroii rn ! ICcnriR T.inir.i'.rt’i

(;i) K’lati,-' Zs'nin.t-fi

(it!) rhiili!i»t ZTnindafi
(tv) I’ tnmpiiT tinni

(\) Siair

(vij Sat nnjtnli Stair

(tii) tjd iptif Sl*ir

(viii) JntJtp'if Siatr

.Viitf.—rolnin i fi o!

n ? .S 6 7

-t'-.rrt .770 41.-167 .329

(.sto .S0.SI3 .3,512

lfS..S.S.-5 SO .311 4.301
70.‘'6? ' 227 : 2.02.3 2.117

l.s.ntf, i 233.678 254
5.S'>3 101,462 302

‘IT.I.SS i.:o»

'

•s.?:” 77.412 35S

r

10.671 7 61-f ' 5 102.816 ...

the ai.tlrinrnl inctii.tra thr fiStim of R.apit!i.ani.

The distribution of the two import.ant languages in the units of the border
tract is indicated above, and the proportions arc plainly shown in the

linguistic map. From even.’ point of view however it is desirable to know
the race-distribution of those who claim Oriya as their mother-longue. It

is a matter which will naturally be noticed in Chapter XII but meanwhile
the figures will properly find a place here. In thirty castes of Oriya
nationality in this tract 101,201 persons returned Oriya as their mother-
tongue; in 18 castes recorded under names which are the Hindi equiv.nlent

of true Oriya casics9I,I0‘l returned Oriya as mother-longue ; and in 73 other
tribes and castes, all recorded under names typical of the Hindi-speaking
tnicis of the Central Provinces 182,629 gave Oriya as their mother-tongue.
The figures reflect the considemble extent to which the language has been
imposed by immigrants upon an indigenous population spe.aking principally
tribal languages. Of 39,550 Gonds who were returned as Oriya speakers it

seems higlfly probable that the majority were bi-lingual, speaking Gondi or
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Marathi.

Chhattisgarhi in their homes but returned my enumerators as Oriya speakers
because they used that language for workaday purposes. It is worth here
recallmg from Chapter III that the number of immigrants from Bihar and
Orissa have increased in Raipur from 5.737 in 1921 to 18.786 in 1931, in
Bilaspur from 2,401 to 4,421, and in the Central Provinces States from 14,885
to 22,625. In (^nsidering these .tracts it has further to be remembered that
the mixture of Oriya and Lariya spoken by the majority of the people in
Khanar \^ould probably be quite unintelligible to the people of Cuttack.
There is undoubtedly more bi-lingualism on the border than has been record-
ed, for practically all the people understand Hindustani. The returns from
Bindranawagarh zamindari call for special notice. In 1921 it was officially
reported that Ihere was only a sprinkling of Oriya people in the south-west
corner of the zamindari and that they merited no enquiry. At the Census
of 1931, however, no less than 42 per cent of the inhabitants of the zamindari
returned Oriya as their mother-tongue. To anyone with a knowledge of
the tract these statistics were most surprising. The Deputy Commissioner
of Raipur has explained that people in the south of the zamindari have
really only a smattering knowledge of the language and speak a patois which
has in it more Lariya than Oriya. When questioned they would say that
they speak Oriya, and some of the considerable propaganda in favour of
transfer to an Oriya province which was carried on in Khariar may well
have .spread to neighbouring places. This must be the explanation of the
somewhat remarkable returns. The Oriya controversy in this province
appears indeed to have been taken up without recognition of.the fact that

the identification of the boundaries of a language or even of a language
itself is not ahvays an easy matter. It is pointed out in the linguistic survey
that, unless they arc separated by great ethnic differences or by some natural

obstacle such as a range of mountains or a large river, Indian languages

gradually merge into each other and are not separated by hard and fast

boundary lines. When such boundaries are spoken of they must always be
understood as conventional methods of showing definitely a state of things

which is in its essence indefinite. The arrangement of the map published

with this report well illustrates this point. It must be remembered that on
each side of the conventional line there is a border tract of greater or less

extent, ihe language of which may be classed at will with one or the other.

It is often found that two different observers report different conditions as

existing in one and the same area, and both may be right.

12. "Marathi in its various dialects extends nearly across the Peninsula of

India. It is spoken by nineteen millions of people, or two millions less than the

population of Spain. In the Bombay Presidency it covers the north of the Deccan

Plateau and a strip of country between the Ghats and the Arabian Sea, extending

to about a hundred miles south of Goa. It is also the language of most of Berar and

of a good portion of the north-west of His Exalted Highness the Nizam s dominions.

It stretches across the south of the Central Provinces (except in a few localities in

the extreme sooth where the language is the Dravidian Telugu) and occupies also

a great part of the State of Bastar. Here it merges into Oriya through the Bhatn

dialect of that language. It has to its north, in order from west to east, Gujarati,

Rajasthani, Western Hindi and Eastern Hindi. The first three are languages of

the inner sub-branch of Indo-Aryan languages, and Marathi does not merge into

them. On the contrary there is a sharp border line between the two forms of

speech. On the other hand, its most eastern dialect Halbi of Bastar shows such

intimate connection with the Chhattisgarhi dialect of Eastern Hindi that it is a matter

of opinion to which language it belongs. In other words Marathi merges into

Eastern Hindi through the Halbi dialect. Further east Jt gradually shades off into

Oriya which is also a language of the outer sub-branch."

Thus .the Linguistic Survey. A reference to the map shows at a glance

the areas in which Marathi is either the predominant language, or at leart

a mother-tongue of some importance. A line running east and west through

the districts of Nimar, BetuI, Chhindwara, Seoni^ and Balaghat forms the

northern division between the strictly Hindi speaking areas and the"

Marathi speaking portion of the province. An almost corresponding

physical division is formed"by the eastward extension of the Satpura range.

In the southern tahsils of the districts named, . Burhanpur, Bhainsdehi,

Multai, Sausar, Waraseoni and Balaghat, Marathi is generally of equal or

greater importance than Hindi as a mother-tongue. In the northern tahsils
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ot the districts Hindi prevails, although both languages are familiar, while
in the hills and forests Bhili, Korku and Gondi are the mother-tongues of
the aboriginals. As the map shows Hindi is spoken as a minority language
in the Maratha area throughout the province. The eastern border line of
Marathi passes through the Gondia and Sakoli tahsils of Bhandara district

along the western edge of the Sanjari Balod zamindaris and thus into the
border country of Baslar State, where it merges through Halbi into Oriya,
and into the eastern zamindaris of Chanda district where it meets Telugu,
both languages being spoken by a comparatively small proportion of
immigrant Hindus in a population composed chiefly of aboriginals, whose
mother-tongue is Gondi. Table XV shows that Marathi is spoken as a
mother-tongue by varying numbers of people in almost every corner of .the

province and notably by 14,380 in Raipur district, by 5,544 in Nandgaon
State and 2,238 in Khairagarh, but there the proportion of these figures to

the population is not sufficient to be shown in the linguistic map.
The total number speaking the language throughout the province is

5.617,5‘14 which is 31 per cent of the whole population, exactly the same
proportion as in 1921. Of the dialects, something has already been record-
ed ergarding Halbi, and how it entered Bastar will be discussed in

Chapter XII. Years ago it became the palace language of the State and
Mr. Grigson who was for several years Administrator observes that this is

the language used by clerks and others in the State for polite correspond-
ence. Sir George Grierson has recorded that while he and Dr. (now
Professor) Sten Konow were working simultaneously but independently at

Eastern Hindi and Marathi respectively, they finally met at the junction

point where Halbi is spoken. From the point of view of Eastern Hindi,

Sir George Grierson considered that it was a form of Marathi. On the

other hand Dr. Konow looking at it through Marathi spectacles maintained
that it was a form of Eastern Hindi. This bears out again what was written

in paragraph 11. As the last word remained with Sir George Grierson the

dialect appeared in the Marathi volume of the Survey, but if it had been
put into the volume for Eastern Hindi he could not have said that it was
wrongly placed. It is interesting to find that Mr. Grigson is strongly in

favour of Professor Konow’s classification. The fact is that Halbi is a

mixed border language containing elements of Oriya as well as of Marathi
and Eastern Hindi. The total number who returned it as their mother-
tongue in 1931 was 174,681 of whom 171,293 were from Bastar State, 1,010

from Nagpur and 1,757 from Chanda. The corresponding total for 1921

was 165,407. The Muria form of Halbi was returned as their mother-
tongue by 2,936 persons.

The Koshti dialect of Marathi is spoken by 11,555 persons of whom
the majority were enumerated in the Nagpur district. The remaining
recognized Central Provinces dialects were returned by 18,236 persons.

A long list of these dialects and other dialects of Marathi, of forms of the

language and of various language names identified as Marathi, will be
found in the Appendix to Table XV. Of the dialects, Kamari spoken
bj 7,179 pei'sons in Raipur district, and Kewati or Dhiorboli a dialect of

mixed Marathi and Bagheli spoken by 4,442 in Chanda showed the

heaviest returns. The Kamars will be mentioned later in this report.

They are now found only in the Mahasamund and Dhamtari tahsils of
Raipur district, and their language is stated to be of the same stamp as

Halbi. Forms and idioms belonging to Chhattisgarhi, Oriya and Marathi
are mechanically mixed together. There is even less uniformity in

Kamari than in Halbi and Sir George Grierson remarks that the dialect

h.is every appearance of having been adopted at a comparatively recent
period. So little had it been assimilated at the time of the linguistic

surv'ey that even the use of the various case-suffixes was found to be vague
and uncertain. This would appear to be a typical instance of a tribal

language having been displaced by an Arj-^an dialect. Other local dialects

of importance or interest are Katia returned in Chhindwara (2,204),
Hoshangabad (462) and Nagpur (12), and Bhunjia returned by 2,137 in

Raipur and 39 in Surguja. Katia, the language of the humble caste of
39
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weavers and village watchmen was returned by only 920 people (in Betul
and j3alaghat) in 1921 but the linguistic survey estimate was that it is
spoken by 18,000 people in Chhindwara and 700 in Narsinghpur. The
Census figures are obviously incomplete. For Bhunjia no figures were
recorded in 1921, but the officers employed in the survey reported that
2,000 persons spoke it in Raipur. It is a dialect closely related to Halbi.
Anoiher dialect also closely connected with Halbi is Nahari, estimated at
the linguistic survey to be spoken by 482 persons only, all in Ranker State.
Thirty-four people, 26. in Ranker, returned this dialect in 1931. The
number of Nahars enumerated in the Central Provinces in 1891 when the
figures for them were last tabulated was 994.

The minute differences between the numerous forms and dialects of
Marathi v/hich exist in this province have all been investigated in the pages
of the linguistic survey. In the Introduction, however, four main dialects
only are mentioned. These are'Desi, Ronkan standard, the Marathi of
Berar and the Central Provinces and Ronkani. No excuse appears to be
needed for CjUOling again from a very large volume, which is generally
available to student., only, the remarks regarding these dialects as far as they
affect this province :

—
“Desi Marathi is the standard form of the language spoken in its purity round

Poon-rs. It has travelled far with the Maratha conquerors, and there are large colonies
of its speakers in Baroda, in Saugor and in other parts of Central India
The dialect spoken in Berar, Central Provinces, and also in the Nizam’s Dominions
varies as little from the standard Desi as does Konkan standard. Here the principal
difference is a tendency to shorten final vowels, and there are minor peculiarities

wihich vary from place to place. The dialect of Berar and the neighbouring parts

of the Nizam’s Dominions is called Vaihadi (2,084,023 speakers). Historically it

should represent the purest Marathi, for Berar corresponds to the ancient Vidarbha
or Maharashtra; but in after centuries the political centre of gravity moved farther

west, and with it the linguistic standard. The river Wardha, which separates the

Central Provinces from Berar, may also be taken as the linguistic boundary between
Vaihadi and the next sub-dialect, Nagpuri. The former is however also found in the

District of Betul, in the Central Provinces, while on the other hand, the Marathi of

the Basim taluq and of the western part of Buldana, both belonging to Berar, is not

Vaihadi but more nearly approaches the Desi of Poona. The language of the

southern half of the Central Provinces is also Marathi, the local ’ form being called

Nagpuii (1,823,475).^ It is_ practically the same as Vaihadi, but, as elsewhere, varies

according to locality, diverging further from the standard as. we go east. In the

Saugor district the Marathi spoken is not Nagpuri but is the standard form of the

language. This tract of country passed to us from the Peshwa, and not from the

Nagpur Ra;, and the Marathi speaking population came from Poona, not Nagpur.

They regard the true Nagpur people with some contempt in consequence. The same
is tfie case with the scattered Maratha families of Damoh and Jubbulpore. In the

extreme east of the Nagpur area, in the district of Balaghat, the dialect has changed

so much that it has a separate name and is called Marheti. In this part of the Central

Provinces, the districts of Balaghat and Bhandara are the eastern outposts of

Marathi. Further east we are met by Chhattisgarhi. To the south of this area,

Mamthi covers the north of the district of Chanda and gradually merges into Halbi.”

This passage makes it easy to realize why there were so many
criL'cisms of the Marathi translations of the census forms and instructions

and wdiy in some cases quite clear directions translated into vernacular

were misunderstood.

13. Gondi, the language of the principal tribe .of this province, was

returned as a mother-tongue by 1,280,421 persons against 1,177,031 in

1<321 and 1,167,015 in 1911. The linguistic survey figure for the whole of

the area in which the language is spoken was 1,322,190. The extent to

which this and other mother-tongues of the pre-Aryan inhabitants of the

province have been displaced by Aryan languages is discussed in para-

graph 23. Gondi is the most important of the languages of the inter-

mediate group of the Dravidian family. It is spoken mainly in the

Central Provinces proper but overflows into Ori.ssa, north-eastern Madras,

the Nizam’s Territories, Berar and the neighbouring tracts of Central India.

The linguistic Survey shows that it has a common ancestor with Tamil and
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Kanarese and that it has little immediate connection with its neighbour
Telugu. The linguistic survey figures for some
of the numerous dialects for all territories in

which they are spoken are compared in the
margin with the Central Provinces figures for

1931. The two sets of figures confirm each'

other. The difference in those for Koya and
Parji is due to .the fact that both are spoken by
large numbers of people in tracts of other Prov-
inces or States adjoining Bastar and Chanda, but
Maria and Gattu are not. In this Province Parji

was returned only in Bastar State, and the other
dialects arc practically confined to Bastar and Chanda. Sir George Grierson
holds that the names of the dialects indicate tribal rather than linguistic differ-

ences. As lar as can be ascertained those differences are of accent rather

than of form, although that difference of accent is so great as to make
Gondi-speaking tribes from different tracts almost, if not quite, unintel-

ligible to each other. Gondi has no written character of its own and no
hieraiiire, but portions of the Bible have been translated into it, and
Mr. Chenevi.x Trench, some time Commissioner of Settlements in this

province, in his excellent reading book has included a collection of Gond
folktales and traditions.

The tracts where Gondi remains a mother-tongue of primary import-

ance are in the hills and forests lo which the more exclusive Gond txibes

withdrew themselves before the invaders from the North. Those who
remained in the open cultivated areas have to a considerable extent assimi-

lated the .4ryan languages as their mother-tongue. More is recorded upon
this subject in paragraph 23. It is sufficient to note here that the propor-
tion of persons returning their mother-tongue as Gondi was most consider-

able in the following tracts:—
Statement shoicing the number of persons speaking Gondi in

different units.

Gondi Dialects.

Survey
estimate

for

India.

Central
Provinces
Census
figure,

1>I31.

Kojrn 51.127 7,027

Morin 1..4,SfO 1.50.8.37

Pnrii 17,387 12.363
Gottu 2.033 2.S00

Tabsil, state or other unit. District.

Number of Gondi speakers.

Persons. Males. Females.

Man'dia ->

Niwas
Seoni
Lakhiiadon
Hoshanflabad district (excluding Sohagpur tahsil)

Harsud
BetuI

_
Multni ...

Bhainsdehi
Chhind^ara Khalsa
Chhindwnra Jagir

Amnrvara Rhalsa
Amarwara Jagir
S lusar

Wardha and Hinganghat
Arvi
Nagpur
R-imtek
Umrer
Sooner and Katol
Warora
Brahmapuri
Chanda
Gnrehiroli Khalsa
Gnrchiroli Znmindari
Sironcha Khalsa
Ahiri ZaminJari ...

Bhandnra
Gondia ...

Sakoli Khalsa
Snkoli Zomindori
Balaghnt
Bnihar Khalsa
Baihnr Zamindari

i

M'>ndla
Mandin
Seoni
Seoni
Hoshnngabnd ...

Nimar
BetuI
BetuI
BetuI
Chhindsvarn ...

Chhindsvara ...

Chhindwnra ...

Chhindworn ...

Chhindwarn ..

Wardha
Wardha
Nagpur
Nagpur
Nagpur
Nagpur
Chanda
Chanda
Chanda
Chanda
Chanda
Chanda
Chanda
Rtiandara
Obandara
Bhandara
Bhandsra
Balaghat
Balaghat
Balaghnt

79.351
23.668
64,8.59

27.945
21.

.

576

5,505
58.732
30,348
29,689
56.791

19,553
9.146
8.081

48.0.

’l

27.95U
70.768
14.167
16.004
5.280
16.698
5.142
4.446

19.8C6
14.625
31.426
6.162
28.155
12.485

30.602
5.127

11.864
20.7.33

17.890

1.540

39.115
11,592

27,637
13.896
10.557

2,795
28 674
14.605
14,772
27,398
9,555
4,354

3.820
23.165
13.680

10.396
6.919
8,019
2.524
8.297

2.670
2.121
9.860
6.947
15.074

3.190
13.945
6.073

16.708
2.843

5,313
9 981
8 527
796

40,236
12.076
37.222
14.049
11.019
2.710

30.058
15.743
14.917

29.393
9.098
4.792
4,761

24.856
14.270
10,372
7,248
V.9S5
2.756
8.391
2.472

2.325
10.006
7.678
16,352
2.972
14,210
6.412

13.894
2.284
6,551
10.752

9,363
744
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Kurukb.

Kolami.

Tuhsil, state or other unit. Di>trict.
Number of Gondi speakers.

Persons. M ales. Females.

Waraseoni
^anjati Zumindari
Morsi
Chnndur
Yeotmal
Kelapur
Wun
Bastar
Ranker
Changbhakar

Bnlaghat
Drug
Atnraoti .

Amraoti
Yeotmal
Yeotmal
Ycotma 1

34,542
20,996
6,860
7.150

14,474
2u,913

11,925
262,988
50,087

16,663

16,683
10.119
3,434

3,493
7,454

14,210

7,058
130,436

25,809

8,746

17,859

10,877

3,426
3,657

7,020
14,703
4,867

1.32,552

24,278
7,917

These figures show that in 44 out of the 76 linguistically homogeneous units
shown in the Census map the old language of Gondwana is still widely
spoken. The only places in which no Gondi was returned were the Jashpur,
Udaipur and^ Surguja States and the Chandrapur-Padampur tract of the
Bilaspur district. It is, however, interesting to observe how little the langu-
age is now found in the Nerbudda Valley, and in the Chhattisgarh plain (to
which Bastar does not really belong). The causes are discussed in para-
graph 22. A comparison of the figures with those for tahsils in Table XVIII
is profitable.

14. Kurukh was returned by 142,323 persons at the 1931 Census
against 100,949 in 1921 and 103,764 in 1911. It is spoken only by the
Oraons of the Chhota Nagpur Plateau and its neighbourhood, where it is

scattered amid a number of Munda languages. The features of the
language show that it must be descended (like Gondi) from the same
Dravidian dialect that formed the common origin of Tamil and Kanarese,
In this province, it is usually called Kisan, the language of the cultivators,

Koda the language of diggers (a term liable to confusion with the Koda
dialect of Kherwari), or Dhangari, the language of farm servants. In
Bilaspur district and Raigarh and Sarangarh States the Oraons are generally

knowm as Dhangars. Kurukh has no literature as it is unwritten, save for

translations of parts of the Bible and a few small books written by mission-

aries. The only dialect returned at the Census was Mirdahi by 212 persons

in Raipur and 606 in Raigarh State.

15. Kolami returned 28,362 speakers in 1931, 23,989 in 1921 and
24,074 in 1911. The linguistic survey figure was '23,295. This language

is confined to the Yeotmal, Wardha, Amraoti and Chanda districts, and
25,647 of the persons who returned it were enumerated in Yeotmal. Sir

George Grierson holds that the Kolams, from a philological point of view,

must be looked upon as remnants of an old Dravidian tribe that has not

been involved in the development of the principal Dravidian languages, or

of a tribe that has not originally spoken a Dravidian form of speech.

He adds

—

"There are two other forms of speech, spoken by petty tribes, which are closely

allied to Kolami, and which can most conveniently be looked upon as dialects of

that language. In the Basim district of Berar there are three or four hundred Bhils.

Most of these speak Bhili^^which will be discussed under the head of the Indo-Aryan
languages, but in the Pusad taluqa of that district there are some of these Bhils

who speak a language almost identical with Kolami. Whether these people are

reallv Bhils or not we must leave to ethnologists to decide. Suffice it to say here

that they are locally called ‘Bhils’ and that their language, like that of any other

language spoken by the tribe is locally known as ‘Bhili’. How many of the Basim
Bhils speak this particular dialect is unknowA their language having been returned

as the same as that of the other Bhils of the district.
_

It was_ not till the language

specimens had been received that the existence of this Dravidian dialect was dis-

covered by th~e Linguistic Survey. The other dialect is Naiki, the language of a^few

Darwe Goods of Chanda district in the Central Provinces. It is almost extinct.

It differs from Gondi and agrees with Kolami in many important points.
^
The name

"Naiki” is not confined to this dialect. In the_ Central Provinces and in Berar it

is conimonly used as a synonym of Banjari, and in the Bombay Presidency Naik-di

is the name of a Bhil dialect. These are both Indo-Aryan.”-
^

Kolami is said to agree with Telugu in some points, and in other

respects with Kanarese and the connected forms of speech.
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16. Telugu occupies the territory known as Andhra in Sanskrit geo- Telugu,

graphy and as Telingana to the Muslims. The Centr-al Provinces. is the

northern boundary of the language which was returned as a mothe^ongue
by 142,'130 persons here in 1931, by 115,786 in 1921 and by 140,413 in 1911.

It is spoken by varjdng numbers of people in all the British districts and

several of the States but is important as a vernacular of the province only

in the districts named in the margin, returns

for which are shown for three censuses.

The Chanda tahsil (23,469), Garchiroli

Khalsa (9,113), and Sironcha Khalp
(22,427) are the homes of the language in

Chanda district. In Yeotmal it is. a com-
paratively important mother-tongue in

Kelapur and Wun taluqs. 8,350 persons

who returned the language in Nagpur tahsil were obviously immigrants of

one kind or another.

j

Nuinl cr returning mollier ‘

District or ! _ t ongueTclog...
;

State. 1

i

1911 1921 19.11

Ch.-indii ..
!

fi5.012 i 19.562 i 66.779

YcoimnI ...j 9.1SS :;
2S.SS9 .11.552

tinsinr ...j 15.076 .1 1.1,554 11.662

17. Kherwari is the mother-tongue of 4,874 persons in Surguja State, Kherwari

4,165 in Jashpur and 1,176 in Udaipur principally as the Korwa dialect, and
of 1,17() persons in Raipur principally in the form of the Koda dialect. The
total number who returned this language in the province was 12,134 against

10,305 in 1921 and 17,649 in 1911 (when Turi now classified as a form of

Oriya was included in the figures). Khen,vari is the principal of the Munda
languages, which occupy a strong position in Central India. It has its head-
quarters at the north-eastern end of the Central Indian plateau, but has
spread into, or left survivors in the plains at its foot. There are many
dialects, the best known of which are Santali and Mundari. Others
returned in the Central Provinces were Kol or Kolali and Birhole, as well

as Koda and Kons’a.

18- Kharia as a vernacular of the province is of sufficient importance Kharia..
to be shown in the linguistic map only in Jashpur State. It was, however,
returned also in the States of Sakti, Raigarh, Sarangarh and Udaipur and in

Bilaspur and Raipur, particularly in the Phuljhar Zamindari. The
language is spoken exclusively by the tribe of the same name. The total

number who returned the language as a mother-tongue was 9,076. The
figure for 1921 was 5,926 and that for 1911, 8,238. The surv'ey estimate

for this province was 3,075. This included Birhole which was regarded as

a form of the same speech but has been classified at this Census as a dialect

of Khen,vari. Kharia is said to be a dying language. The dialect is the
same in Jashpur, Raigarh and Sarangarh. The vocabulary according to

the linguistic sur\'ey is strongly Ar>’anized and Ar>’an principles have
pervaded the grammatical structure. It is no longer a typical Munda
language.

19. On the map in the introduction to the Linguistic Surv^ev indicating Korku,
the localities in which Austro-Asiatic and pronominalized 'Himalayan
languages are spoken in India there stands out, prominent in its isolation,

an island of Munda covering parts of the Nimar, Betul, Hoshangabad,
Amraoti, Chhindwara and Narsinghour districts of this province. The
Munda languages are not found further west or further north in the
Peninsula, while in the east, where they cover Orissa and form another island
in the Ganjam and Vizagapatam districts of Madras, tliey are met for the
first time in the parts of the Central Provinces bordering Orissa in the form
of Kherw’ari and Kharia, as already noticed, and also in the part of the
Bastar State adjoining the Jeypore Zamindari of Vizagapatam district in the
form of Gadaba, the language spoken by the tribe of that name, which
belongs to North-East Madras and is found in ver\' small numbers in the Cen-
tral Provinces. The area of this island of Munda is clearlj’^ traceable on the
Central Provinces linguistic map. It includes much of the Burhanpur and
Harsud tahsils of Nimar, the Melghat, Makrai State, the Harda, Seoni-

.
Malwa and Hoshangabad tahsils of Hoshangabad, the Bhainsdehi and Betul
tahsils of Betul district and the Chhindwara tahsil of the district of that
name, in which places the numbers of the Korku tribe returning the tribal
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language as their mother-tongue formed an appreciable proportion of the
population. Figures for three censuses are given in the margin for the

districts in which the linguistic units
mentioned above lie. Statistics for
smaller units than those mentioned are
not available for ‘ previous censuses.
The language was also returned by a
few isolated Korkus in other districts,

and by 1,419 in Akola, presumably in

the Melghat area, and 1,307 in Buldana.
Korku is essentially a language of the
Central Provinces and is not found else-

where. The Linguistic Survey esti-

District or State.

Number of Koiku-
spenkers.

1911 . 1921 1931

Central Provinces 131,839 112,194 161.975
and Berar.

Hoshangabad 11.719 8,347 12.550
Nimar 28.021 32.151 46.C10
BetuI 3S,028 22.817 32 S79
Chhindwara 15,120 10.830 18,303
Amrnoti 11,184 31,lfi6 35,400
Makrai 2.748 2.370 2.782

few Korku-speakers were returned from the east of the province, 6,355 in
Surguja State and 263 in Bilaspur district. There is not the slightest doubt
that those returning the language were Korakus, one of the names used for
Korwas in Surguja State. At the next census similar returns should be
.reclassified under Korwa. Col. Dalton considered that the Korkus were a
branch of the Korwas and Mr. Crooke held that probably both were sub-
branches of the same tribe. The affinities of the two tribes will be discussed
in the proper place. As far as the languages are concerned, Sir George
Grierson’s ruling that they are distinct, although members of the same
branch, must be accepted. The confusion arose because in Surguja State

the Korwas are sometimes called Kora-ku, young men, from feoro, a boyi
The word Korku or Kurku on the other hand is the plural of koro, a man
which is identical with Mundari, hara, Santali har, a man.

Two forms of Korku were returned at the 1931 Census, Muwasi by
15.651 persons in the Chhindwara district and Nihali by 1,196 persons in

Nimar, Amraoti and Buldana. The Linguistic Survey found that there was
only one sub-dialect, Muwasi, which does not differ much from ordinary

Korku. The Nihali dialect of Nimar is^ now -a mixed form of speech.

There are, however, some indications which point to the conclusion that

the original base of the dialect was related to Korku.

Other
mother-]
tongues.
(AH fami-

lies.)

Other
Asiatic
languages.

20, With 'the exception of Kanarese, already noticed in paragraph 3,

the other languages spoken in the province are all the mother-tongues of

immigrants and settlers. Details of the number returning them and of

their distribution will be found in Table XV, Part I and its appendix. The
principal returns were : Indo-European family, Aryan Sub-family—Punjabi

7,372 males and 2,758 females, Bengali 3,326 males and 2,581 females,

Bihari 194 males and 84 females, other languages, 4,474 males and 1,561

females. The figures for the sexes show the immigrant nature of those

speaking these vernaculars. Eleven languages were included under other

languages of the family. The onlv important Dravidian languages not

already discussed are Tamil and Bharia. The figure for the former wp
9,754 including 1,786 Kaikadis, a vagrant tribe of mat-makers found in

Bombay, Hyderabad and Central Provinces. Apart from the Kaikadis Tamil

is spoken by immigrants from Madras, chiefly of the servant class. Bhana

is, however, a tribal language proper to the province returned by 3,885

Bharias or Bhumias in the Chhindwara district. The Linguistic Survey figure

is only 330. Under other Dravidian languages a few returns of Malayalam,

or Malabari, and Coorgi were made. Unimportant tribal dialects of the

Munda branch were Chick and Nagasia, while under gipsy languages 4,059

returns included eleven different vernaculars, the chief being Beldari (2,475)

and Ladsee (1,401) both spoken in the Maratha plain,

21. Arabic is the mother-tongue of 447 people, 317 of them in Nagpur.*

•Persian was returned by 670 persons. It has been suggested at past censuses

that such returns probably included those of Afghan or Balochi horse-

dealers, There were, however, a good number of returns of Afghani .

•The descendnnts of the Arab mercenaries of tlie Bhonslo kings still sometiines return Arabic os their

mother-tongue, occording to report.
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U.nlochi ;uul Rohilli shown separately in the appendix. Japanese, Chinese,

MonjioH.Tn, Singhalese. Turkish and Hebrew were all returned by a few

pi‘«ple.

22. KurJish is the mothor-tonSne of 11.529 persons in the Central

Ptnv'nee.-'. 'I’he return in 1921. was 1.5,269. The total number of European
and aDted r.ares .ant* An.*jlo.lndi.ins is 10,71.5. The fiflures indicate the in-

lercstitu; tact that a limiieil number of Indians .speak Knsilish as their

mother<!on::ue. h'ijlht other non-.-\siatic lan/iuaf-es were returned. It is

worth meutiomn^ that five .Swiss missionaries rcttjrncd their mother-tonfjue

a' Sw!‘.>. iu'-tead o; as Herman.

2.5, Past Censtts reports have dealt very fully with the displacement

of jfoji-Ary.m by Aryan lanj’uajlcs, Mr. Marten pointed out that a large

tv.nubiv ni have wltolly lost their language, traces of which can now
eijily be (outu) in jome rertuUc corner of the province, if at .all. He
eontinueil;-

•• !ftir jh.’ii fi;r.r;iriie> tin- n:ane r>f the larnttinee reiiiriicil is the '.nmo as

t'-.;! it? f>;:ir.itnation «hmv> ih.it these Irih.ii lnn"iiaccs

, re rr, *i re- '.villi h. /!<!!> ar.v tr.iee «»f .niy nhorieiiial element in them
1

k T . < * 1 1 5
1"

» J
‘

.f ?. » ijilr.iij!! tM

1 ti.-fn-, in.wever. h:,'.e aeutiiret! pernnmenev that

ii-h ’ li.c.ii ,-.« n in the I.inrni.-tic Survey Mich dialects

they ch> no* reprefcnt what the
* f'*

*

it:'.:;;'

•h -Ti

RV:"' .'ml ll.i’t*! h-.v.-e . . _

indir.'iSe, ; . the iit iiiiti.'.I trih.i! Innetiare of Ithi!- and Mali'af. Tliiif

.:! .pohris m-w it tT'.i-tvh. ( if.i.tf.;!!* in the month of .i Pd’.il and Halhi i* no more
« f>f tlitcc .Arv.m I'.m.-naKe' chiefly s'^ohen by llic llalba tri!?e whose
id i. if atiy. h-'- •; '.vholly !o‘t. The early colonir.ation of the Clihat-

tiic Ijotnc «'i mr.-i id ihi-'c tribtv. b> a Hindi ‘peakinc people from
si r t ort'i I'tniif'li! the ;.bnr icine* oj that p.art of the Province into contact with

ojitt*-,-.'! .-.nd more dofjiin.-ifit lani'ti.i.'le ;';td it b inlere'titie to notice that, while
on li e t.m- b.itid the lanrn.nlc wiiicli w.-o hroiudif^ by the coloni.M.s and impressed
np-.?'. t.» srativ of ibr it.’it;.''! inhabitant'^ «.f (IhliatliMMrh, thonah modified by
!i..’ jc.ilsic.'i.Tt into the iinnint .-’f.d erpre<‘(v«' dialect now known ofliei.ally .and

linreiitV,?;!? .tj (ihh.itii'r.-if hi. ’'i!! retaitu-d all the princip.al characteristic.' of

iii.-.d:. t’lf taor.'i, tofiai .itid niiaioiit jntliu-nee of ilie'C mtmij'ratil' on the odtcf
Ji.'fid iri.-: to have made liiili impre -ion on the ahoricincs, who succeeded in

fctr.inirs.* thrlr priti'.itivc rii'tnsjit more cor'i'tcntlv in (ihhattisi-arh than in any other
p.art . ; the rrnvif.i-e.”

>Jr. Ivii'gbtc • ftb'cfvcd that with flic gr.-uinal opening up of com-
munic.-tiiMns in the province it would naturally ho supposed that the tribal

Ir.r.gita.gcs of 'he ;:hnri,gincs woidd lend to disappear by tiogrccs, but that

ft.gun-. 'hnwnl tlie proev'-s to be a very slow one. This statement is more
'h.nn iu’tifjed by the st.ntistic? of three eerstiscs alre-uly e.vamined for

Condi. Knnd:!*, Kolanii. Korku and Kharia. Klterwari was the onlv non-
Aryan Intt.gtiage for which numbers substantially below !ht)sc of I9II were
returned. In fact the apparent fall in 1921 of those speaking almost all

irilhd i:i?!.guaf'e.< n)u*.j cNidently be attributed to llie influenza epidemic, for

it can be proved from the fij;urc,s of the 19.51 Census that, although the
ilanger of their tiisplaeement is obvious, the actual state of afifairs has no:
reallv been changing for many yeais p.oi. A penisa! of subsitliary table ITI

appended to tltis chapter is most helpful in arriving at a proper appreciation
of the present position. It suggests a numher of conclusions. In the linst

place, e.vccpt for Korku, the Sftmda languages have cither disappeared or
are, it seems, in process of disappearance in this province. Of 8*1,971

.Sawaras <ir .Sannn; enumerated not a single one returned the tribal language.
7*here is no doubt that the Sawaras of Cbhattisgarh and the territories out-
side the Central Provinces adjoining it arc the same as the isolated tribe
known as Saonrs in Saugor and Damoh. The cause of their separation will

be discussed In Chapter XJJ. As already noticed .some elhnologist.s have
insisted that Konvas and Korkns arc branches of the same tribe. If this is

accepted the concentration of (he Saonrs in the forests of the Vindhyan foot-
hills, far from the Sawaras of Chhaltisgarh. and the Kork'us in the Mahadco
hills and ihc Melghat, far from the Korwas of the Chhota Nagpur plateau
irresistibly suggests the withdrawal of those who spoke Munda languages

*n'iill hat hern claued at a teparnre Inn/!uat!e at tbit ceniuf.

Non-Asiatic
languages. ^

The dis-

placement
of non-
Aryan by
Aryan
languages.
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in the first instance into the remote and isolated tracts of the province
before the approach of Dravidian and Arj^an languages. .The Munda ele-
ments which remained in the local language in the open tracts merged into
mixed jargons. Even in the hills Sawara also disappeared. Of the others
Korku which is still spoken among themselves by the greater number of the
members of the tribe, Korwa, Kharia and Gadaba alone survive. Gadaba,
the mother-tongue of a handful people in Bastar State numbering not
more than ^100, was returned by slightly more than that number of people
at the Census. Sir George Grierson’s remarks regarding Nihali, classed as
a_ dialect of Korku, are relevant in connection with .this discussion. Men-
tioning that there are many instances of tribes which even in historic times
have abandoned one language and taken to another he wrote :

—
“A siriking example is afforded by the tribe of Nahals in the Central Provinces.

There people appear to -have originally spoken a Munda language akin to Korku.
It came under Dravidian influence and has become a mixed form of speech, half
Munda and half Dravidian. This in its turn has fallen under the spell of Arj'an
tontJues, and is now in fair way to becoming an Aryan language. If we were to juSgc
by language :> hundred years ago we should have called the tribe Munda.”

Korku itself was returned as their mother-tongue by 161,975 members
of the tribe out of a total population of 176,616, the corresponding figures

having been 112,194 and 140,440 in 1921. It is to be observed that of these
54.716 males and 50,974 females speak the language of the tract in which
they reside as subsidiary to their mother-tongue. On the other hand the
number of persons returning mother-tongue Hindi or Marathi and subsidiary

language Korku was negligible.

Apart from the few tribes which still speak Munda or Dravidian
languages there are a number speaking either Aryan dialects, distinguished

by the names or the tribes themselves or else the language of the tract in

which they are found. Whether the original language of these tribes was
Munda or Dravidian it is generally impossible to trace. For instance Bhili

is now classed as a language of the Aryan sub-family; while the iCamars,

Bhatras, and Halbas all speak dialects of Aryan languages. On the other

hand the Baigas, a typical forest people numbering 37,086 in the province

have now really iso language of their own. Baigani returned by 3,641 per-

sons, almost all in Balaghat, is merely a broken dialect of Chhattisgarhi.

Others who have lost their original language, whatever it was, are Bhuinhars,

Binihwars, Koiis, Rautias, Kawars and Pandos. Binjhwari returned by

2,339 speakers in Raipur and Surguja is recognized as a sub-dialect of

('hhatlisgarhi. Bhuihari spoken by 28 persons in Korea and Pando by 502

in Udaipur have been identified by Rai Bahadur Hiralal to be broken

dialects of Chhattisgarhi.

It is interesting to notice that among these tribes which have assimilated

Arvan langu.ngcs nre some, if not all, of those regarded as the true

ahori'-innls or autochthones of the Eastern Central Provinces—for instance

the Binilnvars, the Kama.rs and the Baigas. The Gonds, Halbas and others

liavc been cl.assed as semi-aboriginals, probably outsiders _who have been

domiciled in the province since before historic times. Binjhwars, Baigas

and Kamars have all been described by Russell as “Dravidian tribes’’. It

cannot be said what was the original form of their language but the claim

that they are true aboriginals of the province appears to be just as strong as

that for the Korkus who according to Russell, being an offshoot of the great

Ko! or Munda tribe, came much further west than their kinsmen and settled

in the Mahadeo hills. According to their own traditions, however, they

claim to be born of the soil and to have been especially created by Mahadeo
a population for his hills at the request of Rawan, the demon King of

Ct-ylon. It may be recalled that an erroneous theory, almost entirely based

upon lingui'tic data, was recorded in the Imperial Gazetteer that the

Kv'!-n:'n *ir .'yiunii."! trifle.- from the nordr-en'^l met the Dravidian tribes, held

tM eornv fn:m the north-wc'-t, in Central India, where they crossed each

oriti-r. 'I'iie lir terf-inns v-cre r'ce-umed to have proved the stronger, to have

I'O k';:; up :1 e Kolarjan^^ anil thn!:r aside their fragments east and west.
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“The Dravidiaiis then rushed forward in a mighty body to the South”.* The
language distribution, if it could be regarded as in any way a reliable guide,

would support such a theory. During the ethnographic sur\'ey of Bengal,
however, Mr, Risley found that there was no real racial distinction between
the so-called Kolarian and Dravidian tribes. It is understood that Baron
Von Eickstedt’s researches have led him to the same view. Dr. Hutton
has also remarked that although the Gonds may speak a Dravidian language
like the Oraons, he suspects all these tribes of being Munda or largely

Munda in culture, and he is quite satisfied that the Marias, Kondhs, Koyas,
Bhattras, Gadabas. Sawaras, and Parjas, a mixed company including what
the earlier students of ethnology would have called both Dravidians and
Kolarians, all have something in common with Indonesian culture. This
opinion is supported by the linguistic research of Pater-Schmidt who has
divided into two sub-families what he has named the Austric Family of

languages. “Austro-Ncsian” includes the languages of Madagascar,
Indonesia and the Islands of the Pacific, and “Austro-Asiatic” comprises

various languages scattered over nearer and further India including the

Munda branch. If a scientific ethnological sur^'ey, such as is most urgently

needed in this province can confirm the views recorded above, the somewhat
unscientific •heori/,ing of the past will be satisfactorily terminated. And
further if the view that the main element in the “Dravidian” population is

descended from a branch of the Mediterranean race, if that term be under-

stood in its most extended sense, or at least a closely allied race, is correct,

a most interesting link across three continents is established. This view
which holds that the Dravidians came to India well before the Aryans
between two and three thousand years before Christ, probably along a route

following the sea-coast to the mouth of the River Indus, thus accounting for

the presence of an otherwise almost inexplicable Dravidian element in

Balochisian, —the Brahui tribe—is further developed in Dr. Gilbert Slater’s

book “The Dravidian element in Indian culture”. In describing the

struggle for existence between Sanscritic and Dravidian tongues that wTiter

obseiw'es

:

“All the Oravid‘i.Tn lanfiiunRcs nro extremely difficult. How much more difficult

they arc than Sanscritic lanauagcs may be estimated from the fact that where they

are the vernacular."; the language of communication bclw’ccn European employen
and Indian servants is almost invariably English, whereas in the rest of India it is

Hindustani. In Madras, when the Buckingham and Carnatic cotton mills w’ere

established under European management, it was soon decided to set up schools to

teach half-timers and children of operatives English, as the only effective alternative

to dependence on native interpreters. It is clear therefore, that whenever and
wherever any small body of Aryan invaders established themselves as a ruling caste

m a district populated by Dravidians, while they became merged in the native

population, their Sanscritic language would become the language of the district. The
supersession of Dravidian languages by Sanscritic is still proceeding wherever the
two come into contact. The facts with regard to the distribution of languages there-

fore are quitc/m harmony with the conclusions indicated by the ethnological evidence,
that the Dravidian clement preponderates over all other elements in the racial make-
up of the people of India. It is also to be noted that the phonetic system of Sanscrit

itself is intermediate between that of Tamil and other Dravidian languages on one
hand, and that of other Indo-Germanic languages on the other. This indicates that

even when tho Rig-Ved.i took the form in which it has corne down to us a consider-
able part of the Sanskrit-speaking population was of Dravidian race.”

In view of the obvious danger of their displacement the continued
existence of Kurukh and Kolami as the mother-tongues of the great majority
of the members of the tribes of w’hich they are the original vernaculars, and
of Gondi as the mother-tongue of some 50 per cent of the Gonds needs some
notice. A glance at Subsidiary Table III shows that among the Gonds,
Kolams and Oraons a verj* large proportion of males and a slightly lower
proportion of females returned the Aryan language spoken in the district of
their enurneration as their second vernacular. The proportions are such, in

fact, that it may safely be stated that almost all adult males in these tribesf
are bi-lingual. Now the Kolams are a somewhat isolated tribe. Their

*ltnptrial GaselUer,2nd edition,^ page 63.

fThis o( course does not refer to Marias, P.irjas and Koyas,

40
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language differs widely from that of the neighbouring Gonds, and as
already mentioned in some points agrees with Telugu and
in other respects with Kanarese. Most of the Kolams were enumerated
in the Kelapur, Wun and Yeotmal italuqs, that is towards the Hyderabad
border. The influence of Aryan languages there would be weaker than it

is further north and the tribesmen could no doubt make themselves under-
stood to their neighbours who speak Telugu or Kanarese. The Oraons on
the Chhota Nagpur Plateau are also not exposed to the influences of Aryan
languages so much as some other tribes have been. They form a consider-
able population, living generally in their own villages and following agricul-
tural pursuits. A larger proportion of them have become Christians as
will be seen from the next Chapter, and although there is no Oraon
literature the missionaries, who wisely have not upset the tribal organization,
have produced a certain number of books in Kurukh which might have
the effect of preserving it as a Vernacular of this Province. In regard to
Gondi there are other considerations. Although it is still the mother-
tongue of varying numbers of people in all the States except four it has
been almost ousted by Hindustani in the Nerbudda Valley, except in the
Hoshangabad district and Makrai State. The linguistic figures for

Narsinghpur, Saugor, Damoh and Jubbulpore from 1901—1931 prove this.

In the Niwas tahsil of Mandla there were also few returns of Gondi. It

is admitted that when immigrants began to settle in the plains of the
Central Provinces the Gonds, who were regarded by the former as very
wild people, mostly withdrew to the hills and forests where until the develop-
ment of communications they might generally be expected to retain their

own culture. In historic times however we find that those Gonds who
helped to build up the kingdoms of the local dynasties which dominated
the northern half of what is now the Central Provinces in the 15th, 16th

and 17th centuries actually did oust or succeed Ar>^an rulers. In a com-
paratively new, history, “The Raj Gond Maharajas of the Satpura Hills”,

Mr. C. U. Wills, I.C.S., has told how the Chandels, who had driven out

the Kalachuris, dominated the Garha-Katanga country in the 13th century.

Their presence was at that time inimical to the growth of a Raj-Gond
kingdom, while in the 14th century the activity of the central Mahomedan
power and the constant movement of their armies through and around
•Gondwana would have been fatal to any new political movement. But by
the 15th century both these repressive forces had been removed; Kharji,

a tribal chieftain, collected a mercenary force with which in imitation of

Rajput practice in the past he succeeded in setting himself ' up as an

independent authority and founded what was known. as the Garha kingdom.

This kingdom, according to Mr. Wills, developed under foreign influence,

.and Rajputs in large numbers were enlistpd at an early stage in its develop-

ment, which was only made possible by the definite dissociation of its rulers

from their former fellow tribesmen. The other Raj Gond kingdom in the

north of the Province, which moved its headquarters to Deogarh in

Chhindwara district at the beginning of the 17th centu^, maintained, in

contrast, a far more indigenous character. Such being the case it is

perhaps not fantastic to trace a connection between the fact that in most
parts of the Nerbudda valley the Gonds have returned an Aryan mother-

tongue and the fact of their long association with Hindu influences. The
facility of communications in this tract may also have been a powerful

influence in more recent years. The few returns of Gondi from Raipur
and Bilaspur, where the Gond population is large are as suggested in

Mr. Marten’s report clearly due to the influence of Chhattisgarhi. The
figures for Raipur have been low since 1901. Those for Bilaspur were
1901—2,296: 1911—739; 1921—21,466 and 1931—421. The figures for

1911 and 1931 have shown such continuity in regard to all language returns

that one is led to suspect some error in the 1921 figures for the language in

(he Bilaspur district due perhaps to some misdirection in enumeration. It is

possible, arguing from the premises applied to the Nerbudda valley, that

the influence of the Hai-hai-bansi domination in -Ratanpur may have left

its impression on the tribal languages of Bilaspur and neighbouring tracts..
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One fact in any case seems certain, which is that, with the spread of

edneation and closer association between people of the hills and forests

with those of the plains, a lanj’uage like Gondi which is unwritten and has
no literature is almost bound to be displaced entirely by Hindustani or
Marathi as time goes <in, especially when so many of those usinji it as their

moiher'tt'Uiiite are already bi-litiflual.

(!cnM!s ft)r the fust lime statistics of bi-lin^ualism Bi-lingualism.

Somethin*! has already been written about the figures in

.71. At the

were eollceted.

the last paragraph, and the statistics entered in Table XV-Part II and
clearly illustrated in the linguistic map need little elaboration here. No
attempt was made to tabulate figures of those who spoke English or some
Vernacular ni :uu.'fher province in addition to their mother-tongue, because
it was only desirot! to know how many people in the Province, owing to the

number of indigenous vernaculars used in it, have to speak their real

mother-tongue in their homes and habitually use some other language
ou^iile them nr in their tiaily work. The figures were tabulated by
linguistically !u»mogencous tracts. On the whole they appear to be
accurate. In Seoni labsil 6,tS-19 men returned Gondi as subsidiary to

lUtMt’er-i' ui'-uc H;ntiu'>t.ini. ll seems likely that these were really Gonds,
.and .'hai the er.irie.> made on the schedules might properly have been
transposed. A similar entry for Hastar Stale where, 11,310 men and 9,381
wnnicn sixaiking .Marathi as a. m*i;her-u»ngue reuinicil Gondi as a snhsi-

di.Try l.inguage can he regarded as quite correct since Gondi is the

predominant langu.tge of that area. The Marathi was no doubt the Halbi
dialect In ihe same way many persons speak Kiirukh as a subsidiary

languajie in .l.ishpur State. Sta»iMic> of bi-lingu.alism are <|uite negligible in

Sau,gor. Damoh and Narsinghpur tiist riels, in the Sonagpur tahsil of

Hoshangabad, in the Dindori tahsil of Mandla, in Raipur district e.vccpt

the eastern -/amindaris, in Dnig district c.vccpt the Sanjari Balod zamindaris,

in the Bilaspur district except the Padampur tract and in the Stales of
Korea, ('hhuiklculan, Khairagarh and Nandgaon. It may be mentioned
that in all ihc.'C units Hindi is the ovcnvhelmingly predominant mother-
tongue. On the other hand wherever Hindi and Marathi arc both of some
importance as mother-tongues and wherever there are linguistic boundaries
there is a certain amount of hi-lingualism while, as already mentioned in

the last paragraph, wherever a tribal language is spoken, the great majoritj^

of the .adult meti using it. and a large proportion of the adult women, are

!)i-]ingiial. So faithfully indeed is this fact accepted that in Seoni district

it was found that among the Gonds infants in arms were being recorded
as bi-lingunl. An order was consequently issued that children under 6
could not be considered to know a subsidiary' language. The greatest

amount of hi-lingualism is found, as might he expected, in the Baslar State.

The general siliiation is however clear from the map. 1..321 persons were
returned as iri-lingual hut as instructions were only given for recording one
subsidiary langtiagc the figure is certainly very short of the true one. In
border areas pf»ly-lingualism is in fact frequently encountered. A well-

known, but humble, Gond shikari in South Chanda can speak and under-
stand Hindi, Telugu, Gondi and Mar,'ithi. and such cases are hv no means
exceptional.
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Subsidiary Table I.—Distribution of the total population by language

4
Total number of speakers

(000*8 omitted). Number per
milic of

.

Language.

1931 1921

population o
Province (to

nearest
number)

1931.

if

Where chiefly sjlokcn.

1 2 3 4 5

A.—^Vernaculars of India \

(i) Indo-Europeanfamily—Aryan sub-

family.

Western Hindi 5.605 8,889
(Hindi)*

31i! Tliroughout the Province but especially in
1 Nerbudda Division, Saugor, Damoh and Sc
1

districts and Makrai State.
Rajasthani 347 166 19» Nimar, Wnrdha, Nagpur, Bhandara, Hoshangah

Raipur and Bilaspur districts and Berar division.
Gujarati 57 41 31 Nimnr and Alcola districts.
Bhiii 31 18 2! Khandwa and Burhanpur tahsils of Nimar district.
Puiyabi 10 5 1 Jubbulporc, Nagpur, and Bhandara districts.
Bengali 6 4

, , juhbulporc, Nagpur, Raipur and Chanda districts.
Bihori , • 3 Raipur and Chanda districts.

Oriya
..J

386 308 21 The Khariar, Fhuljhar, Bindranawagarh and Kan
zamindaris of Raipur district, Padampur tract

Bilaspur district, and Bastar, Raigarh, Satanga
Udaipur and Jashpur States.

Eastern Hindi 4,108
#

* • • 228 The Chhattisgarh Division, Jubbulpore, Mane
Balaghat, Bhandara and Chanda districts, 1

Chhattisgarh States and Chhota Nagpur States.
Marathi

i 5,618 4,966 312 Nagpur and Berar Divisions, Betul district, the Sau
t.-ihsil of Chhindwara district and Burhanpur tal

of Nimar district ; Bastar State.

Other languages of Aryan sub'family 6 2 • *

(ii) Draoidian family.

Gondi 1,280 M77
i

71 M.’indla, Betul, Chhindwara, Hoshangabad, Seo
and Chanda districts ; Bastar, Kanker and Char
hhakar States.

Kurukh or Oraon (Dhangari) '
' .

.

142 101
«

8 Bilaspur district, Jashpur, Surguja, Udaipur, Raigs

and Sarongarh States.

Kolami 28 24 2 Ycotmal and Wardha districts.

Telugu 142 116 8 Southern parts of Yeotmal and Chanda district

Bastar State.

Kanarese 9 11 1 Chanda, Bhandara and Balaghat districts.

Tamil 10 5 1 Nagpur, Jubbulporc and Nimar districts.

Other languages of Dravidian family

(ui) Austria family {Austro-Asiatic sub-

4 • • • •

• family) Munda branch.

Khenvari 12 10 1 Raipur district, Surguia, Udaipur and Jashpur Stati

Korku 162 112 9 Nerbudda Division except Narsinghpur district, tl

Melghat taluk of Amraoti district and Makrai Stat

Khatia 9 6 Raigarh and Jashpur States.

Other languages of the Munda branch .

.

(iv) Vnelassed languages

•• • •
,

'

Gipsy languages 4 Amraoti, Wardha and Akola districts.

Others i • •

B.—Vernaculars of Asiatic countries
beyond India

All families

G.—'European languages

1 • • •>

^glish 12
.

13 1 Jubbulporc and Nagpur cities.

Uther Jsuropean languages
• "I

Total .

. 1

I7,989j 15,978 1,000

*Westetn Hindi and Eastern Hindi were not separated in 1921.
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Subsidiary Table II-A.—Distribution of language (mother-tongue) per 10,000 of the
POPULATION OF Fj\CM DISTRICT

Knd divNinn.

I

C. P. nnil Brrnr

ViiHry'

1. S'liicor

2. Dsinnh
Juldiulpntr
N’artsnphpiir

5. HrnliatipaKid
{i, Ntmar
7. Ma'-rai

/V,!,v r.i

8 .

Q.

10 .

n.

Msndla
So in I

Brsv!
CJdiinii«‘sr.a

ytar,7!h'i I'l.tin DiriliSfi

i:. Warilha
IS, NaKVur
!«. Chanda
IS, Bhandara
1(1. B.al.ich.it

17, Amiaoii
If. Ahnia
10. tliild.ana

20. Yoxmai

Ckhatsitrisr!; Plitin Pifitio^

Numbrr per 10,000 of the population apeaking

c i

ir ;
(§

£- *c
O

•o 1

C !

O
IO ‘

g
3

C
O
&
O
t3
C
cs

X
•X

E
9

•c

2 3 ;
4 5 6 7 8 9 10 ! 11 12 13

5..399, 19.3 .3,122 32
!

17 214 712 79 ! 7 90 5

S.70S 4.9.9 27S « 87. 2 I2S
(

•
# 270 . •

9,026 9 28 10
!

1 1
1

• *

9.943 22 It 17 ..1 , , , , 1 • •

0.755 0 44 12 5 44 9 . .*
*

,

• •

9.053 16 15! 3 8 1 • • • •

8,891 219 9o; IS 1

'

.. 481 3 .

.

258
3.726 2.762 l.497i 227 542. 193 13 • 986
7.384 75 39 4 • 1 •• 692 •• • • 1,793

S,S92 30 7.2/5 5 * 2.509 2 .. 307

7.624 27 15 A 2,315 3 V •

7.105 36 469 A •
2.357 1 .

.

• •

3.709 20 2.403 8 • 2.924 1' .

.

925 •

5,262 34 I.8I7 5 •• 4 •"m • • 319 • •

1.514 249 7.245 55 7 7 60S 750
• 54

742 402 7.750 34 6 944 -»5

1.548 45 7,580 39 1 3 555 98 I

352 32 7.214 17 1.446 879
1.698 60 7.400 42 1 729 '8,

5.755 17 2.857 4 , 5 4
’

• •1

1,391 192 7.663 78 21 • 216 29
;

..1 376
1,278 401 8.074 116 9 ¥ 17 58 I 16
1,117 250 8.441 85 13 ^ . 4 52 17
750 812 6.953 46 9 2

•‘i

..
1

• • 1

.9./ 76 47 401 .9
• 695 644 -’7| 4 7 9

9
•s
o

•n

g

o
B
i«
o

O

14

51

53

25
6

|22
4

39
54
13

40

12
28
10
89

87

77
130
58
52
28
34
31
21

316

13

21. lUipur 8.221 55 94 15 • 1,560 17
i

7 2 8 5
22. Ilila'ipur 0.723 24 29. 6' 1 167. 3 7 15 2 2 4
23. UnuT 9.572 23 113 4

9
3

•
i

24. B-i^tar 435
;

57 3.344 J 917 5 ,012: 222
25. KanVer 6.194 32 75 9 6 |S)sl|
26. Nandg.ion 9,4851 78 304 9 1 9
27. Khairagarh 9.693: 62 142 6 2 5 47 9

28. Chhuikhatlan 9,893 30 74 , ,
1

29. Kau'.ardha 9,944 20 23 1 1 1

30 . Kahii .. 9.898, 7 27 « 12 7 2 38 4 II
31. R.airarh 8.534 85 12 II 6 2 235 •

101
32. Sarangarh 7.839 28 t IS3 2 • • 16 38'

Chhota Xn^’fiiir Dr.-iuon 7.941, 70 /;. 2 .. 17l\ 184
•

1,452 774 70 50

33. Changbhakar 2.766 28 • *1 • ••'i 7.145! 61
34. Korea 9,903 5 1 ! ij 7 : 2 76
35. Surguja 8,860 2 3 12i 894 97 127
36. Udaipur .. 7,846' 74 1

!
2, 430; .

.

.

.

RM>] 52
37. Jnshpur 5,306‘ 3

•i
ii

1

55li
1

•H 215 209
1

16
17

5
11

4
12
34
3
•

4
12

4

5

io
5

5
6

*Tndic.ates that the return of the particuhar language in the unit mentioned, is less than I per 10,000 of the population of that unit.
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,
Subsidiary Table II-B.t—Distribution of. subsidiary languages per 10,000 of the

Nerbudda Valley

Serial

Nos.'

District or natural
division.

Number per 1 0,000 of the pop
Hindustani as motlicr-ton^

speak it.

ulation sf
re in unit

trsidiary

gcs.

>caking

who Actual
number per

10.000 of
total popu-

lation

of unit
speaking
Mindustani
as mother-

tongue.

Number per 1 0,000 of the popu-
lation speaking Marathi ns
mother-tongue in unit who

speak it.

Actual

number
per

10,000
of total

popula-
tion of
unit

speaking
Marathi

as

mother-
tongue

(o) With
no

subsidiary
language.

(&)With su
langua

(fl) With
no

subsidiary
language.

(b) With subsidiary
languages.

1

,Jt 1

1 i

^
i

• w«
•0
a
0
0

1
i

‘
ft)

•c

i
5

Mindustani. Others.

I 2 3 4 : 5 G
!

7 8 9 10 12

Nerbudda Valley Division 9,973 6. G
1

2' 13 9,193 7,585 2,397 18 275

1 Saugor 9,993
ll

..
:

6 9,935 1,469 8,486 45 28

2 Damoh 9,994 1
i

5 9,965 1,445 8.439 II6 II

. 3 Jubbulporc 9,957 3 18 22 9,764 2,777 83 44

4 Narsinghpur 9,99C 1|
' 9 9,968 3,184 286 15

5 Hoshangabad 9,984 5 ! 4 2 9,110 2,525 75 90

G Nimar 9,92C 35
;

2: 15 28 6,488 8,338 1,654 8 1,497

7 Maktni 10,000 •‘1 •* .. •• 7,459 328 9,672 • • 39

Plateau

Number per 10,000 of the population speaking Hindustani as

mothcr-tonfpie in unit who speak it.

.

Actual num-
ber per

Serial

Nos.
District or natural division. (n) With no

subsidiary

!

, (b) With subsidiary languages.

10,000 of
total popula-
tion of unit
speaking

Hindustani as

mother-
tongue.

language.

Marathi. Gondi.

1

1

Korku. Others.

u 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Plateau Division 9.698 202 91 . 3 6 5,922

Mandla 9,989 1 5 5

Sconi • • 9,731 8 251 10

Bctul • • • • 9,566! 315 99 18 2

11 Chhindwam 9,407 551 36 • - 6

Maratha Plain
I _

Serial

Nos.

' District or natural

division.

•

Number per 1 0,000 of the population speaking
Hindustani as mother-tongue in unit who

speak it.

Actual
number
per

10,000
of total

popula-
tion of
unit

speaking
Hindus-
tani as
mother-
tongue.

Number per 10,000 of the population

speaking Marathi as mother-tongue in the

unit who speak it.

(0) With
no subsi-

diary
langu-
age.

(b) With subsidiary languages.
(a) With
no subsi-

diary
language.

(6) With subsidiary languages.

Marathi. Gondi. Telugu. Others.

Hindus-
tani.-

Gondi. Telugu. Others.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 12 13

Maratha Plain Division .

.

7,269 2,684 9 12 26 1.763 9,634 346 4 r
12 Wardha 4,889 2 26, 1,144 9,933 64 • .

3*

13 Nagpur 6,403 1 93 1,593 366 • • 27

14 Chanda 5,242 4,339 139 273 7 384 9,876 15 33 73 1

15 Bhandara 6,585 3,406 7 2 1,758 9,399 600 1 • •

16 Balaghat 9,816 159 18 7 5,772 6,624 3,372 4 • •

17 Ammoti 7,712 2,246 42 1,583 9,687 • •
9*

18 Akola 7,472 2,491 .. 12 25 9,911 82 . • 7

19 Buldana 6,536 3,440 1 23 1,366 9,632 366 • • 2

2C Ycotmai 4,159 5,792 4 37 8 1,562 82 1
3'
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POPULATION SPEAKING EACH LANGUAGE AS MOTHER-TONGUE
Division

Number i'tr 10,000 of thr poputn-

tion spraVinK Ootuli n^ molhrr-

tonsue in unit who ^pr.O; it.

(/>! With ••.tihiiiliaty

Ltnimtvtr*.

((}) Wish no ,

r.uh<.iili»tv

lamniapc-.
HinJiiu.ini. ttiloii.

;
Actual

numhfi per
10,000 of

itotajpoptil*

ntion of
unit

!ipi-.tI;inK

Cfondi »<•

mothi'i -

tontrur.

Ntirtihrrpcr 1 0,000ofthe popula-
tion spc.ihinl! Korku na mothi'r-

lonctic in unit who speak it.

(M With suh'itliarj'

l.rnKuaRcs.

(ill With no
suh-iiiliarv-

,

laiii’u.ipo

Actu.-tl !

number per,

I 10,000
of total

population
|

of unit

Number per 1 0,000 of the popula-
tion speaking Bhili as mothcr-

. tongue in unitwho speak it.

llintlustani. tlthris.

j
(i) With subsidiary

languages.

speaking (a) With no;

Korku ns
j

subsidiaiy
j

mother- language,
tongue.

1
Hindustani. Marathi.

Actual
Inumberper
' 10,000

_

oftotal

{population
of unit
speaking
Bhili as
mother-
tongue.

15 14 15 U> 17 IS 19 20 ; 21
1

22 23 24

2,012 7.‘’f't»
1

1

128 3.ii94 6.304
{

210 2,411 7.464
j

125 87

1 11.001 1 .. 10,000 .. • •

10,0(10 . , . , . . . , .

.

• •

4.553 5,657 44 . . , . . . 10,000 • •

5.o;(i h.074 8 . , , . .

.

• •

1 a ’i ? S 'KS 481 1. 9(1.1 8,037 258 4.2ii. 5,789 1

2.510 7.516 94 191 4.24 1| 5,756 5 985 2,405 7,469 126 542

77J i.:;6 (,12
!

7.541 •• 1,793 •• •• - “

Division

Numl'ri per in.C'<'>oi the pepula.

linn -pe'Vitvi' M.-.tJtlii lU'ilhif

ti-ngor in unit who tivA it

(lA With
no ".)!' l•

d1sly
Ian-

gtl.-.iv.

(f) With riih-iiiiaty

l.inpU'irf'-

liinihin*

!.ar,i

10

(ilitlill. ttthilv.

Aet.ijl

numlu I

pii
10,0110

of i,it.*!

poJMll.l-

unit

M.if,iilu

.1
-

luotlv f.

toneur.

Ntimhrt of per lO.OOOof the population Actual

•pril,iiu* Condi an mother-longue in numher
unit who speak it.

(Ill With
no Mil" I-

diaiy

l.in-

gU ••!:<•

tfil With Mihnidiaiy

l.incu.’pe-

.

llindir- .Maniihi.

t.ini.

Others.

per
lO.COO
of total

1 piipuln-
’ lion

of unit
• np-a!;inc

(Jomli ns

mother-
tongue.

Number per 10,000 of the popula-
tion speaking Korku as mother-
tongue in unit who speak it.

(a) With
no suhsi-

diary
kinguatre.

(A) With subsidiarj-

languagcs.

Hindustani. Others.

^.ri4s' 4,045

1.27:
t.R72
4,81.3

5,810

8,650
1,114

5.128
4,I.S2

11 1.1 15 I4 15 16 17
'

18 19 20 .

1

21 22

7 2 I.214 2. 1 70 7.566 265 1 2,509 2,731 7.2171 52 307

89 1

5

2. 1 05 7.815 2.515
1

•
‘i

10,000

9 5 4ti9 1,776 8.216 4 4 2,557 , ,

7, 1621

7,330|

a
1

5 I .’.•lOi 2.191 7,47.8 51 2 2,828 10 925
5' 3 1..517 ’ 20.5 6.975 819 2,470 2,532 138 319

1

Actual
Inumber

per
10,000 of

total

popula-
tion

of unit
|spcaking

Korku as
Mother
tongue.

Divi.sion

Actual
numher

per
10,000
of tiilal

popula-
tion of
unit

speaking
Marathi

as

inotlier-

tongue.

1 £S
I
Number per 10,000 of

'the population i[ic.il,ing ® ^
1 Bhili anmoilier-lonpur jo ',5

i in the unit who
j

spe.il: it.

'e- C
Io-5-

(6) With Mil).

.(n)W1ih
,

lio suhsi- languages

I diary
inn- , _

KU.igc. S.g

S 2
15

s

E iB

® S
c Z
c u
s-s

Is
g-s

"-3
- C
z. c

Numhei per lO.oOO of the
_

riipul.aliiin speaking tloiwli as o

inotlier-longur in thr unit who o .E

speak it. oi?
2 c.

Number per 10,000
of the population
spr.iking 'I'clugu ns

tiuiihcr-iongue in

the unit who
speak it

.c

rt
O 3
C it
c

jS rt

(h) With ?;ubsiiliary

lan^uaKCN,

Is
c ' s:

'

we ^

’5 ' 3
*5

I er

§ i-S

S 't-

Ijcf'
*S c i
3 C u

'«= 5-£

Ziw
ft

C E.

S 0.5!

,'.5 tSis'-B

(/») Willi sub-
sidiary Ian-

jIiiaRcs

{

. 3 •

*2*5

IS-

S n
o 3

ec

o o

g.l

^*C •

! ^ g 41

4) 3«
; p ® cgeo
2 e V

i

® *3U rt 2

to o c
.<0*

1 2^
Number per 10,000

j

o o
of the population

I
'u-lsd

speaking Korku as !

°

mother-tongue in j^.S
the unit who .'§«

spc.ak it. oe.

§1
X.5

5 ^

j

(6) With sub-
sidiary lan-

guages.

3 . j:

e
«

o.ti u
cu e 3

Jol
Jis

;§Rs

I

C5

14 15 16 17 18
'

19 20 21 2 2' 23 1 24 25 26 27
j

28 29
1

i

32

7,245’ 2,052 409' 7,479’ 7 2,404 1,483 5.884 227 i| 608 4,834 644 4.478; 179 4,796 4,698li 54
7,750 2,623 7,372 6, l,287i 7 8,706 . • .. 943 1,927 926 7,134 45iXMO ..

7,580 31729 1,10.7 5.169 i: WiOIB 738 7,651 . • 555 2,449 4,761 2.685 98 ..

7,214 lisas . liWB 2. 3.839 215 5,083 863
••i 1,446 5,220 98 4,652 879 , , ,

,

7.400, 10,000, mi ..1 1.958 294 7,748 . , •• 729 4,379 2,853 2,768 18

2,857 2,668. 7.050 282 • • •• 1,330 2,828 4,798 2.273 4 ,

,

..

7.663, 2,549. 814, 6.637 21| 1.635; 1,199 7,138 • • 28 216 2.483 3.641nQQi • 29 4,767 4.89-! 339 376
8,0741 2,250; 27| fim 9i 2.195! 128 7,677 1

11 4,216 1,272 4.492 58 6.237 2,396 1.367 16
8,4411 1,492. 60l' 7.907 '3| 3,039. 2,367 4,594 • • -.1 3,114 820 52 1,891mm 17
6,956' 916'

1

9,

1

I.769t 49 8,140 42
•i

709 5,424 U7 4.4591 • • •• •
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Subsidiary Table II—

Chhattisgarh Plain

District or natural division.

I

2

j

Chhaltusarh Plain Division

21; Raipur
22; Bilaspur

23; Drug
24, Bastar

25j Knnlcer

26; Nandpaon
27| Khairapatli

28. Chhuikhadan
29' Kawardhn
30' Sakti

31
j

Raiparh
32 Saranparh

Number per 1 0,000 of the population
speaking Hindustani os mother-
tongue in unit who speak it.

000

of

total

speaking

tongue.

1

, Numberper 10,000 oft
lation speaUng Marathi a

;

tongue in unit who s;

he popula-
s mother-
leak it.

languages.

sT"
o*cM ws

o&d
S 3
§.«§
2§r
aof
a E

e
E

(a)

With

no

subsidiary

language.

(6) With subsidiary languages.

Actual

number

per

10,

population

of

unit

Hindustani

as

mother-

(a)

With

no

subsidiary

language.

(b) With subsidiat;

Marathi.

Gondi.

Oriya.

,

i
Others.

Hindustani.

Gondi.

Oriya. 11
3 4 5 m 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

9,914 46 9 28 1 2 8,159 6,668
.
1.803 972 439 117 1 401

9,922 2 73 3 8,277 6,665 .. 724 5 94
9.981 1 i 16 i 1 9,747 2,431 7,564 , , a a 5 29
mm: 174 2 , , 1 9,594 825 9,171 , , a a 4 113

6,835 2,265 596 84 209 II 491 7,755 450 1,179 474 142 3,344
9 742 12 245 .. 1 6,226 2,224 7,776! , , 75

1 .. 9,563lEE a a a a 304

9.998 * , 2 9,748 76 9,924 a a a a 142

[n 1 1

1

9,923 6781msm a a a a 75

ttf HI .. 9,964 176 9,824 a a a a 23

9,998 2 iraiTiTiii a a a a 27

9,989 ii 8,419 828 9.172 a a a a 12

9,970 •• m • • 7,867 ) • »

mil
• •

.
• • 2

Chhota Nagpur

1

Number per 10,000 of the popu-

lation speaking Hindustani as mpther-

tongue in unit who speak it.

Actual

number

per

10,000

of

total

population

of

unit

speaking

Hindustani

as

mother-tongue.

Number per 10,000 of

the population speaking

Oriya as mother-tongue

in unitwho speak it.

.‘\cniai

number

per

10,000

of

total

population

of

unit

speaking

Ori

3ra
as

mother-tongue.

Number per 10,000
of the population
speaking Gondi as

mother-tongue in

unit who speak it.

i

1

1

. District or natural division.

I'
12

(6) With subsidiary
languages.

&
a

*55

X
9

c C
•5 5'

^ »
C
es

(6) Witli sub-

sidiary languages.

(<i)

With

no

subsidiary

language.

(6) With sub-

sidiary langu
ages.

' 3
i

{

«
i

' o
1 i

c
:
X ec
.t: «

i i

; i s-
1 1

Oriya.

Kunikh.
Others.

Hindustani.

Others.

Hindustani.

Others.

2 ,34 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
!

12 13 14

Ckhnte Sejpur Dititton

Ofjnpbhakar
Knrrs
Sarvu’i

Jsihpur

1

9,741 2 252

1 10,000
. 9,990 9

9,707 293
9,997 2
9,469 36; 494

2

i

ii

1 !

7,951; 2,624 7,373

2 794
91908 ..i 10,000

8:862: 630 9,370

7,920 2,319 7,681

5:310 2,863' 7,132

1
'

3

*5

171

’i

12
430'

551

9,882

9,899
9,655

118

101

345 •*

* •

• •
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SuBSiPiARY Table III.—Comparison of tribe and language table

)

Tribe and language.

(Table XVII.)
'NvmAier tipcalsms
tribal language.

Number speaking
ViibaWanguagC
and some other

language. Remarks.

Males. Females. Males. Females. Males. Females.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

*Bhattia (Bhatri) 18,658 18,589
* 22,909 22,938 (b) . (b)

Bhil (Bhili) 15,242 15,083 (a) 13,615 («)13,645 (e) 12,001 (e) 11,579 Hindustani—Males 9,906, Females 9,515;
Marathi—^Males 2,095 ; Females 2,064.

Gadaba (Gadabi) 187 211 221 231 (b) (b)
.

Gond (Gondi) 1,014,178
(rf)

1,156,960
Cd)

543,853
(d)

566,341
(e)

414,786
(e)

418,641
(e)

Hindustani—^Malcs 243,658, Females 250,814;
Marathi—Males 161,342, Females 157,484;
Oriya—Males 407, Females 351

;

Telugu—Males 9,379, Females 9,922.

'^Halba (Halbi) 58,766 61,308 88,609 86,072 (b) (b)

-Kaikadi (Kaikadi) 1,111 1,100 917 869 (6) (b)

'Kamar (Klamari) 4,564 4,680 3,521 3,658 (b) (b)

iKharia (Kharia) 6,418 6,848 4,528 4,548 3,186 3.235 Hindustani—^Males 2,981, Females 2,912;
Oriya—Males 205, Females 323.

TColam (Kolami) 15,987 15,776 15,232 13,130 11,982 10,756 Hindustani—Males 68, Females 57

;

Marathi—Males 11,914, Females 10,699.

Korku (Korku) 88,227 88,389 81,204 80,771 54,703 50,964 Hindustani—^Males 53,491, Females 49,974;
Marathi—^Males 1,054, Females 990;
Telugu—^Males 158, Females M/.

Korwa (Korwa) 13,063 13,513 4,793 4,858 (b) (b)

Koya (Koya) 4,762 5,227 3,441 3,586 (b) (b)

Maria (Mari) 90,668 90,427 75,285 75,552 (b) (b)

. Draon (Kurukh) 79,015 77,068 73,120 69,203 50,346 49,923 Hindustani—^Malcs 50,232, Females 49,746

;

Oriya—^Males 114, Females 177.

laqa (Parji) 8,843 8,759 6,255 6,108 (b) (b)

.

() Excluding the Pardhi dialect.
. , . j- i

() Figures of subsidiary languages were not separately abstracted for these dialects.

c) Including those speaking Pardhi with subsidiary language.

v<6 Excluding those speaking Koya, Mari and Paqi.

fel Including those who speak the Koya, Ma'i and Paqi dialects with a subsidiary language.
» ..u j- . -l

•I&-ol".-See|Jwgraph 1 1. Halbi and^ Bhatri are both spoken by many jn Bastar State who do not belong to the corresponding tribes.

V
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CHAPTER XI

RELIGION

“We read—alas, how much weread !

—

The jumbled strifes of creed and creed
With endless controversies feed

Our groaning tables.”

Austin Dobson.

1. The majority of the Census tables give the statistics with which Reference to

they severally deal according to the distribution of the population by religion, statistics.

In addition Imperial Table XVI shows the actual numerical strength of

each religion by districts and States and Imperial Table V gives the sanie

information for urban areas. Table XIX contains details of the age dis-

tribution of Europeans and allied races and Anglo-Indians, all of whom are

Christians. At the end of this chapter the following subsidiarj’^ tables will

be found ;
—
T.—General distribution of population by religion.

II.—^Distribution by districts of the main religions.

III.—Christians, number and variations.

IV.—Religions of urban and rural population.

The statistics collected are all illustrated by the social map issued with this

report, which is based on the statement in appendix I at the end of the
book. This map shows very clearly by homogeneous divisions the distri-

bution of religions throughout the pro\nnce.

2. The instructions printed on the cover of the enumeration book for Scope of the
filling up column 4 of the schedules (religion and sect) were as follows :— statistics.

“Enlci here the religion which e.nch person returns, as Hindu, Muslim, Sikh,
Jain, Christian, Parsee and the sect {panth) where necessary. In the case of
.aboriginal tribes who are^ not Hindu, Buddhist, Christian, etc., the name of the tribe

should be entered in this column. Sect is in all cases required for Christians and
Jains.”

The following subsidiary instructions to enumerators were given in

appendix V of the Census Code :
—

“Accept the answer which each person gives for^ his religion. Find out if he i&

a K.abirpanthi or Satnami and, if he is, enter it. Kabirpanthis are chiefly to be found
in Jubbulpore, Mandla, Hoshangabad, Nagpur, Balaghat and the Chhattisgarh dis-
tricts and States and parts of Berar; Satnamis chiefly in the Chhattisgarh districts

and States. If a man says he is a Jain or a Sikh or a Brahmo or an Arya enter
him .'’s such. Ask a Muslim whether he is a Shia or a Sunni and if he says one ol
the other enter it.

In the case of persons belonging to forest tribes who cannot give their religion
ask them if they worship principally Hindu gods or tribal gods such as Bara Deo,

.
Bhimsen, Kodapen, etc., or animals or the spirits of hills or trees; if the former
enter them as Hindu, if the latter as tribal.

Enter the sect of Christians, e.g., Roman Catholic, Anglican, Presbyterian,
Methodist, Baptist, etc. If a Christian can write get him to write the name of his

sect himself, if possible in English.

Enter women and children as belonging to the same religions as to their husband,
mother or father.”

In the separate Administration Report I have recommended that in
future there should be separate columns in the Census schedules for religion
and sect, which will simplify enumeration. Any difficulty experienced in
correctly recording sects of the various religions does not however affect
the Census tables of 1931 because as a measure of economy it was decided
that figures for seels should not be tabulated. Exceptions were made in the-
case of members of the Arya, Brahmo and Deo Samaj, and of 'Satnami'
Hindus statistics for whom were needed by the Local Government..
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Jains and Buddhists who desired to return themselves as Hindus
were recorded accordingly and the figures for them have been shown
separately in Table XVI. Some apprehension among leading members
of the Hindu Mahasabha regarding the orders that Aryas and Brahmos
should be returned as such was removed as soon as it was understood that the
object was not to separate them from the heading Hindus in the final
returns but limply to obtain more accurate figures. The only definite diffi-

culty was, as at previous censuses, to obtain a correct return of those follow-
ing tribal religions. On the one hand events of recent years had led to
a political movement to claim all Gonds and many other primitive people
as Hindus. On the other there is a marked tendency among some tribes-
men to return themselves as Hindus, whatever form of religion they may
be following, with the idea of gaining social uplift. The catholic nature
of Hinduism makes it very easy for aborigines to be returned as members
or the Hindu fold, and the tribesmen themselves adopt varying attitudes.

Fcr instance in Jashpur State the Pahari Korwas claim to follow their own
religion, whilst the majority of the Dehari Korwas returned themselves
as Hindus. In Udaipur the Oraons indignantly repudiate any suggestion
that they are Hindus, and yet in Jashpur the statistics for this tribe show
equal numbers following Hinduism and tribal religions. Some members of
the Pando tribe, a typical people of the forest, living until lately principally

by hunting, claim to be Hindus simply because they do not eat the flesh of

the cow. Fluctuations in the figures of earlier censuses show how much
the proper classification of tribal religions has depended upon the whim
of the enumerator. In the Central Provinces the facile identification of

Bara Deo, the God of the Gonds, with the Hindu Mahadeo has of course

been a source of continual difficulty. The results of the contact of Hinduism
with the animistic beliefs of the aboriginal tribes were in fact very apparent
even in the time of Forsyth, who has dealt at some length on the subject

in “The Highlands of Central India”, a book written of the period between
1860 and 1870. On the other hand the religion of Hindu villagers

has been greatly influenced by the age-long beliefs of the primitive tribes.

The following passage is quoted from the Central Provinces Gazetteer :

—

“The Hinduism of the Central Provinces is largely tinctured by^ nature and
animal worship and by the veneration of deified human beings. Even in the _moic

advanced districts there are usually a number of village gods, for the worship of

whom :i special priest belonging to the primitive tribes called Bhumka or Baiga is

.•.iipported by contributions from the villagers. Khermata,^ the goddess of the

earth or the village, Marhai Devi, the goddess of cholera, Sitala Devi, the goddess

of small-pox, Nagdeo, the cobra, Bainsa sur, the buffalo, Dulha Deo, a young

bridegroom who was killed by a tiger, Hardaul, .a young R.njput prince who was

poisoned by his brother on Suspicion of loving his wife, and Bhilat, a deified cowherd,

are the most common of these.”

It has been suggested that when it is impossible to decide whether

a particular tiibe is Hinduized or not the best plan is to make a territorial

division. Where tribes have more or less kept to themselves and have

not been in touch with the Hindus they should be returned as belonging

to tribal religions, and where they have been more or less Hinduized as

Hindus. Tlie subject is further discussed later in this chapter. It was not

fountl possible to m.ake a territorial division in this province, but on the

whole the statistics seem to indicate that enumerators drew' .the proper

di-tinctions with ver\' creditable accuracy. The number returned as

following tribal religions is about 145,000 less than in 1921, that is to say that

cor.siclerablv more than the whole natural increase in the population of the

primitivf tribe- slill alleged to be following their own code ten years ago has

lu-s n .ab-orhed in Hinduism, which would appear to be an approximation

to the truth, at any rate as far as the total proportions of the religions for

the v/hole province are concerned. The social map shows plainly that

!' • in {'.ill-. ;;n'i more remote forest nrea^; far from towns that numerous

return*, of tribal religion were made. In the more advanced tracts, such

as fur instance Nagpur, Jubhiilpore, liuldana and Akola, the tribes are

ne.-rty all HinJuired. This map would indicate that the returns were on
the v.holc accurate except in a few places.
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3. Subsidiary Tables I and II give the general distribution of the

population by religions in districts.

In the social map there is a more
detailed distribution by tracts and
classes ; and the .

proportions of

the principal communities in the

total population of the province
arc shown in the marginal state-

ment. As a supplement to the

social map, the divisions of which
arc homogeneous according to

.
religion and community but not

according to liie natural {eaturcs of the country, the diagram below shows

the distribution of religions according to the selected natural divisions:—

Coinintinity. Numbers
Percenlifie

in total

pupLiation.

Hindu Ili/Iher citlri 1 9.712.72.^ 5394
Hindu Uepreticd cUiirt 1 .^.12fi.-10S

i

17-42

Hinduized Aboritinnli !
3.2h7.-l?3

i
12-70

Followctt oi Tribnl Rrlic>u)’> I
1.9fi9.2M n-oa

Muilinx i 7(i6.1 8
,

3-90

Jtini 1 79.ti;5
1

to
Indian Cliriiiiini 91.570 •50
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The enormous preponderance of Hindus, including the depressed
classes and Hinduized primitive tribes,
needs no stressing. The table inset for
the two censuses, 1921 and 1931, empha-
sizes the_ fact. The Hindu community
lias, as hinted above, grown in proportion
to the decrease in those following their
tribal religions. It will be seen also that
Muslims and Christians have increased
proportionately more than other import-
ant communities. Whether these in-
creases are due to greater fertility than in

1921 1931

13.131.803 15.124.766
2.1M.046 1.969.214
582.U32 706.108
77.718 102.285
69.794 79.855
1,681 4.520
1.807 2.109
521 1.842
173 16
54 153
28 69

Other religions or to less mortality, to conversions or to immigration,
unfortunately cannot be proved, because in this province vital statistics do
not show births by separate religions and so no calculation can be made-
ot comparative rates of survival.
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VARIATION OF PROPORTIONAL
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Diagram No. XI-2 depicts the changes in distribution of the population
according to religions which have
taken place since 1881 and shows
at a glance the meaning of the
figures for the three more im-
portant communities in Subsidiary
Table I, which will repay study.
The heavy variations per cent
from previous censuses in some
of the minor religions are not as
important as the figures in column
8 would appear to indicate.

Column 2 shows that in most cases
the actual population figures for

Jews, Zcroastrians, Sikhs and
Buddhists are small and compara-
tively big increases in these com-
munities are due mainly to local

developments of no provincial

importance. For instance an
increase of Sikhs in the Nerbudda
Valley Division may merely mean
the presence of Sikh companies in

the battalions at Saugor and Jub-
bulpore, and a similar increase in

Chhattisgarh is due to the employ-
ment of Sikh contractors and
mechanics in Forest, or Public
Works Department works and

S I i i I elsewhere. Noticeable variations

are dealt with under each separate
tnAORAM. sr-j. head. In the more important

religions a very modest increase

in the Nerbudda Valley Division reflects the famine conditions which
aflected the natural increase of the whole population in the northern dis-

tricts of the province in the last three years of the decade. In other

natural divisions the increase of Hindus, Muslims and Christians is fairly

steady except that Hindus and Muslims do not show as heavy a percentage

in the Chhattisgarh Plain Division as elsewhere. This is principally due
in the case of the Hindus to the fact that in the wild zamindaris of Chhattis-

garh less tribesmen went over to Hinduism than elsewhere. Muslims did

not increase so heavily because they are fewer in Chhattisgarh than in Berar

and the northern districts, where the majority of them are dcsccndents of

immigrants who came with the Mughal armies or of converts made at the

time of the Mughal invasions, and because Muslim women are in a minority

in i!»e eas* of tl;e province. The increase in the Chhofa Nagpur Division

i' tar.? for Hindus, Muslims and Christians. The enormous increase

of population in that area, as already explained, v/as due partly to a favour-

aid*.- (lecade, paitiy to development of communications and partly perhaps

tf> ir.'iproved enumeration. Tribal religions showed a fall of 7 per cent since

1921 for the v.liolc province to which the chief contributions were 40 per

ccr^ in the Marr.tl^r. Plain Division, the most advanced area in the province,

and 6 per cent in the Chhota Nagpur Division, perhaps the most backward.

In the latter trad, however, the influence of Christian missionaries and of

.’ccent grov.i.'/g contact with Hinduizing influences must not be overlooked.

The term Hindu includes followers of many different doctrines

v,^r.;ng iri.'r, ptire nliilo opliy to almost animistic creeds largely influenced

by v ir!; rrih.'-I reii.gions. In the past Census report and Russell's

rr. ; T.'jrv,-: the Centra! Provinces" the different aspects of the

rclfgio'; h.-sf- been di cu'‘'ed so thoroughly that it is unnecessary to cnl.irgc

-jr -r; file "• iid*"'-'' bvre. J'lie remarks thereon in Forsyth and in 7 hr
r.i •jr.'.,! /'fr,:. seee; f'tii:ci'rrr have already l)eeri noticed.
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5. Of Hindu sects the Ar>’as and Brahmos are not found in large num- Sects of
beh; in tlic province. The former have increased from 521 in 1921 to 1,842 Hindus,

in 1931. but although the numbers arc more than trebled they become
negligible in a population of over seventeen million. Only 16 Brahmos
were rclurncd against 173 in 1921. No followers of the Deo Samaj appear-

ed in the Census Schedules.

S«tn3m!s.

1931 1921 ion 1901

1 here are two sects of considerable importance in the Central Prov-

inces, the Kabirpanthis and the Satnamis. Their doctrines are fully des-

cribed in the “Tribes and Castes of the Central Provinces”. They repre-

sent respectively the revolt of the depressed castes of Gandas, or weavers,

and Cliamars, or tanners, against the tyranny of Brahmanism and the caste

sy.<tem. Both ,*^iartcd with the fundamental ideal of the equality of all men,
the abolition of caste and the worship of one supreme God who required

no idols or ;emplcs and so no Brahmans, and yet so quickly did old influ-

ences make themselves felt, that l>oth sects now recognize caste and by
the Census of 1911 they were both returned under Brahmanic Hindus.

In ]‘>21 also boih were shown as sub-headings under Brahmanic Hindus in

the Census Taides because they recognized the priesthood of the Brahman.

At the present (\nsus separate figures for Kabirpanthis were not tabulated,

although it would be interesting to know the changes in their population

since Kawardha. the capital of the State, or Damakheda in Raipur district,

is the headquarters of the religion. The fluctuations in the Satnami

reli.giun arc shown in the margin. Chamars arc still almost the only
followers of this religion and it is signifi-

cant that in spite of (or perhaps follow-

ing) the early ideals of their creed a sec-

tion of them were able to persuade the

Local Government to recognize a sepa-
rate Satnami caste. The number return-

ing the religion name as their caste was
351..573. An interesting sub-sect of the

Satnamis i.; the Ram-Ramiha. Members of it arc found chiefly in Chhattis-
garh and they strive at even greater ceremonial purity than the Satnamis
proper. Rach Ram-Ramiha has the name Rama tattooed over every' inch
of his body and the long robe worn by the leaders has the same name
scrolled all over it. The prie.sts of the Rnm-Ramihas wear a sort of mitre
largely compo.scd of peacocks' feathers. They claim to have a very' large
number of adherents but figures were not ab.stractcd at the Census. It may
be mentioned tlrai Satnamis (who were in 1881 separated entirely from
Hindu.«), .Adi-Hirdiis and Adi-Dravid.is made no attempt in this province
to be returned as anything but Hindus, although in Madras and some other
provinces there were definitely schismatic movements on the part of those
sects. In fact no returns of Adi-Hindu or Adi-Dravida were made here,
and members of the depressed classes all appear as Hindus. The figures
for the.se and for Brahmans appear in Provincial Table II. There are
3,180,075 of the former as compared to about 3,000,{)00 in 1921. That
there has been no increase is due partly to more rigid classification and
partly to a more liberal attitude towards those whose impurity is not con-
sidered very definite. The second appendix to this Report deals with the
depressed classes.

m.m
1

•I30,.V)1
I

469.250
' .w.so?

6. Ten years is not a period within which it is likely that many changes Changes in
in the customs of a religion will become apparent, but even since the last Hinduism.
Census there have been some distinctly striking developments in Hinduism
in the more advanced tracts of this province. The religion has in fact
been said to be passing through its fifth renaissance. In the chapters on
marriage and caste something is recorded upon this subject and it is un-
nece.ssary to repeat the remarks made there regarding the spread of
liberal ideas, for the most part derived from western culture, which has
resulted among the more educated section of the population in opposition
to infant marri''-’?. a more favourable attitude to widow remarriage, revolt
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against the purdah system, less exclusiveness in castes, and a general relaxa-
tion of orthodoxj*. This breaking up of old restrictions has certainly
become far more marked during the last ten years, although there were some

lienees of it in 1921, and even before that among the most progressive
thinkers in the province, which is of course less advanced in these matters
than, for instance, Bombay or Bengal. The most interesting feature of the
religion in the last decade has been, however, the revivalist or proselytiz-
ing movement bound up with what is known as “Shuddhi” and “Sangathan”.
Since the true Hindu regards all those of other religions as inferior beings’
Shuddhi or purification has now come to mean the process of reconversion
of apostates and of assimilation of those following other religions. By
Sangathan, or consolidation, the union of all Hindus and especially the
removal of untouchability is to be understood. The influence of the Arj'a
Samaj must be recognized in these movements but they have been taken up
enthusiastically, at any rate in the west of the province, by the Hindu
hlahasabha, most members of which hold that Shuddhi is indispensable for
proper Sangathan. It is claimed that shortly before the Census some 500
converts to Christianity were re-admitted to the Hindu religion by the
Amraoti Hindu Sabha. In the course of a note already quoted in Chapter
Vf the late Rao Bahadur Mahajani remarked :

—

“The idea of allov/ing members of other religions to be admitted to Hinduism
’is not a new one. It was in force even in old times when people from other
religions used to be admitted within the fold of Hindu community after undergoing
the ceremony called the ‘Vratyastoma’.^ This process of assimilation continued
until the advent of the Mohammadan ruling in India, when the process was reversed
and people had even begun to think that there was no provision in Hindu religion
for conversion or re-admission of the non-Hindus in Hinduism. There has been
an attempt made to popularize this movement by demonstrating the advantages of

it with the help of cinema films specially prepared for it.”

It is suggestive to compare this statement with that of a Deputy Com-
missioner in one of the Plateau districts who has written :

—
“The widening of outlook and relaxation of old time restrictions has been

cxcmpllficJ by cases of reception back into their own caste of persons who had left

Hinduism and embraced other religions, and in some cases even those who were
not rc;:dmitfccl ti their own castes have been married to persons of other castes

who no longer insisted on the old ideas of c.nste exclusiveness and solidarity. 1 am
told tliat iri the last decade the local Hindu Sabha has celebrated 3 or 4 such
marriage.J. It is admitted that Christianity and Islam have exercised a counter-

attraction. and to this, as well as to the expansion of education is to be attributed a

rcla.vfion of the rigidity of socml customs, but it is a question whether the

immediate cause is a fear of these religions as more attractive and therefore

<bngor<tus rivals, or a penetration of Hinduism by their ideas of human brother-

hood. lutl-cr way, the result has been a w.avc of misslonar>’ propagandlsm hitherto

foreign to Hinduism.”

The last words reflect the attitude of the really orthodox who hold that

a Hindu must be born a Hindu and that conversions .ire unauthorized by
anv passage in the ancient scriptures. The more advanced view, which is

ccrtninlv a prodttet of the last eight or nine years, is given in an e.vcellent

note bv' Mr. Stent, Deputy Commissioner, Amraoti, e.vtracts from which

are renroducfil below. After dealing with the reforming tendency in

modern Hinduism and mentioning that formal religious ceremonies arc

P'.-rnap^ les^ commonly obser\-ed among the educated classes than in the

past, he co.ilinues :
—

"I h'lve been un.nblc to obt.nin .iny sMlistics to prove the extent to which

r!v dir‘;c:irtrin» have f.ifcen place, but the r.cncral impression among the people i»

1 t;3*.e indicated,

"ttfr f f the rr.o-ir inte.'C'tfing and significant ,T«pect* of this tendency^ in what

ft! t5:*r de::uK-f3 tlcntion of tfj»- lower ranks of Hinduism, The ri»e of the

No-. -It': ' r if. p irtv in lirrnr is far from being merely n political movement. It will
*
. ..t :s prr/ocf;!! ir.fitieruT upon the development of Hinduism

I;’,, diui.-.’-i!' «if drrn'jcr.it!c ideas among the people has suggested the

. i d-i-re .among lower castes to raise themsdve-. in the social

* f -c'-.'-.f s - Tf.'- N'o.n P.rahm.in movement should he considered .side

*, < rrrr.jriahft awatf.oing of what arc known as the depressed ciastet.
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Both arc indications of the fact that the great mass of the people >vho do not belong
to the privileged classes have at last been aroused to a sense of their rights as human
beings, and of their power as classes to secure those rights. We are at present
witnessing what h really a widespread rebellion against the social and iiolitical

domination of the Brahmins, and of those castes which from their proximity in rank
to the Brahmins have identified themselves with the Brahmin for social purposes.
It is apparent that the great body of Shudras no longer regard themselves as inferior

to any other caste. The Rajput or Kshatriya has never in practice regarded himself

as inferior to the Brahmin but merely as different. He might acknowledge^ the

religious superiority of tbe Brahmin as a theoretical fact, but he has always claimed
that socially he is at least equal if not superior as a man of action to the man of

learning. The Shudras were hitherto outside the pale. They are determined to

remain so no longer. As the majority of these castes are either illiterate or- possess

but a minimum of education, they have attempted^ to claim a higher position for

their own caste as such, but to arrogate such a position by claiming that their sub-

castes belonged to a Higher order of the Hindu hierarchy. Thus one of the most
difficult factors 1,1 the enumeration of the last census was the claim made by large

numbers of castes or sub-castes belonging to the great caste of Shudras to be
Kshatriyas. There can be no doubt that historically Kunbis, Mails, Telis and in

fact all the cultivating castes and the artisan castes belong to the great class of
Shudras; but all the more intelligent members of these castes at the last Census
returned themselves as Kshatriyas. They describe themselves as Kshatriya Marathas,
Kshatriya Mails, Kshatriya Telis and even, I am informed, in some cases as Kshatriya
Mahars. These facts are in my opinion of enormous significance. Social prestige

in the Ins^ rcrorl, where it is not based on actual differences of blood, power and
educatio.i, depends on a species of bluff. Tbe moment the masses, who have been
relegated to the position of the lower classes, lose or discard their accepted status

of infciiorirv and claim equality with the higher classes, if the differences of blood,
power and education are no longer operative, nothing in the long run can prevent
the recognition of their claims. We are witnessing in my opinion the beginning
of a great democratizing movement in Hinduism which may result eventually in a
complete, redistribution of classes.

"Tbe rise of the depressed classes is an analogous phenomenon at an earlier

stage. Here the difference of power and education, if not of blood, is so marked
that there is little prospect of the claim to equalitj' being recognized, in the near
future or even perhaps of its being made. It is only, however, a .matter of time.
As education spreads among the depressed classes and persons of intelligence and
strength of character arise to lead them, the enormous numbers and the political

force of these people will make their claim irresistible. Already their political

importance is being recognize'd. Both the Brahmin and the Non-Brahmin Parties
court and flatter .them in order to secure their votes. The organization of these
classes is a most significant development in the history* of Hinduism.

"The tendency of Hinduism to absorb the religions of other people with whom
it came in contact, its all-embracing latitude, has been an age-long characteristic
noted by all observers. The ingress of highly exclusive religions such as Mubam-
madanisiu and Christianity has for ages resisted this absorbing tendency of
Hinduism, and has temporarily suspended its proselytizing activities so far as the
more intelligent and advanced races are concerned. The strongly nationalistic or
socialistic character of Hinduism, however, has preserved the tendency in spite of
obstacles. Friling to absorb either Islam or Christianity Hinduism has turned its

attention to those backward tribes who have not the strength to resist it. It has
been very noticeable of late years that the Hindu public claims as adherents to
Hinduism those aboriginal tribes which profess anismistic forms of belief. Thus
educated Hjndu

^
officers of Government will sincerely maintain that Gonds,

Korkus,. Bhils, Gawaris and Banjaras are Hindus, though the fact must be obvious
to any impartial ci)s.er\'er that they are nothing of the kind. It is true that when
members of these tribes settle in the plains among the Hindu communitj* they do
become Hinduized. The natural desire to escape the taint of barbarism and to raise
'themselves in the social scale forces them to claim equal status with their Hindu
neighbours, anJ thr condition of recognition of this claim is the adoption of Hindu
customs.

“Another and. even, more striking example of the tendency of Hinduism to
absorb other religions is afforded by the development of a doctrine which has not
yet developed into a regular sect. This doctrine is described by Karandikar,
Tahsildar, Daryapur, who is a learned and keen Hindu as follows:

—

‘The principal exponents of the theory are Barrister Saorkar of Ratnagiri,
Mr. Tilak, son of late B. G. Tilak, Dr. Ambedkar "and others. They
are .Sabgolankari or no-caste people. Saorkar claims everybody whether
Christian, Parsi or Muhammadan or professor of any other religion, who
lives in India and calls himself an Indian, as a Hindu.’

"The adherents of the theory are prepared to eat and even intermarry with the
people of any caste. This is a quasi-political movement which was recently

42
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Muslims.

exen^jificd at the Round Table Conference by Dr. Moonje, the representative of
the Hindu Mahasabha, who described all Indians as such as Hindus—a term T
need hardly say, which was repudiated by the Muhammadans. The motive ’

is
apparently to substitute the term “Hindu” for "Indian” with the object of repre-
senting India as essentially and predominantly Hindu. The movement is at present
in its infancy, but_ it seems likely to increase. It is a very interesting demonstration
9! the mental attitude of many of the more educated and advanced Hindus, whb
desire to emphasize the aspect of Hinduism as a social and national system, rather
than as an exclusive body of religious beliefs.-

“The last ten years have witnessed a considerable development of the more
specific proselytizing movements in Hinduism. Conversions or reconversions to
Hinduism are widely advertised. in all Hindi newspapers and are made the occasion
of !.irge gatherings of Hindus. My Hindu informant Mr. Karandikar, remarks that
the news published in the newspapers shows that the number of persons reclaimed
to Hinduism is or may be larger than the number of conversions to Christianity or
Muhammadanism taken together. I should imagine that this statement is

ludicrously inaccurate. Though I have no figures to support it, .my own impression
is that conversions^ to Muhammadanism and .Christianity probably outnumber con-
ver-jinns to Hinduism by at least 10 to 1. But the statement is interesting in itself

as indicating the attitude of an advanced Brahmin.

"Side by side with the attacks upon orthodox customs and the widening of the
boundaries of Hinduism there has been a temporary revival of orthodox}’ brought
about by an opposition to the attacks made upon it by "the depressed classes and by
social reformers. The Sharda Act produced great opposition from the orthodox
and strengthened the hold of orthodox upon the uneducated classes. The present
moi^ement to secure temple entry by the depressed classes .seems to be having a

simihir effect,”

. I As pointed out by Mr,- Stent, many of the tendencies to which his note

refers have been noticeable all over the province and indeed over large

areas throughout India. They began before the last intercensal period and
have become more marked during that period. For instance it will be
seen from Table XVII that, apart from Aryas and Brahmos, in 1931, 2,847

Hindus returned at the Census "Caste nil"-. The importance of the non-

Brahinin parly and of the depressed classes associations is at present greater-

in Berar than in the east of the province, but it would be wrong to regard

the matters mentioned in the note as of anything less than provincial import

ancc. They are discussed elsewhere in this report under the heads which

are more specially relevant, but sufficient has been recorded here to indicate

changes which affect one of the most typical characteristics of aricient Hindu-

ism, the prevalence of the caste system based on the infallibility of the

Brahman priest.

7.

Caste or
tribe.

District.

Gond

Gujnr

Khatik
Lohar
Mehrn
Mehtor
Nai
Rajput
Teli

{
Hoshonj’abod
Nimar

f l

Jubbulpore
’

t - Mandia
.... Province
. .i Province
...; Province
...! Province
.. I Province

Province
...i Province

The relatively heavy increase of the Muslim population in contrast

to that of Hindus and followers of Tribal

religions has been discussed in paragraph

3. The figures are influenced chiefly by
natural increase, with some immigration.

The return as Muslims of certain tribes-

men and persons belonging to Hindu
castes, shown in the margin, are of in-

terest. It is doubtful, however, whether

many of them indicate conversions and it

is difficult to make any estimate of the

extent of conversions, although they

do take place, if only occasionally. For

instance shortly after the Census it was reported that, disgusted because

were not allowed to draw water from a well, about one hunted
Shiklagans of Pardi in Amraoti district

^

embraced
^

Islam. The

returns quoted most likely .simply give an indication of

occupation. The Khatik or butcher caste follows both the Hindu and

Musalrnan religion although the Muslim butchers are more properly called

Kasais. The probability is that the Muslim Mehtars, Nai.s, Lohars and

Telis are returned as such because they follow the occupations of swettoers,

harbcTi-, ironsmiths and oil-pressers. The explanation of the Mehra

Mnlea 1

Fe-
jinalcs.

1

3 3
27 5
1 • .m

916 856
22 43
14 9

108 120
SO S3
151 30
14 14
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returns may be similar but it is also possible that the Meh*:*!- -n : m r
are converts seeking for social uplift. The return of a cr-nJ-n

•’‘Ithra.

Rajputs and Gujars as Muslims is more likely to be an echo
of the Mughals than the result of recent conversions. |n
considerable numbers of Rajputs and other people of high c?.«e
although it is unusual to find such returns in the Central Province •

recorded came from Saugor (3), Jubbulpore (1711
Nimar (5) and were probably made by immigrants from the honh
castes some members of whom were returned as Hindus and
Muslims are Bahnas, Banjaras, Bhils, Darzis, Mochis and
Reference to ethnological literature will show that the first four ha
contained followers of both religions. The last three are probablv \T

^

who have taken up the traditional occupations of the castes, or 'c6
Hindus working at those occupations on behalf of the Muslim commA high percentage of Muhammadans in this province in fact returned^'^'l'

*

names. Russell put the figure at 14 per cent in 1911, but no attemot
made in 1931 to abstract figures for the typically Muslim "castes” e.vcT^^
for Bahnas, Bhils, Bohras and Fakirs. These so-called castes are rea*^^
occupational groups or guilds such as the Julaha (weavers), Kacheras (gla*-
bangle-makers), Kunjras (green grocers) and Rangrez (dyers). It is likelv
that the larger number are descendants of Hindu converts and two groups
sursdve in which Hindu and Muslim customs are still observed side by side
These are the Khojahs and one section of Le^'a Kunbis, both of whom
are found in the cotton districts—the latter almost exclusively in Malkapur
taluq of Buldana district. Khojas are described fully in Russell’s book but
Leva Kunbis are not mentioned although the reverence of Dhanose Kunbis
for Dawal Malik and of some Kunbis in Wardha for Sheikh Farid is

noticed. A recent article in the Times of India describes the faith of the
Leva Kunbis is a curious synthesis of Hinduism and Islam. They follow

the Atharva Veda and call themselves Satpanthis, followers of the truth.

They worship the tombs of the Musalman saints, in particular at Burhanpur.
Their sacred book is the collection of religious precepts called "Shiksha
Patri” made by Iman Shah, the saint of Pirana. Their burial prayer is

“In the name of Allah, the merciful, of Satgor Patia, of Brahma and Indra,

of Imam Shah, of the spotless Vishnu and of Ali Muhammad Shah”. They
keep the Ramzan fast and yet observe the Hindu holidays, especially Holi

and Diwali. The Satpanthi Leva Kunbis of Malkapur offer Kafara by

sacrificing cows of boiled rice. It appears that some Muslim Fakirs were

the Gurus of the original converts to the sect, which is said to account for

their non-Hindu customs. Curiously enough, although in some villages

they used to bury their dead they now cremate them. They claim to

belong to the Leva Pattidar class of Khandesh and are apparently

grants. In the Burhanpur tahsil of Khandwa district, in spite ot the

existence there of the tombs of Muslim saints venerated by the Satpantnis, the

Leva Kunbis are reported to be exclusively followers of the religion.

. Lately, naturalh^^ under the influence of the Shuddhi and Sanaataari move-
ments, determined attempts have been made to reclaim the oatpanthis but

shortly after the Census the Leva Kunbis of Khandesh, of

those. in the Central Provinces, were informed
.

authority

of the more orthodox section of the Hindu community
|

m p were out-

side !he pale of the Vedic Hindu religion. Th^ diverse

influences upon the caste may be a feature of the interce .. period of 1931

to 1941

.
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r-mnrt up wearing beards. Figure's for the sects of Muslims were not
abstracted but it may here be noted that the great majority in the Central
Proviuces are either Sunnis or Shias of whom the former numbered about
9S per cent of the Muslim population in 1921. In fact onlv the Cutchi,
Bohra and Khoja immigrants from Gujrat are Shias.

Christians.
8. At the 1931 Census financial stringency rendered it impossible to

abstract figures for the various sects of Christians, and accordingly only
figures for Roman Catholics, Romo-Syrians, other Syrians and Others were
tabulated. The table printed on the fly-leaf of Table XVI is reproduced
in the margin. Roman Catholics heavily outnumber the members of the

Anglican Communion and Protestant sects
but have not increased since 1921 at the
same rate as the others. In apprai.sing the
general progress of Christianity in the prov-
ince during the decade it is advisable to sepa-
rate the figures for Oraon Christians. These
were 47,517 in 1931 against 43,774 other
Indian Christians. Comparative figures for

1921 are available only for Jashpur State
where the Oraon Christians numbered
34,288 at the Census of that year.
There are now 47,479, The Oraons

are notoriously prolific but the increase is so heavy as to indicate
very e.vtensive conversions in that tract. The only other Oraon Christians

are found in Raigarh State where there are 38. The wholesale conversion
of Oraons i.> one of the most remarkable features in the history of Chris-

tianity in the Central Provinces. Khan Saheb Abdul Ghaftar Khan,
Superintendent of Jashpur State, writes

—

“.About fou'-'fiftlic of the Oraon population, which oriainally followed its tribal

rcli'jion, hti? accepted Christianity and has accordingly come Rradually under its

clvilir.ing influence. During the last dec.ide the Oraons have become greatly re-

formed, many of their old beliefs, and their personal aUire having undergone a

change. I'hcir cutlook has broadened and, with a growing community of feeling

witJi (!hri5lian« across the border, they have begun to consider (hemsc!yc.< nt a part

of one brotherhood. Two Christian Missions, the Belgian Catholic and_ the

l-uther.-n. h.ive been working in the State since 1906, of which the Catholic Mission

ha- ntneie the I '-e.atcr number of converts.
’

1

1

1031 : 1921

j

Roniar. Cathotici...! 5S.05 f 47.416

Rctso .Syrisni ...j ... ...

Other Syrisni 14 ...

Otheri ...1 46,307 30,302
:

Total 102.283
,

77,718

In the primitive religion of the Ornons ancestor worship is an important

feature, but in common with many of the neighbouring tribes they worship

a 'unreme god know in difterent tracts as Dharmes, Bara Deo, Dulha Deo,

M.^hnt]eo, etc. Animism al.=o plny.s a considerable part in their religion,

Imt i; is no;icc.able in the Chhota .Xagpur States that the propitiation of

.spirits is reg.arded chiefly as the concern of the Baiga or Goonia and is

gvT.'.rallv arrannual afTair' Whether or not the reduction of a formerly com-

plicTited' religion to the comparatively simple veneration of a single god is

th-- P-ult of economic conditions, it must have provided a fruitful soil for

lb.'.- keen msssionan*. The great feature of the Oraon Christian community,

v.bicii i^ certainly a h.appy community, is that it has continued in its tradi-

lio-rl occupation of agriculture and indeed it is interesting to find that even

ar.'.'.-n-' fb.e Ciiri'-tinn'i the old tribal institution of the niitmihiirin or

i".” herors* dormitorv h still retained. The painful ceremony of cicafriya-

t; r. the forc-arm when a hoy reaches the age of pul>erty is abo contintjcd.

or 'T;'/'re ring' of cov.dung are plriced I'pon the arm by the older

i- burr: with v. lighted wick. It K said that this

; •.-it’no'ir the cor.-eat of their parent^—arul almost certainly

vk.h- .tShc eo.-. -.-n: o; the Padre. The Oraons them-dves reg.ard this

. ..
;; W-c and pl.aring their fingers on each of ilie sc.nrs in

t ;r:. c'.sv ; hit 1 of fp-rr.*: to the refrain “He “1 catch the h.are. he 'll

... Ti.e fir-t; h spectator is !r:vo!:jn!.ariiy reminded of the
'

‘.o-

!

'". '-.Ts.: ‘"Kef-., d-f-n.c shnah do?)".
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The number of Indian Christians other than

NUMBER OP CHRISTIANS PER MIUUE
OF TOTAL POPULATION

Oraons, (43,774) also

shows an increase
on the 1921 figures

(34,064), consider-
ably greater than
that to be expected
from natural in-

crease, thus reflect-

ing keen mission-

ary activity. Sub-
sidiary Table III

which gives the
numbers of and
variations among
Christians for each
decade since 1881
further proves this

activity which is

illustrated by the

diagram in the

margin.
A. comparison of Subsidiary Table III with Table XIX which giVes the

figures for Europeans and Anglo-Indians would show that apart from Jash-

pur ihe tracts in which Christianity has made most progress are Nimar,
Chhindwara, Chanda, Akola and Betul. The Oraons appear to be the only
tribe or caste going over to Christianity as a whole community. Most
conversions are probably those of isolated individuals, but the return as

Christians of over two thousand Balahis, all of whom came from Nimar
district is suggestive. The original case of any Christian convert who
returned it has been shown in Table XVII. They are found in all classes,

but chiefly, as might be expected, among members of the more backward
castes. For instance 2,517 Balahis, mentioned above, and 610 Mahars
appear as Christians.

ROPVkN »TMaue8 OTMCR CNftlSTMMft.

OlACMAMSfrS

9. The names of the Christian Missions found in this province, the areas Missions,

in which they are working and the number of followers which they claim

are given in Statement A at the end of this chapter. The total number
of members claimed by the various churches is slightly greater than the

total number of Christians returned in the Census schedules. A large pro-

portion of the European and Anglo-Indian Christians are clearly not

included in the statement, and so it may be assumed that some of the figures

given in column 5 are overestimates. This may be due to different Missions

claiming identical people as their followers, to a_ natural tendency to over-

estimate the number of converts, or to the fact tfiat some persons, although
baptized as Christians, returned themselves at the Census under their

original religion.

10. Of some 4,256,700 members of aboriginal tribes in the province. Tribal
1,969,214 were returned as following their own beliefs. The form of religion religions,

of these tribesmen varies to an extraordinary extent, sometimes from village

to village, sometimes from tribe to tribe and sometimes from tract to tract.

In the Chhota Nagpur Plateau although of course many villages are almost
exclusively peopled by a single tribe, it is often found that different tribes

in one village, or different tribes in neighbouring villages worship the same
god «)r set of gods. Some usually worship a principal god, for instance

Bara Deo is the great god of the Gonds, and the term is sometimes used as

a name for all the gods in their theology. In some parts of the Sironcha
tahsil and on the Bastar border the deities of the Marias alter in a bewildering
way from village to village.

.
Sometimes they claim to worship a single

supreme deity, and sometimes describe seven or eight godlings each to be
propitiated for a different purpose. In Amarelli fChanda district) for in-

stance seven gods or goddesses are worshipped—Chikat raj, Bhane garhe,
Ed mari, Ura rnarad, Bhumi Siradu, Ghuntel poo and Radel poo, while in
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Bagmimdi Panera (Bastar) a single deity, Kosa Deo, is the object of venera-
tion. Again at Bastanar village the Marias informed the writer that they
worshipped three gods, Mata Deo, Anda Deo and Kosa Deo, and that they
intermarried wiih the people of the Mami gotra in Bagmundi Panera.
Mr. Grigson, formerly Administrator of Bastar State, has pointed out," that
the Marias of the Abujhmar hills on both sides of the border worship no
household gods, for each sept has its own god at the original village of the
sept. These household gods of the exogamous septs are quite distinct frpm
what may be called the universal gods mentioned above. A note regarding
them is appended in this chapter. The remarks of Lucie Smith in
his Chanda Settlement Report suggest that seven-god, six-god arid
four-god exogamous septs are found amongst Chanda Marias but
Mr. Grigson has never found these septs in Bastar. Russell in his article upon
Gonds mentions that in Chanda and Mandla the classification into exogamous
septs according to the number of gods worshipped still existed, but else-

where was being forgotten since in Chhindwara for instance only two large
classes remained who worshipped six and seven gods respectively and
married with each other.. It is interesting to find therefore that in a district

as advanced as Nagpur Mr. Grigson has been impressed by the way in

which a Gond volunteers that he is a six-god or seven-god Gond, while
recently he himself met a three-god Gond there. Bishop Wood, who has

a deep knowledge of the forest peoples of the Chanda district, verified

the existence of a group of three-god Marias in Lahir and Beni-Gunda in

the hills bordering Bastar State, and he confirms the statements of Lucie
Smith regarding the classification of Marias according to the number of

gods. Whether or not the Marias are true Gonds need not be discussed

in this chapter; but the Bishop’s assurance that* Chhudu Pen or Totem
gods extend to Marias as well as to Gonds confirm the assertions of Lucie

Smith. This subject is further examined hereafter. The strange mixture

of nature worship, animism and superstition which peoples the trees and

rivers and mountains with spirits creates gods to be propitiated to avert

every kind of disease or disaster, imagines a Bhut or ghost in every corner

of the village and goes to make up tribal theology has been described in

many authoritative books, in which the religious customs of the various

aborigines are set forth, and needs no repetition here.

The effects of contacts with other cultures are discussed in appendix III

and it is unnecessary in this chapter to do more than mention influences

which have affected the Census returns. The widespread Christianization of

the Oraons has already been noticed and the figures given in paragraph 3

have proved that the decrease in the total number for the province of those

following tribal religions is due to the steady incursions of Hinduism into

tribal areas, partly as the result of a political movement. Table XVIII in

which plus ' and minus figures for the primitive tribes are given shows

clearly the extent of the change in different districts. It will be noticed that,

except in the case of the Bhils, the total strength of every tribe has shown

a steady increase since the earlier censuses. It is however possible that

some of the Bhils may have returned themselves as Muslims without the

tribe name, thus affecting the figures. The districts and States in which
fluctuations are particularly marked have been

Tribal Rci:fiion‘. uoted in the margin. There are similar differ-

ences in others, and it is a little difficult to decide

! 1921
j

1931 how far they are due to the attitude of enumera-
I tors and how far they represent the true facts.

Daraob 7 010
j
21.331 may Safely be said that the 1921 returns for

Naipur 52/102 9.1R1 Damoh, a district with a large forest population,

Nln'djaon
"

?S.693 i lisil reflect inaccurate classification. The fall in the

Korea ... 30.028
j

01,193 figures for Nagpur, one of the mo.st advanced dis-

. tricts in the province, is to be e.xpected. That in

Drug may have been due to faulty enumeration but was probably the result

of political propaganda, while it is not altogether surprising to find the

b.ncku-ard infiab’rants of Nandgaon State recorded under the religion of

• See ll.e Appendix to lhi« Chapter.
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their chief, a Hairagi; - In Korea State the- enumeration appears to have
been more accurate than previously, but the Diwan reports that on the
whole the Gonds and Rajwars are giving up their tribal customs in favour
of Hinduism, and will probably be classed as Hindus at the next census.
That people of forest tribes of Sarangarh State recorded as-animists in

1921 without exception declared themselves Hindus in 1931 is attributed

by the State Census Officer to .the new tendency of Hinduism to absorb
.
p~eopte; hitherto' considered as outside the' pale. ' As' remarked in para-
graph 2 the total figures for the whole province appear to exhibit the real

situation with su.fficient accuracy.

Table XVII discloses a few surprising returns of tribal religion by a Bania,

in. Bilaspur district, four Brahmins in Bilaspur and Changbhakar, three
Gosa.’ns in Raipur, three Kurmis in Raipur and Korea and a few other
typical Hindu castes. It cannot be assumed that these returns were
definitely wrong, since they were all made in backward tracts where those

concerned may either have been living among tribesmen and worshipping
tribal gods or have been members of primitive tribes, who acting as priests,

tradesmen, etc., assumed to themselves the ordinar^’^ caste titles of their

occupations. Returns at censuses from time to time of Lohars, Sunars,

Telis and others under tribal religions are similarly explicable, but may
simply have been due to enumerators’ mistakes.

11. A glance at the social map shows that .the only districts in which Jains.

Jains form a considerable part of the population are Saugor, Damoh, Jub-

Jjulppre, Buldana, Akola and Yeotmal. In the northern districts Banias,

Who are mostly Jains, have acquired large numbers of villages, the cause in

many cases being the improvidence of the Dangi land owners. The net

increase per cent of the whole community since 1891 is 17 or one per cent

greater than the net increase of Brahmanic Hindus. It is worth recalling

from Subsidiary Table I that in the Nerbudda Valley Division and the

Maratha Plain Division where the community is most important the increase

has been proportionately greatest. In the doctrines of the Jains little change
has taken place in the last ten years but the Deputy Commissioner, Saugor,

mentions that, although widow remarriage is not permissible among them,

a liew party has now sprung up which advocates such marriages and there

have been a few performed which were countenanced by many in the com-
munity.

12. Other religions are followed by only 6,851 persons in the whole Minor
province. The figures for the Parsee community, although its proportion religions,

has been only 1 in 10,000 of the population since 1891, are interesting. Out
of 2,109 no less than 1,975 live in towns. The corresponding figures for

1921 were 1,807 and 1,531. Most Parsees are of course either businessmen

or Government servants, but the number of distinguished public men drawn
from this small community is surprising. It is worth noting that in Nagpur
city in 1921 there were 721 Zoroastrians while there are now 963.

The number of Jews is almost trebled. In Jubbulpore where there

were none in 1921 there are now 71, of whom 67 were returned in Jubbulpore
cfty or Railway Settlement.

The proportion of Sikhs per 10,000 of the population has gone up from
1 to 3 and is already noticed in paragraph 3.

Buddhists are a negligible community in the province and at this census
no followers of Indefinite Beliefs were returned although there were 4 in

1921.

13. Subsidiarj” Table IV of this chapter and Subsidiar\- Table II of Religions

Chapter II, worked out from the figures of Imperial Table V, show ver>' in urban

clearly the distribution of religions among the urban and niral population, ^reas.

whilst provincial table gives details for tahsils and large towns. The
figures are self-explanator\’ and have already been dealt v.ith in paragraph
14 of Chapter II.
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Statement showing Christian Missioiis oj the Central Provinces.

Serial

No.
Name of Miitio^. Sect. District or State.

Number of

foljon’ets

claimed.

Number
.

mission-
aries ond
helpers.

1 2 3 4 5 6

1

1

American Evangelical Mission Minor and unspecified Raipur 2.274 20
Protestants. Raigorh ... 200 2

t

y
Sarnngorh ... 151 2

Total ... 2.625 24

2 American Mennonite Minion Mennonili- Roipur 1.161
Bilaspur 1.170
Drug \ 2,134
Ranker ... 13 HbI

Total ... 4.478 46

3 Bible Churchmen’s Mitiionary Anglican Sougor 233 12
Society.

•
f

Total 233 12

4 Christian and Mintonary Non-Sectarian Amrsoti 506 3
Alliance. A kola ... 794 9

Buldsno ... 280 8

Total ... 1.580 20

5 Church Mitiionary Soeity Anglican Jubbulpore ... 1,279 10
Mandls ...j 641 5

Total 1.920 15

6 Churches of Christ Minor and ontpeeified Bilssnur 201 4

Protestants.

1

Total ... 201 4

7 Church of Nazarene Mission... Do. Buldana ••• 349 11

Total •• 349 11

8 Church of Scotland Indian United Churches Nagpur 900 18
1

Bhnndara 10.1 2
Buldana ... 78 1

Total ... 1.081 21

9 Disciples of -Christ (India Baptist Domoh ... 370 10

Missions). Jubbulpur ... 37 1

Bilaspur ... 2,S09 25

I

Total ... 3.216 36

10
!

!
Evangelical Lutheran Lutheran ~. Jashpur ... 4,941 7

Total ... 4.941 7

11 Evangelical National Mis- Do. Saugor ... 659 6

sionary Society of Stockholm Beiul ... 813 11
Chhindrvora ... 346 5

Total ... 2,418 22

12 Evangelical Synod of North Minor and unspecified Raipur ... 2.274 20

America. Pr otestants.
Total ... 2.274 20

13 Free Church of Scotland Indian United Churches Seoni ... 28 4

Buldana ... 1 ...

Total ... 47 4

14 Free Methodist Mission of Methodist Yeotmal ... 413

North America. 19

Total .« 413 19
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Serial
No.

Name of Mission. - Sect.

i

!

!
District or Stale.

J

Number of
followers
claimed.

!

I Number
i ot

; mission-

1

aries and
helpers.

1 2 3 4
1

^
; 6

Rs.

15 Friends’ Foreign Mission As- Quaker Hoshangabad ... 1.014 It

Total ... 1.014 11

16 Korku and Central India Hill Non-Sectarian BetuI 26 3
Mission. Amraoti ... 5SS 19

Total ... 612 22

17 Methodist Episcopal Chuich Methodist Jnbbulpore ... 1.075 25
(American). Narsinghpur • •• 857 8

Hoshangabad 40 1
Nimar ... 2,764 4
Chanda ... 651 9
Baiaghat 556 4

Dr-g ... 98 8
Akola ... 223 4
Bastar 2.705 3
Ranker ... 2 ...

Total •• 8.974 66

18 Missionary Bands in India ... Minor and Unspecified Nandgaon • ••I 80 2
Protestants. Khairagarh 18 1

Total ... 98 3

19 Mission of St. Francis de Roman Catholic Chhindwara ... 125 1

Sales Wardha ... 69 MM,

.Amraoti • •• 400 19
Akola ... 44 1

Total ... 633 21

20 Norbestine Mission Roman Catholic Saugor ...
!

547 4

Total ... 547 4

21 Pentecostal Band Minor and Unspecified Buldana ^ 7
Protestonts,

1

Nandgaon ... 165 7

1

1

11

Total 172 7

22 Roman Catholic ) Roman Catholic Hoshangabad 100 1

1
1 Nimar ... 8.900 9

j1 Beiul ... 23
Nagpur ... 4,250 6
Khandara 71 1

'

j
Amraoti u. 1.665 10

j
Akola ...' 153 1

j
Yeotmal 12 2

1 Bastar •u 2
1 Nandgaon ... SO ...

1 Jashpur ... 46.203 10

i
1

Total ... 61.459 40

23 Scottish Episcopal Church Anglican ...j Nagpur 303 6
1 Chanda ... 673, 6

Total ... 976 12

24 United Church of North India India United Churches...! Wardha 102 1
Presbytery.

j Bbandara ... 7

Total ... 109
j

1

25 United Original Secession India United Churches... Seoni 320 3

Total ... 320 3

Total for Central Provinci

i

ES and Berar ... 103,690 451

43
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Subsidiary Table II.—Distribution by districts of the

District and natural division-
Hindus.

3U11UXN ax DISTRICTS OF THE MAIN- RELIGIONS

Number per 1 0,000 of the population who aref

Tribals. Mnci:,Muslims.

1931 1921 1911 1901 1891 1931 1921 1911 1901 1891 1931 1921 1911 1901 1891

2 3-456 9 10 II 12 13 M 15 16

CENTRAL PROVINCES
AND BERAR

Nerbudda Valley Division

1 . Saugor
2. Damoh
3. Jubbulpore
4. Narsinghpur
5. Hoshangabad
6. Nimar
7. Makrai

Plateau Division

8. Mandia
9. Seoni

. 10. Betul
1 1 . Chhindwara

Maratha Plain Division

12. Wardha
1 3. Nagpur
14. Chanda

i l5. Bhandara
16. Balaghat

'-•17. Amraoti
1 8. Akola
19. Buldana
20. Ycotmal

Chhatfiscalh Plain Division

21. Raipur
22. Bilaspur
23. Drug

' 24. Bastar
25. Kanker

. 26. Nandgaon
27. Khairagarh
28. Chhuil^adan
29. Kawardha
30. Sakti

;

31. Raigarh
. 32. Sarangarh

ChhotaNagpur Division

33. Changbhakar
34. Korea
35. Surguja
36. Udaipur
37. Jashpur

9,012 8,518

7,979 8,468

5,92i S,676 S,4S9

5,338 4,329 3,825
5,48; 5,54i 5,435
6,771 6,032 6,643
6,093 6,562 5,964

382 350

S43\ 499

493 455
317 314
558 512
373 369
493 458

1,009 1,006

616 555

275 261

155 139

445 4,005

174 168

304 307

SSO] SIO

381 374
566 572
175 161

I9I 176
198 180

837i 833 792
875 817
794 716
518 487

125 1.15

122 118
90 126
38 44
50 41

128 142
145 . 153

290 285
195 211
102 103

63 .64

35 34

4,653 4,604

96\ 8S

16 10

82 64
114 104

27 27

87 82
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Subsidiary Table III.—Christians—numbers and variations

Variation per cent.

CENTRAL PROVINCES
BERAR

i I

.AND 102,285 77,718 73,403; 27,258; 14,415' +’89 +610

Nerbudda T'a/Io' D/finen

1. Snupor
2. Datnoh
3. Juhbulporr
4. Narsincbpur
5. Hoshnnpab.id
6. Nimar
7. Makrai

PlaUeu Dirisior.

8. Mandia
9. Seoni

10. Bettil

1 1. Chhindwara

Mttratha Plain Dhition

12. Wardha
13. Nappur
14. Chanda
15. Bh.andani
1 6. Balaghat
17. Amraoti
18. Akola
19. Buldana
20. Ycotmal

15,944 14,932
1

9.5S6' 4,861] + 10] +7 +56

1,784 1,454 1,353 I.OOli + 8 +23 +7
500 437 90 18 + 1 + 14 +386

6,993 6,880 3,688 2,237 + 10 +2 +87
4SI 471 363 132, -39 +2 +30,

2.334 1,897. 2,691 854 -6 +23 -30,
3,852 3,793 1.403 6I9( +28,

+ 1

+2, + 170
• •

12.623 10,65/ 9,462 7,240. +31. +18
1

+13

219 178 146 87 + 27,

1

+23 +22
6,635 6,237 6,156 5,514 + 29 +6 "f* 1

941 541 235 149 +32 + 74, + 130
430 All 283 107 -8: -10' +69
351 404 268 + 73 -13 +51

2,192 1,484 1,119 733 + 17, +48' +33
989 667 679 310 +34' + 48 -2l
520 378 366 205. +50 +38 +3!
346' 290 210 92, + 114 + 19 +38

+92 +26/

+35 +93
+400 +2,694
+65 +244
+ 175 +123
+215! +158
+ 1271 +696

+ 1

3,185 2,426 2.375 1,646 405

1

+31, «! JL

1

+306 +6S6,

810
365
846

1,164

724'

287
538
877

871'

202
547
755

561
183
428
414

148'

98.

85!

+ 12

+27
+57
+ 33,

1

-17i
+42;
-2
+ 16;

+ 55
!

+ 10

+28
+59

+279
+81,
+478
+458,

+447
+272
+ 1,04

+ 1,269

+59, *128

+219
+55
+ 734
+269
+ 1,312
+248
+326
+280
+707

Chhattisgarh Divttion

21. Raipur
22. Bilaspur
23. Drug
24. Bastar
25. Ivankcr
26. Nandgaon
27. Khairagarh
28. Chhuikhadan
29. ICatvardha
30. Sakti
31. Raigarh
32. Sarangarh

1,909', +5/f

702l +2o;
546! 4 50!

>511 +9,
19 +54,
.. + 1,100

83 +7
194 +36

-96
1 +600
I +100

1 1 +240
I +369,

+245| +755

+732
+ 1,408
+295

+9,758
+ 100
+363
+ 120
+ 100
+600
+ 1,100
+ 1,200
+8,809

Chhola Nagpur Division

33. Changbhakar
34. Korea
35. Sur^ja
36. Udaipur
37. Jashpur

4 8,740\ 34,299] 36,892]

29 2
6 .8!

48,700 34,291 36,880;

+ 100

+ 1,350- 100,1

+4Z

-7 +283,685]

-25
-7 +307,233

.. 1+48,740
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Subsidiary Table TV.—Religions of urban and rural population

Number per 10,000 of urban
population who arc

Number per 10,000 of rural
population who are

Chris- Chris-
tians. Others. Hindus. Tribals. Muslims, tians. Others.
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APPENDIX TO CHAPTER XI

The Chuddur Penk (small gods) or Household Gods of the Gonds and the
Phara Pen or Clan God

The religion of the Gonds has been dealt with very fully in Volume II of Russell’s
Tripes and Castes of the Central Provinces, pages 97 to 118. In that article a distinction
has been drawn between the village gods, the tribal gods and the household gods.
Some description of these household gods is given in a note by Mr. J. A. Tawney,
sometime Deputy Commissioner of Chhindwara, included in the Central Provinces
Census Report for 1881, in which he obser\’ed :

—

“I may mention that it is somewhat difficult to get a Gond either to confess that
he has any_ household gods or to show them. The best way is to send off the father
of the family on some errand and then to ask his unsuspecting wife to bring out the
gods. You generally get them on a tray and some of the villagers will help her to
name them.”

Mr. W. V. Grigson, Deputy Commissioner, Nagpur, recently made some enqui-
ries in Gond villages in the district regarding the existence of Chuddur Penk there
now. The following description has been put together as far as possible in his own
words from rough notes which he most kindly made available to me:

—

Mundepar village

"The Chuddur Penk are worshipped often in the house and especially at Jiwati
festival. I was shown them by an old Partiti (six-god) Gond of Mundepar. He was
ver>' reluctant at first but on hearing me described as proficient in Gond legends and
lore, agreed ; he first washed his hands and feet and then bade me sit on the threshold
of his verandah from where I could see into his 'Pen kholi' or ‘god-room’ through
the door D shown in the rough plan of the house reproduced below :

—

ROUGH PLAN OF GOND HOUSE SHOWING

The gods were tied in cloth inside two handis (earthen pots) called the Penk
Atka, suspended from the roof above the chahntra (platform) at B. This chabutra
is used for their worship and is known as Bina. At A there was another small breast-
shaped Bina on which there was a small offering of juari bread, because this Bina
contained the ghosts {Sanal equivalent to the Bastari Hanoi) of the Gond’s father and
mother, who were dead but whose ghosts had not been united with the dead of the
Pari_ (clan) in the Pcnkara (clan god’s threshing floor) at some place in the Balaghat
district, near Katangi, for lack of money, although the PengaSa:a (custodian of the
clan god) had actually summoned my informant to go there. The latter said that the
trip would cost him Rs. 40, which he could not afford.

The smaller handi contained only five Chuddur Penk, made of wood and shaped
hke phalloi, coloured with vermilion and sendur. These five out of the six house-
hold gods are made for a six-god Gond by his Sanidhi (Soyera), maternal cousin, or
some other close connection on his wife’s or mother’s side. The sixth
god, I was informed, had flown away, but was a piece of /ing-shaped iron. My
informant had not had a new one made, because he was old and poor. and without
heirs. But if he did want one, the Gond Lohar and his wife would make one for his
Samdhi working both stark naked by night, as when they forge a new Pharapen (clan
god) for a Penkara.

Besides the Chuddur Penk this man had in another big handi what he and all
the Gonds there described as Mahadeo—a double image about two inches tall with
small eniblems erect in front—and another image of Parbati. These were collectively
described by all as Mahadeo but had no other Gondi name. This deity, all the Gonds
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said, had nothing to do with the Phara pen, confined to the Pari (clan) god of the
Penkara, but was a purely domestic god to be worshipped in the Penkholi of the
house along with the Chuddur Penk. The images were of roughly cast brass, and
were, stated to have been made at Badamba, two miles beyond Deolapar and a mile
east of the Great Northern Road, by a Gond Kasar. One of the emblems, a little
while excrescence, in front of the Mahadeo, .is. intended to represent a conch shell,
and is known as Narayan Deo. The worship appears to consist of washing the image
and the Chuddur Penk. As the old man was likely to die soon and is childless
1 enquired the fate destined for his Mahadeo and Chuddur Penk. It was unanimously
stated that Mahadeo and the Chuddur Penk would be thrown into the river after a
funeral ceremony. If a father has three sons, on his death the house Mahadeo and
Chuddur Penk pass to the eldest. The families of the younger sons ordinarily remain
joint with that of the eldest son and so they do not have separate gods in their own
houses. To demand separate gods is a sign of a feud destroying the family unity, or
sometimes: of amicable partition of ancestral property.

From enquiries made in a number of places I found that the Penkara of various
septs of six-god Gonds and seven-god Gonds were situated at different villages often
quite remote from their own places of residence. A good Gond will go to his
Penkara twice a year on the occasions of Gara Naica and of Wanjeng Nawa. He
then pays Rs. 2 or Rs. 2-8-0 to the Pcngadisa, and the god is washed. Such visits

are also paid to the Pengadwa to offer what are fees or fines (they use the Hindi word
dand, on the Gondi badai) such as wedding fees (‘manning badai), cradle fees (ukar
badtti) and fines lor getting maggots into a wound (phara rota dand or bara deo ka
dand), or for being handcuffed, whether any subsequent trial results in acquittal or
not. A Gond who visits the Penkara must be shaved all over and give a dinner after

offering a goat at the Penkara. He takes with him three companions of his own
pari and has to pay all their expenses.

For the offence of fornication with a man of her pari a woman is never forgiven^
A man may be if he turns away the woman with whom this offence has been com-
mitted, and pays a panchayat fine and penkara dand. Women arc never allowed
inside the penkara because they would become mad if they entered it.

The ceremony of entrusting the soul of a dead man to the Pengadwa is described
as follows. The maternal first cousin of the dead man’s heir slays a he-goat by
striking it on the skull with an axe. It is then eaten by alt the panches. This is done
at the house of the deceased. His daughter-in-law, or, if he has none, some girl of

a clan in which his son could marry, and his daughter then drag the head of the goat
to a place appointed for the Gaddi (betrothal of the ghost) where it is buried in a
hole dug by the maternal cousin (Soyera) of the man, all those present dropping on
it earth and mohua juice. The Bhagta (Shaman, man possessed by familiar spirit) is

then possessed by his deo, looks up to the sky and claps his hands together. When
he opens his hands a wet grain of rice is found which is considered to be the dead
man’s soul. This is wrapped up in cotton and a new cloth. The maternal cousin
(Soyera) leeps the spot selected for the guddi and lights the ceremonial dips (saucer-

like utensils in which small wicks float in oil). The heir then provides a pailli of juar

or gram which his wife, that is the dead man’s daughter-in-law, has brought and left

at the guddi. This grain is taken away by the dead^ man’s daughter, who, being

married, belongs to another clan or pari. This is considered as the paring, or bride

price. If, however, the heir has not enough money to provide the bride price and to

take his father’s ghost to the Gadrsa the daughter of the dead man looks after the

‘J/oia’ (ghost) which the Bhagta has found in the grain of rice until the heir has

procured the money necessary for the ceremony. She plasters mud round the cotton

wool in which the grain of rice is wrapped and keeps it in the ground under the

floor of the front verandah of the house. The place is leeped over and every day
the woman offers a little of her food to the /I’toa. It is in return for handing this

grain over to him when he is ready to take it to the Gadwa that the. bride price is

given by the heir to his married sister. The grain is kept in the house of the heir

and not in that, of his sister. It is interesting to note that at the Guddi or the cere-

mony of the betrothal of the ghost, the married daughter and the daughter-in-law

go in procession round the Guddi behind the Bhumka of the village seven times if

they are seven-god Gonds and six times if they are six-god Gonds, etc. The whole
ceremony is as expensive as a wedding except for the difference in the bride price.

When he has sufficient money the heir takes the Jiwa or ghost, wrapped as it is

in cotton wool and new cloth, to the house of the Gadwa. The cloth is tied on the

back of the Gadwa and he goes through a full marriage ceremony with his own wife

passing seven times round the usual salai or mohua pole.^ The Gadwa then opens
the cloth, takes up the grain, places it in oil and empties it into the Gadwa pot, so

le-aniting the soul with the Pari or clan.”



CHAPTER XII

RACE. TRIBE OR CASTE

1. Rticlally as well as linguistically the Central Provinces comprises Racial

a mixture of elements which can afford a most interesting field of work of the

for the student of ethnology ; but to do justice to this field would neces-

sitate the creation of a special department to deal with the subject, and
the devotion of the labour of a life-time. There is practically no definite

information regarding the composition and movement of the population

in the pre-historic period. The present distribution of the more important

communities is shown in the social map, which indicates to some extent the

effect of geographic obstacles upon the character of the peoples repre-

sented in the province. It is now generally acknowledged that the putative

aboriginal tribes of Central India are most of them the descendants of

the true aiiiochthoues mingled with the Mediterranean or so-called

Dravidian element which overran the whole of this part of the Peninsula

long before the Aryan invasions,* although some authorities still

hold to the view that the “Dravidians” themselves are the original

children of the soil. During historic times the ver\’^ exclusive

nature of caste and tribal organization has preserved among the

various t^^pes their own individualiri’', but it is certain that in the past

intermarriage and fusion did much to blot out the differences betv^een

invaders and aboriginals. As in Great Britain today Cornwall, Wales and
the Highlands of Scotland are inhabited by the oldest pre-Celtic stocks,

whither in the days before written historj* they were, owing to the natural

features of the island, driven by repeated tribal invasions, so in this

province the hills and dense forests are the places where we may expect to

find the most primitive stock. Tke social map shows that it is in the

Melghat, in the Mahadeo hills and all along the Satpura range, in the dense
forests of Mandla, in the wilder zamindaris of Chhattisgarh, on the Chhota
Nagpur plateau, and particularly in the remote tracts of Sironcha tahsil

and the Bastar State that the most primitive of the aboriginal or semi-
aboriginal tribes are now to be found. Of these the Marias of Chanda
and Bastar, the Konvas of Chhota Nagpur, the Kamars of Chhattisgarh and
the Bharias of the Chhindwara jagirs appear to be least influenced by
contacts with cultures other than their own. How far the ancestors of
these people were the earliest inhabitants of the province can only be a
matter of conjecture until further investigation has been made. (The
question of the identity of the Marias and the Gonds is mentioned later in

this chapter.) Other tribes can probably be added to the list. In his

report upon the resettlement of the Raipur and Drug zamindaris from
1 921—1924 Mr. Waterfall pointed out that the true aboriginals of that tract

are the Binjhwars of Deori, the Bhunjias of Khariar, the Kamars of Bindra-
Nawagarh and the Bhumias or Baigas of the plateau area in the north-west
of the zamindaris, all of whom are universally recognized there as the
earliest inhabitants and as having at one time occupied far larger territories

but who have been driven out by more civilized castes into remote corners
and wild and difficult countr^^ The Gonds, Kawars and Halbas are
described by Mr. Waterfall as outsiders who have been domiciled in the

*Note.—l. Dr. Hutton writes
_
"The enriirst occiipnnts of India were probably of the Negrito race, but

they have left little trace on the mainland of the Peninsula, 'the Proto-ausiraloids who followed them and
whose origin must be sought in PaUstine, where up to the present the earliest ancestors of their race have
been found, may probably claim to be the true aborigines on the ground that their racial type was finally
characterized in India. They were followed by an early branch of the Mediterranean race.” ,

2. Where the term " Dravidians” is used in this chapter, it has been adopted for convenience, in

, accordance with the jiractice of the past to indicate the predecessors of those people in whose culture and
language the Dravidian element is predominant. "Aryan” has been used loosely in the same way.
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z.'imind.'iris since before historic limes.' Thai the Baigas although they
have, as noticed in Chapter X, come far more under the influence of alien
cultures

_

than some other tribes of less ancient origin
j were among the

original inhabitants of the province is generally acknowledged. In regard
to one tribe mentioned, however,—the Hhunjias—there is a legend of their
origin quoted by Russell which indicates that the Chaukhutia branch is

descended from a union between a Halba and a Bhatra, and does not
suppori. the claim of the antiquity of this tribe. The Korkus may reason-
ably be regarded as among the true iiutochihoucs. Their own story of their
origin has been quoted in Chapter X. Of the tribes named it may be
r.oliccd that the Korwas and Korkus rtill speak Munda’ languages. The
Marias speak Gondi and the tribal languages of the others have been
displ iced by Aryan dialects. It has already been stated that there is

held to be no ultimate racial difTercnce between those tribes which speak
Munda languages and those which speak Dravidian. Whether the former
ousted the latter, or the latter the former—and which first occupied a
position of supremacy in the Central Province.s—is a matter yet to be
decided by scientists. The dispersion of tribes speaking Munda languages
supports the theory that they may have been the oldest or almost the oldest
in the province.

Whoever the true aboriginals were they have for thousands of years

been under the influence fir.st of Dravidian and later of Ar>'an culture to a

greater or less degree according to the geography of the tracts where they
lived. The coming of the “Dravidians” to the Indian Peninsula has been
traced very convincingly by Dr. Gilbert Slater in his little book ‘The
Dravidian Element in Indian Culture”, the perusal of which is recommend-
ed to anyone interested in the subject. He writes:—

"After much controversy it is no\v, 1 believe, gcnemlly .ijtreed tli.nt the main
racial element in the Dravidian population is a branch of the Mediterranean race,

it that term be understood in its most c.xtcndcd sense, or at least a closely allied race.

My own somewhat crude and amateurish^ observation is that the resemblances in shape
of skull, colour and textures of hair, colour of eyes^ in features and build, arc

striking. The most obvious and well-marked difTercnce is in colour of skin, which
in the Dravldians is, on the average, much darker, ranging from a fairness equal

to that of the average Italian ob Spanish complexion nearly to a negro black. There
is also a wider range in texture of hair, high degrees of fuzziness and of smoothness
being approached; and a rather larger proportion of faces with thick lips and broad
noses than among typical Mediterranean folk. All these deviations from the

Mediterranean type seemed to me to be easily explained on the hypothesis that after

the Dr.avidiaiis entered India some intcr-breeding took place beUveen them and the

dark and thick-lipped primitive "pre-Dravidian” races still sumving in the jungles.

In this way the Dr.avidian may be presumed to have acquired a characteristic of

great survival value for life in the tropics in vari.ability of skin colouration; while

losing something in average beauty of feature, particularly among the Tamils.

The working of the forces of selection on Dravidian colouration diverges in two •

directions. Among the mass of the people who niust needs habour in the sun, and
for whom the most comfortable costume^ for men is a small loincloth and a turban,

sufficient protective pigment in the skin is most helpful, and hence natural selection

tends to approximate the colouration to that of the negro. But on the other hand,

among all Dravidians, as among other Indians, fair complexions arc much admired.

There is therefore a tendency towards fairness among the privileged classes.

These divergent forces are no doubt largely, though probably not wholly, accountable

for the fact that the very name for caste in Sanscrit primarily means colour, and that

the social grading of the different castes .agrees very closely with their grading in

inverse order of average darkness of colour.”

In pre-historic times it is unlikely that the territories now known as

the Gentral Provinces had any contact with cultures which entered India

from the sea. Mr, W, J. Periy in "The Children of the Sun” has given

evidence for thinking that carriers of Egyptian culture frequented Indian

shores from about 2600 B.C., while Professor Grafton Eliot Smith in

"Migrations of Early Culture” has stated his belief that sea-fgrers front

the West from the third millenium and especially in the period about 800
B.C. carrying the heliolithic culture, mainly evolved in Egypt, far and
wide along the coasts of the Old world and the New, mingled their blood
with 'the aboriginal pre-Dravidian population and the result was the
‘‘Dravidians”. It seems certain that such casual contacts could never have’
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been felt in the interior, or have made any {ireat impression on a numerous
race. Dr. Slater’s conception of the Dravidians as hunting and fishing

tribes, drawn continually forward from the Mediterranean coasts into

India by a sufiiciency of water, vegetation and game is far more reasonable.

As lie points out enough is known of the progress of desiccation of all the

iaiui between Nle.sopotamia and India during historic times to justify his

inferences. Such inferences sufficiently explain the^ volume of the

Dravidian invasion of the Central Provinces mentioned in Chapter X.

Evidence of Mediterranean influences arc not .absent even in this

province. Groups of megaliths in the Deccan have connected the Indian

IVninsula In the eyes of anthropologists on the one hand with analogous

remains towards the I^icific and on the other with monuments south of the

(Caspian, in Georgia towards the Euxine, in the Crimea and in Thrace.
(/Vfjfc.s.'ror FIcurr.} It is known that in the past the Gonds u.sed enormous
hc.id stones for tb.eir graves: these may be found 14 feet high in the remote
ir.jct.''. They now give increasing poverty as their reason for raising

.smaller ones. 'I'he existence of apparently genuine stone circles in Nagpur
itself has not as far as is known been noticed in ethnological literature,

and Dr. Hunter know.e of at least one dolmen in Hhnndara district. The
fact that many of the Gonds bury their dead flat on the back with their

feel to the north may be significant of the country of their origin. Little

anthropometry l»as been done in the Central Provinces but on the general

subject Professor I'lcure has written :

—

’’Save jji .a few loe.nlilie*- Itc.uls .are ecner.ally Icuu; in Dravidian India. Analocous .

type'-, widi fairer sltiiu .as a rule, occur here and there in .South-west Asia, .and there

c.an be nc» doubt about the .'•tnictural analogies with Semitic type.' in Anabia, apart

from colour and n.ar.al feature?, and H.aniitic iypcs_ in North Africa as well as the

.aver.aic .Mediterranean types around the wta-tern ba.'in of tlic Great Sea.”

I’ollowing this view of the sources of Munda or Dnividian culture, it

w.as prob.ably not les.e than tt thtnisand ye-ars after the Dravidians came to

India that successive invasions of the suh-continent were made by the
Ary.ans rhro.tgh the passes of the north-west. These invasions were in

two main waves- --the Dardic Aryans and Indo-Aryans. In the book
,alrc.idy quoted Dr. Slater has gone far to prove that the Dravidians were,
when the Aryans came, in a much more advanced stage of civilisation than
the mvaders, who at that time seem to have been essentially nomadic
pastoralisis. though possibly not unacquainted with agriculture. He has
.also demonstrated that the caste system, which docs not form a part of the
mri.st ancient religious leaching <ii the Vedas, was imposed by the Dravidian
upon the Aryrm—not by the Aryan upon the Dravidian. The fact that

caste restrictions become more defined and the problem of the untouchable
more acute, as the traveller goes further south strongly supports this theor>\
To ouote Dr, Slater once more :

—
“The. Ar\‘.nu descent into Iridi.T \v.n.< prolwhly l)y the Kiiybcr Pass, wliicli Rave

entniMce !<• tlie nnrlbern corner of the Punjab. The invaders probably found at first

only thinly inhabited lands, on wbieli they and their stock could increase and multiply.
Later c.-’ino the time of inlcr-r,ari.al conflict with Dravidians and pre-Dravidians which
must have pas'ed throtiRli three staRes. The first, indicated by the Rifi-Vecia, was the
si.a'Re «)f plauRlitcr and deva.'lation, the superior mobility of the invaders enablinp
them to concentrate an ovcrwlielminu force .aRainst each centre of re.sistance; Uritsa
was devoured, Rala was overthrown, the seven cities, the cities of Pipru, were rased,
tile castle.' of Stishn.a were shattered, and bis wealth became the booty of the wor-
shipper.' of Indra. The second staRc came with the. realization that ha.' always come
to such invaders sooner or later, that it was more profitable to emslavc than'to kill;
and then Aryan kiiiRdoms were cstabllshctl, Ruarded by an Aryan soldiery, and sus-
tained by the labours of Dravidian peasants and artisans. Thirdly came the staRe
depicted in the Kpicis. when Aryan kinfidoms warred and made alliances indiscrimi-
nately with one another and with ‘the Dravidian states surroundinR them that still
matnt.ainci] their independence.

DtirinR flic second staRC, and still more during the third, a mutual .action and
reaction was taking place, intercourse included intermarriage; it involved a struggle
of survival between languaRcs. That the more brawny but thicker-witted Arj'an
should learn the cxtr.aprdinarily difficult lanRuago of ‘the ill-spcaking m.in’, as the
yedas term the Dravidian, was not to be supposed. The Dravidian instead had ta
Jc.irn Sanserif.
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Later
influences,.

It is not for this report to go deeper into these matters. The point
to be made is that during the pre-historic era in the different tracts which
now make up the Central Provinces and Berar, there were established three
distinct stocks—the aboriginal, the Mediterranean and the Aryan. If the
Dravidian and the aboriginal are ever proved to be identical it may be
found that Munda culture was intermediate between the others—or even
thai Munda culture itself is the oldest in Central India. At the same time
when some historic record becomes available Aryan influence was slight

—

and even upto the present era some of the autochthones may be assumed
to have preserved comparative purity of blood. There was no inducement
for the invader, Dravidian or Aryan, to pursue the tribesmen into their
natural refuge in the hills and forests— and when the Aryan began to drive
Dravidian culture gradually further south it is unlikely that he penetrated
much further than the Nerbudda valley and the plains of Berar neither of
vvhich are separated from neighbouring tracts by very formidable natural
obstacles. It seems clear that the gradual breaking up of the forest by
early cultivators, graphically described by Forsyth and familiar to all who
have been in the more remote parts of the province, began in the northern
districts at an early date and laid open a road for the invader.

2. In comparatively recent times the land occupied by this aboriginal
Mediterranean stock with its occasional sprinkling of Aryan blood has been
subjected to a series of invasions and migrations which have produced the
complex mingling—and occasional mixture—of races inhabiting the

• province today. Something was recorded on this subject in the 1901
Census Report and history need not be recapitulated here. It will suffice

just lO mention the influences of which there is some definite information

or some definite trace. The Central Provinces Gazetteer succinctly

describes those which were earliest :

—

"Over great part of the Central Provinces the dawn of the epoch of authentic

history may be placed at a period not much more than three centuries ago. To the

people of Northern India it was known as Gondwana, an unexplored country of

inaccessible mountains and impenetrable forests, inhabited by the savage tribes of

Go.ids from whom it took its name. The Musalman expeditions organized for the

invasion of the Deccan thus ordinarily left the forests of Gondwana to the east, and
traversed the Narbada valley through the pass commanded by the famous hill fort

of Asirgarh. But Gondwana was not entirely outside the range of adventurous

e.xploration in the early heroic ages of Hinduism. The Raraayana represents Rama
as traversing the fore.st of Dandaka, extending from the Jumna to the Godavari, on
his way to the hermitage of Sutikshna at ^Ramtek near Nagpur. In the course of

centuries a number of Rajput principalities were established, and a considerable

portion of the open country was subjected to their authority. Our knowledge of

these is mainly derived from coins, a few inscriptions on copper, or stone, the ruins

of some ancient cities, and incidental statements in the ballads of Rajput annalists.

The existence of one of Asoka’s rock edicts at Rupnath in Jubbulpore proves that

his empire embraced this portion of the Central Provinces. Inscriptions at Eran in

Saugor district in the fourth and fifth centuries A.D. show that Eran and the

surrounding country were included in the dominions of the great Gupta dynasty of

and shortly after fell under the rule of the White Hun Toramana. From
certain inscriptions found in Seoni and the Ajanta caves, it has been concluded 'that

the Vakataka dynasty was ruling over the Satpura plateau and the Nagpur plain

from the third century A. D., the name of the perhaps semi-mythical hero who
founded it being given as Vindhyasakti. The capital of these princes is supposed to

have been at Bharidak in Chanda, in ancient times a considerable town. A portion

of the Nagpur plain, comprising N.agpur and Wardha districts, belonged to the old

Hindu kinedom of Vidarbha (Berar), which was in existence during the second

ccnliirv B.C, ; and these districts subsequently passed successively to the Andhra
dvnasty of the Telugu country (A. D. .113) and the Ra.shtrakuta Rajputs ruled over

the upper valley of the Narbada, with their capital at Tripura or Karanbcl, where
the village of Tewar now stands near Jubbulpore. They used a special era in dating

their inscriptions, \vhich points to the establishment of their power in the third

century A.D. ; but nothing is known of the line before the ninth century, and it^ is

last referred to in an inscription dated H81. From the ninth to the twelfth centuries

Saugor and Damoh were prob.ably included in the territories of the Chandel R.ajput

princes of Mahoha. At about the same period the present fortress of Asirgarh was
held by Cluauhan Rajput.*:. The Paramara kingdom of Malva may have extended
over the western part of the Nerbudda valley between the eleventh and the thirteenth

centuries; and an inscription found at Nagpur and dated 1104-.S shows that at least

one P:.r.':m3rn king, Lakshman Deva, included the Nagpur plain within the circle
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of his dominions. In Chhattisgarh another Haihaya Rajput dynasty, perhaps akin

to the rulers of Chedi, established itself at Ratanpur, and extended its authority over
the greater part of the territory included' in the present districts of Raipur and
Bilnspui. /

The inscriptions carry us down to the eleventh or twelfth century, after which
there is a blank until the rise of the Gond powers in the fifteenth or sixteenth.”

This quotation hardly needs elaboration. The social map illustrates

the forces which affected the different areas, and so does the linguistic map.
The supplementary’- maps at the end of this chapter are also relevant.

Hindu domination in the Nerbudda valley, the Maratha plain, and the open
tracts of the Chhattisgarh Division was established at an early date in

history. The high proportion of members of the depressed classes parti-

cularly in the open tracts of the Maratha plain and the areas now covered
by the Bilaspur and Raipur districts definitely point to the subordination

of a semi-aboriginal population to menial positions by conquering races.

The gap of two centuries in the history^ of the province has been partially’^

filled by' Mr. Wills. He demonstrates that about 1200 A. D. the Kalachuris

of Chedi whose kingdom included both the country round Tewar, along

the Nerbudda valley, and the country' round Bandhagarh along the upper
Son valley' were ousted by the Chandels from Tewar, who persisted as a

local power in the Garha country up to the beginning of the fourteenth

century', as proved by' a Sati pillar at Bamni in the Damoh district, the

inscription on which has been deciphered by' Rai Bahadur Hiralal. After

the Chandel ascendancy' the authority' in the country' round Garha passed

to the Mahomedans of Delhi, as is again proved by' an inscription on a Sati

stone, also translated by' Rai Bahadur Hira Lai. But at the end of the

fourteenth century after the death of Sultan Firoz Tughlak and Timur’s
invasion of 1398 the opportunity came for the rise of the Raj Gonds.

“The great Rajput suzerain clans had been destroyed by the Muhammadans,
and, when the latter in turn succumbed to a foreign invader, the country lay at the

mercy of any adventurer who could find a following. This gave the local chiefs their

chance and Kharji, doubtless the head or patriarch of some Gond clan, displayed

sufficient wit and strength to assert an authority’ over his fellows, thus founding the

long line of Garha kings.”

The Raj Gond domination of the Garha kingdom did not, however,
mean the domination of the Gond tribes. One more extract must be
borrowed from Mr. Wills :

—
"In the Ramnagar inscription we find Arjun Singh and Gorakh Das recorded

as the father and grand-father, respectively’, of Sangram Shah. These two names,
since they are given by Abul Fazl as well as by the Brahmans, are certainly authentic.

Kharji, whom the Mahomedan historian mentions, was likewise in all probability
a real person, for he is modestly introduced with none of the extravagance which
usually surrounds the fictitious founder of a family. Sukhan Das or Sangin Das may
or may not be an interpolation ; but, in any case, Abul Fazl’s reference to him is of
special interest, for not only is he credited with enlisting 'many Rajputs among his

cavalp' and infantry’ but his chief supporters are said to have been a Karchuli of
Hamirpur and a Parihar, by whose abilities ‘he obtained great influence in the
country’’. The Parihars are a famous Rajput clan still represented in this neigh-
bourhood by the Rajas of Nagod (Uchahara). The Karchulis were also Rajputs,
and as such were largely instrumental in expelling the Goods from Hamirpur. It

is clear then that Aman Das was by no means the first of his family to seek association
with Hindus. For two_ or three generations before him his ancestors had been
strengthening their position with the help of Hindu ministers and Hindu mercenary’
troops; and this, of course, explains the rapid growth of their political power ani
the^ value of the birth-right to which Aman Das succeeded. That they should enlist
Rajputs in large numbers at an early stage in their history is significant. The Rajputs
were the natural enemies of the aboriginal tribes; and their employment confirms
my conclusion that the Garha kingdom developed under foreign influence, and was
only made possible by the definite dissociation of its rulers from their former fellow
tribesmen.”

The contrast between the organization of the Garha kingdom which
invited exploitation by Hindu immigrants, and the Deogarh kingdom in
Chhindwara district is even now reflected in the characteristics of the
people in the two tracts. More recent influences on the racial composition
of. the province are better known. The Mohamedan conquests beginning
from, the later sixteenth centurj' left their mark on the * population of
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Sohagpur, Saugor and Damoh, and on Nimar which was at that time part
of the Faruki kingdom of Khandesh. Later when Berar had also become
a Mughal province, Ashti and Paunar in Wardha and Kherla in Betul were
the headquarters of Mohamedan officers* The Muslim population has
remained proportionately bigger in Berar than elsewhere, no doubt owing
to the fact that the sub-province was part of His Exalted Highness the
Nizam’s territories. There and in the other districts mentioned it may
now be regarded as indigenous. In most other parts of the province it is

formed from comparatively recent immigrations. It must be remembered,
that during the Mughal domination in the north and the west of the province
the Haihaivansi dynasty continued in power in Chhattisgarh (until the
Maratha conquest of Chhattisgarh in 1740) and the various Gond chieftains

\yere undisturbed in the centre of the province, whilst the true aboriginals

lived, a race apart, in their hills and dense forests, where they were un-
molested except by fever and the other forces of nature, which were indeed
in some kind a protection to them. The final influences before the arrival

of the British were the incur5?ions of the Bundelas in the north, and, last and
most potent, the Maratha invasions. The Marathas came as conquerors,
and, as a consequence, which has been pointed out, by Russell, their “caste

composition” has changed little since their immigration.*

Besides the tribal stock six main divisions of the people of the province
were distinguished by Russell in the 1901 report, though curiously enough
he did not mention the Muhammadan and Bundela incursions. These six

divisions were, in fact, formed by the laying of foreign elements over the

primitive culture of the tract. The depth to which they- penetrated has

been traced by linguistic affinities in the 1901 report, and needs no repeti-

tion. The linguistic and social maps taken together can teach their own
lesson. Apart however from the. effect of the Rajput and Muslini immigra-

tions from the north, of the two distinct streams of Maratha immigration to

Saugor and to west of the province, and of the long Rajput domination

in Bilaspur and the surrounding area, three other elements in the population,

as it now is, must be recognized.’ The first is the Telugu colony in the

Sironcha and Chanda tahsils, south Bastar and Yeotmal. In Bastar State

the Telugus are largely immigrant traders and cultivators, although the

connexion of many castes in the State with those in the Vizagapatam and

Godavari districts is definite. In the southern parts of Chanda and

Yeotmal, the number of Telugus is very’’ largely due, it seems, to the natural

effects of border contacts. It must be remembered that until the year 1874

a large tract which was almost entirely Telugu was included in the Province.

The second element is Oriya. In Chapters HI and X it has already been ex-

plained that the Oriyas in Chhattisgarh are principally immigrants, because,

except for ihe isolated Padampur tract which geographically does not belong

to the Bilaspur district in which it has been included on account of its connec-

tion with Chandrapur, there are natural boundaries between Chhattisgarh

and the real Oriya country. The third and last element is formed by
immigrants from Central India into Nimar and parts of the neighbouring

districts represented according to Russell by the distribution of Rajasthani

and the castes speaking it. The Bhoyars and Kirars are particularized^ as

such castes finding their way south to Wardha and Nagpur. According

to tradition this influx took place two or three centuries ago presumably

when the Muhammadans invaded Khandesh, held by Rajput princes at an

earlier period. Finally there is a small European colony in the Province,

and a number of Anglo-Indians.

Scope_ of the 3. The racial composition of the peoples of the Central Provinces has

statistics. been roughly sketched in the preceding paragraph. . For^ the census

statistics to- show details of the present distribution of the main elements

would be just as impossible as it would be to take a census of Celts, Iberians

and Gaels in Great Britain. For purposes of education, administration and

sociology it is only necessary to know the groups into which contemporary

* A brief history of the province wifi be found in the decennial .Adroin.-stialion Report of 1921.
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society natvirally (alls, and to secure the necessaiy figures the instructions

given on the cover of the Enumerator’s book were as follows :
—

"Kor Indians enter caste as ordinarily understood but for wide castes enter sub-

caste also. The class titles—Brahman, Ksliatriya, Vaishya and Sudra are usually

insufiicieni by themselves. For other subjects of the Empire and for foreigners enter
race, as “Anglo-Indian”, "Canadian”, “Goanese”, “Turkish”. For Indians such as

some Christians who h.ivc neither c.nstc nor tribe, enter “ Indian”.
”

Detailed subpjdiarj’’ instructions were issued to cover all possible diffi-

culties and there is no reason to suspect that the returns, the meaning of

which is so well understood by the general public, were not accurate.

Certain entries of unfamiliar caste-names were identified at the time of
tabulation. In one case only was there a serious error. This was in

regard to Agarias who were confused with Agharias at the times of both
enumeration and tabulation with the result that figures for both had to be
excluded. Some titles denote different castes in different parts of the
counln.'. They were separated into their proper groups as far as possible

in tfic abstract ion offices.

4. The stalislics collected at the Census have been presented in Reference

Table XVI 1.—Race, Tribe or Caste, which shows for the province and for the figures

each district or state, in which they were returned, the total population and
the religion of those castes or tribes which are of considerable importance
in their own locality. Financial stringency forbade the abstraction of
figures for any sub-castes at the 1931 Census. In Table XVIII the varia-

tion of population of the principal tribes of the province is shown for fifty

years by districts and for forty years by States. An appendix shows oy tahsils

and taluqs the variation in figures since 1921. Statistics by selected castes

are also riiown in Table VIII for civil condition, Table XI for traditional

occupation, and Table XIV for literacy, which have been discussed in

Chapters VI, VIII and IX. Finally Table XIX shows the distribution in

districts by age-groups of the European and Anglo-Indian population. At
the end of this chapter two .subsidiary Tables appear :

—
I. Castes cla.ssified according to their Traditional occupation.

11, Variation in the more important castes and tribes of the
province since 1921.

In Appendix I to the report will be found the figures and percentages for

each unit shown in the social map, which illustrates much that is written in

this chapter.

5. A considerable body of opinion has questioned the necessity or

advisability of retaining a return of caste at the Census. It has been sug-

gested that the tabulation of the Census figures into exclusive groups every

ten years is calculated to perpetuate artificial differences which, for the

good of the country', should be encouraged to disappear. That the caste

system disuniles the various elements in Hindu society to an extent which
no division into political parties could do must be acknowledged, but, for

the purpose of demography, apart from the fact that it is essential to

describe conditions exactly as they are found, it is almost impossible to

find a method of .presenting figures in groups so convenient and so well

unden'tood as that of separating them by castes. • In certain provinces for

the 1921 census a subsidiary table was introduced in which the experiment
of classifying the population by traditional or general occupation was tried,

as an alternative to the previous method. Such a classification as a matter
of fact goes very little further than the classification by caste. Every sym-
pathy must be extended to the social and political reformer in his efforts to

break up the caste system which he, perhaps rightly, regards as a brake on
the progress of India. The fact that, apart . from Aryas, Brahmos
and Indian Christians; 2,847 persons at the 1931 enumeration returned

their caste as Nil, proves that although the movement is still in its infancy

in the Central Provinces there is already a nucleus definitely opposed to

caste distinctions. It may be mentioned that the highest returns of this

kind were in Jubbulpore, 699 males and 587 females and Bilaspur, 385 males

Theimporta
of caste.
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and 375 females. The arguments of the reformer are strong, but on the
other side it has been asserted that no social progress can yet be
recorded without showing caste. The truth of this assertion must be
apparent from the preceding chapters *of ' this Report, particularly
Chapters VI, VIII, IX and XL The contents of those chapters
sufficiently justify the retention of the classification by caste for the
purposes of the census. They do, in fact, definitely indicate conditions
existing in different strata of society, and show where the work
of reform is chiefly needed. As long as the majority of people in India are
separated into groups, most of the members of which dine, marry, and
have intimate social intercourse with each other only, and exclude out-
siders, and as long as these groups preserve traditions and customs peculiar
to themselves, it is obvious that statistics for the more important of them
must be abstracted at the decennial numbering of the people. Apart from
this, caste is so much mixed up with race that for ethnological purposes a
continuous record of figures is essential. To treat in a single class the
Maratha Brahman and the Maria of Chanda, the Rajput and the Saonr
of Saugor, the Bania and the Banjara of Nimar or the Bairagi and the
Chamar of Chhattisgarh would be openly to flout science,

6. The importance of factors of caste and race in their effect on the
growth and distribution of the population, has been made apparent, with-
out being stressed, throughout the report. These factors affect occupation,
the age of marriage, the position of women, the attitude towards the birth

of male and female children and more indirectly, labour, migration and
liability to disease. Facility of communication is said to be leading to a
breakdown in caste distinctions and its influence is no doubt operating

in a variety of ways and gradually leaving a mark, but education has possibly

done more. The fact that a sweeper may sit beside a high-class Hindu in

a railway carriage or a motor-lorry without any question of his right to do
so has not yet made it any more easy in the interior for a touring officer to

persuade cartmen of some castes to carry his sweeper from camp to camp.
In fact in certain districts it is always essential to employ at least one cart-

man of humble caste for this purpose. On the other hand an increased

familiarity with railway travelling, and travelling in mixed company by
road, has had very definite results among even the orthodox who cannot
preserve their exclusiveness in public vehicles as they could in the old

bullock-cart or bullock-tonga. Until quite recently it was' customary
among high-caste Hindus always to v/ash all bedding after a railway

journey. This washing was ceremonial and not merely for purposes .of

cleanliness. Again, formerly food and water were not, taken on train

journeys, but now no such restriction is observed. Granted that, like many
ceremonial restrictions, rules such as these might well have been. based on
principles of hygiene it is obvious that in the first instance they must have *

been observed with a view to preserving purity of caste. That they .have

been relegated to the limbo of the past is due perhaps more to the readjust-

ment of ideas to meet modern conditions than to any real change of attitude

among the more orthodox. At the same time untouchables are being

admitted into die schooLs in increasing numbers and their awakening to their

own rights has been stimulated not only by educated, members of their own
community but by many distinguished social reformers born in. a. higher

class of society. Much that is relevant to this subject has been recorded in

Chapter XI and as the position of the depressed classes will be discussed

again in appendix II, it is unnecessary to enlarge upon this aspect of the

locisc-ning of caste restrictions here.

Deputy Commissioners and State Census Officers throughout the

pnn inee agree in the opinion that, although the caste systern and the

customs inherent to it still maintain a strong hold over the village com-
munity and inter-marriage or inter-dining among the various castes and
sub-castes is rare in the interior, in the towns and more advanced rural

areas a section o: educated people with modern ideas freely dine together

in spite of any difference of caste and religion. The State Census Officer
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of Sarangarli mentions that there, an Oriya Brahman—the typical educated

Brahman of the tract—^^vould not now hesitate to take tea from the hands of

another caste. At the same time it may generally be observ^ed that in

most tracts people are still particular regarding those from whom they will

accept water. The Dhimar in 'the northern districts and the Raut in

Chhattisgarh continue in their time-honoured social position of those from

whom water may be taken without prejudice. Even in the most advanced
tracts inter-marriage between different castes and sub-castes is still verj’^

rare. In Seoni district during the last decade the local Hindu Sabha cele-

brated three or four marriages between persons of different castes and
,,

similar cases are reported from other districts but nearly always as isolated

S
henomena. In the northern districts, at least, re-marriage among
irahmans, Rajputs, Banias, Kayasths, Sunars and Lodhis still meets with

the disapproval of the majority and especially with that of elderly people.

In other castes widow-marriage is not forbidden. It is unnecessary- further

to repeat here what has been written in Chapters VI and XI. With in-

creased facility of communication and growth of education, it is natural

that ideas will travel quickly from one centre to another. The wider cir-

culation of newspaper.-; and periodicals is bound to have its influence in

loosening bonds' of the caste system just as it has had in awakening the

political consciousness of the more educated section of the community.
It has been pointed out by more than one Deputy Commissioner that one
of the remarkable changes of recent years is the admission into caste with-

out question of people who have suffered imprisonment in political cases.

Ordinarily imprisonment of any kind involves heavy penalties. The signs

of the times are obvious but it must be admitted that statistics prove that

the breakdown of caste restrictions is a very' gradual process.

7. The education of girls has perhaps done more to accelerate the Position of

operation of this process than any'thing else. Although most Muslim women,

women continue, apparently by their own wish, to observ'e purdah, the
custom is being abandoned by an increasing number of Hindus especially'

in the west of the province where it has never been the habit of the castes

of Maratha origin to seclude their women ; and the lively interest in politics

taken by many ladies is one of (he important features of the decade.

8. The liberalizing influences which have been felt in the past ten Effect of
years, and the disappearance of many social restrictions have however had modern^

a double effect. Distinctions of caste between the most progressive Hindus tendencies,

are now often entirely absent, except in the retention of the custom of
marriage within the caste, a custom which was possibly followed in the
fir.®t instance in order to preserve purity' of blood. But one of the first

results of the more liberal attitude has been the tendency to oppose the
break up of castes into sub-castes a process which in the past often resulted
from the difficulty' e.vperienced in the keeping up of caste connections by'

settlers in remote parts. In Chapter VI specific instances have been quoted-
of marriage between members of different sub-castes of Brahmans, and
between members of different sub-castes of Kalars, whose union would
formerly' have been condemned. Movements in this direction were men-
tioned in the Census Reports of other provinces for 1921 but they are a
comparatively new feature of the social progress of the Central Provinces.
Apart from the definite desire to remove petty distinctions and differences
within the principal castes there has been no tendency' towards the amalga-
mation of castes. There is on the other hand evidence of determined
attempts on the part of the Sudras to obtain equality' with the higher castes,
to gain a share ot their privileges, and in many' cases to claim descent from
the twice-born. This claim of some castes to belong to a higher division
of society than that in -which they have formerly been classed is not any'-
thing new. It has been remarked in past census repor.’s that it has become
customary' for some people to regard the Census Office as a sort of College
of Heralds, and every' ten y'ears a crop of applications is received from
caste sabjws to -have their communities recorded under some fresh name..

• 45
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At the 1931 census this crop was rather richer than usual. Many of the
applications aimed high and a selection of them is given below. -

Generally recognized
name of

caste or tribe.

1

New classification ciaimed. Body or district from which claim was made.

Nai Nai or Kulin Brahman Kuleen Brahman Mahasnbha Bharat. Jullundur city.
Bhat ... Brahm Bhiit Brahman United Provinces.
Panchal Vishwa Brahman Panchals of Chanda district.
Vidurs or Krisbnapakshi Parashar Brahman Patashor Brahman Mandal Berar.

Jyotishi Brahman Committee oi Saugor.
All-India Haihaya Kshattriya MahasAhn.

Joshi Jyotishi Br.-hman
Kalar Haihaya Kshattriya
Kalnl .Shivhara Vaisya Shivhara Vaisya community, Burhanpur.
Kurmi Kurmi Kshattriya —J Alt-Indinn Kurmi Kshattriya Association (Dewasi.
Lodhi Lodhi Rajput Lodhi Kshattriya Sabhn, Jubbulpore.
Jaiswara* Jaiswara Kshattriya Jubbulpore.
Lunin Lunia Kshattriya Jubbulpore.
Khangar Khangar Kshattriya Kshattriya Khangar Sabha, Narsinghpur.
Lonari-Kunbi t.onari Kshattriya Betul.
Mahat Kashyap Rajput. All-India Kashyap Rajput Mahasabha, Lahore.
Dhimar (Dhiwar), Kahar

Keirat. Mallab.
Kasfayap Rajput Central Provinces Kashyap Rajput Sabha.

Katia Renhta Rajput Narsinghpur.
Gndhewal Gadhewal kshattriya ... Bnlaghnt and Seoni.
Chhipn Rajput Chhipa ... Chhipa Kshattri.va Sabha, Balaghat.
Rathor Teli Rathor ..... Jubbulpore.
Burud Lingayat Burud f.ingayat Burud Sabha, Deccan.
Pardhnn

1
Gond Bnlaghnt.

Gond Rnj Gond Kshattiiyn
Sur-iiwan'i.

Seoni.

Joinha ... Sh'iikh Momiii i Jamiatul Mominin, Calcutta,
Chnmar Satnami

1

Chhattisgnrh Division.

* A section of Chnmars.

The foregoing catalogue shows that several castes which had hitherto

been classified as untouchable claimed Rajput origin. The intention of

some of the applications was to avoid an alleged stigma from incorrect

identification with castes of similar names in other districts. The Katias of

Narsinghpur for instance wished themselves to. be called Renhta Rajputs

because in certain other districts the Katia caste is regarded as untouchable.

(The word Katia signifies a weaver and Renhta a spinning wheel.) The
Rathor Telis of Jubbulpore, whose relatives are found in Mandla and in

Panna State, asked to be entered in the schedules simply as Rathors, on
the ground that they are cultivators and do not press oil like the Telis.

The Jamiatul Mf»ininin resolved that Sheikh Momeen should be substituted

for Jolaha, which occurred in the specimen schedule issued by the Govern-
ment of India because Jolaha breathed indecency. Many of the Chamars as

already mentioned in Chapter XI, got themselves returned at the Census

as Satnamis by caste. This is an example of the genesis of a caste whose
origin is based entirely on the religion of its members. The Satnamis^ are

in fact a religious sect but as the Local Government had in 1926 decided

that Satnamis should be shown as a separate group in the next census returns

the classification had to be accepted. It is interesting however to

recall that one of the original doctrines of the Satnami religion was to deny
the supremacy of Brahmans and to deny distinctions of caste.

- That the claims to social uplift might, as far as possible, be satisfied

orders were passed that the return made by each individual^ should be
accented but that, whenever a return was made of a caste which was not

widely known or generally recognized, an entry should be made after it in

brackets to indicate the caste under which the person enumerated was
returned at the last census or to which he was recognized to belong. This

obviated any confusion in the abstraction of figures in the tabulation offices.

For purposes of comparison, these castes which had adopted new names had
necessarily to be included under the oopulation of their original caste in the

census tables. It was intended to print the figures of those who had broken
away from their original community below those for that community but

unff)rtunately financial stringency prevented this being done. From the

details given above it is suggestive to notice the number of caste sahhas and
conferences which took place shortly before the census. Whether some of
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(hcse bodies were formed especially for the occasion or whether all are

permanent institutions is unknown It is clear however that whatever the

fc.clinjjs of some members of the intelligentsia regarding the desirability of

abolishing caste, there is a strong body of opinion in the province which
considers the caste column of the census schedule as one of the most im-

portant. In fact it was with regard to this column alone that large numbers
of letters and applications were received from the general public by the

Census Department. The vntries in other columns raised very little

controversy and apparently evoked very little interest.

9. These determined attempts to climb higher on the social ladder
are based on claims of vary-ing validity, often supported by most interesting

historical evidence, to pass judgment upon which is not the business of the

Census Department. A short note upon the subject recorded by
Mr. Grecnjicld, Deputy Commissioner of Saugor, is of interest:—

“For years past some castes have been tiying to elevate themselves in the soci.al

scale. The most notable and recent examples are the Nais and Dhimars. The Nais
wish to identify themselves with Brahmans, as “Nyayi” Bnahmans, but the_ move-
ment lias not been successful as both the maiority of the Nais and the public look
upon it with disfavour, the former because the^ status of Brahman will debar them
from performing menial duties which contribute materially to their livelihood.

Other Hindus oppose this innovation as the menial services which the Nai performs
arc indispensable to a Hindu, on all religious, social and ceremonial occasions.

The ambition of the Dhimars does not soar so high as the Nais. They want to

call thcnfsclves Rcnk^var R.ajputs instead of Renkwar Dhimars. The movement has
so far not been successful. Their position is much the same as that of the Nais, and
the same causes operate which obstruct the advancement of the Nais. As a matter
of fart the question of the uplift of Nais and Dhimars has been raised by some
clerks, school-m.astcrs and such other persons who feel shy of their origin and con-
nection, and the movement is up till now confined to them.”

Mr. Stent’s remarks reproduced in Chapter XI, which contains matter
relevant to this chapter also, indicate the importance in Berar of similar

social climbing. It will be recalled that in Amraoti all the more intelligent

membens of the cultivating and artisan castes siuch as Kunbis, Malis and
Tclis returned themselves as Kshatrj'as, describing their caste as Kshatriya
Maratha, Kshatriya Mali, Kshatriya Teli. There were even, according to

Mr. Stent’s information returns of Kshatriya Mahar—a term which appears
in the catalogue given on the previous page.

A spirit comparable to that shown in the preceding obsen^ations is

evident in the tendency of lower castes and former followers of tribal

religions to arrogate to themselves privileges formerly denied to their

class. The census report of Sarangarh State mentions that recently
Keserwani Banias have begun to wear sacred threads like the three higher
vanuix. The reason for the change is ascribed by them to the fact that
they have followed the advice of their caste Guru from the United Pro\nnces
and the report attributes it entirely to the influence of the Hindu revival
movement. Lower in the scale the Satnamis, throughout Chhattisgarh,
have continued to adopt Hindu ideas and prejudices. They are abandon-
ing the profession of Chamars, and giving up liquor, tobacco and meat.
A large number of them now wear the sacred thread, worship Ramchandra
and read the Ramayan. Similar progress among other depressed classes
is described in Appendix 11. The influence of Hinduism and the caste
system upon the primitive tribes has already been mentioned in the last

chapter. The Kawars 275,965 of whom were returned as Hindus and
otily 11,191 as of Tribal religion have on the behest of their own Maha-
sabha held in Bahala village, Udaipur State, given up eating chickens and
pigs, and drinking wine. They have for long regarded cow flesh with
horror. They assert that it is for reasons of economy that thev have
ceased to drink wine. Sections of the Gond tribe are also treading the
same' path, but while the Kawars acknowledge only their own tribal priests,
the Hinduized Gonds have begun to recognize the supremacy of
Brahmans, ro obsen^e a fast on Saturday, and in some cases "to wear the
sacred thread. It is generally members of the Raj Gond clan who have
assumed this last privilege—and in making any sweeping assertions

Social
climbing.
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regarding the influence of Hindu customs upon the enormous Gk)nd tribe
it must be remembered that that influence has now been operative for
hundreds of years, yet has not made itself felt in the hills and forests until
in comparatively recent times. It is the motor horn which will sound the
death knell of the primitive tribes as such. Nevertheless by the mere
operation of the rules of the caste system the^^ are likely for many years
to preserve the individuality of race. Such inter-marriage between Aryans
and “Dravidians” as has had its effect on the physical characteristics of the
people of the Central Provinces has now become a matter of history, and
the tightening of caste restrictions which rendered unions of that kind,
whether regular or irregular, quite unusual has in no way been affected by
more recent relaxation in other directions. Definite social divisions
between those of Aryan and those of "Dravidian” descent have indeed
their parallel in the social systems of Europe. Forsyth has already been
quoted in regard to the contact of the Hindus and the Gonds. A short
extract from Mr. Wills’ history indicates how long that contact has lasted
and to some extent why its effect has until quite recent years been so in-

definite. The fact indeed cannot be ignored that the process of assimila-
tion towards the end of the decade was more apparent owing to the
inspiration of politics.

“The Raj-Gond kingdoms of the Central Provinces have sometimes been
regarded as_ the outcome of a movement, on the part of a section of the primitive
non-Aryan inhabitants of India, towards political power. If this were so, they would
represent a national uprising comparable, though on a very much smaller scale, with
the Hindu movement which gave birth to the Maratha states. But, in my belief,

these local Maharajas were, in origin, merely a product of the tendency, so general
in early Indian history, towards the establishment of petty kingdoms by right of
conquest—a tendency which developed, it is commonly supposed, under Aryan
influence. They imposed themselves by force of arms upon a population at first

indifferent, if not hostile, to the new authority. So far from being the product of
a popular Gond “revival” they were almost certainly established under foreign or
Aryan inspiration; and, as soon as they could make any pretensions to political

power, they put forward urgent claims for admission, as Rajputs, to the Hindu caste

system—thus at once dissociating themselves from the non-Aryan peoples over whom
they ruled and from whom they had originally sprung.”

10. Whilst some of the changes in caste and tribal doctrine and
custom are based on political expediency, most of them are purely social

or economic in their origin. The motive for them has very seldom been
religious. The same is partly true of a feature of the decade upon which
comment has already been made in Chapter XI, but which must properly

be noticed in this chapter also. That is the rise of the non-Brahman party

in the Maratha plain. It is perhaps strongest in Wardha district and in

the Mehkar taluq of Buldana district. Mr. Triyedi, Deputy Commissioner

of Buldana, has recorded the following observations upon the subject :
—

“In the Hindu religion itself, reaction against the Brahman oligarchy has- set

in and seems to have taken deep root in this district. The Satya_ Sodhak movement
by non-Brahmans has become very prominent in this district during this decade and

has pervaded almost every phase of life. The Brahmans are fast losing ground

against this well organized and united attack by the non-Brahmans, The movement
has sprca.'l into every nook and corner of the district and seems to be deep-rooted

now.”

In contrast to what is quoted above it is interesting to find that

Mr. Bhalja, Deputy Commissioner of Akola, v/rites

—

“One hears very little now-a-days of the activities of the Satya Shodhak^ Samaj.

The forces of nationalism have swept away this non-Brahman organization.”

Another officer has sounded a similar note in observing : "It appears

that when the people turn their attention from political to social matters

the pace of social reform will be accelerated a good deal.” In connection

with the rise of the non-Brahman party diagram XII-1 is of interest. It

has already been seen how suggestive is the comparison of this map with

that in Chapter IX.—Literacy and those in Chapter VI,—Civil condition.

The proportion of Brahmans is not as strong in the west of the Maratha plain

as it is in the districts of the Nerbudda valley. But if the Nerbudda valley

be excluded it will be noticed that the strength of the caste is comparatively
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greatest where the non-Brahman party is strongest. The difference in the

origin o£ the Brahmans in the north of the province and of those in the

west has already been noticed in Chapter X. The figures upon which the

map is based are given below :
—

Statement shovitng the number of Brahmans per mille of the population in the

districts of Central Provinces and Berar.

District.

Number
of

Br.abranns.

Number of
lirohmans
per mille.

District.

Number
ot

Brahmans,

Number of
Brahmans
per mille.

Sauilor •fl.161 76 Mandla 8,865 20

Dfluioh 21.3SI 70 Sconi 8.265 21

Jubbuipore ... 65.121 84 Nn'singiipur 22.396 70

Hoihanj*abnd 34.668
\ 18.499

73 Mnkrai 1066 69

Nimar .40 Bnslar 2.959 6

BetuI
;

5.345 13 Kanicer 837 6
Chhindnara ; 10.156 18 ^ Nflfldgaon 2.887 16

Wardha 15.319 30 Khoiriigtirh 2.516 16

Naj<pur 37.838 40 Chhuikhadan 393 12

Chanda 7.614 10 ! Knwardba 1.187 16

Bhnndara 8.561 10
;

Sakti 539 11

Balafihat 4.985 9
1

Rtigarh 4.009 14

Raipur 27.622 18
;
Snrangarh 1.829 14

Bilaspur 1 .17.177 27 ‘ Cban«bbaicar 402 17

Drug 15.172 19 Korea 1.094 12

Amraoti 29,819 32 ’ Surguja 3.321 7

Akola 29,851 31 Udaipur 352 4

Buidana
Yeotmal

24.535
19.093

32
22

1 Jashpur

i

" 562 3

1

Tho Central Provinces and Berar

11. For this report to attempt to discuss the origin of or trace the The important

history of the development of caste would be quite superfluous. To those castes,

interested in the subject Russell’s admirable introductoiy essay in the first

volume of the Tribes and Castes of Central Provinces is always available.

Except in the case of certain primitive tribes there is, moreover, little that

can be added to the very full description of the customs of the various

. groups dealt with in that work. What is needed to supplement it is a
scientific anthropological survey of the races peopling one of the most in-,

teresting tracts in the world. It is now held by ethnologists that Russell

as almost certainly in error in regard to the origin of the Dravidians, an
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error' unavoidable at the time when he wrote. Dr. Slater’s theory of their

entry to India from the shores of the Mediterranean .has already been
quoted. Here then it is necessary only to discuss the statistics of caste

collected in the census tables.

The number of caste names returned at the 1931 census was over . 1,300
but they were reduced in classification tq some 280. Statistics of only 111 of
these were tabulated, because the necessity for economy was paramount. It

is, however, recommended that, at the next census, figures for all the recog-

nized castes should be abstracted. The extra cost will be small, arid the
gain in interest will be very considerable. Those castes and tribes which
appear in the Tables of 1931 were selected on account of their importance
in the province, whether numerical or ethnological, and in some cases

because of their importance elsewhere in India.

In point of numbers the castes and tribes mentioned in the marginal
statement are the most important in this

province. The names have been given
of those which form 10 per mille or more
of the total population of the Central
Provinces and Berar. The enormoUs
predominance of the Gronds, who as yet
have a negligibl-e voice and negligible in-

fluence in the administration of the
province, is most suggestive. 'Next
come the Mehras, untouc^ble ex-
cept in remote tracts. The strength

of three other untouchable castes

—

the Chamars, the Satnamis and the
Pankas—is also very considerable, while
the Dhobis, certain sub^castes aniong
whom are regarded as unclean in parts of
the province, form 10 per mille of the
population. The most primitive of all

Central Provinces people, the Marias,
whose home is in Sironcha and Garchiroli

tahsils of Chanda district and Bastar
State only and who are merely a name to

the vast majority of the intelligentsia, also

form as much as 10 per mille of the popu-
lation. The Kunbis, the solid cultivators of Western India, heavily out-
number any other clean Hindu caste and would probably have been second
in the list of so many had they not returned themselves as Marathas.

of 12. In 1901 castes were classified according to their social precedence
but in 1911 and 1921 the procedure of 1891 was followed according to
which the traditional occupation of the caste was the basis of classification.

Subsidiary Table I shows all the castes which are tabulated, arranged
according to rhe classification of the last two Census Reports, while subsi-

diary Table II shows variations in the total numbers returned of each for
the province as a whole. It seems therefore quite unnecessary to repeat
regarding the various castes, merely with changed figures, the information
which has already been most lucidly given in past reports or in the Tribes
and Castes of the Central Provinces. For statistical information concerning
the castes tabulated, the reader, if any, is referred to the Subsidiary Tables
and for information regarding district figures to Imperial Tables, XVII and
XVIII. To show at a glance the territorial distribution of the tribes and
castes, of importance in each district a map has been prepared as a supple-
ment to the big social map. In this map, diagram XII-3, the castes forming
more than 5 per cent of the population of each district are shown within the-

district boundaries. No general explanation is necessary. • The distribu-

tiq.n of the different strata of the population has already been discussed iu
paragraph 2 and racial elements are strongly indicated by the distribution
of the castes. Four groups, however, call for. some notice either owing; to-

Number

Tribe or casie.
per mile
of popti-

Total
ii umber.

iation.

Oond 126 2,261,138
Mehrn 73 1,307 .962

Kunbi 71 1,281.184
Teli 57 1.022.881

Ahir 45 818,105
Mali ... 35 626, “'69

ChnmJr 34 615,692
arahmnn ... 29 517,765
Rnfput 28 506.087
Sutiinmi 19 351,573
Dhimar 18 322,818
Kurnii 18 317,399
l.odhi 18 318.577
Knwnr 10 287.156
Matalho 16 287,189
Bnnia 13 233,661
Pnnkn 13 227,376
Kol»r 12 219,168
Kewnt 11 197,035
Lobar 11 203.'203

Dhobi 10 187,606
Maria ... 10 181,095
Others (includinjl 317 5,699,598

Christiaas, Mus-
lims. etc.)
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differences in classification or additions since the previous census and for
other special reasons.

13. Figures for thirty-two primitive tribes have been abstracted and Primitive

appear cither in Table XVII or Table X^^III. At previous censuses they tribes,

have been classified as “Dravidian” or “Kolarian” according to whether

their aflinities appeared to be Dravidian or Munda. The test was

generallv the verj' fallible one of language, although as shown in

Chapter X, many of the tribal languages have been displaced by Aryan
dialects. In the statement below, for the sake of comparison, the tribes

14. Koliim

15 B'lil

16. Bhuinhnr
17. Dhnnwnr
18. Rhninn
19. Parja

Number
j

iri.
1

llrilish
1

Districts.

j

Number
;in Centrel
Provinces
Stales.

Total.

2,624,190 1,06S,5S4 3,692,774

1,891.812 369,296 ' 2,261,'l.38

111.203 175,953 287.156

31,985 1 16,100 1.81,095

1,761 125,289 127,050

92,275 27,790 120.074

11.5,813 3,712 119..5.55

6,950 ! 101,616 li'8.566

51,603 12,658 67.261

58.519 1 58.519

53,819 1,522 55.341
43,1.30 43.130

410 36,837 .37,247

.32,003 5,083 3r.086

31,713 31,713
30,303 30.325
1,250 24,378 25.628

18,929 5.026 23.955
16,147 4.432 20,879

34 17,508 17,602

Number I Number
j

in !in Cenir.'il

Pritish I Provinces!
Districts, i .Stntes.

j

2S2.929

167.897

83,228
1,122

17,116
381

9,231
3,246
705

2,907,119 1,201,853 1 4,111,972
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have, as far as possible, been shown under the two headings originally

adopted, but it is a question whether even on a linguistic basis this classifica-

tion is accurate. All that can be definitely stated is that between the tribes

which show traces of Munda culture and the Dravidian tribes there are
certain apparent physical dififerences which do not of necessity mean a
difference of race. The contrasting features in the customs and religion of

some of these tribes are detailed in Appendix III. There are a few tribes,

mostly of no numerical importance figures for which were not tabulated in

1931. Among these were the Kondhs, Nihals, Birhuls (or Birhors), Rautias,

and Pandos. At the previous census Pandos were included with Bhuinhars.
The Nahals or Nihals, who have generally been regarded as belonging to a

sub-tribe or Korkus, are found in considerable numbers in Hoshangabad,
Nimar and BetuI districts and in the Berar division. Figures for these five

tribes should he separately tabulated in 1941,

NERBUDDA
VALLEY DIVISION

DISTRIBUTION OF TRIBES BY TAHS1LS(

IN THOUSANDS
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It must be pointed out that at all censuses since 1891 Marias,
Murias, Bhatras, Koyas and Parjas have been treated as Gond
sub-tribes and figures for them have been included with the
Gond figure at the time of tabulation. They have now been shown

MARATHA PLAIN DIVISION

DISTRIBUTION OF TRIBES BY TAKSILS IN

THOUSANDS

OlACRAH SI*6

separately again. It is impossible to prove whether they are

ethnically Gonds until cranial measurements have been taken. Russell

regarded them as such, and Bishop Wood and Rai Bahadur Hira Lai,

whose opinions must command the greatest consideration, both hold that

these, or some of them, arc Gond sub-tribes. On the other hand a number
of forest officers have stated that they consider at least the Marias and the

Gonds to be quite distinct. There are in fact certain striking differences

between them and the Gonds in general which must impress the obser\'er.

Their customs arc often apparently identical in origin with those of the

Gonds, but there are various uncommon features in their culture which are
mentioned in Appendix III. These may of course signify nothing. The
Marias are found only in the most remote tracts of South Chanda and in

Bastar State, and yet, as mentioned above, they make up 10 per mille of

the total population of Central Provinces and Berar. Their general
appearance is different to that of the Gond familiar to the touring officers

of this province. The facial type is prevailingly leptorrhine wdth frequent
aquiline noses of rather Papuan appearance, but the Dravidian and
Mongolian types are also ver>' frequent. Curly hair, although sometimes
observed, is disliked. The definite physical contrast between them and the
Gonds has often been noted. The Chanda Gazetteer remarks:—

“The Raj Gonds are as a rule shorter and perhaps darker than the Maria. They
arc tough wiry fellows and like the Maria ‘wise in all manner of venery’.

”

Lucie Smith in the Settlement Report of the Chanda district for 1869'

wrote :

—

“The Gonds form the most numerous tribe in the district, and are seen in their

purest type in the Marias, or, as they are called towards^ the north, the Kohitoors,
who inhabit the wild wastes of hill and forest which lie beyond the Wyngunga.
Whether the Marias are the root from which the other Gonds have sprung remains.

46
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at present an open question; but it is worthy of remark that in villages bordering
upon the more cultivated tracts the change of name from Maria to Kohitoor, then
to jungly Gond, and then to plain Gond, can be seen in progress; and it is not
difficult to imagine that a well-to-do Maria family settled in the plains and calling
itself Gond, may in two or three generations adopt the more fashionable designation
of Raj Gond. Then again, until a recent period marriages took place between mem-
bers of different tribes, and it is only Hindoo example which is not hardening the
difference of tribe into distinction of caste. The Marias are a clean skinned, lithe,
and well limbed race, with a bright merry expression, and a walk it is a pleasure to
look at. They form the chief, almost the sole population of the wild eastern high-
lands, and before their ready axe forest goes down on hill-side and plain, and long
glades are opened to wind and sun, and sown with rice and the hardier grains.”

Almost all the ethnological literature of the Central Provinces refers to
“Maria Gonds”, but as a matter of fact Maria is a term not used in the
Maria or Gond* languages. It has, apparently, been coined by the Hindus
to denote the most primitive tribe of Chanda and Bastar. Marias, Murias
and Koyas all three call themselves Koi or Koitur, which is the usual Gond
word for a man, and linguistically at once suggests the obvious connections
with Koya, Ho, Ko, Koi*wa, Korku, etc.f The people of the Chanda and
Bastar tribes v/ho emigrated to the Assam Tea Gardens were for several
years known there simply as Kuis and possibly may be still known by that
name. Mr. Grigson observes:

—

"The difficulty about Marias
^
and Murias is that there is no real difference

between them ; a Muria is a very civilized Maria,^ except perhaps in northern Bastar
where Murias have been recruited^ by Gond immigrants from the Central Provinces
and where only you find the typical Gond creation legend of Lingo, as given by
Hislop, Forsyth and Russell. The Maria represents the most primitive inhabitant
of Bastar, but here again there are two big groups, namely, the_ Marias of the Abujmar
Hills and the old Paralkot Zamindari, and those who wear bison horn dancing head
dresses in the south of the Jagdalpur tahsil and the Sukma Zamindari, Dantewara
and Bljapiir tahsils and all round the Bailadila hills. The bison horn Marias are
refei-ren to by Murias in North Berar and by the Abujmar Marias as “Dandami”.
Their Mari.a dialect is quite different from the Maria dialect of the Abujmar hills,

and they profess to find it very difficult to understand the latter. Moreover the
Dandami Marias are considerably more advanced than the true Marias
and even than many Murias, though the . Murias look down upon
them as a lower caste. Many of them^ if you ask their caste will probably say Muria ;

occasionally they will say Muria-Maria or Raj-Maria. Incidentally it can be taken
as true that any person who describes himself as Gond and not as Maria or Muria
Is eithe- a Gond immigrant from the Central Provinces or the son or grandson of
such an immigrant.”

A most valuable piece of information supplied by Mr. Grigson is that

these so-called Marias and the Koyas of Jeypore and the East Godavari
district and South Bastar frequently inter-marry. In his opinion they are

the ^ame people with customs and language very similar, save in so far as

the customs and language of the Koyas have been modified by Telugu con-

tact. It may be re-called here that the Sawaras, who are next-door

neighbours of the Marias and Koyas, are certainly of Munda affinities, and
have relatives in that case among the tribes of Assam and probably in the

Pacific. It is not unlikely that the Maria, even if he is not a true Munda,
"has amalgamated with Munda elements in the course of his history.

Dr. Hutton has been struck by the ethnic similarity between the Marias and

the Kondhs^ in the south and the Oraons in the north. The theory of a

•common origin of Gonds, Kondhs and Sawaras need not be discussed here.

If it is correct it would mean that the majority of the tribes of the province

•are of common origin. There was no time to go deeply into these matters

during the course of the census operations, and they must be left to experts.

What is, however, certain is that the Marias, Koyas, Bhattras and Parjas are

In many ways distinct from other Gonds. The difference may be one of

caste rather than race but it is more definite than that between the Maratha
Brahman and the Kunbi. When touring in the Madras .^encies some
years ago, after two and a half years in the Raipur district, it never even

•Recording the word Gond ilself Russell wrote :
—

"

The derivation of_ the word Gond is uncertain,

it is the name given to the tribe by the Hindus or Muhommodans, os their own name for themselves is

Koitur or Koi”. (Castes and Tribes nf the Central Provinces, Volume III, Pa^ 42.)

fStiil more with Kondh whose tribe-name and language-name is Kui (Dr. Hutton).

tThe probable identity of Kondhs and Gonds "was discussed by Russell, Tribes and Castes of

Central Provinces. Volume III, page 42._ Moepherson’s Memorials of Service in India gives a portrait

.«! Kondhs who are dressed like Marias with bison horns.
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occurred lo me that the Parjas or Porojas of Jeypore zamindari and the

country surrounding it were the same tribe as the Gonds of Chhattisgarh.

The mode of dress of their women and the nature of their singing and
dancing were the two obvious differences. By the same token the really

beautiful singing of some of the Murias of Bastar is not, as far as I know,
reproduced anywhere else in the Central Provinces, Finally it is worth
mentioning that although the Maria dialect differs little from ordinary

Gondi, and the Koya dialect is Gondi under Telugu influence, Parji is

reported verj^ definitely to be an entirely separate dialect while Bhatri is

of course an Aiyan dialect. There the subject may be left, but sufficient

has been recorded in this paragraph and in appendix III to prove that the

CHHATTISGARH PLAIM DIVISION
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five tribes under discussion merit separate classification just as much as manjr-
of the other small tribes of the province which have been shown separately
at past censuses, at any rate until further research has been made.
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Ethnographical information regarding all the tribes in the list will be
found in Russell’s Tribes mid Castes. Fluctuations in their population are
shown in 1 able XVIII and the more remarkable variations are noticed in
paragraph 18 of this chapter. Minor variations from normal figures can
generally be attributed either to migrations or to mistakes in tabulation at
some of the earlier censuses. By normal figures are meant those figures
which might be expected in ordinar^’^ circumstances after taking into con-
sideration the influence of epidemics and famines. Great detail has been
shown in Table XVIII, to which those interested are referred. To illus-

trate the appendix to that Table diagrams XII-4 to 8 show by tahsils, taluqs
and States the distribution of all tribes numbering more than 1,000 in each
unit. These maps require no explanation. They bring out particularly
ihp isolation of those tribes which v/ere mentioned at the beginning of
this chapter as the putative aborigines of the province, withdrawn
to its most inaccessible parts. They also define the separation
of the tribes of more definitely Munda afiinities, the Sawaras or
Saonrs, the Kt>rkus and the Munda tribes of Chhota Nagpur. How this

rseparation took place is a matter for conjecture. There is a tradition

.among some of the Saonrs of the Vindhyan hills that their ancestors were
conquered by the Gonds

; yet others claim to be a sub-tribe of Gonds. In
that tract they are definitely a forest people, much given to petty thefts of

timber and other jungle produce, but they are not so truly primitive as

some of the Sawaras of the Madras hill tracts, nor do they preserve any
tradition of the famous buffalo sacrifice which still goes on among the latter.

The isolation of the Korkus is similarly susceptible of no definite explana-

•<tion at present. Although they have preserved their own culture, their

general appearance, dress and customs do not in any way
suggest to the casual observer any connection with the rugged Korwas
of the Chhota Nagpur Plateau. This does not prove, however, that there

is no relationship between the fwo, and any argument leads back to the

necessity of a scientific ethnological survey.

Lastly the distribution of the Halbas must be noticed. Theories as to

their origin are discussed by Russell, but no satisfactory conclusion has.

been reached. They are found in the greatest numbers in Drug district,

then in Bhandara, and Bastar State, Raipur, Chanda, Nandgaon State,.

CHHOTA NAGPUR DIVISION

DISTRIBUTION OF TRIBES BY STATES IN THOUSANDS
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Amraoti. Wnrdha and Yeotmal. The apparent fall in their numbers^ in

Raipur and increase in Drug shown in Table X\TII is due to the creation

of Drug district from parts of Raipur and Bilaspur. The Halbas of

Bai'tar have always received more attention than those elsewhere, chiefly
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it seems, because tlieir language has become the palace language, is widelj
spread over the State and claims attention as a dialect of Marathi in a
tract which is not really Marathi speaking. They also hold a position of
some importance there as the hereditarj’^ palki-bearers of the Raja and
have the privilege of carrying daggers. It is in the Sanjari-Balod tahsil

of Drug, however, that the tribe is strongest and this presumably accounts
for the amount of Marathi spoken there. Although Halbi proper might
be classed as either Eastern Hindi or Marathi with equal justification, the
fact of the Marathi element in it, increasing as it gets further west,

considered with the distribution of the tribe, would appear to indicate

tliat dispersion of Halbas over the south of the province was perhaps due
to their ancestors accompanying invading armies either as camp followers
dr as soldiers rather than to other cituses. Almost all the Halbas are
Hindus. In fact, in the opinion of the Administrator of Bastar State, they
cannot strictly be regarded as a people of the hills and forests. Their in-

clusion in (he list of primitive tribes, however, affects the total figures verj’’

little, for Clandas, who arc described by the Settlement Ofiicers of Chhattis-

garh as aboriginics degraded to the status of untouchables, have been ex-

cluded from that list.

Cnsics.

o >

SircnClh i

in Br'i'iJi 1

di^trictii.

1. Mchra or Mahiir 1.2.SS.703

(Somvnnii, Mnnep-
war.)

2. Cbnmir .V.S.O.W
3. Satn'inii 319.S47
4. Gand-n 10.S.S43
5. Miin|< 101.142
6. B.iior or Burud S3.204
7. Mehinr or Ohonci .30.950
S. Mochi 6.179
9. Dorn 4.660

regarded as untouchable,
certain districts are give

M. Appendi.x II deals with the depressed classes detailed figures for

which have appeared in Provincial Table II.

Their numerical distribution in homogenous
tracts is shown in Appendix I and illustrated

in the social map. As a result of laborious

classification, some of the difficulties of which
are explained in the appendix on the subject,

it was found that the castes mentioned in the

margin were regarded as untouchable
throughout the British districts of the province
e.xcept that Mehras are not so regarded in two
tahsils of Hoshangabad district and in un-

defined tracts of Mandla district. The names
of castes which, although not universally

arc treated as unclean in certain divisions or
below. For Provincial Table II the statistics

were abstracted strictly accord-
ing to the areas in which a caste

was reported to be untouchable.
In other places, members of

these so-called depressed classes

were shown as caste Hindus.
The whole classification is ex-

plained in Appendix 2 where
the attitude in different tracts is

discussed. The total figure for

this group in 1931 was 3,180,075
as against 2,965,859 in 1921
when the classification was less

rigid but the population of certain

minor castes was not included.

It represents 17.7 per cent of the population of the province. In the States
the total number of untouchables is 252,732. Only the Mehtar caste is

regarded as unclean in all the States.

15. The Criminal Tribes Act is not in force in the Central Provinces,
but there are a number of castes and tribes

generally regarded as criminal. The more
important of those upon whose movements
the police consider it essential to keep a care-
ful check are mentioned in the margin ; and
after Subsidiary Table II a list has been
printed of those people in each district who

Caitcs.

Number
in ISriliih

diitricts

where un*
touchable.

Catics.

Number
in British

districts

svhere un-
touchable

Panka 204.304 Holiya 3,439
Dhobi 73.966 Kaikari 2,157
Pardhan 71.906 Ctiauhnn 2.026
Dhimnf 46.071 Dewnr 1.786
Ghosio .• 45.409 O jhn 1.718
Bainhi 33.776 Rajibar 1.127
Kori 3I(.477 Main 1.048
Kntia 24,510 Dahnynt 833
ICumhar 23,863 Audhelia 749
Chadar 21,071 Bedar 490
Khntik 11.327 Pardhi 41
Madfi 10,070 Janflam 12
Kbaniinr 7,650 Rahna 6
Dohor 6,616 Dlmnuk 3
Nagnrchi 5,970

Minn.
nnorio.
Bndnk,
Pnrdhi.
Tnknnknr
Audhiyn.
Knifcnri.

Pnsi.

Mnn(* Gnrodi.
Rnnfnrn.
Knnjnr.
Snnsi nnd Borin.
Hnbiirn,
Ntnng.
Ooni.
H.irni.

Theldepressed
classes.

Wandering or
Criminal
tribes.
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are treated by the Education Department as belonging to this class. The
Director of Public Instruction prepared this list in consultation with the
local authorities. The numbers of the criminal tribes are not so great in

this province as in Bombay or Madras, and it will be noticed that they are
more numerous in the west of the province than elsewhere. As in the case
of the depressed classes some of them are regarded as criminal in one part
of the country while their relatives in another may be treated as quite
respectable citizens. For instance the Banjaras, the tribe of traditional

carriers and cattle drovers, are stigmatized as criminal in Saugor, -Hoshang-
abad and Nimar only, although they are found all over the province, num-
bering in all 155,353, of whom 109,062 were enumerated in Berar, 16,647
in Nimar district, 6,022 in Raipur and 3,274 in Bilaspur. Sixty-five years
ago Forysth recorded the following note about the Banjaras :

—

“These Banjaras are a curious race of nomads who are found everywhere in

Central India, acting as carriers, with herds of pack bullocks. Their name means
‘Forest Wanderer’, and they appear to be perfectly distinct both from Hindus and
from the known aboriginal tribes. It has been conjectured with some probability
that they are gipsies. They are a fine, stalwart, li^ht-coloured people, ready for any
adventure, and of dauntless courage.^ With the aid. of their splendid dogs they do
not scruple^ to attack and spear thc^ wild boar, tbe bear, and even the tiger ; and they
are at all times ardent and indefatigable sportsmen. Each tanda, as their camps are
called, is commanded by a chief called the naih, whom all obey, and wbo, in council
with the elders, disposes of intertribal offenders, even to the extent of capital punish-
ment, it is believed. The old men and many of the women and children remain
encamped at some favourite grazing spot during the expeditions, where all return
to pass the rainy season and recruit their cattle. Though eminent in the art and
practice of highway robbery, the Banjaras are scrupulously faithful in the execution
of trusts, and are constantly employed in the interchange of commodities between
the open country and the forest tracts.”

The reduclion of the orovince to a state of law and order has naturally

affected the ways of the Banjaras and of other similar wandering tribes

—

for it is in almost every case the nomads who are regarded as criminals,

generally with full justification. The Banjaras have, however, always a far

more visible means of subsistence than the others. In the open season the
men, with their scarlet turbans, setting off features which are often wildly
handsome, will be met continuous^ on the roads between the Central
India States and Chhattisgarh driving huge herds of cattle, which often
leave rinderpest and other diseases in their wake, and to which they some-
times add during their journeys, whether by honest or by dishonest means.
Their women, in the gipsy costume, typical also of the Lamanis or Sugalis

further south, may be found in greater or less numbers at 'almost any bazar
in the tracts where the tribe is strong, selling cheap' ornaments, combs,
mirrors and cloth. The Banjaras are in fact not a typical criminal tribe.

From Imperial Table XI it will be seen that out of their earning population of

45,203 males and 31,058 females in the districts where they are mostly found,

16,194 males and 2,844 females are cultivators of .all kinds, 22,247 males
and 24,039 females are field labourers, etc., while, others follow various

occupalioris. In Nimar, particularly, in spite’ of their classification' for

educational purposes, large numbers of them are highly respectable

cultivators.

Among the other tribes mentioned the most familiar are the Mang-
Garqris, the Pardhis, the Kuchbandhias (a branch of the Kanjars) and the

Berias. Every one who travels by road in the province is familiar with the

squalid but picturesque encampments of the Mang-Garoris, with their

numerous guard cf pariah dogs, and with their swarming dirty women and
children who always beg from any passer-by. These wandering tribes all

move with pack animals, buffaloes, oxen or asses, carrying personal

belongings, babiejj, poultry and sometimes even dogs and monkeys perched
on their backs in a manner which might be the envy of the proprietor of a

circus. Each tribe or sub-tribe has its own characteristics. The Kuch-
bandias get their name from the occupation of making brushes from the

roots of khas-khas grass for cleaning cotton yarn. It has been observed that

thev often keep herds of swine. The Pardhis are by tradition wandering
fowlers and hiinters. The hereditary occupation of the Pasi is toddy tapping.
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but some of these also are huntsmen. Man^-Garoris are connected with the

untouchable Mang caste. Some of them are snake-charmers ; others have
taken to cattle-dealing and thieving. The subsidiary occupation of the

women of these nomadic tribes and, especially of the Berias, is often not

reputable. Descriptions of all those of any importance in the province will

be found in the Tribes and Castes of the Central Provinces and in

Mr. Gayer’s Lectures on Criminal Tribes.- It will be noticed that among the

names in the list are those of some castes grouped with the depressed classes

and of some aboriginal tribes, particularly sub-tribes of Bhils in the Berar dis-

tricts. The explanation is obvious. With clearly defined land settlement,

forest preservation and the introduction of game laws the undisciplined sec-

tion of the population, who had formerly regarded the jungle as their own,
found it difficult to eke out an existence by honest methods. The appearance
of the criminal tribes was the result. In the Central Provinces no action has

been taken for their reclamation, presumably because their numbers are

comparatively small and police survelliance is so efiicient that they cause

but little trouble to the general public. The strong representations of

individual officials have received no encouragement, but they indicate a

field in which the social reformer can do good work. The fact that the

Mang-Garoris, in a small settlement made just outside Nagpur shortly

before the Census, daily go to the city to work as labourers shows that

opportunity to earn an honest living is often all that is needed by these

people. Yet the jail population of Mang-Garoris is reported to be very
considerable. In most cases Census figures for the castes and tribes

classified as criminal are not forthcoming, since they are regarded as

numerically unimportant.

16. In view of the importance which the Oriya question has assumed
in the east of the province in the last few months, the available figures for

those castes which have been classified as Oriya by race in the disputed tracts

are shown below. That they are chiefly immigrants has already been men-
tioned, and nothing need here be added to the remarks upon this subject

made in Chapters II and X:—
The Oriyas.

Castes, Strength. Castes. Strength.

Bankn t ... Khandait t ...

Bhandari t ... Kolin 44,394

Bhuliya. Bholia, Bhoria 6.272 Mnngan 128
Chasa, Tasa or Alia + ... Oriya 856
Dbera t ... Panda Brahman + ...

Duma] 33 Pait 4,711

Gandh Mali t ... Pedka + ...

Ganda ] 10.359 Sansai t ...

Gaur + ... Sidhora t ...

Hatwa + ... Sudh 32
Katanga 1.681. Sundhi 3.194
Kandrn 397 Tnnti or Tnlive 75
Karan, Karnam, Mohanti 231 Tania t ...

Rhodnl t - Tijar IS
Khandura, Kbandta (Khorwra) 158 Utkal Brahman t ...

17. Europeans and Anglo-Indians form a very small community in

the Central Provinces and Berar. Their distribution is, however, of some
interest and has been illustrated in Diagram XII-2. The numbers are
greatest in Jubbulpore and Nagpur districts where there are troops and
large colonies of officials and railway employees, in Saugor where the Army
Equitation School has its headquarters, and in Bilaspur, Hoshangabad and
Khairagarh where the railway population is of importance.

Of the total number of Europeans returned at the Census, 3,815 males
and 1,309 females were British subjects, while 234 males and 292 females
were not. Among the 2,732 male British subjects over 17 years of age, no
less than 2,250 were serving either in the Army or the Police Force and

•An extraordinary defect in records is that no statistics me kept of the cafte of the convicts in the Jails
of the Province. Such statistics would be very useful for administrative purposes.

^ Figures not abstracted.

The Oriyas.

Europeans and
Anglo-Indians.
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the majority of the female European population is of course dependent
upon (hem. In 1921 the total number of European British subjects returned
was 4,338 males and 1,289 females. Of the former 2,626 were soldiers or

DISTRIBUTION OF EUROPEANS AND ANGLO-INDIANS IN

C.P.AND BERAR.

RcrrotKCtc.

C Chhuikhsdan.

N...,rian(i^aon.

K.-.-KhafraJarh.

M....Mahrai.

S....Sakh'.

Kw...Kawardhi.

8ar...Sarandarh.

Ch Chan^mkae

DMCRAM

police officers. 123. males and 142 females enumerated were subjects of

foreign States. The European population has certainly decreased in the

last ten years, but probably not to the extent indicated by the figures shown
in Table XIX. The fact that 2,640 male and 2,425 female Anglo-Indians
were enumerated in 1931 in contrast to only 1,872 males and 1,702 females

in 1921 justifies a. suspicion that at the earlier census some Anglo-Indians

were shown as Europeans, since an increase of over 41 per cent in the

population of the community, although just possible in view of the growth
of the colonies in Nagpur, Jubbulpore and Bilaspur, is not to be regarded

as probable.

18. Comment must be made upon certain figures appearing in Subsi-

diary Table II or in Imperial Table XVIII. In most cases there has been
a very great increase since 1901 in the numbers recorded against each tribe

or caste. The percentage of variation nowhere shows a minus figure, and
it is noticeably low only for Bhils, Darzis, Koris, Kunbis and Nais. The
cause in the case of the last two is easily traced. Kunbis have for the last

ten years shown a growing tendency to call themselves Marathas. There is

absolutely no reason to suspect that this yeoman caste is not increasing pro-

portionately to the rest of the population and the rise of 370 per cent since

1901 in the number of Marathas clearly proves what has happened. The
rise of 82 per cent in the number of the Mhalis, the barber caste of the

Maratha plain, more than accounts for the very limited increase among the

Nais with whom they were probably confused at earlier censuses. The un-
varying number of the Darzis returned at the last three censuses is interest-

ing. but no definite explanation is forthcoming. The same is true in regard
to Koris, though it is possible that in the past figures of some other weaving
caste were included in the same group. The Bhils are the only aborigines

or semi-aborigines who have not multiplied heavily. It seems very
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rlroj’Jv mcntioncil in Chapter X that $nme of them returned
lljcmsdvcs simply as Muslims without #livin»* the name of their tribe. The
increase of 253 per cent in the fijinre for Ilinjhwars appeans from
Table .\’^‘I11 to lie due to some error in enumeration in 1901. The toll of
famine in the years procediml I'^Ol and of intluenza in 1918 can hardly have
Ih i'I! m» lica\y ;he Table seems to indicate. The Hinjhwars are ^iencrally

considered an ofif-shoot of llaislas—and there is still a Rinjhwar sub-tribe of
Hai'Ias. 'riiey are found chiefly in Raipur and Rilaspur, and it is probable
that in the past some of them wore classified as l^ai^as. The creation of
the Dru^ district from parts of Raipur and Bilaspur {generally accounts for
anv remarhable variations from past censuses appearinj; ajjainst those units

in 'IVble XVIll. That Table demanded references to Deputy Commis-
sioners rojiardinji Rbarias in Uciul and Kawars in Balajihat. Only one male
Bhnria was returned in the former district in 1931, but 1,570 males and 26
females appeared in the Tables of 1921. The Deputy Commissioner ex-
pl.-ined th.Tt :!i the time of the previous censiK the Maha-Shivaratri fair was
I'cinti held on the borders of the Multai tahsil and that there was prob.ably
an intiux of Bharias from Chhindwara district. The explanation of the
presence in l‘>21 of Kawars in Bala^hat, where the tribe is not {generally

found, was that they were probably immii-rants employed in the manganese
minc«. almost .til <’t which had been closed before the Census of 1931.-

I’inally amortg Mudims ibc increase of 400 per cent in the population
of IVdira community cannot be overhxikcd and must definitely be attributed
to immigration for purposes <jf tratle.

19. Before cIosin,<; this chapter it .«:ecms proper, at a time when Castes in the

Franchise problems arc claiming much attention, to place on record some Legislature,

figures to show to what extent the various tribes, castes and communities
of the province arc represented in ibe local Legislative • C>ouncil. The
table t'ollowin.g give: those figures :—

Ntif.Stf «’! cJfCtt't in Numl'ff of rominsted memSeri in

PtMJ tt ir<! Cotirril FJt.t Sreof'd Third Council
Cojfleit. of 19.11. Cot/nci’l. Coimcil. ’ CoKRCil.

i

of mi.

10 1” 11 5 I
: 1

1

3
Oti rt tUthntcri It to f, 7 ... 1 ...

1 1 , ,,
’ 2

i 2
!

... i

ti.ni# a s 2 ...

1
- 2 1

I 2 1
}
t ... ...

7 6 n
i • •• ... 6

Madtati 1 1 i •• ...

tfiafi,

Vidar ..

Ksl.-r i
] 2 2 ... ...

G'Vn J ,, ... ... 1 ...

M.-h,r
"i

2 3 ..

Ct)i)rn»r ... • ... ... ... < 1 ...

Ja i»ert ... t ... ... •«

Diibrr ... 1 ... • ••

fiwttfa .r ... 1 ••• • ••

Oibcf ttindui .
! 1 4 i 1 2

Chriklidft 1 ; 1 1 2 2 2
...

i
3 ... ,, ... •••

6 7 J 7 4 1 1 "•! 3

The figures tell their own stor>’. The note below recorded after the third

^uncil explains the tendencies, further rapid development of which is

evident from the statistics of 1931. The growth of the strength of the non-

Brahman parly is obvious. The inadequate representation of the aboriginal

tribes is most striking.

"The uronilcst elemcnlR purely from the point of view of caste are the Brahmins,
Baiiias and AInratlias and Kunliis, Of these, the Mnratiia Brahmins and the Marathas
an<l Kiinhis each represent communities closely bound by caste, custom and
Jtecffrapliical distribution, whilst "other Brahmins" and "Banias" comprise a number
of widely difTerinfi castes, in origin mostly foreign to the province, and possessing

no siicli common characteristic as would constitute either of them .distinct political

entities. It will be noticed that Brahmins were most strongly represented in the

47
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second Council when the SwnraiiRtB decided to participate in the elections for the
first time. The solidity of the Maralha Hrahmin element wiH be realized when it

is stated that they then held Id out of the 24 non*Mnhnmmadan seats in the Berar
and Nafjpur divisions. This number is now reduced to 8, 'I’he total number of
Brahmins shows a heavy fall from 29 in tim second Council to 17 In the present
Council, justif>[inn the inference that a political consciousness is bcin;; evoked in

other communities, liven now, however, the hij'her caster, account for over two*
thirds of the members elected from trencral constituencies, and the only challenj'c,

slight thoufth it is, to their predominance, comes from the Maratha Kunbis svho have
succeeded in increasin); their numbers in the Council and reproduce a powerful
element in the electorate. Only one member of the depressed classes has been elected,

and that in the first Council \vlien owinR to the boycott there wa.s little competition.
The number of members nominated from the depressed classes has been raised from
two to~(our in thc'third Council, and is made up of three Mahars and one Chamar."
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SuBSiniAKY Table I—Chapter XIL—Castes op Imperial Table
XVII CUSSIFIED ACCORDING TO THEIR TRADITIONAL OCCUPATIONS

GroMr tnd citilc.

SlfcnKth
in

thou-
sand*.

'

Group and caste.

Strength
in

thou-
sands.

Tol*l popuUlion •••

i

17.991 1 Croup VII.—Hunter* 16 Croup XXII.—Potter* ... 131
I and I'owicr*. Kiimhnr 131

Croup 1,—Lsnd-holJett TPS
!

Pardhi 16 Group XXIII.—Glass and
• •• .V)5 ! lac worker*.

Marnjbs 287 i Group Vlll.-Prlctt* 613
and ilevolcr*. No caite tabulated.

Croup ll.-CuUtvatof* :.7S7

;ln;Judlnj; crowerJ 0( Brnbman M8 Croup XXlV.-Slack- 203
tperlal producU). : Goiain ... 42 (mllhs.

! Bair. pi .89 Lobar 203
Knob! 1.2.91

1
Piikir 11

Mnli C37 ! lanenm 3 Croup XXV.—Cold and 143

Ijodh! 319 ; Silver Smiths.
Kuirul 317 S Croup IX —Temple ter- Sunar 143

lUiOTcr 7.9 i vanir.

Man* 57
,

Croup XXVI.—Brass and
KoIia No cailr labutaied. Copper Smiths.

K.
Kaproat ...

,
10 i CfPupi X and XI.— 5 No caitc tabulated.

Oriwali ...
- 8 Cenro!os;I<lt, Bard*

lleJar .»• i 1 and Arlrolocer*. Croup XXVII.—Confee-
tinners and oraln par-

Croup HI.—t.abourer» ... ; T7 ' OJba 5 chers.

Ghstiei • •• I ^7 Croup XII.—Writer*... J9 Nocaile tabulated.

.M»l» ... ( 12 ,

Rtijbar 10
•

Kayarjb .89 Croup XXVIII.—on 1,023

l)h*ni>k ... 7
‘ presscri.

Aixlbtlik ...
j

1 Croup Xlll.-Mutlelan*. 103 Teli 1,023
i ( tinecr*. dancer*, ml-

Croup tv.—Porert and wlc* and lufifilert. Group XXIX.—Toddy 219

Hili Ifibci.
5 drawers and Olslillers.

t . M.nc 101 Kalar ... 219

1 2.2C.1 , Dewar 2
Kkoar ... 1 287 1 Croup XXX.—Butchers 20

Maria ... f 181 Croup XIV.—Trader* ... Khaillc 20

Koikii *•« 1 177

Muiia ...
I

127 Ranla ... 23t Croup XXXL—Leather 997

U«ll» 120
;
Komri 12 workers.

I’ktdbiO i:u •

Ontifn 8 Chamar 616

Otaon i 108 Sainami 352

Kol ...
j

92 Group X\’.—Carrier* by 201 Madjji 10

Sswaiaor Saonr 88 pack animal*. Mnchi ... 7

liir.ilinar *** 1 67 Dobor 7

Andh S9 Ilaniari ... 15.8 linliya ... 5

libstia-Uhuisil* SS Wanjari 49
1

•19 Croup XXXIL—Basket. 62

KoU .*• t.8 Croup XV'I.—Barber* ... 10.8 mat and rope makers

Us'iJ* ...
} .17 Bator 55

IttiBdra 37 N«i 133 Bhamla 4

Koism *•« I 32 .Mhali ' 62 Knikari ... 2

Ubit ... ! .80 Kanfar 1

Kofwft • •• 27 Croup XVII.—Waiher- m
Uliiiinbar 26 men. Croup XXXlIL—Earth, 39

Dli.-inwar »•* \ 24 S.a1l. etc., workers and
lihainn 21 Dhobi 1R.8 qtiarrlcrs.

Moihivar 19 neld.ir 26

Psfj* ... la Croup XVIll.-Weaver*. 2.063 Wodd.ar 13

Khsria 13 Carder* and Dyer*.
Koyn ... 10 Mebra 1..80S Croup XXXIV.—Domes-
Knmar 9 I’anka 227 tic servants.

nbiinjia • •• 8 Ganda 176
SsuniR 7 Ko<b(i 171 No caste tabulated.

Nafiarebi 6 Tlalahi 54
Cftdba Kalin •16 Group XXXV.-VlIlajtc 62

! Ilabna 39 walchmcn and menials.

Croup V.—Craricr* and 1.063 Kori .85 Chadar 27

Dairymen. llhiitia ' ... 7 Dnhayat 12

Khnnitnr 12

Abir ... 818 Croup XIX.—Tailors ... SI Chauhan 5

Gow.iri • •• 178 •Pnik 5

Guiar • •• 60 Dar]] 51
Golnr ... 7 Group XXXVL—Sweep- SS

Croup XX.—Carpenters 112 cr&

Croup Via—FUlicrmcn* S49 Mehtnr 32

Boatmen and Palkl Baibni 112 Dorn or Dumar 6

bcarcrt.
Dhimar ... 323 Group XXI.—Mason Group XXXVn.-Olhcrs
Kewnt ... 197 Chrislians <18

Knbar ... 29 No carle Inbulnled. Others 1,764'

*Paiks were oriflnolly loldicr* by Irndition.
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SuBsmiARY Table II.—Variation in caste, tribe or race since. L901

Serid

No.
Caste, tribe or race

Population (000s omitted). Percentage of variation

1931 1921 1911 1901 1921-31 1911-21 1901-11 • 1901—31

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

~

8 9 10

1

2
3
4

5
6
7

9
10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66 ]

Ahir
Andh
Bahna
Baiga
Bairagi

Balahi
Itania

B.-.njara

Barhai
Basor
Bhaina
Bhamta
Bharia or Bhumia
Bhil

Bhilala

Rhoyar
Binjhwar
Bohra
Brahman
Chamar and Satnam
Darji
Dhimar
Dhobi
Ganda
Ghasia
Gond*
Gosain
Gowart
Gujar
Haiba
Kalar
Kawar
Kalia
Kayasth
Kewat
Kol
Koli
Kolta
Kori
Korku
Korwa
Koshti (Koshta) ...

Kumhar
Kunbi
Kurmi
Lodhi
Lohar
Mali
M:ina
Mnng
Vlarathn

Mehra-Mahar
Mhali
'lagasia

Ndi
3rnon
Draon Christians ...

’anka
'nrdhan
lajput

iawara-Saonr
Sunnr
Peli

Vanjari
'hristians

Suropeans and
Arglo'Indians'.

818
59
39
37
38
5/

234
155
112
55
21
4

55
30
16
75
67
8

-518

968
Si

323
188
175
47

2,634
• 42
178
60
120
219
287
46
39

197-

92
43
4.4

35
177
27

171
1.31

1,281
317
319
203
627
57

101
287

1,308
62
49

1.33

108
48

227
120
506
86

143
1,023

49
92
11

603
.32

34
28
35
44

205
123
97
44
12
4

52
25
14

63
36
6

457
882
51

262
166

145
38

2,110
40
156
55

109
189
222
38
34
175
97
41

20
38
140
21

151
121

1,253,

.302

295
174
522
48
84

206
1,171

22
15

160
74

34
206
96

456
74
129
890
46

. 44
6

73J
57

48

3C

38
52

199
136
109
53
17
4

51
28
15
59
59
5

446
902
51

234
165
152
43.

2,.334

42
158
56
100
195
229
41
34
169
83
.36

36
40
152
34
153
119

1,357

303
.314

182
564
49
8-1

94
1,165

37
45

149
83
36

215
119
441

157
869
34
37
11

638
40
21
25
32
44
182
106
98
43
in
2

34
28
13
47
19

2
421
753
48

250
142
125
32

1,861

38
102
50
87

16?
118
32
30
140
56
28
36
35
128

134
103

1,283
718
277
149
491
40
69
61

965
34

131
86

168
115
381
38

122
747
28
21
8

+3£
+ 13

+1S
+32
+9
+30
+14
+26
+15
+25
+75

+6
+20
+14
+19
+86
+.33
+13:
+10

+23
+13
+21
+24
+2S
+ 5
+14
+9
+ 10

+16
+29
+21
+15
+13
-5

.
+5

+125
-8
+26
+29
+13
+8
+2
+5
+8
+17

- +20
+19
+20
+39

- +12
. +182
+227

,
-17

‘

+46
+41
+10
+25
+11
+ 16
+11
+15
+7

+109
+83

-18
,

,

' -29
-7
-9
-IS
+3
-9
-11
-17
-30

+2
-11
-7
+7
-39
+20
+3
-2
-1
-8

-I's

-13
-10
-6
-1
-2
+9
-3
-3
-8
+2
+3

' +17
+14
-45
-4
-8
-40
-2
+2
-8

-6
-4
-7
-2
+r

, +120

-42
-67
+7
-ir
-6
-4
-19

.

+3

+2
+2
+38
+19
+45

+16
+.30

+ 129

+20
+ 19

+ 18

+9
+.'8

+11
+23
+70
+100
+50

+is
+26
+211
+150
+5
+20
+6
+14
+16
+22
+34
+35
+11
+.SS
+12
+15
+18
+94
+28
+13
+21
+48
+29

+14
+19
Not fc

+ 14

+ 16

+6
+9
+13
+22
+ 15

+23
+22
+54
+21
+9
Not kn

-ill
I'Jot kn
+28
+3
+16
+95
+4
+16
+21
+76
+38

+28
+48
+86-
+‘•8

+19-
+30'
+29-
+46
+14
+28'
+110
+100-
+62
+7
+23;
+60
+253
+300'
+22
+29
+6
+29
+32'
+40
+47
+42-
+ii
+75
+20
+38

' +33--

+143
+44
+30 •

+41
+61 •

+51
+25.

+38
town.

+28;
+27

+1*
+ 15
+36
+28
+43:
+47 .

+.370 •

+36,
+82'

own. . .

+2
+26

own.
+35
+4
+33;
+126
+17
+37
+75 .

+33.3
+38

Note.—Seporate figures of Oraon Christians in 1901 are not available.
* The figures for Munas, Marias, Bhattros, Parjas and Koyas have been added to the 1931 total for-

purposes of comparison with those of other censuses.
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Statetnent of Castes and Tribes classified by the Education Department as criminal in each district.

District.

Saugor

Damoh

Jubbulporc

Mondla

Sconi
•

Karsinghpur

Hosbangabad

KImnr

Betul

'

Chhindwara

Wardha

Nagpur

Chanda

Bbandaia

Balaghat

Raipur

BOaspur

Drug

Amraod

Akola

Buldana

Yeotmal

Names of castes.

. . Beria, Banj.'ira, Mina, Pardhan, Pardhi, Pathnri, Saonr.

. . Bcrin, Basdewa, Khangar, Nat-Bcria.

. . Badak, Beria, Bharia-Bhumia, Dom, Gahamandi, Alang, Pathari.

.. iViV.

. . Pardhan

. . Beria, Pardhi, Pasi.

. . Banjara, Bhanmati, Bhar, Dhangar, Kuchbandia, Kanjar, Lodhi, Moghia, Ojha, Pindaia,' Psirdhi, Pasi.

. . Banjara, Bhil-Kotil, Bhil-Tar»'i, Pasi.

. . Banjara, Kolabhuti. Nahal, Ojha, Pardhi, Pasi.

.. Kd.

. . Bangura, Fakir-Bandanvala, Khangar-Battraley, Kolhati, Mang-Garodi, Pardhi, Pasi, Waddar.

. . Dakhni-Mang, ICaikari, Khangar, Mang-Garodi, Pardhi, Pasi, Waddar.

. . Kaikari, Kolhati, Matti-Waddar, Pardhi, Takankar, Tirmalli, Waddar, Yerkultrar.

.. m.

. . Banjara, Bahelia, Mang-Garodi, Pardhi, Pasi.

.. Kil.

.. A*«7.

.. KiL

. . Bharata, Charan-Bhsnjara, Dukar-Kolhati, Chita-Pardhi, Kaikari, Kanjar, Kotam, Kolhati, 'Langoti-Partlhi, Mang-
Garodi, Mang-Mhashi-Bhadre, Naikda-Bhil, Matti-Waddar, Pasi, Phadi-Waddar, Phans-Pardhi, Pangul or
Gopal, Redhc-Mang, Zhinga-Bhui, Takankar.

..j Bhamta, Charan-Banjara, Chita-Pardhi, Dukar-Kolhati, Kaikari, Kanjar, Kolam, Kolhati, Langoti-Pardhi,
Mang-Garodi, Mang-Mhashi-Bhadre, Matti-W'addar, Naikda-Bhil, Pasi, Phadi-Waddar, Phans-Pardhi, Pangul
or Gopal, Rcdhe-Mang, Takankar, Zhinga-Bhui.

.. Bhamta, Charan-Banjara, Chita-Pardhi, Dukar-Kolhati, Gopal or Pangul, Kaikari, Kanjar, Kolam, Kolhati, Langoti-
Pardhi, Mang-Garodi, Mang-Mhashi-Bhadre, Naikda-Bhil, Matti-Waddar, Pasi, Phadi-Waddar, Phans-Pardhi,
Rcdhc-hlang, Takankar, Zhinga-Bhui.

. . Bhamta, Charan-Banjara, Chita-Pardhi, Dukar-Kolhati, Gopal or Pangul, Kaikari, Kanjar, Kolam, Kolhati,
Langoti-Pardhi, Mang-Garodi, Mang-Mhashi-Bhadre, Matti-Waddar, N^da-Bhil, Pasi, Phadi-Waddar, P^ns-
Pardhi, Redhe-hlong, Takankar, Zhinga-Bhui.
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APPENDIX
Entries made in column 8 of the census schedules and their classification.

Seriall

No.
Name o'f caste, etc.

56
57
58
59
£0
61
63
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71

72
7.3

74

B

Rabiijibaba
Bobasanyasi
Bador
Bndnyncb
Biid.'ewar

Badek
Bndgujar
Badhai or Badai

Badi
Badia
Bndigir
Badiya
Bagdewai
Bn£r.an

Bairi
Bagwai
Bnhn'ia
Bf.helia

Bahiyn

A

1 Abbnsi
2 Adbal
3 Adinath
4 Adwaria
5 Afridi
>6 Agakhani
7 Agarin
8 Agarvvol

9 Agharia
10 Aghori
11 Agujnni (Madrasi)

12 Ahir
13 Abirgaiki

14 Ahirgond
15 Ahirgondera
16 Ahirkora
17 Ahlehadias
18 Ahmadi
19 Aliwasi or Aiwasi...

20 Aiyawar
21 Ajudhyabansi'

22 Ajudhiabasi

23 Akrnmalkn
24 Alakh
-25 Alan
.26 Alkari or'Alia

27 Aiwa

:28 Alvar
29 Aman
30 Amaynt
31 Amnia
32 Andh
33 Ansar!

34 Apnit —
35 Arab
36 Arng
37 Arak
38 Arakh
39 Aran
40 Are
41 Arewad

42 Ariya —
43 ArkalnaM
44 Arkmasi

4S Arora
46 Arya
47 Atari

48 Atholiya •

49
50 Audhelia
•51 Audhiya
52 Avadhiya
53 Awan (Sunni)

54 Awari
55 Ayawar

Classification.
Serial

No. Name of caste, etc •

Sheikh (Muslim). 75

B

—

conld.

Bahna
Abdal. 76 Bahurupi ...

Jogi. 77 Baidik
Unclacsified.

Pathan .(Muslim).
Muslim. 78 Baidyabansh
A caste. 79 Baidya bans! ...

Banin. 80 Baidya Bengali ••a

A caste. 81 Baign ...

Jogi. 82 ...

A Madras caste. • 83, Bairagi ...

A caste. 84 Bairagi Sanvogi
Ahir. 85 Bais
Do. 86 Baishnava ...

Do. 87 Bnisnema ...

Do. 88 Baishya
A minor caste. 89 Bajania ...

Muslim. 90 Bajhi ...

Brahman. 91 Bakar Kasai ...

Satan!.* 92 Bakar Kassb ...

Bania. 93 Bakar Kasno ...

Bania. 94 Baksaria ...

Bohra. 95 Baksia ...

Sanyogi.
A caste. 96 Balahi
Kachhi. 97 Balai ...

A sub-caste of Uriya 98 Bataji

Brahman. 99 Balam ...

Satani. 100 Baland ...

. Muslim. Baijigajal ...

Amawat (Khandait). Balmiki ...

Unclassified. 103 Balochi ...

. A tribe. Balsa r ...

• Muslim. Bams ...

Unclassified. 106 Bandarwala ...

A race (Muslim). Bandhdewar
A minor caste. ...

. Arakh. Banjara • ••

. A minor caste. ...

. A tribe. 111 Banmali
• A caste. 112 Bansfod • ••

• A section of Babhans of 113 Banstbar
Bihar. 114 Bansod ...

. Arya. 115 Baradia •**

. Unclassified. 116 Barai ...

. Arkamasa. 117 Bnran • ••

. A Punjabi caste. mm Barat ...

. A Hindu sect.

. (Rnngnri) a minor caste 119 Baratiya
(Muslim). Qi] ...

Unclassified. 121 Bsreth or Baretha ...

. Hatgnr. 122
1

Bargat ...

. A caste. 123 Bnrgiya ...

. Bania. 124 ...

. Sunar. 125 Bnr^unda ...

. A minor caste. 126 Barhai ...

Mehra. 127 Barhia ...

. Satani. 128 Barhiya. ...

129 ..

130 ...

. 131 Bnrihar ...

.. Bairagi. 132 Barikar ...

Do. 133 Bari Nai ...

. Waddar. 134 Bariyn ...

. Muslim. 135 Bnrkya Mahar ...

. Waddar. 136 Bartori ...

.. Ganda. 137 Bsrua ...

.. f'lijar. 138 Barud ...

.. Barhai. 139 Bnrwa ...

.. Nat, GonJ 140 Basdeo ...

.. Od. 141 Basdewa • ••

.. Nat. 142 Basor ...

Do. 143 Basori Baba ...

.. Knsar. 144 Basudeo ..

.. Rajput. 145 Basuhnr ...

Do. 146 Baya ...

.. Mali. 147 Bedar ...

. A caste 148 Bedia ...

Do. 149 Bel Bengali ...

.. Dhanuk, Kabar or Kewa 150 Bel Bbanjwar

Classification.

A tribe.

A minor caste.
A sub-caste of Brah-
mans and Jugis in
Bengal.

Vaidya.
Do.

Baidya.
A tribe.

Bahna.
A caste.

Bairagi.

Rajput.
Bairagi.

Bania.
Do.
Ganda.
Ojha.
Kbntik.
Do
Do.

Rajput.
A sub-caste of Kayasht
in Bengal and Bihar.
A caste.

Balahi.

A minor caste.

Unclassified.

Baida.
Balija.

A caste.

A race.

Unclassified.

Marwari.
Jofii.

Devar:
A caste.

Do.
A minor caste.

Mali.
Basor.
Ahir.
Basor.
Kumhar.
A caste.

Sub-caste of Bhat.
A title of Baidyas and
Mayaras in Bengal.

Do.
Nai.
Dbobi.

A caste.

Borgnt.
Bargeha (Bargat).
Kaikadi.
A caste.

Do.
Nai.
A II inor caste.

A caste.

Unclassified.

Barai.
Nai.
Bari.
Mehra.
Unclassified.

Josondhi.
Basor.
Gnrpagari.
Basdewa.
A minor caste.

A caste.

Bairagi.

'

Basdewa.
Basor.
Mehra
A caste.

Nat.
Bengali.
Unclassified.
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Entries made in column 8 of the census schedules and their classification.

Serial

No.
Name of caste, etc. ClassibcatiOn.

Serial

No.
Name of caste, etc. Cl.nssification.

B—contd. B

—

concld.
151 Beldar A caste. 221 Binjia or Binjhia Binjbwar.

152 Bell Nat. 222 Biraniya Unclassified.

153 Belpardhi Pordhi. 223 Biria Nat.
154 Bengali A nationality. 224 Birbole A tribe.

155 Benka .A minor ci*ste. 225 ; Bishnu Naga Bairagi.

156 Beserijra A sept of Kharivars. 226 1 Bisaoi A c.'i'te.

157 Besra A Telugu caste. 227 Biyadha Biynhut Snnri.

158 Besta A sept of Bbatra anc 228 Bohr.n A Muslim community.
Rawat. 229 Bobrn Daudi Bohra.

159 Retar Uncinssibed. Ismaili.

160 Bhadbhunja Bharbbunfa. •2.70 Boi Boya.

161 Bhadoria Rajput. 231 Bojbn OJha
162 Bhadri Bbndra; a title o: 232 Borekar Pangul.

Kayasbts. 233 Botlcar Otari.

163 Bhagiya Unclassi6ed. 234 Bova Bori: a Madras caste.

164 Bhaheliya Bajelia. 2.35 Brabma Bbat Bhat.

165 dhaina A tribe. 236 Brabma Bidur Brahman.
166 Bhaiswar Ralar. 237 Brabma Cbattri ... Rajput.

167 Bhali Mbnii. 238 Brabman A caste.

168 Bhami A minor caste. 239 Brabman Nai Nai.

169 Bhamta A caste. 240 Brinjwasi Ahir.

170 Bhamti Bbamta. 241 Budaigir Cbamar.
171 Bhanari Dbimsr. 242 Budbya Unclassified'.

172 Bhand A minor caste. 243 Bukkekari Atari

173 B^tandari Nai. 244 Bukoo Bukka or Balija.

174 Bhangi .A caste. 245 Bundela Raipnt.

175 Bhaosar Cbbippa. 246 Bundela 7''bBkur ...
Rajput.

176 Bharadbhunja Bbarbbunja. 247 Bundelkbandi Do.
177 Bharadi A minor caste. 248 Bundbgar Unciassified.

178 Bharbbunja A caste. 249 Bunkar Kori in Damoh, Balobi

179 Bharetra Rasar. in Nimar and Basoc

180 Bhargava Brabman. elsewhere.

181 Bharia-BfaumSa A tiibe. 250 Burad Basor.

182 Bhartari A minor caste. 751 Burud Do*
183 Bharud A tribe. C
184 Bhat A caste. 252 Chadar A caste.

185 Bhata A sept of Pans in 253 Chakar A minor caste..

Chbota Nagpur. 254 Cbamar A caste.

186 Bhati Rajput. 255 Chanban Rajput.

187 Bbatia Bania (Rajput). 256 Cbandak Bania.

188 Bbattra Bbat'ra 257 Cbandel Rajput.

189 Bbawaiya As below. 258 Chanderi (Sunni) ... A minor caste..

190 Bbawania Section of Baranwary 259 Cbandrawansi Tba- Ratput.

Banias. bur.

191 Bberni Gaderia. 26" Cfaangore Nagr Bairagi.

192 Bbiksu Kundalwar Rapewar. 261 Cbangat Unclassified..

193 Bbil A tribe. 262 Cbannabu Kurmi.
194 Bhilala A caste. 263 Chapanra Kfaatri ... Khatri.

195 Bbilcari Rapewar. 264 Ciiarad Chadar.

196 Bhima Bbimma. 265 Cbasa A m.nor cast'e:

197 Bbina Unclassi&ed. 266 Cbatri Rajput.

198 Bhinma A minor caste. 267 Chauban A caste in Cbbattugarfi

199 Bbisti A minor caste. and elsewhere a Raj*
200 Bboi Rol in Bbainsdebi tabsil put sept.

of BetuI; Mehra. in 268 Cbawdbari Rajput.

Nandgaon, Raipur, 269 Cbauasaiya Sub-caste of Barai and
Rbandwa, Nimar, Bboyar section ot
Chbuihbadan and Dbimar and Kumbar..
Mahasamund tabsil ol 270 Cbero A minor tribe.

Raipur; Good in 271 Cberwa Rawer.
Saugor and Dfaimar in 272 Cbbadar . ... Chadar.

Hards, Seoni. Balagbat, 273 Cbbamar Cbamar.
Sobagpur and Demob. 274 Chbattri Rajput

201 Bhogi Bhoga sub-caste . oi 275 Chhattri Kfaangar ... Khangar.

Goaia. 276 Cbbattri Basanti ... Rajput.

202 Bhopa A minor caste. 277 Cbberka Ganda.
203 Bborli Unclassi&ed. 278 Cbbipa A caste.

204 Bhortia Ahir. 279 Cbbipi Darji.

205 Bboyar A caste. 280 Cbbiyanwe Ninety.sixer. Uhclassi-
206 Bbuina A tribe (Munda). fied.

207 Bhuinbar A tribe. 281 Chifcba Kbatik.

208 Phulia A caste. 282 Cbik Ganda Ganda.
209 Bbumia A tribe. 283 Chifcil Karan Karan.
210 Bbamia Good Bbaria. 284 Cbinkaba ...' Unclassified.

211 Bbunjia A tribe. 2'«5 Cbitari A caste.

212 Rbunjbia Bbunjia. 286 Cbitera Cbitari.

213 Bbunjara BharSbunJa. 287 Cbitnavis Parbhu.
214 Bbutari Unclassi&ed. 288 Cbitrakar Cbitari.

215 Bbuta Bbopa. 289 Cbiira Ratbi A minor caste.

216 Bhuyya Bbuinhar. 290 Chitragupta Kayasbt.

217 Bidur A caste. 291 Cboba Unclassified.

218 Bidur Goad Good. 292 Cbokb Lobar.
219 Bind •>. A minor tribe. 293 Chokba melta Cbokb.
220 Binibsrir A tribe. 294 Choriha ...) Manibar or Raehere.
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Enlrics made in column H of Ihc census schedules and lliair clasaificatton.

OlnMificBlion,

C -(oiii'/d. 1

295 Chiiniiri lU'Idnr. .Vil
1 Diionlft flslinn.

296 Cliiiniivnin (i) UncUttificdo (ii i i Oltditiond .. Gond.
Itrhinr. .365 1 Dhiiri

..j A ca.lr.
I) : .366 1 Dhiiiar ,.1 lliinia

297 Dabnri Nath .loili.
,

.I'.? Dhiisia rihimar.
298 Dadhi llnicnilra liriilimin in, .365 1 Diiidrlia Uncinttified.

ll<'iilint. .369 1 t)Isrndi D.isondhi.
299 Dahiiiia Rniinit, 370

j
l)iu<nlin ..f fllrfitimnic Kayasht.

3oO D.'ihnria Kninr Kalar
;

371 ; Dnhiiia Malnr ..! Mrhra.
'

.301 Daharla Mnhnr '^tthrn. 3^2
i
Dniior

, 1 A c.islf.

302 Diihayat A rastr. 37.3 j Drill ra .i Do,
.303 Daliit Dahnyat. • 371

j
hnltii I Unelniiificd,

.304 Datioli A C'nlc.
.

.375
1

Dili A srpi of some tribes.

305 Dakhni Mehra. 1 376 ! Dorn ,.i A raifr

306 DaKor Dak k II, an e*0(!aii.oii«. .377 ! Dorn Daiira .. Gond,
itrotip of s ^78 t On«or fianii.

307 Dal Khntid. .379 : Oosl Inthi.

308 Dalia Kiinbi. 350 i Dos III .. Uncisfsifird.
.309 Datia Lrwn Do

;
.3.3!

i
Driivid , (i) f Inrlnssified.

310 Dnndi Muslim. ; fill Siib'cnste of Brah-
.311 Dandip.an Jnihi.

[
!

1
man.

312 nanilcharha Nat.
I

.352
i
Diimnl ..' A minor caste.

.313 Dansi A caste.
;

353
,
Diirnnr

i Dom.
.)M I)nii|<ri

315 Dnuli

I

3Ui nnrnilm Gond
317 ' Dnrbn
318

I
Dniji

319 Dnrmnn
320 Dnriiri

321 Dnrwetli

332 Dm lleni<iili

333 Dniondtii

32‘l Dnuri

325 i Dnurn
326 Dtiuwn
327 Deh.nri<i Chlinliri

328 Deo

329 Deo^ndlilya

33.* Dcopn
331 Desliinukh

332 Deshwnl
3.33 DeshwnI!
33'1 Dcswnli

335 Dcvnnfjnn

336 Devnr
337 Dlindi

338 Dliiikad

339 Dhnknr

310 Dhn!);ar

341 Dlinnadar

342; DhiinCro

343 Dlianknr

314 Dhnnohnr
345 Dlionuk
346 Dhnnwnr
347 Dhnrnn
348 Dhurknr
349 Dhnrnik
350 Dlinrmuk Dnlol
3.31 Dhanvnd
352 ilhiiyal

353 .
Uhedh

354 Dhimar
355 Dhobi
356 Dliobi Rno .

357 Dhole
358 Oholcwar.'

359 Dholhar
360 Dholi
361 Dhiilia;

.

362 Dhuini

...! A minor cn<te.

... Section of llnremlta',

tlrntimnn of flrntiRl. !

... Gond. ;

.. A nihnr minor cflttc. '

...| A emir.
!

I Dniinyal. t

...' Uncinriiried. I

...; Pnkir.

... nendnii.
Joiondhl.

... nlnni.

... Dfluru n Monde tcpi.

Abir.
... neiput.
... (I) Ka'hnrn tlmbmin.

(ii) Gondii (Chande)

... Sub'cmtc* of rnrdhen
Audhrlin end Dhimar.

... UncInisiOed.

... Kitnbi.

... Ilnnin.

... A cane.

... Do.

... A minor
_
easlc (lub-

cnite of Koihti).

... A minor caitc.

...
.
Do.

... Kirnr.

... (ilA caste in Baimr,
(ii) Bnnia^ and Rajput
difTerenlinted by
occupation.

... A minor caste.

A caste.

... Otnon.

... Dhanaaar.

... Dhanwnr.

... A caste.

... A tribe.

.. Banjaro.

... A.minor caste., '

'... A caste.

'

... Mehrn.

... Nat. . .

... Dahaynl. ’

, Mchra. . .

... A caste.

... Do.

... Dhobi..

... Mang .

... Sub-c-istc of' Bhoyar
and Gaoli, . a section

of Basor
t.. Do.
'... A caste

,

... Dhobi 'in Balajihat and
Mnndia, Bnsor in

' Bitnspur, Sakoli and
Mniidla.

... Gond . •!

351 Donia
3'''5 Dos at

.
I

A irilisl sept.

,.| Diitadh; name
various tribes.

3*6 I finC.war or Injwar...! ninjhiv.ir.

Fakir
iMitmali ...I

F nrsiman (Miitlim)

C
Gadari ...

Gadnria
Gadba ...

Gndhera Kumhar ...

Gadhewal '
...

Gadhri
Gadia
Gadtva ...

Gniiro
Gahalal Kshatriya
Gaharsvar ..

Gahera or Gahiro ...

Gahif
Gahoi ...

Gaiki
Gskhond
Galod
Ganda '

Giindharia
Gandhi
Gandhraj '

Gandlanrar
Gandli
GonCorado '

Gaoli
'Gaondi
Gaonlia ' ...

Gnoriya
' Garj* • ...

Garhearal
Garodi .

(iarondi
Garpagari -

Gnsi ' ...

Gnlotorn
Gatova

^

Gaur' ...

Giiuiia

Gail' Kshatriya - .;. '

Gas'nn ...

Gawad :..

Gawal ' ...

Gawali
^

>.

Giiwandi. ' '...

Gawara '

Gawcl • ..

G.yaki
tjhaikar

Ghani
Gharoliya ,

A caste.

MalL
Pcrii.in.

Gadaria.
A caste.

A tribe.

Kumhar.
•Mehra.
Gadaria.
A minor caste.
Gadba.
BhanCi.
Rajput.
Do.

Ahir.
Rajput.
Banla.
Gosvarl.

Gakhad.
Unclassihed.
A caste.

Banjara.
A caste—Atari.
Knsbi.
Kalar.

A Telufiu caste.

Rsnia.
Ahir.
lieldar.

Kol.
Sonsiya.
Brahman.
Mehra.
Moni<.
Do.
A caste.

Mnli.
Unclassi6ed.'

'

Do.
Raj put.

Do.
Do.

Unclassified.
'

Gniir.'

Ahir.
Do.

Buldar.
Goivnri.

Kurmi.
Sub caste of Pardbi.

Unclassified.

Muslim.' ' ’

Unclassified.
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Entries made in column 8 of the census schedules and their classification.

-Serial

No.
Name of caste, etc. ClessiOcation.

Serial

No.
Name of caste, etc.

1

Classification.

G

—

concld. H

—

concld.
518 Harboia Basdewa.

440 Gharuk Kahar. 519 Hardas Cbitrakathi.
441 Ghasi Ghasia. 520 Hari Gopfil Nat.
442 Ghasia A caste. 521 Harna Hirna.
443 Ghisdior Ghisadi ... Panchal. £22 Harnami Basdewa.
444 Ghoghifl Gond. 523 Harvansi Rajput.
445 Ghost A caste. 524 Hasnriya Sevarru- Sunar.
446 (ihiiri A section of Chadar and kor.

• Sunar. .525 Hasewar A sept of many tribes.

447 Giri Gosain. 526 Hatgar A caste.
•448 Giri Gosain Do. 527 Hela ... A minor caste.

449 Girpar UncIassiOed. 528 Hindustani — (i) No caste. (ii)

450 Gobi Do. Sub-caste of Kunbi.
•451 Gofaa Goanese. 529 Hirna ... A minor tribe.

•452 Golan Golar. 530 Holia Holia.
453 Golandaz Rndera. 531 Holya ... Golar.
454 Golar A caste. 532 Huriya ... Unclassified.
•455 Goli Ahir.
456 Golkar Golar. I

457 Gona Unclassihed.
•458 Gond A tribe. 5.13 Injhwar ... Biujhwar.
459 Gond Bhoi Gond. 534 Islam ... Muslim.
460 Gond <iaiki Gatvari.
•461 Gond Guara Do. J
462 Gondhaii A caste.

463 Gondi Sub-cnsle of Ahir, 535 Jadam Rajput.

Binjhwar and Lohar. .536 Jadam Gujar ... Gujar,
•464 Gondi Lohar Lobar. 537 Jadia ... A sub-caste of Sunar.

465 Gocdli Gondhaii. 538 Jadikapu ... Unclassified.

466 Gond Raj Gond. 539 Jndubansi ... Ahir or Rajput differen-

467 Gond Pardhan Pardhan- tinted by occupation.

468 Gopaki Unclassihed, 540 Jaduwansi Gwal Ahir.
-469 Gopal Nat. 541 Jain! ... Bania.
470 Gopal Bansh Ahir. 542 Jainmatya Do.
•471 Gornpa Unclassi&ed. 543 Jainmitia ... Do.
472 Goria Sansia. 544 Jaiswal ... Do.
473 Gorkha A caste. 545 Jaiswar ... Cbamar
474 Gorukb Gorkha. 546 Jaiswara Do.
475 Gorukbnath Jog!. 547 Jaiswara Rohidas ... Do.
•476 Gosain A caste. 548 Jaitpal ... .A minor caste.

477 Gosawi Gosain. 549 Jaiwar ... Rajput.
•478 Goswami Do. 550 Jangam ... A caste.

479 Gotara Rajput. 551 Jangra ... Lodhi or Rajput.

480 Gotephod Waddar 552 Jangra Lodh! Lodhi.
•481 Gotfod Pathrat 5.53 Jasondhi ... A minor caste.

482 Gowalbansi Sub-caste of Ahir. 554 Jal ... A caste.

•483 Gowari A caste. 555 •lotawa or Jatwa Chamar.
484 Gudern Ahir Ahir. 556 Jati Bairagi.

485 Guiha A title of Kayaslhs. 557 Jat Khangar ... Kanjar.
486 Guiar A caste. 558 Jal Pathan ... Jat,

•487 Gojar Pathan Gojar. 559 Jem ... A section of Dangi.
488 Gujrati No' in Bastar, Kunbi tn 560 lhammi ••• Mang.

Kbandara and Brahman 561 Jhnngra Dhangar.

or Bania elsewhere. 562 Jhariya Jbaria ... Teli.

489 Gutrati Baislad Bania. 563 Jbirio ... Do.
490 Gujarati Mod Teli. 564 Jholia ... United P r o s' i n c e
491 Gulare Bania. Lohar.
492 Gunjwar Unclassi6ed. 565 Jhom ... Sonjhara.
493 Gupto Baidya Vaidya. 566 Jildgir ... Mochi
494 Gurab Uncl.'issiSed. 567 Jilgir ... Do.
495 Gurao A caste- 568 Jingar ... A caste.

496 Gums Do. 569 Jirnyat ... Jingar
497 Goria or Gudia Halwai. 570 Jiri ... Mali.
498 Gurmukhi Punjabi 571 Jogi ... A caste.

499 Gurpagari Garpangari. 572
1

Jogi Gosain Gorakh- Jogi.
500 Guruba Gurao. noth.

501 Guruda UnclassiBed. 573 Jogi Kewat Kewat.
502 Guruk Kahar. 574 Jogi Nath Jogi.
503 Guvral Ahir. 575 Johri A sept of Rajput,
504 Gowalbans Do. 576 Jotaba Unclassified.
S05 Gwnin Do. 577 Jotsi Joshi.
506 Gwalbansbi Do. 578 Juloba A caste.

579 Julha Julaha.
H 580 Jusia Chamar.

507 Haihai ohbatri Kalar.
508 Hnihai Ram Rajput. K

. 509 Haihaivani Do. 581 Kabah Unclassified.

.510 Hajari Bania Bania. 582 Kabir Bairagi.
511 Hajjnm Nai. 583 Kobiraj Baidya.
512 Haiba A tribe. 584 Kabirpanthi Bairagi, a sect.

513 Haibi flalba 585 Knbuti Muslim.
514 Haitvai A caste. 586 Kabutri Nat.
515 Haiwi . Haiba. 587 Kachar Kacbera.
516 Hammal Moralha. 588 Kachchhi Culchi.
517 Harak Unclassihed. 5S9 Rachena Unclassified.

48
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Entries made in column S of the census schedules and their classification.

Serial

No. Name of cnslc, etc. Clarification.
Serial

No.
Name of caste, etc. Classification.

K—COtieM. M
759 Koyn Koya. 814 Machhnrha Ahir •a. Ahir.

740 Koya) Kol. 815 Mndflri .Nat.

741 Kristinnpaksbi A minor caste. 816 Madfli • a. A caste.

742 Kshnirnpurc Unclassified. 817 Mndma a.. Unci assified.

743 Kshntriya Rnjnut. 818 Madrasi •a* A caste.

744 Kuchbnndhin A sub'caste of Kanjar. 819 Mndya ... Maria.
745 Kuchlxindliiyns Do. 820 Mnha Brahman ... Brahman.
746 Iviimnwat Kumnwnt. •ai Mohoiyan a.

a

A minor caste.

74/ Kumhar A caste.* 822 Mahajnn ... Bania.

748 i\iinirn\vnt A minor caste. 823 Mahnii • a. A minor caste.

749 Kunb! A caste. 824 Mahnuti (Uriya) • a. Kayosth.
750 K unir/i A minor caste. 825 Mabapntra ... Brahman.

751 Kuramwnr A caste. 826 Mahnr ... filehra.

752 Muslim. 827 Maharashtra ... Brahman
753 Kurin Koria 828 Mahar pandiya Mehra.

751 Kurkn Savrara in Damoh and 829 Maheshri ... Bania.

Ornon in linstar. 830 Mflbeshri Ksha* Rajput.
"55 Kiirmi A caste. triyn.

756 Kuriilsh Ornon. 831 Maitli ... A minor caste.

757 Kustn Kosliti. 832 Mehesin ... Bani.-i.

75S Ktitwfl] Katin. 833 Mailt* Unclassified.

834 Mahto Sub-caste of Teli and
Kharmar, and Bhuiya;

L a section to Janda and

759 I.atihnn or Labiinnn Banjnta. Rawat.

760 r.anb1inni Do. 835 Mnlirnji Unclassified.

761 A sub.caste of Banin. 836 Mahrana Do.

762 Beldnr. 837 Mahn’nr /V sept of Bihar Rajputs.

763 bo. 838 Maina or Minn Dcsicali.

764 Lflhi*crn Kori. 839 Mniwnti Fakir.

765 Lah(*ir < « Unclassified. 840 Majhi Gund.

766 Raijhat. 841 !
Mnjia filnjhsvar.

767 Lnkfinra Lakhern. 842 Majhin Mochhi* Do.

76S Lokhiri Do. war.

769 Do. 343 Majhivar ... A caste.

770 Lnichern ... A sub-division of 844 Mskhiyar ... M ehtat.

Pnrdhan in Knsrardha. 845 Makiyar ... Do.

771 Lnkhcri ••• I.akliero. 846 Makuti Unclassified.

772 Lain Kayosth. 847 Mai A minor tribe.

773 Lnlbclli ••• 'lehtnr. 848 Mala ... A caste.

774 Ln1be)!i Bhonifi Lalbetfi. 849 Mninbnri .» Madrasi.

77S Unclassified. 850 Maini ... An immigrant from

776 (.apiann Bnnjnra. Mabva, sub-enste oF

777 Unclassified. Chhipa, •

778 851 Mninr ... Kasar.

779 Unclassified. 8*^2
(
Mnlh:i fitallnh

780 Clinmar in Nandgaon 853 Mnibar ... filalwar (Bhangi).

and Aliir else-svhere. 854 Mali ... A caste.

781 Lnthnr Tcii (Dihni): Raaiin 855 iMsiIiyar or MaliwHr filalyar.

(Chliotn Nagpur). 856 Mnlln M allah.

782 Lnuare Bnnjnra. 8.57 Mallab A caste.

783 Unclassified, S58 Mrina Do.

784 Kiinbi, 859 Mnnbhno Do.

785 Lewn Patidnr Do. 860 Manewad Manewer.

786 Lilo An Oraon, sept. 861 Mang A caste.

787 Lin|*nvat fi] Bnnia (ii) Jangam. 862 Mnngnr Do.

788 Lincayat Knndn ... Unclassified. 863 Mnng Gorudi Criminal tribe.

789 uin£n«vani I.ingnyat. 864 Mangli Mangla ffifadrasi bar-

790 Liniboo Unclassified. ber).

791 Lodhn Lodhi. 865 Mani*’ar A caste.

792 Lodhi A caste. S66 Mnnjia Ganda.

793 Lodhi Jariya Lodhi. 857 Mnnhar iManihar.

794 Lodhi Rajput Do. 868 Mnnknr Korku.

795 Beldar. 859 Monnewar A minor tribe.

796 Lohndiya Lohntin, Bihari Sunar. 870 filar A caste of Chhota Nag-

797 Lohnnfl Bania. 871 Mnrahta filaratha.

798 Lohnr A caste. 872 filarnl filali.

799 Lohaii A minor caste. 873 fil arar Do.
800 I.ohar. 874 Mnratha A caste.

801 Do. 875 Moratha Kunbi Kunbi.

802 Lonani A minor caste. 876
1
Moratha Kshatriya Rajput.

803 Lonari Do. 877 Mnri ... Mali.

804 Londhari Do. 878 filaria ... A tribe.

805 Lonj! Chhairi Rajput. 879 fifarori A minor caste.

806 Lont Niinin. 880 fifarwari ... Bania.

807 Loniya Do. SSI Mnsod ... filasand (Bihari). *

808 Lorhn Rajput. 882 Maswar ... A sub-caste of Kurmi,

8U9 Liinghar Unclassified a section of Rajput.

810 Nnnia, 883 filntewa '... Unclassified.

811 l..uniya Do. 884 Math ... A sub-caste of Jangam.

812 LusjSonin A minor tribe. 885 Mat Korea ... Sub-caste of Beldar. .

813 Lowar Lohar. 886 Matra Unclassified.
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Entries made in column 8 of the census schedules and their classification.

Serial!

No.
j

Name ol caste, etc. ClnssiBcation.'
Serial

No. Name of caste, etc. Classification.

M

—

cottcld. N

—

cottcld.

887 :
Matri Unclassi&ed. 964 Nata Nat.

888 Mavrar A Cbik sept. 965 Nath Jogi.
889 Manrasi Korku. 966 Nath Farari Oo.
890 Mehar Mebra. 967 Nath Jogi Do.
891 Mebkol Ahir. 968 Natia Nat.
892 Mchra or Mahnr A caste. 969 Natiya Do.
893 Men tar Oo. 970 Nau Nai.
894 Mewnti Meo. 971 Nau Jogi - Do.
895 Mhali A caste. 972 Nawda or Nnwrn A minor caste.
896 M ingha UnclassiSed. 973 Nayar A caste.

897 Mir A sub-caste of Bihari 974 Nemndi Unclassified.
Sunars. 975 Nepali Rajput.

898 Mirdaha (!) Gond, (ii) A caste. 976 Newar A cbik sept.
899 Mirgan Mebra. 977 Nhavi Nai or Mhali.
900 Mirza Muslim. 978 Nihala Nahal.
901 Mishi Unclassi&ed. 979 Nilgar Chhipa.
902 Mistri Barbai. 980 Nona Chamar.
903 Mithya Halwai 981 Nona Chamar Do.
904 Mobia UncIassiOed. 982 Nonari Londhari.
90S Mocbi A caste. 983 Noni Chamar.
906 MoHoI Muslim. 984 Nonta Nunia.
907 Mogbeor Mogbia... Pardhi. 985 Nonijhar Banin (Raunihar)..

908 Mobaria ••• Ganda. 986 Nunia A minor caste.

909 Mobdiar • •a Gbasia in Cbhota Nag-
pur. O

910 Moini Muslim.
911 Moiwi Kachcbbi ... Kachbi. 987 Odasi Nanakshahi.

912 Moman ... Julaba. 988 Odhil Waddnr,
913 Momin Do. 989 Odiya A minor caste.

914 Moii •• Rajput. 990 Ojha A caste.

915 Mudalyar ... Vellalan. 991 Omar Bania.

916 Mudia Murba. 992 Ond Unclassified.

917 Mudiar Mobdiar. 993 Oraon A tribe.

918 Mudiha Murba. 994 Oriya A race.

919 Muharia • aa Landa. ,
995 Oswal Bania.

920 Mukeri ... Banjara. 996 Otari A caste.

921 Mullyar ... Velialan. 997 Otariya Swarnkar Sunar.

922 Multani aa* Sub-caste of Banjara. 998 Otknr Otari,

923 Munda ... A minor tribe. 999 Otkari Do.

924 Murai aat Kacbbi. 1000 Oudhiya Sunar.

925 Murao aaa Do. 1001 Ozya Ojha.

926 Muria aaa A tribe.

927 Murganda aa. Ganda.
928 Murha • • A minor caste. P
929 Mursnd ... Muslim. '

930 Muslim ... A religion. 1002 Pabia A casir.

931 Mulkoda Unclassibed. 1003 Padamshali ... Sub-caste of Koshti.

932 M utras ... Mutrasi. 1004 Padamwar Do.

9.13 Muwasi ... Korku. 1005 Padar Rajput.

934 M ysorian ... Unclassi6ed. 1006 Padka ... Panka.
1007 Padmashali ... Sub-caste of Koshti.

N 1008 Paganiha Pardhan.
1009 Pahad or Pahar Mali.

935 Nagar aaa Brahman. 1010 Pahilwan or Pabal* Nat.

936 Nagarchi ... A tribe. won
937 Nagasia Do. 1011 Paifc A caste.

93S Naga Snnyasi ... Bairagi. 1012 Painpaliwar Mala.

939 Nn£hi*nii Nagasia. 1U13 Pnkhali Bliisti.

940 Nngnalb Jogi. 1014 Pal Rajput

911
i
Nafivnnii • a. Nagasia. 1015 Palamwar Vcinmn.

942 A tribe. 1016 Pali A section of Goalas and
9l3 ‘ Nnhnr ... (i) A tribe, (ii) Baiga in of Bihari Kaindhus.

1

{ plateau division and 1017 Paliha Bhuinhar.

Rajput elsewhere. 1018 Paliwar Dhimar.

911 Nai A caste. 1019 Palliwad or Palliwar Bania. f

915 Nai Iltahman Nai. 1020 Paira Unclassified.

9(6 . Naidoo ... Batya 1021 Pan (Oriya) Ganda.

917
{
Naidrto Tclan^a Do. 1022 Pancha A minor caste.

9(3 ! Na'tk , . Baniara. 1023 Panchal Rajput.

919 ' NVjJk.ir A minor tribe. 1024 Panchar Panchni.
'•50

1 N.ii muiatman Nai. lO.’S Pande Kumhnr.

9s!
1 fc* *

1 Unelaisi6ed. 1026 Pandit Brahman.

;
Nfli«rjri Do. 1027 Pando A minor tribe.

953 Nama Bania. 1028 Pandobansi Rijput.

951 N»>fndro nar{ia 1029 Pane Unclassified.

95.5 Njir.deo ehippa a.. Chhipa. 1030 Paneri Barai or Tambuli.

959 • ^ianskisi .Sanakshabt. 1031 Pangul A minor caste.

557 N'»p»l ptPtbi A Hindu sect. 1032 Panikha Panka.
'.53 •••Bilibshi Do. 1033 Panjabi Khatri.

.J Mahsf . Rajpft. 1031 Panka A caste.

'.*'0 N' lei^sp.a Kol. 10.15 Pansari Barai.
1 Brahmin. 1035 Parafflhans ... Bairagi,

! Na.'ji!3ia Ki.-chbandhla. i 1037 ( Parbhoo A minor caste.

N'lr 1.. A caitc. 10.18

j

Parbhu ... Kayastb.



CENSUS RETURNS OF CASTE

Entries made in coliimu S of the census schedules and their classification.

^No *

j
Name of coste, etc. CIass!6catlon.

P

—

cotteld.
1039 Farbiya
1040 Pnrdesi
1041 Pardesi Kurmi
1042 Pardhan
1043 Pardhan Kormi

P
Pi

Pi

Rnbu
Radha Sriranii

Radya
Raghuwansi Thakur
Ragni
Raidas
Rfli Gorkha
Railia

Ra|
Rajbhar
Rajbhat
Raj Gond
Rajjhar oi

Rajpardht
Rajput
Rajput Dt
Rajput Ki

Rajput Lc
Rajwar
Rama Bania
Ramanandi
Ramdas
Ramkori
Ramosi
Ramoshi
Ram Ramiha

... Bhuinbar.
I 111£

... Rajput or Brahman, i 1116

... Kurmi. ' ]i|7
A tribe. HIS

... Kurnii. jj|5

... A tribe. 1120
.. Rajput (Parihar). 1121

Bhuinbar. Hai
.. Rajput.

,
iin

.. Dhobi. 1124

.. A tribe. 112s

.. A minor caste. 1126

.. A race.

.. Banin.

.. A caste.
j 1127

.. Maratha. I i|2J{

.. Unclassified. * 112q

.. Baiga in Korea and Mali 1130
elsewhere. nai

Kallon.
, 1132

Mhali.
I 1133

.. Brnhman. iisf

. Muslim.

. Do.

. Pardhan. II35
. A minor caste. 1136
. Kunbi. 1137
• 1138
, A caste.

, Patwa. 1139
.
A sept of Daijeeling 11 10
Limbus. 1141 i

A minor caste. 1142
Muslim. 1147
Mali. 11*44

Vellalan. 1145
Pindari. 1146
A caste. 1147
Joshi. 1148
Bahna. 1140
Unclassified. II50
Sunar. 1151
Rajput. 1152
Gond.

I Pardhan. llca
Bidur 1154
Pardhan. 1155
Brahman. 1156
A minor c.iste. II57

1158
11.59

Muslim. 1161
1162
1163

r- I -e JUnclassified. 1165 I

Ahir. 1166 :

Do.
Rajput. 1167 <

Unclassified. 1168 j f

Name of caste, etc.

R

—

concJd.
Rangari Bhnosar
Rangera
Rangrez

' Rao
;

Rnobh..t
Ratha Goli
Raihor
RathorTeli
Rant
Rautia
Rat'nnbansi
Rawat

Rayad
Razad
RedJi
Rewa
Rcwnri
Risa
Rodaivans
Rohidas

Classification.

Bhaosar Chhipa.
Chhipa.
Do.

Bhiit.

Do.
Ahii.
Rajput.

I Tcli.

Ahir.
A tribe.

Ahir.
.Ahir in Chhnttisgnrfa
and Saonr in Saugor
and Damoh.

Rajjhar.

Do.
Kapewar.
Unclassified.
A minor caste.

Unclassified.
Aiora.
Cliamnr.

Sadgop
Sadhu (Acharya)
S.adhu Ramanandi
Sagnra

Sah
Saharin
Sahasrnjan
Sah is or Sais
Sahu Sah
Sain
Saihval
Saitwai
Saiyad
Sakarban <.

Sabarwar
Sakolha
Sakori

^ Salewar

Snifaa

Sali

S.-ili Kshatriya
Salve
Sanndb
Sanatan
Sandik Cbhatri
Sangpari
Sanjogi
Snnfcha
Snnsia
Santal
Sanyasi
Saonr

Chamar.
Gorkha.
Rautia.
Beldar.
Raijhar.
Bhat.
Gond.
A caste.

Pardhan.
A caste.

Rajput.
Do.

Lodhi.
A caste.

Bania
Bairagi.

Do.
Kori.
A minor caste.

Ramosi.
Satnami Chamar
Kasbi.
A caste.

1167 Saonta
II6S Saunta

j

1169 Sapera
I 117i/ Sapuri
j 1171 Sara Arjun
1172 Sarangia
117.3 Saraogi
1174 Sarathi or Sarthi
1175 Sarbarai
1176 harder
1177 Sard! Boi
1178 Sardhi
1179 ' Sarodi
1180 1 Sarodhi
1181 Satjogi
1182 Sathrasahi
1183 i Satiya
1184 ! Satnami
1185 i Sathwara
1186 i Satsangi
1187

j

Saunta
11S8 ! Sawara or Saonr
1189 1 Sehare or Sehara
1190

[
Sejbari

1191 ! Seni

... A minor caste,
a) .. Biirngi.
di .. Do.

... A minor caste. An
order of Gosain.

... Kntar.

..- Sawara.

... Rajput.

... Ghasia.
... Kalal.
... Fakir.
... Bania.
... Do.

Syed (Muslim).
... A elan of Rajputs.
.... Do.

Unclassified.
Kori.

...' Sali (A nameforTelugu
I Koshtis).

...' Unclassified.

... A caste.

.... Riijput.

... Sali.

...' Brahman.

...1 Unclassified.

... Kalar.

...I Unclassified.

...) Jogi.
... Unclassified.
-.. A minor caste.

...j A Tribe.
Bairagi.
A

_
tribe indentified

I with Sawara.
.... A caste.

Do.
A clan of Nats.
A sub-caste of Malt.

.. Rajput.

..| Kasbi.
—I Bania.
.. Ghasia.
.. Unclassified.
.. Kawar.
.. Boyn.
.. Unclassified.
.. Jothi.
» Do.
.. Jogi.

Fakir.
.. Jogi.
. Satnami.
. Unclassified.
. Bairagi.
.[ A caste.

.}
A tribe.

.) Kalsr.

.! Bari.

Unclassified.
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Entries made in column 8 of the census SQhedules and their classification.

Scri.ll

;

No.
i

I

Name of caste, etc. ! Classification.
I

N.iine of caste, etc. ' Classification.
j

I

! S

—

concld.
ll” Sewal:

i

1

1193 . .Sliankwar

1194 '

1195
1196
1197
1193

1204
1205
1206

1209 .

1210 '

1211
1212
121.3

1214
1215
1216
1217

Shatriya
Sheiar>Shci!<b

Sheich
Shikari
Shilat

3199 i Siiiokar Mahajan
*1200 ' Shishgara

3101
I

Shiva - Harni
1 Baishya.

1202 Shiva
1203 ! Shrivcstasva

Siddi
Sidh

;

Siddique
1207' Sikchatvat

1208
:
Sikh
Sikligar

Sikligir

Siltvat or Silawat ...

Simpi
Sinfiaiha

Sinflaroda
Singhatiya
Si:palt<iri

Sipi

1218 ! 'irdar

1219 ' Sirodia
1220 Sishaaia

1221 Sohni
1222 Solanki
1223 Somaiya
1224 Somnsi (Mahar)
1225 I

Somwansi

A minor caste (An
inferior class of Brah-
manl.
Unclassified.
Gond.
A minor caste.

Shaikh
Pardhi (Balahi),

Reldar.
Uania.
S'sha.ira.

Bania.

1226 Sonar
1227 Sonjhara
1228 Sonjharia
1229 Sonjhcra
1230 Sor
1231 Subji Faros
1232 Sud

1233 Sudra

12.31 Sukha
1235 Suija
123i Sumarraaro
1237 Sunar
17.38 Sundi
1239 Stindra

1240 Sunk.ir

1241 Siir.ni

1242 Suf.ihi

12t.3 Sur.ijwansi

1211 Piirki

1215 Purli

1216 Sury-iwansi

1217 ; Put It

12'9 1 Stitiatthi

i:v.>

i:5'j

Swa.nfcnr
pled Fakir

Muslim.
Kayasth.
African.
Bnir.ii<i.

Muslim.
Sikbnro (Munda).
A relijtion.

A caste.

Siklijiar.

Reldnr
Diirji

Dhimar
Do.

' Sinjlhariya Kahar.
Unclassified.

Darji.

Kawar.
Raiput;
Kachera.
Unclassified.

Rajput.
Bania.
Mehra.
Rajput sept and sub
caste of Mahar.

Si'nar.*

A minor caste._

Sonjhara
Do.

Sawara or Saonr.
Kunjra.^
A minor caste

(.A sub-caste of Rolta
and Mahar)
The lowest of the four
traditional castes.

Unclassified.

Do.
Do.

A caste.

Kalar.
Do.
Beldar in Northern dis

iricts and Mali ini

Chhnttisttarb.

Muslim.
Unclassified.

Kniar.
Rajput.
Kalar.
Rajput

... Barhni.
Siib'C.iste to Kosbti.

.| .Sunar.

,.l Fakir.

1265
126b
1267
1268
1269
1270
1271
1272
1273
1274
1275
1276
1277
1278
1279
1280
1281
128’

1283
1284
1285

1286
1287
:288

1289
1290
1291
1292
1293
1294
1295
1296
1297

1298
1299
1300
1301
1.302

1303
1304
1305
1336
1307
1308
1309
1310
1311
1312
1313
1314

1315
1316
1317
1.318

1319
1370
1321
1322

T
T-.g«.ale ... Unclassified. (

T.iiankir P.ifd.hi. ,

i:n 1 .*k sri ... A caste. 1

12'

t

1 iVuws ... Uncl'issified.
1

} atr.!. )!> ... Rar.ii.
t

1323 i1 -met .. Tiiutra.

\z\\
Ts.-e*.
r •if.')!.

A cisie.

... I!;f)i. 1321 =

r j-'i ••1 ir .. Ti'niet-i. 1.32.5 .

1 ^ .. A n.inuf eaite. 1326 !

».*' I 1 j'Ve • 1* D^n.
»

*

• 1 -ti . f>iss.

V-) . l!o»i
{

1327ll J le'saj'ji

T

—

conoid.
Teli
Thnkur
Thnnwar
Thapa
Thalhern
Thathia
Thaihwar
Thopa
Thoria
Thoti
Thudia
Tilanga
Tilyar
Tirmali
Tiroli
Tiwari
Tiyar
Tolia
Toniiir

Turi or Turin
Turk

Turk Nai
Turrn

! Tiirwarn

U

l.'dasi

Udosibaba
Udhiia or Udharia
Ujir
Ulhnti
Umre
Unao
Uria
Utpari

Vnidya
Vaisanava
Vaishyn or Valsh
Vaishya Randi
Vaishya Kunkubj
Vnjhe
Vajbemane
Valcrs
Vani
Vnsudeo
Velama
Vellnlar
Vidur
Virbbandrn
VirjJopal
Vishrvakarrawadi
Votkar or Votknri

W
Woddar
Wndbi
Wafthcmane
War.i
Wanjari
Worik
Warlhl
Wasudeo

X
.Vi/.

A caste.

Rajput.
Ghnsia.
Rajput.
A caste.

Gond.
Ahir.
Unclassified.

Banjara.
Gond.
Banjara
Main.
Unclassified.

A minor caste.

Kunbi.
Brahman.
A caste.

Unclassified.

Rajput.
A caste.

A race. A ^section of
Ponwar Rojput.

Nai.
Unclassified.

Tribal sept in Chhotn
Nagpur.

Nanakshahi,
Bairagi.

Audhelia.
Dhobi.
Unclassified.

Bania.

(!) A race,

(ii) Od.
Unclassified.

.A minor caste.

Bairagi.

Bania.
Do.
Do.

Ojha.
Unclossified.

Mang (Pusad taluk).

Bania.
Basdcwa.
A caste.

Vcllalon.
Bidur.
Unclassified.

Nat
Brahman.
Otari.

A caste.

Rarhai.
Unclassified.

Bania.

A caste.

Mhrdi.
Dhobi.
Goridhali.

Ahir and Rajput differ*

entiaied by occupation.

A tribe.

A caste.

Jogi,

Unclassifird.
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APPENDIX I

Distribution of Principal Communities in Central Provinces and Berar {as illustrated by the Social

Map).

Name of Unit.
Total
popula*
tion.

Number and percentages of

—

Primitive tribes.

Follow-
ing

tribal

reli-

gions.

Hindu-
izcd.

Hindus.

De-
pressed
Classes.

Others.
Muslims.' Jains. Others.

Remarks.

1 10

8

9

10

II

Nfrbudda Valley Dk'ision.

Saugor and Khurai Tahsils

Rchli Tahsil

Banda Tahsil

Damoh Diilrict

Jubbulpore Tahsil

Schom and hlurwara Tahsilsj

Patan Tahsil

Narsinghpur District

Hoshangabad Tahsil

Harda Tahsil

Sohagpur Tahsil

316,560,

12 Sconi-hlalwa Tahsil 65,309 7,862
12.0

13 Khandwa Tahsil 233,964 7.328
3.1

14 Burhanpur Tahsil 145,241
7'

15 Harsud Tahsil 87,726 28,094
o2.0

16 Mokrai State

Plateau Division.

15,516 4,438
28.6

17 Mandla Tahsil 190,109 58,186
30.6

18 Dindori Tahsil 139,798 95,215
68.1

19 Niwas Tahsil 115,859 45,909
39.6

20 Seoni Tahsil 251,304 84,556
33.6

21 Lakhnadon Tahsil 142,428 72,638
57.0

22 Betul and BhainsdeKi Tahsils 235,660 97,416
41.3

23 Multai Tahsil

«

170.592 24,467
14.3

'

24 Amarwata and Chhindwara
Tahsil Zamindaris.

77,491 50,288
64.9

25 Chhindwara and Amatwara
Tahsils Khalsa and Sausar
TahsU.

495,781 149,885
30.2

26 Wardha District. 516,266 39,789
7.7

110,612.

321,481

141,5531

141,674

138,094]

5261 19,904
0.2, 6.3

148.002, 18.644'

12.6

80,027!

305,568

269,084

245'

0.3

21,331
7.0,

1.570'

0.6
,

394,115' 10,844
2.8

,

847, 24.175'

0.8. 21.9,

42,890
13.3‘

1 5,5 Iff

10.9.

6.483
4.6!

1

15.595;

JI.3\

4,557
1.4]

86,676
77.4

178,192! 19,588
56.31 6.l\

5,650! 30. 1 80! 84,453
3.8', 20.4. 57.0

8,0251 20.052i 46,9891

10.0 25.1\ 5S.7\
'

'

13,636; 74.86Ii 177,21 1|

4.5i 74.5: 5s.o:

4,7 1 o:

3.2|

'H
10,516]

3.4|

57,073
21 .2

,

91,235
73.7.

12.8: 49.6\ 11.9,

39.431 237,2351 12,571

10.0 60.1' 3.2‘

15,6921

/4.2

44.368'

/3.«1

64,650,
58.4'

215,308'

67.0

6.467| 22,137j 89,363
4.6! /5.6

13,3301
9.4)

8,484!

6.1

I,610!

2.5

11.7
I

27,230
iS.flj

2,860!

3.3\
t

109,

0.7

70.6

2,987
2.1

32,227
27.8

2.123
0.8

242
0.2

24,383
10.3

6,088
5.6

8,779
11.3

9,456
1.9

17.943
5.5>

7,468
5.3

63.7

105,795
74.7

10,459;

i
11.460] 41,3991

95,331'
69.0

17.5\ 63.4,

2,987i
7.7

I

1 1,404]

3.6]

6,361
4.5

7,689
5.4

6,899
5.0

2,526
5.9

31,926' 141.6311 19.857!

73.7! 60.5' 8-6|

11,870. 77,771
S.2 55.5j

8.8611 42,999]
49-070.7

2.602i

76.8!

10,544'

5.6j

5.333
3.8,

7,281
46-9

76,720
40.51

34,469

24.7i

8.143 28,314
7.0

11,600
4.6

10,852
7.6

20,850
8.8

29,805
77.5

5,336
6.9

51,972
70.5

94.474
18.3

24.5

139,375
55.5]

51,673]
56.5

87,224
57.7

106,743]
62.6

11,807
15.2

262,250
52.9

339,868]
65.81

27,481
7S.9j

3,587j
4./I

1,027!

6.61

4,078
2.7

I>582|

7.7:

1,206
7.0]

12,431

5.0i
I

6,075
4.3

I

4,462
7.9

2,575
7.5

1,040
7.4

19,143
3.8

20,928
4.7

9.565
3.0

4.332
3.0!

3.239]
4.0

7,478
2.4,

34.472 133.392 32.056' 2,558
' ” "

0.9j

2,020!
0.5

2,109] Note.—(i) Jains have been
0.7|included with " Others” in

.column 9where they form less

33 than 0.3 per cent of the popu-
..llation.

29]

0.7

Note.—(ii) Figures of Par-
f dhans (P) and Nagarchis (N)
shown in this column against

535 certain units are included
0.2,under Hinduized Aboriginals

[(column 4) but have been in-
7,963,duded tmder Depressed Class

j.Ojin Provincial Table II. The
[total of the D^ressed Classes

779.given here differs from t^t in
0.2,Provincial Table II to diis

[extent.

2.261]
2.01

2,954i
O.9-!

1,715
7.2

90ff:

0.6

1,326
7.0

452
0.7

5,787
2.41

882]
0.61

23(P)-

7(P)-

1,325] 4 (P)-

7.5i

59:

0.4,

1,3841 106 (N).
0.8 ,

212

”1
60|

0.7,

1,219
0.5

948
0.6

1,325
0.6

914
0.5

.241
0.51

' of convenience adjoining districts, tahsils or Zamindaris in which the
pracucally laentical have been amalgamated and shown as single homogeneous units in the map,

3,075
0.7

3,264
0.6

680 (N).

33 (N).

41 (P) and 47 (N).

334 (P) and 367 (N).

1,409 (P).

proportion of the
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APPENDIX I

Distribution of Principal Communities in Central Provinces and Berar ias illustrated by the Social
Map)—contd.

Number and percentages of

—

Remarks.
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APPENDIX I

Distributmi of Prittcipal Commtmities in Central Provinces and Berar (as illustrated by the Social
Map)—concld.

’

I

Number nntl prrcentn;;cs of— (

Namr of Utiil.

TntaJ j

I’*'in>ili'T iribea.
^

Ilindut.
j

pcrpul.i- ! I'ollow-I’ll’
lion.

i
ioK

i

IJc*
j

! tribal * Hindu- i prca<ed j Others. 1

;
/Viri'n Hifini’n ;

! —eo-ncJtl. i

J3 ! Mibavtnumd Khabs'
• and K:ntrr«h«at /^mim!sri.|

H ^itarmaf, Satra end Kbatiat

JSami.ndari*.

5$ I nibtrur Tebiil Khaba and

JanifTi! Tab'll.

5f> . rm.5ti end Krnds Z-emm-
(iatt in Tab'd.

i? Munprt, Tab.'ll KbaJtJ end

Kantrii Zsmindatj.

55 Pandst-.a Zsrnmdjf I

i9 Ksl^b.'ita Tfbcl

<i0 Onic end tlrmrtsm Taluib

;

Kb.stsj and I'arpodi Zemin-

. daei.
. , ,

61 1 f'Undajdrbi Zamini*an

62 I
Ilrtr.rwta Taluil Zemindari

tieludinc I’atpodl Zamin-

dati.
.. ... .

63 ; Jisnjatj Tebiil Kbaba

64 ;
.Ssnjati Tab'll Zamindan .

65 ! lUit-at J=l»lr

66 Kanlrr State

67 j
NEnd(;r.on Slate

68 i Khsitar-itb State

69 I Cbbuikhadan State .

i

(

70 ' KawarJhft Swtr

I

71 j
Sakii State • •)

!

72
j
Ratfrarh State

I

73 1 Saranenrb State

i

! Chhota Naf^pur Divition.

74 Cbancbhakar State ..j

1

75 Korea State

76 Surtpija State

77 Udaipur State

78 Jathpur State

130,662

193,911

841.161

M9.77I

158.64f

65,950

214,718

475,459

23.804

46,427

166,096

I06,irii>

524,721

136,101

j-
339.760

'

31,668

72,620

!
48,489,

i

• >

277,569j

i

I28.967i

I

1
i

j

23,322

!

!
90,886

501,939

97,738

I

I 193,698

9,024
6.9

22.663
17.3

14.201

7.3

51.944
26.8

1.507
0.2

123.494
14.6

26,161

21.8

42.057
35.2

3.162
2.0

17,302
10.9

7,536
tl .4

3,656
5.5

30,286
14.1

86.066
40.1

155 36.2n
8.1

11 3.705-

15.6

1,048
2.3

10,517
22.7

427
0.3

59,«J91

36.1

10.517
9.9

54.486
51.3

361.920
69.0

24.299
4.6

73.462
54.0

16,118
13 3

1.605
0.6

67.796
20.0

5, 4.663
14.7

94
0.1

14.249,
19.6

198

i 0.4,
t 1

14,702
30.3,

119,2151
43.0.

1

"i

37.441
29,0

1 1

I6,240’

69.6
828
3.6

64.193

i

567
0 6

7 61,960

/2.3|

221,994
44.2

B 16,708
17.1

55,426
56.9.

8 16,576 58,111

277.959
33.6.

68.5271

52.5,

88,991;
4S.9

421,904
50.2

114.700
2/./

316.391
66.5

206,887.
60.8

34.11]!

26.4
t

Jains. Others.

6 9

152,126
54.8

Remtrka.

37 (P) and 7 (N).

38 (P).

179 150 (P).

or

2,116' 123 (P) and 29 (N).
0.6

14

131 657 (P).

48,700 Christianized tribes-
men form the remaining 25.1
per cent of the population as
shown Social Map.

49
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APPENDIX II

The Depressed Classes oj the Central Provinces and Berar.

1. The 8t!itisiticB of the population of the depressed classes of the Province have
been given in Provincial Table II and have already been examined in Chapter XII of
this Report. The social map clearly shows the proportion of these classes to other
communities, which is also discussed in Chapter XI. Information regarding literacy
among them is available in Chapter IX. In this appendix it is intended to record a
brief account of the position of those castes who are regarded as unclean by their
fellow Hindus and of any_ changes in the treatment of them which may have taken
place during the period with which the census report deals.

2. There has always been some difficulty in formulating a precise definition as to
the castes to be included under the classification “Depressed classes". In the Central
Provinces this difficulty is acknowledged to be less serious than it is in some other parts
of India. The Indian Franchise Committee expressed the opinion that the term
should be applied to those who arc "untouchables” and this was the definition adopted
by the members for purposes of their report. They accepted as tests of “untouch-
aoility” of any caste

—

(i) that it is denied access to the interior of ordinary Hindu temples; and
(ii) that it causes pollution

—

(a) by touch, or
(b) within a certain distance.

In collecting figures of the number of members of the depressed classes in this Province
therefore I requested the Deputy Commissioners to include in the returns for their
districts only those who arc regarded as “untouchable" in the sense indicated.

3. Information available from past records had to be considered before a decision
could be made regarding the correct classification of doubtful cases.

In the Report of the Census of 1921 the castes mentioned in the margin were stated
~ ‘

Kumhnr. to be the principal of those whose touch meant pollution to
their fcllowmcn. It was mentioned that owing to the omis-
sion of minor castes the number of untouchables was actual-

or Mnhnr gfcatcr than that shown, which, in fact, was no less than

Meluflr? 19 per cent of the population of the Province. All the
Pnnkn. castcs mentioned were regarded as depressed throughout

the Province. Investigations made during the present census operations have proved,
however, that Dhobis (washermen) and Kumhars (potters) are not now regarded as

impure exceijt in a very few districts. It is only certain sub-castes of these two com-
munities which are generally treated as untouchable. In Saugor, for instance,

Kumhars arc divided into four sub-castes, (1) Adi, (2) Bardhia, (3) Gadhera and
(4) Sungarha. The first two are not untouchable because their occupation of preparing
earthen pots is not regarded as unclean and they do not keep donkeys. On the other
hand, Gadheras and Sungarhas are beyond the pale, because they keep donkeys.^ The
same is true in some places regarding other castes w'ho keep donkeys. The_ association
of castes with unclean animals is indeed often a very important factor in their classifica-

tion. People who keep swine and donkeys are widely considered as outside decent
society. In a manner which recalls the ancient veneration of the Totem the position

of certain higher castes was also in the past indicated by identification with certain

animals. Castes were in fact assigned to animals and trees. The horse, a beast of

which the nobility is universally recognized, is a Rajput. Some trees are Sudras and
twigs from them must not be used for cleaning the teeth. More will be recorded upon
the subject in the course of this note; first it is necessary to continue the discussion

regarding the castes which may properly be included among the depressed classes, for

although the figures for Dhobis and Kumhars shown in the 1921 Report were probably
even then an overestimate of the number jn those castes regarded as untouchables,
there were actually one or two marked qmissioris in the list of that year. Thus Ghasias
who were in l931 classed as depressed in 16 districts are not mentioned as being un-

touchables in the Report of 1921. It is ln Chhattisgarh that this caste is regarded as

most degraded, but in the Maratha Plain also the Deputy Commissioner of Nagpur
has observed :

—
“I am surprised that anyone could even suggest Ghasias not to be

untouchable in any district. They are usually regarded as lowest of the low even by
Maria Gonds and for that reason are commonly employed as duns by sahukars (money-
lendcis), because a man will pay rather than become polluted by a Ghasia’s shadow.”

4. Apart from anything recorded in previous census reports there are certain

supplementary sources of information concerning untouchables.^ During th,e inter-

censal period Rai Bahadur Hira Lai published in a monograph a list of castes regarded
as impure in the Central Provinces. Most of those have been treated under the classifi-

cation “Depressed classes" for purposes of this report, but not in every case for the

whole Province, and one or two castes of minor numerical importance have been
e.\-cluded entirely. The list will be found in paragraph 8. Further, for educational

purposes, the Director of Public Instruction had, during the last decade prepared
lists of the depressed classes in each district in consultation with the local authorities.

In classifying the castes concerned these lists were of very great use to the Census
Department, but were not always found to be accurate. Finally, the General Secretary
of the All India Depressed Classes Association submitted a list of 76 castes belonging

OUlUllla

Bnsor.
Chnmnr.
Dhobi.
Gnndn.
Kntia.
V :
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to six religious s^ts claiming to be ‘Adi-Hindus or in other words members of the
depressed classes in this Province. This list contained a good many little-known sub-
castes and although very many of them have been classified as untouchable for census
purposes, others have not. Some of these sub-castes moreover are common to many
castes both high and low, c.g., Maratha, Laria, Chauhan, Somvanshi, etc. To sum
up, with the lists of the previous census and those supplied by Rai Bahadur Hira Lai,

the Director of Public Instruction and the Secretary of. the All India Depressed Classes
Association as a basis it was possible, after more than 18 months’ correspondence with
Deputy Commissioners and other local authorities to produce what has now been
accepted by most communities as an authoritative roll of the impure castes of this

Province. It will be observed from details given below that the attitude towards some
castes or their sub -castes varies from district to district and even from> tahsil to tahsil.

In the more backward tracts of Mandla, for instance, Mahars, who are otherwise
regarded as impure throughout the Province except in two tahsils of the Hoshangabad
district, are not subject to any particular social disabilities. The Kolis, descendants
of an aboriginal tribe, which has become almost entirely Hinduised, were reported
to be regarded as untouchables in the Buldana district, although in its neighbour,
'Akola, where social conditions are practically the same, they are not regarded as
impure. After tabulation of the figures a representation was received from the Koli
Samaj of Buldana protesting against the classification and on further enquiry the
Deputy Commissioner, a Hindu, reported that although his predecessor, also a Hindu,
had classified the Kolis as depressed in the district, he had done so wrongly. It was
pointed out that the tribe is very backward but suffers no social disability there. A
revisifM of the figures therefore became necessary. It must be acknowledged that in

other c.ascs the scope of the enquiry did not Atake it possible to deal at' all with sub-

cast-’.s and the classification will no doubt, in some instances, be subject to criticism.

In view of the varying attitude of different schools of Hindus to their humbler brethren
this was unavoidable.

.S. Owing to the importance which the subject has assumed during the process
of framing a new constitution for the Provinces in India there have, of course, been
many special difficulties in the way of the enquiry. On the one hand, some of the
leaders of the depressed classes have been anxious to obtain official figures to show
that their population is greater than it really is. On the other hand, their political

opponents have adopted a very different attitude.^ It can, however, be claimed that

the ca.re devoted to dealing with the matter in districts has produced results satisfactory

to most critics. The minute of dissent published in the Report of the Indian
Franchise Committee (Volume I, page 217) suggests that the castes which are listed

as untouchables, not throughout the Province, but in certain districts only, should
not be treated in those districts as belonging to the depressed classe.s, on the ground
that the principle is unsound and would prove unsafe in practice. Although the matter
i.s naturally regarded as one of principle by the politician and social reformer, it is,

for puiposes of this report, one of fact only and that fact is that-there are, as shown
in paragraph 14 of Chapter XII, large depressed communities in various districts, who
are iiot regarded as impure when they move into other parts of the country. The
reason for this in some cases is that the castes concerned are strong in the districts

where they are treated as impure, while their numbers are comparatviely small and
they are little-known in other districts. Audhelias, for instance, are found almost
exclusively in Bilaspur district, and the Chauhans of Chhattisgarh seldom move to

other divisions. In a few tracts, on the other hand, the numbers of some castes

regarded as untouchable there are almost negligible. In view of the ve^ definite

reports received from districts, mostly from Hindu officers, it seems quite impossible
to depart from the classification given here and approved by Government. The names
of the actual castes found to be untouchable in various parts of the Province and
already recorded in Chapter XII, are, for the sake of convenience, repeated below.
As in 1921 a few minor castes have been omitted. The figures for these are inconsider-
able and are generally made up of members of depressed classes from other Provinces,
who have migrated in small numbers into the Central Provinces.

(1) Castes regarded as untouchable throughout the British districts of the Central
Provinces and Berar :

—

Mehra or Mahar (except in the Harda tahsil and Sohagpur tahsil of Hoshang-
abad district). Baser or Burud, Mehtar or Bhangi, Dom, Chamar,
Satnami, Mochi, Ganda, Mang.

(21 Castes regarded as untouchable throughout the old Jubbulpore and Nerbudda
Divisions:

—

Kori, Mala, Balahi.

(3) Castes regarded as untouchable throughout the old Nagpur and Berar
Divisions

^

Balahi, Madgi, Pardhan (except in the Balaghat district^ Ghasia,. Katia, Panka,
Khatik, Kaikari (except in the Balaghat district), Dohor.

(4) Castes regarded as untouchable throughout the Cbhattisgarh Division :

—

Ghasi.n, Katia, Panka, Dewar.
(5) Castes regarded as untouchable in certain districts but not throughout the

divisions in which they lie:
—

'

Dhobi.—Saugor, Damoh, Bhandara, Raipur, Bilaspur, Buldana districts

:

Hoshangabad and Seoni-Malwa tahsils.
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Nagarchi.—Mandin, Sconi, Clihindwara, Najipur, Bhnndnrn, Bnlaf'hat, Raipur.
ICalia.—Saugor, Nimar, Bclul, Chhindwara districts : Hosiiangabad and Sconl-

Malwa tahsils.

Khangar.—Saugor, Damoh, Bhandara, Buldana districts : Hosiiangabad and
Sconi-Malwa tahsils.

Kumhar.—Saugor, Damoii, Bhandara, Buldana districts : Hosiiangabad and
Sconi-Maiwa tahsils.

Kori.—Bhandara, Balaghat, Raipur, Amrapti, Buldana.
Oilia.—Mandla, Biiandara, Balaghat districts: Hosiiangabad tahsii.

Chadar.—Saugor, Damoh, Bhandara.
Pardhau,—Nimar, Chliindwara, Raipur.
Panha .—Saugor, Damoh, Chliindwara.
Khatik .—Saugor, Chliindwara; Hosiiangabad lahsil.

Dliimar.—Biiandara, Buldana.
licdar.—^Amraoti, Akola.
Koli.—Chanda, Bhandara.
Holiya.—Bhandara, Balaghat.
Mala.—Balaghat.
Bahna.—Amraoti.
Chaiilian.—l>ug.
Atidbc.Ua.—Bilaspur.
Pardhi.—Narsinghpur.
Dahayat.—Damoh.
Jangavi.—Biiandara.
Dhanttir.—Saugor.

'

Rajjliar.—Sohagpur tahsii.

The situation is slightly difTcrent in the Central Provinces States where the attitude

is gencraiiy rather more tolerant. In Jashpur tlic local aborigines do not regard any
caste or tribe as actually impure. They freely mix with one another without any
distinction. But foreigners, especially Brahmans and others of the upper classes resid-

ing in the Statu regard Ghasias, Chamars, Pankas, Dorns, Gandas, Dhobis, Pasis,

Badis, Bhangis and Chicks as untouchable in their dealings with them. Only the

Mehtar caste is treated as untouchahle throughout the States. Other impure castes

are shown below with the names of the States in which they arc so regarded against

them :

—

Chamar.—Makrai, Bastar, Ranker, Nandgaon, Khairagarh, Chhuikhadan,
Kawardha, Sarangarli, Changbhakar, Korea, Surguja, Udaipur, Jashpur.

Ghasia.—Bastar. Ranker, Nandgaon, Khairagarh, Chhuikhadan, Kawardha,
Raigarh. Sarangarh, Korea, Surguja, Udaipur, Jashpur.^

Dexear.—Nandgaon, Khairagarh, Chhuikhadan, Sakti, Raigarh, Sarangarh,
Surguja.

Patika.—Bastar, Nandgaon, Kawardha, Sarangarh, Korea, Surguja, Jashpur.
Ganda.—Bastar, Nandgaon, Kawardha, Sarangarh, Udaipur, Jashpur.
Mehra or Makar.—Bastar,' Ranker, Nandgaon, Khairagarh, Chhuikhadan,

Kawardha.
Dom.—Khairagarh, Surguja, Udaipur, Jashpur.
Basor.—Nandgaon, Chhuikhadan, Changbhakar, Korea.
Pardhan .—Ranker, Nandgaon, Surguja.
Dhobi.—Nandgaon, Wardha. Jashpur.
Kumhar.—^Kawardha, Changbhakar.
Man.?.—Makrai, Nandgaon.
Mochi.—Bastar, Khairagarh.
Nagarcht ,—Nandgaon.
Chadar .—Bastar.
Satnami .—^Bastar.

Lohar.—^Ranker.
Dhimar.—^Kawardha.
Balahi .—Makrai.
Mangiya .—^Bastar.

Katia .—Bastar, Kawardha.
Chauhan.—Nandgaon, Kawardha.

.
• 6. It will be noticed that in the lists above one or two aboriginal tribes are

included aniong the untouchables. For instance the Pardhan minstrels of the' Gonds,
whose position is degraded even among the Gonds themselves, are regarded as impure
by Hindus in a large number of districts. It is hardly within the scope of this note
to discuss whether the idea of the untouchability originated in the attitude of their

fellow-tribesmen or was assimilated from Hindu ideas.

7. The method of strictly defining the districts within which the various castes

named in paragraph 6 are held to be impure is, it may be^ mentioned, supported by
the representative of the depressed classes on the Franchise Committee and it will

not be out of place here to quote from his note published in the Report of the

Committee, since that note was recorded long after the classification of the depressed

classes in various districts had been laid by the Census Department of this Province.
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"It is urged in some quarters that whatever tests are applied for ascertaining the
untouchable classes they must be applied uniformly all over India. In this connection
I desire to point out that in a matter of this sort it would hardly be appropriate to*

apply the same test or tests all over India. India is not a single homogeneous country.
It is continent. The various Provinces are marked by extreme diversity of conditions,

and there is no tie of race or language. Owing to the absence of communication each
Province has evolved along its own lines with its own peculiar manners and modes of

social life. In such circumstances the degree of uniformity with which most of the
tests of untoucliability are found to apply all over India is indeed remarkable. For
instance, bar against temple entry exists everywhere in India. Even the tests of well-

water and pollution by touch ajiply in every Province, although not with the same
rigidity everywhere. But to insist on absolute uniformity in a system like that of
untoucli.ability, whicli^ after all is a matter of social behaviour and which must there-

fore vary with the circumstances of each Province and also of each individual, is

simply to trifle with the problem. The Statutor>' Commission was quite alive to this

pps.sibic line of argument and after careful consideration rejected it by recognizing the
principle of diversity in the application of tests of untouchability. On page 6/ of
Volume II which contains its recommendations it observed Tt will plainly be neces-

sarj', after the njain principles of the new system of representation have been settled,

to entrust to some specially appointed body (like the former Franchise Committee) the

task of drawing up fresh electoral rules to carry these principles into effect, and one of

the tasks of such a body will be to fr.nme for each province a definition of ‘depressed

classes’ (which may well vary, sometimes even between parts of the same province),

and to determine their numbers as so defined."
_

Another point -which I wish to

emphasize is the futility of insisting upon the application of uniform tests of untouch-
ability all over India. It is a fundamental mistake to suppose that differences in tests

of untotichability indicate differences in the conditions of the untouchables. On a

correct analysis of the mental attitude they indicate it will be found that whether the

test is causing pollution by touch or refusal to use a common well the notion under-
lying both is one and the same. Both arc outward registers of the same inward feeling

of defilement, odium, aversion and contempt. Why will not a Hindu touch an
untouchable? Whv will not a Hindu allow an untouchable to enter the temple or
u.sc the village %vell? Why will not a Hindu admit an untouchable in the inn? The
answer to each one of these questions is the same. It is that the untouchable is an
unclean person not fit for social intercourse. Again, why will not a Brahmin priest

officiate at religious ceremonies performed by an untouchable? Why will not a barber
serve an untouchable? In these cases also the answer is the same. It is that it is

hclow dignity to do so. If our aim is to demarcate the class of people who suffer from
social odium then it matters very_ little which test -we^ apply. For as I have pointed
out each of these tests is indicative of the same social attitude on the part of the
touchabics towards the untouchables."

8. The difficulties of classification of the depressed classes have now been des-

cribed and the names of the various castes reported to bp untouchable to a greater
or less degree in each district of the Province have been given. The total number of
those enumerated under this head in the Central Provinces and Berar in 1931 was
3,180,075 or '17.7 per cent of the total population of the Province. It will be noticed
that the proportion is less than in 1921 when it was 19 per cent. The decrease is of

course due only to a stricter method of classification. The distribution of this

depressed population between the British districts and the States of the Province i-;

2,927,936 and 252,732 respectively. With these facts before us we may proceed to

consider the extent of the disabilities under which so large a percentage of the popula-
tion exists and their origin. These are generally known to the residents of the Prov-
ince and to officials sendng the Provincial Government, but a survey of the situation
as it was at the beginning of the decade cannot be given in a more readable form than
that of the following published by Rai Bahadur Hira Lai, retired Deputy Commis-
sioner, in 1923, which he has most kindly permitted me to reproduce here;

—

“On the margin are noted the names of castes who are considered impure in the
Central Provinces. Their touch is supposed to defile persons of a higher caste, but the

pollution is taken off by a mere bath or sprinkling of water
on the head of the person polluted. It will be seen that the
castes in the list are generally weavers, leather-workers,
potters, bamboo workers, washermen and scavengers. Most
of these occupations are despised ones, but Mr. Russell in

his Census Report of 1901 has given reasons to show that the
occupations do not fully account for the impurity attached
to the castes. -Thus while leather-curing and scavenging
may be^ unclean in themselves, he points out that there
is nothing

_
unclean about bamboo-work and weaving.

After examining the subject from all other points of view
he comes to the conclusion that this was the means by
which the Brahmans sought to

.
preserve the higher race

from degradation by inter-marriage with- the black and
despised tribes, whom the Aryans had met and subjugated
on entering the country. It. is, he adds, only the feeling
engendered by difference of race and difference of colour.

Impure cartes.

Audheli.n Kori.

Boln'ii. Kuchbandhin.
Boior. Kumhnr.
Bedor. Lalbe^i.

Bbongi. Mndgi.
Chomar. Mehara.
Chuhre. Mala.
Daphflii. Mnng
Dhobi Mangan.
DhoIL Mehlar.
Dohor. Nagarchi.
Dorn. Pankn.
Gnnda Paraiyon.
Ghaiia. Pardban.
Raikodi. Past.

Khongar. Solaha.
Ratio. Tanli.
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the pride of blood and the fear of its pollution that coiild cayse so violent an antipathy
between man and man. . In spite of the forcible arguments which Mr. Russell has put
forward to support his theory there is still much to be said ih favour of the lowness
of the occupations which brings impurity to the castes which follow them. It is a well-
known fact that those who practise what appear to be clean occupations are merely
off-shocts of the unclean workers;. for instance, the Basors or bamboo workers are
really an off-shoot of the Dom or scavenging caste and the continuation of their close
association with the Dorns could not but make them an impure caste. Similarly the
weaveis are an off-shoot of the Ghamar caSte and their traditional connection survives
in the phrase “Ghamar Kori” up to this day. While those relations subsisted the
Koris could not shake off their impuri^ by the fact of their having taken to cloth-
weaving. In the matter of social. position of a caste, a good deal depends on the pre-
tensions of the caste itself. A case in point is that of the Bedars. They are still -e-

garded in Berar as equal to the Dheds but, through the exertions of some of its edu-
cated members, the caste has almost acquired the status of a Kunbi. The advanced por-
tion of the community disowns connection with what may be regarded as the Dhed
Bedars,^ but in course of time if these abandon what is regarded as disreputable conduct,
they might claim the same status which their advanced brethren have achieved. In the
list of impure castes, there is hardly any whose occupation is not unclean. Thus
whatever may have been the original cause of differentiation, there can be no doubt
that uncleanness of occupation had much to do with it. In higher castes where certain
sections took up unclean work, they were looked down upon and ostracised though
not actually reduced to the status of an impure caste. For instance, hemp-growing'
created a separate sub-caste of Kunbis called Santora Kunbis. The growing of the
plant is not in itself unclean, it is the process of taking out fibre which is very dirty.

The Kumhars have the title of Pande, chiefly restricted to Brahmans, and are not un-
clean, but those who began to rear pigs or use donkeys as pack-animals got degraded
as Sungari.-} or Gadhere Kumhars and sank to the category of impure castes. In the
northern districts very great attention is not paid to the impurity caused by contact
with these castes except in the case of sweepers, but in the South pollution is even
caused by an impure person coming within a certain distance of the high-horn. This
is accentuated in the Madras Presidency, but these provinces are free from such deep
prejudice. The Mahar boys may attend the same school as the Brahmans, though the
former are not allowed to sit in the main hall but in the verandahs to prevent contact
with high caste boys. In the Northern districts Ghamar boys are known to have sat

on the same bench as the high caste quondam rulers of a territory. A somewhat
curious example of impurity by contact is found^ among Koltas who are temporarily
oul-casted if a stick thrown by a Ganda of Ghasia on a mango tree accidentally falls

on their body even after remaining-on the tree for one or two days.

“Many acts which are considered impure are abrogated for the sake of convenience.

A Dhimar is as unclean as a Sungaria Kumhar as both rear and eat^ that unclean
animal, the pig, and yet a Brahman of the highest section v/ould not hesitate in taking

water from his hand though he may refuse to take it from his brethren of the same
caste, if in his eyes they are of a somewhat lower status than himself. It is merely
convenience that gives sanction to this conduct. In Ghhattisgarh there was apparently

a lack of Dhimars, so the caste that was sanctified was the Rawat and hence nobody
drinks water from a Dhimar in Ghhattisgarh. Again nobody takes even water from
the hands of a Bharia, but at the time of marriage many castes allow him to carry

their "^lutkka food from the bride’s village to that of the bride-groom and vice versa.

This is an abrogation for want of a sufficient number of carriers of high castes. In

Bcr.tr the Bamhanjais may drink water from Kunbis and Malis at the time of marriages

but not at other times. At grand feasts even Brahmans may sit on roads and other

places not cleaned with cow-dung, but when individually fed they would- insist on their

choiika and would not let anybody come^ close to it because that pollutes the food.

The gi ound where one has eaten is considered most polluted and requires cleaning

with cow-dung, but on occasions referred to above even a Brahman may eat where
another has eaten, a mere sprinkling of water being held sufficient to clean the spot.

Present day circumstances have created further abrogations, such, for instance, as in

Railway journej's, cutchery attendance, etc. Water is now almost universally carried

and drunk in railway trains. Ganges water may be brought by any caste and may be
drunk by even Brahmans. It may be said that it has a sanctity' of its own, but, at any
rate, soda water has none. A Brahman who would not touch the water brought by a

Musalman from a well does not find^ any difficulty in drinking it when it is aerated.

It loses its character of pure water as it becomes soda- water. Water may not be taken

from a nwshak or leather bag, but where water is scarce and cannot easily be brought
without the use of a leather bag, the objection is withdrawn, as in Berar where mo.st

castes take i? from the mashah. In the railway carrages and bazars, Mehtars rub
shoulders with others, but nobody cares to bathe after a railway journey or a visit' to a

bazaar. In Berar, a Mahar is allowed to yoke and unyoke bullocks to or from a cart

in which a person of a higher caste is actually sitting. In Jubbulpore they drive tongas
which are engaged by everybody. Again, all are perfectly aw’are that a hawker of
sweets and pttris touches everybody high or low, and his basket is touched by anybody
in the throng through which he passes to and fro, and yet even high castes do not
refrain from purchasing pukka food from him.

'Cooked.
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‘'There nre certiun nhnnJariuns pirmiticd on ccrcinoniai omifions, at festivals or at
>aiTed plaec'. The I’onwars o( ISalafthai and Kliandara worship a >Iod called Narayan
Den. The dciiy is hept in the hrmso of a Ntahar who brines it to the i^>nwars when
they wisli t.* worship it. (In this occasion the Mahars 'conic and eat in a Ponwar’s
ho.i<e aioni; with eiicsts of other castes invited, caste restrictions heine relaxed. As
soon as the eoch crows in the mornini: the feast i.s stopped and caste distinctions are
resinned. In the Khairavi chakra of the HamniarKis not only arc restrictions of food
relaxed, hat conjutMl liberty between diUcrenf castes dnrinii the period of ceremony
if allowed. The iiindtiv who beloniJ to the Shndawal sect throw off all eating and
drinkbn* restrictions and take food even from a Mtis.*ilman for a niiinhcr of days
dnrimi which a ttpat-facrirtce is arranged for.

_
The liberty begins from the time the

Nlio.ilm.tn I'jddr ties a tan/ii or band to the wrist of the devotee of Shndawal and ends
yitii^the closing meal during which period the devotees wander about eating whatever
if otiereil to them by any body regardless of caste. In lids case, however, the other
c.i‘!e pciiple reonirc the devotee of Shadawal to_ undergo^ a purificatory ceremony
accompanied with a fe.ot to the stole before he is re-ndmiiietl to caste intercourse.

On fisiiv.(!s vvhen fc-t'ts an- given to large bodies of persons siicli as at marriages, Horn,
'

rtc., .til idcctie. of rcftrictions are done aw.ty with, as already referred to. At sacred
phtcev Ii5,c Jagatiti.tlb Pnri. !ili«v.tncsliw.tr, etc., caste restrictions regarding food arc
tot.dly cl’rctp.Tted as the food is taken after it is offered to the deity. It is called
Cf.;*.:./ xvhich, if {".tkka, is free from pollution cx'erywhere, hiit at Puri even kticcha

jood i« •.mciilird.

".Ag.iiii there* i» .tbroji.tilon of inipnril.s' when a person cliangcs Ids religion. A
-Meh'.tr <‘r (-li.ini.tr when he bcconu's a (Christian or Miis.tlman loses with his religion

tile impsjfity r.:i.*.chcd m him. An interesting c.tsc in point is that of Megh.«, which
ocemutf ill the Piiniab sonic time ago when a party of Megli coolies working on a
f,ii!u.i> line v.-.micil to tlr.tss’ water from a well, for thev were very thirsty. A high
c.i*ie s.Ti(!hbtn!f «ibiectc4l and raised a hue and cry. No other source of drinkable
w.tief w.<‘. aiTfsiblr in the neighbourhood and the coolies in indignation and dc.spair

hit upon a plan svhich made the water availahle to them in a couple of hours.

Muh.unm.^ilaPs eniiid thaw svatcr frtuii the well, hut not the Meghs.
_
The coolies

therefore went to the ne.trc'! nioMiue, embraced Islam and returned with a party cf

Mniidmat'* iti the well .-oul the high caste Hindu at once yielded. Some lime ago
Megio ucre fcel.iinied. They h.ivc g.iined in social status, which they could

n<»i do under t.itiinary citcuimtanccs without becoming a Muhammadan or Christian.

An examiii.'tiioti of Nli*'!on wtuk wtudd show that the large.st mimher of converts h
ftoui low c.Mtc-, moNfiy unttuichable. Although thc.se cl.isscs have hardly any cduc.n-

lion anti h.ive no ambifltuis being <iuite content with their lowly lot they sometimes
natur.i!!v feet :i reentmenf ag.dnst the treatment nietet! out to tliem by the selbsiylcd

c.ofe.. rfii* fometimes impels them to ch.mgc their religion, though ihc.v generally

look for »omc more tub t.imi.il g.iiii than mere social position. Kxemption from
/’•gur, iff instance. h.is been a gre.ii iiiducctnem hir Chamars tif Chhattisg.irli to change
their feligiori. Nevertheless the Missituis have improved the .social po.'ition of many
depre" ;.! c;isff' ami opened avenues for their prosperity. The educated cl.isscs h.ivc

mov begun iti u-c the initpiity of ihe treatment meted out to the depressed classes and
the’.- h.ive latfrly been taking steps to ameliorate their condition. In some phicos

v<ry bold and strong »iep<- have been taken; for instance, in the Punjab, a number ot

|ioHuie/j castes were admiiled to commctisalyy with the higher caste.*, more than .i

detade ago.

"It may be noted that ibe lieprts ed el.isses are not without self-rcspccl. If the

fiigher casii - despise shfin tlii-y take reciprocal measures and taboo the overbearing
c.i'tcv: for instance, a Cjlnsia may never take salt from a Kayastha, a Mehtar may not

eat .11 a Kay.i‘tlin‘s or a Darji’,«. Tiie presence of Mraiininns caiiiics impurity to

IJbunji.T;. If a Prabtiian were tfi touch a Hfiuniia hut, lie woultl set fire to it as polluted

beytuiil rep.iratiou. A Beiul Teli (foes not drink water from a Brahman though he
may t!<i It from a Gond. By tfie way it mav be mentioned that mixed e.istcs entertain

a Very exaggerated notion of their purity. Taking the case of Bhunjins again, a caste

of mixed origin formcti from Binjhwars and Gond*, liiesc people will not even allow
fhs.ir own daughter to enter their house after she is married and has become the wife

of .inotlier. W'lieii she wishes to see her parents she eomes with licr husband, cooks
her foo.1 separately and lives in a separate hut. The Bankas and Sonjharas who are

simiiariy niixed would not eat with anybody of their own caste.”

y, TJie foregoing note confirms the fairne.ss of the reports received from x's.rious

district ofl'icers upon wliich the present clasrificatiun was based. As is natural, at .

lime wli'*ii it(ip.'’ovenient of educational facilities for all backward classes is cccepyFr.g

the careful attention of Government and when the educated niemhcrs of those c'cs-cs

are themselves demanding special consideration, the position of the intpe.-e castes

in cdiK.-tioiial institutions has been stressed by the R:ii_ Bahadur. It b :r crefo.-e

proper here to record something about the present position of the dcp.-cstcc ef.-;*scs

as regards education. It will ho recalled from Chapter IX that the nurtrer c* m.i{c*
literate In this cornnninily is 28 per niillc and the mmiher of females 1 ptr o.iiv
as against 110 males per nilllc and 11 females per mille literate for the tc'.:.’’ pepul.-r:-.'*
of the IVovince. In the year 1930 the Local Go\*ernmcnt instructed .’.fr, 7., G. Kifrec..
I.E.S., Inspector of School.*, to investigate the position of (he derris^jc classes
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regard to educational facilities in. the Province. The. general statistics published in his

memorandum oh the subject are interesting and are therefore. quoted below :
—

"The number, of the depressed classes and the. number of depressed class children
in schools arc shown in the table below :

—

Males.
1

Females. Total. ,

Population (1921) Census 1,320, .<149n 2,-675,806

Pupils 42,412 .44,765
Perccnioge •• 3*12 1.67

The percentage of boys enrolled to the male population was, in 1929-30, as
follows:—

Amongst depressed classes ... 3.12 per cent.

Amongst all classes ... 5.84 per cent.

Of the total depressed class students enrolled, 43.6 per cent are in the first class;

of the general population, 37.0 per cent are in the first class. In the higher stages the.

proportion of depressed class boys drops rapidly and soon becomes almost negligible.

The following table shows the numbers of depressed class boys in classes I to

XI :
—

Class. 1925-27 IB 1928-29 1929-30

19,552 • 17,339 17,172 17.302
Class 11 8.241 8,5/2 8.810 9,022
Class III .... •• 5,766 6,378 6.7i;0 6,986
Class IV • •• •a. 3,817 4.325 5.042 5.379

Class V 678 774 897 850
Class VI ••• 400 • 474 480 571
Class VTI • •• • •• 217 255 3^7 376
Class VIII ^ * • •• 63 97 119 147
Class IX 26 35 38 72
Class X ,, 21 26 25 30
Gloss XI ... 13 12 12 16

Total 38,794 38.287 39,702 40,751

The number of depressed class students in colleges was 19 in 1929-30."

The remarks of the author of the inemorandum in regard to the attitude to the
different castes included in the community are very suggestive and illustrate to some
extent wh.it they meant by the expression above “greater or less degree of untouch-
ability” :

—

"To the admission of Dhobis into schools there would probably be little opposi-
tion anywhere, and Mahars have won by their own efforts ‘the right to be taught’.The
castes against the admission of whom there is the greatest opposition are Sweepers,
Basors, Mangs and Chamars. Everywhere the caste of sweepers provides a test case.

If they are admitted, all are admitted. There are 68 different depressed castes. Some
are found only in one out of the twenty-two districts. Some are considered ‘un-

touchable’ within one district, but touchable across the border. The degree of objec-

tion taken to the various castes in schools varies with the caste, the area, the school
committee and the staff. Generally speaking, the crucial person is the Head Master.
If the opinion of the school staff is united in favour of admission, depressed class boys
will be admitted. If a strong inducement be offered, the staff can, it is understood,
enforce almost compulsory attendance on depressed class boys. In towns prejudice
is less strong. But even in towns which have made education compulsory, there is

variation. Jubbulpore Municipality treats all castes exactly alike : Bilaspur, Raipur
and Nagpur maintain separate schools for Sweepers. In large and small villages every
type of treatment is found. In some schools the lower amongst the depressed castes

are not admitted at all, even to the verandahs; others admit all children, except
Sweepers, while a few, e.g., in the Nagpur district, accept all castes and treat them
much the same. The Marathi are stated to be more liberal than the- Hindi districts.

Both amongst the representatives of depressed and other classes there is agreement that
the progress towards equal treatment has been rapid in recent years.”

10. Those familiar with the schools in the Province will have been struck by the
great variety of. the attitude towards the impure castes in them. Much of course
depends upon the headmaster and the school committee. Mr. Kilroe has remarked
how considerably the treatment varies within areas where primary education^ is com-
pulsory. In Jubbulpore for instance, all castes sit and work together, but in many-
towns Sweepers and .Chamars are segregated in one room. In the Maratha country
depres’ied class boys are treated almost as equals and even in the Hindi tracts they
are generally tolerated. There are, however, exceptions and in many areas equality
of treatment is denied and even admission is reused. In primary schools the provision
of drinking water is said to be rarely a difficulty as most of them have to pay for the
waterman and the buildings are seldom far from the houses and wells of the depressed
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In n* the >rfon«l:ify jrltonU' »« }|.1^ been noted that in jonif
('.je|ndife h.H Inen ovetcoiue to n»d» an extent that the t-amc drinkint;

tv;;ttr mj'ply i*. lord hy ail.

f'lihitul’.riif ,:.
—"The !!!.itiii *if tfic depre^ed ela''!e>' is imprciviri^ a little, public

TjiKfiir iran»p'>rt and riote rontart in ^eh<^«»!^ having ?nmc effect. Tliero has been no
.a:'it.Hii3n '0 till* dittrlct either about welU or about enterinrf temples. Amontf the*

dej>re>''.d elafis p.micidarly of Samar tabdl there are t.l>'ns of class consciousness and
thii loo pariienlnrly taken the form of ailcmpt.s to secure better pay ami conditions for

the k»>lw.nrt. A number of Mahars and (ihamars are now enttaced in cultivation."

/)rtfKo/;.-~'‘’Cha«lari', Ha‘ors, Khanttars, llhamtis, Kumhar.s and Ohobis are treated
ai unioeehable but the untouchabililv is slowly lessenintt in dcijrce and as compared
i<i the pat; consiilcraitle improvement is notieeable in this direction. Not uncommon-
ly children of the^e castes are seen sitting; tesRcIher with children of other castes in the
tame school, Ai toms? place.s also they arc even permitted to draw water from a
•conirntm well."

—"Of all the ca‘tcs and enmn)nnilie.s resident in this district, Mahar.s
Inve made the frrcatcsf advance both socially .and economically. Havlnj’ no objection

.w
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to nny calling they are to be seen ip all spheres of life and are gaining in material,
prosperity. They have given up eating the flesh of dead animals and in some places
have also given up eating even fresh flesh and drinking wine. They are asserting-
themselves as citizens and fighting for equality in the matter of the use of wells and
of entry into temples. They refuse to do the customary dirty work. Instances of this

t>T3e have occurred in the Gondia and Sakoli tahsils of the district. It seems likel};

that before the year 1941 has passed the Mahars will have broken the age-long bonds
of servility and untouchability.”

Nintar.
—“The depressed classes since they have been receiving proper teaching

through Government agency are found to be improving. In Burhanpur two primarj’
schools purely for the depressed classes have been started and about' 65 boys are being
educated. It will not be out of place here to mention that progress is greatly retarded
owing to the poor financial condition of the members of the community and the’

conser\'atism of orthodox Hindus.”

Kankcr State .

—“A number of Pankas, Gandas and Telis have accepted Kabirpanth.
and they interdine on certain occasions. A large number of Chamars have become
Satnamis. These put on the sacred thread of the Hindus, have given up their principal,

occupation of making country shoes and have taken to agriculture. They have, more-
over, turned into vegetarians and teetotallers.”

13. The foregoing extracts selected more or less at random from district and
state reports give a very good idea of the position of the impure castes in various parts
of the Province at the present time. The rise of the depressed classes in the Amraoti
district has already been described in paragraph 5 of Chapter XI. Throughout the
Chhattisgarh Plain Division those Chamars. who now style theinselves Satnamis or
Rohida;, have generally taken to wearing the sacred thread and in many cases have
given uu drinking country liquor and eating the flesh of dead animals.

14. The very definite attempts within the community to raise its own social status

could not of course, have met with much success without the sympathy of many of

the higher castes. The extent of relaxation of caste restrictions during the past ten
years has already been discussed in paragraph 6 of Chapter XII. It has there been
mentioned that the custom among the high caste Hindus of purifying themselves after

a railway journey has now almost universally been abandoned. I have been informed
by a con.paratively young Shrivastava Kayasth gentleman that when he was a boy
it was still the custom to sprinkle water on the clothes brought to the house by the
Dhobi in order to purify them and the Dhobi was not allowed within the house.;

Similarly a few years ago an orthodox Hindu being measured for shoes by a Chamar,.
would have had the measurement taken from a distance and probably have, gone-
through a ceremony of purification afterwards. The shoemaker is now generally

allowed to come into the house without hindrance. The Kotwar (village watchman)
of Katol recalls the time when his caste-fellows had to wear a small basket, in which
to spit, strung around their necks. The reason for its use was that if a Kotwar spat

in the village, higher castes were polluted. The Kotwars also had to go far outside

the village to urinate. It is rather curious to find that the village watchman is nearly
always a member of one of the untouchable castes—a Mahar, a Chadar, a Katia, a

Chauhan or a Dahayat. His occupation is presumably thought degraded, because of

the many unpleasant duties which he has to perform. It is on the_ other hand ca.sy

to understand the custom of regarding the Dhobi as impure when it is realized that

the village people generally wash all their own clothes but that after the birth of a

child or death, it is the village Dhobis, who has to wash absolutely everything in. the
house including bedding, etc. He is thus naturally regarded as a polluted person.'

Such an attitude leads b.ack to the question as to how far a man can become clean'

upon deserting an unclean calling, just as for instance, the Satnamis now claim to be
clean, and the second question is again recalled as to whether the untouchables were
originally regarded as unclean because of their occupations or the socially depressed
were forced to do the most uncongenial work merely because of their economic posi-

tion. It appears that the.«e questions arc now never to be satisfactorily answered, but
what is certain is that leaders of the Hindu community are definitelv aiming at the
final abolition of untouchability. The late Rao Bahadur Mahajani of Akola, extracts

from who'e note.s already appear in this report, has observed :

—

“Kven an orthodox community like the Marwari has been convinced of^ the'

ncce-'itv fjf inno%'ation (removal of untouchability) and Seth Jamnalal Bajaj of
V.’ar-Jha ha-; take.r up the sui)jcct very scriou.sly and erected a temple in w’hicli the
.M.Tb.T,'* and »i;her mcmiiers of the so-called depressed classes have unrestricted admi.>-
•bi'i. Tb- National Congress has al.'o tried to draw the attention of the whole
c'-ufitry ro :hc rjLCc'sity of introducing this reform at an early date, and the Hindu
< riintiir-f -• ha.- beet! giving a fair response. The depressed classes too are very keen
on ; -• rjirjr; liieir right' a.s svill be seen from the ratyacraha practised by them in order

1 t-fifri- iti the temple of Parbati at Poona and the Kalaram temple at Nasik.
f Jr; - !.r » llr.l.'isabandhnn day the members of the deprc'sed classes underwent
t!. . 1 - »,f rt-ct-iving the '.acred thread from the hands of higher classes on the
f. . - i -T - ar P'.mbay. 'i hi' i? a marked improvement since the last decade. The

[r.:.-!- hy the Mah-ar cornmunify U abo spreading if.s influence amongst the'
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'-other castes included in the depressed classes. I had myself an occasion to witness
sujh an attempt made by some members of the Pardhan community of Hiwarkhed in
the Akoi taluq.”

15. In this ni^pcndix I liave taken the opportunity of quoting from as many
sources of information as possible, particularly because the present attitude towards the
exterior castes docs vary from place to place, indeed from individual to individual.
As Deputy Commissioner of Saugor and Narsinghpur I was continually approached
In the course of tours in the interior by members of the depressed classes, generally
Chamars, who wished the local Government or the District Council to build in their
villages separate wells for their use, because often they had to walk very lohg distances
to thc^ nearest rivujet in order to obtain water, which was denied to them by the
ortlu'dox.

^

In considering problems of this kind the distribution of castes shown in the
maps in Chapic,* XII is of course interesting. While this report was still under
prep.iration great progress was made, by agreement among all communities, towards
ihc removal of the disabilities under which the exterior castes have laboured for many
yc.irs. That_ this progress was secured by means of political pressure rather than
.<ocial reform is immaterial to the result. To sum up the position, as it w.is at the time
of the ccn.sus, and the changes in the previous decade it will be most fair to quote
from notes recorded by local leaders of the community concerned. It must be
mentioned that these notes were written early in the year 1932. Mr. G. M. Thaware,
Monorajy Assistant General Secretary of the All-India Depressed Classes Association,
the office of which is at Nagpur, after remarking upon the refusal of certain people
to purchase articles from members of the depressed classes or to permit them to work
in some factories, and stressing particularly the extent of unemployment among these
classes has written

—

"There has been no legislation affecting the Depressed Classes since 1921. So far

as I am aware there have been no orders by the Local Government save and except
the endorsement of the policy of the local bodies in allowing public use of public wells,

schools, snais, etc., by the Depressed Classes.^ In boys' schools no caste distinction

is being observed. There are some cases in girls’ schools where the caste distinction

i.s still in existence. And for public wells, scrah, etc., in actual practice, the use
continues to be as rare as before, the resolutions of the local bodies being mere pious
<loceincnts.

"As regards the present position of the Depressed Classes, there does not seem to

be any appreciable change for the better. Of course among the educated classes, a good
deal of sympathy is observable and there are signs that the high classes Hindus are

being .awakened to their sense of responsibility in the matter and are influencing the

masses, though by slow degrees, to abandon caste distinction. In Umrer and Akola
I^ocal Board-s two Mahar members have been elected by the Hindu voters on their

majority. It i« however clear that a long time must elapse before any tangible results

are achieved.”

The appendix may be concluded by the note of Mr. G. A. Gavai, M.L.C., the

General Secretary’ of the All-India Depressed Classes Association ;

—

"What arc called the dcprcs.ccd or untouchables arc not a caste but a diversity’ of

-castes. They differ in their manners and occupations, which are hereditary. There
Is no inter-dining among these castes—not^ to tell of inter-marriages. The only thing

which is common in them is untouchability and there too some castes are regarded

more untouchable and others less. Some have access to the houses of the caste Hindus
to a ccrtai i limit, while some arc allowed not even to enter the compound and stand

on the sprinkling of their cowdung wash. This class as a whole is heterogeneous. It

Is since very recent times that these untouchable c.astcs are included among the Hindus
and thev (the untouchables) consider themselves as such. The nomenclature that

they have recently given to themselves is Adi Hindus, meaning thereby that they are

the ancici’.t inhabitants of this country and a race distinct from the Aryans who invaded
India, conquered them and reduced them to shaves. They say they are the descendants
of the people who were described in the ptiranik times as Dasyus and Rakshas who
fought with the Devas—the Arya Brahmins. How far it is true is for the anthro-
pologist and historian to say. But the fact is that the depressed classes, though regard-

ed as Hindus, have no status as such in Hinduism and they have no place in the Steel

Frame of the Chaturvarna system fthe system of four castes or colour) of Hinduism.
Their religion can be said to be different from that of the Hindus. The mystic ghosts
and devils arc their gods. It is fortunate that they have not created the Creator

!

Some of their rites of worship must be regarded as cruel. Devotees of incarnations,

;such as Ram^ and Krishna can be found in these classes and their devotion to the
minor Gods is rendered extinct.

"I have said above that untouchability is the only common cause which can unite
these classes in social and political matters.- This cohesion has been possible for a
-cause such as this only since the establishment of the British Rule in this country.
It must be admitted here that there has been a great change betw’een the treatment
•accorded to these classes by the Hindus before the advent of the British rule in India
and the treatment now given: and consequently the whole credit for this better treat-

ment must go to the British Government. However, in the far off hamlets untouched
by the modern social and political activities their condition does not seem to have
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hccr, reJrc-^-.'d JO much. Their hastis arc separate just as they were in the past. One
car.r.nt Ce: a house in the locality of the caste Hindus. This condition holds good in
? n-.-'irc or k-js degree in the towns and cities as well. Though they do not get
dirTicuity in securing admission to boys in village schools yet they have to sit outside
the class rooms even to this day. Of course this is not the case to be found in the
Encii.'h schools of the Towns and Cities. In the foreign institutions such as railways^
pO't ofnee:, motors and dispensaries, etc., the grip of pollution is not so fast, but
in the .ar.tiqu.Tred establishments such as the bullock carts, serais, rivers, and tanks, the
problem of untouchability does hold its sway grimly as ever. In some cases the un-
touchable patient has to stapd outside the village dispensary and even such cases can
he di‘covcred wherein doctors are not prepared to touch an untouchable patient.

"The untouchability has aftcctcd the economic condition of the people a great deal.

In the near past these people owned agricultural lands. Some of the castes did hand
slinumg, spinning and weaving works. With the rise in price of land the Marwaris
in thi^ part kept an eye on the lands of the people, put them under' debts and consc-
quenriy snatched their lands away from them. The introduction of machinery gave a
terrible death-blow to their hand ginning and handlooms. Thus a bi^ class of people
h.t l no otficr occupation but manual and agricultural labour. The demand for
crudely tanned leather having declined, the number of people given to this occupation
greatly diminished while the people who tanned the leather by refined form flourished.

'I'hc j.ninc is applicable to shoe-making as tvcll. There is less ear for old-fashioned
nnisicil instruments and the place of musicians in this class has been taken up by
Malmmcda.i-s playing on bands and drums. Nowadays nursing and midwifery not
being considered as low occupations even_ by Brahmin indies, these people have
almost lo.'t tl.'cm. Their occup.itions bejng in such a^ squandered state, they naturally

longed for other employment. But their untouchabilty always stood and still stands

in their way to make it possible. They not only cannot sell food stuffs^ but they
cannot freely give themselves up to occupations such as tailoring, tonga driving, etc.

"Before the coming of the English and especially in the rule of the Peshwas there

is ample proof to show that the Hindus obsciv’cd untouchability strictly according to

tlie precepts of the Manu Smriti. However, it is hard to say whether the depressed
classes then svcrc conscious of the gravity of the oppression and untouchability.

But it is a fact that they did not make organized efforts to come out
of ihi. .social ostracism. It is in the British rule that they have begun their efforts

—

n.ay b heenme possible for them to do so. Temple entry and tank salyagrahas are the

proof in point. They have begun to realize the value of education and they are

crying for as many more concessions and reforms as possible from the Government.
(k»vcrnmnif li.avc not given a total deaf ear to their grievances. They give them
encouragement by way of free studentships and scholarships to boys and by way of

giving grants to their hostels and schools, and it is on account of the symp.ithy of

Government .and the .awakening among this class that we find by now a few university

gr.idij.ates among these people. We find their magistrates in haw courts to which they
h.ad no ,acce‘s. This class becomes conscious at times, holds meetings and conferences
.and rc’olistions for introduction of interdining,^ inter-marriage, for discouragement of

early m.arri-ages and dowry system and drinking, etc,, arc passed. They arc now
cor-cioMs of rheir civil right.s as they have got representation, though by nomination,
to the l.egi'l' t-Vf (Jouncil, Municip.alitie.s and Loc.al Boards, .and thus a sense of

.am.-’ifion Ii.>« been aroused among them. But the little awakening hitherto spoken
of is limitsd only to some particular c.astes of rhe dcprcs.scd classes.

^
Others arc aft

Idifik ;,< ever. 1 do not think any special reason can be giv'cn for this fact,"
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APPENDIX III

The aboriginal tribes of the Central Provinces

A .—The effect on the tribes of contacts with civilization.

There are, as stated in chapters XI and.XII of this report, over 4,000,000 members
of aboriginal tribes in these^ Provinces. Of these l,9w,214 were returned at the
census as follo^ying tribal religions, and the remainder were stated to have become
Hindus^ or Christians. The number of Christianized tribesmen is in fact negligible
except in Jashpur State where there are 47,479, almost all Oraons. In the British
districts of the Central Provinces and Berar the number of aborigines is about
3,000,000 of whom oyer 1,600,000 were returned as followers of the Hindu Religion.
Change of religion is of some importance as an indication of the influence upon
the primiiive tribes of contact with a culture foreign to their own, but how slowly
that influence has worked will be clear from a study of books by earlier observ'ers,

such as Forsyth, and comparison of their notes with those taken quite recently
by various ofBcials in the more remote tracts of the country. Some of the latter

are reproduced in this appendix. It would, however, be incorrect to class the
Hinduized aboriginal with_ the ordinary Hindu villager of the Central Provinces
for, although, after centuries of varying degrees of contact, each may have assi-

milated ideas and customs from the other, their cultures are most obviously distinct.

This is a fact which, while the Census Report was in Press, was recently stressed

in the columns of an influential local periodical. The test of religion is in itself

very' fallible and the difficulty of obtaining accurate returns of those retaining
their tribal creeds has already been e.vplained in chapter XI. The position was
briefly defined by Mr. Stent in his report upon the census of the Amraoti district;

—

“During the recent census the tendency of all enumerators was to record all

aboriginal tribes as Hindus, and it was found almost impossible to induce them
to question Uie membei^s of these tribes regarding their religion. The majority
of enumerators no doubt assumed without question that persons who were not
Muhammadans, Parsis or Christians must be Hindus; but some of them were
certainly animated by the conscious desire to extend the scope of Hinduism. It is

significant that the Korku Revenue Inspector of the Dharni tahsil, in his report
on this subject, remarks that all Korkus are followers of the Hindu religion. As
a matter of fact fe\\% if any, of the Korkus in the Melghat can be accurately des- •

cribed as Hindus. Those men who have settled in the plains have to some extent

adopted Hindu Gods and customs in addition to their own, but the dwellers in the

Melghat retain their ancient beliefs.”

The difficulty was accentuated because manjr of those tribesmen, who are more
closely associated with the cultivators of the plains, themselves deliberately returned
Hinduism as their religion, considering that such a return would elevate them in

the social scale, while to the more simple of them the term Hindu does not convey
any connection with religion but

^
merely indicates a race. The actual returns of

religion are not, however, necessarily material to anj' discussion of the effects upon
the tribes of contact with cultures other than their own. The bare fact is that the
descendants of the original inhabitants of the Province, who before repeated invasions
withdrew to the hills and forests where they have lived their own lives and for cen-
turies developed upon their own lines, form, more than 20 per cent of the population.
The e.xtension of communications and the development of mechanical transport has
increased their association with villagers in the plains, and a considerable proportion
of them are ,now^ indistinguishable from the ordinary cultivator. The majority are
however distinct in appearance, interest and custom from their more civilized neigh-
bours, and it is therefore not improper, without touching upon the forbidden subject
of politics, to comment upon the fact that according to the recent Communal Award
only a single seat in the Reformed Legislature would be granted to the aborigines
of the Province. Those who wish to do so will of course have_ the opportunity of
voting in general constituencies but few have the necessarj* qualifications and it can
be asserted without danger of contradiction that in the more backv'ard tracts, where
education even if available is frankly disliked by the people of the forests, the
number of such voters would be entirely negligible. The contrast between the
treatment given to the depressed classes and to this other great non-vocal com-
munity is obvious and that there is, in certain circumstances, a definite danger of
exploitation of the aborigines has been proved in the recent past.

The results of the contact of races in the Central Provinces are not so obvious
as in some other parts^ of

_
the world or in some other parts of India—Assam for

instance. Possibly this is because different races have mingled together in the
past, and -different cultures have existed side bj' side for many centuries. Th''-

differences between the descendants of Aryan invaders and the true autochthonous
stock in fact became stereotyped long_ years ago. There was much in the religion'
of each which could easily be assimilated to that of the other. As alreadv stated
the aborigines generally withdrew to the forests and hills before a new civiliza-
tion, where they were protected by natural obstacles and by malaria, from frequent
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disturbance, and for this and various, bther '.reasons, so far from the race dying
out a> has happened to the aborigines in other parts of the world, it has continued
to form the most fecund element in the Provinces. In recent times occasional con-
tact with Europeans has had no appreciable effect upon the tribes. The devastating
results of the activities of traders and mission workers upon the ancient culture of
the_ Pacific and elsewhere, which have recently occupied the attention of many
distinguished ethnologists,^ have only a very dirp reflection in Central India. Per-
haps this is due to the policy of official toleration which has, in regard to the customs
and religion of the people, been followed by the Government of the country fpr
a very long time. In general it may be said that in most tracts no deliberate attempt
has been made to supplant the old culture. It is true that education, missionary zeal—^whether Christian or Hindu—and mere casual contacts in bazaars must have their
effect, and that ordinary laws are often unsuited to the primitive tribes—but it would
not be fair in any way to draw a parallel between the condition of the aborigines of
this province and, for example,^ that of the disappearing tribes of the Pacific, of
whom Captain Pitt-Rivers has written :

—

“The inevitable result of destroying ajl the old culture-forms and environ-
mental conditions in the endeavour to impose too dissimilar a culture upon a
people specialized by a long process of adaptation to particular conditions is actually
to exterminate them." (The Clash oj Culture and Contact of Races.)

It has already been observed in this Report that the motor-horn will sound the
death-kneil of the aboriginal tribes as such. Facts and statistics all point to their
gradual absorption in the Hindu fold. When they themselves claim inclusion in
it, their object as mentioned above is to attain speial uplift. It is, however, rather
doubtful whether that object is generally achieved. The Gandas and Pankas,
aboriginal people who have lost their identity and are not included in the list of
primitive tribes, are regarded as untouchable almost throughout the Province.
The Kolis, who have all become Hindus, both in religion and in custom, are included
among the depressed classes in several districts where they are numerically important.
The Pardhans, Ojhas and Nagarchis are also treated as impure particularly in the
v,'est of the Province. The inference is obvious and remarks recorded by Mr. C. U.
Wills, I.C.S., regarding the position of the primitive tribes in Chhattisgarh twenty
years ago are still relevant :

—

“There is evidence to show that the present^ social -organization in these qpen
samindaris has been substituted in comparatively recent times for the more
archaic semi-lribal form which still persists in the hill estates, and that this change
has taken place owing simply to the natural facilities for immigration offered to

the khalsa castes. Thus a tradition is recorded by the Settlement Officer of 1868
that the whole Mungeli tahsil was at one time held entirely by Gonds. This we
can well believe, for there- were in the Rajput and early Maratha days Gond
Zamindars not only in Pandaria but also in Nawagarh and at Mungeli itself. At ‘

the present tinit tne Gonds form an altogether negligible fraction of the popula-
tion in the west of the district, being found in any numbers only in the hills to

the north of Pandaria towards the Mandla border. A similar phenomenon is

found in the Raipur estates of Bhatgaon and Bilaigarh-Katgi. Here, too, though
the Zamindar of Bilaigarh-Katgi is himself a Gond,^ his tribesmen are found
nowhere but in the fringe of forest villages along the Phuljhar border in the southern
hills. One inference from these facts is obvious, that in the more accessible estates

the mere presence of an aboriginal Zamindar has afforded inadequate protection to

his fellow’ tribesmen against dispossession at the hands of the more forceful^ khalsa

immigr.mt Bn'.hmins, Kshatris, Kurmis, Telis and Chamars. Granted a facility for

immigration and at once the khalsa people have begun to drive off the earlier

settlers to the hills.

"This introduces an important problem of future^ zamindari administration.

Everv vear see.'! greater inducements and fresh facilities offered for immigration

to the wilder portions of the district, the present stronghold of the aboriginal tribes,

and past historj’ show’s that this new factor, if uncontrolled, will mean their steady,

if gradual, displacement by traders and agriculturists from the open count^._ Is it

incumbent on the Government to check this natural movement, or should it stand

aside and allow free play to the competing forces, letting the weakest go to the

wair:’ The chief peculiarity of the hill estates is the large predominance of the non-

Arjan peoples—Kanwars. Gonds and the^ like, w'ho are racially distinct from the

people of the plains, and represent an earlier stage of social development. Their

insiitutions are still predominanth’ tribal and, though the influence of Hinduism and

the Hindu caste svptcm has modified the line of separation between, say, the Kawar in

the forest and the’ Kurmi in the open country, yet they are still sufficiently distinct to

require in many respects differential treatment. The need for a definite policy^ of

protection for the local indigenous tribes of the Satgarh is a matter which requires

to he specially emphasized in the course of this report, not only because it has

liifherto not received the attention it deserv’Cj but because the view has been
adv.-inced_ in ’•ertain quarters that such protection is unnecessar>’ in the interests of

the aboriginals themselves, and undesirable on a consideration of the gener.^ w’cl-

fare of the tract. Against any policy of antagonism^ to the indigenous, inhabitants

or even of laisscr feire where their interests clash with those of the Khalsa people
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who prc-vs upon their borders, I would enter a serious protest. Such- a policy
would be foreign to the traditions of our rule. The L.ind Alienation Acts of other
Proviiiccs, our own policy in the Mclghnt taluk of Berar, the gift of a statutory'

status to_ tiic tenancy of these Provinces, arc all indications that the play of free
competition among the conflicting interests of a simple agricultural people is recog-
nized as being fraught with grave dangers to the welfare of the country.

"The displacement of the aboriginal is an accomplished fact practically over
the \vholc of the open country estates. Interest in their preservation therefore
must in tiiis district be centred on the seven northern estates, the Satgarh, in which
the aborigitial is still socially predominant but where there are already signs that

his prcdoinin.'ince is being undermined. A brief discription of the social orga-
nization of this tribal stronghold, and a reference to the recent census enumera-
tion and to the inferences that can be drawn therefrom will show clearly how matters
stand at present, and will serve to emphasize the importance of protecting this

primitive people until they have had time to adjust their own defence against the
new forces they have now to meet.

"NVith a view to disclosing the general division of the population of these seven
cst-itc< *nto immigrant on the one hand and what may be loosely called indigenous
on the other, and to show how far in the last 45 years the latter have yielded to the
forme-, an abstract was prepared showing the population of these zamindaris, caste
by c.iste, for__lS66 and 1*111. In Pendra thc_^percentage of the indigenous castes has
fallen from J9 to 6S. in Matin from 83 to 78, in Chhuri from 86 to 75, in Khenda
from SS t(. 76, in Pandaria from 32 to 21, in Kanteli from 32 to 16 and in Champa
from 51 to 37. The fall in the other estates is not so marked (figures for Bhatgaon
and llilaigarh arc nor avaihible).

"It is apparent at once that the local tribes have during the past half century
lost consi;ler.ahlc ground. They h.nvc lost more relatively in the open

^
country,

where the process of displacement is nearing completion, than in the hills where
!t is only just commencing. But, what is a more serious matter from the point
of view of their social predominance, they have lost village headships in the same
proportion as their numerical superiority has decreased. From statistics abstracted

fr<»ni tJie Settlement records it .appears tliat in 1S6S, 87 per cent of the headmen in

the .Satgarh were aboriginals. The pcrccnt.ige now is 79. In the other five estates

22 per cent of the headmen were of indigenous origin in 1868 but only 12 per cent
Were so recorded in 1911. This shows that the dispossc.sslon disclosed by the general
figures of population is genuinely affecting the .social influence of the older inhabit-

ant. The significance of this will only be fully apparent to those with some close
.acquaintance with a forest tract. The removal of a headman will not infrequently
nie.an the departure of a verj’ large section, perhaps the whole, of the tenantry, who
would r.'tiic- follow the fortunes of their old leader than risk sulTering from the want
of sympathy of .an alien lessee. It was just this substitution of foreign for local head-
men ill the adjoining Province of Chliota Nagpur which led to the Kol rebellions of
1820 and 1831,^ and although the proce.'s is in Bilaspur far too gradual to .awaken
violent opposition among the people yet they recognize the threat to their social

supremacy olTcrcd by the gradual increase of outside influence, and express their dis-

like for the hhoha immigrant in many ways.” [Report on the Land Revenue Settle-

ment oj the Uilafpur Zamindari estates, 19/2.)

Mr. Wills was not opposed to the improvement of the aboriginal tribes by con-
tacts with civilization, hut only urged that they should be given breathing sp.nce

and a f.nir opportunity of adapting themselves to new conditions. This is clear

from what he wrote of the Kawars:

—

"By their partial acceptance of^the Hindu creed they indicate their desire for
social adv„nccmcnt.^ The Paikra Kanwars, a very numerous, well disposed and
nro':perous community in all these seven northern zamindaris are an instance of what
llinduism can do to teach primitive people social decency and self respect, carrj--

ing wifli it lessons of thrift, industry and self-restraint; and what is true of the
Paikras is true to a lc.ss extent ^of all the other component clas.scs in the superior
social stratum of these estates. They arc now rapidly improving their standard of
living and this means greater industry, greater credit and greater agricultural sta-

bilitv. Nor is social improvement through Hinduism confined to_ the better class

of .aborigi.ial. Bven the low class^ Panika h.ns in these estates an important Kabir-
panti shrine at Kudurmal in the Korba Zamindari, and though their social practice
is not on a par with the more exalted level of their religious tenets (as the Hindu
expresses it, their harm is defective though their dharni is good), yet the influence
of religious precept is not altogether lo.st^as is proved by the abstention of manv
Panikas from intoxicants in deference to Kabirpanti doctrine. When in addition to
these sign.*- of Foci.'>l advancement it is possible to point, as will be seen hereafter, to
remarkable agricultural developments, thousands of acres brought under nev-
cultivation year by year and land embanked at such a pace that it is a difficult task
to keep the field survey work up-to-date, it is clear that we are dealing with a people
suited to their environment, vigorous, capable of being developed into exccllcrt’
agriculturists, and at least worthy of encouragement and protection sufficient to
enable them to work out their own salvation, unhampered for a time by undue
competition from outside."
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It was many years after the remarks above had been recot-ded that the Central
Provinces Land Alienation Act was passed and applied to certain districts in order
to protect aboriginal proprietors from unfair exploitation by adventurers.
Mr. Lillie's observations upon this subject^ in his report on the recent revision of
rhe Land Revenue Settlement of Mandla district are interesting:

—

‘‘The Act has certainly se;-ved the purpose for which is was passed. The ground
lost by the aboriginals since settlement, in small shares, is 15 mahals approximately,
largely previous to the passing of the Land Alienation Act. The process which the
Act interrupted is readily discernible in the Dindori tahsil, where it is usual to find
in villages owned by Gond Malgiizars, one or two small shares that have passed to
non-aboriginals, generally Banias resident in Mandla. Since 1916, this process by
which ultimately the whole village passes to non-residents has been materially
checkeo. Whether the Gond malguzar is good or not for the general' prosperity
of his village is a question on which two opinions are possible. But to my mind
the fact that he is invariably a resident cultivator, and is on friendly terms with
his tenants, whom he treats well, far_ outweigh his defects of improvidence and
intenaperance. In any case, whatever view be taken of his value to the community,
nothing can be said in support of those to whom his villages usually pass, through
usury, deceit and trickery. They are nearly always oppressive Banias, who treat
their villages on the most strict commercial lines, levy all sorts and kinds of illegal

dues, and have no regard whatever for tenants’ rights and interests. The men to
whom such villages would pass if the Act were not in force, are those to whom the
small shares have already^ been transferred, and neither I nor any revenue officer
with experience of the district, would hesitate to describe them as worst possible
landlorcft.”

Mr. Lillie’s statement is true of many districts besides Mandla. There are in

fact various ways in which in the past the ordinary laws of the land have operated
unfavourably to the aboriginal tribes. The custom of human sacrifice has, of course,
di.sappeared with the substitution of an animal for the victim, and the earlier savage
ritual is not missed, but this custom which was well-known among the Kondhs, and
probably also among the Marias and Gonds is recalled almost every year in the
evidence in murder cases in Chanda district or Bastar State and several apparently
genuine instances of resort by individuals to human sacrifice in times of extreme
difficulty have come to notice. The murder of wizards or witches, alleged to have
cast spells over the accused, is comparatively common, and often appears to com-
mand the sympathy of the people in the more backward tracts. That civilized law
should punish offences of this kind is now recognized in the most remote places—
but the prohibition of marriage by capture, shifting cultivation and distillation of

liquor by a beneficent Government is not so cheerfully accepted.

Rai Bahadur Hiralal states :

—

“Among the Gonds, particularly in the wild tracts of Chanda and^ Bastaf,

marriage by capture was formerly the rule. But the magistracy treated this social

custom as an offence against the penal code, and inflicted punishment upon the

so-called wrong-doers. This alarmed the simple forest people, who had to invent

a device for following their time-honoured custom, without offending a code of

laws foreign to their ideas. This device was to make the capture merely a formal

ceremony, after settling the marriage between the man and girl.

“Another great check upon the freedom of the tribes was the prohibition of cul-

tivation by the dahia or bewar process. It was the habit of these wild people to cut

down trees, burn them and sow seed in the ashes, instead of ploughing the land.-

When Government found it expedient to limit this extravagant mode of agricul-

ture, the people in forest tracts regarded it as a great grievance.

“Lastly according to ancient tradition the gods of the tribe required offerings of

liquor distilled by the family worshipping them. The excise rules now prohibit

such distillation, and the majority of the tribesmen yield to the law and now offer

to their gods liquor purchased from a licensed shop, but many continue stealthily to

distil their own and to satisfy their gods and godlings as their forefathers did.’’

Rai Bahadur Hira Lai also mentions the decay of the authority of the tribal

panchayat, and its revival in a different form, as another^ example of the dis-

advantages suffered by the primitive tribes under the ordinary code of laws and
administration. The opinion of selected Deputy Commissioners upon the same
subject is worth quoting.

The Deputy Commissioner, Amraoti .
—“Under the present excise policy of the

Centr.ll Provinces Government the progressive increase in the duty rate in pur-

suance of the policy of gradual prohibition has put Government liqOor beyond
the purse of the poor Korku inhabitants of the Melghat. In consequence those

who live within easy reach of the Betul border smug^e Government licjuor from
the low-duty shops in the Betul district. Last year some 10 Korkus living in a'

village only two or three miles from one of these low-duty shops- in the Betul dis'-

trict were fined sums varying from Rs. 25 to Rs. 50 for smuggling liquor from that

shop, though the nearest Government liquor’ shops in this district were 20 miles

away. I icported the case to the High Court and had the fines reduced fO Rs. 5

and Rs. 10. In fact I was informed that the original fines' had completely impoverish-
ed the village and forced several of the accused to sell" their property, of cattle.
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or to have, recourse to the money-lenders who lend in this area at exorbitant rates

of interest. This difficulty has now been solved by putting the majority of the
forest villages in the Melghat area in the same low-dutj* area as the neighbouring
•parts of Bctul. The ryotwari tracts and Ghikalda alone remain at a high rate. In
this district it has not jjeen found that Korkus resort to any degree to illicit dis-

tillation as Gonds in similar circumstances do. There is no doubt however that
the high price of Government liquor does operate very harshly on all these aborigi-
nals. The use of liquor is still regarded as a necessity in marriages and other
tribal ceremonies.

"I regret I have been unable to obtain any definite' instances of the operation of
other Ians. In general it is reported that the ordinary law of contract operates
harshly owing to the poverty, ignorance and honesty of the Korkus. Being illiterate

they are unaware of the terms of the bonds into which they enter for repayment
of loans. They are generally inclined to trust the Saokars to be as honest as they
are themselves. They will always pay whatever is demanded^ to the utmost of the:-

power. The money-lenders of course take advantage of their ignorance to impose
exorbitant rates of interest, to put down more in the bond than was actually advanced,
and so on. The Usurious Loans Act does not give much protection because the
Korku debtor will not plead it and as he is unable to calculate the amount of his

interest he accepts the money-lender’s word as to the amount he owes him,

"It has been reported to me that the restricted tenure of land also has occasional

ill-effects but on the whole I am of opinion that if is a necessary and desirable

protection. I have not come across any other particular instances of disabilities

suffered by the aboriginals from the ordinao' laws.'*

7'hc Deputy Coniinissjoncr, Hoshaiigabad.—^“I think it is true to say that the
aboriginal is handicapped in the courts by the system of law and procedure of which
a rich man can reap the advantage which a poorer man, because of his poverty, can-

not. A rich man can brief pleaders who by means of the rules of procedure can
frequently defeat justice. This a poor man cannot do, and an aboriginal is a poor
man. How many poor men (including aboriginals) are^ acquitted of a murder
charge? On the contrary, how difficult it is to convict a rich man of murder. For
one- thing, the rich man is able to buy up prosecution witnesses and suborn defence

witnesses.

"On the civil side, what a small chance a poor man has against an unscrupulous
money-lender ! I'hese considerations are so notorious, that it is unnecessarj’ to

quote instances."

The Deputy Commissioner, Balaghat.—"The existing laws in some respects

operate harshly upon some aboriginal tribes, particularly Gonds, who in accordance
with their religious ideas and practices must have liquor at certain social functions

and the price of the liquor being high, they are sometimes forced to resort to

ilHcir distillation even knowing well the consequences.”

The Deputy Commissioner. Raipur.—"The Land Alienation Act has not been
extended to any part of the district. Attention is, however, invited to paragraph
30^ of the Excise Manual, Volume I, which contains a general provision for not
imposing sentences of imprisonment on the aboriginals for petty cases of illicit dis-

tillation. The strictness of the excise administration no doubt is strongly opposed
to aboriginal sentiment but no special^ orders have been issued in this connection for

lenient treatment of members of aboriginal tribes in this district.”

The Deputy Commissioner, Nagpur.—"The Excise laws of course are the hardest
in their application to Goods. For many festivals the Gonds require liquor for offer-

ing to their gods or for their tribal feasts. Traditionally the liquor should have
.been distilled beforehand for the occasion. The prohibition policy of Government
has operated very harshly on the Gpnds with the result that many are driven to

illicit distillation, while when illicitly distilled liquor is not available they cannot afford

Government liquor and so are driven to offering their gods a mixture of sugar and
water. This is undoubtedly having its effect in promoting the decay of rites and
ceremonies and adding to the general depression in the Gond villages in the district.

"The land revenue policy of Government adopted in the sixties was ill-considered

so far as Gonds were considered. Their tribal system is naturaljy one of a village

he.ndman and ryotwari tenure, the village lands being regarded as
the property of the communitj’^ rather than of

_
individuals. A limited

number of Gonds were given proprietarj* rights^ in the sixties, but ever
since their numbers have steadily fallen owing to their ignorance of the civil laws
and the ease with which they have become a prey to money-lenders. For no sound
reasons the Land Alienation Act was not extended to the district and there are now
only half a dozen Gond malguzars, leaving out of account the Gond Raja of Nagpur.
At the present time the tendency is also to expropriate Gond tenants. In nearly
every Gond village in the Deolapar tract the Gonds are dissatisfied with their Hindu
or Moslem malguzars, and many of the Goods are abandoning their tenancy land
rather than put up with alien landlords. Several of them go to the forest villages,

where they are fairly happy, but most are degenerating into landless labourers. Out-
side the Ramtek tahsil practically all Gonds are landless labourers, except in a por-
tion of Sooner.

51
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"I h.yc not had time to study the cfTccl of the ideas of Hindu law on Gonds in
tlie district ; nevertheless they appear to be deKcncratin« into a l6w caste on the
borders of Hinduism. Hindu idc^ns of succession are ^radunjly affecting them to the
detriment of the old idea of succession hj' the senior efficient member of the family-

" P'le sections of the Indian Penal Code dcalinfi with olTences against marriages
are utterly unsuifed even now for Gonds in this and all other districts. The vast
majority of Gonds ignore them however and leave such matters to the decision of
their own piinchayats. From time to time however if dissatisfied with the panchayat's
decision or if the case is one that it is not likely to succeed before the panchayat,
bad Gonds do bring complaints in a Criminal Court. There is much to be said for
a simplihc.Hiop of ihc Pcnal Code and the Criminal Procedure Code in its applica-
tion to aboriginals, as in the Madras Agency tracts and the As.sam Hills. The Gond
liowever of the Nagpur district is probably too advanced for this, but there can be
little doubt that it would be a sound mca.sure in the Plateau districts and considerable
parrs of several other districts of the Province.”

In considering the opinioris recorded it may be recalled that when the
Reformed Government was constituted certain tracts in this Province were c.xcludcd
from the area of the constituencies of the Legislative Councils. These were the
Sironcha tahsil of Chanda district, the whole of the Mandla district and various
xamindaris of the Chanda and Chhindwara districts and of the Chhattisgarh Division.
Three of the latter—Chandrapur, Padampur and Malkharodn—were enfranchised
in 1923 and Mandla district was^ enfranchised in 1926, but it is doubtful whether
many of the real aborigines qualify for a vote or use it.

Regarding the general subject of the effect on the primitive tribes of contacts
with civilization something has been recorded in chapter XII, and more particularly
in chapter VII, Mr. Grigson’s note at the end of which is especially suggestive.

It cannot nc denied that the development of communications while it has immensely
facilitated internal trade has undoubtedly spread disease. Owing to official control
distilled liquor has generally taken the place of rice-beer,^ a comparatively innocuous
beverage; and when liquor cannot be obtained the substitution of opium and other
harmful drugs is the obvious alternative. Clothing, of which the aboriginals cannot
have sufficient to change with the variations of climate, and which they will not
generally wash because the process causes wear, is a source of dirt and disease. The
prude who fries to tc.ach them that elothing has any useful purpose except as a

protection against the weather is one of their worst enemies.

It may be argued with considerable justification that the benefits bestowed
upon the aborigines by the march of civilization more than balance the loss of

many features in their own culture, and that the administration of an ordered
Government is far more ffivourable to them than the autocratic rule of the chiefs

and xaniindars of the past and its attendant fccgnr (fc»rced labour) and^ ojjpressipn.

There is however a very reasonable answer to such argument. The primitive tribes

were allowed the freedom of the forest with little disturbance in the past ; the system
of hega*- was well suited to this Province until very recent times, and it has to be
remembered that many of the most, noble buildings in India, monuments of her

ancient civilization, were constructed almost entirely by this form of labour, to say

nothing of. the numerous useful local forts and water tanks, which protected and
benefitted not only the lord of the village but also the peasants by whose hands they

were built. The remarks in paragraph 25 to chapter VIII arc relevant to this

subject;

Enough has been written in this appendix and elsewhere in the Report to gjve

a fairly clear idea of the results of the contact of the Aryan invader and the primitive

tribes. Even now the methods of cultivation of many of the latter are almost
unbelievably primitive; in some tracts plough cattle are unknown and the attitude

to the modern luxury of riding in a cart to which reference is made in paragraph
46 of chapter I is not confined to Bastar State. This part of the appendix* may be
closed by another interesting quotation from Mr. Grigson's notes regarding Bastar

State:

—

“There has been litt'e change in the style 'of house construction. From the

experience of wide touring for. four years in thp State I can say that the best and
cleanest aboriginal houses are those in the Abujmar hills. There the cleanliness is

due to the practice of shifting the village site every fourth or fifth year when the

adjacent hill-slope or penda cultivation is exhausted, or for some purely superstitious

reasons. A hill Maria village in the last year before its shifting is a dirty affair,

but for the first two years at all events it is a sanitorium in comparison with manv
of the settled Parja, Bhattra or Muria villages even close to Jagdalpur. The huts
in the settled villages are generally smaller than those in the shifting villages.

“The hill tribes and wilder aboriginals have no hesitation about killing and
eating cattle, and in fact there is very little meat that they will not eat, whether the
ammai has died a natural death or has been killed four days or more before by a
tiger. Around Jagdalpur, Murias and Bhattras have largely given up beef eating,

and actually out-caste persons who take beef. In one case, a witch caught walking
•'aked in a cremation ground at night was forced to eat beef as a preliminarj' to
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beiHg out-casted.
^
Even the Dandami • Marias in the Jagdalpur tahsil and the

Marias of rhe Abujmar Hills on the Dantewara sidc are. being affected b3'_the Hindu
ideas about beef eating. The latter now say that they only eat beef when it has been
•sacrificed to their clan god, or is sacrificed and eaten at the ceremony of erecting

a monolith in honour of the dead; they declare that they have given up eating the

flesh of dead cattle. The Dandami Marias have in their villages a place, generally

bn rocky ground, set apart for killing, cooking and eating beef. There are occa-

sions even now when beef is felt to be a necessitj% but instead of killing their own
cattle, they often employ the professional thief of the village to steal an animaj
from the nearest non-Maria village. Jagdalpur Jail usually has at least 40 Dandami
Maria cattle thief convicts and though they are very reticent about the complicity

in their crime of their fellow-villagers, they are often compensated bj' village sub-

scription for their period of detention. Most of the Hindus in the State are to

some extent meat-eaters on occasions, goat and chicken being the usual meat. The
buffaloes sacrificed at Dashera are eaten by Halbas and Mahras and other low

castes. But in general it may be said that as the population becomes more_ Hin-
duized, it eats less meat. The physique of the more Hinduized aboriginals is_ cer-

tainly inferior to that of the wilder ones. It would be unsafe to attribute this entirely

to meat-eating, as the wilder tribes have generally four meals a daj', pe; or gruel

twice and b/iat twice a day as compared with the two meals normally taken amongst
the average population of India.

“Lastly, the imitation of Hindu marriage custom has not proceeded far in the

State; pre-puberty marriage is practically unknown amongst the aboriginals though

•there are signs of a tendency to introduce it amongst the more Hinduized Dandami
Marias.”

B.—Notes on fifteen tribes.

These notes are selected from a large number which I recorded during the
course of my own tours and from others kindly collected by Mr. M. Ikramullah,
I.C.S., in Mandla district, by Mr. Amir Khan, Superintendent of Udaipur State,

Khan Sahib Abdul Gaffar Khan, Superintendent and Mr. M. N. Ghosal, Assistant

Superintendent of Jashpu'* State. Most of the notes upon the people of Bastar

State were written by Mr. W. V. Grigson, I.C.S., to whom I am greatly indebted.

Ethnologists must look forward eagerly to the publication of his book on the

tribes of Bastar. I have endeavoured to exclude as far as possible anything which
has already appeared in the late Mr. Russell’s great vrork, or in other local

ethnological literature. The photographs^ of the Bison-head Maria dance and
wedding and the woman and child were kindly lent by Mr. Grigson. The others

are my own.

Little lias been recorded in the past regarding some of the tribes mentioned
in the following pages; in the case of others the object of the notes has been
merely to supplement existing knowledge. It must be observed that many cus-

toms, particularly in connection with wedding and funeral ceremonies vary not so

much from tribe tJ tribe as from tract to tract. Naturally each tribe is bound to

assimilate ideas from its immediate neighbours. It will also generally be found
that tl.c village Baiga (Bhumia or Goonia) propitiates certain universal gods on
behalf of s village or group of villages—and these are quite distinct from the

separate gods of the tribe, or clan or household. In the Chhota Nagpur States

images of the gods were not usually forthcoming in the villages which I visited,

and it. was stated in most cases that no emblems for them existed.

The Korkus, Bhils and some other people of numerical importance are not

mentioned in this part of the appendix because I had no opportunity of making
a special study of them. Lack of time and space has in fact rendered it imperative

to include articles on a few tribes only and much of the material available has of

necessity been omitted. For the same reason six or seven notes at the end of the

series have been reduced to a verj’ summary form and are merely reproduced to

give a rough idea of the culture of the tribes described.

1. THE BAIGAS OF hLANDLA AND BALAGHAT.

The difficulty of identifj'ing tribes in different parts of India, on account of the
changes which their names undergo from tract to tract, and owing to the fact that, in

the p.-.st, various clans have from time to time broken^ away completely from the
parent tribe has' often been mentioned in ethnological literature. In Table X\HII
separate figures are shown for Baigas. Binjhv.’ars. Bhainas and Bharia-Bhumias.
Although 'n many places members of the Binjhwar clan return themselves as

belonging lo the Baiga tribe, in Chhattisgarl: as pointed^ out by Russell the Binjh-
wars have successfullj* cut themselves off from the original tribe and boast manj*
sub-tribes of their own. It is however generally acknowledged that the Chhattis-

garhi Binjhwar and the Baiga are most probably of the s.ime stock. Mr. Lillie,

who. as Settlement Officer oh Mandla, was familiar with the Baigas, was surprised
in Raipur to find them passing under the name of Bhumias. There were few
returns of either Baiga or Bhumia from Raipur district at the Census and it is

highly probable that these Bhumias gave their tribe-name as Binjhwar to the
enumerators. “Bhumia is the name of an office, that of the priest of the village

* Also Mr. Beni Prnsad, Assistant Superintendent of Land Records, Udaipur
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and local deities, which is held by one of the forest tribes. In the tract where the
Baigas Jive, they, as the most ancient residents, are usually the priests of the
indigenous gods; but in Jubbulpore the same office is held by another tribe, the
Bharias. The name of the office often attaches itself to members of the tribe, who
consider it as somewhat more respectable than their own, and it is therefore gene-
rally (rue to say that the people known as Bhumias in Jubbulpore are really
Bharias, but in Mandla and Bilaspur they arc Baigas.” {Tribes and Castes oj
Central Provinces, Volume II, page 78). There is also a group called Bharia-Baigas
in Mandla and so the difficulty -of correctly classifying each entry in the census
records is obvious. If was clearly only possible to snow the returns under the
iribc-name given in each case. Another wild tribe, the Bhainas of Bilaspur and
the surrounding country, who have now a very distinct organization, is supposed-'
to be descended from irregular anions between the Baigas and the Kawars and
lastly the Bhuiyas or Bhuinhars of the Chhota Nagpur States, whose tribal name
is etymologically the same as Bhumia and means roughly "aboriginal”,, have by
some authorities been identified with the Baigas, alleged to be the branch of the
Bluiiyas which

_
settled in the Central Provinces. The tribes named are now all

sufficiently distinct to havc been treated separately by Russell. His article on the
Baigas is fuli and available for reference to all who read this Report. In the
following notes recorded by Mr. M. Ikramullah, I.C.S., Assistant Commissioner, there
is, however, some interesting additional information regarding them which has not
hitherto been published.

“I'hc Baiga Chak is a small block of Government Forest in Karanja range
where a special reserve for Baigas has been created. Its area is 20,000 acres:
Baigas used to practice Bewar cultivation whenever they were found but this was
stopped by Government and they were settled in the ‘Chak'. Here they are
allowed to practise Bewar cultivation and live their own lives. I was rather dis-

appointed when I visited the place because I found them wearing more clothes
than I liked. In fact they are getting civilized. I missed the fine physique which
has been described in Russell’s book. They have started regular cultivation side

by side with bewar. They are, however, still a very amiable set of people jolly

and inquisitive. They would insist on having a ride in the car !

“Baigas are scattered in small groups all over the ’South Mandla Forest Divi-
sion. In some cases they appear to be just like the Gonds. My note should be
read with Russell’s chapter on Baigas.

“Clans. These Baigas state:— We arc all B/inrof/fl Baigas. Binjhwar and
Bhciina Baiga.s arc not found in this district. We do not interdine with them.-

Nor have we anything to do with Bharia Baigas who cat beef. We do not eat

beef. All Baigas originally came from Deonaori and Summer Pahar. We do nor
know where these places are situated. So far as we kno\w we have always been
speaking the same language as you hear from us (corrupt Chhattisgarhi). We
have no language like the Parsi of the Gonds who live round about Ghugri.

‘‘Tribal Legend. Bhagnan had a Guru. His name was Bab’a Vishisht Muni.
Kari Naj,in used to look after him and wash his loin cloth. One day she found
a little semen on it. In spite of her repeated efforts to clean it she could not.

So she thought of removing the spot by licking it. The moment she licked it, the

clotli was purified but she became pregnant. She gave birth to Naga (probably

Nanga) IL.iga. We are all descended from Nanga Baiga. He married Nangi Baigan.

Narigi Br.igan was also known as Bhinj Baigan. Their son was Urgan Baiga.

Urgtin B-iiga’s son was named Pargan Baiga.

"Kari Nangin’s younger sister was Ranmat. We do not know the name of her

hiislniid I'rom her was born Ravan Bangi who is responsible for the birth of all

the Gonds.
“Kari Nagin had a third sister whose name we do not know. Nor do we know

whom she married. Her son was Nanga .Togi. It is from him that all ‘Jogis’ have

descended.

"It was Burra Deo who taught us how to cut trees and do bewar cultivation.

He also r.'.ught Gonds (locally known as Kisans) how to cultivate land—{vide
page 79, Tribes and Castes, Volume II).

“Siib-Tribcs.—Wc have many sub-tribes among Baigas. A few have already

been mentioned above. These sub-tribes are endogamous. If any one marries out

of his sub-tribe he is out-casted.

"Sc/)/.':.—We have many septs in each sub-tribe. These septs are exogamous.

Members of the same tribe can marry into various other septs but not in their

own septs. Our septs are:—(I) Tataria, (2)^ Sadia, (3) Daria, (4) Nadia,

(.Si Sararia, (6) Rathoria, (7) Mudakia, (8) Bararui, (9) Ghangaria, (10) Lamothia,

til) (Ihnndronia, (12) Kusaria, (13) Dcvadia, (14) Pangaria.

“Thc^e various septs are merely branches of the same family and all are equal

in status. Tl e septs like Markam, etc. {vide page 81, paragraph 2, Tribes and Castes)

are not our septs. They are Gond septs.
'

"Rc/i?ion.—Burra Deo and Dulha Deo are the same. Other gods are Narayan
: !id 'riiak'.ir Deo. We have only these gods. They are all equally powerful.

Dharti Mata (the earth) is married to Thakur Deo, w'ho lives in a saj tree.
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“Methods of worship. Have been correctly in the Tribes and . Castes,

page 85.

“No Gond can ever be admitted into the Baiga fold. Nor can a Gond woman
(even a virgin) marry a Baiga. Those who say that they can are not proper Baigas.

“Marriage.—One cannot marrj' in his own sept but he marries in the same
sub-division, which worships the same gods. A boy can marry his father’s sister’s

daughter hut not his father’s brother’s daughter because those two will be in the
same sept. The sept is continued through males only.

“The marriage is always between adults. The parents of the boy^ and the girl

have to consider beforehand if he or she would like to marry a particular person.
Marriage takes place only when the boy or the girl do not object to each other.
Buch enquiries are not made directly but through others. A girl sometimes selects

the man she wants to marry and informs her parents of the choice. If she is

married to a person whom she has not herself chosen she generally runs away.

“The boy’s parents have to pay Rs..5, 7 or 9 to the girl’s parents. If they are

too poor to pay the boy has to work for his fater-in-law, sometimes for three years.

If a man seduces another’s wife, the husband is entitled to compensation.

"The day the choice of the bride is confirmed the boy’s father has to produce
two bottles of liquor. Some is given to Burra Deo and the rest is served among
all tlmse present. The ceremony is kno\vn as Sagai. A fortnight later the bride-

groom’s party goes to the bride’s house with four bottles of liquor. A feast is

given bv the girl’s parents and a date for the marriage is fixed. The ceremony is

known as Barokht." The girl’s parents get at least 10 days to make arrangements for

the marriage. After that the groom's party goes for the wedding. No women
accompany them as women are not supposed to go to another village. The party

starts on a Tuesdav and generally gets to the girl’s village on the same day. The
girl’s partv feed them and all dance the night through. Liquor is provided by the

girl’s parents. The boy’s parents take only two bottles of liquor with them. Next
dav Bhanwar takes place in the afternoon. A 'pandaY is erected for the pupose
and a pole is fixed in the ground round which the boy conducts the girl five times.

Then the party leaves for the boy’s house, the father and the mother of the girl

accompanying their daughter. There is another panda] and a pole at the bq>' s home
and the boy and the girl have to go round it seven times. This is followed by a feast

and a dance at the boy’s house.

“The boy does not ride the Improvised ‘elephant’ mentioned in the Tribes and

Castes. It is only the girl’s brother vrho rides it. He is given some liquor.

Sometimes he gets a rupee or two. Parched rice or maha (Indian corn) are thrown

by the bride and bridegroom at each other. After this the boy puts a brass or

copper ring on the small or ring finger of the right hand of the giri» Jind the boy and

girl have their feet washed by their elders. They are taken inside the girl s house

and fed separately. The anointing of the girl takes place on Tuesday evening.

After they have been fed they are taken out and Bhanwars take place as mentioned

above.

“The elder brother cannot marry a younger brother’s widow. Nor can the

younger marry his elder brother’s widow.

“Naming.—See page 83 of the Tribes and Castes.

The naming ceremony of a child takes place lo or ^0 da^s after its birth and

the name is selected by an old man.
. . r j r -it • l • j

“Burial.—A. man or women who dies within five days of illness is buried—

others .are burnt. Sometimes a coin is put into the mouth of a dying person. It

is taken awav after the death and is made into a ring.

“See page S5 of Tribes and Castes. The tail of the pig is cut off and it is castrat-

ed and left alone for three years before it is sacrificed to Narayan Deo.

“See page S6. Flowers are offered to Nag Deo. If the unmarried die they

become bhuts (ghosts), but married persons become good spirits after death. Good
spirits can be driven away by burning Ral (Sal resin).

"No one in a panchavat can contradict an elder. He declares what action to

be taken. They have wooden seats in their houses but elde.rs sit on them.

“They do not know what the sun, moon and the stars are. The dark spots

in the moon are a black buck.’’

Enquiries which I made personally at Supkar and Piprawada in the Balaghat

district' among Baigas of the Binjhwar clan, apart from small local differences, con-

firmed information, already recorded by Russell and supplemented by

Mr. Ikramullah’s notes. There is no room to deal with purely local .customs here

but it may be noted that

—

(1) the Baigas have no bachelors’ quarters;

(2) they state that they bathe every three or four days;

(3) the' Binjhwar clan burns its dead when it can be afforded, but
those, for instance, who have no relatives are buried—with their feet

to the south. Stones are placed to cover the whole body at the spot

where a man is burned or buried

;
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Markruii, Korappa and Kusram. People obtain information as to their gotras
cxcltisivcly from their own lihats, who form a kind a local college of heralds, and
belong to the J'ardhan tribe. Marriage with a person of the same gotra is forbid-
den.

_
bons of course take the gotra of their father. The gotra names of the Dhur

Gonus :md of the Raj Gonds are the same and a Dhur Gond may give his daughter
tj) a R.ij Gond in marriage but a Raj Gond will not lower himself to give his
d.i.ighter to a Dhur Gond. It was stated that there are 12§ sub-divisions among
tltc Gonds, but 1 am doubtful of the accuracy of this statement. 12i has a double
mcariing. It is con.sidcrcd unlucky throughout the Slate to use tlie number 13,
but the 13th sub-division of the Gonds is said to consist of eunuchs and herma-
phrodites and i^ therefore reckoned as only half a division. In regard to the
superstition about the number 13 a member of one of the leading families of the state
quoted .m amusing couplet, to show that the superstition is supposed to have
.nrisen from the .similarity of the words tcra (thine) and terah (thirteen), since it

is unlucky for a rhing to belong to someone else:

—

"Tcra hottri icrc pas
Tera bahin mere pas,"

which may mean "You^ have thirteen pieces of money and I have thirteen sisters”,

or changing the translation of tera may have three different meanings.

Pancliayats.—^Tribal councils are called to give decisions in small matters, field

disputes, etc. All adult men sit in these councils to deal with purely tribal matters.
To settle c.xtraneous disputes the mukaddam (head-man) of the village may also be
invited to be a member of the Council, whatever his caste or tribe may be. Such
pancliayats of course deaj_ also with cases of conjugal infidelity. The price of a wife
IS regarded as front Rs. 50 to Rs. 60. About Rs. 10 is given to the panchayat and
the wife is then retained by her seducer.

The Gonds in this part of the world are regarded as the true aborigines. They
are certainly the most primitive people of the tract but it is doubtful whether
they arc the real autochthones.

Gonds of Jashnur. Chetha and Chirora vi7/flge.’f :—The Gonds of Jashpur are

immigrants front I'ltuljhar Zamindari in the Raipur district. They are divided into

six classes

—

(1) Maharaj Gonds, that is those belonging to ruling families.

(2) Raj Gonds those who were Sardars or Dewans of the rulers.

(3) Pachasi Gonds, who were followers of the Maharajas.

'rhesc three classes arc superior to flic others. They eat goats, birds, fish, fowls and

eggs b; t do not cat pigs, rats, snakes, bats, ravens, tigers, etc.

(4) R.idi Gonds, those born of mi.xed parentage. The tradition is that the Phuljhar

Gonds itad gone to invade Delhi. After they were repulsed there, if their women
had illicit connection with men of any other tribe or caste the children were known
as Uadis. Their profession is tattooing. In Udaipur State I found that the Badis

were rcgardc.l as an entirely separate tribe and claimed to be unconnected with

any other caste or tribe. Reference to various authorities regarding this apparently

new tribe gave m clue to their origin, and only the fact that they worship Burra

Deo was in any way significant. It was .after obtaining information regarding the

Goitd.s ol Jashpur that 1 was .able to identify them.

(5) T’liukcl Gonds, who on return from the Delhi invasion were driven away

by superior Gonds spitting in their face. They do tattooing work and deal in

cattle.

(6) Dokltar Gonds who when repulsed fell at their conqueror’s feet and

apologized. They deal in cattle and mill-stones and do tattooing work.

The last three classes of Gonds are scattered all over the State, there being

one or two houses of them in each village. They are regarded as untouchable by
the higher classes, who will not take even tobacco front them.^ They can of course

take water or cooked food from the three superior divisions. Maharaj Gond
males will cat any food cooked by male R.ni Gonds, whether it is from an earthen

vessel or a brass one; and male Raj Gonds will eat food cooked by male Pachasi

Gonds, but only from a brass vessel. The women of a superior class will not how-
ever eat any food cooked by a woman of an inferior class. Raj Gonds and Pachasi

Gonds of both se.\cs will eat any food cooked by a person of a class higher than

their own.

Tattooing.—All Gond women are tattooed, generally on the chest, forearms,

legs, shoulders and ankles, by women of one of the inferior classes, but they never
have their foreheads tattooed. This is a contrast to other tribes and castes in the

tract and to the Marias of the south who have their foreheads tattooed also. There
is no particular design peculiar to the tribe, and tattooing is not compulsorj'^. It

is genen'ly done after the age of 8 years.

.Sepfs.—Members of the following septs are found in the State

<\) Marpachi (tortoise)—these will not eat tortoises. (From Lanjhigarh).

(ii) Jaghat or Goha (Gecko), who will not kill the gecko. (From Chandagarh).
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following scasi>n a pig is killed at the altar of the god Bhumi Siradu. Its blood is

mixed with paddy and thrown on the boundarj' of the field which is to be sown.
A chicken is always sacrificed before a field is sown and at the time of harvest
chickens arc again sacrificed.

Marriage ceremonies.—Marriage takes place when the girl is mature. She is

chosen by the bridegroom, who makes arrangements with her father and mother
and she has no say in the matter. The ceremony takes place at the house of the

bridegroom, to which the bride is brought by her father and mother. No god is

worshipped at the time of marriage, but a goat is killed and liquor is distributed

to caste-fcllows. Marriages may be arranged between a man's son and his sister’s

daughter, but the marriages between those of closer connection, for instance, the

children of brothers, are hot permitted. (Exogamous septs were not named, but

undoubtedly exist.) Alliances outside the tribe arc extremely rare, but a Kapewar
patwari in this tract has taken a Maria woman as his wife. He has to cook the food
and she takes it from him. She now wears clothing like a Kunbi woman and the

marriage is said to be happy.

Disposal of the dead.—Important men are burned and poor men are buried.

The ashes of lliosc who are burned arc left where they lie and corpses are buried
with feet to the west and the head to the east, face upward, flat on the back. The
burial-place is close to the public path. A stone is fixed at the head of each place
wherc a person is buried or burned, its size var>'ing according to the status of_ the
deceased. Notes regarding the treatment of the dead in Bastar State are given
separately below, but it may be mentioned that near Jagdalpur the custom appears

to be to burn and then to bury the dead*. In the case of an important man
there a stepped grave is made surmounted by what are probably fertility symbols
of some kind. Nearby where travellers will sit is placed a tall carved^ post often

more or less like a lingam at the top but otherwise square and containing carved
panels representing the activities of the deceased and various animals.

Dress.—Men generally wear a single cloth round the waist with a flap coming
down in the front. They also have necklaces of beads, and when they dance put
cock’s plumes and peacock’s feathers in their turbans. Unmarried girls wear a tri-

coloureJ cloth of red, green and white as may be seen from the photograph. They
purchase those from wc.ivers from Sironcha tahsil headquarters and normally wear
nothing above the waist. Married women are generally clothed in a white cloth.

All of then' have toe-rings of brass or white metal and masses of beads of all

colours round their necks. Most of them also wear bracelets of scrolled brass and
necklaces of some white metal. Ear-rings are verj* popular. Some of them

^
are

of German silver and others of plain brass. All of them are obtained in neigh-

bouring bazars as a rule in exchange for rice and other grain. Many of the girls

wear ordinary collar-studs in their ears, purchased at one pice each. They are

profusely tattooed, especially on their faces, and some of them on theij legs as well.

The type of tattooing is said to be according to the taste of the individual and it is

done with thorns and needles. On ceretnonial occasions the unmarried girls bind
their hair with a snood of red cotton as is shown in the photograph, with bunches
of pompoms of red and blue colour behind. In their hair many of them stick the
feathers of jungle cocks and their heads are also adorned with combs of wood and
tin and brass. The w’ooden combs are made by the Maria's themselves and_ the brass

ones are made by blacksmiths. The men wear their hair long or short or with a long
scalp lock only according to their individual taste.

Household customs.—In sacrifices a knife is used and the men have axes which
they purchase from the bazars.

_
But the Marias of Amarelli have no other weapons.

They used to carry' spears until Government prohibited the custom. Axes and
knives were prepared by a Maria blacksmith at the village of Jinghi, but as he is

dead they are now purchased from Sironcha. Earthen pots are generally used,
which arc brought from the bazars, but those who can afford them use brass pots.
Meals are eaten from the leaves of the Pallas tree unless the family can afford
earthen plates. Hunting horns made of cast brass are found in most villages.

^
Food.—^In summer the staple food is the fruit of the mahua tree and in winter

it is maize. In March, April and May people liv'e largely on toddy and also eat
the fruit of the toddy palm and other forest fruits. This diet is supplemented with
holla and minor millets. Rice is consumed only at special feasts. Except in the
hot weather meals are taken morning and evening. The Marias will eat any kind
of flesh which they can get but find it difficult to obtain meat from the jungle
nowadays.

Houses.—^The houses stand in large enclosures very far apart, that is to say, 50
to 100 yards, unlike the houses in an ordinary Indian village. They are built of
bamboo wattle and mud and thatched with palm leaves. Inside they are very neat.
On pegs set in the walls there are hung small rounds of rope for carrying pots on
the head, wooden instrumeiits for pounding, hollow gourds, wooden spoons, etc.

Bundles of bhjiUa (Indian com) are also in evidence
.
and hollow bamboos for

holding oil. Earthen pots, etc., are hung up in nets.' In the verandahs of the
houses, which I entered, I found bundles of bamboos tied together for use when

Mr. Grigron question this.
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lapping toddy. A false roof of palm leaves forms a loft and store. Big baskets for
holding grain, etc., bluittas, and small pots, some full and some empty, -arc kept thereIhe c/»«//ic or hearth is inside the main room generally with an earthen not sim-mering on the fire. Usually the huts have two rooms. In one house which 1
entered the inner room was a kind of store and in another both were used for
living. 1 he cattle shed is separate in the houses of the more substantial peooleAt one place in the village all the cattle of the neighbouring village, which had been
sent to graze, were kept in a pen. The villagers sleep on the floor of their houses
and the bachelors sleep outside in the open. In other places the Maria bachelors
nave separate quarters. One man was living in the jungle all alone, about half a
mile trom the village. The tract is infested with man-eating tigers and two head
of this man s cattle had been taken away by them. But he stated that if he was
destined to die it was merely a matter of fate.

Marias of Bastar State.—In Bagmundipanera village the Marias belong to the
Mami gotrn and slate that they will eat almost anytliing except the flesh of tigers,
horses and bears. Chickens are eaten but not wild birds. In the gotra only one
god is worshipped. He is Kosa Deo, to whom pigs arc sacrificed once a year. Girls
wear while clothes except when there is a dance on and then they wear coloured
-clothes, dead are burned except (hose who die of small-pox or in child-birth
or are .killed by tigers. The head is set to the cast and the feet to the w’cst. In
Ba8t.aiiar village the Marias are of the same goira as those of Bagmundipanera.
Three gods are worshipped—(!]) Mat.! Deo, to whom a goat is sacrificed or a
promise made that if no goat is available one will be sacrificed next time. This
happens on a Monday every three months and the god is also propitiated at the
time of sickness; (2) Anda Deo, to whom a pig is sacrificed each year in the
month of Chait to avert great calamities from men, cattle and crops; (3) Kosa Deo,
to whom a pig is sacrificed in Chait to avert illness. Brass rings are also given to
this god.

I noticed that the men in the Bastar villages wore
^
their hair in buns and the

wonien were tattooed in various parts of their bodies. A separate menstruation
hut is kept for women. The following notes of Mr. Grigson give most interesting
details regarding Marias and Murias of the State:

—

Notes on the Marias (and rclatsd tribes) oj Basiar State by IT. V, Grigson, I.C.S.

In the followng notes the terms ‘*dadabhai” and ”al:omama” relatives are often

used. • The distinction is based on the rules of exogamy. All members of clan A
are related as ”dadabhai” to their fellow-clansmen and to members of other clans

from which they may not take a wife; they arc related as "akoniania'’ to clansmen
of.elms from which they may take a wife.

(i) A Dandamj (bison-head Maria) wedding at Massenar, Dantewara
;

tahsil, Bastar State iMay 1930)

\ We went first to the house of the girl’s father. There a. smallish crowd had

gathered. The girl had gone to the mttnda (tank) to be bathed by her sister and

her brother’s wife. The bridegroom was there, walking about and talking to his

friends. A few drums sounded, but no men were wearing any Tallagulla (bison-

horn dancing head-dress). Around the door of the sleeping house some 30 women
were standing shoulder to shoulder swaying to and fro, singing the most obscene

things they could, led by a laughing Gondin in the centre, whom they answered

in chorus, with a refrain of Kokolin-Waya l
_

Another band of women
,
hurled

abuse at them, and each leader tried to out-Billingsgate the other.

' When the girl had been bathed, she emerged with a cloth over her shoulders

ard w!f.-! dragge-i into a closely-linked (arm in arm) chain of girls dancing and sing-

ing, while the bridegroom, also with a cloth over his shoulders, was pushed jnto

another chain. These circled and gyrated in and out seemingly inextricably mixed

up together, ohlv to disentangle miraculouriy and weave themselves into fresh

spirals and circles,, singing abuse at each other. All the while the standing group

of .girls went on swaying and singing at the door. They caused great lighter by

improvising a refrain warning all girls to be careful, that night, for the Diwan, ^the

Tahsildar and the .Circle Inspector were watching them and who knew what might

happen. after dark?

; Before- we -arrived the boy's party had arrived with the .“bride-price” consisting

of one slaughtered pig, one living pig, five handis oi londa (fermented rice .gruel),

four yards of Mahra cloth for the girl’s mother, five pailis chaniaal^ (rice), one rupee.

Then the sister of the girl’s mother came out and displayed the girl’s “going a'W
presents

—

u Masiii or. sleeping' mat, a little basket with a paili or so of rice, a nandt

of Idnda, while they, also sent" for her to her new house a young bull calf newly

•Weaned. .

' '

- - After dancing and singing to a loud accompaniment of bamboo flutes and drums,

the boy and girl. arrived. together, with the girl's father and the boy’s elder brother

holding the hands of the girl and boy,. Then the old .father held up hi.s, hand for

-silence,- and .started. a. long.Ispeech, asking the boy’s brother Have you come
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'1 hr {jfhnt of ihr I «>»{’«* 1'“'' !<!<*«! Jliaf j|(«- tiim* U>r Jlir (in;it ct rcmonurs
}m;| <ofiir: thr fdn jTJJtiu! lit'J, ;»M(1 Itnuhs Mipol'f' J""'. !>>f (‘ciritinit.illy

Irfj iJd* ilsfsrr for .t aiirJ .f brforr Ujc iu:it!t!c!S»H',! l>r;U of tlu* ilfimiN c:i!K*t1

hi ilirisi onrr ay.'iiH, A «'.(. plriiv*! 5ii front of iJiv opciu't! door of tfa- J»v!

ivJjco tlsi;- v.«'fr to p.-jo. tfu'ir jn:?ffifd life, Tr> ilii*- tiu’ l>f)y and j'irl wero U'd.
ar.ij Ifrrd hot from jlir rloiJn Mfiirfi liny had Itad to wf.-ir over thfir fu'ads for

1? ‘.v-rfr *tr>o(! up io{?i-tIi( ». ham} in ftaml. on tin- Imrdh’. A tnan. thi-

j;o}'» f.'ffirf't firotfirr, rhmhrri oti to tJir oavr>! of tile r«*of, and from there suddenly
f!(ij*('d a lafpr hr.tuU of fold and dirty water «»ver the ««»iiple, wherenpon amid
y<nit;d fauehter tltr l«»y teirctl the pifl. and they rmlied totlether into the lunifc

v.’here the rfoor wat ehocri nfum them. Htit they lintf only tr-n ntinutes privaey “to
dinno. wliaf they wonld do that ni»;hl", a<. the old man explained, and even then
the din «>f the danee, whieh never eea'etl for ,1 tnoment, not even when llie water
''•o prniteri over litem, cannot have let them hear each other speak. After 10
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minutes the bride reappeared, surrounded by the girls of her own village, who in
unison sang to her advice on housekeeping and leaving her husband 'and returning
to them if he ill-treated her, while she provided a chorus of simulated wailing.
They took her off to a room and sat all the morning and afternoon with her, where
all had their food, while the guests finished the landa, and slowly dispersed, beating
their drums, along the forest paths. At 5-30 p.m.'the new husband entered his house
alone.

^
His younger brother went to the house where the bride had spent the day,

and cried “Come, sister-in-law, it is time you were bedded", caught her by her
hand and triced to drag her off. She screamed and feigned resistance, when he
called 4 or 5 other lads to help him, anl between them they pulled the girl to the
door, opened it and pushed her in, barring the door from outside. Then they
stole a cock from the bridegroom’s coop, and plucking its feathers as they went
and Ecaticring them along the path, took it to a forest clearing, cooked and ate it

with the girl’s attendants, and all dispersed.

(ii) The organization of the Bachelors' quarters (Khairkatta
VILLAGE—February 1931)

The Murias call the boys’ quarters Chelik GoUil and the girls’ Motiari GoiuL
The Gotul ranks in order of precedence were stated to be as follows:—

1 .

2 .

3.

4.

5.

Boys.
Silledai

Subhedar.
Laharsi
Ramsu.
Jhaiyarsi

Girls.

1. Jhaliyaru.

2. Laharl.
3. Manjaro.
4. Suiiaio (Suliyaro).

The Siihdar is the Leyur-Gaita (boys’ headman) and head of all, including the
Jhaliyaru and girl officials.

The Suhhedar’s work is to arrange for the boys and girls to collect small pieces
of wood fpr burning as torche's.

The l.aharsVs duty is to call boys and girls to the gotul to dance after supper.
If any boy or girl is absent on any day, he enquires if sick, etc. Any chelik or
motiari absent for 2 days without good reason is expelled from the gothl and only
resulmilted on payment of a fine of tobacco to the Silledar who divides it among
the cheliks, if the absentee is a,chelik, or to the Jhaliyaru, in the case of a motiari
absentee, whose fine is divided among motiaris.

The Ramsu’s work is to see that the girls keep the verandah and compound
clan. iDxpuhion is the penalty for slackness on the part of a girl.

The Jhaliyarsi has to arrange for the supply of firewood; deputing the smaller
boys to fetch a log from each house in the village. The boys are punished if slack

by extra “fagging" or expulsion from the gotul. Girls do not collect fuel. There
is no penalty for a householder who refuses to supply a log.

The Jhaliyaru is the head girl and sends girls home after the night’s gotul

round of dancing, etc. (Hereabout the girls do not sleep at night in the gotul, but
each in her own home.)

The Lahari fetches the girls in the evening to the gotul to dance.

The Manjaro is responsible for bringing girls to leep and sweep the gotul

:

but obviously she has some other function, as my informers were all very reluctant

to describe her duties.

Th.e Svhyaro supervises the work of the girls brought by the Manjaro at the

direction of the Manjaro.
There arc various minor punishments for slackness and breaches of gotul dis-

cipline. The most common is a fine of a bottle of liquor.

Other ranks stated later, for which -no function could be. assigned or was

admitted, nor could the names be explained :

—

fi-

7.

8.

9.

Id.

Boys.
Laharu,
Jalk.a.

Jolsai.

Jolu.
Joria

5.

6 .

7.

8 .

9.

10 .

Girls.

Nirosa
Jhelo.
Saiko.
Gujaro
Piyosa.
Belcsa

All dormitory boy officials are chosen by a panchavat of all the boys and girls.

The senior boys always hold office. There are no insignia of office.

Admission into Gotul.—^There is no initiation ceremony for bws or girls

:

there is no handi for urination, and spitting ceremony. At Taroki Gotul I was
told that when a_ boy enters the gotul, he offers the Silledar a bottle of liquor and
prays for admission into the fraternity.

Relations of sexes in Gofuf.

—

"Each chelik pairs off with a m^iari and the

attachment lasts till either of the two leaves the gotul on .marriage, The idea of in-

fidelity among gotul couples was absolutely unheard of, . and so there arc no
pcn.altics prescribed.
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It was rcadijy admitted that the cheliks and motiaris by mixing in the gotul
learn the meaning and functions of sex, and co-habit. There are no ceremonies
on the attainment of puberty such as the insertion of a boy’s penis in a cleft stick
among the Oraons. But when a boy is "old enough to work a plough” one ol
his elder companions teaches him how to copulate, demonstrating, with him as a
girl, how to take a girl by her breasts, lay her on the ground, place her legs round
his thighs, catch her by the shoulders, and have intercourse with her.

A chclik and his inotiari must not co-habit in the gotiil-gliar, but outside in
some secluded spot. In theory a chclik should pair off only with a inotiari who
is of an akomama clan whom he could legally marry. Of course illicit unions
between tiudahhais. do occur, but the penalty is out-casting; the child, if any
of such a union, is given to the father.

It is wrong for, a girl in the goitil to become pregnant, but it is worse for her
to try to secure abortion. If she is found to be pregnant, she is told to name the
youth responsible, and goes and takes him by the hand. He always, they say,
admits his fatherhood, and then takes the girl to his house. He has to celebrate
a wedding by iika with her, even if owing to poverty they have to wait 2 years to
collect the wherewithal. They will be married by having water poured over them
as in all Bastar Gond marriages, but from the caves of his house, not of a special
marriage niandap. as for a regular wedding.

Marriages often result between the boy-friend and girl-friend of gotul days;
but in many villages all the children are of the same clan, and dadabhai to each
other, so that there is no akomama girl available to be gotul girl-friend and subsequent
marriage is thus out of the question. Moreover, there is a general idea that a
young man should marry- a girl from another village, as then there will be a
three days "beano" in this village before the wedding. But when a' girl or youth
is going to marry a spouse other than the gotul companion she or he takes a formal
farewell of the gotul companion, at which they say tJiat there is no ill-feeling

shown, and exchanges gifts such as bead necklaces. They stated positively that
alter such a farewell there is never any further connection between gotul com-
panions, and that they had never heard of a girl running away from her husband
with her former gotul "boy-friend”.

Three days before a wedding the bridegroom-elect or bride-elect, as the case
may be, gives a farewell feast to the gotul~gudi of a pig, a fowl, a goat, rice, and
liquor.

During gotul days each motiari among the Murias around Koilibera and Partab-
pur regularly attends on her “boy-friend” after the night’s dancing, when they
massage tliC'r arms (not their legs) and waists and comb their hair. The boys do
no: reciprocate this service. Each motiari regularly makes bead necklaces, ear-

ring tassels, hair bead chains, etc., for her chclik with the beads supplied by him,
and a good chclik make wooden combs for his motiari to wear in her hair.

The Marias of Chhote Mar (Tapalibhum), Bare Mar (both formerly in Paralkot

Zamindari) and Sonpur parganas told me in February 1931 that their gotuls are

strictly resen-ed for unmarried youths and boys, that girls are not allowed in them,
that there is no kind of training in them, and that there are no gotul ranks or
special names. Dancing, they said, was learnt by nightly practice on the village

dancing ground (hiidanna-Kara). Yet they admitted that the girls string bead
ornaments for the boys and youths, and that girls and boys co-habit freely from
puberty onwards till marriage, if only with akomama partners; they are out-casted

for co-habiting with dadabhai partners; in such cases the child, if any, of such

"incestuous” unions goes to the father, who can be received back into the clan on
the payment, of the usual penalty. The girl, however, remains beyond the pale

unless she subsequently marries an akomama spouse. These admissions, coupled

with the clearer description of gotid life in Padaldesh, Nurbhum and Tapalibhum
given me by Padalis and Tapalis at Koilibera in May 1932 show that the gotul life

of the Murias of North Antagarh and the Marias of adjacent parganas (Padaldesh,

Nurdesh, Baremar, Clhhotemar. Tapalibhum and Sonpur) is practically the same;
at least the northern Marias are copying the northern Murias.

Amongst the Antagarh Marias and Murias and Jhorias I can ffnd no case at

all in whivii boys and girls sleep together in the gotul. Yet this is common among
the Murias of Kondagaon tahsil : anyone can see on any night boys and
girls sleeping together, as I saw at midnight on 27th February' 1931 some 28 boys

and girls fast asleep higgledy-piggledy over the floor of the gotul in the Jamkot-

para of Kondagaon itself, each boy paired off with his girl, often sleeping in each

other’s arms. (The Jamkot gotid had only one door, like a hutch-door, window-
size and window-height above the ground. There

_
were no windows.) • This

practice is known to some Antagarh Murias and Jhorias and condemned by them'

as wrong.

Religious and magico-religious observances.—There is nothing at • all
^
corre-

sponding .to the. ceremonies described in Roy’s “OraOns of Chhota Nagpur”, ms.,,

the provision cf each new chclik with 3 new earthen- jugs, and their . magical, water-

filling and the final sacrifice of the' contents of the jugs to .the Chandi spirit.. There
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is -no naked ritual and no magic ceremony for increasing strength ; the only things
done at any stage of childhood to secure strength or beauty are the bathing by
mothers of babies with warm water, the rubbing of their bodies with mango kernel
oil and the manipulation of their soft skulls to make them shapely and symmetrical.

Theie is no ceremonial hunting among the chelihs; they do not hunt at ail
but occasionally chelik and motiari go together to catch fish for their .gotul feasts.
Nothing like the Oraon micturation ceremony takes place.

Training in social duties.—The gotul is really a school for training Maria youth
in social duties and the lore of the clan, and the gotul officials are little more than
prefects and monitors. The Gaita and cultivators of the village often ask the
Silledar and Jhaliyaru for the help of chelihs and motiaris respectively in field work.
The owner of the field has to feed them and pay wages for their work to the
Silledar, who spends the money on a gotul feast for chelihs and motiaris. They
may be similarly hired for other forms of labour, such as thatching houses, etc.
At. ^\eddinft•f chelihs and motiaris have to build the wedding mandap, collect fuel
and leaves for fuel and leaves for plates and cups, and to serve the food to the
guests; but they are never employed as cooks though the motiaris make rice
cakes in the gotul for wedding feasts but do not get any special rice as their wages,
nor is there any singing or merriment while making the cakes.

The gotul has no funeral functions and is not employed at funerals.

At the village festivals they have to collect fuel and leaves for plates and cups,
and have to dance.

The chchks commonly, in fact invariably, have to' attend the camp of any im-
portant state official as hegaris, preparing the camp beforehand, fetching and carrying,
beating for game, sleeping around the camp, and collecting supplies. They carry
food supplies for their elders; if the camp lasts for 4 or 5 days, fresh supplies are
brought by women and motiaris; and it is always considered the right thing for the
oifici.ll to celebrate at least the last night in camp with a dance, the dancers among
the Mari-'s of Antagarh, the Jhorias and the Murias who have only recently ceased
to be Marias being invariably chelihs and motiaris; among the Murias, e.g., of
Amabera, Antagarh pargana and parts of Kondagaon, married men and occasionally
wives join in the dance.

Dancing is in fact learnt in the gotul, purely by imitation.^ On every fine night
the chelihs and motiaris dance. From the first day of admission into the gotul
the novice may drink and dance. There is no rule that dancers should be ranged
in order of age, eldest to the right and youngest to the left. Th^ also play various
games in the gotul, such as koko, hide-and-seek (Wihachha in Halbi, jRTor* karsana
Gondii, Dtuht and biindman’s buff {Audti Andakarsana, Gondi). They learn the
seasonal songs and the gotul song.

(Hi) Tiger-netting bv Marias (1932)

The purpose of our Koilibera camp was to kill man-eating tigers.
_
For this

purpose, inter alios, 140 Barsur Dandamis had been called with their tiger nets.

These they arrange on a line about 5 feet off the ground propped on two bamboo
poles leaning lightly against each other, one on each side of the net. Any animal
driven by the beaters dashes into the nets which fall on the animal. About 20.i3aces

behind the nets they make little shelters of leaves, and wait there with spears.' As I

soon as an animal is entangled they rush forward.
_

The first man spears and holds !

tbe animal down, while the others also blood their spears. The first spear gets ths^
right hind leg from buttock to knee as his portion, and the peda (headman) the
saddle, and the waddai (clan-priest) the liver, the portion always reserved for the

hanal (spirits of the dead). I saw several barking deer, four-horned antelope, and
a panther and a tiger netted. The panther was badly entangled, the net being in

high grass which added to the entanglement. ’ This made it seem to me very safe

behind the nets, and so I was there with a group of Dandami spearmen on the after-

noon of the 6ih May when a tiger, shot at twice but missed from the machans in

front, hurled itself at full gallop into the net 20 yards on my right; It fell over at

once, entangled in the net; but the net was 'an old and dry_ one, fixed over, rocky and
ungrassed giound, and the tiger’s huge weight and velocity smashed the sustaining

rope and burst a hole in the net. There was a brief vision of a mighty right ^forearm

sweeping aside the encumbrance and the tiger was free, and rushed roaring just past

the next group of spearmen so close that it could have been touched. Wisely no
one tried to do so, but as soon as the tiger passed the line of spearmen a. shot rang

out from the back machan. Whether this hit the tiger or not we could not find out but

the tiger swung round and started to charge back. I fired, the Chief Forest Officer,

the Tahsildar and a friend of the Chief Forest -.Officer fired, as soon .as the tiger .was

safely out of the line of spearmen but only one of our bullets hit the tiger Mssing

through and breaking its left forearm. The headman of the net men (the Barsur

pargana) had an old 12-bore gun, patched with iron bands and wire and as' loose in

the breach and stock ;as a .gun could be. Yet he. saved the' situation 'by firing and ’

hitting the tiger in the neck with a contractile bullet -which killed it outright. It was
a bulky 9 feet 5 inches tiger.

'
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All four tigers were drummed back to camp by Murias and Marias to the beat
uu—, uu—. The Marias broke into a dance over a tigress which. I shot at
Partabpur, advancing and retreating before the dead tiger to the same anapaestic
drum beats. As usual the women everj'where held ropes across the road to bar our
entrance' to their villages after shooting tigers.

At Jiiamt&iai. where a man-eater shot had 10 days before killed the village
shikari, there was on the vyall of the gotul a clay relief of a large tiger painted with
black and white stripes, killing a Sambhar, while two naked shikaris pursued, one
firing a gun with a tripod hanging from the barrels, and the other, in front, with an
axe raised^ above his head to strike. Both men were shown naked, the marksman with
erect penis of which the tip and testicles were coloured with vermilion. The other
wall had rude drawing in red ochre and white of deer and a horse and black "cup
markingD".

The dead .shikari’s remains had been burnt in the jungle where he was left by
the tiger. They refused to perform further obsequies or to "bring back” his soul,

for fear of their bringing a tiger back also.

Another^ unique event in a tiger-beat at Partabpur was the presence in the beat
of both a tigress and six red dogs, which barked at her and snapped round her
hind quarters. She was shot, and I shot one of the red dogs, the leader, who had
left the pack and started by my machan to call them with a peculiarly liquid, clear

bell-note, like a single note of a bird, of particular intensity.

(iv) Maria treatment of the dead

In the heart of the Abujmar Hills burial is the usual thing, but there are excep-
thus at Tondabera (Neghalur Tondabera) the Neghalur cremate all their dead.

At Lakka (Lanka) at the foot of the hills on the Kutru side they ordinarily bury their

dead; but there and in the next village of Bodcl they burn the bodies of men of stand-

ing. such as Gaitas and Pedas and their old wives and mothers.

When a person dies, there is no beating of a drum to announce the fact; the
statement in Russell (iii) 89 to that effect is not true of Marias but only of Dandamis,
who have in the past not been distinguished from other Marias. The custom of beating
a drum is however now creeping into Abujhmar from the Danlewara and Bhairamgarn
sides, where the Dandamis predominate, and has reached Lakka and Karangul, but
is reserved for men of higher status. The drum used is the Turam drum; it is beaten
by boys of the village continuously from death till the body is buried or cremated,
day and night. There is no special village drum for the purpose; but in the smaller
villages usually the only Turam drums are village property and are kept in the Gotal.

News is sent to all the dadabhai and akomama relatives in other villages, and to
frienos as well. The funeral takes place when they arrive, on the 2nd or even the
3rd day. All the women of the village assemble and weep and wail_ in and around
the house where the body is lining. They never let a dying person die on a cot, but
lift him on to the ground—this does not apply to women, who in any case are not
supposed to lie on a cot—but they say they onh* do this because they do not want him
to fall off the cot in any death convulsion. They close the eyes, and straighten out
the corpse, which is lifted on to a bier. It is burned or buried with the loincloth

that was on it at death and all the jeweller}'. If other clothes are in the house which
the deceased wore, they arc taken to the grave for burning or bur}'ing with the corpse,
or for h<7nging up around it. All his dancing clothes and ornaments, his axe (not his

bow and arrows) his godari (korki), (digging tool), but not spears, are buried with him
or burnt with him;_ in the latter case they arc often picked up by passers-by after a
few days and taken into everyday use. No money is ever buried with the body.

The corpse, which is not washed or otherwise prepared but is carried out just

as it was composed after death, is carried out on a hurdle. The work of carrying if

may be done by anyone, except a Waddai (clan-priest), whether he be a relative or
not. The hurdle goes first, followed by all the relatives and villagers, all wailing and
heating their breasts.

,

If the death is due to cholera or small-pox, or to suicide, the corpse is not buried
in the regu'ar burial ground (or burned in the regular cremation ground) but in
another spot at some distance away. Persons killed by tigers are burned where they
are found, or where they are after the inquest, and should not be touched ; logs are
piled under the remains and kindled. They have no marmaiiga] or kotokal stone, are
given no food at cremation, and only have burned with them whatever is found with

,
the body or at the spot where it was attacked ; no dancing dresses or other propert}' are
brought from the deceased’s house to be burned with him.

Both for burial and cremation most Marias place the body in the grave or on the
ground with the head face upwards towards the east and the feet towards the sunset,
the Usendis of Orcha and other villagers however reverse this. The Waddai ordi-
narily goes as a spectator, just like anyone else there; but he must not 'touch the
corpse.

53
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If there is no doubt as to the cause of death, the following ceremony is omitted.
But, if, e.g., a young man or w'oman dies suddenly for no obvious reiison, then the
bcartr: halt on the path just by the grave or burning place, and stand there with the.
hurdle on their shoulders. The Waadai takes 7 saja leaves, and places them in a row
on the ground some 7 or 8 paces away from the corpse. One leaf represents the Earth
or Jiluim, standing for death through the displeasure of the Village Mother; the
second represents death from sickness; the third death through the displeasure of gods
and ghosts (pcn-hanal) the fourth death through the magic of a fellow villager; the
fifth from magic of a man whose enmity has arisen from a quarrel or exchange of
abuses; tho sixth death from the magic of a wizard, witch or sirha; and the seventh
normal death. Tl\c Waddai, or, if there is -none, the Gaita or Peda, strikes
tile earth three

_
times with an axe, and calls on the corpse to disclose

the cause of its death. The corpse then impels the bearers to rush
to one of the leaves and stand on it; or else the Waddai first excites the corpse by
scattering rice over it, till it moves its bearers to one of the leaves. Then the bearers
leap away some 8 or 9 paces from the leaf, and behind their backs the order of the
leaves is changed, and the former process repeated. If in 3 or 4 tests the same
leaf is always indicated, they are satisfied that the cause of death has been revealed.
If it is witchcraft, nowadays they do not proceed immediately to hunt for the witch;
but a seed of suspicion has been planted that will grow in the dark jungles of their
minds and will sooner or later lead to assault or murder. If the corpse makes several
mistakes, they do not^ waste further time, and assume that the death was natural.
They admit that in old times if witchcraft was pointed out as the cause of death, the
corpse was next asked by the Waddai to point out the magician among these present
'.it file funeral, or in the dead man’s village or an adjacent village.

Then, if it is burial,^ the bearers bring the corpse up to the grave, which is

shallow, only waist-deep, lift it off the hurdle and into the grave, with feet towards the
sunset and fact upwards. The senior near dadabhai relative then throws a clod
of earth on the corpse’s head, and says “This is all I can now do for you, and I give
you niy portion”. He is followed in turn by each of the dadabhai close relatives

who throw clods all over the body; after them five ciders of the village, who are
distant dadaUhai kin, do the same, and after them any akotnama relatives who
hnnpc:i to be present; in the absence of any near dadabhai relatives, the 5 dadabhai
elders take the lead in the ceremony. Then earth is shovelled in from all sides.

Ilis wife’s brother (ErravUogh) will have c.'irricd all his property to be buried with
him from the house to the grave, and placed it in the grave by the head of the
corpse as soon as it has been laid in the grave. Over the heaped earth leaves are
strewn, and over these logs. Then carved wooden posts are set up; they are callctl

Hamlgutla, and there should be four smaller ones at each corner of the actual grave
and two larger ones in front. The posts have roughly carved wooden peacocks on
the top, and h.nve been made ready beforehand by the villagers in the jungle near
the iiurial or burning ground, from saja wood, at the time of digging the grave.

These posts having been set up, at the foot of the^ two front posts a little stone
cromlech, known as Ilaualgarya (Ghost's throne) is set up by the dead man’s
Erritiiogh (If a woman is being buried, it wdll be her brother but not her husband's
kin). The Erramtogh then pours a little mahua liquor on the ground near each

post, and lays some rice on the headstone of the cromlech, on which also he has

poured a little liquor. He then takes a cock, and twists its neck, breaking the skin

as though to* hold it with his nails, so that blood may be sprinkled on to the rice;

he leaves the cock there, and no one cats it. Then he drinks some liquor him-
self, and after him all the akomama relatives present, then the dadabhais and then
others present. The Erramtogh also pffers rice and kosra in a little basket to the

hennd and an emptv haudi, small in size. The food and drink are p.'iid for by the
dead person’s dadabhai kin. Before the drinking of the liquor, but_ after the sacri-

fice of the cock, the erramtogh ties a piece of his own cloth and pieces handed to

him by other relatives and others who wish to honour the dead to the boughs of
an overhanging tree. A bamboo fence is then made round the grave e.xcept the

two front wooden posts.

I'or a cremation the ritual is much the same. The pyre is prepared before-

Inn.*, and the corpse laid on it; no wood is placed on the corpse, in the manner
of Fiindns. The Erramtogh brings from the deadman’s house a burning log, .and

with it he kindles the pyre; .and then dadabhais, viMage elders, and other
each place a small piece of wood on the head of the corpse, just as jn

a h'lriai they throw clods of earth, using the same formula. They do not pile

haves or wood over the ashes, but Icro’c them there in the open, with a fence
T' iiind them: and then the usual hanalguttas and hanalgarya are. set up.

In *ome places, patricularly on the Narainpur side of the country no haiial

.'re set up. or only one. Also the mahua liquor ritual differs; after the
<"?r;ii. !<;-!•. i-v and wood h-i%'c been piled over the grave and the hanal gutta (if any)
r' ' i:(SKtdrrr\-(; fif any) set up, the erramtogh takes a leaf-cup of liquor, pours

M'*;.- hom ir over the earth above the head of the corpse, and drinks the remain-
d. tivi It d'lr.c after him in turn by the ahomama men, the dadabhai men, and

{t,,. .••r.mcn present,

f* evenin'.; by the time that all fhi.s has finished; but at any rate
r'

<' ' crreft:'»r:v rr'uit fake pl.acc at c-/ening. Most people proceed direct to it

Cut ifs ihfoif.
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from the burial or cremation, but a few forget their offering of rice and have to

return to fetch it. All proceed to a spot by the roadside near the entrance to the
village, and there the senior akomama, the erramtogh or next nearest akomama
relative, builds a caiin of stones from li to 24 feet high, surmounted by a flat

cap-stone; this cairn is called a inarmangal.

^

Then he and each of the householders
present places a pinch of rice or_ kosra grain on the capstone, addressing the dead
man's hanal by his name, and saying that he gives him this grain to eat. Then they
go home.

A house or a portion of a house where a death has occurred should be shut
up and not inhabited. It is not pulled down, but it is not repaired. It is con-
sidered that so long as it stands it will be a memorial of the dead.

If a man is rich enough to put up a stone to the dead in the kotokal, without
waiting to collect sufficient funds, he should do so after four days ; in any case mourn-
ing is observed for four days, and no one goes to work. On the day after the funeral

the house and the angan are cleaned out,' and the floors are leaped.

If on the fourth day the son or heir of the deceased cannot afford to set up a

stone in the Kotokal, he goes to the graveside, and bows before the hanalgarya,

and tells the ghost he is sorry, but cannot afford yet to put up his stone, and begs

him to be patient to forgive him for the delay and not to harass him.

When he has enough grain and money collected to pay for the food and drink
required, he calls together his friends and relatives and they all go off into the
jungle to look for a suitable stone. There is no ritual for selecting one,- they just

take whatever stone they think suitable, and one which will require only as many
bearerf as they can afford to provide with food and drink. The highest that I saw
in Abujhmar were in Lanka, where several w'ere frona 6 to 8 feet in height. They
drag out the stone and place under it several cross pieces of wood, the stone lying

between tavo long and stout poles, to which the cross-pieces of wood, are lashed ; the

stone lying is then lashed to the cross pieces, and the poles are lifted on to the shoulders

of the bearers, up to 20 or 25 or even 30 in number, and the journey to the Kotokal
begins. At intervals they stop to drink, as mahua gives them strength to bear the

burden. They are given a meal on the way by the dead man’s heir. So they arrive

ultimately at the Kotokal, and deposit the stone on the ground at the selected spot.

A hole is dug in the ground at one end of the stone, and then the stone, if small, is

pulled upright by willing hands, and held there while the earth is shovelled in. If it is

large and heavy, ropes are lashed round its far end and used to pull it to a vertical

position, while 10 men or so on each side hold poles across the top of it to prevent
it falling over while stones and earth are rammed round its foot. When the stone
has been erected at its foot a hanalgarya” cromlech is made, about 1 foot high.

Around the Kutru side of the Abujhmar hills the heir then comes up to the
hanalgarya, and squats down with his back_ to the stone. He takes a small 8 or
9 days’ old chicken and holding it behind his back and never looking at the stone,

halals it with his hands and nails, sprinkles blood on the capstone of the cromlech
and then pushes the body of the chicken under the stone; next he places an offering

of rice or grain on the capstone. As he makes the offerings he speaks to the ghost,

saying “whether you were killed by magic, or by any angr>' hanals or gods, or died
naturally, I know not. But now I have put up this stone for you, and you must
wanffer no more. Stay here in peace for ever, and do not woirj’ us, your descend-
ants.” He then runs off, with his back still to the stone, which he must not see,

to the nearest water, where he and all who have been present at the ceremony
wash their hands and legs, and disperse to their homes. _Men and women are pre-

sent at the- ceremony, but no one must look at it; all sit with their backs to the
stone. This finally lays the ghost, and no further funeral ceremony takes place.

But until the stone is erected in the kotokal, the hanal must be fed every year
it the Navjakhani festival at the hanalgarya at the grave, not at the marmangal.

Around Karangul and Lanka they say they do not erect the stones brought to
the Kotokal for women and children, but leave them flat on the ground.

Everyone believes that these stones increase or decrease in size according as the
hanal is satisfied or not.

Around Orcha, Hikpulla, Ader etc. a cow or pig is sacrificed in the village,

and portions of the flesh cooked are placed under the hanalgarya, while the tail and
sometimes a hoof, are fastened by a cord from the top of the stone. There is also
a regular feast in the village^ afterwards^ at which the rest of the beef and pork
are eaten, and there is dancing and liquor. Needless to say this is a far more
expensive procedure, and mam* hanals there have to be content with marmangal
cairns, which there they say frankly they put up if they cannot afford a kotokal
ceremony.

I could find no separate ceremony for "bringing back the soul”; obviously ir

is hardly necessary if there is a kotokal ceremony. If a man dies in a village other
than his natal village or if a woman dies in a_ village other than her husband's natal
village, or rather than natal village, the traditional village of his katta, then the
stone is erected in the traditional katta village, not in the village where he died.
The Usendi woman who had just died at Tondabera (Naghalpur) when I visited the
vi’lage was to be buried_ at Tondabera, but her marmanga. cairn was to be put up
just outside the Usendi village of Orcha, where her husband’s katta live.
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The whole ceremony seems to be one of re-uniting the hanals with Bhum, the
earth and universal hanal, which also they will occasionally say is their Bhera Pen
their Ispural and their Village Mother.

’

Note.—In d separate desciiption of burial customs Mr. Grigson bus remarked that the Dandamis-
(Bison-bead Marias) do not burn their dead but bury them, unless killed by tigers or dying from cholera,
tmall-poz and women dying in child-birth. Among them the kololia/ of the Abujh Ma rias is known as
Vroikat. In some tracts he found that no Urashnl stones had 'been erected within the last 10 or 15 years
because of the expense. Since the ceremony involves killing at least one goat, two bullocks and the provi-
sion of three or four Khandis of grain ns well ns rice gruel and mahiia liquor, it is of course expensive, but
in Mr. Grigson’s opinion it is being abandoned more bccousc the Dandamis as they raise themselves socially
are forgetting their Maria customs than on account of the cost since the same people will entertain a thou-
sand guests at a wedding. In connection wttli this a reference may be made to the remarks regarding the
title ''Marias*' in Chapter XII.

4. THE PANDOS OF UDAIPUR STATE
Returns of^ a Pando language in Udaipur State led me to undertake some •

enquiry regarding the people speaking it. State officials reported definitely that
this language or dialect was spoken only bjr the tribe of the same name, with which
no other tribe in the state could be identified, and if was classed by Rai Bahadur
Hira Lai as a broken dialect of Chhattisgarhi, mixed with tribal words, some of
which resembled Korwa and some Oriya. Nowhere in ethnological literature is

any .'•eference to the Pandos to be found. They were amalgamated at the 1921 cen-
sus with Bhuinhars, who also speak a broken dialect of Chhattisgarhi, but no informa-
tion is forthcoming to show the reason for this amalgamation and they will

not themselves acknowledge any connection with other tribes in the Chhota Nagpur
Plateau. Physically they were some of the finest men, whom I have met in this

Province. They did not in any way resemble the Bhuinhars of the
_
same tract.

Their custoiQ of maintaining bachelors’^ quarters is, however, according to Risley
and Russell, observed also by the Bhuinhars or Bhuiyas (although those residing"

in villages near the Pandos do not follow that custom) and it is possible

that the god Boram mentioned by Dalton as one of the gods of the
Bhuiyas is the same as the Pandos* god Baraihan. Rai Bahadur Hira
Lai has suggested that the Pandos are akin to Kawars the descendants
according to a tradition of the Kauravas of the Mahabharat, whose cousins were
the Pandavas, a theory which is not supported by my notes regarding their customs.
There is, however, a marked similarity between the Pandos and the Korwa whose
photograph appears in Crooke’s Tribes and Castes of the North-Western Provinces
and' Oudh and there are certain other resemblances between Pandos and Korwas.
But until further evidence is forthcoming it is clearly only fair to treat the Pandos
as quite a separate community. The notes recorded below are taken from state-

ments made By the Pandos themselves.

Social divisions.—^The tribe is found in the Sompur, Kandro, Teipur,.

Rairumakhurd and Guttri-Gogra villages of Udaipur State and probably elsewhere.

There are branches in Surguja with "whom the Pandos of Udaipur intermarry.

The Pandos acknowledge relationship with no other castes or tribes, but there are
two sub-tribes known as Utarha and Surgujiha. They have exogamous divisions or
gotras and gave me the following names of them :—^Jau, Takey, Naupan, Jissey,

Karwayhan, Kanhariya and Jannoo. Additional names of other gotras found in

various villages were Baren (fig tree), Ithi (an insect).,*Kirketta (a bird), Gohity
(a gecko) and one or two others, Naupan is, it appears, a name of a village. Many
of these gotras are evidently totemistic in their origin, but the history of the names
of some of them is unknown. People of the baren gotra will^ not eat figs, those of
the gohity gotra will not eat the gecko, those of the hirhetta will not eat the^ kirhetla

bird and so on. Information regarding gotras is given to the tribes by their Baigas

or Goonias (priests).

Religion—^They worship one God Baraihan and also venerate their ancestors.

The form of ancestral worship is to get resin from the saray (Sal) tree arid burn
it over the fire. Whilst it is being burnt a prayer is_ made to all ancestors not to

trouble them and to protect them. There is no shrine but chour (rice) is spread

on toe ground while the worship is being made. It takes place in the month of

Phagun and at the Dassehra—that is at the time^ of harvest. The worship of

Baraihan is in the nature of a sacrifice. A goat is killed in the yard of any house
in which a goat is available at Dassehra or in Phagun. The head is consumed in_ the

gotra of the family making the sacrifice but all the Pandos in the village are given

the meat. There is no special shrine to the god. If no goat is available, an offer-

ing of rice is made.

They venerate the Sun, that is, salute it occasionally but they do not worship

it. Worship of Mahadeo is performed by the village Baiga, and not actually by
members of the tribe. Pandos themselves do not become Baigas; the latter, are

drav>m from different tribes, Majhis and so on.

Food.—Cows are not eaten nor are she-goats but he-goats, pigs and other

ordln?rj* kinds of flesh are eaten.

Disposal of the dead.—The dead are buried (“We cannot afford to burn
them"’), head to the north, feet to the south. New clothes are put on the corpse

Identified as the Kingfisher.
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and other clothes and the personal effects, axe, etc., of the dead man are put in

the {travc. Three bifi stones, 2 or 3 feet high, arc put at the grave at the top, bottom
and >n the middle. I was unable to inspect a grave because the village which
I visited was liewly settled. No rice is put into the mouth of the corpse but dhan
i.< linown over the grave and water is al.so sprinkled on it so that the soul of the
dead man may have rice and water with it wherever it goes and when it goes into

a new body. ‘‘Souls pass into the bodies of those born in the same goira. Baigas
who ;tre Goonias tell us—we do not know .about it.”

.’^larriagc customs.—Before marriage the bachelors live in a separate house
called the ‘‘Bhangra”. The unmarried girls also live in a separate Bhangra or
Di'fv ti Ktiria, generally with some elderly widow as chaperone, but both girls and
boys feed with their fathers and mothers. I was allowed to inspect these Bhangras
although the Pandos would not allow me to go into houses where they did their

cooking. 'I'hev were small and clean huts c;ipablc of holding about six people each
and the two which 1 saw, one for men and one for girls, each had a couple of cots of
wood and bamboo fibre in them. 'I'hcrc were several bachelors’ quarters in the
village because tlie Iiuts were not very large. It a boy is absent from his quarters
if.r five consecutive nights a (witchiiyat is lield to enquire into his conduct. The
girls mnrr>* at ten or twelve; the boys from 18 to 2ll. The mother and father arrange
the i.iarriagc. If two young people run away together, they arc .subsequently

.*!h<v.cd to marry and if a girl has a child by a man, he is forced by caste custom
to m.irry her. The marriage ceremony loads up to the common custom of circling

fcven limes round a pole .•cl up for the «iccasion. Dancing is performed at any
time They take wine when they can get it

I)rc.s.s.—Nearly all the _men have the front of their head shaved and allow the
b.ick tiair to grow long. Those who do not are said to be copying other castes.

In the day time they wear a single loin-cloth of scanty dimensions. The women
wear a cloth round their waists reaching almost to their feet and looking like

a .‘•kirt. 'I’liey al.‘:<i wear separately a loose cloth wrapped round their shouldcra
and over their head in which they sling their babies if they have any, j.c., their
dress if. by no means of the nature of one piece sane. The men have bows and
arrow..; made of bamboo. Tlie^ bow string is of bamboo fibre and the arrows are
balanced by peacock feathers. Tfie heavy iron barb is made by a blacksmith.

The village.—The village which I s.aw was very well built from stout timber with
thick mud wall.« unlike many tither aboriginal villages where no mud is applied
on the wattle at all. The outside of the house was Iccficd and in some cases done
over with white clay and ornamented with a wavy pattern. The houses were built

all roun.J a centre stiuare whicli was very clean, and levelled. The inhabitants made
their living principally by making baskets from peeled bamboos. They complained
that they preferred Dahia cultivation by breaking up the jungle which the State
forbids them to do. They arc a very well set up and cliccrful looking lot of people.
I’l.arlia Pandos have only (ine door to their hoH.<es, but Siirguiiha Pandos have two,
the fccond for the c.vciusive use of women during the period of menstruation.

Afioihcr group of Pandos from Maheshpur village gave similar general informa-
tion regarding the tribe, but slated that they worship only Dulha Deo and their

ancestors. This is an instance of the way in which the name of the "Great God”
alters from tract to tract, and of how often the matter is influenced by the custom
of ail the tribes of a village rather than of a .single tribe. It may be noted that the
Pandos of Maheshpur like those of Sonpur, etc, etc., maintain bachelors’ quarters for
both boys and girls.

5. THE KORWAS
Risley, in the Tribes and Castes of Bengal, slated that the Korwas appeared to

be divide/! into four sub-tribes, the Agaria-Konva, probably a cross with the Agarias,
the Dand-Korwa, the Dih-Korwa, settjed in regular villages, .and the Paharia-Korwa.
Russell mentioned the principal sub-divisions as the Diharia Korwas and the Paharia
Korwas. It is these two divisions which arc now found in Udaipur and Jashpur.
They will not intermarry and the Diharia Konvas will not take food or drink from
the "Paharia Korwas, although the Paharia Konvas,

^
who are still a veiy wild

community, will take food and drink from the Diharias. On the Surguja border
there is a third division known as the Bhadiya Korwas, who will not intermarry with
or eat with the Diharias. The notes regarding the t\yo principal sub-tribes are' given
separately. (The Khoraku division is not found in Jashpur or Udaipur and is

apparently confined to Surguja.)

(fl) Paiiari Korwas or Hill Korwas

Social Divisions.—^The following exogamous groups, or gofras, arc found in Udai-
pur and Jashpur—Hansdwar, fidigwar, Mudhiyar, Samat, Ginnur and Rchfa. The
members of the tribe do not seem to know anything about totem taboos in relation
to these golras.

Religion.—Russeli wrote;
—"The Korwas worship Dulha Deo. the farice^Toom

god of the Gonds, and in Surguja their principal deity is Khuria Rani, the tutelan-
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jroudcs:- of the Khuria piateau. The hill Konvas of the Khuria zamindari of Jashpur
State, however, worship no gods. They sacrifice only to the spirits of their ancestors.
It may be mentioned that Colonel Dalton found only ancestor worship among them
in Surguj-i also, while Risley stated that it was in the Jashpur Zamindari that Khuria
Rani is the object of veneration. The explanation is that religious custom varies
considerably from tract to tract. At Jaldegar (Udaipur State) Mahadeo is the name
under which the tribal dicty is honoured. The Pahari Konvas of Kardhana (Jashpur
State) worship Mudhkhuri and Barenda Bhut as their principal gods and claim to
have done so from time immemorial. Perhaps Mudhkhuri is a local name for Khuria
Rani, changed in the course of migration. In this village they worship also Dulha
Deo. Mudhkhuri is the wife of Barenda Bhut. The names are being handed down
from father to son and nothing is known of the origin of these gods. They are wor-
shipped for general welfare and in particular for the purpose of obtaining good
harvests.. No images or emblems of any kind are kept to represent the deities.
Similarly the veneration of Dulha Deo has been handed down from generation to
generation. No legend concerning him is known. All these deities are especially
wor.«hippcd in Kartik (October) and in Kuar when the new corn is eaten. The latter

is the Nawa festival celebrated throughout the tract. (The Deothan feast mentioned
by Russell is also observed in some villages.) Ancestors are all worshipped at these
times along with the gods. As many heaps of chotir (husked rice) are made as there
are Jihitis to be worshipped. Two fowls are brought and fed on these heaps of grain.
It is not considered necessary that these fowls should be of any special colour. (This
is mentioned because very often for similar ceremonials the colour of the sacrificial

victim is important.) When they have eaten, the throats of the fowls are cut, and
the name of the Jihut to be worshipped is called. “This worship is done for you

—

keep the family happy.” At the same sacrifice ancestors are included in the invoca-
tion. Their separate names are not mentioned but the head pi the family says:—
“Mara mason loc”, meaning “Dead people take this.” There is no regular shrine in

the house on w’hich this sacrifice is made, but before it is performed the place is

Iccpcil with cow-dung. The same form of worship is followed at each of the two
festivals, and it takes place in every house. Afterwards the birds are cooked and eaten
by the family and neighbours.

The sacrifices at the festivals may be on different days in different houses. After
the chicken has been killed a little rice-beer (Handia) is poured as a libation and the
tribesmen also consume some. The feast is enjoyed by men, women and children
together and after it there is dancing. Men and women all dance together whether
they are married, unmarried or widowed.

At limes of Illness there are special forms of ceremonials for which the Dewars
are rc.sponsiblc. These Dewars arc of the Korwas’ own community. Thej^ know
the lihuts who are unknown to the people in general. When anybody is sick, the
Dewar puts rice into a basket and begins to winnow it. He mentions the name of a

Him! and .says "If you have come upon this sick person you must go away”. If he
hits upon the name of ihe particular R/int responsible, the Bhut is duly driven out.

A fiiicken is then sacrified on a heap of rice and the name of the Bhut is invoked.
The head of the chicken and the rice are thrown into the jungle and the Bhut is

warned not to come again. The rice and the chicken are eaten by the Dewar. Apart
from this method of laying diseases, the Korwas use various forest herbs as medicines,
(hirioutly enough in Kardhana village they have never had any small-pox and so no
special mode of propitiating a small-pox goddess is prescribed.

'I'hey do not have a Baiga for the tribe but there is a Baiga in a neighbouring
village who perfoms certain ceremonies of worship on behalf of all the tribes of the
tract and the Korwas take help from him also. ’Apparently he performs his worship
in the village where he lives and, as he is concerned with the welfare of the whole
tract, the Korwas as well as others contribute chickens for the performance. '[ he
Bai'^a Keeps these chickens unlil the time comes for the ceremonies. This system
Is s:nd to save trouble. The Konvas of Kardhana do not go to this pooja nor do they
know the names of the gods whom the Baifia svorships.

DLsposal of the dead.—Tlic dead arc buried with heads to the north and feet to
the ‘-nuth, on the back. If the family can afford it, the corpse is wrapped in a new
cloth, but othenvise it is buried in the clothes w’hich were worn at the time of death,
.^onio v.aicr is put into the mouth of the corpse before burial so that he or she may
not he thirsty. Anything made of iron which belonged to the dccctiscd is buried with
him and his ornaments, waist-band and the dishes from which he ate and drank arc
a!‘o generally deposited in the grave. The usual custom is, for each one of those who
g.-.» to till- burial, to throw a handful of earth on the grave commencing with the
reare^t rebtive of the dead person. Sometimes a handful of paddy is thrown at the
htad of thy grave. Babies who have not yet commenced to cat cooked rice are t.akcn

to Iv I'uricd by their mothers and no funeral riles are performed for them. The
r)f icavc^ on v hich the tlcceased had slept is thrown away but old clothes arc kept

for familj U'V. Stones are put upon the grave to keep aw.ay animals. Those who
arc let: behind fear the ghosts of the dead, but they have no spmal fc.nr of the glio.sts

<>; a mitolcred man or of a w<mian dying in child-birth or of children like some other
tnl'ti; and all arc interred in the same burial ground. There docs not appear to he
~ry hclitf in after-life, hut svhen a child is horn the soul of a deceased ancestor is
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supposed to enter into it. The ghosts of the dead remain in the burial ground await-

ing the opportunity of such a birth. There is a feast after each funeral on the 9th or

10th day in the case of the death of adults and on the 7th day in the case of children.

All the relatives gather together, the male members of the deceased’s own household

shaving their heads, beards and moustaches and others shaving only their heads and

beards. All then bathe, smearing their bodies with oil and turmeric, and drink rice-

beer. This is regarded as a method of purification.

Marriage customs.—^The Pahari Korwas do not have bachelors’ quarters.

Marriages are generally performed when both the bride and bridegroom are adult.

A boy who is ready to marry goes with his relatives to the house of some suitable girl

and arrangements are made. How soon the marriage takes place depends generally

upon his means. Persons of one gotra cannot of course intermarrj'. The actual

form of wedding ceremony varies slightly^ in detail in different villages. The day
before (he wedding the bridegroom and his relatives go to the bride’s father’s house
with gifts, among which a suitably large quantity of rice-beer is prominent. If the

pot in which rice-beer is being taken to the_ house of the bride is by any chance broken,
the mishap is considered most inauspicious. Throughout the night before the
wedding the couple are anointed by unmarried girls with oil or, in some villages,

with Italdi. In the most backward places the actual ceremony is very simple. The’
bride and the bridegroom are seated cross-legged under a mandwa (shelter) made of

leaves. Their mothers or maternal uncles anoint their foreheads with oil, and rice-

beer is given to (hem in a cup of leaves. The groom drinks first and a portion is

left for the bride. She drinks and still leaves a little which is given to the bridegroom.
(It is a tribal custom for a wife generally to set aside a portion of her meal for her
husband.)

_
Meanwhile the rest of the_ party supply music. The married couple

salute their relatives and the ceremony is complete. In some villages the unmarried
girls come with vermilion and oil, ringing as they approach the niandwa, in which
the bride and bridegroom are seated on stools on long grass, and it is the bridegroom
who applies this once with his finger to the forehead of the girl, while she in return
applies some to his throat. In some places vermilion and turmeric are used, in others
they are not. It all seems to depend largely upon taste, expense and local custom,
and small differences in ritual are as unimportant as those in a Christian wedding

E
erformed at St. Margaret’s Westminster, contrasted with that in the village church.
livorce is easy. A man dissatisfied with his wife can say :

—“Go, I will not keep
you,’’ She then goes to her parents and can marry anyone else. The husband finds

another wife. A woman, of course, has no power to divorce. Widow remarriage by
sagai is usual. The procedure is simple. The bridegroom goes to the woman’s
parents with rice-beer, and asks for their daughter. He takes her as his wife before
witnesses.

Other customs.—^In each hut there is a small opening at the back for the special
use of women during their periods of menstruation. At that time they are not allow-
ed to enter the house by the front door for five full days. The object of this is to
avoid the danger of their touching any man and thus polluting him. During that
period they never do any cooking. When the time is completed the women are
purified by taking a bath.

After child-birth the mother is impure and is not allowed to do household work
or to cook food for about two months. Then the feet of both the child and the
mother are washed with rice-beer. The mother drinks rice-beer and pours a libation
of a few drops in the name of the child.

The women are not tattooed.

General.—^The following information has been supplied by Mr. B. N. Ghosal,
Assistant Superintendent of Jashpur State.

“Five years ago Pahari Korwas were to be found only in the thickest forests on
the hills.

_
Families lived separately from each other often at great distances in isolated

huts and it was never their habit to visit villages on the plains. But whenever they
found that the need of food or clothing was serious they used to form gangs and go on
plundering expeditions into the plains. They • had no land or plough
cattle or proper agricultural implements. They carried bows
and arrows and axes for cutting wood. All the cultivation which they
knew was what is known as beora, that is to say, they used to fell trees on the slopes
of the hills and burn them. Then, when the monsoon broke they would just scratch
the surface of the ground with small iron implements and sow millets known locally
as imdiia, rahir, bendey, siitrii, etc.’’

Owing to their habits the Pahari Korwas were regarded simply as a wandering
gang of looters and so the State authorities compelled them to come down from the
hills and settle in villages. They were supplied with land and plough-cattle
and seed grain. Mr. Ghosal states further that they generallv pass the whole day
roaming about on the hills and in the forests and still live on the edible roots which
they collect there. They also eat any kind of meat which they can get including
that of the cow although it is said that they are beginning, no doubt under Hindu
influence, to give up this habit.
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. 6. CHIKS OF JASHPUR (KHARSODA)

1
‘ Cannot eat or drink with Gandas or Pankas, but do the same work. Where

Gandas and Pankas are found Chiks are not. Consider themselves Hindus but do not

wear the sacred thread.

2. Worship only their ancestors. The village Baiga propitiates Mahadeo on

their behalf.

3. Eat rhost kinds of flesh, but not cow, rat, snake, cat or monkey.

4. The marriage ceremony is much the same as that already described for the

Dihari Korwas of the tract and followed also by the Rautias and Oraons.

5. Dead buried, head north, feet south, flat on back. No food is put in the grave

or in the mouth of the corpse, but unhusked rice is scattered from the house of the

deceased to the burial ground and alj that remains is left with the basket at the head

of the completed grave. No memorial is erected. There is a caste dinner from 5 to

10 days after death according to the age of the dead person. No belief in after life.

7. NAGASIAS (UDAIPUR STATE)

1. There are no sub-tribes, but there are at least twenty-four gotras, each one
nam^d after a different kind of snake.

2. The Nagasias will not dine with nor take water from Nagbansis, who mark
their foreheads with vermilion and whose bodies are tattooed. The Nagasias have
neither of these customs. Their women v?ear bangles of brass and wear white cloth-

ing. Nose rings and coloured clothing are not allowed. Their tradition is that they

came from Nagpur (presumably Ghhota Nagpur) and that they are descendants of
Shesh Nag, who was white.

' 3. The wedding ceremony is the* usual mixture of tribal and Hindu ritual.

There is no sacrifice of an animal or bird, but after a ceremonial bath in the river,

the bridegroom shoots an imaginarj* deer seven times with a bow and arrow. At the

seventh attempt the Bhanto (sister’s husband) of the bridegroom, who conducts most
of the marri.'Jge rites, runs away with the arrow. The bridegroom pursues him aftd if

he cannot catch him has to pay a fine of one anna.

4. The objects of worship are Nag Deo, the cobra or snake god, the Sun, the

Moon, Dulha Deo, Bhagwan (presumably Mahadeo) and ancestors. Ghosts and
spirits of trees, etc., are not worshipped. For snake worship an idol representing the

cobra is prepared from kneaded flour. No other images are made. In times of
illness the Baiga is summoned to propitiate Shitala Devi.

5. Dead arc generally buried, head north, feet south. Paddy and cotton are
scattered on the way to the grave. A pot of water is placed by the grave.
A little water is sprinkled in the mouth of the corpse with some mango leaves, first

by his next-of-kin and then by other relatives. Stones or logs of wood or thorns are
placed over ordinary graves to keep off wild animals, but for an important man a
monument of plastered mud is made with a fence. The cot on which he died or was
carried to the grave is left there. The remaining ceremonies resemble those of other
tribes in the neighbourhood.

6.

^
There are very definite contrasts between the Nagasias of Udaipur and the

Nagasias of Jashpur, who are known locally as Kisans. The latter have two sub-
tribes the Senduria and the Teliha, the former of whom use vermilion and possibly
correspond to the Nagbansis of Udaipur. The Teliha Nagasias of the Khuria hill's

who were questioned stated that they had no gotras at all. Ancestor worship is

really the only form of religion, the ordinary’ festivals of the tract are obser\’ed and
at the Naxcakhaiia chickens are sacrificed to the spirits of the dead with ritual very’
similar to that followed by the Korwas of Jashpur. Dulha Deo is not venerated, but
Saigas perform ceremonies for the village gods and ghosts. In some villages the dead
are burned; in other they’ are buried head north and face upwards. (Dn a cremation
pyre fem.ales are laid face upwards and males face downwards. The funeral ceremonies
and wedding ceremonies resemble those of other tribes in the same tract.

8. NAGBANSIS
Russell mentions Nagbansis only as sub-tribes or clans of Rajputs, Daharias and

Gonds. I have been unable to identify them definitely but those in Udaipur and
Jashpur certainly do not appear to be either Gonds or Daharias. They state, in
met, spccifirclly’ that they’ are not Gonds. It appears likely that they’ are merely a
divisjon of i'fie Senduria Nagasias mentioned above or a branch of the Kharias who
have a Nagbansi division. The following is briefly the information obtained from
them ;

—

' (1) Their gotras are:—^Kumar, Baghin, Dudhkanra, Sukra, Manakhia, Baranga,
.Kansar, Lohra, Samrath, Kutuwan, Bhuiyan, Pradhan, Baiga,

Manjhi and Rajpuria.
_
These are exogamous sects. After a girl is married she w’ill

^ke no food cooked in the vessels of her parents but she will eat food cooked by
her brother in metal and not earthen pots. She will not eat food cooked by he'r
brother’s wife even in metal pots.

S4
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^
2. Around Pathalgaon the following exogamous gotras are found. They are

definitely totemistic, Dumen (the dumen tree), Murhi (a vegetable), Sail (a tree).

Nag (cobra), Sukra (spear grass), Maji, Chitki, Raki and Ali. In Jashpur State the
gotras seem to be different. The following were found:—^Ahind (eel), Harhuria
(a species of snake), Kirketta (a species of bird), Goha (Jecko), Beng (frog), Thithio;
Tope, Saras (various kinds of birds), and Chorant (spear grass). Veneration of the
totem is observed in various ways, for instance people of the Chorant gofra- take a
ceremonial bath if there is a forest fire. It may be noticed that in Jashpur the
totem names are the same for many neighbouring tribes.

3. Ancestors are worshipped especially at the Nawakhana festival. In
Jashpur chickens are sacrificed but not in Udaipur. In villages of both states

resin is burned as a ritual. Around Pathalgaon (Udaipur)^ the Bhuinhars separately

worship also the sun and the moon. Mata Devi is propitiated for small-pox.

4. The dead are buried, head north, feet south. In the Khuria Zamindari^ males
are interred face downwards and females on their backs. Other ritual^ is similar to

that among various tribes in the tract (including the custom of placing sticks for clean-

ing teeth on the grave). Logs and stones are placed on graves to keep off animals.

5. Other ceremonies vary little from those already described as common in the
Ghhota Nagpur States. In the Khuria hills rice-beer is used freely in their

performance.

6. Bhuinhar women are tattooed on their arms and ankles, but there are no
particularly distinct forms. The Khurai Bhuinhars stated that there are also Munda
Bhuinhars and Sonihara Bhuinhars from whom .they will not take cooked food.

.

11. BIRHORS

Russell has a very brief note upon this tribe, but a full account of it will be found
in Rai Bahadur Sarat Chandra Roy’s book “The Birhors”. Colonel Dalton’s descrip-

tion of the tribe was “a small dirty, miserable looking race, who have the credit of
devouring their parents’’, and the physical characteristics oP those whom I saw in'

Udaipur bore out the first part of this description. They still wear their hair long
and matted, and often hanging over their faces.

2 There are no sub-tribes in the tract of Udaipur around Rairooma Khurd.
The exogamous gotras there are:—Sunwani Bandi, Barih, Kasondih, Goira and
Chenga. None of these names appear in Rai Bahadur _S. C. Roy’s list of the
totemistic clans of which he had information. Marriage is adult and is performed
almost exactly according to the ritual of the local Kanwars and Gonds.

3. The dead are buried, head north, feet south, on the back. (Roy states “head
pointing south”). For important men a chabutra (platform) of mud is raised over
the grave, and some roofing is put up over it. The cot on which a man died—if he
did die on a cot—or his bier is left near the grave, and also an earthen pot with a
little rice in it. No rice is scattered on the way to the burial ground. A purification
ceremony is performeu from two to eight days after the funeral according to the time
which it takes to collect the kinsmen for the feast.

4. Mahndeo is the object of veneration. These people seem to have forgotten
the gods or spirits worshipped by their ancestors. A day is set apart for a ceremonial
sacrifice in the month of Kartik. There is no image or shrine, but the place where the
offe-ing is to be made is lecped with cow-dung and water. Coconuts and betel nut
are offered, after “Horn” has been burned. There is no animal sacrifice to Mahadeo.
The Birhors do not consider themselves to be Hindus.

5. There are certain special birth ceremonies. As usual among almost all tribes

the navel cord is cut by the mother. It is buried,_not, as generally, in front of the
entrance to the house, but at the place where the birth takes place. Seven days after
a birth a chicken is sacrificed to the ancestors of the family. The feet of the child
arc washed with milk, and water is poured into an earthen pot. The names of indivi-

dual ancestors are called in turn, and as each is called a grain of rice is dropped into the
pot. When one of these grains floats the child is given the names of that ancestor
and it is thought that the soul of the latter has returned in the new-born child. This
•ceremony, which is exactly the same as the naming ceremony of the Oraons described
by Father Dehon, is generally performed by the head of the house but occasionally a
Baiga i? called to do it. In times of illness the Baiga is called to propitiate Mata.

6. Almost every kind of meat is eaten except cows, cats, snakes, dogs, rats,

crows, tigers and bears. They eat monkeys but have had none for six years. The
monkeys are snared in a net, cut up like a goat and curried ; the flesh is rather tough.
These Birhors have no recollection of having eaten human flesh.

7. There are bachelors’ quarters for both sexes in Birhor villages, known as the
“Derwa Ghar”. Boys live separately from the girls.

8. The Birhors are bi-lingual, speaking their own language and Chhattisgarhi. ’

They work as labourers and also follow their traditional occupation of making rope
from creepers. The women are tattooed, if they can afford it.
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9. Dalton held that the Birhors are a sub-tri^be of Kharias. Those in Udnim.rresemble the Kharias very little. The latter have in fact become larcely Hinduiredand their customs arc similar to those of other Hinduizcd tribes in. the tract’ Thevhave totcmistic tjotras :-thc K rketta bird, the dhum dhum fish, etc In this tra«Dulha Deo is their god : otherwise they still follow the description given in Russell

12. MAJHWARS (UDUDHA, UDAIPUR STATE). .

They chaim to have no connection with the M.ijhis or with any other tribe md
iolm (which do' not

2. Msjhadeo alone is worshipped. (Russell says Dulha Deo.) There is a plat-
form for- him in every house, but no image. A goat is sacrificed to him once or twice
a year, at sowing time and at Moh. Chickens are not sacrificed. Betel' nut and rice
.TTC also olTered up. Marriages arc performed according to conimon .rites W the
liatgtt and panches.

3. Dead tire buried, head north, feet south—lying on the right side. The personal
. effects of the deceased arc placed on top of the grave. For important men a small

temple or house (Malt) is erected over the grave.

4.

Dancing is popular. They begin ceremonial d.'inces in Chait and finish in
Phagun, before sowing. They also dance at weddings and have the Karam Raja
dance as described by Russell.

13. SAONTAS (SEMIPALLI, UDAIPUR) '

,

This tribe or sub-tribe offers a curious example of degradation due to economic
reasons. They state that they arc really Kisan Majhi who migrated from Sirguja,
where there are large numbers of their relatives. They have taken to basket work
and are therefore classdd with the low caste Turis, and have changed their name of
Saonta. They are related to the Majhis of Chiro village and intermarry with them.
The title Manjhi, "village headman," is invariably adopted by the Santals (Saontas)
in some tracts (see Russell's short note). The Saontas dine with Majhis, but not with
Majhwars, which confirms the claim of the Majhwars that they are distinct from Majhis.

2. Exogamous goiras are :—Murhi (a species of vegetable). Baiha Sua (a parrot),

Tuchsi sun (a different species of parrot), Koksa (a kind of fish), Paridhia and poma.
The totems are respected in the usual way.

3. Mahadco and Dulha Deo arc worshipped in Phagun, and at sowing time.

There is a small shrine of Dulha Deo in each house and a covered shrine of 'Mahadeo
for the village. Ancestors are also worshipped.

4. Tliey do not eat cows, pigs, cats, dogs, snakes, frogs, crocodiles, etc., but eat

other kinds of flesh.

5. Dead are buried, head north and feet south, on the back, with new and old

clothing in the grave. A handful of rice is thrown on the grave. There is no
memorial stone.

6.

The marriage ceremony is ordinary. Two young unmarried girls take a

leading part in the ritual.

7 Like all the tribesmen of Chhota Nagpur the Saontas are great dancers. I

noted’ that their big drums were larger than those of any other tribal dancers in

the neighbourhood.

14. ORAONS
The customs of these cheerful and prolific people vary from tract to tract in

Chhota Nagpur, but most of them will be found detailed in the works of Father Dehon

or of Rai Bahadur S. C. Roy, or in RusseU’s Tribes and Castes of the Central Prov-

inces The god Dharmes (Dharmesha) mentioned by those three observers was known

only in certain villages in Udaipur State. Elsewhere in the Central Province the

Oraons, except of course the Christians, worship pnncipally.their ancestors, and JJuIha

Deo and Biura Deo (equivalent presumably to Dharmes), whilst the village Saiga

as usual propitiates Mahadeo, Mata Devi, etc. Everywhere they have their own

Demars who know magic and are called in time of sickness and to lay evil spirits.

These may belong to any caste or tribe.

2 The various local ceremonials of sacrifice, marriage and burial are according

to ritual already described for the Korwas, and other tribes of the same tract. Squirrels

are inauspicious to Oraon wedding parties m some villages. Dead bodies are burned

by those who can afford it. Others are buried, head south, feet nortl^ on “ack

Ornaments are buried with the dead. No monuments are raise^

be little difference between the ritual performed in Udaipur, the Khuna hills and the

Jashpur plateau.
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3. The exogamous gotras are named after various totems—animal, vegetable or
mineral. There is no social precedence and Oraons throughout Chhota Nagpur
appear to be permitted to marr}' into anj' golra other than their own.

4. The bachelors’ quarters, known as the Dlitimhuria are separate for boys and
girls. As mentioned in Chapter XI the Christian Oraons still retain a bachelors
'-dormitory and continue the ceremonial of

_
cicatrization. It is said that they also

often perform weddings according to tribal rites after the church ceremony.

5. The tattooing of Oraon women is rather distinctive—and is generally profuse.
The illustration is preijared from a diagram kindlj* sent by the Superintendent of
Udaipur State. Tattooing is shown on one arm only because the pattern on each arm
is generally the same. There is no definite custom that it should be done on either
arm or on 'both arms.

, -6. Ori the Jashpur Plateau where most of the Oraons are Christians, they are
Tonrented and fairly industrious cultivators and labourers, distinguishable only, from
•other castes and tribes b}^_ their physical characteristics. Of those in the Khurai
Znmindari Mr. Ghosal writes :

—

“Both males and females are very ill-clad. The women do not generally cover
the upper part of their body when they move about among their fellow villagers, but
.•conceal their breasts when^ they see a stranger. They usually wear a cloth only from
their waist to their knees.”

7. The Oraons are great dancers and must be ranked with the Marias, Murias
and Paijas as the leading exponents of the art in these Provinces. They are of course
extremely fond of handia (rice-beer). «

15. GADABAS
I met a few Gadabas in Basfar State, the census total is 395 only and the tribe

.is not found elsewhere in these Provinces. The younger people speak only Bhatri,
but the old ones know their own language, which is quite unlike any other in the
tract. They say that they are the hereditary palki-bearers of the State. They consider
themselves like the Murias and will eat food cooked by Murias athough the latter

will not take anything cooked by them. In the houses inspected, which were con-
structed of bamboo wattle and mud they had a separate room for a kitchen "because
;of the heat”. They bury their dead on their backs, naked, head to east and feet to
'west.^ It is stated that stone slabs are erected as memorials—^where sacrifices are offered
occasionally. The men wear their hair in buns behind and shaved in front. I missed
in Bastar the dress which I had seen Gadaba woman wearing some years previously
in the neighbouring district of Vizagapatam. Evidently the Bastar Gadabas belong
to either the Ollar, Bodo or Parangi section of the tribe, who do not wear the dress
peculiar to other sections. The latter is so remarkable as to merit a summary of the
description fron. the Vizagapatam Gazetteer :

—

"The dress of the men is ordinary. Women have round their waists a fringed
narrow cloth woven by them on primitive handlooms, the warp being hand spun fibre

of difierent jungle "shrubs, the woof cotton dyed at home with indigo and moriuda
citrijolia and arranged in stripes red, blue and white. Over or under this is a bustle
made of some 40 strands of stout black cloth woven from other shrubs and tied

together at the ends. Round the imper part of the body is another cloth similar to
.but smaller than the waist-cloth. On the right forearm from wrist to elbow are a
number of brass bracelets. Over the forehead is a chaplet of cowrie shells, white
hiisa grass seeds, pr the red and black berries of the ahrus precatomis. In the ears
are .enormous coils of thick brass wire (one specimen was found to be 8 inches across and
contained 20 strands), which hang down on their shoulders and in extreme cases
prevent them turning their heads except slowly and with care. Details of the
costume vary locally. The reason for the bustle is that a goddess incognito visited

41 Gadba village and asked a woman leave to sit on a cot. She was told that the
floor was the proper place for beggars and therefore decreed that all Gadba women
ahould wear bustles to remind them of their churlishness.”

I endeavoured to get photographs of these picturesque people in Je>pore on
several occasions, but although they frequently work on Public Works Department
,Toad construction they were shy of the ordeal.
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APPENDIX IV

Industrial Development of Central Provinces and Berar
By R. N. Banerjee, M.A., J.C.S.,

Director oj Industries, Central Provinces.

A brief note on the growth of the trade and main industries of the province
during the decade may be of interest.

2. Trade of the province.—Enough has been said in the. body of the report
about the importance of agriculture as the- main industry of the province and about
its staple crops. Cotton, oil-seeds, grain and pulse are the larger items in the
exports from the province varying^ from 60 to 86 per cent of the total volume of
exports. During the decade the minimum volume of exports was 46,^47,000 maunds
in 1924. The peak year for cotton prices was 1924 and, although the actual volume
of exports was the largest in 1928 in respect of value, the balance of trade in favour
of the province was the highest (Rs. 2.^!^ crorcs) in the former year. The maximum
favourable trade balance in the previous decade had been 12^- crorcs in 1912. Since
the year 1924 there was a steady fall in the balance of trade in favour of the prov-
ince, the figure reaching Rs. 6f crorcs in l931, the lowest in the decade. The
successive crop failures in the northern districts in the latter half of the dcoide and
the collapse in prices which set in about the autumn of 1029 accentuated this down-
ward trend. With agriculture as the basic industry and the decade consisting of
cycles of good, bad and indifTcrent years, a steady rise in the balance of trade every
year is hardly to be expected ; but that in spite of these natural and economic causes
there accrued ^ clear balance in favour of the province every year certainly speaks
of its economic vitality.

3. Larger industrial establishments.—The total number of industrial establish-

ments to which the Indian Factories Act applies stood at 911 in 1931 as against 472
in 1921. All these establishments employco ten of more workers. The increase in

the number of registered factories was, however, due largely to the extension of the
definition of factory by the Act of 1922 and only partly to the industrial development
in the decade.

The cotton boom continued during the first triennium after 1921 and the maxi-
mum number of cotton ginnini^ and pressing factories during the decade rose to 617
in 1929 against 434 in 1921. The maximum number of workers employed in these

factories was 40,669 in 1924 against 30,9.t8 in 1921. An over-investment of capital

occurred in this industry and led to the growth of the'system’ of pools’ under which
many factories remained idle and the lower number of factories that worked created
monopolistic conditions in the industrj' resulting in an increase in the cost of ginnjng
and pressing. This operated .as a fresh inroad of middlemen into the prices which
agriculturists could obtain for their produce. The evil has attracted the attention

oT Government and those interested in the cotton trade and the possibility of
minimizing it is being explored.

The number of cotton spinning and vreaving mills increased by two only (vide

paragraph 8 of chapter II of report). This industry suffered a set-back during the
period from 1923 to 1927 but as a result of the abolition of the excise duties and
the imposition of successive tariffs on foreign yarn and piece-goods since the year
1925 and the impetus provided by the swadeshi and boycott movement in 1930 and
1931 the output of the provincial mills increased appreciably. The maximum output
during the post-tariff period was 45,110,508 lbs. of yarn and 21,647,910 lbs. of piece-

goods in the years 1930 and 1931 respectively. Considerable progress was made in

the production of finer counts of yarn during the last two years of the decade.

The establishment of rice mills in the rice area of the province \yas a special

feature of the decade. In 1921 there was not a single rice mill in the province but
by the close of 1931 the number of such mills was 47 employing 1,161 workers.

The number of oil mills in 1921 was only 4; but there are now 28 such mills in
the province, employing 953 workers.

The coal-mining industry made further progress during the decade.^ Central
Provinces coal is about 30 to 40 per cent inferior to Bengal coal but the raisings of the
mines increased to 973,040 tons in 1931. The maximum output in the previous
decade was 712,746 tons in 1921. The number of .mines, however, decreased to 24
from 44 in 1921, employing 8,624 workers against 12,339 in 1921. The mines closed
down were small ones containing generally inferior ores and it is the more organized
working of the superior mines which has increased the output.

The manganese industry in the province continued to be in a very prosperous
condition unti' the year 1928. The maximum raisings were 757,053 tons in 1926
against the maximum of 649,307 tons in 1913 in the previous, decade. Since Jhe
year 1928 cut-throat Russian competition coupled with the general trade depression
has caused a set back to the industry. The exports in 1031 were only 276,409 tons,
the lowest since 1912. The maximum number of workers employed in the industry
was 25,853 in 192‘7. Central Provinces manganese ores are of a very high grade but
the future of the industry is uncertain.

In 1921 Mr. Roughton wrote, "Electric enterprise is still in its infancy”.; and
there was only one electrie power supply company, viz., the one at Nagpur; but
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by the end of the decade a public supply of electrical ener^" was available in 12
towns. These undertakings employed 400 workers as against o4 employed at the

Nagpur concern in 1921.

Two more match factories were established during the decade in addition to

the one existing in 1921 but only one worked off and on.

• Wood and metal industrial establishments have increased from 15 to 47. Of
the latter the most important is the Gun Carriage Factory in Jubbulpore which
employed 2,528 persons in 1931 as against 1,853 in 1921. Industries dealing with
processes of stone and glass have made good progress. There are 103 stone and stone
dressing works and 3^ cement works, employing 607 and 1,137 persons respectively.

The 368 brick and tile^ works employ 4,485 persons. One of the cement factories

was closed down owing to over-production of material. Trade depression even-
tually affected railway traffic and the number of workshops was reduced from IS
to 6 and the employees from 3,771 to 1,181 respectively.^ The 7 cement and potter>'

works, 5 of which are confined to the Jubbulpore district, employed 2,244 persons.

The lime and lime-stone works were responsible for the employment of 1,392

opeiatives. There \vas only one glass factoiy at Jubbulpore prior to 1921 which
w'as c*osed down owing to mismanagement. Three new glass works were establish-

ed during the decade employing 243 persons.

Exclusive of oil mills and match factories, which have been referred to above,
industries connected with chemicals and dyes increased to 43 empl^'ing 6,168;^ of

these 22 lac factories and 15 myrobalam works employ 5,304 persons. The food drink

and tobacco establishments showed a considerable increase. Dal mills numbered
l7 with 706 employees and flour mills,-;-681 employing 1,720 persons. The szsadeshi

and boycott movement gave the hidi industrj' a further impetus and it made very

great strides during the decade. The number ol bidi‘iitaking establishments was 818
employing 42,240 workers as against 164 and 7,680 respectively in 1921. Printing

presses increased from 10 to 46 and their employees from 620 to 1,209.

4. The condition of the labouring classes: labour welfare.—The Indian Fac-

tories Act was revised in the years 1922 and 1926. A separate staff for the infection
of factories with a Chief Inspector and two inspectors was provided in 1922, and
during the decade increasing attention began to be devoted to the welfare of indus-
trial labour. The other legislative measures during the decade for bettering the
conditions of labour were the Workmen’s Compensation Act of 1923 and the Central
Provinces Maternity Benefit Act of 1930.

The average number of cases and the amount of compensation paid under the
Workmen’s Compensation Act till the end of 1931 was 40 and Rs. 7,012 respectively.

The Maternity Benefit Act came into force from Januar>’ 1st, 1931, and 498 women
received benefit under the Act at the close of the year to the extent of Rs. 9,766.

Apart from legislation much was done during the decade by constant persuasion
iind appeal on the part of the Inspectors to the generous instincts of the emplovcrs
for improving the working conditions of labour in industrial establishments. The
Empress Mills, Nagpur, continued to set a verj' high standard in the treatment of

its employees. The following improvements also took place during the decade :

—

(i) Guards, safety appliances, improved conditions of ventilation and reduc-
tion of temperature in factories received greater attention from the
employers.

(ii) There was an increase in the provision of regular housing accommodation

;

8 textile mills, 2 pottery works and the Gun Carriage Factory’ provided
such accommodation for 6,300 operatives as against 4,000 in 1921.

(iii) Cr&hes for babies are provided in 6 cotton mills and one pottery works,
where about 260 babies are looked after by trained nurses.

(iv) There was an expansion of medical facilities provided in the larger
factories.

(v) Factory’ schools also continue to be provided in some of the larger con-
cerns; but as less children were employed owing to the age of half-time
workers being raised the number of children attending the schools
decreased.

In 1929 a Royal Commission on Labour was appointed to make a general
•enquiry’ into labour conditions. The visit of the Commission to the province
awakened considerable interest in the problems of labour welfare both on the part
of the employers as well as such organizations of workers as existed in the province.

The Royal Commission on Agriculture and the Provincial Banking Enquiry
•Committee which published thejr reports during the latter part of the decade
•focussed official and non-official opinion on the problems of rural labour.

5. The Organization of Labour : Growth of Trade Unionism.—Since 1921 there
were 44 strikes affecting the various industrial undertakings in the province of which
33 were, in cotton mills, one in a printing press, one in a manganese mine, two in
railway workshops, one of taxi drivers and six of sweepers. NIost of the strikes
Avere of a minor nature and related to demands for increase in wages, allowance,
‘bonuses or demands for shorter hours of work. It was only in the case of two strikes
jthai political causes were operative in one (at the Polgaon Mills) in 1921 the manage-
rmtnt ref-ised to close the mills on a harial day {13th April) but the strikers .also put
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forward demands for raising their grain compensation allowances in the course of .the'

strike. The other strike on the Bengal-Nagpur Railway ..was a demonstration of.
,

sympathy with an office-bearer of the Railway Union who was arrested -in connec-,

tion with a strike outside the province. .Outside infiuetices were traceable in only
eight out of the 44 strikes. Only five strikes, three at Nagpur, and two at Pulgaon,-
were organized by labour unions. One strike at the_ Jubbulpore Mills in 1923 is

reported to have been inspired by sympathy with strikers at Ahmedabad.' Other-
wise the strikes were for the most part local and did not present any special features

though the demands of the strikers were occasionally extravagant. More than half

the number of strikes ended within 15 days while 6 strikes lasted between 15. to 30
days and 7 strikes continued over 30 days. About half the. strikes, ended with results'

entirely unfavourable to the strikers; about one-seventh yielded favourable results

to strikers and the remaining were inconclusive. The incidence. of the strikes and
the consequent loss mostly fell on the employers,, uiz'., the textile mills.

*

Apart from general economic and politico-social causes the moving force behind'
some of the strikes was the more advanced programmes of labour ideals adopted by
the workers’ organizations in the western countries. The Russian Revolution of 1917
and the activities of the International Labour Office began to inspire Indian labour
leaders to set up a higher standard of life before Indian labour. In 1921
Mr. Roughton wrote “The day appears to be far off when trade unionism on a scale

approaching that of most advanced countries will be a powerful factor in the indus-
trial world;’’ but with the passing of the Indian Trade Unions Act, 1926, trade
unionism made its appearance as an active force in the labour politics of the province.
The total number of trade unions registered since the introduction of the Act is

eleven of which five consist of workers in textile mills, one of press employees, one
of scavengers of a municipality, one of motor drivers, one of workshop^ •workers
and one of bidi workers. Of the five unions of textile workers, the certificate of
registration of one union was cancelled as it ceased to function while another appears
to exist only in name. Thus the number of trade unions which actually function in

the province is only nine. The total membership of all the registered unions is

6,853 of which ^200 are textile workers, 249 press employees, 270 scavengers, 710
motor drivers, 209 workshop workers and 215 bidi workers. One Or two of the
larger unions of textile •workers conducted a few of the strikes during the decade.
The Nagpur Textile Union compiled a .useful memorandum presenting its recom-
mendations to the Royal Commission on Labour appointed during the year. Trade
un'onism is, however, still in its infancy in the province and is more under the con-
trol of politically-minded members of the intelligentsia than of genuine workers. The
two or three most active leaders of the trade union movement in this province
belong to the legal profession.

The Trade Disputes Act came into force in the province with effect from the
8th May 1929. No application for the appointment of a court of inquiry or a board
of conciliation was received in 1929 or 1930 while in 1931 only one application was
received from a registered trade union under section 3 of the Act for the appointment
of a board of conciliation in connection with an apprehended strike in tne Mode?
Mills, Nagpur, Limited, Nagpur, but as a result of endeavours made by the Registrar
of Trade Unions to settle the dispute by mutual agreement, the application was
eventually withdrawn.

6. Local and cottage industries.-^Paragraph 224 of the census report of 1921
dealt with the principal cottage industries of the province. Paragraphs 1291 to l3l9
of the report of the Provincial Banking Enquiry Committee (1929-30) contain a more
up to date and fuller account of these industries. There is not very much to say on
the history of these industries during the decade. "Weaving continued to be the
main cottage industiy. Th textile section of the Department of Industries which
started work in 1916 went on introducing improved sleys amongst the handloom
^veavers. By the end of the decade the improved sley and a few other accessory
appliances became fairly popular at all the important weaving centres. About
30,000 of these sleys were introduced by the end of the decade. These sleys increased
the output of the handlooms by at least 75 per cent. The result was over-production
\vhich created fresh problems for the industry. For want of proper marketing facili-
ties the increased products are not easily sold nor have the weavers been able to make
any other use of the increased leisure which the new sleys bring to them. The
classes using hand-woven fabrics are taking more and more to mill-made fabrics.
The we.avcrs cannot readily produce goods of more modern pattern to keep pace
with changing fashions. Only those weavers who turn out finer and more artistic-
fabrics which cannot be manufactured in factories could hold their own in the
industry. The competition of facton'-made piece-goods continued to hit the rest
hard during the decade. The condition of the vast mass of handloom weavers
engaged in the manufacture of ordinary yarees and dhotics is thus deteriorating still
further. It is doubtful whether anything can be done to keep up this portion of the
hanaloom wc.nving industrv’ It is only in tracts where conservative fashions in
sarccs still sun'ive, c.g., in Chhattisgarh, that the handloom weaver is not yet too
fvtuly off. The famous gold thread industry of Burhanpur decayed still further.
Tne use of improved appliances have enabled the weavers of Surat and Madras to
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produce and sell gold threads at cheaper rates and by the end of the decade not
;nore than half a dozen craftsmen at Burhanpur were producing gold thread on a
very small scale. Electric power has, however, been recently made available in the
town and high hopes arc entertained about the possibilities of reviving the industry
by reducing the cost of production. The silk and tasar industrv decayed still further
and now exists on a small scale only in the Bilaspur, Chanda, Bhandara and Nagpur
district.^. The bulk of the yarn used is foreign or locally spun from cocoons imported
from Bihar and Orissa and Bengal. The dyeing and calico printing industry continue
to sur\’ive but are in a moribund condition. During the last 3 years of the decade
the department of industries employed a demonstrator, and the propaganda done by
him in improved methods of dyemg and printing has resulted in increasing the earnings
of the dyers in many cases. It is only the fcirfj-making industry which made great
strides during the decade {vide paragraph 4). The bell-metal and brass industr\"
continues

,

to survive in the Chhattisgarh districts, Bhandara and Mandla, but the
margin of profit is decreasing every day. Cheaper and more finished bell-metal lotas.
Imported from Bankura in Bengal, have begun to compete with lotas made in
Chhattisgarh towns. The tanning and shoe-making industry also continues to exist on
a considerable scale. The tanning industrj’ was hit hard by the slump in prices which
set in towards the end of 1929; while cheaper Japanese and Czecho-Slovakian shoe?
are fast replacing the crude though durable shoes made by the cottage workers. The
manufacture of carpets,^ niVar, rope and woollen blankets is carried on in a few places.
The village Kumhar still continues to provide the earthenware for the poorer rural

population. Steady urbanization of the country side is thus proving destrucive to
most of the cottage industrj'. There has been no improvement in the craftsmanship
of the various cottage workers and machine-made goods are thus making a steady
Inroad into their spheres.

The following statistics compiled from information collected by the census staff

give some idea of the extent of the minor cottage industries in the province:

—

Central Provinces
and Berat.

Central Provinces
States.

Number
of

industries.

Total
number

of persons
employed.

Number
of

industries.

Total
number

of persons
employed.

39 132 2 35
183 403 41 101
55 184 3 8

1,493 S ®>397 78 165
286 ^ 895 55 130
10 27 ...

383 661 34 72
1 77 ...

326 540 5 7

17 ”514 ”
8

”
88

"
37 '2,590

...

42 52 ...

377 1 1

12 32 ...

7 14 ...

4 11 ...

1,953 3,035 141 208
196 1,861

1 1 ...

2 2 • ••

169 331 6 34
2,841 6,075 156 351

571 1.232 76 178

i; 34 9 42
657 1,386 29 61
408 1,204 128 400

15 20 1 1

108 314 38 133
12 13 • •• • ••

7 126 ...

18 47 ... •.a

17 24 " ...

8 25
36 39 5 7

826 1,168 83 133

5,463
;

15,930 385 1,016

'"248 '"547 '

64 ’"l89

44 115 ... ...

... ... ... ...

Class of Industry.

1. Ronfiles (dlnss, lac and horn)
2. Bell-meinl industry

3. Brass industry
4. Bamboo works (wood, pulp, etc.)

5 Butter and Dhee
6, Book-liindinfi ond card-board articles ..

7. Bakery (incliidinft biscuits and confectionery)

5. Buttons

9.

Brooms
^

10. Corpenlry (including carving, combing, etc.)

11. Catlhn-making
12. Country lime
13. Charcoal

_
...

14. Cutlery (penknives, cutters, razors, scissors, etc.)

15. Dyeing and printing

16 Filework$_
17. Gold anti silver embroidery
18. Gold and silver leaves

19. Gold and silver ornaments
20. Gur and sugar

211 Honey and was
22. Ink
23. Leather tanning ...

24 Leather goods (including boots, shoes, sandals, orna

tal footwear and saddlery).

25. Laundry
26. Matting (of bamboo and sindi leaves)...

_

27. Oils (including scented and medicinal oils)

28 Pottery (domestic and ornamental) ...

29. Paintings and photography
30. Rope-making
31. Stone sculpture and sand-making
32. Soap works
33. Snuff and scented tobacco
34. Toilet materials (including red paste, tooth powder,

etc.).

35. Toys (stone, wood and cloy)

36. Tin works
37. Tailoring

_
...

38. Weaving including

—

la) Silk and cotton sarees, dhoties and other cloth

(b) Lace sarees, kinkhab, etc.

(c) Blankets
(d) Carpets, gonas and durries

(c) Embroidered laces, £tas, etc.
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Government Department of Indostries.—I accordance with recommendations
of the Indian Industrial Commission the Government department of industries was
re-organized in 1919. The organization for the inspection of boilers and factories

and promotion of schemes for public supply of electrical energy was regularized.
No special assistance was considered necessary for such of the larger industries as were
successfully established by private enterprise, for example, spinning and weaving mills,

oil mills, cement and pottery works. Advice and help were provided to promote
the establishment of small power plants. Considerable work was done in the way
of introducing improved appliances and _methods_ in the hand-loom weaving, dyeing
and calico-printing and tanning industries. Facilities have also been provided in
three Government and five aided industrial schools for training in carpentry, smithy
and tailoring. An emporium for the collection, advertisement and sale of the pro-
ducts of cottage industries was also established at the Museum at Nagpur. Progress
in such activities has been held up by lack of funds.
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